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FOREWORD

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) are pleased to present the 1991 National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs. The Directory is based on data obtained from the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS), a national survey that is designed to measure the location, scope, and characteristics of drug abuse and alcoholism treatment and prevention facilities, services, and activities throughout the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust Territories, and the Virgin Islands. The 11,277 alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention facilities that voluntarily participated in the September 1991 NDATUS are listed in this Directory.

This publication is designed to provide an important resource for those seeking referral information about treatment, prevention, and other services in alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. It is hoped that the publication of this Directory will stimulate further communication and cooperation within the alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention communities.

The NIAAA and NIDA are very grateful to all those who participated in the 1991 survey.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs is a compilation of approximately 11,277 Federal, State, local, and private facilities responsible for the provision of alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention services throughout the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Trust Territories, and the Virgin Islands. The information included in this Directory was extracted from the 1991 National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS). Conducted jointly by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), this survey collected information on available alcoholism and drug abuse services and clients in treatment on the point prevalence date of September 30, 1991.

The Directory has been prepared to serve as a resource for program managers, treatment personnel, researchers, the NIDA Hotline, and others interested in the location of alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. The Directory includes treatment, prevention, and other non-treatment service facilities. The NDATUS is the only survey that includes private as well as publicly funded programs. Data collected from all treatment units include unit identification, type and scope of services provided, client capacity and utilization; selected client characteristics (including age, gender, and race/ethnic group), sources of funding, and staffing. Prevention type facilities complete a partial survey, which includes data on unit identification and types and scope of services provided. Administrative level reporting was allowed in the 1991 NDATUS at the discretion of each State. For example, if a program administered several clinics/units, data could be reported at the aggregate program or administrative level rather than the individual clinic/unit level. Entries in this Directory will be based on the reporting level chosen by each State.

This publication consists of listings of the State authorities, State prevention contacts, and the alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. Also included are programs administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Indian Health Service, the Federal Prison System, and the Department of Defense. Within each State, all facilities, including the Federal programs, are alphabetized by city and facility name within that city. Each facility listing consists of the facility name, address, telephone number, and types of services provided. The types of services are designated by coded entries on the last line of each facility's description. These codes are defined in a key that is printed at the bottom of the first page for each State.

Single copies of this Directory are available in limited numbers from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information (NCADI), 6000 Executive Boulevard, Post Office Box 2345, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Additional copies may be acquired through the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, North Capitol Street, Washington, DC 20402.

Treatment, prevention, or other service facilities not listed in this Directory can be included in future surveys and directories by completing the information on the last page of this Directory and returning it to the indicated address.
KEY

A line of code is shown for each unit listed in the Directory. This enables users to determine at a glance, the Orientation, Function, Type of Care, and Selected Special Program information at each unit. The coding key is reproduced at the bottom of the first page for each State, as follows:

**KEY**

Orientation:

AL = Alcoholism Services only  
DA = Drug Abuse Services only  
AD = Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Services

Type of Care:

DT = Detoxification (24-hour care)  
RR = Residential (24-hour care)  
AM = Ambulatory (less than 24-hour care)

Selected Special Programs:

W = Woman  
AI = American Indian/Alaskan Natives  
HV = HIV Positives  
Y = Youth  
PG = Pregnant Users  
EA = EAP Program Services  
A = AIDS Patients  
P = Public Inebriates  
DW = DWI/ASAP Services  
B = Blacks  
CU = Cocaine Users  
H = Hispanics  
IV = IV Drug Users

Unit Function:

TX = Treatment Unit  
CI = Central Intake Unit  
PV = Prevention Unit  
MM = Methadone Unit  
OT = Other Unit

Note: The absence of a number in the coding line indicates that the unit checked "Other" or "Not Applicable," which were options on the form, but are not included on the key, except for the Other under Unit Function. Units that provide only prevention or other services were not requested to report Environment or Type of Care.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>James V. Laney, Director</td>
<td>Division of Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>(205) 270-4650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200 Interstate Park Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Box 3710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Montgomery, AL 36193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Loren A. Jones, Director</td>
<td>Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>(907) 465-2071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska Department of Health &amp; Social Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Box 110607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Juneau, AK 99811-0607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Ed Zborower, Program</td>
<td>Representative for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>(602) 255-1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arizona Department of Health Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Community Behavioral Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2632 East Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phoenix, AZ 85016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Joe M. Hill, Director</td>
<td>Arkansas Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention</td>
<td>(501) 682-6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Donaghey Plaza North, Suite 400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P.O. Box 1437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Little Rock, AR 72203-1437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Andrew M. Mecca, Dr. P.H.</td>
<td>Director Governor's Policy Council on Drug &amp; Alcohol Abuse</td>
<td>(916) 445-1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1700 K Street, 5th Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Executive Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sacramento, CA 95814-4037</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Robert Aukerman, Director</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division</td>
<td>(303) 331-6530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado Department of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4210 East 11th Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denver, CO 80220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>999 Asylum Avenue, 3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hartford, CT 06105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Neil Meisler, Director</td>
<td>Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health</td>
<td>(302) 577-4461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1901 North DuPont Highway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Newcastle, DE 19720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>Carlessia A. Hussein, Dr.P.H.</td>
<td>Chief, District of Columbia Health Planning and Development</td>
<td>(202) 673-7481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1660 I Street, NW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington, DC 20036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Elaine Wilson, Division Chief</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Division</td>
<td>(808) 586-3962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hawaii Department of Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Ken Patterson, Administrator</td>
<td>Division of Family and Children Services</td>
<td>(208) 334-5935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Idaho Department of Health &amp; Welfare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450 West State Street, 7th Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>James E. Long, Director</td>
<td>Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse</td>
<td>(217) 785-9067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>222 South College, 2nd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Johnnie Underwood, Deputy Director</td>
<td>Division of Mental Health Bureau of Addiction Services</td>
<td>(317) 232-7816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W-353, 402 West Washington Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Janet Zwick, Director</td>
<td>Iowa Department of Substance Abuse</td>
<td>(515) 281-3641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Iowa Department of Public Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lucas State Office Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Des Moines, IA 50319</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STATE AUTHORITIES**
STATE AUTHORITIES

Kansas
Andrew O'Donovan, Commissioner
Kansas Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
Biddle Building
300 Southwest Oakley
Topeka, KS 66606-1861
(913) 296-3925

Kentucky
Michael Townsend, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
Kentucky Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services
275 East Main Street
Frankfort, KY 40621
(502) 564-2880

Louisiana
Joseph Williams, Jr., Assistant Secretary
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Department of Health and Hospitals
1201 Capitol Access Road
P.O. Box 2790
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-3868
(504) 342-9354

Maine
Ronald Speckmann, Director
Office of Substance Abuse
State House Station #159
24 Stone Street
Augusta, ME 04333-0159
(207) 289-2595

Maryland
Rick Sampson, Director
Maryland State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 225-6925

Massachusetts
Dennis McCarty, Director
Massachusetts Division of Substance Abuse Services
150 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 727-7985

Michigan
Karen Schrock, Chief
Center for Substance Abuse Services
Michigan Department of Public Health
3423 North Logan/M.L. King Blvd.
P.O. Box 30195
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-8808

Minnesota
Cynthia Turnure, Ph.D., Director
Chemical Dependency Program Division
Minnesota Department of Human Services
444 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-3823
(612) 296-4610

Mississippi
Anne D. Robertson, Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Mississippi Department of Mental Health
Robert E. Lee State Office Building
11th Floor
Jackson, MS 39201
(601) 359-1288

Missouri
Sue Giles, Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Missouri Department of Health
1706 East Elm Street
Jefferson City, MO 65109
(314) 751-4942

Montana
Darryl Bruno, Administrator
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Department of Corrections and Human Services
1539 11th Avenue
Helena, MT 59601-1301
(406) 444-2827

Nebraska
Malcolm Heard, Director
Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
Nebraska Department of Public Institutions
P.O. Box 94728
Lincoln, NE 68509-4728
(402) 471-2851, Ext. 5583

Nevada
Liz Breshears, Chief
Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Nevada Department of Human Resources
505 East King Street
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 687-4790

New Hampshire
Geraldine Sylvester, Director
New Hampshire Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
105 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-6104

New Jersey
John W. Farrell, M.S.W., Acting Assistant Commissioner
Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Addiction Services
New Jersey Department of Health CN 362
Trenton, NJ 08625-0362
(609) 292-5760

New Mexico
Geraldine Salazar, Director
Department of Health Behavioral Health Services Division/SA
Harold Runnels Building
Room 3200 North
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Sante Fe, NM 87501
(505) 827-2601
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Position</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Marquerite T. Saunders</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>New York Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse 194 Washington Avenue Albany, NY 12210 (518) 474-5417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John S. Gustafson, Deputy Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York Division of Substance Abuse Services Bureau of Government Relations Executive Park South, Box 8200 Albany, NY 12203 (518) 457-7629</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>William Carroll, Director</td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section</td>
<td>North Carolina Division of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services 325 North Salisbury Street Raleigh, NC 27611 (919) 733-4670</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>John Allen, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Dakota Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Professional Building 1839 East Capitol Avenue Bismarck, ND 58501 (701) 224-2769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Luceille Fleming, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio Department of Alcohol &amp; Drug Addiction Services Two Nationwide Plaza, 12th Floor Columbus, OH 43216 (614) 466-3445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>Paula Grove, Director</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services P.O. Box 53277, Capitol Station Oklahoma City, OK 73152 (405) 271-8653</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Larry Didier, Executive Committee</td>
<td>Prevention Manager</td>
<td>Oregon Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs 1178 Chemeketa Street, NE Salem, OR 97310 (503) 378-2163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Jeannine Peterson, Deputy Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Drug &amp; Alcohol Programs Pennsylvania Department of Health P.O. Box 90 Harrisburg, PA 17108 (717) 787-9857</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>William Pimientel, Deputy Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rhode Island Office of Substance Abuse P.O. Box 20363 Cranston, RI 02920 (401) 464-2091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>John W. Hays, Deputy Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse 3700 Forest Drive Columbia, SC 29204 (803) 734-9527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Gilbert Sudbeck, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Department of Human Services Hillview Plaza, East Hwy. 34 500 East Capitol Pierre, SD 57501-5090 (605) 773-3123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Robbie Jackman, Assistant Commissioner</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services Tennessee Department of Health Cordell Hull Building, Room 255 Nashville, TN 37247-4401 (615) 741-1921</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Bob Dickson, Executive Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse 720 Brazos Street, Suite 403 Austin, TX 78701 (512) 867-8802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Leon PoVey, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Department of Social Services Utah Division of Substance Abuse 120 North 200 West, 4th Floor P.O. Box 45500 Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0500 (801) 538-3939</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>Richard Powell II, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vermont Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs 103 South Main Street Waterbury, VT 05676 (802) 241-2170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Mellie Randall, Acting Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Office of Substance Abuse Services Virginia Dept. of Mental Health, Mental Retardation &amp; Substance Services P.O. Box 1797 109 Governor Street Richmond, VA 23214 (804) 786-3906</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Ken Stark, Director</td>
<td></td>
<td>Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Washington Department of Social and Health Services P.O. Box 45330 Olympia, WA 98504-5330 (206) 438-8200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STATE AUTHORITIES

West Virginia

Jack C. Clohan, Jr., Director
West Virginia Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
State Capitol Complex
1900 Kanawha Blvd.
Building 3, Room 451
Charleston, WV 25305
(304) 348-2276

Wisconsin

Larry W. Monson, ACSW, Director
Wisconsin Office of Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse
1 West Wilson Street, P.O. Box 7851
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 266-3442

Wyoming

Jean DeFratis, Director
Wyoming Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-6494

American Samoa

Fualau Hanipale, Assistant Director
Social Services Division
Alcohol and Drug Program
Government of American Samoa
Pago Pago, AS 96799

Dr. Lefiga Liaiga, Director
Public Health Services
LBJ Tropical Medical
Pago Pago, AS 96799

Guam

Marilyn L. Wingfield
Director
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 9400
Tamuning, GU 96911
(671) 646-9262-69

Marianas/Trust Territories

Masao Kumangai, M.D.
Health Services
Office of the Governor
Saipan, MP 96950
(801) 348-2348950

Puerto Rico

Isabel Suliveres de Martinez, Secretary
Puerto Rico Department of Anti-Addiction Services
Box 21414, Rio Piedras Station
Rio Piedras, PR 00928-1414
(809) 764-3795

Virgin Islands

Laurent D. Javora, Director
Virgin Islands Division of Mental Health, Alcoholism and Drug Dependency Services
Department of Health
Charles Harwood Memorial Hospital
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820
(809) 773-1992
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Alabama
Rex Vaughn
State Substance Abuse Coordinator
Alabama Division of Substance Abuse Services
P.O. Box 3710
Montgomery, AL 36193
(205) 270-4650

Alaska
Bette O’Moor, Executive Director
Alaska Council on Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Inc.
3333 Denali Street, Suite 201
Anchorage, AK 99503
(907) 258-6021

Arizona
Patricia Anaya, Prevention Specialist
Arizona Office of Community Behavioral Health
2632 East Thomas
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 255-1025

Arkansas
John R. Brownlee, Treasurer
Prevention Coordinator
Substance Abuse Prevention
Arkansas Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
P.O. Box 1437
Little Rock, AR 72203-1437
(501) 682-6664

California
Jim Kooler, Dr. P.H., Executive Committee Deputy Director
Division of Alcohol and Drug Prevention
California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs
1700 K Street, 2nd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814-4037
(916) 323-9824

Colorado
Fred Garcia, Director
Prevention/Intervention Services
Colorado Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver, CO 80220
(303) 331-6537

Connecticut
Karen Ohrenberger, Prevention Director
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
999 Asylum Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 566-7458

Delaware
Paul Poplawski, Ph.D.
Director of Training
Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
1901 North DuPont Highway
New Castle, DE 19720
(302) 577-4980

Henry Wood, Administrator
Office of Prevention
Delaware Department of Services for Children, Youth, and Families
1825 Faulkland Road
Wilmington, DE 19805
(302) 633-2678

District of Columbia
Charles Avery
Public Health Analyst
District of Columbia Health, Planning, and Development
1660 L Street, NW, 7th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 724-5637

Florida
Prudence Stack, Prevention Coordinator
Florida Alcohol and Drug Program Office
Building 6, Room 156
1317 Winewood Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 922-4270

Georgia
Delores Napper, Executive Committee Supervisor, Prevention Branch
Georgia Alcohol and Drug Services Section
878 Peachtree Street, NE, Room 319
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 894-4749

Hawaii
Gail Dias, Prevention Coordinator
Hawaii Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division
P.O. Box 3378
Honolulu, HI 96801
(808) 586-4007
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Idaho
Terry Pappin
State Prevention Coordinator
Idaho Bureau of Substance Abuse and Social Services
450 West State Street
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 334-5934

Illinois
Barbara Cimaglio, Executive Committee Administrator for Prevention
Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
100 West Randolph Street
Suite 5-600
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 814-6355

Indiana
Helen C. Dillon, Executive Committee Prevention and Planning
Addiction Services
402 West Washington Street
Room W 353
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2739
(317) 232-7800

Iowa
Cynthia Kelly, Bureau Chief
Iowa Division of Substance Abuse and Health Promotion
Lucas State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319-0075
(515) 281-3641

Kansas
Judy Donovan, Administrator
Program Development and Training
Kansas Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
Biddle Building
300 Southwest Oakley
Topeka, KS 66606
(913) 296-3925

Kentucky
Barbara Stewart, Manager
Prevention and Training Branch
Kentucky Division of Substance Abuse
275 East Main Street
1R. Health Services Building
Frankfort, KY 40621
(502) 564-2880

Louisiana
Rupert Richardson, Immediate Past Chair
Program Officer
Louisiana Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1201 Capitol Access Road
P.O. Box 3868
Baton Rouge, LA 70821-3868
(504) 342-9351

Maine
Mel Tremper, Ph.D., Chair Supervisor
Office of Substance Abuse
State House Station #159
Augusta, ME 04333-0159
(207) 289-2595

Maryland
Eugenia Conolly, Executive Committee Chief, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Services
Maryland Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration
201 West Preston Street, Room 410
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 225-6543

Massachusetts
John Dunphy, Director
Prevention Services
Massachusetts Division of Substance Abuse Services
150 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
(617) 727-1960

Michigan
Jarl Nischan
Chief of Prevention Services
Michigan Office of Substance Abuse Services
2150 Apollo Drive, P.O. Box 30206
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-8831

Minnesota
Sharon Johnson, Prevention Coordinator
Minnesota Chemical Dependency Program Division
444 Lafayette Road
St. Paul, MN 55155-3823
(612) 296-4711

Mississippi
Anne Goforth
Program Planner/Evaluator
Mississippi Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1101 Robert E. Lee Building
239 North Lamar Street
Jackson, MS 39201
(601) 359-1288

Missouri
Richard Hayton, Coordinator
Prevention and Education Section
Missouri Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1706 East Elm Street, P.O. Box 687
Jefferson City, MO 65102
(314) 751-4942
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Montana
Marcia Armstrong, Prevention Coordinator
Montana Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
1539 - 11th Avenue
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-2878

Nebraska
Terry Rohren, Executive Committee
Prevention Coordinator
Nebraska Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
P.O. Box 94728
Lincoln, NE 68509
(402) 471-2851

Nevada
Kathy Bartosz
Intervention Specialist
Nevada Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
505 East King Street, Room 500
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 687-4790

New Hampshire
Linda King, Regional Coordinator
New Hampshire Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
Farnum Center
235 Hanover Street
Manchester, NH 03104-6115
(603) 644-2591

New Jersey
Charles Currie, Chief
Prevention, Training, and Education
New Jersey Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
129 East Hanover Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
(609) 292-4414

New Mexico
Michael Jojola, Bureau Chief
Community Programs Bureau
New Mexico Division of Substance Abuse Bureau
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
(505) 827-2601

New York
Deirdre Breslin, Ph.D.
Deputy Director, Prevention and Intervention
New York Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
194 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 473-0887

North Carolina
Art Jones
Chief of Prevention
North Carolina Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
325 North Salisbury Street
Suite 531
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 733-4555

North Dakota
Karen Larson
Assistant Director
North Dakota Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
1839 East Capitol Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 224-2769

Ohio
Vickie Crews, Manager
Prevention Services
Ohio Department of Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services
280 North High Street, 12th Floor
Columbus, OH 43215-2357
(614) 466-3445

Oklahoma
Jan Hardwick, Director
Prevention Services
Oklahoma Alcohol and Drug Programs
P.O. Box 53277
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
(405) 271-7474

Oregon
Larry Didier, Executive Committee Prevention Manager
Oregon Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
1178 Chemeketa Street, NE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-2163

Pennsylvania
Gloria Martin-Payne, Executive Committee Special Assistant for Minority Health
Room 802, P.O. Box 90
Health and Welfare Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
(717) 787-6436
## Rhode Island

Bette Ann McHugh  
Program Planner  
Rhode Island Office of Substance Abuse  
P.O. Box 20363  
Cranston, RI 02920  
(401) 464-2379

## South Carolina

E.C. Ridgell, Director  
Primary Prevention Program  
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
3700 Forest Drive, Suite 300  
Columbia, SC 29204  
(803) 734-9545

## South Dakota

Dianna Knox, Prevention Coordinator  
South Dakota Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
700 Governors Drive  
Pierre, SD 57501  
(605) 773-3123

## Tennessee

Glenn A. Fleming, Vice Chair  
Director, Prevention Services  
Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services  
Cordell Hull Building, Room 255  
Nashville, TN 37247-4401  
(615) 741-4458

## Texas

Carlene Phillips, Executive Committee Director  
Resource Development Department  
Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
720 Brazos Street, Suite 403  
Austin, TX 78701-1214  
(512) 867-8790

## Utah

Sherry T. Young, Executive Committee Prevention Coordinator  
Department of Social Services  
Division of Substance Abuse  
120 North 200 West, 4th Floor  
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0500  
(801) 538-3939

## Virginia

Hope Seward, Secretary  
Assistant Director for Prevention  
Virginia Office of Substance Abuse Services  
P.O. Box 1797  
Richmond, VA 23214  
(804) 786-1530

## Washington

Michael Langer, Director  
Prevention and Early Intervention  
Washington Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse  
Mail Stop: OB-21W  
Olympia, WA 98504  
(206) 438-8200

## West Virginia

Mary Pesetsky, Program Coordinator  
West Virginia Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
State Capitol Complex  
Building 3, Room 451  
Charleston, WV 25305  
(304) 558-2276

## Wisconsin

Lou Oppor, Prevention Specialist  
Wisconsin Office of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse  
1 West Wilson Street, Room 434  
P.O. Box 7851  
Madison, WI 53707-7851  
(608) 266-9485

## Wyoming

James R. Lewis, Ph.D.  
Substance Abuse Consultant  
Wyoming Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs  
Hathaway Building  
Cheyenne, WY 82002  
(307) 777-6493
ALABAMA

ALEXANDER CITY
LIGHTHOUSE OF TALLAPOOSA COUNTY INC
204 CALHOUN STREET
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
(205) 234-4694
** AD RR TX **

ANNISTON
AGENCY FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV OF CALHOUN AND CLEBURNE COUNTIES
1302 NOBLE STREET
LYRIC SQUARE SUITE 3-B
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 237-8131
** AD EA PV **

ANNISTON FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1219 LEIGHTON AVENUE
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 236-7229
** AD RR TX CI PV **

NORTHEAST ALABAMA
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
400 EAST 10TH STREET
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 225-5121
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV OT **

ATHORNE
POARCH BAND OF CREEKS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
ATHORNE, AL 36502
(205) 368-8630
** AD EA CI PV OT **

BIRMINGHAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
1923 14TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-1213
** AD AM H HV PI CU TX **

ALETHEIA HOUSE INC
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE H-106
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 324-6502
** AD RR AM H PG IV TX CI PV **

BIRMINGHAM TASC PROGRAM
718 30TH STREET SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233
(205) 934-7450
** AD OT **

FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES
PREVENTION SERVICES
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE H-102
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 324-3411
** AD PV **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1625 12TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-2430
** AD RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX **

OAKMONT CENTER
1915 AVENUE H
ENSLEY
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35218
(205) 787-7100
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT ANNES HOME INC
2772 HANOVER CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-6906
** AD RR H CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM FOR MALES
1401 F L SHUTTLESWORTH DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35234
(205) 252-8151
** D RR TX **

UNIV OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM
UAB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
3015 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233
(205) 934-2118
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE CLINIC (OSAC)
1717 11TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 939-2135
** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AT = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IX = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

CALERA
CHILTON/SHELBY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
CALERA, AL 35040
(205) 663-1252
** AD AM H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

CENTRE
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEROKEE COUNTY
CHEROKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
CENTRE, AL 35960
(205) 927-3111
** AD DH PV **

CLAYTON
VENTRESS CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
STATE ROAD 259
CLAYTON, AL 36016
(205) 775-3331
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

CULLMAN
LIGHTHOUSE INC
925 CONVENT ROAD NE
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-2777
** AD RR TX **

NORTH CENTRAL ALABAMA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
CULLMAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 22
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-3530 EXT. 228
** AD DH PV **

DECATURE
NORTH CENTRAL ALABAMA
QUEST REC CTR SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT
HIGHWAY 31 SOUTH
DECATURE, AL 35601
(205) 355-6091
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
ALABAMA

DEMPOLIS

WEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1215 SOUTH MALMO MILE AVENUE
DEMPOLIS, AL 36732
(205) 289-2410
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

FAIRHOPE

Baldwin County MH/MR Center
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
372 SOUTH GREECEO ROAD
FAIRHOPE, AL 36532
(205) 928-2871
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

GADSDEN

CHEYENNE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
312 SOUTH 5TH STREET
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-8247
** AD RR TX **

CHEYENNE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBST ABUSE SERVS
901 GOODYEAR AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35903
(205) 492-7800
** AD AM HV IV TX CI PV **

CHEYENNE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
Serenity Home
118 SOUTH 10TH STREET
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 547-1577
** AD RR TX **

MOUNTAIN VIEW HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3001 SCENIC HIGHWAY
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-9265
** AD RR H B PG CU IV DT TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF
ETOWAH COUNTY
943 3RD AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 547-6903
** AD DH PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
LAY SPRINGS ROAD
ROUTE 3
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-6324
** AD RR AM H Y HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

GUNTERSVILLE

Marshall-Jackson MH Authority
Cedar Lodge
22165 U.S. HIGHWAY 431
GUNTERSVILLE, AL 35976
(205) 582-4465
** AD RR AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MONTGOMERY

NORTHWEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1100 7TH AVENUE
JASPER, AL 35501
(205) 367-0541
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV EA TX PV **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

MOBILE

DAUPHIN WAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
QUARTERWAY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 438-4729
** AD RR IV EA TX **

DRUG EDUCATION COUNCIL INC
954 GOVERNMENT STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 433-5456
** AD PV **

MONTGOMERY

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
2105 EAST SOUTH BOULEVARD
MONTGOMERY, AL 36116
(205) 284-1224
** AD RR H B HV CU IV DT EA TX PV **

CADET CENTER
320 CHISHOLM STREET
MONTGOMERY, AL 36110
(205) 834-4527
** AD RR A H BV IV TX **

CARE HOUSE
1809 PARK PLACE
MONTGOMERY, AL 36106
(205) 265-6544
** AD DH OT **

COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE/NCADD
415 SOUTH MCDONOUGH STREET
MONTGOMERY, AL 36104
(205) 262-7401
** AD PV OT **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE
MONTGOMERY, AL 36112
(205) 836-5861 EXT. 115
** AD EA PV **

JACKSON HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC UNIT
1235 FOREST AVENUE
MONTGOMERY, AL 36106
(205) 293-8067
** AD DT TX **

LIGHTHOUSE COUNSELING CENTER INC
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT UNIT
830 SOUTH COURT STREET
MONTGOMERY, AL 36104
(205) 260-4555
** AD AM EA DM TX CI **

PELHAM

BRADFORD AT BIRMINGHAM
ADOLESCENT SERVICES
2200 HIGHWAY 35
PELHAM, AL 35124
(205) 666-3460
** AD Y B H AI PG IV DT EA TX CI **

PHENIX CITY

PHENIX MEDICAL PARK HOSPITAL
GENESIS CENTER
1707 21ST AVENUE
PHENIX CITY, AL 36867
(205) 291-8399
** AD RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

RED LEVEL

FIRST STEP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
SMILEY STREET
RED LEVEL, AL 36474
(205) 469-5347
** AD RR AM H IV DM TX CI PV **

RUSSELLVILLE

SUNRISE LODGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 9
RUSSELLVILLE, AL 35653
(205) 332-0078
** AD RR IV TX **
**SELMA**

CAHABA CENTER FOR MH/MR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1017 MEDICAL CENTER PARKWAY
SELMA, AL 36701
(205) 875-2100
** AD AM B TX **

**SHEFFIELD**

WE CARE AT THE SHOALS DBA GRAYS LANDING
ROUTE 1
WILSON LAKE SHORES
SHEFFIELD, AL 35660
(205) 383-1092
** AD RR PI CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

**SYLACAUGA**

CHEAHA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADAPT
1625 OLD BIRMINGHAM HIGHWAY
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
(205) 245-2201
** AD RR M A B PG HV PI CU DT EA **
** DW TX **

**TALLADEGA**

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TALLADEGA, AL 35160
(205) 362-0410
** AD IV EA PV **

**TUSCALOOSA**

PHOENIX HOUSES INC
MALE AND FEMALE
2008 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35401
(205) 758-3867
** AD RR TX **

**VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER**

ADDICTIONS TREATMENT UNIT
3701 LOOP ROAD EAST
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35404
(205) 554-2000 EXT. 2441
** AD RR AM Y A B HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX PV **

**TUSKEGEE**

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TUSKEGEE, AL 36083
(205) 727-0550
** AD RR AM Y A B PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX PV **
ANCHORAGE
AK COALITION TO PREVENT SHOPLIFTING
SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR AT RISK KIDS (SPARK)
6901 TUDOR ROAD
SUITE 1
ANCHORAGE, AK 99504
(907) 338-5548
** AD PV **

AK DIV OF ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
ANCHORAGE ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
941 WEST 4TH AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 264-0755
** AD DM CI **

ALASKA COUNCIL ON PREVENTION OF
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
3333 DENALI STREET
SUITE 201
ANCHORAGE, AK 99503
(907) 258-6021
** AD PV **

ALASKA NATIVE ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CTR
120 NORTH HOYT STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 278-2427
** AD RR W AI PI CU TX **

ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD
1545 RUDKOF CIRCLE
ROOM 206
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 337-0028
** AD OT **

CENTER FOR ALC AND ADDICTION STUDIES
3211 PROVIDENCE DRIVE
UAA
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 786-1801
** AD PV **

DENA A COY
3916 EAST 9TH AVENUE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99506
(907) 276-3343
** AD RR AM H A AI PG HV CU TX PV **

NORTH STAR ADOLESCENT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1650 SOUTH BRAGHAM STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 277-1522
** AD RR AI DM TX PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
BREAKTHROUGH
3200 PROVIDENCE DRIVE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 261-3003
** AD RR AM IV DT DM TX CI **

RURAL CAP INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
731 EAST 6TH STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 279-2511
** D PV **

SALVATION ARMY
CLITHEROE CENTER
2207 SPENARD ROAD
ANCHORAGE, AK 99503
(907) 276-2898
** AD RR AM H AI PG HV PI CU DT DM **
** TX CI PV **

SOUTHCENTRAL FOUNDATION
670 WEST FIREWEED LANE
SUITE 123
ANCHORAGE, AK 99503
(907) 276-3343
** AD AM H Y AI CU TX CI PV OT **

SPECTRUM COUNSELING
4325 LAUREL STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 562-4104
** AD AM H B AI DM TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
801 B STREET
SUITE 203
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 271-2491
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF ALASKA INC
911 WEST 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 100
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 279-9634
** AD RR AM Y DH TX PV **

ANCHAK
KUSKOKWIM NATIVE ASSOCIATION
COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
ANCHAK, AK 99557
(907) 675-4445
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BETHEL
YUKON/KUSKOKWIM HEALTH CORPORATION
PHILLIPS ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
BETHEL, AK 99559
(907) 563-5232
** AD RR AM AI TX PV **

CRAIG
COMMUNITIES ORGANIZED FOR
HEALTH OPTIONS (COHO)
CRAIG, AK 99921
(907) 826-3662
** AD AM TX PV **

DILLINGHAM
CITY OF DILLINGHAM
PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
DILLINGHAM, AK 99576
(907) 452-6251
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FAIRBANKS
FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION INC
REG CTR FOR ALC AND OTHER ADDICTIONS
3100 SOUTH CUSHMAN STREET
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-6251
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FAIRBANKS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
3098 AIRPORT HWY
FAIRBANKS, AK 99709
(907) 474-0004
** A AM IV TX PV MM **

KNOPF COUNSELING
748 8TH AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-1348
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DM TX CI PV **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF CARE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M = MEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT FUNCTION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FORT MAINEWRIGHT
FORT MAINEWRIGHT ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREV CONTROL PROG (ADAPCP) APVR/FH/PA/ADA BUILDING 3401 FORT MAINEWRIGHT, AK 99703 (907) 355-7203 ** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV ** ** DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

GALENA
YUKON KOYUKUK MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES GALENA, AK 99741 (907) 656-1617 ** AD AM H Y AI DH TX CI PV **

JUNEAU
CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVS CHEM DEP DIV 3406 GLACIER HIGHWAY JUNEAU, AK 99801 (907) 465-3008 ** AD RR H Y AI PG HV PI IV DT DH ** ** TX CI **
GASTINESE MANOR RECOVERY HOME 5597 AISEK STREET JUNEAU, AK 99801 (907) 780-6338 ** AD RR TX **
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CTR INC/JUNEAU 9097 GLACIER HIGHWAY SUITE 205 JUNEAU, AK 99801 (907) 790-2600 ** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV EA DH TX ** ** CI PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/JUNEAU 211 4TH STREET SUITE 102 JUNEAU, AK 99801 (907) 463-3755 ** AD AM AI PI EA DH TX PV **

KENAI
COOK INLET COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 225 MILLWOOD STREET KENAI, AK 99611 (907) 283-3658 ** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

KETCHIKAN
GATEWAY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DIVISION 3050 5TH AVENUE KETCHIKAN, AK 99901 (907) 225-4154 ** AD RR H Y HV PI DT DH TX **

KODIAK
KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION (KANA) SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 402 CENTER AVENUE KODIAK, AK 99901 (907) 486-5725 ** AD AM H Y A AI PG HV PI CU IV ** ** TX CI PV OT **
KODIAK COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC KODIAK, AK 99901 (907) 486-3583 ** AD RR H Y H AI HV PI CU EA ** ** DH TX CI PV OT **
SOUTH CENTRAL AREA ALCOHOL TRAINING (SCAAT) SAINT HERMANS SEMINARY 414 MISSION ROAD KODIAK, AK 99901 (907) 486-5726 ** AD PV OT **

NINILCHIK
NINILCHIK TRADITIONAL COUNCIL RURAL ALCOHOL SERVICES PHASE I NINILCHIK, AK 99639 (907) 577-3370 ** AD PV **
HOME NORTON SOUND HEALTH CORPORATION NORTHERN LIGHTS RECOVERY CENTER 5TH AVENUE AND DIVISION STREETS COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING NOME, AK 99762 (907) 443-3544 ** AD RR H Y AI PG HV PI CU IV EA TX ** ** PV **
TURNING POINT NOME, AK 99762 (907) 443-5179 ** AD H Y AI PG PI CU DT TX OT **

PETERSBURG
PETERSBURG COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE 102 A HAUGEN DRIVE PETERSBURG, AK 99833 (907) 772-3552 ** AD AM DN TX CI PV **
PETERSBURG YOUTH PROGRAM 102 HAUGEN DRIVE PETERSBURG, AK 99833 (907) 772-4422 ** AD PV **

SELDOVIA
SOUTH KACHEMAK ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM INC 274 MAIN STREET SELDOVIA, AK 99663 (907) 234-7807 ** AD AM DN TX PV **

SEWARD
SEWARD LIFE ACTION COUNCIL 504 ADAMS STREET SEWARD, AK 99664 (907) 224-5285 ** AD AM H Y B AI PI IV DN TX CI ** ** PV **

SITKA
SITKA TEEN RESOURCE CENTER 201 KATLIA STREET SITKA, AK 99835 (907) 747-3500 ** AD PV **

SOLDOTNA
CENTRAL PENN GENERAL HOSPITAL FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER 250 HOSPITAL CIRCLE SOLDOTNA, AK 99669 (907) 262-4404 EXT. 166 ** AD RR H Y AI PG CU IV DT EA TX ** ** CI PV **

TANANA
YUKON/TANANA COMMUNITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAMS TANANA, AK 99777 (907) 486-4746 ** AD AM H Y AI PE EA DH TX CI PV **

TOK
UPPER TANANA ALCOHOL PROGRAM TOK, AK 99780. (907) 883-5185 ** AD AM DN TX CI PV OT **

VALDEZ
VALDEZ COUNSELING CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES VALDEZ, AK 99886 (907) 835-2838 ** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WASILLA
ALASKA ADDICTION REHAB SERVICES INC NUGENS RANCH 3701 PALMER-WASILLA HIGHWAY WASILLA, AK 99687 (907) 376-4534 ** AD RR IV TX **
ALASKA

KIDS ARE PEOPLE
701 EAST PARKS HIGHWAY
SUITE 206B
HASILLA, AK 99687
(907) 376-6016
** AD PV **

WRANGLEL

WRANGLEL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
RELATED DRUG DEPENDENCIES (WCA/0)
406 ALASKA AVENUE
WRANGLEL, AK 99929
(907) 874-3338
** AD AM W Y AI PG CU DW TX CI PV **
ARIZONA

BULLHEAD CITY
MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
OUTPATIENT AND DAY TREATMENT
2135 HIGHWAY 95
SUITES 125 AND 241
BULLHEAD CITY, AZ 86442
(602) 795-5907
** AD AM TX CI PV **

CAMP VERDE
VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
7TH AND FINNEY FLAT ROAD
CAMP VERDE, AZ 86322
(602) 567-4026
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

CASA GRANDE
PGBHA A Y SMITH AND ASSOCIATES
222 EAST COTTONWOOD LANE
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 856-9189
** AD PV OT **

PGBHA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AGENCY OF CENTRAL AZ (BHACA)/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
120 WEST MAIN STREET
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 856-1688
** AD PV OT **

PGBHA BHACA CASA GRANDE OUTPATIENT
120 WEST MAIN STREET
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 856-1688
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PGBHA HELPING ASSOCIATES INC
413 EAST 5TH STREET
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 856-1688
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

CHAMBERS

NAVAJO NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
NEWMANS OFFICE
CHAMBERS, AZ 86502
(602) 668-2420
** AD AM H AI TX PV **

CHANDLER

CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC
CHANDLER OFFICE
108 EAST BOSTON STREET
SUITE 5
CHANDLER, AZ 85224
(602) 786-5490
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

SUNBURST TREATMENT SERVICES INC
1300 WEST QUEEN CREEK ROAD
CHANDLER, AZ 85248
(602) 899-3313
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
501 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
CHANDLER, AZ 85225
(602) 899-3335
** AD RR H B H AI CU DT TX CI PV **

CHINLE

NAVAJO NATION DEPT BEHAV HEALTH SERVICES
THIN TRAILS TREATMENT CENTER
NAVAJO ROUTE 7 EAST OF U.S. 191
CHINLE, AZ 86503
(602) 674-5471
** AD AM H Y AI PG TX CI PV OT **

COOLIDGE

PGBHA BHACA COOLIDGE OFFICE
172 SOUTH ARIZONA BOULEVARD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

XX KEY XX

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULARY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR) CARE
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
ARIZONA

PGBHA BHACA EMERGENCY SERVICES
5497 WEST MC CARTNEY ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD DT TX CI PV **

PGBHA BHACA SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB PROG
5497 WEST MC CARTNEY ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV **

COTTONWOOD

VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
19 EAST BEECH STREET
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
(602) 634-2236
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
633 EAST DATE STREET
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
(602) 634-0749
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

DILKON

NAVAJO NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS
DILKON SUB OFFICE
DILKON CHAPTER HOUSE
DILKON, AZ 86047
(602) 657-3464
** AD AM W Y AI PG TX CI PV **

DOUGLAS

COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
DOUGLAS OUTPATIENT
640 10TH STREET
DOUGLAS, AZ 85607
(602) 364-5496
** AD AH W Y H DM TX CI **

ELOY

PGBHA PINAL COUNTY HISPANIC COUNCIL
801 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELOY, AZ 85231
(602) 466-7765
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

FLAGSTAFF

NORTHERN ARIZONA REGIONAL BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AUTHORITY
611 NORTH LEROUX STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 774-7128
** AD OT **

NORTHERN AZ METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOXIFICATION CLINIC
425 SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 774-1611
** A AM IV MM **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
2309 NORTH CENTER STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004
(602) 774-3372
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
519 NORTH LEROUX STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 774-3351
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FOUNTAIN HILLS

FORT MCDONELL ALCOHOL PROGRAM
FOUNTAIN HILLS, AZ 85268
(602) 837-0230
** D PV **

GLENDALE

WEST VALLEY CAMELBACK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5625 WEST THUNDERBIRD ROAD
GLENDALE, AZ 85306
(602) 588-4700
** AD PV **

GLOBE

COOPER MOUNTAIN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERV
149 SOUTH BROAD STREET
SUITE B
GLOBE, AZ 85502
(602) 425-9054
** AD PV **

PGBHA LA QUESTA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
ICE HOUSE CANYON
GLOBE, AZ 85501
(602) 425-7636
** AD AM H W Y B H AI PI CU TX CI PV **

GREEN VALLEY

LA FRONTERA CENTER
GREEN VALLEY
75 CALLE DE LAS TIENDAS
SUITE B105
GREEN VALLEY, AZ 85614
(602) 625-0878
** AD AM TX CI PV **

GUADALUPE

CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC
CENTRAL OFFICE
8202 AVENIDA DEL YAGU
GUADALUPE, AZ 85283
(602) 839-2926
** AD AM W A H AI PG HV PI CU DM **
** TX CI PV **

HARD ROCKS

NAVAJO INDIAN NATION
HARD ROCKS OSAMH OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
HARD ROCKS, AZ 86039
(602) 871-6919
** AD AM Y AI TX PV **

HOLBROOK

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
HALFWAY HOUSE
515 NORTH 13TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-1017
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
105 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-6126
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

KAYENTA

NAVAJO NATION OFF OF SUBST ABUSE/MH
KAYENTA, AZ 86033
(602) 697-5211
** D AM AI TX PV **

KEARNY

PGBHA COPPER BASIN
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (CBBHS)
1116 TILBURY STREET
KEARNY, AZ 85937
(602) 363-5561
** AD AM W Y H CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

KINGMAN

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
HALFWAY HOUSE
1968 ATLANTIC AVENUE
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-6066
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
617 OAK STREET
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-2901
** AD RR IV DH TX **
TRI CITY BEHAVIORAL SERVICES INC
2222 SOUTH DOBSON ROAD
SUITE 501
MESA, AZ 85202
(602) 839-7668
** AD AM Y B H AI CU TX PV **

TRI CITY BEHAVIORAL SERVICES INC
1255 WEST BASELINE ROAD
SUITE 296
MESA, AZ 85202
(602) 730-1103
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

MORENCI
GRAHAM/GREENLEE COUNSELING CENTER INC
MORENCI
BURRO ALLEY AND CORONADO BOULEVARD
MORENCI, AZ 85540
(602) 865-4531
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NOGALES
SANTA CRUZ FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
489 NORTH ARROYO BOULEVARD
NOGALES, AZ 85621
(602) 267-4713
** AD RR AM H Y H TX CI **

SANTA CRUZ FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESIDENTIAL
RUBY ROAD
FAST J RANCH
NOGALES, AZ 85621
(602) 281-9189
** AD RR AM Y H TX **

SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (SEABHS)/ADMIN UNIT
2935 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
NOGALES, AZ 85621
(602) 261-9189
** AD OT **

ORACLE
PBSHA TRI COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVS
DOODGE ROAD AND AMERICAN AVENUE
ORACLE, AZ 85623
(602) 896-9240
** AD AM Y H Y EA DH TX PV **

PAGE
NAVAJO INDIAN NATION
KAIIBETO DSAMH OFFICE
PAGE, AZ 86058
(602) 871-6919
** AD AM Y AI TX CI PV **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
112 WEST 6TH AVENUE
PAGE, AZ 86040
(602) 645-8843
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PARKER
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
NEW LIFE GUIDANCE CENTER
601 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
PARKER, AZ 85344
(602) 669-6161
** AD AM H Y A AI PG HV CU TX PV **

COLORADO RIVER INDIAN TRIBES
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
ROUTE 1
PARKER, AZ 85344
(602) 669-2157
** AD CI PV **

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
INDIAN HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
ROUTE 1
PARKER, AZ 85344
(602) 669-2157
** AD CI PV **

PAYSON
PBSHA RIM GUIDANCE CENTER
807 SOUTH PONDEROSA STREET
PAYSON, AZ 85547
(602) 744-3303
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

PEORIA
PELMS HOUSE INC
11773 NORTH 91ST AVENUE
PEORIA, AZ 85345
(602) 979-6994
** D RR AM DH TX **

PHOENIX
CALVARY REHABILITATION CENTER
329 NORTH 3RD AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 254-7929
** AD RR AM TX PV **

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC
CENTRO DE LA FAMILIA
8225 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85033
(602) 873-2411
** AD AM H H PG HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

ARIZONA
ARIZONA

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC
CORAZON/VIDA NUEVA
3639 WEST LINCOLN STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85009
(602) 233-9747
** AD RR AM H H HV PI CU TX CI PV **

CHRYSLIS SHELTER FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PHOENIX, AZ 85068
(602) 944-4999
** D RR TX PV OT **

CITY OF PHOENIX FAMILY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1250 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 262-7201
** D AM H A H HV TX **

CITY OF PHOENIX PARKS AND RECREATION
SOUTH PHOENIX YOUTH CENTER
5245 SOUTH 7TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 262-6584
** AD PV **

CODAMA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
31 WEST CARSON ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85041
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA BLACK FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES
TEEN CHOICE CENTER
1522 EAST SOUTHERN ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 243-1773
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU TX PV **

CODAMA CENTRAL CLINIC
2021 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITES 218/219
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC
CENTRO DE LA FAMILIA
5020 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
SUITE 102
PHOENIX, AZ 85031
(602) 873-2411
** AD PV **

CODAMA EAST
919 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 100
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA FAMILY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CITY OF PHOENIX/DESERT WEST CENTER
6501 WEST VIRGINIA STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85035
(602) 262-7201
** D AM H A H HV TX **

CODAMA FAMILY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CITY OF PHOENIX/WEST SERVICE OFFICE
5020 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85031
(602) 262-7201
** D AM H A H HV TX **

CODAMA FRIENDLY HOUSE INC
723 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 257-1870
** AD PV **

CODAMA GUIDE POST INC
5850 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85041
(602) 276-9937
** D RR H TX **

CODAMA JEISH FAMILY AND CHILDREN
2033 NORTH 7TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 257-1904
** AD PV **

CODAMA MARICOPA CNTY DAY TREATMENT CTR
4420 SOUTH 32ND STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA MARICOPA CNTY PSYCHIATRIC ANNEX
2601 EAST ROOSEVELT STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 267-5696
** AD PV **

CODAMA MARICOPA COUNTY CHAPPS
914 WEST MADISON STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA MARICOPA SOUTH
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1714 EAST BROADWAY
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH
CRISIS STABILITY
4015 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
HASBROOK INSTITUTE
1700 NORTH 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 112
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 254-3662
** AD PV **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
PHOENIX SOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1424 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 258-0011
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
SMI HOMELESS PROGRAM
1214 WEST MADISON STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
SOUTH CLINIC
4732 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
SOUTHWEST SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1923 EAST BROADWAY ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 276-0117
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV EA DW TX **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/THOMAS ROAD
2632 EAST THOMAS ROAD
SUITE 101
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 231-0236
** AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU IV EA DW **
** TX CI **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCMHC)
VILLA AGAVE
7439 SOUTH 7TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA SOUTH LOVE CLINIC
1424 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
SUITE D
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **

CODAMA WEST
3911 WEST McDOWELL STREET
SUITE 1
PHOENIX, AZ 85019
(602) 254-6200
** AD PV **
CODAMA YOUTH EVAL AND TREATMENT CENTER
2310 NORTH 15TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 258-7282
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
7878 NORTH 16TH STREET
SUITE 140
PHOENIX, AZ 85020
(602) 395-8900
** AD PV OT **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
CITY OF PHOENIX/WASHINGTON STREET
302 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 295-8900
** AD RR AM TX **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
INTENSIVE TREATMENT SYSTEMS SERVS PROG
550 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
ROOM 100
PHOENIX, AZ 85013
(602) 248-0550
** A AM H & A PG HV CU IV MM **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
PHOENIX CAMELBACK HOSP CHEM DEP PROGS
5055 NORTH 34TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85018
(602) 955-6200
** D RR TX **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
TERROS INC
711 EAST MISSOURI STREET
SUITE 317
PHOENIX, AZ 85014
(602) 995-6352
** AD AM Y HV CU IV EA DN TX CI PV **
** OT **

CROSSROADS
1845 EAST OCOTILLO ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85016
(602) 279-2585
** AD RR TX **

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT INSTITUTE
CLARENCE LAWSON FOUNDATION
2230 NORTH 24TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 275-5233
** A AM TX MM **

EBONY HOUSE INC
6222 SOUTH 13TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 276-6288
** AD RR TX **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BLACK CANYON STAGE 1
PHOENIX, AZ 85027
(602) 256-0924
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA TX PV **

HOKAHOM ROOM
525 SOUTH 18TH STREET
SUITE 406
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 253-6553
** A AM IV MM **

MENNINGER PHOENIX COUNSELING CENTER
PSYCH SERVS FOR HEARING IMPAIRED
350 WEST THOMAS ROAD
SUITE C219
PHOENIX, AZ 85013
(602) 285-3939
** AD AM TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
GREATER PHOENIX AREA
2701 NORTH 16TH STREET
SUITE 103
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 264-6214
** AD PV **

NEW ARIZONA FAMILY II
SMI DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
302 EAST SOUTHERN AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 243-0562
** A RR H A B H AI PG HV CU TX **

NEW ARIZONA FAMILY INC
NEW ARIZONA FAMILY I
3301 EAST PINCHOT AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85018
(602) 361-0666
** A RR H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

NW ORGANIZATION FOR VOLUNTARY ALTERNATIVES (NOVA)
7725 NORTH 43RD AVENUE
SUITE 522
PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(602) 937-9203
** AD AM H H IV DH TX PV **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF ARIZONA
2701 NORTH 16TH STREET
SUITE 316
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 248-0428
** AD PV **

PHOENIX INDIAN CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2601 NORTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 100
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 263-1017
** D AM AI TX **

PHOENIX LARC
PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
3101 EAST MATKINS ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85034
(602) 231-0050
** AD RR AM H AI PG PI IV DT TX CI **
** PV OT **

PROGRESS VALLEY III
931 EAST DEVONSHIRE AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85014
(602) 266-1752
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

PROGRESS VALLEY IV
4430 NORTH 23RD AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85015
(602) 274-5424
** AD RR H CV TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1625 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 253-1161
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
2707 EAST VAN BUREN STREET
TREATMENT CENTER
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 267-4139
** AD RR H HV PI CU IV TX CI **

THE NEW CASA DE AMIGAS
303 WEST PORTLAND STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 252-8235
** D RR H B H AI PG HV CU TX **

THE NEW FOUNDATION
6401 SOUTH 8TH PLACE
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 268-3421
** AD PV **

VALLE DEL SOL INC
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAM
1209 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 258-6797
** A AM Y A B H PG HV IV TX PV MM **

VALLE DEL SOL INC
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PROGRAM WEST
3152 NORTH 33RD AVENUE
SUITE 605
PHOENIX, AZ 85017
(602) 939-9470
** A AM Y A B H PG HV IV TX PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
650 EAST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85012
(602) 277-5551 EXT. 7640
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **
YAVAPAI

PRESCOTT

WEST YAVAPAI GUIDANCE CLINIC
CORTEZ STREET UNIT
505 SOUTH CORTEZ STREET
PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(602) 445-7730
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

WEST YAVAPAI GUIDANCE CLINIC
HILLSIDE CENTER
642 DAMERON DRIVE
PRESCOTT, AZ 86301
(602) 445-5211
** AD RR IV EA DW TX **

YAVAPAI/PRESCOTT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
530 EAST MERRITT STREET
PRESCOTT; AZ 86301
(602) 445-8790
** AD PV **

PRESCOTT VALLEY

WEST YAVAPAI GUIDANCE CLINIC
NAVAJO DRIVE UNIT
3100 NAVAJO DRIVE
SUITE A-3
PRESCOTT VALLEY, AZ 86314
(602) 772-0444
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

SACATON

GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SACATON, AZ 85247
(602) 562-3356
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV OT **

SAFFORD

GRAHAM/GREENLEE COUNSELING CENTER INC
CROSSROADS
RURAL ROUTE 1
SAFFORD, AZ 85546
(602) 428-4768
** AD RR AM Y TX CI PV **

GRAHAM/GREENLEE COUNSELING CENTER INC
HIGHWAY 70 UNIT
SAFFORD, AZ 85546
(602) 428-4550
** AD AM Y TX CI **

SAINT JOHNS

LITTLE COLO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR INC
4TH AND WASHINGTON STREETS
SAINT JOHNS, AZ 85956
(602) 337-4301
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

SCOTTSDALE

COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
6411 EAST THOMAS ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251
(602) 947-6353
** AD AM TX **

DOCTOR NOEL ELSON
30600 NORTH PIMA ROAD
SUITE 100
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85262
(602) 443-0003
** AD PV **

SALT RIVER PIMA/MARICOPA INDIAN COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85256
(602) 941-7295
** D AM Y AI DT TX PV **

SEDONA

VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
2800 NODI DRIVE
SEDONA, AZ 86336
(602) 282-4886
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

SHOW LOW

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
OUTPATIENT UNIT
2350 SHOW LOW LAKE ROAD
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901
(602) 557-2951
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
PINEVIEW CENTER
2550 SHOW LOW LAKE ROAD
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901
(602) 557-1029
** AD RR TX CI PV **

SIERRA VISTA

COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
SIERRA VISTA OUTPATIENT
105 SOUTH MOORMAN STREET
SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635
(602) 459-0595
** AD AM Y DW TX CI OT **

SPRINGERVILLE

LITTLE COLO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR INC
130 SOUTH MOUNTAIN AVENUE
SPRINGERVILLE, AZ 85938
(602) 333-2683
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

STANFIELD

PGBHA STANFIELD COMMUNITY CENTER
208 EAST COOPER DRIVE
STANFIELD, AZ 85272
(602) 429-3791
** AD PV **

TEMPE

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF THE EAST VALLEY
1405 EAST GUADALUPE STREET
SUITE 4
TEMPE, AZ 85283
(602) 820-5688
** AD PV **

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA
2131 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE 1
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 894-0794
** AD PV **

CONTACT INC
1400 EAST SOUTHERN STREET
SUITE 430
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 730-3023
** AD EA PV **

EAST VALLEY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ASSOC (EVBHA)
2125 EAST BROADWAY ROAD
SUITE 1
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 894-0794
** AD OT **

EVBHA FAMILY SERVICES AGENCY
3030 SOUTH RURAL ROAD
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 966-0739
** AD AM EA TX **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF ARIZONA
TEMPE, AZ 85283
(602) 248-0428
** AD PV **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL/TEMPE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1500 SOUTH MILL AVENUE
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 784-5600
** AD IV DT TX **

VALLE DEL SOL INC
EAST CLINIC
509 SOUTH ROCKFORD DRIVE
TEMPE, AZ 85261
(602) 966-1414
** A AM A B H PG HV IV MM **
TOLLESON
CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA
TOLLESON OFFICE
9181 WEST VAN BUREN STREET
TOLLESON, AZ 85333
(602) 956-1177
** AD PV **

TUBA CITY
NAVajo NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS
TUBA CITY OFFICE
TUBA CITY, AZ 86045
(602) 283-6296
** D AM H Y AI TX CI PV **

TUCSON
ADAPT INC
7820 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE 100
TUCSON, AZ 85710
(602) 290-1616
** D OT **

ADAPT INC
AZ CENTER FOR CLINICAL MANAGEMENT INC
325 SOUTH EUCLID STREET
SUITE 117
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 624-3364
** AD PV **

ADAPT INC
BREWHOUSE CENTER
2711 EAST BROADWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 290-1616
** AD OT **

ADAPT INC
COPE INC SOCIAL RECREATION PROGRAM
740 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 290-1616
** AD PV OT **

ADAPT INC
HELP ON CALL CRISIS LINE INFO AND REF
TUCSON, AZ 85733
(602) 323-3973
** AD PV **

ADAPT INC
LA FRONTERA CENTRAL OFFICE
502 WEST 29TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 884-9920 EXT. 261
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

ADAPT INC
SOUTHERN AZ MH CTR YOUTH/FAMILY SERVS
2075 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 628-5814
** AD PV **

AMITY INC
CIRCLE TREE RANCH PROGRAM
10500 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-5980
** AD RR H A B H AI TI HV IV TX CI PV **

AMITY INC
DESSERT HILTON PROGRAM
10755 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-5980
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV IV TX **
** CI PV **

AMITY INC
MATRIX COMMUNITY SERVICES
1030 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 884-7413
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/CODAC COUNSELING CTR
2530 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE D
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-4505
** AD AM H Y A H PG HV CU IV TX **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/PREVENTION UNIT
101 SOUTH STONE AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 327-4505
** AD PV **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/STRATFORD CENTER
2530 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE C
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-4505
** A AM H A H PG HV IV MM **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF
PIMA COUNTY INC/Wildflowers
700 NORTH 7TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 622-0292
** AD RR H H PG HV IV TX **

COTTONWOOD OF TUCSON
4110 SWEETWATER DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 743-0411
** AD RR H A B H AI HV IV TX PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8901 SOUTH WILMOT ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85706
(602) 791-3100
** AD RR H H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT EA TX PV **

GATEWAY LARC ALCOHOLISM CENTER INC
1810 WEST GRANT ROAD
SUITE 107
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 882-5608
** AD RR H H AI PI CU IV DT TX **

HAVEN INC
THE HAVEN
1107 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 625-4590
** D RR H TX CI PV **

HAVEN INC
WEIGEL HAUS TRANSITIONAL LIVING
1015 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 623-4590
** D RR H TX PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
CASADE VIDA
410 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 792-0591
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
EAST CLINIC
7820 EAST BROADWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
TUCSON, AZ 85710
(602) 296-5296
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
HOPE CENTER
260 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 894-8470
** A AM A AI HV IV TX CI PV MM **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH
4747 EAST FORT LOWELL STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 770-1177
** AD RR TX OT **

NOSOTROS INC
440 NORTH GRANDE AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 623-3489
** AD AM Y H CU TX PV **

PIMA ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
REHABILITATION/COPE
2350 NORTH TUCSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 322-5686
** AD AM H B AI CU DH TX PV **
PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUC PREPARATION
(PPEP)/ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
820 EAST 47TH STREET
SUITE B15A
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 623-9454
** AD AM W Y B H AI TX **

TUCSON ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME INC
1809 EAST 23RD STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 884-5180
** AD RR TX CI PV **

TUCSON COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE
1230 EAST BROADWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 602-6615
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU DH **
** TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85723
(602) 792-1450 EXT. 5444
** AD RR AM W A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

WHITERIVER
APACHE TRIBAL GUIDANCE CLINIC
APACHE RESERVATION
WHITERIVER, AZ 85941
(602) 338-6811
** AD AM AI DH TX CI PV **

WICKENBURG
ARC/THE MEADOWS
HIGHWAY 89-93
WICKENBURG, AZ 85358
(602) 684-3926
** AD RR IV DT TX **

WILLCOX
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WILLCOX TREATMENT CENTER
418 NORTH AUSTIN BOULEVARD
WILLCOX, AZ 85643
(602) 384-2180
** AD RR AM TX CI **

WILLIAMS
THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
301 SOUTH 7TH STREET
WILLIAMS, AZ 86046
(602) 635-4272
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WINSLOW
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
209 EAST 3RD STREET
WINSLOW, AZ 86047
(602) 289-4650
** AD AM TX CI PV **

YUMA
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
OUTPATIENT
3919 SOUTH AVENUE 3E
SUITE 129
YUMA, AZ 85365
(602) 341-0335
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
The Family Center
1073 WEST 23RD STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 782-4365
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
VILLA DEL SOL
1951 WEST 25TH STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 344-8413
** AD AM W Y A B H AI IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
1700 FIRST AVENUE
SUITE 100
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 783-3308
** DAM TX **

FORT YUMA QUECHAN
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
YUMA, AZ 85366
(619) 572-0232
** AD AM W Y H AI PG TX PV **

PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION ASSOCIATES
242 WEST 28TH STREET
SUITE J
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 329-4629
** AD PV **

SONORA VISTA
5180 EAST COUNTY 12TH STREET
YUMA, AZ 85365
(602) 344-2350
** AD AM H H IV DT TX CI **
# ARKANSAS

**ALEXANDER**

**ALEXANDER YOUTH SERVICES CENTER**
1501 MOODY DRIVE  
ALEXANDER, AR 72002  
(501) 847-3091  
** AD AM Y B CU TX PV **

**BATESVILLE**

**NORTHCENTRAL AR DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL**  
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM  
133 BROAD STREET  
BATESVILLE, AR 72501  
(501) 793-2221  
** AD AM IV TX PV **

**BENTON**

**BENTON DETOXIFICATION SERVICES CENTER**  
DIV OF ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION  
6701 HIGHWAY 67  
BENTON, AR 72015  
(501) 371-1906  
** AD RR M A PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **  
** CI PV **

**COUNSELING CLINIC INC**  
307 EAST SERVIER STREET  
BENTON, AR 72015  
(501) 778-0404  
** AD AM Y DM TX PV **

**EL DORADO**

**SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER**  
RECOVERY CENTER  
710 WEST GROVE STREET  
EL DORADO, AR 71730  
(501) 862-5219  
** AD RR AM M Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **  
** DT EA DM TX CI PV **

**FAYETTEVILLE**

**CHARTER VISTA HOSPITAL**  
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM  
4253 CROSSOVER ROAD  
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72702  
(501) 521-5731 EXT. 261  
** AD RR AM IV DT-EA TX **

**FORREST CITY**

**E CENT AR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP**  
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE  
145 WEST BROADWAY  
FORREST CITY, AR 72335  
(501) 633-2002  
** AD RR M Y A B HV IV EA TX PV **

**FORT SMITH**

**GATEWAY HOUSE INC**  
1715 GRAND AVENUE  
FORT SMITH, AR 72901  
(501) 785-8849  
** AD RR AM M Y A B PG HV IV TX PV **

**HARBOR HOUSE INC**  
615 NORTH 19TH STREET  
FORT SMITH, AR 72901  
(501) 785-4083  
** AD RR AM A HV TX PV OT **

**SPARKS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER**  
SPARKS RECOVERY CENTER  
1311 SOUTH 1 STREET  
FORT SMITH, AR 72901  
(501) 471-5500  
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** DT TX CI **

**WESTERN ARKANSAS COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE CENTER/HORIZON ADOLESCENT PGM**  
3111 SOUTH 70TH STREET  
FORT SMITH, AR 72903  
(501) 452-6650  
** AD RR AM M Y A B AI PG HV PI IV **  
** DT DM TX CI **

**GASSVILLE**

**OZARK MOUNTAIN**  
ALC RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT INC (OMART)  
HIGHWAY 62  
GASSVILLE, AR 72635  
(501) 435-6300  
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV TX **

**GRADY**

**DEPT OF CORRECTION/CUMMINS UNIT**  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)  
GRADY, AR 71644  
(501) 479-3311  
** AD RR B H HV CU TX **

**HELENA**

**EAST AR REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**  
HELENA SERVICE CENTER  
305 VALLEY DRIVE  
HELENA, AR 72342  
(501) 338-6741  
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

**HOT SPRINGS**

**QUAPAW HOUSE INC**  
115 MARKET STREET  
4TH FLOOR  
HOT SPRINGS, AR 71902  
(501) 624-1360  
** AD RR AM M Y A PG HV CU IV TX **

**JONESBORO**

**CROLEY'S RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL**  
CRITICAL POPULATIONS ETHNIC MINORITY  
1500 EAST WASHINGTON STREET  
SUIT C  
JONESBORO, AR 72401  
(501) 931-0033  
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **  
** CI PV **

**CROLEY'S RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL**  
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS WOMENS RECOVERY  
417 WEST JEFFERSON STREET  
JONESBORO, AR 72401  
(501) 932-0228  
** AD RR AM M Y A B PG HV CU IV EA **  
** DW TX **

**CROLEY'S RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL**  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
520 WEST MONROE STREET  
JONESBORO, AR 72401  
(501) 933-0033  
** AD DM PV OT **

---

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**

DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)  
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**

H = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
A = AIDS PATIENTS  
B = BLACKS  
H = HISPANICS  
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  
PS = PREGNANT USERS  
PZ = PUBLIC INEBRIATES  
CU = COCAINE USERS  
IV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**

TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT
ARKANSAS

GEORGE W JACKSON CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2920 MCCLELLAN DRIVE
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 972-4032
** AD RR AM IV TX PV **

LITTLE ROCK

CENTRAL ARKANSAS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (CASAP)
7107 WEST 12TH STREET
SUITE 203B
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 666-6460
** AD PV **

GYST HOUSE
4201 BARROW ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 560-1682
** AD RR AM H B CU TX **

SERENITY PARK INC
2001 ROOSEVELT ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 665-7627
** AD RR AM EA DH TX CI PV **

TWENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
MENS REHABILITATION CENTER
2021 MAIN STREET
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72206
(501) 375-7585
** AD RR AM H IV TX CI PV **

TWENTY FOUR HOUR CENTER INC
WOMENS REHABILITATION CENTER
3900 AFFOLTER LANE
ROUTE 5
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72212
(501) 868-5184
** AD RR AM H A PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MONTICELLO

DELTA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT
790 ROBERTS DRIVE
MONTICELLO, AR 71655
(501) 367-2461
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MOUNTAIN HOME

OZARK COUNSELING SERVICES
MOUNTAIN HOME CLINIC
8 MEDICAL PLAZA
MOUNTAIN HOME, AR 72653
(501) 425-6901
** A AM Y A HV EA DH TX PV **

NORTH LITTLE ROCK

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LITTLE ROCK
1601 MURPHY DRIVE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72113
(501) 851-8700
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
2700 NORTH WILLOW STREET
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72115
(501) 758-1516
** AD AM Y A B HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

RIVERBEND RECOVERY CENTER
1201 RIVER ROAD
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72114
(501) 372-4611
** AD RR AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM/116E
2200 FORT ROOTS DRIVE
NORTH LITTLE ROCK DIVISION
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, AR 72114
(501) 661-1202 EXT. 1031
** A AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV DT DW **
** TX **

PARAGOULD

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
NORTH EAST RURAL REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
ROUTE 6
PARAGOULD, AR 72401
(501) 259-4384
** AD RR AM H Y B EA DH TX CI PV **

PINE BLUFF

DEPT OF CORRECTION/WOMENS UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM (SATP)
8000 WEST 77TH STREET
PINE BLUFF, AR 71603
(501) 247-1800
** AD NR H HV TX **

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND
RESEARCH SERVICES INC
ROUTE B
PINE BLUFF, AR 71602
(501) 879-1051
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

JEFFERSON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
FIRST STEP CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1515 WEST 42ND AVENUE
PINE BLUFF, AR 71603
(501) 534-2275
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

PINE BLUFF YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
ROUTE B
PINE BLUFF, AR 71602
(501) 879-0661
** AD AM IV TX PV **

SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2500 RIKE DRIVE
PINE BLUFF, AR 71613
(501) 534-1834
** A AM H Y B H PG CU TX **

POCAHONTAS

BLACK RIVER AREA DEVELOPMENT CORP
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
1405 HOSPITAL DRIVE
POCAHONTAS, AR 72455
(501) 892-0547
** AD AM TX CI PV **

RUSSELLVILLE

ARKANSAS RIVER VALLEY AREA COUNCIL
FREEDOM HOUSE
900 DIKE ROAD
RUSSELLVILLE, AR 72801
(501) 960-7225
** AD RR AM H Y A B IV EA TX CI PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES/RUSSELLVILLE
110 SKYLINE DRIVE
RUSSELLVILLE, AR 72801
(501) 968-1298
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SEARCY

WILBUR D MILLS
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
3218 EAST MOORE AVENUE
SEARCY, AR 72143
(501) 268-7777
** AD RR AM H A HV PI CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

SPRINGDALE

215 CLUB INC
DBA DECISION POINT
301 HOLCOMB STREET
SPRINGDALE, AR 72764
(501) 756-1060
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

TEXARKANA

RED RIVER REG COUNCIL ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DOMH HOUSE
2101 DUDLEY STREET
TEXARKANA, AR 75502
(501) 774-7962
** AD RR AM IV DH TX CI PV **

16
TUCKER
DEPT OF CORRECTION/TUCKER UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)
STAR ROUTE
TUCKER, AR 72168
(501) 541-0040
** AD RR TX **

WRIGHTSVILLE
DEPT OF CORRECTION/WRIGHTSVILLE UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)
BUILDING 6
WRIGHTSVILLE, AR 72183
(501) 897-5806
** AD RR B HV CU TX **
CALIFORNIA

ANAH havoc
CASA ELENA
832 SOUTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 772-5580
** D RR M H HV IV EA TX **

HOPE HOUSE
707 NORTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 776-7490
** A RR M A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX PV **

HOTLINE HELP CENTER
ANAHEIM, CA 92815
(714) 778-1000
** AD OT **

HUMANA HOSPITAL/HEALTH CENTER
3033 WEST ORANGE AVENUE
ANAHEIM, CA 92804
(714) 229-4014
** AD RR M A HV IV DT EA TX CI **
** OT **

MARTIN LUTHER HOSPITAL
DISCOVER RECOVERY
1830 WEST ROMNEYA DRIVE
ANAHEIM, CA 92803
(714) 493-5661
** AD RR M A B H AI PG HV IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

ORANGE COUNTY CENTER FOR HEALTH COUNSELING CTR/HISPANIC DRUG ABUSE OP
3170 EAST LA PALMA AVENUE
ANAHEIM, CA 92806
(714) 650-2300
** AD AM M Y A H PG HV IV TX **

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
ANAHEIM DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1335 NORTH HOMER STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92801
(714) 490-5258
** A AM M Y A H HV IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1300 SOUTH LEWIS STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 758-0414
** AD RR TX CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN  AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
Y = YOUTH  PG = PREGNANT USERS
A = AIDS PATIENTS  PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
B = BLACKS  CU = COCAINE USERS
H = HISPANICS  IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT  OT = OTHER UNIT
CALIFORNIA

KERN COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
699 EAST BRUNDADE LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93307
(805) 327-1251
** A M Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

KERN RECOVERY CENTER
2105 F STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-5017
** D RR H Y B H PI CU TX CI **

NARCIOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
KERN COUNTY
4909 STOCKDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 343
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93309
(805) 328-4369
** A OT **

SAVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
200 19TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 325-8626
** AD RR TX CI PV **

SPECIAL TREATMENT EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERVICES INC (STEPS)
3535 MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93306
(805) 871-3535
** D AM Y H DH TX PV MM **

TEEN CHALLENGES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
TEEN CHALLENGE OF KERN COUNTY
326 SOUTH H STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-4920
** AD PV **

TRAFFIC AND ALC AWARENESS SCHOOL OF KERN (TACKS)
2020 ANITA LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-5283
** D AM H DH TX PV **

BALDWIN PARK
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
BALDWIN PARK
14418 EAST PACIFIC AVENUE
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 962-0797
** A M IV MM **

THIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
1440 ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE A
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 359-5851
** D AM H DH TX PV **

BANNING
DESSERT DAWN
175 NORTH SAN GORGONIO STREET
BANNING, CA 92220
(760) 922-9703
** AD PV **

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM
60 WEST HAYS STREET
BANNING, CA 92220
(760) 849-5564
** D AM H DH TX PV **

RIVERSIDE/SAN BERNARDINO INDIAN HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11555 1/2 POTRERO ROAD
BANNING, CA 92220
(760) 849-4764
** AD AM Y B AI PG HV CU IV MM **
** EA TX CI PV **

BARTON
HI DESERT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 MELISSA STREET
BARTON, CA 92311
(760) 256-0576
** AD AM TX PV **

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP
222 MAIN STREET
SUITE 218
BARTON, CA 92311
(760) 256-6114
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

BASS LAKE
DELTA ACTION PROGRAMS
BASS LAKE, CA 95604
(209) 658-0860
** AD RR H IV TX **

BELL
EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
7010 OTIS AVENUE
BELL, CA 90201
(213) 773-8851
** AD AM H CU DH TX PV **

BELL GARDENS
BELL GARDENS YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
5840 FLORENCE AVENUE
BELL GARDENS, CA 90201
(310) 928-5257
** AD PV **

BELLFLOWER
ALONDRAY CREST HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9246 EAST ALONDRAY BOULEVARD
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(310) 925-8570
** AD RR H A PG HV IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

LITTLE HOUSE
9718 HARVARD STREET
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(310) 925-2777
** D RR H A B TX PV **

BERKELEY
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
150 EAST K STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(707) 746-5408
** AD AM H Y B H TX **

BERKELEY ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE SERVS
2975 SACRAMENTO STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(510) 644-0200
** A M H A PG HV IV MM **

BERKELEY ASIAN YOUTH CENTER
1950 CARLETON STREET
ROOM D-6
BERKELEY, CA 94704
(510) 849-8998
** AD PV **

BERKELEY/ALBANY COMMUNITY RECOVERY CTR
2126 6TH STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(510) 488-8269
** AD PV **

NEW BRIDGE FOUNDATION
1820 SCENIC AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94709
(510) 568-7270
** AD RR H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

THE WAY HOME
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1713-A MARTIN LUTHER KING JUNIOR WAY
BERKELEY, CA 94709
(510) 548-0889
** AD AM TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
BERKELEY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
841 FOLGER AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(415) 488-3700
** AD AM IV TX CI PV MM **
BERKELEY HEALTH CENTER
2031 6TH STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(510) 644-6939
** AD AM H A B H PG HV CU TX CI PV **

BEVERLY HILLS
AM PH CONVENIENT SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
292 SOUTH LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211
(310) 659-7660
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

DOCTOR ROBERT FREMONT
150 NORTH ROBERTSON STREET
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211
(310) 657-8214
** AD CI PV OT **

MATRIX CENTER/BEVERLY HILLS
9033 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211
(213) 275-9995
** AD AM H A PG HV CU IV TX CI PV **
** OT **

BIG BEAR LAKE
OPERATION BREAKTHROUGH
46505 LAKEVIEW DRIVE
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
(714) 866-5637
** AD AM Y TV TX PV OT **

BISHOP
INYO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
162 H GROVE STREET
SUITE H
BISHOP, CA 93514
(631) 873-5808
** AD AM M Y H AI PI CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

TOYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJ/INYO COUNTY
FAHLY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
CORNER TU SU AND WEST LINE STREET
PAZUTE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
BISHOP, CA 93515
(631) 873-8461
** AD AM H Y AI EA TX PV **

TOYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJ/INOY COUNTY
FAHLY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
CORNER TU SU AND WEST LINE STREET
PAZUTE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
BISHOP, CA 93515
(631) 873-8461
** AD AM H Y AI EA TX PV **

BLOOMINGTON
CEDAR HOUSE REHABILITATION CENTER
SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICES
16612 SANTA ANA STREET
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 421-7120
** AD RR H PG IV DT DH TX CI PV **

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICE CENTER
MCELWAIN HOUSE
18665 10TH STREET
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 421-7120
** AD PV OT **

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICES INC
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
11608 CEDAR AVENUE
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 824-1600
** D AM H DH TX PV **

BLUE JAY
RIM COMMUNITIES RECOVERY CENTER
27186 HIGHWAY 189
BLUE JAY, CA 92317
(714) 336-6360
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BYLTHE
EASTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALC/DRUG ABUSE CONTROL SERVICES/BLYTHE
134 EAST HOBSON WAY
SUITE 5
BLYTHE, CA 92225
(619) 922-9111
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

METCALF RECOVERY RANCH
9826 18TH STREET
BLYTHE, CA 92225
(714) 381-5774
** AD RR TX **

BOULEVARD
KUMAYAAY LODGE
NATIVE AMERICAN ALCOHOL RECOVERY CTR
LA POSTA RESERVATION
BOULEVARD, CA 92011
(619) 766-9025
** D RR AI TX OT **

BANUENA PARK
BANUENA PARK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
FOCUS ON RECOVERY
6850 LINCOLN AVENUE
BANUENA PARK, CA 90620
(714) 827-1161
** AD RR B HV CU IV DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

CITY OF BANUENA PARK
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
6650 BEACH BOULEVARD
BANUENA PARK, CA 90620
(714) 521-7815
** AD EA OT **

BURBANK
BRIDGE FOCUS
COMMUNITY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
2829 NORTH GLENAKES BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
BANUENA, CA 91540
(818) 563-5500
** D PV **

DRUG CONSULTANTS
CALIFORNIA DRUG CONSULTANTS
4239 WEST OLIVE STREET
SUITE 103
BANUENA, CA 91505
(818) 785-6143
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

NEH MAY FOUNDATION
AVALON HOUSE
126 EAST OLIVE AVENUE
BANUENA, CA 91502
(818) 845-2702
** D PV OT **

NEH MAY FOUNDATION
AHARE PROGRAM
207 NORTH VICTORY BOULEVARD
BANUENA, CA 91502
(818) 842-9416
** D RR B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **

NEH MAY FOUNDATION
VICTORY HOUSE
207 NORTH VICTORY BOULEVARD
BANUENA, CA 91502
(818) 845-2702
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

PADRE INC
2410 WEST OLIVE AVENUE
BANUENA, CA 91506
(818) 843-7375
** D AM DH TX PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
134 SOUTH SAN FERNANDO BOULEVARD
BANUENA, CA 91502
(818) 848-8667
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS/OUTPATIENT
3413 WEST PACIFIC AVENUE
BANUENA, CA 91505
(818) 953-4420
** AD AM CU IV DT TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
RENEW LIFE ADOLESCENTS TRT SERVICE
501 SOUTH BUENA VISTA STREET
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 845-5111 EXT. 4012
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV TX CI PV **

VALLEY LODGE RECOVERY HOME
446 NORTH VARNEY STREET
BURBANK, CA 91502
(818) 845-9270
** AD OT **

BURLINGAME

ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELPLINE
1811 TROUSDALE DRIVE
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 692-6662
** AD PV **

MILLS PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER/INPT PROG
1783 EL CAMINO REAL
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 695-5546
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

WOMENS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
1450 CHAPIN STREET
1ST FLOOR
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 346-6603
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX **

BURNET

CROSSROADS CLINIC
20597 COMMERCER WAY
BURNET, TX 96013
(916) 335-5800
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CALABASAS

CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/CALABASAS
5026 NORTH-PARKWAY
CALABASAS, CA 91302
(213) 317-1305
** AD PV OT **

CALIFORNIA

IMPERIAL VALLEY METHADONE CLINIC
535 RIVER ROAD
CALIFORNIA, CA 92231
(619) 357-6566
** A AM H HV IV MM **

CALISTOGA

ALCOHOLICS-ANONYMOUS
UP VALLEY INTERGROUP
CALISTOGA, CA 94515
(707) 942-6054
** D OT **

BUFFYS MYRTLEDALE INC
ALCOHOL RECOVERY FACILITY
3076 MYRTLEDALE ROAD
CALISTOGA, CA 94515
(707) 942-6088
** AD RR DT TX PV **

CAMARILLO

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE
321 NORTH AVIADOR STREET
SUITE 115
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 389-1444
** D OT **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CLINIC
INTERFACE CHILDREN FAMILY SERVICES
1305 DEL NORTE ROAD
SUITE 130
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 485-6114
** AD AM EA TX PV **

GATEWAY RECOVERY AND INTERVENTION PROG
200 HORIZON CIRCLE
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 388-4536
** AD AM H Y IV TX CI PV OT **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM OF
VENTURA COUNTY
1840 VENTURA BOULEVARD
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 482-1265
** AD AM Y H TX PV **

CAMPBELL

ALANON FAMILY GROUPS
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
1 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
CAMPBELL COMMUNITY CENTER ROOM 44
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 379-9375
** D OT **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INSTITUTE/_CALIF
3333 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 559-2000
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

SAN DIEGO FREEDOM RANCH
1777 BUCKMAN SPRINGS ROAD
CAMPBELL, CA 91906
(619) 478-5696
** D RR TX **

CANOGA PARK

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUC (MITE) RURAL EAST COUNTY REC CTR
1564 DENEY PLACE
CAMPO, CA 92006
(619) 478-2218
** A AM Y AI TX PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
1 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
ROOM 24
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 370-0414
** D AM H HW TX PV **

CAMP

CAMPBELL

HUMANA HOSPITAL/WEST HILLS
CAREUNIT
7500 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(415) 712-4154
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **
MAAC PROJECT
RECOVERY HOME
3 NORTH 2ND AVENUE
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 425-9171
** D PV OT **
MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUC (MITE) OPTIONS FOR REC/SOUTH BAY
251 PALOMAR STREET
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 92011
(619) 499-0900
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **
SOUTHWOOD HOSPITAL AND
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER.
330 MOSS STREET
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 426-6310
** AD RR AM B H HV CU DT TX PV **
VISTA HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
730 MEDICAL CENTER COURT
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 421-6900
** AD RR W CU IV TX CI PV **
CITRUS HEIGHTS
OAK HOUSE CORPORATION
OAK HOUSE I
7907 OAK AVENUE
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610
(916) 726-9819
** AD RR TX PV **
OAK HOUSE CORPORATION
OAK HOUSE II
7919 OAK AVENUE
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610
(916) 726-9759
** AD RR TX PV **
CLAYTON
BT BETT CORP/DIABLO VALLEY RANCH
MALE RECOVERY COMMUNITY
11540 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 94517
(510) 672-5700
** AD RR A B HV PI CU TX PV **
DEUCES PROGRAM
12000 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 94517
(510) 646-5705
** AD PV **
CLEARLAKE
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
SOUTHSIDE
7000 B HIGHWAY 53
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 994-7617
** AD AM M H DM TX PV **
CLOVIS
CENTRAL VALLEY INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20 NORTH DEMIT STREET
SUITE 9B
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-2578
** AD AM M Y A AI PG HV PI CU TX **
** CI PV OT **
CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
A RECOVERY CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
88 NORTH DEMIT AVENUE
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-8200
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **
CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE ADOLESCENT CENTER
2755 HERNDON STREET
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 323-4039
** AD RR Y H TX CI PV **
COLEVILLE
TOIYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT
FAMILY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
OFF CAMP ANTELOPE ROAD AND EASTSIDE RD
COLEVILLE, CA 96107
(619) 873-6394
** AD AM AI TX PV **
COLOMA
PROGRESS HOUSE/MENS FACILITY
838 BEACH COURT ROAD
COLOMA, CA 95613
(916) 626-7252
** AD RR HV IV TX CI **
COLTON
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
1265 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-4700
** D OT **
SAN BERNARDINO TEL MED
INFORMATION SERVICES
952 SOUTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-7000
** AD PV **
COLUSA
DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COUNSELING CENTER
642 5TH STREET
COLUSA, CA 95932
(916) 458-5806
** AD AM M Y PG IV DM TX CI PV **
COMPTON
BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
SOBER LIVING HOME
1675 EAST 126TH STREET
COMPTON, CA 90222
(310) 609-1547
** D RR B TX OT **
CHARLES R DREW FIRST OFFENDER
2715 NORTH WILMINGTON AVENUE
COMPTON, CA 90222
(213) 564-6982
** D AM B H DH TX PV **
COMPTON SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER
404 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET
COMPTON, CA 90221
(310) 605-5693
** A AM M B H CU TX **
FRED KENNEDY ASSOCIATES INC
DUI PROGRAM/COMPTON
1113 EAST ARTESIA BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(310) 775-6991
** AD AM B H CU EA DH TX CI PV **
KAZI HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG PROGRAM
950 WEST COMPTON BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(310) 639-6393
** A RR N B H PG HV CU IV TX CI PV **
KING DREW DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
2711 NORTH WILMINGTON AVENUE
COMPTON, CA 90222
(213) 631-5884
** D AM M Y B H IV DH TX PV **
LOS ANGELES CRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA) LYNNWOOD
3201 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET
SUITE G
COMPTON, CA 90222
(310) 949-2381
** A AM M B H CU IV TX CI PV **
MINI THIRTEEN STEP HOUSE
THE SOLUTION DROP IN CENTER
347 WEST COMPTON BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(310) 608-1505
** D AM M Y B H PI CU EA TX CI PV **
**CONCORD**

**BI BETT CORPORATION**
DIABLO VALLEY RANCH ANNEX
1860 BELMONT STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 672-5656
** AD RR A B H HV PI TX PV **

**BI BETT CORPORATION**
FREDERIC OZANAM CENTER
2931 PROSPECT STREET
CONCORD, CA 94518
(510) 676-4800
** AD RR H B H PG HV PI TX **

**BI BETT CORPORATION**
GREGORY CENTER
1311 ABERDEEN COURT
CONCORD, CA 94518
(510) 796-0908
** AD RR AM TX PV **

**BI BETT CORPORATION**
SHENNUM CENTER
2090 COMMERCE AVENUE
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-2580
** AD H B H PG PI CU DT TX PV **

**CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES**
2350 PACHECO STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 825-5099
** AD CI PV **

**CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT**
NEAT FAMILY
391 TAYLOR BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
CONCORD, CA 94523
(510) 687-8980
** AD PV **

**MOUNT DIABLO HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER**
CENTER FOR RECOVERY
2540 EAST STREET
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-2200
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

**NEW CONNECTIONS**
1760 CLAYTON ROAD
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-1601
** AD AM PG CU IV EA TX PV **

**NEW CONNECTIONS**
THE KELLER HOUSE
1760 CLAYTON ROAD
CONCORD, CA 94520
(510) 676-1601
** AD AM Y H TX CI PV **

**SUNRISE HOUSE**
135 MASON CIRCLE
UNIT M
CONCORD, CA 94520
(415) 825-7049
** AD RR AM DW TX **

**CORONARING**
TEHAMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
DBA RIGHT ROAD
275 SOLANO STREET
CORNING, CA 96021
(916) 824-0669
** AD RR H A H PG HV CU IV TX **

**TEHEMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER**
RIGHT ROAD COUNSELING CENTER/II
670 EDITH AVENUE
CORNING, CA 96021
(916) 824-7810
** D AM H DM TX PV **

**CORONA**
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16756 CHINO-CORONA ROAD
CORONA, CA 92970
(714) 597-1771 EXT. 418
** A RR H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** MM **

**CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CORONA**
2055 KELLOGG AVENUE
CORONA, CA 92970
(714) 735-2910
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

**INLAND EMPIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES**
CORONA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1820 FULLERTON AVENUE
SUITE 210
CORONA, CA 92920
(714) 736-0203
** AD PV **

**KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC**
ACE PROGRAM
223 EAST 3RD STREET
CORONA, CA 92920
(714) 371-4167
** D AH DM TX PV **

**RIVERSIDE COUNTY**
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/ CORONA
212 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE A
CORONA, CA 92419
(714) 737-2962
** D AM Y H AI PI DW TX CI PV **

**CORONADO**
CORONADO RECOVERY CENTER
250 PROSPECT PLACE
CORONADO, CA 92118
(619) 258-5756
** AD AM H H PG CU TX CI PV **

**COSTA MESA**
ACADEMY OF DEFENSIVE DRIVING
ORANGE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
88 FAIR DRIVE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-5741
** D AM DW TX PV **

**BREAKAWAY HEALTH CORPORATION**
3151 AIRWAY AVENUE
BUILDING G3
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 957-8229
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU TX PV **

**COPE CENTER**
440 FAIR DRIVE
SUITE K
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-7732
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

**CRISIS RECOVERY CENTERS**
VICTORY HOUSE
154 EAST BAY STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 646-2863
** AD RR IV TX PV **

**FIRST STEP HOUSE OF ORANGE COUNTY**
2015 CHARLE STREE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-9802
** D DT TX **

**NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WOMEN**
2601 MELLO LANE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 548-5546
** AD RR H PG CU IV TX **

**NEMPORT MESA HALFAY HOUSE**
1865 ANAHEIM STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 584-1656
** D RR TX **

**ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM**
SOUTH REGION
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-0423
** D AM H Y A B H AI PG HV TX **
CALIFORNIA

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
NEWPORT MESA DRUG ABUSE SERVICE
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-8431
** AM Y A HV CU IV TX **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER
2950 AIRNAY STREET
SUITE B-3
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 642-0572
** D AM H DH TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING INC
693 PLUMER STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-0182
** D RR H B H EA TX **

STARTING POINT OF ORANGE COUNTY
350 WEST BAY STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-3505
** AD RR AM CU IV DT EA TX **

COVINA
CROSROADS OF GRAND AVENUE
3634 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 967-3920
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP OF
EAST SAN GABRIEL AND POMONA VALLEYS
754 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
SUITE F
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 915-6225
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

STEPPING STONES RECOVERY HOME
17727 EAST CYPRESS STREET
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 967-2677
** D RR H DT TX CI PV **

CRESNENT CITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CRESNENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 466-5411
** OT **

DEL NORTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
54 Eld Valley Road
CRESNENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 466-4613
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT ADDICTIONS SERVICES PROGRAMS
(HASP) DEL NORTE COUNTY
200 MARINE WAY
CRESNENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-7849
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

CULVER CITY
BROTMAN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
CHOICES AT BROTMAN
3828 DELMAS TERRACE
SUITE T-4
CULVER CITY, CA 90231
(310) 202-4797
** AD RR AM H B H HV CU IV DT TX **

CENTURY SERVICES
5427 SEPULEVA BoulAVARD
SUITE 1
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(310) 390-3483
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
FOR WOMEN
11217 WASHINGTON PLACE
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(213) 390-0066
** A RR H IV TX CI PV **

COCAINE ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
6125 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
CULVER CITY, CA 90232
(213) 839-1141
** A OT **

CUPERTINO
FAMILY SERVICE MID PENINSULA
CUPERTINO
10055 NORTH PORTAL AVENUE
CUPERTINO, CA 95014
(408) 996-3366
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

GYPSY
STRAIGHT TALK CLINIC
5712 CAMP STREET
CYPRESS, CA 90630
(714) 828-2000
** DV **

DAHA POINT
CAPISTRANO BY THE SEA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION UNIT
34000 CAPISTRANO BY THE SEA DRIVE
DAHA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 496-3024
** AD RR H Y A PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV OT **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER OF
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO/CASA DEL CERRO
26882-26804 AVENIDA LAS PALMAS STREET
DAHA POINT, CA 92624
(714) 661-1200
** D RR DT TX CI OT **

STRAIGHT AHEAD
34185 COAST HIGHWAY
DAHA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 496-0321
** AD RR H TX PV **

DANVILLE
SAN RAMON VALLEY
DISCOVERY CENTER
530 LA GONDA WAY
SUITE A
DANVILLE, CA 94526
(510) 837-0505
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DAVIS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
DAVIS, CA 95617
(916) 756-2829
** OT **

DAVIS COMMUNITY CLINIC
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
620 G STREET
SUITE 1
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 756-2060
** A AM H PG HV CU IV TX CI PV **

YOLO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PROGRAMS/DAVIS BRANCH
600 A STREET
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 666-8650
** AD AM A PG HV EA TX PV **

YOUTH OUTREACH
600 A STREET
DAVIS, CA 95616
(916) 757-5558
** AD PV OT **

DEER PARK
CRUTCHERS SERYENITY HOUSE
50 HILLCREST STREET
DEER PARK, CA 94576
(707) 963-3192
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

SAINT HELENA HOSPITAL AND HEALT CHCTR
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
610 SANITARIUM ROAD
DEER PARK, CA 94576
(707) 963-6204
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **
DELANO
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
KALEIDOSCOPE/DELANO
908 MAIN STREET
DELANO, CA 93215
(805) 725-9267
** AD AM H Y H PG CU TX **

KERN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTERS
PATHWAYS FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1224 JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 21
DELANO, CA 93215
(805) 721-0419
** D AM H Y H PI CU TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE SAN DIEGO
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
25981 SHERILTON VALLEY ROAD
DESCANSO, CA 91916
(619) 445-0405
** A RR IV TX CI PV **

DESERT HOT SPRINGS
DESERT REHAB SERVICES
THE RANCH
7005 ANNANDEALE AVENUE
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-2924
** AD RR DT TX **

SOROPTIMIST HOUSE OF HOPE
13525 CIELO AZUL STREET
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-4675
** AD RR IV TX **

TURNOFF
71/175 AURORA ROAD
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240
(619) 329-9596
** AD RR Y TX PV **

DIAMOND SPRINGS
PROGRESS HOUSE
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
6125 ENTERPRISE DRIVE
SUITE 1
DIAMOND SPRINGS, CA 95619
(916) 542-1715
** AD AM HV CU IV TX CI PV **

DIAMOND SPRINGS
DIAMOND FAMILY SERVICES
155 NORTH 2ND STREET
DIXON, CA 95620
(916) 676-0442
** AD AM H TX PV **

MARGIE HACKETT MC
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
125 NORTH LINCOLN DRIVE
SUITE H
DIXON, CA 95620
(707) 446-5216
** AD AM TX PV **

DONNEY
AMAKENSHIS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND
HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/OUTPATIENT
8515 EAST FLORENCE AVENUE
SUITE 200-203
DONNEY, CA 92040
(510) 925-0969
** A AM TX CI **

DULZURA
RANCHO L ABRIL
18091 BEE CANYON ROAD
DULZURA, CA 91917
(619) 443-0211
** AD RR H B H PG CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

EL CAJON
EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES
EAST COUNTY NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CTR
1089 EL CAJON BOULEVARD
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 442-0864
** D PV **

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
EAST COUNTY ACCORD
900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 565-5850
** D AM H DM TX **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) EAST COUNTY CENTER
700 NORTH JOHNSON STREET
SUITE G
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 440-8001
** A AM H IV TX CI PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) PREGNANT INMATES PROG
810 ARNELE AVENUE
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 442-0277
** AD AM H PG TX CI PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CLINIC
900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET
SUITE 210
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 449-8706
** AD IV EA PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
EAST OFFICE
234 NORTH MAGNOLIA AVENUE
EL CAJON, CA 92020
(619) 579-8373
** A AM H Y H PG HV CU IV MM **

EL CENTRO
GENESIS HOUSE
441 SOUTH 7TH STREET
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 352-8375
** AD OT **

IMPERIAL COUNTY
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1331 CLARK ROAD
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 344-8444
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

IMPERIAL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
1073 WEST ROSS AVENUE
SUITE F
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 353-0763
** AD AM H Y H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX PV **

IMPERIAL VALLEY SAFETY SERVICES
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
680 OLIVE AVENUE
SUITE 3A
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 353-7780
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

SOBER ROADS
1050 BROADWAY
SUITE 103
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 352-8688
** AD AM H DH TX **

SURE HELPLINE CENTER
120 NORTH 6TH STREET
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 352-7673
** AD PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
IMPERIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1331 CLARK ROAD
EL CENTRO, CA 92243
(619) 353-8482
** AD RR H A H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX **

EL MONTE
CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
CASABLANCA
12042 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91732
(818) 944-8602
** D AM H TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS MED GROUP
EL MONTE
11041 VALLEY BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(818) 442-4177
** A AM IV TX MM **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
EL MONTE
4553 PECK ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91733
(818) 350-6978
** D AM H DW TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
10816 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(818) 443-6526
** D AM H PI DN TX PV **

MID VALLEY ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
3430 COGSWELL ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91732
(818) 448-1097
** D RR H A B H PG HV PI CU DT TX **
** PV **

MID VALLEY ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTERS
WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
9961 VALLEY BOULEVARD
UNIT C
EL MONTE, CA 91732
(818) 448-1097
** D AM H B PG HV PI CU TX CI PV **

PROJECT INFO
COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG
9870 GARVEY AVENUE
EL MONTE, CA 91735
(818) 446-6788
** D PV **

THIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
3574 LEXINGTON AVENUE
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(818) 443-4008
** D AM H DH TX PV **

THIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG
11025 LOWER AZUSA ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(818) 350-0104
** D AM H H EA TX CI PV **

WHITNEY GROUP
WHITNEY HOUSE
4524 WHITNEY DRIVE
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(818) 444-8935
** AD RR B CU IV TX PV **

EL TORO
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
ORANGE COUNTY
22471 ASPAN STREET
SUITE 103
EL TORO, CA 92630
(714) 770-1280
** D AM DN TX PV **

ENCINITAS
CPC SAN LUIS REY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
335 SAXONY ROAD
ENCINITAS, CA 92024
(619) 753-1245
** AD RR AM Y PI CU IV DT TX CI PV **

RECOVERY LIFESTYLES OF THE
WILLIAM BECK INSTITUTE
535 ENCINITAS BOULEVARD
SUITE 115
ENCINITAS, CA 92024
(619) 652-0990
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

ESCONDIDO
CALIFORNIA INTERCARE PROGRAM
1618 QUAILRIDGE ROAD
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
(619) 765-4534
** AD RR IV TX **

FELLOWSHIP CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
736 EAST 2ND AVENUE
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 745-9485
** AD RR B H PI DT TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
NORTH INLAND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1299 EAST PENNSYLVANIA STREET
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 432-6251
** A AM H Y H PG HV PI EA TX CI PV **

NORTH COUNTY SERENITY HOUSE
125 SOUTH ELM STREET
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 761-5098
** D RR H TX PV **

EUREKA
ALCOHOL/DUAR CARE SERVICES
1335 C STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-3869
** AD IV DT TX CI PV **

COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
734 RUSS STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-6250
** AD AM H AI PG PI IV TX PV **

CROSSROADS
1205 MYRTLE AVENUE
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-0869
** A RR IV TX **

HUMBOLDT ADDICTIONS SERVICES PROGRAMS
(HASP) HUMBOLDT COUNTY
924 4TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 442-8277
** AD AM H AI CU IV DH TX **

HUMBOLDT RECOVERY CENTER
1303 11TH STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-9257
** D RR H B AI PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
2700 DOLDEER STREET
EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 442-9251
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

EXETER
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AT EXETER
BLUE RIDGE RECOVERY CENTER
215 CRESPI AVENUE
EXETER, CA 93221
(209) 590-5555
** AD RR IV DT TX **

FAIR OAKS
FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
11228 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
FAIR OAKS, CA 95628
(916) 967-8277
** AD RR H A HV CU DT EA TX PV **

FAIRFIELD
A K BEAN FOUNDATION
623 GREAT JONES STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 429-8888
** AD AM DH TX **

SOLANO COUNTY DRUG PROGRAM
FREEDOM OUTREACH
1725 ENTERPRISE DRIVE
BUILDING 3
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 421-6615
** A AM A H HV CU IV TX PV **
FRONT ORG

FORT GORDON

FORT ORG

FOUNTAIN

FORTUNA

FOUNTAIN VALLEY

PATHWAYS TO DISCOVERY
18350 MOUNT LANGLEY STREET
SUITE 205
FORTUNA VALLEY, CA 92708
(714) 964-2267
** AD AM TX CI PV **

FOUNTAIN VALLEY

SCHOOL TEN
GARFIELD STREET UNIT
FORTUNA, CA 95540
(714) 725-4293
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX **

SOUTH FORTUNA BOULEVARD
FORTUNA, CA 95540

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
3767 DECOTO ROAD
FREMONT, CA 94555
(510) 792-2444
** D PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER
39375 CALIFORNIA STREET
SUIT 100
FREMONT, CA 94538
(510) 792-4964
** AD EA PV **

FRENCH CAMP

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
METHADONE MAINTENANCE CLINIC
500 WEST HOSPITAL ROAD
FRENCH CAMP, CA 95231
(209) 468-6840
** A AM A B H HV IV MM **

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY HOUSE
500 WEST HOSPITAL ROAD
FRENCH CAMP, CA 95231
(209) 468-6858
** D RR M A H TX PV **

FRESNO

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
1651 L STREET
FRESNO, CA 93721
(209) 266-9988
** AD EA PV **

ALPHA HOUSE/NON RESIDENTIAL
3253 EAST ILLINOIS STREET
FRESNO, CA 93702
(209) 269-9734
** AD AM Y B H AI PG TX CI PV **

ALPHA HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
645 SOUTH HINNEWASHA AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93727
(209) 252-1235
** A RR M Y B H AI PG TX CI PV **

ALPHA HOUSE/TRANSITIONAL TULARE
4670 EAST TULARE STREET
FRESNO, CA 93702
(209) 252-1235
** A RR M Y B H AI PG TX PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAL DETOX/SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
2851 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93725
(209) 268-6261
** A AM A PG HV CU IV MM **
GALT
ALTUA VILLAGE
12490 ALTA MESA ROAD
GALT, CA 95632
(209) 746-2470
** D RR HV PI DT TX PV **

GARBerville
SINGING TREES RECOVERY CENTER
2061 HIGHWAY 101 SOUTH
GARBerville, CA 95440
(707) 247-3495
** AD RR H A AI HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

GARDEN GROVE
ALCOHOL SERVICES FOR HOMOSEXUALS (ASH INC)
11918 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
GARDEN GROVE, CA 90243
(714) 534-5820
** AD PV **

GARDEN GROVE STEPHOUSE
13472 GILBERT STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92844
(714) 530-9115
** AD RR TX PV **

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES CENTER OF ORANGE COUNTY
9842 WEST 13TH STREET
SUIT B
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843
(714) 531-4624
** D RR H DT TX CI **

LARSON HOUSE
10111 LARSON STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843
(714) 537-9846
** AD PV **

LARSON HOUSE
BOWEN STREET UNIT
13521 BOWEN STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843
(714) 537-9846
** AD PV **

LARSON HOUSE
TRASK AVENUE UNIT
10172 TRASK AVENUE
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843
(714) 537-9846
** AD PV **

ROUE CENTER
RESIDENTIAL
9842 WEST 13TH STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92843
(714) 839-0607
** D RR TX CI PV **

GARDEN VALLEY
PROGRESS HOUSE II
WOMEN'S FACILITY
5607 MOUNT MURPHY ROAD
GARDEN VALLEY, CA 95633
(916) 333-9460
** AD RR H HV IV TX CI **

GARDAena
CITY OF GARDAena
RECREATION AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
1651 WEST 162ND STREET
GARDAena, CA 90247
(310) 217-9574
** AD PV **

SOUTH BAY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
15519 Crenshaw Boulevard
GARDAena, CA 90249
(213) 679-9031
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

GILROY
SOUTH COUNTY ALTERNATIVE
DRUG ABUSE
7700 MONTEREY STREET
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-3118
** AD PV **

SOUTH VALLEY COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
8475 FOREST STREET
SUITE A2
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-7136
** D AM H Y A H HV PI DH TX CI PV **

GLENDALE
GLENDALE ADVENTIST
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
335 MISSION ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 262-3116
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV DT **
** TX **

MATRIX CENTER/GLENDALE
200 NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE
SUITE 300
GLENDALE, CA 91206
(818) 567-3650
** AD AM CU IV TX CI PV OT **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF GLENDALE
ALPHA CAREUNIT
1420 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 502-1900 EXT. 2361
** AD RR AM H A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS/GLENDALE
SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR SUBST ABUSE
431 NORTH BRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 303
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-0001
** AD AM CU TX CI PV **

RIGHT ON PROGRAMS
102 EAST BROADWAY
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 240-1683
** D AM H DH TX PV **

VERDUGO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
417 ARDEN AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-7257
** A AM IV TX OT **

WESTERN PACIFIC GLENDALE PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
4620 SAN FERNANDO ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 240-8845
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

GLENDAora
PROJECT INFO
COMMUNITY PREV AND RECOVERY PROGRAMS
1505 SOUTH SUNFLOWER AVENUE
GLENDORA, CA 91740
(818) 335-8153
** D PV **

GLENN ELLEN
NEW VISTAS RECOVERY
MOUNTAIN VISTA FARM
3020 WARM SPRINGS ROAD
GLENN ELLEN, CA 95442
(707) 996-6716
** AD RR H H A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

GRASS VALLEY
NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
GRASS VALLEY SERVICE CENTER
139 1/2 MILL STREET
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95445
(916) 273-9541
** D AM PI TX PV **
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CALIFORNIA

TEAM 3 PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
11745 MALTHAN DRIVE
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945
(916) 272-7222
** AD PV **

GROVER CITY
CASA SOLANA
303 SOUTH 13TH STREET
GROVER CITY, CA 95433
(805) 481-6555
** AD RR H A B H AI HV PI CU TX PV **

GUERNVILLE
RIVER COMMUNITY SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE SERVS/TASC COUNTY SONOMA
15999 RIVER ROAD
GUERNVILLE, CA 95446
(707) 887-2226
** AD PV **

MANFORD
ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1393 BAILEY DRIVE
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 582-9307
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU IV DH TX PV **

CORNERSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG REC SYSTEMS
CORNERSTONE MENS RECOVERY
817 WEST 7TH STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-2033
** AD RR B H PI CU IV DT TX CI **

CORNERSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG REC SYSTEMS
CORNERSTONE WOMENS RECOVERY
796 EAST GRANGEVILLE BOULEVARD
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 583-2030
** AD RR W B H PG PI CU IV DT TX **
** CI **

HAPPY CAMP
SISKIYOU COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
HAPPY CAMP HEALTH SERVICES
30 PARK HAY
HAPPY CAMP, CA 96039
(916) 493-5257
** AD AM TX PV **

HARBOR CITY
WESTERN HEALTH HARBOR CITY CLINIC
1647 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
(310) 530-5590
** A AM IV PV MM **

HAWTHORNE
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
PACIFICA HOUSE
2501 HEST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 558-5568
** AD RR H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
THE WAYBACK INN
12917 CERISE AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 675-4431
** D RR H A B H HV PI TX **

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/HAWTHORNE
4235 WEST 130TH STREET
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(310) 978-4908
** AD RR AM H B H CU IV DT TX PV **

HAYWARD
BI BETT CORPORATION
DRINKING AND DRIVING PROGRAM
21192 HESPERIAN BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(510) 783-8708
** D AM H DH TX PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
1544 B STREET
SUITE 1
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(510) 886-1331
** AD PV **

HORIZON SERVICES
CRONIN HOUSE
2595 DEPOT ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(510) 785-7454
** AD RR A HV IV TX PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
27400 HESPERIAN BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(510) 784-4072
** AD AM Y PG IV DT TX CI PV **

PROJECT EDEN
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
680 WEST TENNYSON ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94544
(510) 887-0593
** AD AM W Y A H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT ROSE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
27200 CALAROGA AVENUE
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(510) 752-9784
** AD RR AM H B CU IV DT TX CI PV **

SECOND CHANCE/HAYWARD
RECOVERY CENTER
22297 MISSION BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(510) 886-8696
** D AM H A H HV TX PV **

TERRA FIRMA DIVERSION/EDUCATION SERVS
26785 MISSION BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94544
(510) 537-8118
** AD AM W B H CU TX PV **

HEALDSBURG
SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
200 LYTON SPRINGS ROAD
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448
(707) 533-3334
** AD RR B H AI PI CU TX **

HELENDALE
VICTORY OUTREACH
MENS RANCH
73 LORDS ROAD
HELENDALE, CA 92342
(619) 245-0042
** AD RR H TX PV **

HEMET
DOUBLE CHECK RETREAT
47552 EAST FLORIDA AVENUE
HEMET, CA 92544
(714) 927-2567
** D RR TX CI PV **

HEMET VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
SOLUTIONS PROGRAM
301 NORTH SAN JACINTO AVENUE
SUITE 2G
HEMET, CA 92543
(714) 929-5270
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM
736 NORTH STATE STREET
SUITE 108
HEMET, CA 92543
(714) 929-4462
** D AM H DH TX PV **

RIVERSIDE RECOVER RESOURCES
OUR HOUSE
41040 ACACIA AVENUE
HEMET, CA 92544
(714) 692-2207
** D RR H A PG HV PI TX PV **
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HERMOSA BEACH
ALANO CLUBS
702 11TH PLACE
HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
(213) 274-2131
** D OT **

HESPERIA
ALPHA TOT/WOMEN WITH CHILDREN
1811 YUCCA STREET
HESPERIA, CA 92345
(619) 244-7029
** D RR H Y PG TX **

CALIFORNIA TRAINING SCHOOLS
15800 MAIN STREET
SUITE 170
HESPERIA, CA 92345
(619) 947-2926
** D AM DH TX PV **

HOLLISTER
SAN BENITO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM SERVICES
321 SAN FELIPE ROAD
SUITE 9
HOLLISTER, CA 95023
(408) 637-5594
** AD AM H Y A H HV PI CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

HUNTINGTON PARK
DIVERSION SAFETY PROGRAM
6612 PACIFIC BOULEVARD
VICTORIAN PLAZA
HUNTINGTON PARK, CA 90255
(213) 585-0764
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

INDIO
ABC CLUB
44-374 PALM STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(310) 342-6616
** AD RR H PG PI CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

AWARENESS PROGRAM DRINKING DRIVER
45-561 OASIS STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(310) 342-1233
** D AM B H DH TX PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALC/DRUG ABUSE CONTROL SERVICES/INDIO
85-912 AVENUE 45
SUITE 9 AND 10
INDIO, CA 92201
(310) 347-0754
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV MM OT **

INGLEWOOD
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
INGLEWOOD PREVENTION AND RECOVERY CTR
279 WEST BEACH AVENUE
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(310) 673-5750
** D AM H Y B H IV EA TX CI PV **

BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
601 VENICE WAY
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(310) 671-6262
** D RR B CU TX OT **

CENTINELA HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
LIFE STARTS
555 EAST HARDY STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(310) 673-4660 EXT. 8550
** AD RR AM H B H CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
INGLEWOOD CLINIC
614 WEST MANCHESTER BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 412-0879
** A AM IV MM **

INGLEWOOD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
6450 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD
INGLEWOOD, CA 90304
(310) 671-0555
** A AM A B H AI HV IV MM **

INGLEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TRAFFIC VIOLATORS AGENCY
400 SOUTH LA BREA AVENUE
SUITE 200
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(310) 673-5882
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

KAISER PREMANENTE/INGLEWOOD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
110 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(310) 419-3350
** AD AM A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

LOS ANGELES MEDICAL SERVICES
3220 WEST 85TH STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90305
(213) 751-0392
** A AM A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA PV **
** MM **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL CLINICS OF AMERICA
LADERA HEIGHTS MEDICAL CLINIC
100 WEST 64TH STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(310) 671-5654
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

IOHE
ARBOR AND MANZANITA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
201 WATERMAN ROAD
IOHE, CA 95640
(209) 274-4771
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

IRVINE
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS
POSITIVE ACTION TOWARD HEALTH (PATH)
17200 JANBOREE ROAD
SUITE D
IRVINE, CA 92714
(714) 757-1096
** A PV **

JACKSON
AMADOR COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
1001 BROADWAY
SUITE 103
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-6556 EXT. 558
** AD AM H Y H AI PG PI EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

AMADOR COUNTY CRISIS HOTLINE
114 MAIN STREET
SUITE 212
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-2600
** AD CI PV **

JOSHUA TREE
MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
6393 SUNSET ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 566-5731
** AD AM DH TX PV **

PANORAMA RANCH
MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH
65675 SULLIVAN ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 566-9100
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

KING CITY
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
SUN STREET CENTER
520 BASSETT STREET
KING CITY, CA 93950
(608) 385-0991
** AD AM TX PV **
KINGS BEACH
SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
KINGS BEACH WOMENS RESID FACILITY
8677 GOLDEN AVENUE
KINGS BEACH, CA 92613
(916) 546-5971
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

LA JOLLA
NEW HORIZONS/SAN DIEGO
8950 VILLA LA JOLLA DRIVE
SUITE 1130
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 455-0042
** AD AM CU IV TX **

SCRIPPS CLINIC
ALCOHOL/ CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
10665 NORTH TORREY PINES ROAD
TMU 3
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 554-8586
** AD AM M A HV CU EA TX PV **

SCRIPPS MEMORIAL HOSPITALS
MCDONALD CENTER
9904 GENEESE AVENUE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 458-4300
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

LA MESA
ALVARADO PARKWAY INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7050 PARKWAY BOULEVARD
LA MESA, CA 91942
(619) 465-4011
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

LA PUENTE
BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART CAL DETOX/LA PUENTE
15229 AMAR ROAD
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(619) 855-5090
** A AM PG HV IV EA TX MM **

CROWN OF GLORY MENS HOME
305 ROUNDABOUT STREET
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(310) 560-3331
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX PV **

LEE CONSULTATION SERVICES
15836 EAST NORKAM STREET
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(818) 855-4625
** AD PV **

LAGUNA BEACH
ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
LAGUNA BEACH
30018 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92677
(714) 549-1877
** D AM A HV TX **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER
28052 CALINO CAPISTRANO
SUITE 213
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92677
(714) 582-2853
** AD AM M H HV CU TX **

SOUTH COAST MEDICAL CENTER
GENESIS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
31872 COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92677
(714) 499-7150
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

LAKE FOREST
CHAPMAN COUNSELING
ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
22772 CENTRE DRIVE
SUITE 160-E
LAKE FOREST, CA 92630
(714) 472-0533
** AD AM M Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

LAKE ISABELLA
COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
LAKE ISABELLA
5220 LAKE ISABELLA ROAD
SUITE 3
LAKE ISABELLA, CA 93561
(619) 371-1064
** D AM CU TX PV **

LAKEPORT
ALC AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES/NORTHLAKE
850 LAKEPORT BOULEVARD
LAKEPORT, CA 95453
(707) 263-8162
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX PV OT **

LAKEVIISE
MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) KIVA HOUSE
10123 LOS RANCHITOS ROAD
LAKEVIISE, CA 92040
(619) 562-3516
** A RR H PG IV TX PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION (MITE) OPTIONS RECOVERY EAST
950 EMERALD GROVE STREET
LAKEVIISE, CA 92040
(619) 390-3255
** AD RR H PG IV TX PV **

LAKEMORE
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
12018 EAST CENTRALIA ROAD
SUITE 200
LAKEMORE, CA 90716
(310) 860-9999
** D AM H DM TX PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
HAWAIIAN GARDENS
12207 EAST CARSON BOULEVARD
LAKEMORE, CA 90716
(213) 809-1901
** D PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF LAKEWOOD
NEW BEGINNINGS
5300 NORTH CLARK AVENUE
LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
(310) 866-9711
** AD RR AM H Y CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV **

LAMONT
COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
DE COLORES
10910 MAIN STREET
LAMONT, CA 93241
(805) 845-3753
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

LANCASTER
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
44742 NORTH BEECH STREET
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-8685
** D AM H DM TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ANTELOPE VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
44751 NORTH BEECH AVENUE
SUITE 2
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 945-5757
** D OT **

ANTELOPE VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
44815 FIG AVENUE
SUITE 206
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 948-5046
** AD EA CI PV **

ANTELOPE VALLEY HOSPITAL MED CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION
1600 WEST AVENUE J
LANCASTER, CA 93534
(805) 949-5000
** AD AM H TX CI PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loma Linda</td>
<td>JERRY L PEOIDES MEMORIAL VA HOSPITAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>Loma Linda, CA 92357</td>
<td>(714) 825-7084</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR AM H A HV CU IV EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loma Linda</td>
<td>CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY/LOMPOC DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM</td>
<td>Lompoc, CA 93436</td>
<td>(805) 737-0015</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM W H CU DN TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>ALANO CLUBS</td>
<td>Long Beach, CA 90805</td>
<td>(310) 628-0443</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>AMERICAN INDIAN FREE CLINIC</td>
<td>Long Beach, CA 90813</td>
<td>(310) 979-3774</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D RR B AI TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES</td>
<td>Long Beach, CA 90807</td>
<td>(310) 436-3547</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D AM H HV DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS</td>
<td>Long Beach, CA 90802</td>
<td>(310) 426-6002</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodi</td>
<td>LODI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL RECOVERY RESOURCES</td>
<td>Lodi, CA 95240</td>
<td>(209) 333-5194</td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H B PI EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodi</td>
<td>LOADING</td>
<td>Lodi, CA 95240</td>
<td>(209) 357-7507</td>
<td></td>
<td>** D AM DH TX **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Note:** The above information is a partial listing and may not be exhaustive. For complete and up-to-date information, please refer to the local resources or contact the appropriate agencies.
LONG BEACH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
2601 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(310) 595-2000
** AD RR AM Y IV DT TX CI PV **

MENS TWELFTH STEP HOUSE
HARBOR AREA
1005 EAST 6TH STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 435-1405
** D RR TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCIES/HOMAN TO HOMAN
836 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(310) 435-1002
** D AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU TX CI ** ** PV **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/LONG BEACH
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
7500 EAST CARSON STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 420-5444
** D RR AM H A HV IV EA TX PI TX CI PV **

PHOENIX CENTER AND FAMILY CENTER
3620 LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE CI
LONG BEACH, CA 90807
(310) 595-0328
** AD AM H Y A HV TX CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
5518 NORTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(310) 426-6426
** D AM H DM TX PV **

SALSDIO RECOVERY CENTER
FREEDOM HOUSE
268 EAST LOUISE STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(310) 422-0196
** AD RR TX **

SAVIATION ARMY
MENS ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1370 ALAMITOS AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 591-7691
** AD RR PI CU TX PV OT **

SOBER LIVING HOUSE
1108 SAINT LOUIS STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90804
(310) 434-3630
** D PV **

SOBRIETY HOUSE OF LONG BEACH
3125 EAST 7TH STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90804
(213) 439-7755
** AD RR AM H Y B H PI CU IV EA TX ** ** CI PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
BABY STEP TNN
757-59 LOMA VISTA DRIVE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(310) 435-4771
** A RR W A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

TARZANA TREATMENT CENTER/LONG BEACH
2301-45 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(818) 996-1051
** A RR W A B H PG HV CU IV DM TX ** ** CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5901 EAST 7TH STREET
WARD K2
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 494-5880 EXT. -
** AD RR AM A TX CI PV OT **

WEST COUNTY MEDICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(310) 428-4222
** A AM A B H PG HV IV MM **

WESTERN HEALTH LONG BEACH CLINIC
2953 EAST ANAHEIM STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90815
(310) 438-3087
** A AM B HV IV MM **

LOS ALAMITOS
ALDINE CORPORATION
THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
10741 LOS ALAMITOS BOULEVARD
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(310) 594-8844
** AD AM W A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

COCAINE ALTERNATIVES
4502 KATELLA AVENUE
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(213) 598-7675
** AD AM CU TX CI **

LOS ANGELES
A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
EAGLE ROCK
2607 COLORADO BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
(213) 257-8701
** D AM A B H HV DM TX PV **

A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD UNIT
8350 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
SUITE 107
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
(213) 388-7135
** D AM A B H HV DM TX PV **

ADAPT FOUNDATION
1644 MELSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 303
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 483-5703
** D AM H DM TX PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROG ADMINISTRATION
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL UNIT
714 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
9TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 624-3784
** AD OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
767 SOUTH HARVARDCBOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 387-6516
** AD OT **

ALCOHOLISM CENTER FOR WOMEN INC
UNITS 1 AND 2
1147 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 301-7005
** D AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU TX ** ** PV **

ALPHA SERVICE CENTER/WASHINGTON
4167 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90018
(213) 737-1831
** A AM A B HV PI IV CI MM **

ALTA MED HEALTH SERVICES
BUENA CARE
1701 ZONAL AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 223-6189
** A AM A HV IV PV MM **

ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2511 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 479-8355
** AD AM A B H HV CU EA DM TX CI ** ** PV **

ASIAN AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
5518 SOUTH CRENSHAW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90043
(310) 293-6264
** A RR AM IV TX **

AVALON/CARVER COMMUNITY CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-4391
** AD AM H DM TX PV **
BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAF DETOX/SOUTHEAST CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5055
** A AM A B H AI PG HV IV MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAF DETOX/WEST OLYMPIC
1020 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 747-2267
** A AM A B H PG HV PI CU IV CI PV **
** MM **

BEA ATTITUDE CENTER FOR WOMEN
1650 ROCKWOOD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 250-9050
** D PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
HOLLYWOOD COMM PREVENTION/RECOVERY CTR
6836 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-3161
** D AM H Y TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 1
3421 EAST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 262-1786
** A AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 2
4099 NORTH MISSION ROAD
BUILDING A
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(213) 221-1746
** A AM H Y A B H AT PG HV CU EA **
** TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS SOUTHWEST
6051 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-2779
** D AM H DH TX PV **

BETTY FORD CENTER LOS ANGELES
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
13340 OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
SUITE 355
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-5997
** AD AM TX **

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
HERMANOS
268 EAST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 722-4529
** AD AM Y H TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
LATINAS RECOVERY HOME/SOUTH LOUIS
327 NORTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 261-7810
** D RR H H EA TX **

CA HISPANIC COMMISION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
HISPANIC ALC RECOVERY COMMUNITY CENTER
4754 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 780-0630
** D AM TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
LATINOS RECOVERY HOME/HABASH
2436 WABASH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 780-8756
** D RR H TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
MUJERES RECOVERY HOME
530 NORTH AVENUE 59
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 254-2423
** D RR AM H H TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
PALOMA RECOVERY HOME
328 NORTH AVENUE 59
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 257-9227
** D RR H Y H TX **

CA HISPANIC COMMISION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
VISTA CPRR/SOL YOUTH RESOURCES PROJECT
109 AND 111 NORTH AVENUE 56
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 254-3769
** D AM W Y H TX PV **

CANON HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
9705 SOUTH HOMES AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90002
(213) 564-0390
** A RR AM H B H CU TX **

CASA DE HERMANDAD
COMMUNITY PREVENTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
133 NORTH SUNOL DRIVE
SUITE 249
LOS ANGELES, CA 90063
(213) 267-0312
** AD PV **

CASA DE HERMANDAD
WEST AREA OPPORTUNITY CENTER
11821 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-8272
** AD AM Y H CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

CEDARS/SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
8700 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
SHUMAN BUILDING 7TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048
(213) 855-4766
** AD RR H A HV IV DT TX PV **

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
FOR MEN
1952 SOUTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(213) 204-3196
** A RR IV TX CI PV **

CHILDRENS HOSPITAL OF LOS ANGELES
DIV OF ADOLESCENT MED/SUBST ABUSE SERV
5000 SUNSET BOULEVARD
4TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90054
(213) 669-2463
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
SIGNS OF RECOVERY PROGRAM
2756 SOUTH ARMACOST AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(310) 575-4112
** AD AM H CV TX PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION CULVER VISTA
FAMILY CENTER
11325 MASONING BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(213) 314-6230
** D PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
LOS ANGELES
2130 EAST FIRST STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 269-3161
** D AM H DH TX PV **

CRI HELP
SOCORRO RDF
5110 SOUTH HUNTINGTON DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(310) 222-1440
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX **

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
3921 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 384-5533
** D AM H DH TX PV **
DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
CENTRAL LOS ANGELES
1212 NORTH VERMONT AVENUE
SUITE 101
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 663-3221
** D AM H DH TX PV **

DO IT NOW FOUNDATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INC
7000 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 906
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 465-3784
** A AM A HV IV TX **

DON BOSCO SOCIETY OF HOLLYWOOD
6758 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 462-4224
** AD PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
916 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 268-9344
** D AM H DH TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
630 SOUTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 266-3510
** AD RR AM H PI CU IV DH TX PV **

EL CENTRO HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
EL CENTRO SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
1972 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 269-9200
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

ESCUELA LATINA DE TRAFFICO AND ALCOHOL OF EAST LOS ANGELES
4532 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 266-7001
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
DIGNITY CENTER
626 SOUTH KINGSLEY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 385-3752
** AD AM H HV CU IV DH TX CI PV **

FATHER FIGURE
4410 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 234-1157
** AD PV **

FELICITY HOUSE
5701 CARDIFF AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(310) 837-3042
** D OT **

FRIENDLY HOUSE HAND FOUNDATION
FRIENDLY HOUSE
347 SOUTH NORMANDIE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90020
(213) 389-9964
** AD OT **

GARRETT O'CONNOR MEDICAL CORPORATION
REPAIR PROGRAM
9100 SOUTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 123
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045
(213) 641-6902
** AD AM IV TX CI **

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
ADDITION RECOVERY SERVS/LOS ANGELES
1213 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
(213) 464-7400 EXT. 130
** D AM W Y A HV EA TX CI PV **

GENESIS FAMILY DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
1721 EAST 120TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90059
(213) 603-8260
** AD AM H B PG CU IV TX **

GRAMERCY GUEST HOUSE
947 SOUTH GRAMERCY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 733-9725
** AD PV OT **

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
THE RESOURCE CENTER
2311 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 445-0744
** AD PV OT **

HILLSMAN DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
BRICKS/KICK
1440 EAST 41ST STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 231-2585
** AD RR B H IV TX CI PV **

HIS SHELTERING ARMS
FAMILY SERVICES CENTER
11101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 755-6646
** AD RR AM H B H PG IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

HIS SHELTERING ARMS/RECOVERY HOME
1061 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 755-6646
** D RR H B H PG EA TX CI PV **

HOMELESS HEALTH CARE LOS ANGELES
1010 SOUTH FLOWER STREET
SUITE 500
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 794-0724
** A AM H B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
OF CALIFORNIA
225 WEST 8TH STREET
SUITE 910
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014
(310) 622-3424
** D PV **

JEFF GRAND MEDICAL GROUP
OUTPT METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
3130 SOUTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 747-7267
** A AM B H AI HV IV MM **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ACTION PROGRAM
8838 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(310) 267-1180
** AD PV **

KAISER PERSISTENTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
4700 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 667-8206
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

KEDREN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4211 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 233-0425
** AD PV **

KIMS DRIVING SCHOOL
3306 VENICE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 731-0815
** D AM H DH TX PV **

KOREAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
650 NORTH BERENDO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 668-9007
** D AM H DH TX PV **

LAC/USC MED CTR PROF STAFF ASSOCIATION
INFANTS OF SUBST ABUSE MOTHERS CLINIC
1129 NORTH STATE STREET
ROOM 1035
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 226-3650
** A PV **
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA)
2854 LANCASTER AVENUE
SUITE 359
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 264-5552
** AD AM TX PV **

LOS ANGELES TREATMENT SERVICES
QUIT FOR GOOD
11427 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 757-0251
** A AM IV MM **

MALIBU COUNTRY MANOR
LEIMERT PARK MANOR
4308-10 1/2 LEIMERT BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 457-4703
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
BIMINI RECOVERY HOME
155 SOUTH BIMINI PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 388-9423
** D RR TX **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
RENA B RECOVERY HOME
4445 BURNS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 604-8994
** D RR H B H TX **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
ROYAL PALMS RECOVERY HOME
360 SOUTH WESTLAKE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90057
(213) 463-9201
** D RR PI TX PV **

MEDICAL HOLISTIC CENTER
ALC/DRUG DETOXIFICATION PROG (ADDPC)
7514 SOUTH VERTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90044
(213) 725-2225
** AD AM A B H HV IV TX PV **

MENDES CONSULTATION SERVICES
3660 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 1124
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 388-6668
** AD PV **

MINI TWELVE STEP HOUSE
303 EAST 52ND STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-6228
** D RR H TX PV **

NARCO EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
5055 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 663-5171
** AD PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90093
(213) 850-1624
** A OT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES, CA 90051
(213) 933-5895
** A OT **

NARCOTICS PREVENTION PROJECT
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
942 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 263-9700
** A AM H H PG HV IV MM **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC/SOUTH BAY HIGH GAIN PROGRAM
9100 SOUTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 105
LOS ANGELES, CA 90045
(310) 444-3659
** D AM H DM TX CI PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LOS ANGELES COUNTY INC
8915 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 565-2866
** AD AM M Y B H CU EA DM TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
YOUTH SERVICES
3877 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(310) 390-6641
** A AM W Y B H CU TX PV **

OPEN QUEST INSTITUTE/WEST HOLLYWOOD
8702 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
(818) 356-0027
** AD AM W A HV CU IV TX CI **

PATHFINDERS ALAND CLUB
3312 GLENDALE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
(213) 662-9871
** D OT **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA
CASTLE SUBST ABUSE PROG/RESIDENTIAL
L319 SOUTH MANHATTAN PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 734-1143
** AD RR B H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA CASTLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5471 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 233-3342
** D RR H B H PG HV PI TX PV **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA INC
CASTLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPT
3021 SOUTH VERTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 755-1231
** AD AM B H HV PI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
NONRESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
426 SOUTH SPRING STREET
2ND FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 613-0530
** D PV **

Pizarro Treatment Center
Outpatient Methadone Maintenance
1525 Pizarro Street
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 484-9919
** A AM A PG HV IV TX MM **

PROJECT HEAVY/NEST
11818 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
(310) 477-1291
** AD PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
161 WEST 33RD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 748-9444
** D AM H DM TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
801 EAST 7TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 620-1270 EXT. 48
** AD RR B H PI CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
809 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
** D RR DT TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
SAFE HARBOR
721 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4766
** D RR H DT TX PV **
SEA POSSIBLE
161 SOUTH FETTERLY AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 261-9779
** A AM Y H PG CU TX PV **

SELF IMPROVEMENT
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES (SIAM)
3450 WEST 43RD STREET
SUITE 217
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 292-0581
** D AH H DH TX PV **

SPECIAL SERVICE FOR GROUPS
PACIFIC ASIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1720 WEST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 738-3561
** D PV **

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTERS/SILVER LAKE
2530 HYPERION AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 660-2670
** AD RR H A HV CU IV TX **

SUNRISE COMMUNITY
COUNSELING CENTER IN/OUTPATIENT
1925 WEST TEMPLE STREET
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 413-8682
** A AH TX PV **

SUNRISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING
SUNRISE VILLAGE
254 NORTH PARK VIEW STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 413-8682
** A RR Y HV TX CI PV **

THE ORIGINAL MENS
THELFTH STEP HOUSE INC
946 SOUTH MENLO AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 480-8669
** D OT **

VAN NESS RECOVERY HOUSE
1919 NORTH BEACHWOOD DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90068
(213) 463-4266
** D RR HV IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
425 SOUTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 894-2096
** AD AM A B H HV CU TX CI PV MM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA JAN CLAYTON CTR
ALCOHOLISM AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
4969 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 660-8062
** D RR W B H AI PG PI CU TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL SERVICES
515 EAST 6TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 627-8002
** D RR AM PI DT TX PV **

WATTS HEALTH FOUNDATION
UHURU FAMILY CENTER
8520 SOUTH BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 753-9404
** A AM W H AI CU EA TX CI PV **

WATTS HEALTH FOUNDATION INC
HOUSE OF UHURU
8005 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 778-5290 EXT. 30
** A RR B CU IV EA TX **

WATTS HEALTH FOUNDATION INC
UHURU COUNSELING CENTER
8732 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90047
(213) 751-5152
** AD AM W H B H CU IV EA TX **

WEINGART MEDICAL CLINIC
515 EAST 6TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 622-2639
** AD IV CI PV **

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM
CLINIC I AND CLINIC II
2321 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-2951
** A AM W B H AI PG HV IV TX MM **

WESTSIDE SOBER LIVING CENTERS
PROMISES RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTERS
3743 1/2 SOUTH BARRINGTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(213) 390-2340
** D RR A B H HV CU EA TX CI PV **

LOS GATOS
GOOD SAMARITAN RECOVERY CENTER
MISSION OAKS HEALTH CARE CENTER
15891 LOS GATOS ALMADEN ROAD
LOS GATOS, CA 95030
(408) 358-5000
** AD RR AM W IV DT EA TX PV **

SOUTH BAY TEEN CHALLENGE
16735 LARK AVENUE
LOS GATOS, CA 95030
(408) 358-3635
** AD RR W B H AI PG HV PI CU TX **
** CI **

WESI VALLEY ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
375 KNOWLES DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CA 95030
(408) 379-7020
** D AM Y H DH TX PV **

LOTUS
RATIONAL RECOVERY SYSTEMS
LOTUS, CA 95651
(916) 621-2667
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX **

LOYALTON
SIERRA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPARTMENT
195 FRONT STREET
LOYALTON, CA 96118
(916) 993-6720
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

HYPERION
LOS ANGELES HEALTH SERVICES
HYPERION CLINIC
11315 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE
LYNWOOD, CA 90262
(213) 537-5883
** A AM A B H AI HV IV MM **

MADERA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 674-1483
** D OT **

KINGS VIEW CORPORATION
KINGS VIEW COMMUNITY SERVICE
968 EMILY WAY
SUITE 101
MADERA, CA 95637
(209) 675-8063
** D AM H DH TX PV **

MADERA COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
14277 ROAD 28
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 673-5588
** AD AM Y H IV TX CI PV **

MALIBU
CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/MALIBU
23525 WEST CIVIC CENTER WAY
SUITE 106
MALIBU, CA 90265
(213) 317-1305
** AD PV OT **
MAMMOTH LAKES

MONO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
OLD MAMMOTH ROAD
MAMMOTH LAKES, CA 93546
(619) 934-0821
** AD RR AM W IV TX CI PV **

MANTeca

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
110 NORTH SHERMAN AVENUE
MANTeca, CA 95336
(209) 823-1911
** D AM W HV DM TX CI PV **

MARIPOSA

MARIPOSA COUNSELING CENTER
AIC/DRUG SERVICES FOR MARIPOSA COUNTY
5065 BULLION STREET
MARIPOSA, CA 95338
(209) 966-2000
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU DM TX PV **

MARKLEEVILLE

ALPINE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
260 MONTGOMERY STREET
MARKLEEVILLE, CA 96120
(916) 648-2146
** D AM EA DM TX CI PV **

MARTINEZ

ALCOHOL INTERVENTION/RECOVERY SERVICES
POST CONVICTION DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
10 DOUGLAS DRIVE
SUITE 130
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 313-1050
** D AM W Y A H PG HV PI DM TX PV **

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1000 HARD STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 666-1640
** A N A A H B H A I PG HV PI CI IV DT **
** MM **

DISCOVERY PROGRAM
DISCOVERY HOUSE
4639 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94552
(510) 229-4212
** A RR W A H B H PG HV CU IV TX **

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
PRIDE HOUSE MARTINEZ
220 GLACIER DRIVE
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(510) 372-3800
** AD RR W Y B H A I TX CI PV **

HORIZONS CENTER
2240 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94555
(510) 370-1990
** A AM IV TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 MUIR ROAD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 372-2000 EXT. 6107
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MARYSVILLE

PATHWAYS HOUSE I
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME FOR MEN
605 4TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6670
** D RR TX PV **

PATHWAYS HOUSE II
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
806 5TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6679
** AD RR W B H AI PI CU TX PV **

MATHER AIR FORCE BASE

MATHER AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL OFFICE
323 MMD/MSL
MATHER AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95655
(916) 364-2129 EXT. 4845
** AD PV **

MAYWOOD

TRI CITY FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
6153 WOODWARD AVENUE
MAYWOOD, CA 90270
(213) 560-1628
** AD AM H Y A B H HV TX CI PV **

MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE

MCCLELLAN AFB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
SM-ALC/HRS
PERRIN STREET BUILDING 1042
MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95652
(916) 443-3000
** AD AM DH TX PV **

MENLO PARK

MORIAN HOUSE
3406 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 854-5180
** AD RR W A B PG CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV DT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY UNIT
795 MILLION ROAD
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 495-5000 EXT. 2157
** AD RR A HV IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

MERCED

COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
HOBIE HOUSE
1301 YOSEMITE PARKWAY
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 722-6335
** AD RR TX **

COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
TRANQUILITY HOUSE
2410 EDWARDS AVENUE
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 722-6461
** AD RR W TX **

LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT/DYDOCK DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1521 WEST MAIN STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 383-7797
** D AM H DM TX PV **

MERCED COLLEGE INTOXICATED DRIVER EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
644 WEST MAIN STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 384-1096
** D AM EA DM TX CI PV **

THE CENTER
MERCED COUNTY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
658 WEST MAIN STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 725-3678
** AD AM H Y H CU EA TX CI PV **

MISSION VIEJO

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
MISSION VIEJO
27800 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
SUITE 304
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691
(714) 582-9100
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV TX **

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
MISSION VIEJO DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
28261 MARGUERITE PARKWAY
SUITE 170
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92692
(714) 367-6755
** A AM H Y A HV CU IV TX **
CALIFORNIA

MODESTO

CARE SCHOOLS
3719-A TULLY ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95356
(209) 527-8070
** D AM TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
2215 BLUE GUM AVENUE
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1440
** AD RR Y B H AI PG TX CI PV OT **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
1700 MCHENRY VILLAGE WAY
SUITE 11-B
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1440
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
TRUE COLORS PROGRAM
8226 WEST GRAYSON ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 524-6371
** AD RR AM IV TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
STANISLAUS COUNTY FIRST STEP PROGRAM
1100 KANSAS STREET
SUITES I AND J
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 540-3408
** AD AM H Y H PG IV TX PV **

MODESTO PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1501 CLAUS ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95355
(209) 524-6088
** AD RR AM DT TX PV **

NEW HOPE RECOVERY HOUSE
1406 FORDHAM STREET
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 527-9797
** AD RR HV CU DT TX PV **

SAFETY CENTER
STANISLAUS
1100 KANSAS AVENUE
SUITE F
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 526-9393
** D AM H PI EA DM TX CI PV **

STANISLAUS CNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
800 SCENIC DRIVE
BUILDING D NORTH
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 525-6263
** AD RR IV DT TX **

STANISLAUS COUNTY
HEROIN TREATMENT SERVICES
800 SCENIC DRIVE SM
BUILDING D SOUTH
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 525-6146
** A AM H PG IV MM **

STANISLAUS COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1501 F STREET
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 528-7460
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI IV CU IV **
** TX PV **

SWEET ASSOCIATES
1620 NORTH CARPENTER STREET
SUITE C15
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 578-3457
** AD AM TX PV **

MOJAVE
COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
15664 K STREET
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(619) 824-4554
** AD AM Y CU EA TX PV **

DESERT COUNSELING CLINIC
MOJAVE BRANCH
16914 1/2 HIGHWAY 14
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(605) 824-2260
** AD PV **

MONROVIA
CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
MONROVIA
135 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 359-1161
** D AM H DH TX PV **

SANTA ANITA FAMILY SERVICES
PATHWAYS
605 SOUTH MYRTLE AVENUE
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 359-9358
** A AM H Y A H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTERS/MONROVIA
CROSSROADS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
345 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 358-3662
** AD RR H A H HV CU IV TX **

MONTCLAIR
INLAND HEALTH SERVICES (IHS)
MONTCLAIR
4761 ARROW HIGHWAY
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
(714) 625-3818
** A AM H A PG HV IV MM **

MONTEREY
ALANO CLUB
519 HARTNELL STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-0830
** D OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
119S 10TH STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 376-2639
** D DR PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
MONTEREY BAY AREA
1015 CASS STREET
SUITE 4
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-3713
** D OT **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL RECOVERY CENTER AND
CLINT EASTWOOD YOUTH PROGRAM
576 HARTNELL STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-0924
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

MONTEREY PARK
ALHAMBRA SAFETY SERVICES
926 EAST GARVEY AVENUE
SUITE A
MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754
(818) 571-6988
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

MORENO VALLEY
KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM
23846 SUNNYHEAD BOULEVARD
SUITE 5
MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553
(714) 242-6339
** D AM DH TX PV **

MORGAN HILL
MORGAN HILL COMMUNITY ADULT SCHOOL
1505 EAST MAIN AVENUE
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 779-5261
** D AM H DH TX PV **
MOUNTAIN VIEW

ASSURED RECOVERY TRAINING
2500 HOSPITAL DRIVE
BUILDING 1
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 962-9200
** AD AM IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
711 CHURCH STREET
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041
(415) 965-2020
** AD PV **

EL CAMINO HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2500 GRANT ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 940-7250
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV HU CI U CV **
** DT TX PV **

GROWTH AND LEADERSHIP CENTER
1451 GRANT ROAD
SUITE 102
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 966-1144
** AD AM TX PV **

HURRIETA
ANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING SERVICES
26811 HOBBIE CIRCLE
SUITE 02
HURRIETA, CA 92562
(714) 677-0777
** D AM H DH TX PV **

NAPA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
NAPA INTERGROUP
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 255-4900
** D DT **

CRISIS HELP OF THE NORTH BAY
NAPA, CA 94551
(707) 255-2555
** AD CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE OF NORTH BAY
1157 DIVISION STREET
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 255-0966
** AD AM Y TX PV **

NAPA COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
2447 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 253-4264
** D AM DH TX PV **

NAPA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2344 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 253-4721
** AD RR AM H Y A H PG HV HU CI U CV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

OUR FAMILY INC
NAPA STATE HOSPITAL
EVERGREEN DRIVE/D WARD
NAPA, CA 94559
(707) 252-1366
** AD RR AM Y TX PV **

NATIONAL CITY

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
PROBATIONERS IN RECOVERY/SOUTH
43 EAST 12TH STREET
SUITE A
NATIONAL CITY, CA 91950
(619) 945-6660
** A AM H H IV TX PV **

NEEDLES

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
NEEDLES COUNSELING CENTER
1406 BAILEY AVENUE
SUITE E
NEEDLES, CA 92362
(619) 326-9221
** AD AM DH TX PV **

NEVADA CITY

NEVADA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
10433 MILLION VALLEY ROAD
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-1437
** AD AM IV TX PV **

NEVADA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
LOVETT RECOVERY CENTER
10075 BOST AVENUE
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-9045
** AD RR IV TX **

NEWHALL

SECOND CHANCE INC
6330 THORNTON AVENUE
NEWHALL, CA 94560
(510) 792-4357
** D AM Y H IV EA DN TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
24416 HAZELNUT STREET
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 254-0700
** D AM Y A H PG HV HU CI U CV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
24506 1/2 LYONS AVENUE
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 255-7720
** D AM Y DT TX PV **

THE FAMILY CENTER
24880 NORTH APPLE STREET
NEWHALL, CA 91321
(805) 254-5676
** AD AM H H Y TX PV **

NORCO

A BETTER COMMUNITY PROGRAM (ABC)
342 6TH STREET
SUITE K
NORCO, CA 92860
(714) 754-3599
** D AM H DH TX PV **

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
CA REHAB CENTER CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM
5TH AND WESTERN STREETS
NORCO, CA 92860
(714) 737-2683
** A RR IV EA TX CI PV **

NORDEN

EAGLE RECOVERY LODGE
58500 DONNER SUMMIT ROAD
NORDEN, CA 95724
(916) 426-3521
** AD RR TX **

NORTH HOLLYWOOD

CHANDLER LODGE FOUNDATION
11458 CHANDLER BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 766-4534
** D RR TX PV OT **
CALIFORNIA

CRI HELP/NORTH HOLLYWOOD
11027 BURBANK BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 985-8323
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX **

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
12034 VANOWEN STREET
SUITE 2
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605
(818) 764-2622
** D AM H DN TX CI PV **

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ADDIC RECOV SERVS/SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
5652 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 752-9970
** D AM H A HV EA TX CI PV **

STUDIO 12
12406 MAGNOLIA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607
(818) 766-1378
** AD OT **

VESPER HOUSE
6301 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 760-9861
** AD OT **

NORTHRIDGE

ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY CENTERS
VALLEY TREATMENT CENTER/BALBOA HOUSE
8941 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91325
(818) 885-0883
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM DEPENDENCIES
18420 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91328
(818) 885-5302
** AD AM W CU DN TX PV **

NORTON AIR FORCE BASE

NORTON AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE
63 MSSQ/MSLD
BUILDING 538
NORTON AIR FORCE BASE, CA 92409
(714) 382-5231
** AD RR AM Y B CU DT DH TX CI PV **

NORWALK

LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
RECOVERY HOUSE
11400 NORWALK BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
NORWALK, CA 90650
(213) 863-3521
** A RR TX **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
CIDER HOUSE
11400 NORWALK BOULEVARD
BUILDING 209/313
NORWALK, CA 90650
(213) 864-7726
** D RR DT TX CI PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC NORWALK PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
11902 ROSECRANS BOULEVARD
NORWALK, CA 90650
(310) 929-7188
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

HOVATO

HENRY OHLHOFF HOUSE/NORTH
5394 NAUE DRIVE
HOVATO, CA 94949
(415) 883-2946
** AD RR IV TX **

THRESHOLD FOR CHANGE
619 CANYON ROAD
HOVATO, CA 94947
(415) 898-3316
** AD RR Y A HV IV TX CI **

OAKHURST

DELTA ACTION PROGRAMS
40432 ROAD 222
OAKHURST, CA 93644
(209) 464-1619
** AD RR H PG TX PV **

KINGS VIEW COMMUNITY SERVICES
49269 GOLDEN OAK DRIVE
SUITE 203
OAKHURST, CA 93644
(209) 683-4809
** D AM DN TX PV **

OAKLAND

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST BAY INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE
2910 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
SUITE 100
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(510) 653-4300
** D OT **

AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILY HEALING CENTER
NEM DAWN LODGE/WOMEN WHO ARE MOTHERS
1815 39TH AVENUE
SUITES D AND C
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 534-2737
** D RR AM N AI TX CI PV **

AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILY HEALING CENTER
WHITE CLOUD LODGE/WOMEN WITH CHILDREN
1818 38TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 534-2737
** D RR AM AI TX CI PV **

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
EAST BAY REHABILITATION
543 8TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 651-0575
** D RR HV PI TX CI PV **

BI BETT CORPORATION
EAST OAKLAND RECOVERY CENTER
7227 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(510) 568-2452
** AD AM B HV PI CU EA TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
433 JEFFERSON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 854-5656
** AD PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
3014 LAKE SHORE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(510) 763-0301
** AD PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
EAST OFFICE
6226 CAMDEN STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 569-9507
** AD PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL
THUNDER ROAD
390 40TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(510) 653-5040
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

EAST BAY COMMUNITY RECOVERY PROJECT
128 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94606
(510) 535-0700
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU TX PV **

EASTLAKE YHCA CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION
1612 45TH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 554-7441
** AD PV **

GROUP
WOMEN/NEY
8539 NEY AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 638-4481
** A RR H A B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **
GROUP REORIENTATION OPPORTUNITIES
UNLIMITED PROJECT (GROUP)/MEN
6423 BANCROFT AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 430-1203
** A RR H A B HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

GROWTH REORIENT OPPORT UNLIMITED PROJ WOMEN/HARRISON
2941 HARRISON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94611
(510) 272-9103
** A RR H A B H AI HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

GROWTH REORIENTATION OPPORTUNITIES
UNLIMITED PROJECT (GROUP)/MEN
6425 BANCROFT AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 430-1203
** A RR A B H HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

HEALTHY BABIES PROJECT
HAUDELLE SHINEK RECOVERY VILLAGE
6536 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
SUITE C201
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 825-2229
** AD RR H IV TX CI PV **

HIGHLAND GENERAL HOSPITAL
HEALTHY INFANT PROGRAM
1411 EAST 51ST STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94602
(510) 532-7722
** A AM H B CU TX CI PV **

HORIZON SERVICES
CHRYSALIS
3045 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(510) 655-7792
** AD RR H H B PG CU IV TX PV **

KAISER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3900 BROADWAY
OAKLAND, CA 94611
(510) 596-1075
** AD AM H IV TX CI **

MERRITT PERALTA INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL
435 HANThORNE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94609
(415) 652-7000
** AD RR AM H IV DT EA TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS EDUCATION LEAGUE/EL CHANTE
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME
425 VERNON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(415) 465-9569
** D RR TX PV **

NARCOTICS EDUCATION LEAGUE
CENTRO DE JUVENTUD
3209 GALLINDO STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 552-5995
** AD PV **

NARCOTICS EDUCATION LEAGUE
DROP IN CENTER/MUJERES CON ESPERANZA
3315 EAST 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 536-4760
** A AM H H TX PV **

NARCOTICS EDUCATION LEAGUE
MINORITIES ALC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
1315 FRUITVALE AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 261-7120
** D AM TX CI PV **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/OAKLAND
ALC REHAB DEPT/LEVEL II RES TREATMENT
8750 MOUNTAIN BOULEVARD
BUILDING 70-A
OAKLAND, CA 94627
(510) 633-4585
** AD RR H B AI HV CU DT TX PV **

OAKLAND COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
2645 EAST 14TH STREET
SUITE 420
OAKLAND, CA 94601
(510) 261-9595
** AD AM Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
540 PENDLETON MAY
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(510) 569-9888
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE
DUI EDUCATION PROGRAM
544 PENDLETON MAY
OAKLAND, CA 94621
(510) 430-9666
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
MANDANA HOUSE
541 MANDANA BOULEVARD
OAKLAND, CA 94610
(510) 859-8844
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
601 WEBSTER STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 451-4514
** AD RR A HV PI TX **

THE SOLID FOUNDATION
KELLER HOUSE
8047 COACH DRIVE
OAKLAND, CA 94605
(510) 569-4145
** A RR H PG CU IV TX PV **

THE SOLID FOUNDATION
MANDELA HOUSE
3723 HILLVIEW STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94602
(510) 482-3217
** A RR H PG CU IV TX PV **

VICTORY OUTREACH REHABILITATION HOME
5998 HOMEL STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94608
(510) 536-4646
** AD RR H CU TX PV **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
COMMUNITY CORNER
1748 8TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 944-0474
** D AM B PI TX PV **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
FIRST STEP
1531 JEFFERSON STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 271-8080
** AD CI PV **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
HERZOG SHORT TERM RECOVERY HOME
6025 HERZOG STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94608
(510) 658-1041
** AD RR H B HV PI CU DT EA TX PV **
** QT **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
LONG TERM ALCOHOL RECOVERY FACILITY
618 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94612
(510) 452-1802
** AD RR B CU TX CI PV **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
METHADONE PROGRAM
614 14TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94612
(510) 260-1600
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
TROUBLE HOUSE
3212 SAN PABLO AVENUE
OAKLAND, CA 94608
(510) 658-8375
** AD AM B PI CU TX PV **
OCEANSIDE
MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) NORTH COASTAL TREATMENT SERVICES
514 NORTH HILL STREET
OCEANSIDE, CA 92054
(619) 721-2781
** A IV H PG IV TX CI PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) NORTH COASTAL DETOX
4010 VIA SERRA STREET
OCEANSIDE, CA 92056
(619) 721-2781
** A IV DT TX **

OJAI
ALANO CLUB OF OJAI VALLEY
575 WEST EL ROBLAR DRIVE
OJAI, CA 93023
(805) 646-9167
** AD OT **

HOPE FOR KIDS
OJAI, CA 93024
(805) 649-2969
** AD PV OT **

OJAI COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNINGS UNIT
1306 MARICOPA HIGHWAY
OJAI, CA 93023
(805) 646-5567
** AD RR AM DT TX PV **

ONTARIO
BILINGUAL FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE CENTER FOR RECOVERY
317 WEST F STREET
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 986-7111
** AD AM H Y H PG TX PV **

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC AND TRAINING SCHOOLS
420 NORTH EUCLID AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(714) 983-0387
** D AM Y B H DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/ONTARIO
324 NORTH LAUREL AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 986-4550
** A AM A B H AI PG CU IV MM **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
MARIN HOUSE
1636 NORTH MARTIN AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(714) 629-3294
** D RR TX CI PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ORANGE HOUSE/MEN'S FACILITY
1003 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91764
(714) 983-1759
** D RR PI TX CI PV **

EL SOL DUT AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE AND SERVICES
1063 WEST 6TH STREET
SUITE 204
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 983-2435
** D AM H DH TX PV **

EPHPHAETA COUNSELING CENTER
1003 NORTH BEACON AVENUE
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 984-1781
** D AM Y A B H AI HV EA TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
INLAND EMPIRE WEST
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 622-4274
** A OT **

REID AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING CENTER
104 WEST C STREET
SUITE 210
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 988-7935
** AD AM TX CI PV **

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
210 WEST B STREET
ONTARIO, CA 91762
(714) 983-3665
** D AM EA DH TX PV **

ORANGE
CITY OF ORANGE POLICE DEPARTMENT CRISIS INTERVENTION UNIT
1107 NORTH BATAVIA STREET
ORANGE, CA 92667
(714) 744-7305
** AD AM CU IV EA TX PV **

MARIPOSA WOMENS CENTER
777 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 116
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 547-6494
** D AM H PG EA TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
1100 WEST STUART DRIVE
SISTER ELIZABETH BUILDING
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 771-8080
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
1111 TOWN AND COUNTRY ROAD
SUITE 25
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 550-0988
** D AM H DH TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING I
1809 EAST NELSON AVENUE
APARTMENT B
ORANGE, CA 92667
(714) 830-1311
** D RR B H EA TX **

ORANGEVALE
GULLHAVEN
7519 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 92862
(916) 988-9330
** AD RR IV TX **

NEM DAWN
6043 ROLLOFF WAY
ORANGEVALE, CA 92862
(916) 964-6300
** AD RR H TX PV OT **

STARTING POINT
ADULT AND ADOLESCENT UNIT
8775 OAK AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 92862
(916) 988-5700
** AD RR AM Y DT EA TX CI PV **

ORLAND
GLENN COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES/ORLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1187 EAST SOUTH STREET
ORLAND, CA 95963
(916) 865-1146
** AD AM H PG IV TX CI PV **

OXNARD
ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2035 SOUTH SAVIERS ROAD
SUITE 5
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 385-5777
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/SOUTH D STREET UNIT
620 SOUTH D STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 406-4876
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV PV **
** MM **
HEALTH

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA
SAVIERS ROAD UNIT
2055 SAVIERS ROAD
SUITE 10
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 483-2253
** A HH H PG IV MM **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERV OF VENTURA CNTY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
500 ESPLANADE DRIVE
SUITE 1200
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 988-1031
** AD AM W EA TX **

MIRACLE HOUSE/OXNARD
2154 BRIGHAM STREET
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 488-6909
** AD RR H B H AI PG PI CU IV TX **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
DETOX
605 WEST 5TH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-2641
** AD W DT TX PV OT **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
INTO ACTION
161 SOUTH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4149
** AD RR A HV PI CU TX PV **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
MENS FACILITY
460 SOUTH F STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4149
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
WOMENS FACILITY
460 SOUTH F STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4149
** AD RR H TX CI PV **

RAINBOW RECOVERY CENTERS I
1826 EAST CHANNEL ISLAND BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4663
** AD RR H PG CU IV TX **

SHAMROCK HOUSE
1334 EAST CHANNEL ISLANDS BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-8924
** AD OT **

VENTURA COUNTY HISPANIC COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/CASA LATINA
1251 JUNE BERRY PLACE
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 988-1560
** AD RR H IV TX PV **

VICTORY OUTREACH VENTURA COUNTY
1401 AMBROSE AVENUE
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 486-2188
** AD RR TX PV **

PACIFIC GROVE
BEACON HOUSE
468 PINE AVENUE
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950
(408) 372-2334
** AD RR H TX **

PACIFICA
PACIFIC YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
PROYECTO FAMILIA
160-A MILAGRA DRIVE
PACIFICA, CA 94044
(415) 355-3900
** AD PV **

PYRAMID ALTERNATIVES
460 MANOR PLAZA
PACIFIC, CA 94044
(415) 355-8787
** AD AM W Y A H HV CU IV EA DW TX **
** PV **

PACOMA
EL PROYECTO DEL BARRIO
8902 HODOMAN AVENUE
PACOMA, CA 91331
(818) 830-7090
** A AM M Y A H PG IV TX CI PV **

VIA AVANTA PROGRAM
11645 GLENAKS BOULEVARD
PACOMA, CA 91331
(818) 897-2609
** A RR H PG HV IV TX **

PALM DESERT
COACHELLA VALLEY COUNSELING
73-710 FRED HARING STREET
SUITE 102
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(619) 568-4442
** D AM TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
LOH DESERT
PALM DESERT, CA 92261
(619) 346-5500
** A OT **

THE VALLEY PARTNERSHIP
75-501 HIGHWAY 111
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(619) 776-5555
** AD PV **

PALM SPRINGS
ALERT PROGRAM
730 EUGENE ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 322-7725
** AD AM DH TX PV **

AWARENESS PROGRAM
611 SOUTH PALM CANYON ROAD
SUITE 204
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 342-1223
** D AM B H DH TX PV **

CHOICES FOR WOMEN
350 EAST PALM CANYON DRIVE
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 327-9584
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

DESSERT AIDS
750 SOUTH VELLA ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 323-2110
** A PV **

MICHAEL ALAN ROSEN FOUNDATION
MICHAELS HOUSE
430 SOUTH CAHUILLA STREET
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 320-5486
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

PACIFIC PALM DESERT
ANTELOPE VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
1563-F EAST PALM DESERT BOULEVARD
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 274-1062
** D AM H Y A H PG HV IV TX CI PV **
** TX CI PV **

NARCOGENS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
SOUTH ANTELOPE VALLEY
PALMDALE, CA 93590
(805) 273-0868
** A OT **

PACIFIC PALMDALE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
1212 EAST AVENUE S
PALMDALE, CA 93550
(805) 273-2211 EXT. 3953
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV OT **

PALO ALTO
CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF THE ARCHDIOCESE
OF SAN FRANCISCO/ THEA BONNAN HOUSE
2109 DOMBARTON STREET
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 326-5666
** AD RR H B PG HV IV TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

DAYTOP
ADULT
2560 PULGAS AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 325-6466
** AD RR H B H IV TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICE/MID PENINSULA
375 CAMBRIDGE AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 326-6576
** AD AN Y A B H HV CU EA TX CI PV **

NORTH COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
270 GRANT AVENUE
ROOM 150
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 328-1641
** D AM H DN TX PV **

PALOS VERDES PENINSULA
COMMUNITY HELPLINE
2161 VIA OLIVERA STREET
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA, CA 90274
(310) 561-2525
** AD PV **

PARADISE
FEATHER RIVER ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
5974 PENTZ ROAD
PARADISE, CA 95969
(916) 872-4600
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

PARAMOUNT
IMPERIAL ALAND
8021 EAST ROSECRAINS AVENUE
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723
(213) 634-7500
** D OT **

PASADENA
ADDCITION COUNSELING TREATMENT (ACT)
FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM
33 SOUTH CATALINA AVENUE
SUITE 105
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 793-9398
** AD AM H Y B H CU TX PV **

CASA DE LAS AMIGAS
160 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 792-2770
** D RR H TX PV **

CITY OF PASADENA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES PROGRAM
1020 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 794-1586
** D AM H Y B H PI CU DM TX PV **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
1230 NORTH MARENGO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 797-1125
** D RR B H TX **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
225 GRANDVIEW STREET
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 797-3798
** D RR B H TX CI PV **

HAVEN HOUSE
PASADENA, CA 91115
(213) 681-2626
** D RR H TX PV **

LAS ENCINAS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2900 EAST DEL MAR BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 356-2789
** AD RR AM Y HV CU IV DT TX **

OPEN QUEST INSTITUTE/PASADENA
309 SOUTH RAYMOND AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 356-0027
** AD AM H A HV CU IV TX CI **

PASADENA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY/REFERRAL AGENCY
131 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
SUITE 320
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 795-9127
** AD EA PV OT **

PRINCIPLES
IMPACT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
1680 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(213) 681-2575
** A RR AM H A HV IV TX **

SAINT LUKE MEDICAL CENTER
SUMMIT SHARE UNIT
2632 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 791-6606
** AD RR AM H CU IV DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
56 WEST DEL MAR BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-8075
** AD RR TX **

STARTING OVER STRAIGHT
35 NORTH CRAIG AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 405-9131
** AD PV OT **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
700 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-4290
** AD AM H DW TX PV **

WALTER MOVING HOME
218 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 405-0950
** AD RR H IV TX CI PV **

PERRIS
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE OF INLAND COUNTIES
277 EAST 4TH STREET
PERRIS, CA 92570
(714) 657-0629
** AD AM H Y PI DM TX PV **

PETALUMA
DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVE CENTER
PETALUMA OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
411 B STREET
SUITE 7
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 762-4076
** A AM H IV TX **

FAMILY EDUCATION CENTERS
629 EAST D STREET
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 762-8835
** AD PV **

PETALUMA PEOPLE SERVICES CENTER
1500 PETALUMA BOULEVARD SOUTH
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 765-8488
** AD PV **

PHILO
R HOUSE
INDIAN CREEK
8400 HIGHWAY 128
PHILO, CA 95466
(707) 539-2948
** AD RR Y CU IV TX **
CALIFORNIA

PICO RIVERA

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)

PICO RIVERA

6505 ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD

SUITE 301

PICO RIVERA, CA 90660

(310) 948-2013

** D AM H D H TX PV **

CORNERSTONE HEALTH SERVICES

OUTPATIENT METHADONE CLINIC

6207 WHITTLER BOULEVARD

PICO RIVERA, CA 90660

(213) 695-0757

** A AM H B H AI PG HV CU IV MM **

PINOLE

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES

2095 SAN PABLO STREET

PINOLE, CA 94564

(510) 724-6263

** AD CI PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF PINOLE

NEW BEGINNINGS PROGRAM

2151 APPIAN WAY

PINOLE, CA 94564

(510) 724-1520

** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **

** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

TRI CITIES DISCOVERY CENTER

2586 APPIAN WAY

PINOLE, CA 94564

(510) 222-9838

** A AM Y PG HV IV TX PV **

PIRI

PIRI HOTEL

SOBER LIVING HOUSE

550 TEMECULA STREET

PIRI, CA 92040

(805) 521-9117

** AD OT **

PITTSBURG

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT

BAART/CAL DETOX/PITTSBURG

45 CIVIC AVENUE

ROOM 128

PITTSBURG, CA 94565

(510) 427-2285

** A AM A PG HV CU IV TX PV MM **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF EAST COUNTYS

DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM

515 RAILROAD AVENUE

PITTSBURG, CA 94565

(510) 427-3022

** A AM H H Y B PG HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES

455 WEST 4TH STREET

PITTSBURG, CA 94565

(510) 432-7365

** AD CI PV **

EAST COUNTY COMMUNITY DETOX CENTER INC

500 SCHOOL STREET

PITTSBURG, CA 94565

(510) 458-1616

** D RR AM H B H PI DT DH TX **

PLACERVILLE

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

HOTLINE

PLACERVILLE, CA 95667

(916) 622-3500

** D OT **

EL DORADO COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (EDCA)

LIFESKILLS

2810 COLOMA ROAD

PLACERVILLE, CA 95667

(916) 622-8193

** D AM EA TX PV **

NEW MORNING YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES

6765 GREEN VALLEY ROAD

PLACERVILLE, CA 95667

(916) 622-5551

** A AM H Y B PG CU TX CI PV **

PLEASANT HILL

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF

CONTRA COSTA INC

171 MAYHEW WAY

SUITE 210

PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523

(415) 932-8100

** D AM DH TX PV **

BI BETT CORPORATION

FIRST OFFENDER LEVEL ONE

3478 BUSKIRK AVENUE

SUITE 1032

PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523

(510) 937-5713

** D AM DH TX OT **

DRAKE HOUSE

808 GRAYSON ROAD

PLEASANT HILL, CA 94523

(510) 955-2590

** AD RR H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

PEMCO

AMERICAN HOSPITAL

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

2180 WEST VALLEY BOULEVARD

POMONA, CA 91768

(714) 865-2336

** AD RR H PG HV CU IV DT EA TX CI **

** PV **
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COCAINE ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
POMONA
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 620-4324
** A OT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GAREY CLINIC
1050 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 623-5391
** A AM W A B H AI PG HV CU IV MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
POMONA UNIT
152 WEST ARTESIA STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 620-1959
** A AM IV MM **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
435 WEST MISSION BOULEVARD
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 622-7311
** AD AM H CU DH TX PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
LA REDO HOUSE
787 LAREDO STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 629-5294
** D RR TX CI PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
PARK HOUSE
720 NORTH PARK AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 865-2573
** D RR TX CI PV **

END OF THE TRAIL TRANSITION HOUSE
POMONA, CA 91769
(714) 593-2826
** AD PV **

POMONA COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
163 WEST 2ND STREET
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 623-1588
** A AM TX CI PV **

PROTOTYPES WOMENS CENTER
845 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 624-1253
** A RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

REHABILITATION ALCOHOL PROGRAM (RAP)
637 NORTH PARK AVENUE
SUITE N
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 622-5684
** D AM H DH TX PV **

PORTERVILLE
PAAR CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
PORTERVILLE HALFWAY HOUSE
232 WEST BELLEVIEV AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-0107
** D RR DT TX CI **

PAAR CENTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
237 WEST BELLEVIEV AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 782-0882
** A RR IV TX **

POTTER VALLEY
NORTH COAST OPPORTUNITIES
12110 EEL RIVER ROAD
POTTER VALLEY, CA 95469
(707) 743-2733
** AD RR AM W PG IV EA TX CI PV **

POMAY
POMERADO HOSPITAL SUNRISE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
15615 POMERADO ROAD
POMAY, CA 92064
(619) 805-4616
** AD RR AM W CU IV DT TX PV **

QUINCY
ALC ANONYMOUS/NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
QUINCY, CA 95971
(916) 283-6316
** AD OT **

PLUMAS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPT
COURTHOUSE ANNEX AND HIGHWAY 70
QUINCY, CA 95971
(916) 283-6316
** AD AM W EA TX CI PV **

RAMONA
MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
NORTH RURAL RECOVERY CENTER
323 HUNTER STREET
RAMONA, CA 92065
(619) 788-6246
** A AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
MATRIX INSTITUTE ON ADDICTIONS
9375 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
SUITE 204
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-9824
** AD AM CU IV TX PV **

MOTIVATION CENTER
HALT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
7365 CARNELIAN STREET
SUITE 205
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91701
(714) 961-3951
** AD AM TX PV **

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
8540 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
BUILDING 10 SUITE A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 987-4036
** D AM A B H EA DH TX PV **

RANCHO MIRAGE
BETTY FORD CENTER AT EISENHOWER
39000 BOB HOPE DRIVE
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA 92270
(619) 773-4100
** AD RR AM W IV EA TX CI **

RED BLUFF
TEHAMA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1860 WALNUT STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-5631
** AD AM W A PG HV PI CU IV TX PV **

REDDING
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
1050 STATE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-8955
** D OT **

CARE SCHOOLS
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1445 MARKET STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 264-1282
** D AM H DH TX PV **

EMPIRE RECOVERY CENTER
1237 CALIFORNIA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 293-7477
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

GOOD SHEPHERD
2350 BEVERLY DRIVE
REDDING, CA 96002
(916) 221-3225
** AD RR TX PV **

REDDING SPECIALTY CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
2801 EUREKA WAY
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 296-9000
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **
SHASTA COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1525 PINE STREET
SUITE 1
REDWOOD BEACH, CA 955601
(510) 366-8433
** AD AM H A PG HV PI TX CI PV **

SHASTA SIERRA WORK FURLough PROGRAM
1727 SOUTH STREET
REDWOOD, CA 96001
(510) 241-4073
** AD RR H H CU EA TX CI PV **

REDWOOD CENTER
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND TREATMENT SERVS
100 EDMONDS ROAD
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94062
(415) 366-8723
** AD RR A B AI HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SEQUOIA HOSPITAL DISTRICT ADRC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
170 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94062
(415) 567-5504
** AD RR AM H Y IV DT TX PV OT **

SERVICE LEAGUE OF SAN MATEO COUNTY
HOPE HOUSE
3789 HOOVER STREET
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
(415) 563-8755
** AD RR W A B H PG HV IV TX PV **

WOODSIDE WOMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 GORDON STREET
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94061
(415) 368-6134
** AD RR W TX **

RESEDA
FULLY ALIVE CENTER
18554 SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 609-1907
** D PV **

I-ADARP
RESEDA
16210 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 215
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-6175
** AD AM Y A H PG HV CU TX CI PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
16309A SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 708-1198
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC RESEDA PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
16437 SATICOY STREET
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-5561
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX MM **

RIDGECREST

REHABILITATION ALCOHOL PROGRAM (RAP)
256 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
RALLENG, CA 92376
(714) 820-5553
** A AM H DH TX PV **

RICHMOND

ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND REHAB SERVICES
HILLTOP COUNSELING SERVICES
3043 RESEARCH DRIVE
SUITE 110
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 374-3341
** D AM B H DH TX PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT
BAART/CAL DETOX/RICHMOND
2910 CUTTING BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 232-0874
** A AM A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV MM **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
225 CIVIC CENTER STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 232-1377
** AD CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF CONTRA COSTA
2525 E. PORTAL DRIVE
SUITE 201
RICHMOND, CA 94806
(510) 234-2787
** AD PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE OF NORTH RICHMOND
HOLLOMON/FAUERSO NEW WAY CENTER
208 23RD STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 253-1270
** D RR AM H B H HV PI DT DH TX CI **
** PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE OF NORTH RICHMOND
NORTH STAR TREATMENT CENTER
1744 4TH STREET
RICHMOND, CA 94801
(510) 257-3090
** A AM B H CU TX CI PV **

SOJOURNE COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
3029 MAC DONALD AVENUE
RICHMOND, CA 94804
(510) 374-3613
** A AM H Y B H HV CU TX PV **

RIDGECREST

ALCOHOL DRUG ALERT PROGRAM
308 SOUTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 371-4850
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
314 SOUTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 375-2271
** AD AM H CU EA TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

DESSERT COUNSELING CLINIC
RIDGECREST UNIT
814 NORTH NORMA STREET
RIDGECREST, CA 93555
(619) 375-9781
** A AM PG CU TX PV **

RIO VISTA
RIO VISTA CARE
406 MAIN STREET
RIO VISTA, CA 94571
(707) 374-5243
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE
COMMUNITY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH GROUP INC
6650 BROCKTON AVENUE
SUITE 103
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 764-3050
** AD AM M IV EA TX **

COMMUNITY SETTLEMENT ASSOCIATION
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
4366 BERMUDA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 686-6267
** D AM M DH TX PV **

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES
1021 WEST LA CADENA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 764-0810
** A AM HV IV MM **

KNOLLWOOD PSYCHIATRIC AND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
5900 BROCKTON AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 275-8400 EXT. 211
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MY FAMILY
HOMENS PROGRAM
7223 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
(714) 683-6566
** A AM W B H PG CU IV TX PV **

MY FAMILY INC
RECOVERY CENTER
17270 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
(714) 780-2541
** A RR M W B H PG CU IV TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF THE INLAND COUNTIES
3767 ELIZABETH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 788-8211
** D AM W Y PG PI DH TX PV **

NELSON HOUSE FOUNDATION
3685 15TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 685-9757
** D PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/RIVERSIDE
1970 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 275-2125
** D AM W Y A B H PG HV CU DM TX **
** CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
DETOX CENTER
3525 PRESLEY AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 275-2209
** AD H B H PI DT TX **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
3925 ORANGE STREET
SUITE 26
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 275-2105
** A AM W A H PG HV IV TX CI PV OT **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WESTERN RIVERSIDE METHADONE PROGRAM
3929 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 275-2105
** A AM W A H AI PG HV IV EA CI MM **
** OT **

RIVERSIDE RECOVERY RESOURCES
FIRST STEP HOUSE
2817 7TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 682-2027
** D RR EA TX PV **

SECOND STEP HOUSE
2850 7TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 682-2027
** D OT **

TEEN CHALLENGE CHRISTIAN LIFE SCHOOL
MENS FACILITY
5445 CHICAGO AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 683-9241
** AD CI PV OT **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
3765 JURUPA AVENUE
SUITE N
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 781-6762
** D AM M H Y IV TX PV **

WHITESIDE MANOR
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
2743 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 683-9743
** D RR M TX CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER OF RIVERSIDE
3847 TERRACINA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 683-5193
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ROSEMEAD
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
ROSEMEAD
8623A GARVEY AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(618) 572-7001
** D AM M DH TX PV **

CPC ALHAMBRA HOSPITAL
ADDICTION MEDICINE PROGRAM
4619 NORTH ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 286-1191 EXT. 63
** AD RR Y A PG HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

INGLESIDE HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
7500 EAST HILLMAN AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 208-1160
** AD IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ROSEVILLE
ROSEVILLE RECOVERY CENTRE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
335 SUNRISE AVENUE
ROSEVILLE, CA 95661
(916) 781-1586
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/ROSEVILLE
424 VERNON STREET
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 783-5207
** A AM M Y IV TX CI PV **

RUNNING SPRINGS
PINE RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
2727 HIGHLAND DRIVE
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA 92382
(714) 867-7027
** AD RR HV IV TX **

SACRAMENTO
ALANON FAMILY GROUPS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 483-4246
** AD OT **
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA FELLOWSHIP
7500 16TH AVENUE
SUITE 27
SACRAMENTO, CA 95820
(916) 450-1100
** D OT **

AMERICAN INDIAN SUBST ABUSE PROG INC
TURQUOISE INDIAN LODGE
2727 P STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 456-3467
** D RR W A AI PG HV PI TX OT **

BI VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
2100 CAPITOL AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-4985
** A AM H A PG HV CU IV MM **

BI VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
NORHOOD
310 HARRIS AVENUE
SUITE A
SACRAMENTO, CA 95838
(916) 669-6775
** A AM HV CU IV PV MM **

BREINING INSTITUTE
2775 COTTAGE WAY
SUITE 26
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 972-0703
** D AM H PI CU EA DM TX CI PV OT **

BRIDGE TO CHANGE
2848 ARDEN WAY
SUITE 103
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 485-6392
** AD AM CU IV EA TX PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
1507 21ST STREET
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 448-2951
** A AM H B PG HV CU TX CI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
(916) 368-3080
** AD EA PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
GREATER SACRAMENTO AREA
8912 VOLUNTEER LANE
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
(916) 368-3080
** AD EA PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
GATEWAY RECOVERY HOUSE
4049 MILLER WAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
(916) 451-9312
** D RR W A B H AI HV PI CU TX CI **

K A I S E R P E R M A N E N T E H O S P I T A L
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
2345 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 978-1495
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

MAQUIRE HOUSE
2130 22ND STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 457-1978
** AD PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
7000 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 210
SACRAMENTO, CA 95823
(916) 392-7815
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MI CASA RECOVERY HOME
2515 48TH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822
(916) 392-7815
** D RR H TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 406-0465
** A OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SACRAMENTO COUNTY AFFILIATE
650 HOMA AVENUE
SUITE 1055
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 922-9217
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
4600 47TH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95824
(916) 366-4609
** AD AM PG IV TX **

RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
6 STREET UNIT
2218 E STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
** D RR B H HV PI TX PV **

RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
S STREET UNIT
2217 G STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
** D RR B H HV PI TX **

53
THE EFFORT/ALTERNATIVE HOUSE
HEROIN DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1550 JULIETTE AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95815
(916) 921-599
** A RR A H B H P A H V I V 11 D T TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY/RESIDENTIAL
1001 GRAND AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95838
(916) 366-4689
** AD RR PG IV TX **

SALIDA
ANDERSONS CARE CENTER
5348 KIERNAN AVENUE
SALIDA, CA 95668
(209) 545-0452
** D PV **

SALINAS
ALANO CLUBS/SALINAS
834 NORTH SANBORN ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-8111
** D OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
837 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 758-5334
** D AM H DH TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
9 WEST GABILAN STREET
SUITE 11
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 424-9874
** D OT **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
MEDTRAC
622-7 EAST ALISAL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-6655
** D RR A H PV A H P A H M M L **

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES PROJECT
SALINAS VALLEY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1101 F NORTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93906
(408) 424-4828
** A AM H PG P A H M M L **

DOOR TO HOPE
HALFWAY HOUSE
165 CLAY STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 422-6226
** A AM R A H B B A I P A H M M L **

MONTEREY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
PATTERNS PROGRAM
140 WEST GABILAN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 758-5430
** AD AM H H P H M M L **

SUN STREET CENTERS
DUI PROGRAM
226 CAPITOL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 757-2725
** D AM H H DH TX PV **

SUN STREET CENTERS II
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
8 SUN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 424-0627
** D RR B H P A H TX D T **

TRUCHA
727 EAST MARKET STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-0521
** AD AM H H M T A P A H M M L **

SAN ANDREAS
CALAVERAS COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
891 MOUNTAIN RANCH ROAD
GOVERNMENT CENTER DEPARTMENT 64-66
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754-6555
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

SAN BERNARDINO
CASA DE AYUDA/SAN BERNARDINO
7255 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 885-8516
** A RR A H PV A H M M L **

CASA DE AYUDA/SAN BERNARDINO
7274 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 885-8516
** A RR A H TX A H M M L **

CASA DE SAN BERNARDINO
735 NORTH D STREET
SUITES 7 AND 8
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 581-5507
** A AM Y A A B H H H P A H P A H M M L **

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION (AGAPE)
607 EAST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 882-1706
** A AM H Y P A H M M L **

HAKE AND ASSOCIATES SYSTEMS
353 WEST 6TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 888-0149
** D AM H I A L TX CI P M A H A H M M L **

INLAND BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
1963 NORTH E STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 881-6146
** AD AM H Y A B H H P H M M L **

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES (IHS)
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1256 NORTH WATERMAN AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 381-1408
** A AM PG IV P M M L **

LOMA LINDA CENTER FOR HEALTH PROMOTION
CLEARVIEW OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1898 BUSINESS CENTER DRIVE
SUITE 101
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
(714) 824-2905
** A AM H H M M L **

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS/PEGASUS
9205 NORTH E STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 882-3043
** D AM H A I P H P H M M L **

NEW HOUSE
WOMEN WITH CHILDREN AND PREGNANT WOMEN
856 NORTH ARROWHEAD AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 889-6350
** A RR H H P H M M L **

NEW HOUSE INC
MENS PROGRAM
840 NORTH ARROWHEAD AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 889-6350
** D RR TX CI P M A H M M L **

ROLLING START/CHOICES
556 WEST 11TH STREET
SUITE B
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 884-2129
** A AM P A TX A H A H A H M M L **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
925 WEST 10TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 889-2871
** A RR TX A H A H A H M M L **

SAN BERNARDINO CNTY DEPT PUBLIC HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
351 MOUNTAIN VIEW AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92415
(714) 367-7677
** AD PV **
CALIFORNIA

MESA VISTA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7650 VISTA HILL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 278-6110 EXT. 311
** AD RR AM H A B H HV IV DT TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
BUSINESS OFFICE
4689 FELTON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 504-3307
** A OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCE/SAN DIEGO
625 BROADWAY
SUITE B-200
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 696-7101
** AD PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/MIRAMAR
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 537-0460
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/MIRAMAR
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING M-254 (CODE 260)
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 537-1823
** AD CI PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/NORTH ISLAND
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
NORTH ISLAND
BUILDING 708
SAN DIEGO, CA 92135
(619) 548-8221
** AD CI PV **

NAVAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
FLORIDA AVENUE
BUILDING 6-1
SAN DIEGO, CA 92134
(619) 552-6050
** D RR B EA TX PV **

PATHFINDERS OF SAN DIEGO INC
RECOVERY HOME
2980 CEDAR STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 259-7570
** D RR DT TX PV **

PATHFINDERS SERVICE CENTER
PATHFINDERS
3049 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 291-7158
** AD PV **

RACHELS WOMENS CENTER
759 8TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 696-0873
** AD PV OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1335 BROADWAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 259-4037
** AD RR H TX CI **

SAN DIEGO CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY
530 B STREET
SUITE 915
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 234-8139
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
WEST OFFICE
3295 GREYLING DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 495-8800
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY CENTER ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/DRINKING DRIVER PROG
7875 CONVOY COURT
SUITE 3
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 467-6810
** D AM H DH TX PV **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC
1130 DELEVAN DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 253-7686
** A AM A PG HV IV CI PV MM **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC/VERUS BRANCH
2232 VERUS STREET
SUITE A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92154
(619) 423-9060
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

SAN DIEGO YOUTH/COMMUNITY SERVICES
TEEN RECOVERY CENTER
3937 ADAMS AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 521-2250
** A AM Y TX PV **

SHARP CABRILLO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3475 KENYON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 221-3784
** AD RR AM H B H CU IV DT TX PV **

STEPPING STONE OF SAN DIEGO
LONG TERM REHAB
3767 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 504-4010
** AD RR H A HV TX **

STEPPING STONE OF SAN DIEGO
NONRESIDENTIAL
3425 5TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 295-3995
** AD AM H A HV PI IV TX PV **

TELESIS II OF CALIFORNIA INC
3180 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SUITE 640
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 280-1828
** A EA PV **

THE PALAVRA TREE
1212 SOUTH 43RD STREET
SUITE D
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 263-7768
** D PV **

THE MAY BACK
2516 A STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 255-0592
** D RR TX **

TRADITION ONE
MENS FACILITY
4104 DELTA STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 266-0141
** D RR B HV PI CU TX PV **

TRADITION ONE
WOMENS FACILITY
3695 NEWTON AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 266-0529
** D RR H B PI CU TX PV **

TURNING POINT HOME OF SAN DIEGO
1315 25TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 233-0067
** D RR H TX **

THELVE STEP HOUSE
HEARTLAND HOUSE
5855 STREAMVIEW DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 287-5460
** D RR TX **

U.S. MARINE CORPS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONTROL CENTER
MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT
BUILDING 8
SAN DIEGO, CA 92140
(619) 520-1835
** AD CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3350 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92161
(619) 582-7560
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

VIETNAM VETERANS OF SAN DIEGO
THE LANDING ZONE
4101 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 497-0142
** D AM H A B HV PI CU TX PV **

VILLA VIEW COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALERT UNIT
5550 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 582-3516 EXT. 537
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
AMIGOS SORBIOS AT PARRICK HOUSE
741 11TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 252-7754
** D RR H TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
7 DAY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1111 ISLAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 252-0101
** D RR DT TX PV **

SAN FERNANDO
KAISER PERMANENTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
10401 BALBOA BOULEVARD
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91344
(818) 366-4700
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

MACLAUS HOUSE
13770 SAYRE STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91342
(818) 362-5615
** D RR EA TX PV **

NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/DUI
1024 NORTH MACLAY STREET
SUITE 7
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 262-2571
** D AM H DN TX PV **

NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
COMMUNITY PREVENTION/RECOVERY PROGRAM
1030 NORTH MACLAY AVENUE
SUITE B
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 261-1211
** D AM H PI TX PV **

SAN FRANCISCO
ACCEPTANCE PLACE
RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROG
673 SAN JOSE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 695-1708
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC/COALCOHOLIC TREATMENT AND
TRAINING INSTITUTE OF SAN FRANCISCO
3527 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 922-6220
** D AM TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
INTERGROUP FELLOWSHIP
1540 MARKET STREET
SUITE 150
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 621-1326
** D OT **

ALCOHOLICS REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
FIRST STEP HOME
1035 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 865-3661
** D RR H B H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

AMETHYST COUNSELING
4104 24TH STREET
SUITE 107
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 661-3164
** AD AM H B H HV PI TX PV **

ASIAN AMERICAN
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
2024 HAYES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5111
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

BAKER NEw PLACE
1375 GROVE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 346-6193
** AD RR H A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAI DETOX/EMBARCADERO CLINIC
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 543-2656
** A AM A HV IV MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
BAART/CAI DETOX/GEARY STREET CLINIC
1040 GEARY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 928-7800
** A AM H A PG HV IV TX MM **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT
ALICE GRIFFITH CLINIC CRACK/COCAINE
45 NICHOLS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-2477
** A AM B HV CU TX PV **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
YOUTH DAY SERVICES
5033 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-1585
** A AM Y B HV CU TX PV **

COUNSELING SERVICES FOR
DRINKING DRIVERS
965 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 978-5467
** D AM DN TX PV **

DRIVER PERFORMANCE INSTITUTES
339 TOWNSEND STREET
SUITE 106
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 905-5555
** D AM H DN TX PV **

FORT HELP
METHADONE PROGRAM
495 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 777-9953
** A AM IV TX CI PV MM **

GOLDEN GATE 'FOR SENIORS
637 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 626-7553
** AD RR TX **

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
425 DIVISADERO STREET
SUITE 202
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 552-7250
** D AM TX PV **

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
BILL PONE MEMORIAL UNIT
1781 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 386-9383
** AD AM TX PV **

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
BLACK EXTENDED FAMILY
330 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 771-6065
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU EA TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
DRUG DETOXIFICATION PROJECT
529 CLAYTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 565-1909
** A H H B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **

HAIGHT ASHBURY FREE CLINICS
SMITH HOUSE
766 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 367-0244
** A H DT TX PV **

HARRIET STREET CENTER
444 6TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 865-3250
** AD IV TX PV **

HENRY OHLHOFF HOUSE
601 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 621-4388
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

HENRY OHLHOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
2418 CLEMENT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 221-3354
** AD AM H Y B H EA TX CI PV **

HORIZONS UNLIMITED OF SAN FRANCISCO
JUVENILE PROGRAM
440 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 864-5366
** AD AM Y H IV TX PV **

IADET FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
2141-C MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 550-8550
** D AM H DH TX PV **

INTENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1153 GUERRERO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 695-8832
** AD AM B H CU TX PV **

LATINO FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER
820 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 826-6767
** D AM H DH TX PV **

LIBERATION HOUSE PROGRAMS
1726 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-6357
** AD RR B H HV CU TX **

MOBILE ASSISTANCE PATROL (MAP)
965 MISSION STREET
SUITE 400
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 431-7400
** AD DT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3155
** A OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/BAY AREA
944 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 296-9900
** D AM DM TX PV **

NORTH OF MARKET
SENIOR ALCOHOL PROGRAM
333 TURK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 805-2274
** AD AM H A B H HV PI CU TX CI PV **
** OT **

OPERATION RECOVERY
OPERATION CONCERN
1853 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 626-7000
** AD AM A HV CU TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
450 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5657
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
ARLINGTON HOTEL
460 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 673-9000
** D RR TX PV **

SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
OZANAM RECEPTION CENTER
1175 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3057
** AD AM B H PG PI CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT VINCENT DEPAUL SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO/OLIVER HOUSE
80 9TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 621-5286
** D RR H TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1500 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 695-8000
** AD RR H PI TX OT **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
ALCOHOL UNIT
1255 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 285-4484
** D DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
DETOX/PRIMARY/RECOVERY
1275 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-7000
** D RR H TX **

SALVATION ARMY TURK STREET CORPS
THE BRIDGEMAY PROJECT/SAN FRANCISCO
242 TURK STREET
SUITE 210
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-7640
** D RR TX CI PV **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFGH)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 90 HARD 92-93
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 206-8616
** A H M A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **
** MM OT **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFGH)
TOM SMITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CENTER
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 20 HARD 23
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 206-8091
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

SAN FRANCISCO PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROJECT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REFERRAL UNIT (SARU)
885 BRYANT STREET
2ND FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 626-5528
** D PV **

SAN FRANCISCO PROFESSIONAL CLINIC
1 DANIEL BURNHAM COURT
SUITE 350-C
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 771-3254
** AD AM M H B H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAN FRANCISCO SUICIDE PREVENTION
DRUGLINE/RELAPSE PREVENTION LINE
3940 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 732-3400
** AD OT **

58
WOMENS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
AVIVA HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
1724 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 205-4484
** AD IV OT **

WOMENS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
POMEROY HOUSE
2263 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 282-8900
** AD RR H B H PG CU IV TX PV **

WOMENS INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
IRIS PROJECT
333 VALENCIA STREET
SUITE 222
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-2364
** AD AM H B H PG HV TX PV **

18TH STREET SERVICES
217 CHURCH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 861-4898
** AD AM B H HV IV TX PV OT **

SAN GABRIEL
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
314 EAST MISSION DRIVE
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 285-2139
** AD PV **

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT
315 SOUTH MISSION DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 308-0761
** D AM H EA DH TX PV **

SAN JACINTO
AHMUN EDUCATION
501 SOUTH SAN JACINTO BOULEVARD
SUITE E
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
(714) 654-2781
** D AM DH TX PV **

LA VISTA WOMEN'S
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
2220 GIRARDO STREET
SAN JACINTO, CA 92581
(714) 925-8450
** D RR H DT TX PV OT **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
950 RAMONA BOULEVARD
SUITES 1 AND 2
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
(714) 654-5075
** D AM H Y H PI TX CI PV **

SAN JOSE
ALANO CLUB
1122 FAIR AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 297-1878
** D OT **

ALANO CLUB WEST
1159 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 293-1936
** D PV OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL OFFICE
535 RACE STREET
SUITE 150
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 297-3555
** D OT **

ALEXIAN FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
3110 PROVO COURT
SUITE A
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 272-4321
** AD AM H Y H AI TX PV **

ALL AMIGOS ALANO CLUB
99 NORTH ALMADEN BOULEVARD
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-9202
** AD OT **

ALUM ROCK COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1955 CLARICE DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 729-3704
** AD PV **

ASIAN AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
252 EAST GISH ROAD
SUITE 200
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 452-5151
** A AM Y AI TX PV **

BENNY MCKEOWN CENTER
1281 FLEMING AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 259-6565
** D RR H HV PI TX PV **

SAN FRANCISCO WOMENS REHAB FOUNDATION
THE STEPPING STONE
255 10TH AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 751-5921
** D RR W TX **

WALDEN HOUSE
ADULT RESIDENTIAL
815 BUENA VISTA WEST
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 554-1450
** A RR Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

WALDEN HOUSE
AFTERCARE OUTPATIENT
815 BUENA VISTA WEST
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 554-1450
** A AM A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

WALDEN HOUSE
ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
214 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 558-8880
** A RR Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
WESTSIDE METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 PIERCE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-8200
** A AM H B H HV IV MM **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
WESTSIDE TENDERLOIN
183 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 255-1786
** A AM H B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
YOUTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
1140 OAK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 431-8252
** A AM H Y B H AI TX CI PV **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
INNER CITY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1049 MARKET STREET
MEZZANINE LEVEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 552-6601
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **
BLOSSOM HILL ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
5671 SANTA THERESA BOULEVARD
SAN JOSE, CA 95123
(408) 299-2106
** AD AM H TX PV **

COMADRES WOMENS POLYDRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
55 EAST EMPIRE STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 288-6209
** AD AM H B H AI PG CU TX PV **

COMBINED ADDICTS AND PROFESSIONALS SERVICES (CAPS) RESIDENTIAL UNIT
398 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 294-5425
** A RR IV TX PV **

COMBINED ADDICTS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
WOMENS RELAPSE PROGRAM
155 EAST GISH ROAD
SUITE 200
SAN JOSE, CA 95111
(408) 441-7709
** A AM TX PV **

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
614 TULLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-6170
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV IV TX CI **
** PV **

DOWNTOWN FELLOWSHIP
ALCOHOL AND Drug RECOVERY HOME
561 SOUTH ALAMEDA AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 297-7280
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV TX CI **
** PV **

ECONOMIC SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES/ STEPS
1650 LAS PLUMAS AVENUE
SUITE H
SAN JOSE, CA 95133
(408) 251-9950
** D AM N Y A B H HV TX PV **

FORTUNES INN
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
52 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 293-6372
** AD RR TX PV **

FOUR WINDS LODGE
PRIMARY ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
919 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 971-9631
** D RR AM H Y B H AI PG PI TX PV **

HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON SOUTH
650 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 295-6675
** D RR H PI DT TX **

KAISER PERMANENTE SAN JOSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
5755 COTTOLE ROAD
BUILDING 6
SAN JOSE, CA 95123
(408) 972-3097
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

MARIPOSA LODGE
9500 MALECH ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95151
(408) 463-0231
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU DT **
** TX OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP FOR SANTA CLARA COUNTY AFFILIATE
1922 THE ALAMEDA
SUITE 212
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 241-5577
** AD PV **

OCONNOR HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
2105 FOREST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 947-2901
** AD RR AM H B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** DT TX CI **

PACIFIC CENTER OF
SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER/TRIAD
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 977-4425
** AD RR AM H Y IV TX CI PV **

PATE HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
35 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 295-4143
** D RR TX **

PATHWAY HOUSE
102 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 998-5191
** A RR H A B H AI PG HV IV TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE CENTER
SAN JOSE, CA 95155
(408) 920-1919
** AD RR H TX DT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
760 WEST TAYLOR STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 298-7600
** AD RR TX CI PV **

SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER
TRIAD COMMUNITY SERVICES
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SUITE 1577
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 395-3773
** AD AM Y H CU TX PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
976 LENZEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 299-6830
** D AM H EA DH TX PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY BUR ALC/DRUG PROGS
MOORPARK METHADONE CLINIC
2220 MOORPARK AVENUE
BUILDING H-11
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 299-6304
** A AM H Y H PG HV IV TX MM **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CLINIC
1075 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 299-7005
** A CI **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY METHADONE TRT PROG
HILLVIEW CLINIC
1675 BURDETTE DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN JOSE, CA 95121
(408) 274-7520
** A AM A B H HV IV MM **

SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH
ALAMEDA SCHOOL
11 CLEAVES STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 253-3540
** AD AM Y H TX PV **

THELFTH STEP HOUSE
619 NORTH 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 279-9973
** AD OT **

VICTORY OUTREACH
MENS HOME
660 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 947-9000
** AD RR H TX PV **
VIDA NUEVA
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY HOME
2212 QUIMBY ROAD
SAN-JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 256-1820
** AD RR AM H PI CU TX PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA/BAY AREA
ODYSSEY RECOVERY HOME
390 WEST COURT
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 288-5200
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

WILL HOME
808 PALM STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 294-5072
** AD RR AM H PI CU TX CI PV **

SAAH JUAN CAPISTRANO
ACADEMY OF DEFENSIVE DRIVING
31726 RANDO VIEJO ROAD
SUITE 120
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
(714) 240-0115
** D AM H DW TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
27514 CALLE ARROYO STREET
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CA 92675
(714) 493-7333
** D PV **

SAAH LEANDRO
HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON COMMUNITY CENTER
1403 164TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(510) 278-8634
** AD AM TX PV **

HORIZON SERVICES
HORIZON HOUSE
1430 168TH AVENUE
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(510) 276-6301
** AD RR H HV TX **

HUMANISTIC ALTERNATIVES TO ADDICTION RESEARCH AND TREATMENT INC (HAART)
15400 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94578
(510) 357-4202
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **

SAN LEANDRO COMMUNITY COUNSELING
296 BROADMOOR BOULEVARD
SAN LEANDRO, CA 94577
(510) 658-6603
** AD PV **

SAN LUIS OBISPO
HOTLINE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93403
(805) 544-6163
** AD OT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
CENTRAL COAST
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93406
(805) 549-7730
** A OT **

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
ALCOHOL SERVICES
994 MILL STREET
SUITE 201
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401
(805) 549-4275
** D AM H Y A HV DH TX CI PV OT **

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
DRUG PROGRAM
1102A LAUREL LANE
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93408
(805) 549-4753
** A AM H Y IV TX PV **

SAN MARCOS
ESCONDIDO YOUTH ENCOUNTER (EYE)
OPTIONS RECOVERY NORTH
340 RANCHEROS DRIVE
SUITE 103
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-3117
** AD RR AM H H PG HV IV TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
1637 CAPALINA ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-9201
** D AM H H DH TX PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
NORTH OFFICE
1500 CAPALINA STREET
SUITE A
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
(619) 744-2104
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

SAN MARTIN
SANTA CLARA BUREAU OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS/SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC
80 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN MARTIN, CA 95046
(408) 683-4063
** A AM H CU IV TX MM **

SAN MATEO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1941 OFARRELL STREET
SUITE 7
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 575-6811
** D OT **

ARCHWAY/SAN MATEO
YOUTH AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE
2121 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SUITE 301
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 341-0964
** AD AM H Y A HV DH TX CI PV **

INTERAGENCY PERINATAL SUBST ABUSE TEAM
3080 LA SELVA STREET
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 572-2741
** AD PV OT **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
SAN MATEO COUNTY PROGRAMS
475 CONCAR DRIVE
SUITE 206
SAN MATEO, CA 94402
(415) 572-0300
** D AM H DH TX **

PALM AVENUE DETOXIFICATION
2251 PALM AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94403
(415) 345-8265
** AD IV DT TX CI **

PROJECT NINETY
15 9TH AVENUE
SAN MATEO, CA 94401
(415) 579-7881
** AD RR H HV IV EA TX **

SAN PABLO
SAN PABLO DISCOVERY CENTER
2523 EL PORTAL DRIVE
SUITE 102
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 374-3332
** A AM H B H IV TX PV **

TRI COUNTY WOMENS RECOVERY SERVICES
THE RECTORY
1001 CHURCH LANE
SAN PABLO, CA 94806
(510) 256-3134
** AD RR H B H PG TX PV **

SAN PEDRO
BEACON HOUSE ASSOCIATION OF SAN PEDRO
1003 SOUTH BEACON STREET
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 514-4960
** D RR TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

FRED KENNEDY ASSOCIATES INC
DUI PROGRAM/SAN PEDRO
302 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE 100
SAN PEDRO, CA 90731
(310) 635-3521
** AD AM H IV EA DH TX PV **

COUNTY COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER
160 NORTH SAN PEDRO ROAD
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 491-0581
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF MARIN
1005 A STREET
SUITE 307
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 456-3883
** AD AM A H HV TX CI PV **

HENRY OHLHOFF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
MARIN COUNTY OFFICE
121 KNIGHT DRIVE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 445-0302
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

KAI SER FOUNDATION HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
820 LAS GALLINAS AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903
(415) 499-3531
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI **

MARIN COMMUNITY RESOURCE
1623 B 5TH AVENUE
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901
(415) 457-4673
** D EA CI PV **

MARIN COMMUNITY RESOURCE
MARIN COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1150 SIR FRANCIS DRAKE BOULEVARD
ROSS KEN TFIELD MEDICAL BUILDING
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94904
(415) 453-9980
** D AM H B H DV TX **

ROSS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1150 SIR FRANCIS DRAKE BOULEVARD
SAN RAFAEL, CA 94904
(415) 258-6990
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

SAN RAFAEL

FAMILY SERVICES OF CONTRA COSTA
2551 SAN RAMON VALLEY BOULEVARD
SUITE 232
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
(510) 947-1811
** AD PV **

JOHN MUIR MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
2501 DEERWOOD DRIVE
SAN RAMON, CA 94583
(510) 836-9900
** AD RR AM Y IV DT TX PV **

SANTA ANA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS CENTRAL OFFICE
ORANGE COUNTY
2712 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 556-4555
** D OT **

ASIAN AMERICAN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
412 SOUTH LYON STREET
SUITE 103
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 836-0463
** A AM H Y PG CU IV TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA TREATMENT SERVICES
THIRD STREET CLINIC
717 EAST 3RD STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 542-3501
** A AM A B H AI HV IV CI MM **

COOPER FELLOWSHIP
MENS SERVICES
417 NORTH COOPER STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92703
(714) 554-1152
** D RR TX CI **

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES CENTER OF
ORANGE COUNTY
1717 NORTH BROADWAY STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 285-1985
** D AM H Y TX PV **

JOINT DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING CTP
MARINE CORPS AIR STATION
H AND H S BUILDING 279
SANTA ANA, CA 92709
(714) 776-3456
** AD AM TX CI PV **
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELPLINE
ORANGE COUNTY
217 NORTH MAIN STREET
IN THE BASEMENT SUITE LL-10
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 775-8581
** A OT **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF ORANGE COUNTY
418 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92702
(714) 835-8822
** A OT PV **

THE VILLA
910 NORTH FRENCH STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 541-2732
** D RR TX CI PV **

SANTA BARBARA
ANGER MANAGEMENT AND COUNSELING SERVICES
610 ANACAPA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 966-5946
** AD AM TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
SANTA BARBARA
217 CAMINO DEL REMEDIO STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
(805) 964-6795
** A AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV TX MM **
** IV TX MM **

COTTAGE CARE CENTER
2415 DE LA VINA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 682-2511
** A OT PV CI IV TX MM **

PHOENIX HOUSE ORANGE COUNTY
ADULT AND ADOLESCENT PROGRAMS
1207 EAST FRUIT STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 953-9373
** A RR IV TX CI PV **

SCHOOL TEN
MAIN STREET UNIT
1772 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92707
(714) 547-7571
** A RR IV TX CI PV **

SANTA CLARA
ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCIES INSTITUTE
275 SARATOGA AVENUE
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 296-5600
** A OT PV **

SANTA BARBARA
ANONYMOUS
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 953-5230
** D AM H DH TX PV **

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
PERINATAL TRT PROG DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1200 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 650
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 568-4279
** A AM H Y A PG HV CU IV TX MM **

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
SANTA ANA DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1725 WEST 17TH STREET
ROOM 101-B/146-B
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 854-7708
** A AM H Y A H PG HV CU IV TX MM **

HEB EL HEALTH CARE/LA VIDA
1517 NORTH LA BONITA STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92805
(714) 537-2053
** AD RR TX MM **

HELP LINE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 569-2255
** A OT PV **

ISLA VISTA OPEN DOOR MEDICAL CLINIC
970 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR
SUITE H
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117
(805) 966-3945
** A AM TX PV OT MM **

KLEIN BOTTLE COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH PROGRAMS
401 NORTH MILPAS STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
(805) 566-7830
** A AM H Y H PG CU IV TX PV **

ZONA SECA
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING AGENCY
119 NORTH MILPAS STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
(805) 963-0961
** A OT PV **

SANTA BARBARA
AM
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-0356
** A OT PV MM **

SANTA BARBARA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/PROJECT RECOVERY
155 EAST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-6195
** A OT PV **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE III
509 CHAPALA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-8248
** A OT PV **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE II
227 WEST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-8248
** A OT PV MM **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE III
2434 BATH STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 563-6050
** A OT PV **

SANTA BARBARA RESCUE MISSION
555 EAST VIMAL STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 966-1316
** A OT PV MM **

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAMS
45 EAST ALAMAR AVENUE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 687-2611
** A OT PV MM **

WESTERN ADDICTION SERVICES
GAY AND LESBIAN RESOURCE CENTER
126 EAST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
SUITE A-18
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-5363
** A OT PV MM **
CALIFORNIA

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1333 LAWRENCE EXPRESSWAY
BUILDING 300 SUITE 250
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 256-6815
** AD RR AM H Y A H PG CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

PATHWAY SOCIETY
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1659 SCOTT BOULEVARD
SUITE 30
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 244-1834
** A AM H Y B H AI PG CU IV TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ COUNTY INTERGROUP
1509 SEABRIGHT AVENUE
SUITE C-1
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 457-2559
** D OT **

AMARE
1550 SOQUEL DRIVE
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95065
(408) 479-1616
** AD PV OT **

DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL
ADRIAN CENTER
610 FREDERICK STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 457-7021
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
104 HALMUT AVENUE
SUITE 212
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-9444
** AD PV **

JANUS OF SANTA CRUZ
200 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 150
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 466-1060
** AD RR AM H B H AI DT DH TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063
(408) 662-4664
** A OT **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/NORTH
271 MATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-2005
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER HOUSE
125 RIGG STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-5890
** AD RR M B H HV IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES NORTH COUNTY
709 MISSION STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-0771
** A AM H Y B H TX PV **

WOMENS CRISIS SUPPORT
1025 CENTER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-5525
** AD AM H PG TX PV **

SANTA FE SPRINGS
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DREAD ABUSE
(LACADA) SANTA FE SPRINGS
11769 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
(213) 949-2381
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

SANTA MARIA

CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY/SANTA MARIA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
400 NORTH MCCLELLAND STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-8570
** AD AM H CU DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
SANTA MARIA UNIT
500 WEST FOSTER ROAD
SANTA MARIA, CA 93455
(805) 937-8461
** A AM PG IV TX HM **

KLEIN BOTTLE
YOUTH PROGRAMS
412 EAST TUNNEL STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-0468
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
NORTH COUNTY OFFICE
500 SOUTH BROADWAY
SUITE 110
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-0993
** AD EA PV **

RECOVERY POINT
406 SOUTH PINE STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-6242
** AD RR AM H IV TX OT **

SANTA MARIA VALLEY YOUTH AND
FAMILY CENTER
305 WEST CHURCH STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-1707
** AD AM Y H TX OT **

SANTA MONICA

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL WEST AREA
HIGH GAIN PROJECT
1424 4TH STREET
SUITE 205
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
(310) 451-5681
** D AM EA DH TX PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
ADULT RECOVERY HOME
1871 9TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(310) 314-6238
** D RR M B H AI PG HV PI TX **

CLARE FOUNDATION
SANTA MONICA RECOVERY/DETOX CENTER
907 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6214
** D AM H PI DT DH TX PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
TEEN CENTER
1002 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(310) 314-6244
** AD PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
YOUTH RECOVERY HOME
894 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(310) 314-6247
** AD RR Y B H AI TX PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1328 22ND STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(310) 829-8905
** AD RR AM DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1665 10TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(310) 450-7235
** AD RR B H HV CU TX **

SANTA MONICA BAY AREA
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL/NEW START
612 COLORADO AVENUE
SUITE 108
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
(310) 452-0717
** A AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **
SANTA PAULA

SANTA CLARA VALLEY ALC SERVICES UNITED
OUTPATIENT
951 EAST MAIN STREET
SANTA PAULA, CA 93060
(805) 525-9392
** D AM H Y B H AI PG TX CI PV **

SANTA CLARA VALLEY ALC SERVICES UNITED
RECOVERY HOME/UN PASO ADELANTE
307 NORTH OJAI ROAD
SANTA PAULA, CA 93060
(805) 525-9392
** D RR TX PV **

SANTA ROSA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA ROSA, CA 95406
(707) 544-1500
** D OT **

CALIFORNIA HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORP
ATHENA HOUSE
1559 HUMBOLDT AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 526-3350
** AD RR W IV TX **

CAMPBELLINO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
RECOVERY CENTER
3400 GUERNERVILLE ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 579-4066
** AD RR B CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVE
REAP
2999 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE B
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 526-2999
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV IV TX MM **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
2000 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE 11
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 544-3295
** A AM H Y A H PG HV IV TX **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
PERINATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4405 PETALUMA HILL ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 585-7936
** A AM H PG IV TX **

DRUG ABUSE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
TURNING POINT
2800 CLEVELAND AVENUE
SUITE 11
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 544-3295
** A RR A HV IV TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA ROSA, CA 95402
(707) 575-7857
** A OT **

R HOUSE
OUTPATIENT
4527 MONTGOMERY DRIVE
SUITE A
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 539-2948
** AD AM Y CU IV TX CI PV **

R HOUSE
RECOVERY
429 SPEERS ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95405
(707) 539-2948
** AD RR Y CU IV TX **

SANTA ROSA JUNIOR COLLEGE
FIRST OFFENDER DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1990 ARMY DRIVE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 527-4444
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

SANTA ROSA TREATMENT PROGRAM
1901 CLEVELAND AVENUE
UNIT B
SANTA ROSA, CA 95403
(707) 576-0818
** A AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX MM **

SOCIALLY ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH INC
1303 COLLEGE AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 544-5299
** AD PV **

SONOMA COUNTY ALCHEMICAL SERVICES
ORENDA CENTER
2759 BENNETT VALLEY ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 528-4161
** D AM H Y B H PG HV PI DT EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

SONOMA COUNTY ALCHEMIAL SERVICES
RUTH PLACE
1018 RUTH PLACE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 528-4161
** D RR A B H HV TX OT **

SONOMA COUNTY ALCHEMICAL SERVICES
UNITY HOUSE
920 WEST 8TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 528-4141
** D RR A B H HV TX OT **

SONOMA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTION
2455 BENNETT VALLEY ROAD
SUITE 116B
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 544-7544
** AD PV **

SONOMA COUNTY INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
791 LOMBARD COURT
SUITE 101
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407
(707) 544-4056
** AD AM H Y A AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV OT **

UNIQUE PLACE
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
713 TUPPER STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95404
(707) 579-5538
** AD RR W PG HV CU TX PV **

UNIQUE PLACE BRIDGE HOUSE
MOMENS/CHILDRESNS RES FOR ALC RECOVERY
2602 GIFFEN AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407
(707) 579-0531
** AD RR W PG HV CU TX PV **

UNIQUE PLACE HOPE HOUSE
MOMENS TRANSITION RESIDENCE
924 WEST 8TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, CA 95401
(707) 573-1144
** AD RR W HV CU TX PV **

VILLA GUEST HOUSE
3640 STONY POINT ROAD
SANTA ROSA, CA 95407
(707) 584-0524
** D RR TX PV **

SANTA YNEZ

KLEIN BOTTLE YOUTH PROGRAMS
3651 SAGUOTO STREET
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460
(805) 688-8790
** AD AM Y H TX CI PV **

SANTA YNEZ INDIAN HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 246
SANTA YNEZ, CA 93460
(805) 688-7070
** AD PV **

SANTA YNEZ
CALIFORNIA

SANTEE
MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) DETOX UNIT
9353 LOS RANCHITOS ROAD
SANTEE, CA 92071
(619) 440-6801
** A IV DT TX **

SANTEE CONNECTION
SANTEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING PROJ
9302 CARLTON HILLS BOULEVARD
SANTEE, CA 92071
(619) 449-0382
** AD AM TX PV **

SAUSALITO
LIVE AGAIN RECOVERY HOME
56215 NORTH SAN FRANCISCOQUITO CANYON RD
SAUSALITO, CA 94965
(415) 332-7227
** AD AM Y B CU IV TX PV **

SAUSALITO PROFESSIONAL CLINIC
2401 MARINSHIP WAY
SUITE 300
SAUSALITO, CA 94965
(415) 331-6797
** AD AM H Y HV IV TX CI PV **

SCOTTS VALLEY
ALCOHOL ABUSE HOSPITALS
THE CAMP
3192 GLEN CANYON ROAD
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 430-1868
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

HOPE HAVEN INC
MELITA HOUSE
2090 BEAN CREEK ROAD
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-5635
** AD OT **

TRIAD COMMUNITY SERVICES
OUTPT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROG
8521 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SUITE 200
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-3521
** AD AM H Y CU DN TX PV **

SEASIDE
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL CENTER
1001 ELM AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 93955
(408) 899-4131
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES PROJECT
GENESIS HOUSE
1152 SONOMA AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 93955
(408) 899-2436
** A RR A HV IV TX **

SEBASTOPOL
AZURE ACRES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
2264 GREEN HILL ROAD
SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472
(707) 823-5385
** AD RR B HV CU IV DT TX **

SEVPULVEDA
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
16111 PLUMMER STREET
ROOM 4-1C
SEPULVEDA, CA 91343
(818) 891-7711
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DT TX MM **

SMOTHER
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
KALEIDOSCOP\E/SHAFTER
558 CENTRAL AVENUE
SHAFTER, CA 95263
(805) 323-2901
** A AM H Y H PG CU TX **

SIERRA MADRE
LIFECHEANGES COUNSELING CENTER
37 AUBURN STREET
SUITE 5
SIERRA MADRE, CA 91024
(310) 355-2321
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

SIMI VALLEY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SIMI VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
1730 LOS ANGELES AVENUE
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 564-3255
** D OT **

ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAM
2245 FIRST STREET
SUITE 209A
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 520-8070
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/SIMI VALLEY
2943 Sycamore Drive
SUITE 1
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 522-1844
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV NI CI IV **
** M **

NAMASKARA/TWELVE FRIENDS HOUSE
1186 APPLETON ROAD
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 581-9969
** D RR PI DT TX **

RAINBOW RECOVERY CENTERS II
3165 TAPO CANYON ROAD
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063
(805) 583-3988
** AD RR W PG CU IV TX **

VENTURA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
SIMI VALLEY CENTER
4322 ELEEN STREET
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063
(805) 584-4676
** AD AM IV TX CI PV OT **

SOLVANG
WALLACE AND ASSOCIATES
REHAB AND WORKERS COMPENSATION
540 ALISAL ROAD
SOLVANG, CA 93463
(805) 608-2436
** AD AM TX PV OT **

SONORA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES FOR
TUOLUMNE COUNTY
12801 CABEZUT ROAD
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 533-3553
** AD AM H A PG HV IV TX CI PV **

CARE SCHOOLS
14647 MONO WAY
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 532-0307
** D AM DH TX PV **

MAYNORDS CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY CENTER
MEADOWS FOR WOMEN
16185 TUOLUMNE ROAD
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 532-7807
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV NI CI EA **
** TX CI PV **

SOUTH GATE
ICI PROJECTS
5202 FIRESTONE PLACE
SOUTH GATE, CA 90280
(213) 249-7700
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY</td>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>640 North Union Street</td>
<td>(209) 468-3720</td>
<td>** A M A HV CU TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>4422 North Pershing Avenue</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAN JOAQUIN SAFETY COUNCIL</td>
<td>1221 North El Dorado Street</td>
<td>(209) 464-4674</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DUI FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN VALLEY</td>
<td>PEOPLE IN PROGRESS</td>
<td>SUN VALLEY COMMUNITY REHAB CENTER</td>
<td>(818) 767-7494</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUN VALLEY RECOVERY SERVICES</td>
<td>205-A MARINA CENTER</td>
<td>(707) 427-5955</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSANVILLE</td>
<td>ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS</td>
<td>476 ALEXANDER AVENUE</td>
<td>(916) 257-2880</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM</td>
<td>SUSANVILLE, CA 96130</td>
<td>(916) 257-2880</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LASSEN COUNTY</td>
<td>LASSEN INDIAN HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>745 JOAQUIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES**

**4120 THEODY BOULEVARD**

**SOUTH OATE, CA 90200**

(310) 567-0527 **D AM H DW TX PV**

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE**

**SIERRA RECOVERY CENTER**

**MACINAHAM**

931 MACINAH STREET

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150**

(916) 541-5940 **AD RR M Y H PG HV PI CU IV TX** **CIV PV**

**SIERRA RECOVERY CENTER**

**REEVES**

2677 REAVES STREET

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150**

(916) 541-5940 **AD RR M Y H PG HV PI CU IV DT** **TX CI PV**

**SIERRA RECOVERY CENTER**

**TALLAC**

972 TALLAC AVENUE

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150**

(916) 541-5190 **AD AM M Y H PG HV CU IV EA DW** **TX CI PV**

**TAHOE HUMAN SERVICES**

1021 FREMONT AVENUE

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 95705**

(916) 541-2445 **AD AM M Y H PG HV CU TX PV**

**TAHOE TURNING POINT**

**JUVENILE RESIDENTIAL TRT CTR/KELLER RD**

1415 KELLER ROAD

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150**

(916) 542-1200 **AD RR Y CU IV TX CI PV**

**TAHOE TURNING POINT**

**JUVENILE RESIDENTIAL TRT CTR/TEHEMA ST**

562 TEHEMA STREET

**SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 96150**

(916) 542-1722 **AD RR Y B TX**

**SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO**

**SIUKE COUNSELING CENTER**

1211 MISSION ROAD

**SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080**

(415) 589-9505 **AD AM M Y H AI HV CU IV DW TX** **CI PV**

**STANTON**

**STANTON DETOX**

ROQUE CENTER

10936 DALE STREET

STANTON, CA 90680 **DT TX**

**WESTERN PACIFIC STANTON MEDICAL CLINIC**

10751 DALE STREET

STANTON, CA 90680 (714) 821-5311 **A AM M A B H PG HV CU IV TX MM**

**STOCKTON**

**ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER AND DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS**

7273 MURRAY DRIVE

SUITE 1

STOCKTON, CA 95210 (209) 953-8210 **D AM H DW TX**

**ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS**

CENTRAL OFFICE

1325 NORTH CENTER STREET

SUITE 2

STOCKTON, CA 95202 (209) 464-1594 **D OT**

**COUNCIL FOR THE SPANISH SPEAKING**

511 EAST MAGNOLIA STREET

4TH FLOOR

STOCKTON, CA 95202 (209) 465-3489 **D AM H DW TX PV**

**JESUS SAVES MINISTRIES**

418 SOUTH SUTTER STREET

STOCKTON, CA 95203 (209) 463-4979 **AD PV**

**NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS**

STOCKTON, CA 95201 (209) 464-9262 **A OT**

**SAINT JOSEPHS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER**

2510 NORTH CALIFORNIA STREET

STOCKTON, CA 95204 (209) 948-2100 **AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV TX CTI PV**

**SALVATION ARMY**

ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER

1247 SOUTH WILSON WAY

STOCKTON, CA 95205 (209) 466-3571 **AD RR TX CI PV**
TAFT
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
KALEIDOSCOPE/TAFT
915 NORTH 10TH STREET
ROOMS 12A 16 AND 16
TAFT, CA 93268
(805) 763-1337
** AD AM Y VT TX PV **

WEST KERN COUNSELING CENTER
107 ADKINSON WAY
TAFT, CA 93268
(805) 763-4151
** AD PV **

TAHOE CITY
SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
TAHOE CITY SERVICE CENTER
605 HESTLAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 5
TAHOE CITY, CA 96145
(916) 583-5534
** D AM H H DH TX PV **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/TAHOE
3080 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE C
TAHOE CITY, CA 96145
(916) 581-4054
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **.

TARZANA
CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND EDUCATION
6025 ETIHANDA STREET
TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 343-0715
** D AM H DN TX **

LOOKING GLASS COUNSELING CENTER
19318 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
TAARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 894-6900
** AD AM Y A B H PG CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

TARZANA TREATMENT CENTER
18646 OXNARD STREET
TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 996-1051
** A RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV DT **
** DN TX CI PV **

TEHACHAPI
COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS
FAMILY/ADOLESCENT COUNSELING
112 EAST F STREET
TEHACHAPI, CA 93561
(605) 822-7103
** D AM H CU EA TX PV **

TOMECULA
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL PROGRAM MID COUNTY
41002 COUNTY CENTER DRIVE
TEMECULA, CA 92590
(714) 659-6075
** D AM H PG PI TX CI PV **

SOLUTIONS RECOVERY SERVICES
29373 RANCHO CALIFORNIA ROAD
TEMECULA, CA 92592
(714) 676-5420
** AD AM Y B AI CU IV TX CI PV **

TEMPLE CITY
TEMPLE CITY ALANO CLUBS
5936 TEMPLE CITY BOULEVARD
TEMPLE CITY, CA 91780
(818) 286-9004
** D OT **

THOUSAND OAKS
A CENTER FOR CREATIVE CHANGE
3537 OLD CONEJO ROAD
SUITE 113
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320
(805) 499-8511
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91359
(805) 495-1111
** D OT **

CONEJO COUNSELING CENTER
3609 THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 497-9400
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

FAMILY/OPEN DOOR COUNSELING CENTER
OF THE OAKS
950 HAMPSHIRE ROAD
SUITE 102
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 495-4226
** AD AM TX PV **

HOPE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1240 SOUTH WESTLAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 213
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91361
(805) 496-4577
** AD AM TX **

TORRANCE
ALANO CLUBS
1645 ARLINGTON AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 320-3661
** D OT **

AMI DEL AMO HOSPITAL
23700 CAMINO DEL SOL
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(310) 550-1151
** AD RR AM Y H IV DT TX CI PV **

GRATITUDE RETREAT
1729 CABRILLO AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 618-9173
** D RR TX **

HIGH GAIN DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1332 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-1687
** D AM DN TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF THE SOUTH BAY
1334 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-1640
** D AM Y B H PI EA TX PV **

OMNI CARE
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE/DETOX
19000 HANHORNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
TORRANCE, CA 90503
(310) 542-4202
** A AM W A B H PG HV CU IV M **

OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY
THE STORK CLUB
1124 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE N33
TORRANCE, CA 90502
(310) 783-5610
** AD AM N B H AI PG HV CU TX CI **
** PV **

SOUTH BAY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 116
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(310) 328-0708
** A AM M Y B H PG IV TX CI PV **

SOUTH BAY PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
CHOICES PROGRAM
24445 HANHORNBOULEVARD
SUITE 105
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(310) 375-6559
** AD AM M Y H A PI HV TX CI PV **
SOUTHWEST DRIVER BENEFITS PROGRAM
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 150
Torrance, CA 90501
(310) 320-9550
** AD AM H H HV CU EA DH TX CI PV **

SUNCREST HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BAY
NEEDS AND ASSESSMENT
4025 WEST 226TH STREET
Torrance, CA 90505
(310) 373-7733
** AD RR AM DT TX PV **

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1018 E STREET
Tracy, CA 95376
(209) 835-8835
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
BUILDING 249 BAY C-2
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CA 94535
(707) 424-2980
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

TRUCKEE
NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TRUCKEE SERVICE CENTER
12070 DONNER PASS ROAD
Truckee, CA 96162
(916) 587-8194
** D AM PI DH TX PV **

NEVADA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/TRUCKEE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10075 LEVON AVENUE
SUITE 102
Truckee, CA 96161
(916) 582-7807
** A AM Y TX PV **

TULARE
ALCOHOL CENTER FOR TEENAGERS (ACT)
23593 ROAD 68
Tulare, CA 93274
(209) 688-4385
** AD RR Y PI CU IV TX **

KINGS VIEW SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TULARE COUNTY
559 EAST BARDSTON AVENUE
Tulare, CA 93275
(209) 688-7531
** A AM IV TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE/TULARE COUNTY
525 EAST BARDSTON AVENUE
Tulare, CA 93275
(209) 688-2994
** AD DH CI PV OT **

TUOLUMNE
MAYNORDS CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY CENTER
RANCH FOR MEN
19325 CHEROKEE ROAD
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-3737
** AD RR A B H A H HV PI CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

TUOLUMNE RURAL INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MI HUK STREET
TUOLUMNE RANCHERIA
TUOLUMNE, CA 95379
(209) 928-4277
** AD AM H Y AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

TURLOCK
EMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
825 DELBON AVENUE
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-4357
** AD RR AM A B H A H HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

TUUM EST INC/NORTH PHOENIX HOUSE
219 SOUTH BROADWAY
TURLOCK, CA 95380
(209) 668-0771
** A RR IV TX CI PV **

TUSTIN
RECOVERY HOMES OF AMERICA
CORNERSTONE
13682 YORBA STREET
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 730-5399
** AD RR TX PV **

TUSTIN HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL RECOVERY SERVICES
14662 NEWPORT AVENUE
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 838-9600 EXT. 5842
** AD RR AM Y H CU IV DT TX **

UKIAH
FORD STREET PROJECT
139 FORD STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 462-1934
** D AM DT EA DH TX CI **

MENDOCINO COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
DIV OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG PROGRAMS
302 WEST HENRY STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 462-5672
** AD AM H H PG EA TX CI PV **

MENDOCINO COUNTY YOUTH PROJECT
202 SOUTH STATE STREET
UKIAH, CA 95482
(707) 462-4915
** AD AM Y B H AI PG CU TX PV **

R HOUSE
TALMAGE HOUSE
1201 TALMAGE ROAD
UKIAH, CA 95481
(707) 462-4643
** AD RR Y CU TX **

UNION CITY
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
32980 ALVARADO-NILES ROAD
SUITE 812
UNION CITY, CA 94587
(510) 475-7717
** D PV **

UPLAND
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ARROW HOUSE/WOMEN'S FACILITY
1455 WEST ARROW HIGHWAY
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 982-3688
** D RR H PI TX **

NEW BEGINNINGS/UPLAND
325 NORTH MOUNTAIN AVENUE
SUITE B
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 982-4598
** AD AM IV TX PV **

REACH OUT WEST END
125 EAST 9TH STREET
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 949-6507
** AD PV **

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
ABUSE SERVICES CENTER
426 EAST 9TH STREET
UPLAND, CA 91786
(714) 985-2785
** D AM DH TX PV **

VACAVILLE
SOLANO COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORT COUNCIL
VACAVILLE RECOVERY SERVICES
831 ALAMO DRIVE
SUITE 9A
VACAVILLE, CA 95687
(707) 451-2945
** AD AM H TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES

VACAVILLE
1707 CALIFORNIA DRIVE
VACAVILLE, CA 95688
(707) 452-0113
** AD AM Y B CU IV TX CI PV **

VALLEJO

A K BEAN FOUNDATION
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
607 CAROLINA STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 642-8947
** D AM DN TX **

BI BERT CORPORATION
SOUTHERN SOLANO ALCOHOL COUNCIL
419 PENNSYLVANIA STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 643-2715
** AD AM DT EA TX PV **

FIRST CALL FOR HELP
401 AMADOR STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 553-1814
** AD OT **

FIRST HOSPITAL/VALLEJO
DUAL DIAGNOSIS ADULT SERVICES
525 OREGON STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 648-2200
** AD RR W Y H CU IV EA TX PV **

GENESIS HOUSE
1149 HARREN AVENUE
VALLEJO, CA 94591
(707) 552-5295
** AD RR IV TX CI **

SHAMIA RECOVERY CENTER
126 OHIO STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 644-2577
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG CU TX CI **
** PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
PROJECT VALLEJO/PROJECT AURORA
709 MARIN STREET
VALLEJO, CA 94590
(707) 648-7123
** AD AM W Y B PG PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

VALLEJO

CA WOMENS COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCIES
16622 VICTORY BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
VALLEJO, CA 94511
(818) 376-0470
** AD PV **

CROSSROADS HOSPITAL
BALANCE PROGRAM
6325 HOODHALL AVENUE
VALLEYS, CA 91401
(818) 782-2470
** AD RR AM Y B CU DT TX CI PV **

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS
6360 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
VALLEYS, CA 91401
(818) 787-7878
** D AM H EA DN TX PV **

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
PRIDE HOUSE
7447 SEPULEDA BOULEVARD
VALLEYS, CA 91405
(818) 908-5660
** A RR Y TX PV **

I-ADARP VAN NUYS CLINIC
16517 VICTORY BOULEVARD
VALLEYS, CA 91411
(818) 994-7456
** A AM W A H PG HV CU TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE INC
16155 WANDOTTE STREET
VALLEYS, CA 91406
(818) 780-3951
** A DT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEP OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY/UNIT 2
14557 PRIOR STREET
VALLEYS, CA 91411
(818) 997-0414
** D AM W Y A H PG HV CU DN TX PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
7400 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
SUITE 203
VALLEYS, CA 91405
(818) 988-4389
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
6059 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VALLEYS, CA 91401
(818) 782-1127
** AD RR B H AI CU TX PV **

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY CMHC
YOUTH CONTACT COMPONENT
14531 HAMLIN STREET
SUITE 101
VALLEYS, CA 91411
(818) 988-8050
** AD PV **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
14654 OXNARD STREET
VALLEYS, CA 91411
(818) 785-9119
** AD AM H DN TX PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC PANORAMA PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
9462 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VALLEYS, CA 91402
(818) 891-8555
** A AM W A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

VANDENBERG AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE
4392 MSG/MSL
BUILDING NO 11012
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CA 93437
(805) 866-3086
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

VENICE

DANIEL FREEMAN MARINA HOSPITAL
EXODUS RECOVERY CENTER
4650 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90292
(310) 827-6427
** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

DIDI HIRSCH CMHC
OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE CENTER
318 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90291
(310) 399-7724
** A AM H CU IV TX OT **

PHOENIX HOUSES OF CALIFORNIA
TUHU EST
503 OCEAN FRONT WALK
VENICE, CA 90291
(310) 392-3070
** A RR Y IV TX PV **

VENTURA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST VENTURA GROUP ALANO CLUB
375 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 643-2826
** D OT **

FRESH START COUNSELING CENTER
261 YOUMANS STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 642-0642
** AD AM TX PV **

HACIENDA HELP SERVICES
8807-8809 TIBER STREET
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 647-7788
** AD RR B H HV CU IV TX CI PV OT **
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
116 NORTH BRENT STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 656-4311
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

KHEPRA HOUSE
105 WEST HARRISON AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 653-2596
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICES TO SUBSTANCE ABUSERS
3291 LOMA VISTA ROAD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 652-6235
** AD AM DT TX CI PV **

MIRACLE HOUSE/VENTURA
152 NORTH DOS CAMINOS STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 668-7857
** AD RR H B H AI PG PI CU IV TX **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
- -
VENTURA
(805) 486-1755
** A DT **

RAINBOW RECOVERY YOUTH CENTER
192 RETA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 659-3533
** AD RR Y CU IV TX CI PV **

VENTURA COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 210
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3460
** D AM H DM TX PV **

VENTURA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS DIVISION OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS
955 EAST THOMPSON BOULEVARD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 648-9525
** A AM A H HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **
** MM OT **

VENTURA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 210
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3480
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/DRUG PROGS MOMS AND KIDS RECOVERY CENTER
801 POINSETTIA PLACE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 648-9517
** AD AM H H PG HV IV TX CI **

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS/VENTURA CENTER
759 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 661-0820
** D AM Y H TX CI PV **

VICTORVILLE
CALIFORNIA TRAINING SCHOOL
14477 AMARGOSA AVENUE
SUITE 8
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 241-7225
** D AM H DM TX PV **

HIGH DESERT CHILD/ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
16248 VICTOR STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 243-7161
** A AM IV TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHN OF GOD HEALTH CARE SERVICES
HOMELESS MENS PROGRAM
15534 6TH STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 245-1970
** D RR H PI TX CI PV **

VISALIA
ALANO CLUB
1511 WEST MURRAY STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 732-6811
** D OT **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF TULARE COUNTY ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
1908 SOUTH COURT STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 732-7867
** AD AM H DM TX PV **

AMARE TREATMENT CLINIC
1620 WEST MINERAL KING AVENUE
SUITE C
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-8176
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

CARE SCHOOLS
420 EAST MURRAY STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 732-8686
** D AM H DM TX PV **

KINGS/TULARE AREA AGENCY ON AGING
OLDER WOMEN'S ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROJECT
1920 WEST PRINCETON STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 730-2554
** AD AM H TX PV **

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
NEW VISIONS FOR WOMEN
420 NORTH CHURCH STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-4072
** D RR H B H TX CI PV **

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC PINE RECOVERY CENTER
120 WEST SCHOOL STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-4100
** D RR H OT TX CI PV **

TURNING POINT OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
TURNING POINT YOUTH SERVICES
119 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 627-1385
** A AM Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
PROBATIONERS IN RECOVERY
536 WEST VISTA WAY
VISTA, CA 92084
(619) 474-3257
** A AM H TX **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CONTRA COSTA SERVICE CENTER
108 MAYHAW STREET
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 939-4155
** D OT **

ALPHA SYSTEM
1225 ALPINE ROAD
SUITE 208
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 947-1122
** D AM TX CI PV **

COUNTERPOINT CTR/WALNUT CREEK HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
175 LA CASA VIA
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94598
(510) 933-7900
** AD RR AM Y CU IV DT TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF CONTRA COSTA
2737 NORTH MAIN STREET
2ND FLOOR
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 947-1811
** AD PV **
CALIFORNIA

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF JEWISH FEDERATION OF THE GREATER EAST BAY
56 MAYHEW WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 935-0991
** AD PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1425 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(510) 295-4000
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

FENIX FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
20 EAST LAKE AVENUE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-5914
** D AM H A B H AI PG HV PI TX CI **
** PV **

FENIX SERVICES
HERMANAS RECOVERY HOME
321 EAST BEACH STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-2471
** D RR H H TX CI PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/SOUTH
11-D ALEXANDER STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 425-2003
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SI SE PUEDE
161 MILES LANE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 761-5422
** AD RR H HV IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER YOUTH HOUSE
167-A SAN ANDREAS ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 680-7993
** AD RR Y B H HV IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES/SOUTH
107 CALIFORNIA STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2226
** A AM Y B H TX PV **

WATSONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
298 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 761-5667
** AD RR AM H IV DT TX **

WEAVERVILLE
TRINITY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
100 AIRPORT ROAD
WEAVERVILLE, CA 96093
(916) 623-1362
** AD AM TX CI PV **

WEST COVINA
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GLENDORA UNIT
336 1/2 SOUTH GLENDORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 915-3644
** A AM IV MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
WEST COVINA UNIT
1825 EAST THElBORN STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 914-0072
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/WEST COVINA
1107 SOUTH GLENDORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 962-3203
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
1500 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 105
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 960-3977
** D AM H H PI DN TX PV **

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
1502 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 207
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(818) 960-0644
** D AM H EA DH TX PV **

WEST SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA FREEDOM HOUSE FELLOWSHIP
1101 PIERCE STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95605
(916) 375-1419
** AD RR HV PI CU IV TX PV **

DETOX CENTER OF AMERICA
820 WEST ACRE ROAD
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 371-1501
** AD AM B H CU IV TX **

EAST YOLO INFORMATION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
1229 MERKLEY AVENUE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 372-5360
** AD PV **

YOLO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS/WEST SACRAMENTO
350 C STREET
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 666-8650
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

WESTMINSTER
ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
WEST REGION
16100 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 896-7574
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **
** CI PV **

ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
WESTMINSTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
16400 GOLDENWEST STREET
SUITE 112
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 896-5000
** A AM Y A H HV CU IV TX **

SCHOOL TEN
GARDEN GROVE UNIT
6156 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 891-5608
** D AM DH TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
WESTMINSTER AVENUE UNIT
6926 WESTMINSTER AVENUE
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 896-8388
** D AM H DH TX PV **

WHITTIER
ADAPT PROGRAMS
ESCUELA DE LATINA DE TRAFICO
11951 1/2 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90606
(310) 698-0036
** D AM H DH TX PV **

AWAKENINGS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND
HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/RESIDENTIAL
9608 REGATTA AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 964-6263
** AD RR W TX CI **
CATHOLIC RAINBOW OUTREACH
11419 CARMENITA ROAD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 944-2283
** AD RR AM Y B H AI CU TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/WHITTIER
METHODONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
11738 VALLEY VIEW AVENUE
SUITE B
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 946-1587
** A AM A B H AI PG IV MM **

FRED C NELLES SCHOOL
LAZARUS HOUSE ANTI SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
11850 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90601
(213) 698-6781 EXT. 294
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
EASTERN COUNTIES HOTLINE
WHITTIER, CA 90607
(310) 698-6604
** A OT **

PREACHER INTERCOMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
12401 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(310) 698-8611 EXT. 2840
** AD RR AM Y B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT INFO
FAMILY/YOUTH PROGRAM
9401 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(310) 698-9436
** AD PV **

PUBLIC INTEREST
7336 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(310) 945-2977
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
15501 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(310) 945-2693
** D AM H DH TX PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
FOLEY HOUSE
10511 MILLS AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(310) 944-7952
** D RR H PG TX **

WHITNEY GROUP
NORHALL HOUSE
7320 NORHALL BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90606
(818) 444-8933
** AD RR B H CU IV TX PV **

WOODLAND
BEAMER STREET DETOXIFICATION AND
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
4 NORTH COTTONWOOD STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8655
** AD RR A B H HV IV DT EA TX PV **

YOLO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
201 WEST BEAMER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8650
** AD AM H IV EA TX CI PV **

YOLO COUNTY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
825 EAST STREET
SUITE 123
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-5484
** D AM DH TX **

WOODLAND HILLS
LIFESTYLE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
20720 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 348-5554
** AD AM CU IV TX **

MATRIX CENTER/WOODLAND HILLS
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE C
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 592-6040
** AD AM PG HV CI IV TX CI PV OT **

VALLEY WOMENS CENTER AND
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
20969 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITES 18 AND 19
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 716-7138
** D AM H PG PI TX PV **

YORBA LINDA
LA CASITA FOR WOMEN
17122 SAGA DRIVE
YORBA LINDA, CA 92866
(714) 961-9142
** D RR TX OT **

YOUNTVILLE
VETERANS HOME OF CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL PROGRAM SERVICE
YOUNTVILLE VETERANS HOME
LINCOLN HALL SECTION A
YOUNTVILLE, CA 94599
(707) 944-4843
** D RR DT TX **

YREKA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 840-3010
** D OT **
CALIFORNIA

SISKIU Y ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVS
804 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-8190
** AD AM N Y A IV TX CI PV **

YUBA CITY

PATHWAYS MIDVALLEY RECOVERY FACILITIES
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
430 TEEGARDEN AVENUE
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 671-0280
** D AM H DH TX **

PATHWAYS RESOURCE CENTER
1095 STAFFORD MAY
SUITE C
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 674-4530
** D CI PV **

YUCAIPA

REDLANDS YUCAIPA GUIDANCE CLINIC
VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
32371 YUCAIPA BOULEVARD
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
(714) 790-1300
** AD AM N Y A HV CU TX PV **

YUCCA VALLEY

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ALANO CLUB
57637 EAST YUCCA TRAIL
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
(619) 365-9984
** D OT **
**COLORADO**

**ALAMOSA**
PREVENTION CONCEPTS INC  
1560 WEST 12TH STREET  
SUITE A  
ALAMOSA, CO 81101  
(719) 589-4907  
** AD PV **  
SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG  
1015 4TH STREET  
ALAMOSA, CO 81101  
(719) 589-5671  
** AD AM Y IV DH TX CI PV **

**ARVADA**
ALCOHOL BEHAVIOR INFORMATION INC  
7550 GRANT PLACE  
ARVADA, CO 80002  
(303) 465-9343  
** AD AM HV CU TX PV **

**ASPEN**
ADDITION RECOVERY UNIT/ASPEN  
0550 LAZY CHAIR RANCH ROAD  
ASPEN, CO 81611  
(303) 920-2107  
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

SPRINGS COUNSELING CENTER  
605 EAST MAIN STREET  
SUITE 7  
ASPEN, CO 81612  
(303) 925-8977  
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

**AURORA**
AURORA CENTER FOR TREATMENT (ACT)  
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT  
15000 EAST 14TH PLACE  
SUITE 433  
AURORA, CO 80011  
(303) 344-9750  
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CAREUNIT OF COLORADO  
1290 SOUTH POTOMAC STREET  
AURORA, CO 80012  
(303) 745-2273  
** AD RR AM Y DT TX **

FITZSIMMONS ARMY MEDICAL CENTER  
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG  
COMMANDER FITZSIMMONS ARMY MEDICAL CTR  
BUILDING 317  
AURORA, CO 80045  
(303) 361-8091  
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **  
RANGEREV COUNSELING CENTER  
1532 GALENA STREET  
SUITE 203  
AURORA, CO 80010  
(303) 360-9413  
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV DH TX **  
** CI PV **

BOULDER  
BOULDER ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER  
1525 SPRUCE STREET  
SUITE 100  
BOULDER, CO 80302  
(303) 444-6142  
** AD AM H Y A HV DM TX CI PV **

BOULDER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
3450 BROADWAY  
BOULDER, CO 80304  
(303) 441-1279  
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV DT DH TX PV **

BOULDER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
1333 IRIS AVENUE  
BOULDER, CO 80302  
(303) 443-8500  
** A AM Y IV TX CI **

PERSONAL GROWTH SERVICES  
1722 14TH STREET  
ROOM 260  
BOULDER, CO 80302  
(303) 442-7220  
** AD AM H Y H CU DH TX PV **

PREVENTION CENTER  
DRINKING DRIVER PREVENTION PROJECT  
4760 WALNUT STREET  
SUITE 106  
BOULDER, CO 80301  
(303) 443-5596  
** AD PV **

SERENITY CTR FOR PERSONAL GROWTH INC  
2305 CANYON BOULEVARD  
SUITE 101  
BOULDER, CO 80302  
(303) 449-8255  
** D AM H B H AI DH TX PV **

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION  
CORPORATE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES/EAP  
2665 EAST AURORA STREET  
SUITE 18  
BOULDER, CO 80303  
(303) 673-5433  
** AD EA PV **

WHOLE PERSON HEALTH CENTER  
DUI/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT  
2969 BASELINE ROAD  
BOULDER, CO 80303  
(303) 466-4121  
** D AM IV DH TX CI PV **

**BRIGHTON**
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES  
260 WEST JESSUP STREET  
BRIGHTON, CO 80601  
(303) 654-0576  
** D AM H PG HV DM TX PV **

EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS  
710 SOUTH MAIN STREET  
BRIGHTON, CO 80601  
(303) 454-1636  
** AD AM H Y H AI PG DH TX PV **

**CANON CITY**
ADDITION RECOVERY PROGRAMS INC  
U.S. HIGHWAY 50 WEST  
CANON CITY, CO 81212  
(719) 275-4181 EXT. 3029  
** AD AM H IV TX **

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS  
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE INC  
107 NORTH FIRST STREET  
CANON CITY, CO 81212  
(719) 275-7650  
** AD AM H H PG CU DH TX PV **

** XX KEY XX **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY &amp; LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H = HISPANIANS</td>
<td></td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIT FUNCTION: | TX = TREATMENT UNIT | CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT | PV = PREVENTION UNIT |
|----------------|-------------------|-------------------|-------------------|

MM = METHADONE UNIT  OT = OTHER UNIT
COLORADO

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE INC
107 NORTH FIRST STREET
CANON CITY, CO 81212
(719) 275-7650
** AD AM H Y A H PG PI CU IV DH TX **
** CI **

COLORADO SPRINGS

ALTERNATIVES
ALCOHOL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
105 SOUTH WASEATCH STREET
SUITE 104
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-9947
** D AH DH TX CI PV **

CATE ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
4740 FLINTRIDGE DRIVE
SUITE 201-B
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918
(719) 592-8070
** D AH DH TX CI PV OT **

CONFIDENTIAL HEALTH CONSULTANTS
931 NORTH HEBER STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-9888
** AD AH EA DH TX CI PV **

EL PASO COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL/DRIUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
710 SOUTH TEJON STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-3150
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** EA TX CI HM **

EMERGING REALITY
2910 NORTH ACADEMY BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80917
(719) 597-2819
** D AH EA DH TX **

GORDON S RIEGEL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
825 EAST PIKES PEAK AVENUE
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 656-8741
** D AH M A HV CU IV TX CI **

HEALTH CHALLENGE COUNSELING CENTER INC
1715 MONTEREY ROAD
SUITE 198
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 570-9991
** D AH B H DH TX **

INTROSPECT COUNSELING CENTER
984 CHAPMAN DRIVE
SUITE 5
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80935
(719) 570-6264
** D AH H B H DH TX CI PV **

PATHWAYS CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING INC
304 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 101C
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 520-9220
** AD AM H Y AI HV CU DH TX CI PV **

PIKES PEAK CARE COALITION
3510 AUSTIN BLUFFS PARKWAY
ROOM 2
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918
(719) 548-8877
** AD PV **

PIKES PEAK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL EMERGENCY SERVICES
2741 EAST LAS VEGAS STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 390-2400
** D NM Y B H AI PG HV PI DT TX **

POSITIVE CHANGE
1425 NORTH UNION STREET
SUITE 201
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
(719) 578-9730
** D AH M CU TX PV **

SOME PLACE ELSE/GENESIS
179 PARKSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 200
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 632-3562
** AD AM Y PI DH TX CI PV **

TERRACE GARDENS
2438 EAST FOUNTAIN BOULEVARD
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 473-8000
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

TURNING POINT INSTITUTE
2862 SOUTH CIRCLE DRIVE
SPRINGS OFFICE PARK SUITE 206
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 579-0919
** AD AH B H CU DH TX **

UPLIFT AWARENESS CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
432 WEST BIJOU STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 471-2514
** D AH M B H DH TX **

COMMERCIAL CITY
WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
PARKSIDE LUTHERAN RECOVERY CENTER
7373 BIRCH STREET
COMMERCIAL CITY, CO 80022
(303) 269-3391
** AD RR Y B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** DH TX CI **

CORTÉZ

CORTÉZ COUNSELING SERVICES INC
16 NORTH MARKET STREET
CORTÉZ, CO 81321
(303) 565-8531
** AD AM H Y AI TX **

CRAIG

GARY GURNEY PSYCHOTHERAPIST
AND ASSOCIATES/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
439 BREEZE STREET
SUITE 101
CRAIG, CO 81625
(303) 824-2556
** AD DH PV **

DELTA

CREATIVE COUNSELING PLACE
550 PALMER STREET
SUITE 103
DELTA, CO 81416
(303) 874-5110
** D AH M A HV DN TX CI PV **

DENVER

ALCOHOL AWARENESS INFORMATION CTR INC
10248 EAST JENELL AVENUE
SUITE 30
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 337-0459
** D DH PV **

ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES OF CO INC
1300 SOUTH LAFAYETTE STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 777-8648
** D AH M H AI PG HV CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

ALPAR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
1515 KRAMERIA STREET
SUITE 103
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 529-8209
** AD AH M Y A B PG HV CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

ANCHOR COUNSELING INC
1009 GRANT STREET
SUITE 202
DENVER, CO 80203
(303) 859-9338
** D AH DH TX CI PV **

ARAPAHOE HOUSE
3530 WEST LEHIGH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 762-1550
** AD RR AH M Y A AT HV PI IV DT **
** DH TX PV OT **

76
BRIDGECOUNSELING CENTER
1901 WEST ELK PLACE
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 480-9042
** AD AM TX PV **

COLORADO BIODYNES
4500 CHERRY CREEK DRIVE SOUTH SUITE 200
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 755-6195
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB AND EDUCATION CENTER (CADREC)
3315 GILPIN STREET
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 295-2521
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV CU TX PV **

COMMUNITY RESOURCE FOR ALCOHOL AND FAMILY TREATMENT (CRAFT)
1060 BANNOCK STREET SUITE 314
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 625-6224
** D AM H B H EA DW TX CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION TRT SERVICES
2222 EAST 18TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 394-2724
** AD AM A PG HV IV MM **

COUNSELING DIMENSIONS INC
11658 HURON STREET
DENVER, CO 80234
(303) 450-0700
** AD AM H Y IV DW TX OT **

DENVER ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 1240 WEST BAYAUD AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 690-2300
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU TX CI **
** PV **

DENVER HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DENVER CARES
1155 CHEROKEE STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 436-3500
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI DU OT **
** DW TX CI **

DENVER TREATMENT SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
2231 FEDERAL BOULEVARD
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 477-7601
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV DH **
** TX PV **

DIMENSIONS IN AWARENESS
1330 LEYDEN STREET
SUITE 103
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 321-7179
** AD AM B H HV TX CI PV **

DRIVER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
120 WEST 5TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 744-0128
** D PV **

EAGLE LODGE INC
1264 RACE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 393-7773
** D RR AM AI TX CI PV **

ESSEX MEDICAL CENTER
280 SOUTH FEDERAL STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 922-1200
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

GATEWAY TREATMENT CENTER
1191 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 696-8407
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

INSIGHTS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
2200 EAST 104TH AVENUE
SUITE 213
DENVER, CO 80233
(303) 467-9576
** AD AM H Y A AI HV IV DW TX **

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE DEPARTMENT
1650 FILLMORE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 393-3500
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA DW TX CI PV MM **

METROPOLITAN COUNSELING SERVICES
1601 SOUTH FEDERAL BOULEVARD
HERITAGE PLAZA SUITE 115
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 934-3045
** D EA DW PV **

MIDTOWN CENTER FOR COUNSELING
6000 EAST EVANS STREET
SUITE 1-401
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 756-2870
** D AM A HV DN TX **

MILE HIGH CLUB
ALCOHOL ABUSE HALF WAY HOUSE 770 GRANT STREET SUITE 3
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 634-1222
** AD AM H B H EA DN TX CI PV **

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
1210 EAST COLFAX STREET SUITE 308
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 894-8424
** AD AM H EA DN TX CI **

MULTI SERVICES CLINIC INC
3010 WEST 16TH AVENUE SUITE 207
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 832-9894
** AD AM A HV PI TX **

NEW LIFE MANAGEMENT INC
770 GRANT STREET SUITE 3
DENVER, CO 80203
(303) 832-9994
** AD AM A HV PI TX **

NURSES OF COLORADO CORPORATION
5652 EAST EVANS PLACE
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 758-0596
** AD EA PV **

PORTER HOSPITAL
THE CENTRE FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH 2525 SOUTH DOWNING STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 776-5774
** AD RR AM H A HV IV DT EA DM TX **
** CI PV OT **

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADVENTURES IN CHANGE 1508 FILLMORE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 522-6644
** A RR Y B H AI CU EA TX PV **

PSL HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
ADDITION RECOVERY UNIT 601 EAST 19TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 866-2280
** AD RR AM H Y B H CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DRUG CONSULTATION CTR
645 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 892-3704
** A PV **
COLORADO

SALVATION ARMY ADULT REHAB CENTER
4731 BROADWAY
DENVER, CO 80216
(303) 294-0827
** AD RR B H HV PI CU TX **

SERVICIOS DE LA RAZA
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
4055 TEJON STREET
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 458-5851
** AD AM W Y H DM TX PV **

SIBIRITY HOUSE INC
107 ACOMA STREET
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 722-5746
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV PI TX **

SOUTHWEST FAMILY SERVICES
1800 SOUTH SHERIDAN STREET
SUITE 201
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 935-1709
** AD AM W B H AI PG HV CU IV DM **
** TX OT **

SPECIAL SERVICES CLINIC INC
301 KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 937-1333
** AD AM W B H AI HV DW TX CI PV **

STEP TOWARD RECOVERY
2222 EAST 18TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 322-0854
** D AM W Y A B H HV EA TX PV **

SUBSTANCE TREATMENT SERVICES (STS)
320 WEST 8TH AVENUE
UNIT 2
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 893-7830
** A AM W Y A B H PG-HV CU IV MM **

UCHSC ADDICTION RESEARCH TRT SERVICES (ARTS)
3738 WEST PRINCETON CIRCLE
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 761-6703
** AD RR AM W Y A B H PG HV CU IV **
** TX MM OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/8 WEST
1055 CLERMONT STREET
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 393-2882
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX CI **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
1058 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 629-5295
** A AM W A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

DURANGO

DURANGO CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ADDITIONS RECOVERY SERVICES
3801 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
DURANGO, CO 81301
(303) 259-6151
** AD RR AM Y A PI IV DT DH TX CI **

SN COLORADO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CTR
HILLTOP TREATMENT SERVICES
1045 1/2 EAST 2ND AVENUE
DURANGO, CO 81302
(303) 259-6226
** AD AM W Y A H AI PG CU DN TX **

ELIZABETH

RUNNING CREEK COUNSELING SERVICE
303 EAST KIOMA STREET
ELIZABETH, CO 80107
(303) 644-3817
** AD AM W Y AI HV PI CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

ENGLEWOOD

CENTENNIAL TASK FORCE FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
6400 SOUTH FIDDLERS GREEN CIRCLE
SUITE 4102
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80111
(303) 220-1677
** A PV **

ENGLEWOOD COUNSELING CENTER
3969 SOUTH BROADWAY
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 781-8075
** AD AM W CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80123
(303) 908-1566
** AD RR H TX PV **

MILE HI COUNSELING INC
300 EAST HAMPSDEN AVENUE
SUITE 230
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 762-8503
** D AM Y H DM TX CI PV **

ESTES PARK

HARMONY FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 FISH HATCHERY ROAD
ESTES PARK, CO 80517
(303) 586-4491
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

EVERGREEN

BELLWOOD RESOURCES CENTER INC
7592 SOUTH GARTNER ROAD
EVERGREEN, CO 80439
(303) 674-4548
** D AM DH TX **

FLORENCE

CLEAR VIEW CENTER
521 WEST 5TH STREET
FLORENCE, CO 81226
(719) 784-6337
** AD RR IV TX **

FORT COLLINS

CENTER FOR LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION
400 WEST MAGNOLIA STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80521
(303) 484-7263
** D AM W H HV DM TX PV **

HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
1640 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 493-1157
** AD AM W A H CU EA DM TX PV **

LARICO CENTER FOR YOUTH ADDICTION
614 SOUTH MATHENS STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 221-4040
** AD RR Y B H AI TX PV **

LARMER COUNTY INSTITUTE FOR
ALCOHOL AWARENESS/FORT COLLINS
253 LINDEN STREET
SUITE 206
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 221-4057
** AD AM W A AI HV DM TX PV **

MOUNTAIN CREST HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT (ADU)
4601 CORBETT DRIVE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 225-9191
** AD RR AM Y A PI PG CU IV TX CI PV **

SEVEN LAKES RECOVERY PROGRAM
2362 EAST PROSPECT AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 484-0121
** AD AM W Y A PG HV CU IV TX CI **
GLENWOOD SPRINGS
COLORADO WEST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
711 GRAND AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-8439
** AD RR AM M Y A HV PI DT DH TX **
** CI PV **
S AND L COUNSELING
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
601 21ST STREET
SUITE 20A
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-8178
** D DH PV **
VALLEY VIEW YOUTH RECOVERY CENTER
1906 BLAKE AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-3640
** AD RR Y A H AI TX **
GOLDEN
JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1829 DENVER WEST DRIVE
BUILDING 27
GOLDEN, CO 80401
(303) 273-6543
** AD EA PV **
GRAND JUNCTION
ADULT ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT (AAAT)
2400 NORTH 12TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81506
(303) 245-6629
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **
ARU/GRAND JUNCTION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
436 SOUTH 7TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 243-4213
** AD RR Y HV DT TX **
ASET CLINIC INC
DBA ADDICTION SERVS EDUC/TRT CLINIC
844 GRAND AVENUE
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 242-5792
** AD AM M Y A B H PG HV CU EA DM **
** TX-CI PV **
COLORADO FEDERATION OF PARENTS INC
628 ROOD AVENUE
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 241-1260
** AD PV **
GRAND MESA ADOLESCENT CENTER
NEW HORIZONS PROGRAM
101 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 272
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(305) 241-9490
** AD AM M Y B H AI TX PV OT **
IN ROADS COUNSELING
1141 NORTH 25TH STREET
SUITE F
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(305) 245-2332
** AD AM M Y A HV PI DH TX **
MESA COUNTY PARTNERS
735 SOUTH AVENUE
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(305) 245-5555
** AD PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
MESA COUNTY INC
101 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 270
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(305) 243-3140
** AD EA DH PV OT **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG (SATP)
2121 NORTH AVENUE
BUILDING 6
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(305) 242-0731 EXT. 2023
** AD RR AM A H AI HV CU IV DT DM **
** TX **
GREELEY
ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
800 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 200
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-6557
** AD AM M Y H IV DM TX PV **
CENTENNIAL AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION AND TRAINING
918 15TH STREET
SUITE 2
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0755
** AD PV **
INSTITUTE FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
OF GREELEY
920 11TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0273
** AD AM M DN TX PV **
ISLAND GROVE REGIONAL TRT CENTER INC
421 NORTH 15TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 356-6664
** AD RR AM M Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX PV **
NORTH COLORADO MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1910 15TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-4673
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT TX **
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1750 6TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-7452
** AD RR M A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
UNIV OF NORTHERN CO STUDENT HEALTH CTR
DRUG PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY CENTER
ROOM 2115
GREELEY, CO 80639
(303) 351-2573
** AD PV **
MELD COUNTY PARTNERS
1212 8TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0700
** AD PV **
GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS
THE ARK INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
10930 HONDO AVENUE
GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS, CO 80819
(719) 684-9483
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DH TX **
IDAHO SPRINGS
CLEAR CREEK COUNSELING
2401 COLORADO BOULEVARD
IDAHO SPRINGS, CO 80452
(303) 567-4555
** AD AM H A H AI HV CU EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
IGNACIO
SOUTHERN UTE ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
PEACEFUL SPIRIT
IGNACIO, CO 81137
(303) 563-4555
** D RR M Y A H AI HV TX CI PV OT **
LA JUNTA
PATHFINDERS
207 1/2 COLORADO AVENUE
LA JUNTA, CO 81050
(719) 384-8023
** AD AM M Y A H PG HV CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **
COLORADO

LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETTE ALCOHOL EDUC AND THERAPY
400 EAST SIMPSON STREET
SUITE 110
LAFAYETTE, CO 80026
(303) 253-0041
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV DH TX **

NEW BEGINNINGS AT DENVER
1325 EVERETT COURT
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 251-9090
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL
LAKEWOOD

ALTERNATIVES HOMES FOR YOUTH
3000 YOUNGFIELD STREET
SUITE 157
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 253-0041
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ATTITUDE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES INC
12211 WEST ALAMEDA PKWY
SUITE 220
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 969-0632
** D AM H DH TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL MANAGEMENT COUNSELING OF COLORADO INC
390 UNION BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 985-1714
** AD AM Y CU IV DH TX **

CENIKOR FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1533 GLEN AYR DRIVE
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 250-0532
** AD RR H B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** OT **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF DENVER
ADULT ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
421 ZANG STREET
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 969-4357
** AD RR AM H A PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
8000 WEST 14TH AVENUE
SUITE 1
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 252-7111
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV DT **

JEFFERSON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DIVISION
260 SOUTH KIPLING STREET
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 259-7135
** AD AM Y HV DH TX CI PV **

RESADA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
11000 RD GG 5
LAS ANIMAS, CO 81054
(719) 456-2600
** AD RR AM W A B H AI PG PI CU DT **
** TX PV **

LEADVILLE

LEADVILLE COUNSELING CENTRE
130 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE 122
LEADVILLE, CO 80461
(719) 466-1176
** AD AM W Y A H AI PG HV PI CU EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

LIHCLTON

ALPINE INSTITUTE
8079 MURPHY GULCH ROAD
LITTLETON, CO 80127
(303) 697-0423
** AD PV **

ARAPAHOE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AQUARIUS CENTER
2100 WEST LITTLETON BOULEVARD
LITTLETON, CO 80120
(303) 797-9445
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

CENTER FOR ADDICTION TREATMENT
8000 EAST PRENITCE AVENUE
SUITE D-5
LITTLETON, CO 80111
(303) 770-4750
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

DRY CREEK TREATMENT CENTER
1562 EAST MINERAL PLACE
LITTLETON, CO 80122
(303) 794-1419
** D AM W H HV DN TX PV **

DYNAMIC DIRECTIONS INC
5994 SOUTH PRINCE STREET
SUITE 101
LITTLETON, CO 80120
(303) 797-1440
** AD AM H Y A B PG CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

LONGMONT

ARVADA/LONGMONT COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
2919 WEST 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 207
LONGMONT, CO 80501
(303) 776-0515
** D DH PV **

LOUISVILLE

CENTENNIAL PEAKS HOSPITAL
CTR FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS REC PROG
2255 SOUTH 88TH STREET
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027
(303) 673-9990
** AD RR CU IV TX **

PATTERNS FOR POSITIVE LIVING
1017 SOUTH BOLDER ROAD
ROOM F
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027
(303) 666-8866
** D AM IV DH TX CI PV **

MONTE VISTA

CREATIVE RESOURCE CENTER INC
4979 NORTH COUNTY ROAD 3 WEST
CORPORATE OFFICE
MONTE VISTA, CO 81144
(719) 852-2455
** AD AM H Y A B H AT PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV DT **
MONTROSE

MIDWESTERN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE CTR FOR MH/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
605 EAST MAIN ROAD
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-9694
** AD AM H Y A H AI PG HV PI CU EA **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

MONTROSE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CARE CENTER
945 SOUTH 4TH STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 240-7292
** AD RR AM H Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV OT **

NORTH FORK COUNSELING
636 SOUTH 2ND STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-2779
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DH TX PV **

TOUCH STONE COUNSELING
118 NORTH CASCADE STREET
MONTROSE, CO 81401
(303) 249-2871
** D AM H Y H AI DM TX PV **

MORRISON

LOST AND FOUND INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
9189 SOUTH TURKEY CREEK ROAD
MORRISON, CO 80465
(303) 697-5049
** AD RR AM H Y H CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

PAGOSA SPRINGS

RIO BLANCO COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 2
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO 81147
(303) 264-5913
** AD DM PV **

PARKER

FIRST STEP COUNSELING
10521 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE F
PARKER, CO 80134
(303) 640-2636
** AD AM H Y CU DH TX CI PV **

PARKER VALLEY HOPE
22422 EAST MAIN STREET
PARKER, CO 80134
(303) 841-7857
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV DT **
** DH TX CI PV **

PUYEO

ADAPC COUNSELING CENTER
PUEBLO DEPOT ACTIVITY
SDSTE-PU-ADPC
PUEBLO, CO 81001
(719) 546-4402
** AD AM H Y A H HV EA DH TX CI PV **

AMARENESS INSTITUTE INC
635 WEST CORONA AVENUE
SUITE 210
PUEBLO, CO 81004
(719) 546-0904
** AD AM H TX PV **

COLORADO STATE HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SUBST ABUSE PPSAP
1600 WEST 24TH STREET
BUILDING 116 MD 79
PUEBLO, CO 81003
(719) 546-4797
** AD RR H A HV IV TX CI PV **

PARK VIEW EPISCOPAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
58 CLUB MANOR DRIVE
PUEBLO, CO 81008
(719) 545-5408
** AD RR AM H Y H PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

PUEBLO TREATMENT SERVICES INC
509 EAST 13TH STREET
PUEBLO, CO 81004
(719) 564-3758
** AD RR AM H Y H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DM TX PV MM **

PUEBLO YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
425 WEST 3RD STREET
PUEBLO, CO 81003
(719) 542-5161
** AD CI PV OT **

SERENITY SYSTEMS INC
1624 BONFORTE BOULEVARD
SUITE B
PUEBLO, CO 81001
(719) 545-3715
** AD AM H PG DM TX PV **

RIFLE

WHITE RIVER COUNSELING
400 SOUTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 3200
RIFLE, CO 81650
(303) 625-3416
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** PV, **

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS

ROUTE COUNTY ALCOHOL COUNCIL
810 LINCOLN AVENUE
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80477
(303) 879-7708
** D PV **

STERLING

AJAX INC
217 NORTH FRONT STREET
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) 522-7878
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CENTENNIAL MENTAL HEALTH
STERLING OFFICE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
211 WEST MAIN STREET
STERLING, CO 80751
(303) 522-4592
** AD AM Y DH TX **

TOMACO

UTE MOUNTAIN HEALTH CLINIC
UTE MOUNTAIN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
GENERAL DELIVERY
TOMACO, CO 81334
(303) 565-3751
** D AM AI TX **

WESTMINSTER

AMARENESS CENTER
5005 WEST 81ST PLACE
SUITE 300
WESTMINSTER, CO 80030
(303) 427-4197
** D AM H Y A B H AI HV PI DW TX **
** CI PV **

WHEAT RIDGE

ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY INSTITUTE
OF COLORADO INC
10001 WEST 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 238-1231
** AD RR AM H Y H PG HV TX **

CHOICES IN LIVING COUNSELING CTR INC
6415 WEST 44TH AVENUE
SUITE 101
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 431-5666
** AD AM H A HV TX PV **

CORRECTIONS EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
12600 WEST 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 258-2619
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **
COLORADO

TREATMENT SERVICES INC
3005 NEWLAND STREET
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 422-2309
** AD AM TX **

WEST PINES/A PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3400 LUTHERAN PARKWAY
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 239-4000
** AD RR AM H A H AI PG HV CU DT **
** TX **

WOODLAND PARK

JOURNEYS COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
300 WEST LAKE AVENUE
WOODLAND PARK, CO 80866
(719) 687-6927
** AD AM W Y PG HV CU DN TX CI PV **
### Connecticut

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type of Care</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ansonia</td>
<td>L N Valley Council on ALC/Drug Abuse Prevention</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>75 Liberty Street, Ansonia, CT 06401</td>
<td>(203) 735-0761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Am M Y A B Pg Hv Pi Cu IV Ea **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Dh Tx Pv **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon</td>
<td>REID TREATMENT CENTER INTENSIVE TREATMENT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>121 West Avon Road, Avon, CT 06001</td>
<td>(203) 673-6115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Iv Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REID TREATMENT CENTER NON HOSPITAL MEDICAL UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>121 West Avon Road, Avon, CT 06001</td>
<td>(203) 673-6115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Iv Dt Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REID TREATMENT CENTER PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>121 West Avon Road, Avon, CT 06001</td>
<td>(203) 673-6115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Am Iv Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomfield</td>
<td>BLUE RIDGE CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>1095 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002</td>
<td>(203) 243-1331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Ar Am M B H Cu Dt Tx Ci Pv **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branford</td>
<td>BRANFORD COUNSELING CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>342 Harbor Street, Branford, CT 06405</td>
<td>(203) 481-4248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Ea Pv **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgeport</td>
<td>CHEMICAL ABUSE SERVICES AGENCY INC (CAS) ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>690 Artic Street, Bridgeport, CT 06604</td>
<td>(203) 333-5887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Rr Am M A H Hv Cu Iv Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES BRIDGEPORT UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>40 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06604</td>
<td>(203) 573-6120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Am M B H Hv Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAMILY SERVICES WOODFIELD INC EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE YOUTH EVAL PROGRAM</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>475 Clinton Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06605</td>
<td>(203) 368-6291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Ea Ot **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HELPERING HAND CENTER 488 STRATFORD AVENUE</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Bridgeport, CT 06608</td>
<td>(203) 336-9293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** A Rr Am M Hv Cu Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HORIZONS INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PGM 1635 Fairfield Avenue</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Bridgeport, CT 06605</td>
<td>(203) 333-3518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Rr M Hv Tx **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>164 Golden Hill Street, Suite 301, Bridgeport, CT 06604</td>
<td>(203) 333-6105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** Ad Pv Ot **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>154 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, CT 06605</td>
<td>(203) 335-2171 Ext. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** A Am M Iv Mm **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC GOLDEN HILL TREATMENT CENTER/DETOX</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>171 Golden Hill Street, Bridgeport, CT 06604</td>
<td>(203) 335-2173 Ext. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** A Am M Iv Mm **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Alcoholism Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Detoxification (24 hour care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Residential (24 hour care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Ambulatory (less than 24 hour care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>American Indian/Alaskan Natives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>Pregnant Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Public Inebriates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>Cocaine Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>IV Drug Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Treatment Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Central Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Prevention Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Methadone Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRISTOL
BRISTOL HOSPITAL
DAY/EVENING ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
440 C NORTH MAIN STREET
BRISTOL, CT 06010
(203) 583-5858
** AD AM EA TX CI **

BRISTOL HOSPITAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
BRENNER ROAD
BRISTOL, CT 06010
(203) 585-3420
** AD IV DT TX PV **

COS COB
EDUCATION CENTER OF
THE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL (TADAC)
521 POST ROAD
COS COB, CT 06807
(203) 661-9011
** AD EA DW PV **

DANBURY
DANBURY YOUTH SERVICES INC
32 STEVENS STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 748-2956
** AD CI PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 37
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 743-6471
** AD RR AM W A HV CU TX **

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT UNIT
238 WHITE STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 792-4515
** AD AM W Y B HV PI CU IV EA DN **
** TX **

DARIEN
YOUTH OPTIONS
DARIEN UNIT
120 BROOKSIDE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
(203) 655-8973
** A AM Y TX CI PV **

DAYVILLE
UNITED SERVICES INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1007 NORTH MAIN STREET
DAYVILLE, CT 06241
(203) 774-2020
** AD AM EA TX **

DERBY
GRIFFIN HOSPITAL ALC/CHEM DEP SERVICES
EVENING TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 DIVISION STREET
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
DERBY, CT 06418
(203) 732-7580
** AD AM TX **

DHIFIELD
NEW DIRECTIONS INC OF NORTH CENTRAL CT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
5102 BIGELOW COMMONS
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 741-3001
** AD AM W Y CU EA DW TX CI PV **

FAIRFIELD
FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY SERVICES
370 BEACH ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
(203) 255-5777
** A AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **

FARMINGTON
JOHN DEMPSEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
FARMINGTON AVENUE
FARMINGTON, CT 06030
(203) 679-3422
** AD RR AM W A PG HV CU IV DT TX **

GLOSTONBURY
CLAYTON HOUSE
203-205 WILLIAMS STREET
GLOSTONBURY, CT 06033
(203) 659-0509
** D RR AM W A PG HV PI CU TX **

GREENWICH
THE RECOVERY PROGRAM AT GREENWICH HOSP
PERRYRIDGE ROAD
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 863-4673
** AD RR AM W IV DT EA TX CI PV **

YOUTH OPTIONS
GREENWICH UNIT
49 GREENWICH AVENUE
ROOM 3
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 869-1349
** A AM Y TX CI PV **

HAMDEN
HAMDEN YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION
490 NEMHALL STREET
HAMDEN, CT 06517
(203) 665-1761
** AD PV **

HARTFORD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTERS INC
500 VINE STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 263-8951
** D W A H PG HV PI CU DT TX **

BLUE HILLS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
51 COVENRY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 722-2000
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
HARTFORD UNIT
233 WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 566-5059
** AD AM W Y B HV TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
520 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 249-9625
** AD AM W Y B PG HV CU IV TX CI **

COMMUNITY RENEWAL TEAM OF
GREATER HARTFORD INC/YOUTH SERVICES
555 WINDSOR STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 280-0100
** AD PV **

CT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ADDICTION SERVICES UNIT
90 BRAINARD ROAD
HARTFORD, CT 06114
(203) 566-2859
** AD RR AM W Y B HV DM TX **

HARTFORD DISPENSARY CLINIC
345 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-2182
** A AM W A B H PG HV IV MM **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
AMBULATORY DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
14 HENSTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 527-5100
** A AM A HV IV CI MM **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
12 HENSTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 525-9376
** A AM W A B H PG HV MM **
HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
INSTITUTE FOR THE HISPANIC FAMILY
60 JEFFERSON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 527-1124
** AD RR H TX CI PV **

MERCY HOUSING AND SHELTER CORPORATION
PROJECT MERCY
118 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 724-2076
** AD RR H B HV TX OT **

MERCY HOUSING AND SHELTER CORPORATION
PROJECT MERCY
118 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 724-2076
** AD RR H A B HV TX **

METHADONE TO ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
14 NESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 527-5100
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC SERVS
500 BLUE HILLS AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 242-4451
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV CU DT TX PV **

REGIONAL ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE RESOURCES INC
445 FARMINGTON AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 523-9768
** AD EA DH PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFO/LINE/ADMINISTRATION
900 ASYLUM AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 249-6650
** AD CI PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFO/LINE/NORTH CENTRAL
900 ASYLUM AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 522-4636
** AD CI PV **

YOUTH CHALLENGE OF GREATER HARTFORD
15-17 MAY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06105
(203) 728-5199
** AD RR H IV TX CI PV **

LEBANON
SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) LEBANON PINES
CAMP MOWEEN ROAD
LEBANON, CT 06249
(203) 889-1717
** AD RR PI IV TX **

LEYARD
MASHANTUCKET PEQUOT INDIANS OF
CONNECTICUT/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
INDIAN TOWN ROAD
LEYARD, CT 06339
(203) 889-8248
** AD CI PV **

MANCHESTER
CROSSROADS PREVENTION PROGRAM OF
NEW HOPE MANOR INC
20 HARTFORD ROAD
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 647-3525
** AD PV **

NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RESIDENTIAL
48 HARTFORD ROAD
MANCHESTER, CT 06040
(203) 643-2701
** AD RR H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

MANSFIELD CENTER
NATCHAUG HOSPITAL INC
169 STORRS ROAD
MANSFIELD CENTER, CT 06250
(203) 423-2514
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MERIDEN
HUMAN RESOURCE EDUCATION INSTITUTE
71 CATLIN STREET
ROOM 210
MERIDEN, CT 06450
(203) 237-9679
** AD AM H CU DH TX PV **

VETERANS MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
1 KINGS PLACE
MERIDEN, CT 06450
(203) 238-6200
** AD AM H Y H IV DT EA DH TX **

MIDDLEBURY
PARKSIDE OF MIDDLEBURY
850 STRAITS TURNPIKE/ROUTE 63
CROSSROADS COMPLEX SUITE 202
MIDDLEBURY, CT 06762
(203) 590-3918
** AD AM H B HV CU IV TX **

MIDDLETOWN
DUTCHER CHEM DEPENDENCE TRT CENTER
HOLMES DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 658-5800
** AD RR IV DT TX CI **

MIDDLESEX MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL SERVICES
28 CRESCENT STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-6155 EXT. 203
** AD AM H A PG HV PI IV EA DH TX **
** CI **

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE AND PREVENTION UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-0300
** AD CI PV **

RUSHFORD CENTER INC
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT/DAY/EVENING
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-0300
** AD AM TX **

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-0300
** AD RR H TX **

RUSHFORD TREATMENT CENTER
NON HOSPITAL MEDICAL UNIT
1250 SILVER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-0300
** AD PJ DT TX **

THE CONNECTION INC
CONNECTION HOUSE
163-167 LIBERTY STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-1544
** AD RR H IV DH TX CI PV **

THE CONNECTION INC
GREATER MIDDLETOWN COUNSELING CENTER
33 PLEASANT STREET
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 364-0375
** AD AM H IV TX CI PV **
CONNECTICUT

THE CONNECTION INC
WOMEN AND CHILDREN'S CENTER
99 EASTERN DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, CT 06457
(203) 346-7044
** AD RR W PG TX CI PV **

MILFORD
MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
** AD CI PV **

MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
OUTPATIENT
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
** AD AM W Y PI CU DH TX CI PV **

MILFORD MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
PEER COUNSELING PROGRAM
949 BRIDGEPORT AVENUE
MILFORD, CT 06460
(203) 878-6365
** AD PV **

MONROE
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
MONROE BUILDS COMMUNICATION
1014 MONROE TURNPIKE
MASUK HIGH SCHOOL
MONROE, CT 06468
(203) 268-6201 EXT. 5
** AD AM Y TX PV **

NEW BRITAIN
COUNSELING CENTER
91 LEXINGTON STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 225-4559
** AD AM EA TX CI **

COUNSELING CENTER
EVENING COMPONENT/NEW BRITAIN
91 LEXINGTON STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 225-4559
** AD AM EA TX CI **

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
506 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
** AD RR A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT UNIT
506 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
** AD AM IV TX **

NEW BRITAIN GENERAL HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBST ABUSE SERVICES/HILLCREST
100 GRAND STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06050
(203) 224-5011
** AD AM IV DT EA TX CI **

NEW CANAAN
CONNECTICUT COMMUNITIES FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-3234
** AD PV **

NEW CANAAN CARES INC
HELPLINE AND LIBRARY
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 966-7635
** AD PV **

SILVER HILL HOSPITAL
208 VALLEY ROAD
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 966-3561
** AD RR AM W Y B H HV CU IV DT TX **
** MM **

YOUTH OPTIONS
NEW CANAAN UNIT
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-0154
** A AM Y TX CI PV **

NEW HAVEN
AFFILIATES FOR
CONSULTATION AND THERAPY
412 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 562-4235
** AD AM W Y B H PG PI CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

ALCOHOL SERVICES ORGANIZATION OF
SOUTH CENTRAL CONNECTICUT INC
881 STATE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2111
** AD EA DH PV OT **

ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT/OP TRT
285 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7387
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU TX CI **

APT FOUNDATION INC
904 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 761-4600
** AD OT **

APT FOUNDATION INC
CENTRAL TREATMENT UNIT/OP OTHER
914 1/2 HOMARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4646
** A AM W H PG CU IV TX CI PV OT **

APT FOUNDATION INC
CMU/CHEP OUTPATIENT DETOX UNIT
914 1/2 HOMARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4640
** A AM IV TX CI PV **

APT FOUNDATION INC
LEGION AVENUE CLINIC/METHADONE
60-62 LEAGUE AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 781-4740
** A AM W A H PG HV CU IV MM OT **

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
NEW HAVEN UNIT
830 GRAND AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7514
** AD AM W Y B H HV TX **

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HISPANIC CLINIC
1 LONG WHARF DRIVE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7815
** AD AM W H EA TX CI PV **

CONNECTICUT AIDS RESIDENCE PROGRAM
(CARP) OUTPATIENT
254 COLLEGE STREET
SUITE 205
NEW HAVEN, CT 06510
(203) 785-1717
** AD AM A B HV TX **

CROSSROADS INC
54 EAST RAMSDELL STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06515
(203) 387-0094
** A RR W A B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** CZ PV **

DIXWELL RECOVERY SERVICES INC
50 WEBSTER STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2124
** AD AM W A B HV CU TX **

EVALUATION AND BRIEF TREATMENT UNIT
285 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7387
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU TX CI **

LATINO YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INC
155 MINOR STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 776-3649
** AD PV **
CONNECTICUT

ORCHARD CLINIC
METHADONE
540 ELLA T GRASSO BOULEVARD
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4695
** AD AM M A HV CU IV MM **

PARK HILL CLINIC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE
540 ELLA T GRASSO BOULEVARD
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-4710
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV TX CI MM **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
SERVICES OF NEW HAVEN
436 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-8454
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV TX CI MM **

RESEARCH BUPRENORPHINE STUDY
OUTPATIENT MAINTENANCE
60-62 LEGION AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 781-9740
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV TX CI MM **

SHIRLEY FRANK FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
659 GEORGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2771
** AD OT **

SHIRLEY FRANK FOUNDATION
JOHN MAGEE HOUSE
64 NORTON STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 776-2397
** AD RR TX **

SHIRLEY FRANK FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT/CADAC FUNDED
659 GEORGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2771
** AD AM TX **

SIMONS HOUSE
A CHRISTIAN HOME FOR WOMEN
86 SPRING STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06533
(203) 263-2728
** AD RR W B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/SOUTH CENTRAL
419 WHALLEY AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 624-4143
** AD CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
950 CAMPBELL AVENUE/116A5
BUILDING 2 ROOM 6-1-M
NEW HAVEN, CT 06516
(203) 932-5711 EXT. 550
** AD RR AM IV DT TX MM **

WAKEHALL HALL AT THE CHILDREN'S CENTER
1400 WHITNEY AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06517
(203) 248-2116
** AD RR AM Y TX **

NEW LONDON
CARE CLINIC
21 MONTAUK AVENUE
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-3300
** AD AM TX PV **

COMMUNITY ADDICTION SERVICES
NEW LONDON UNIT
153 WILLIAMS STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-9776
** AD AM H B H HV TX **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION OF
SOUTHERN NEW LONDON COUNTY
11 GRANITE STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-4319
** AD AM M Y B H AI PG HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) ALTRUISM HOUSE/MALE
189 HOWARD STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 442-1017
** AD RR IV TX **

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) ALTRUISM HOUSE/WOMEN
1000 BANK STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-8021
** AD RR M IV TX **

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) DETOX
47 COIT STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-1717
** AD W IV DT TX **

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
47 COIT STREET
NEW LONDON, CT 06320
(203) 447-1717
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

NEW MILFORD
NEW MILFORD YOUTH AGENCY
50 EAST STREET
NEW MILFORD, CT 06776
(203) 355-0047
** AD PV OT **

NEWTOWN
ALPHA HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
MILE HILL ROAD
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-3344
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

BERKSHIRE WOODS CHEM DEP TRT CENTER
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
FAIRFIELD HILLS HOSPITAL
COCHRAN HOUSE
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-2551 EXT. 2739
** AD IV DT TX CI **

BERKSHIRE WOODS CHEM DEP TRT CENTER
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
LITCHFIELD BUILDING
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-2551 EXT. 2230
** AD RR IV TX **

DAYTOP
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
MILE HILL ROAD
NEWTOWN, CT 06470
(203) 426-3344
** AD RR IV TX CI **

NORTH STONINGTON
STONINGTON INSTITUTE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
SHANTOWN HILL ROAD
NORTH STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 555-1010 EXT. 607
** AD OT **

STONINGTON INSTITUTE
INFIRMARY
SHANTOWN HILL ROAD
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
NORTH STONINGTON, CT 06359
(203) 555-1010 EXT. 703
** AD CU DT TX **
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STONINGTON INSTITUTE</td>
<td>(203) 555-1010 EXT. 625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHERN RESIDENTIAL UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANTOWN HILL ROAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK</td>
<td>(203) 838-6508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONNECTICUT COUNSELING CENTERS INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK METHADONE PROGRAM</td>
<td>(203) 866-2541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 WEST AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK, CT 06054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>(203) 866-2541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 MALL STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK, CT 06050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORLINE/EAST I</td>
<td>(203) 886-0516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 WEST MAIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWICH, CT 06060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPATIENT UNIT</td>
<td>(203) 853-2525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83 MALL STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK, CT 06051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VITAM CENTER INC</strong></td>
<td>(203) 846-2091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 WEST ROCKS ROAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWALK, CT 06051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUGENE T BONESKI</strong></td>
<td>(203) 823-5237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT CENTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALLUP BUILDING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWICH, CT 06360</td>
<td>(203) 342-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC</strong></td>
<td>(SCADD) ALTRUIST HOUSE/MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>313 MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(203) 889-3414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHERN CT 06360</td>
<td>** AD RR IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT</td>
<td>(203) 866-0516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFORLINE/EAST I</td>
<td>** AD CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74 WEST MAIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWICH, CT 06060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OLD SAYBROOK</strong></td>
<td>(203) 388-1008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CONNECTION INC</td>
<td>** AD AM H IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALLEY SHORE COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>(203) 747-6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263 MAIN STREET</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLAINVILLE</strong></td>
<td>(203) 747-6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEELER CLINIC INC</td>
<td>** AD AM H PG HV CU IV TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT</td>
<td>(203) 747-6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 NORTHWEST DRIVE</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAINVILLE, CT 06062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHEELER CLINIC INC</strong></td>
<td>(203) 747-6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIGHT TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>** AD AM H PG HV CU IV EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 NORTHWEST DRIVE</td>
<td>(203) 747-6801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAINVILLE, CT 06062</td>
<td>** AD AM H IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PORTLAND</strong></td>
<td>(203) 342-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHAVEN DAY/EVENING</td>
<td>** AD AM H IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325 MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(203) 342-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND, CT 06480</td>
<td>** AD AM H IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STONEHAVEN FOR WOMEN</strong></td>
<td>(203) 742-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315 MAIN STREET</td>
<td>** AD AM H IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHAVEN, CT 06480</td>
<td>(203) 742-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PUTNAM</strong></td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILESTONE</td>
<td>** AD RR H &amp; AI TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERVENTION PROGRAM</td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391 POMFRET STREET</td>
<td>** AD RR H &amp; AI TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTNAM, CT 06260</td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MILESTONE</strong></td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERMEDIATE PROGRAM</td>
<td>** AD RR H &amp; AI TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391 POMFRET STREET</td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUTNAM, CT 06260</td>
<td>(203) 928-1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAFFORD SPRINGS</strong></td>
<td>(203) 325-1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFFORD HUMAN SERVICES</td>
<td>** AD CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/O HARREN MEMORIAL TOWN HALL</td>
<td>(203) 684-4239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076</td>
<td>** AD AM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STAMFORD</strong></td>
<td>(203) 325-1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL</td>
<td>** AD CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td>(203) 325-1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAMFORD, CT 06906</td>
<td>** AD AM H TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL</strong></td>
<td>(203) 325-1511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT</td>
<td>** AD AM H TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159 COLONIAL ROAD</td>
<td>(203) 325-1511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONNECTICUT

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 755-1143
** AD OT **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
ALUMNI HOUSE
28 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986
** AD RR IV TX OT **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
CENTER FOR ALC AND DRUG FREE LIVING
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 575-1603
** AD AM PG DN TX OT **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
142 GRIGGS STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 574-1419
** AD RR W A B H HV PI CU DN TX CI **
** PV **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
MORRIS/KENDALL HOUSE
28 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986
** AD RR W H HV PI IV TX **

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
THERAPEUTIC SHELTER
142 GRIGGS STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 574-1419
** AD RR W A B H HV PI IV TX **
** CI PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/NORTHEAST
232 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 753-0171
** AD CI PV **

WESTPORT
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY COUNCIL INC
ONE KINGS HIGHWAY NORTH
WESTPORT, CT 06880
(203) 227-7644
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV EA DN TX CI **
** PV **

HALL BROOKE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
47 LONG LOTS ROAD
WESTPORT, CT 06881
(203) 227-1251 EXT. 201
** AD RR IV TX **

WILLIMANTIC

NEW PERCEPTIONS
COUNSELING SERVICE
1003 MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 450-0151
** AD AM W Y H CU IV TX CI PV OT **

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-3215
** AD AM H A H HV PI CU IV EA TX **

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
THOMAS MURPHY CENTER
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-1769
** AD RR W A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

PERCEPTION HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
154 CHURCH STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-0217
** AD RR W Y H CU IV TX PV **

UNITED SERVICES INC
ADDICTION RECOVERY SERVICES
132 MANSFIELD AVENUE
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-2261
** AD AM EA TX PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/EAST II
15 WILSON STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-8886
** AD PV OT **

WINDHAM

WILLIMANTIC CLINIC
54-56 BOSTON POST ROAD
WINDHAM, CT 06280
(203) 456-7990
** A AM W A B H PG HV IV MM **

WINSTED

THE MccALL FOUNDATION INC
WINSTED OFFICE
231 NORTH MAIN STREET
WINSTED, CT 06098
(203) 482-5507
** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU IV TX **
DELAWARE

CLAYMONT
OPEN DOOR INC
3301 GREEN STREET
CLAYMONT, DE 19903
(302) 798-9555
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV DN TX PV **

DELAWARE CITY
GLASS HOUSE
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19906
(302) 836-3080
** AD RR IV TX PV **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAMS
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
COTTAGE 5
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19906
(302) 836-8924
** D RR TX **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELAWARE CITY, DE 19906
(302) 836-8924
** AD RR H B PG HV CU IV TX **

DOVER
BECAUSE WE CARE II
48A MCKEE ROAD
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 734-2501
** AD PV **

DELAR MAR DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
KENT COUNTY UNIT
1661 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-0482
** AD AM DH TX **

DELAR MARVA RURAL MINISTRIES
HISPANIC OUTREACH PROJECT
26 WYOMING AVENUE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-2000
** AD PV **

KENT COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
1525 LEBANON ROAD
ROUTE 10
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 735-6454
** AD AM H A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI MM **

SERENITY PLACE
327 MARTIN STREET
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 674-8036
** AD RR TX PV **

YMCA OF DELAWARE/DOVER
RESOURCE CENTER
120 NORTH STATE STREET
WESLEY COLLEGE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 739-5698
** AD PV **

DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
15TH STREET
BUILDING 520 ROOM 112
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, DE 19902
(302) 677-5901
** AD AM TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN
DELAR MAE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
SUSSEX COUNTY UNIT
510 NORTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
THE 113 PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-1835
** AD AM DN TX **

HOUSTON HALL
431 EAST MARKET STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 855-9622
** AD RR H TX **

TAU HOUSE
11 WEST PINE STREET
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-4365
** AD RR H TX **

TURNOABOT COUNSELING CENTER
GEORGETOWN, DE 19947
(302) 856-2388
** AD AM H Y A B H AJ PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

LEMONS
DRO D DOD INC
INEBRIATE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
ANGOLA GRANGE
LEMONS, DE 19958
(302) 945-1411
** AD OT **

MILFORD
PEOPLES PLACE COUNSELING CENTER
219 SOUTH WALNUT STREET
MILFORD, DE 19963
(302) 422-8011
** AD AM EA TX **

NEW CASTLE
MEADOW WOOD HOSPITAL FOR ADOLESCENTS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
575 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720
(302) 328-3330
** AD RR H B PG CU TX CI PV **

NEWARK
EUGENIA COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 273 CHRISTIANA VILLAGE
PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 200
NEWARK, DE 19702
(302) 368-1100
** AD AM TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
HV = HIV POSITIVE
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DMS/AASP SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Intervention Project</td>
<td>Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Delaware</td>
<td>102 Middleboro Road, Wilmington, DE 19804</td>
<td>(302) 995-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandywine Counseling Inc</td>
<td>2400 West 4th Street, Wilmington, DE 19805</td>
<td>(302) 656-2348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delaware Drinking Driver Program</td>
<td>New Castle County Unit, Woodmill Drive, Suite 28, Wilmington, DE 19805</td>
<td>(302) 737-8477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM DN TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delaware Safety Council</td>
<td>3836 Kennett Pike, Powder Mill Square, Wilmington, DE 19807</td>
<td>(302) 654-7786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** D DN PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Service of Delaware Inc</td>
<td>809 Washington Street, Wilmington, DE 19801</td>
<td>(302) 654-5303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD EA OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limen House for Men</td>
<td>903 Madison Street, Wilmington, DE 19801</td>
<td>(302) 652-7969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR IV TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limen House for Women</td>
<td>624 North Broom Street, Wilmington, DE 19805</td>
<td>(302) 571-1216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR W IV TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Net Counseling Center</td>
<td>2055 Limestone Road, Suite 201, Wilmington, DE 19808</td>
<td>(302) 635-6343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Beginnings</td>
<td>Family Center, 5205 West Woodmill Drive, Suite 33, Wilmington, DE 19808</td>
<td>(302) 995-2124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PACE</td>
<td>3608 Lancaster Pike, Wilmington, DE 19805</td>
<td>(302) 995-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV EA TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peoples Settlement</td>
<td>408 East 8th Street, Wilmington, DE 19801</td>
<td>(302) 658-4133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM B TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PsychOTHERAPEUTIC SERVICES Inc</td>
<td>5149 West Woodmill Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808</td>
<td>(302) 633-4211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H HV PI TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recovery Center of Delaware Kirkwood Detox</td>
<td>3315 Kirkwood Highway, Wilmington, DE 19808</td>
<td>(302) 995-8610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD DT TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SODAT Counseling and Evaluation Center</td>
<td>625 Orange Street, Wilmington, DE 19801</td>
<td>(302) 656-4044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union Baptist Community Services Inc</td>
<td>2801 North Pine Street, Wilmington, DE 19802</td>
<td>(302) 764-0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Veterans Affairs Medical Center</td>
<td>1601 Kirkwood Highway, Wilmington, DE 19805</td>
<td>(302) 653-5312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR AM A HV IV DT EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YMCA of Delaware/Wilmington Resource Center</td>
<td>501 West 11th Street, Wilmington, DE 19801</td>
<td>(302) 571-6975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON

A L NELLUM AND ASSOCIATES INC
ADERO HOUSE
2700 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL BUILDING N
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
(202) 466-4920
** AD RR H Y B H CU IV TX CI PV **

A L NELLUM AND ASSOCIATES INC
COMP ALC AND DRUG ABUSE TRT (CRIADAC)
2700 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL P BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 373-7754
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

DANIEL T ANDREWS
8800 WASHINGTON AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20015
(202) 877-3857

ALCOHOL DIMENSIONS
1610 WASHINGTON STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
(202) 727-4076 EX. 15
** AD RR H Y B PG CU IV TX MM **

AGA AGAINST DRUGS AND ALCOHOL WITH PLANNED TREATMENT (ADAPT)
33 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-3965
** AD H M A B H AI HV CU IV TX MM **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ADMIN (ADASA) SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX CENTER
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 12
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5163
** AD H A B H AI PG HV PI CU DT TX **
** CI **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = WOMEN</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INMATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CO = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP = PREVENTION PROGRAM</td>
<td>** = AMBULATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD = DVM/AASAP SERVICES</td>
<td>MW = HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
<td>** = HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH = NN:HIV</td>
<td>** = HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC = DME/ASAP SERVICES</td>
<td>** = HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** = AMBULATORY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CENTRAL INTAKE DIVISION
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0668
** AD IV CI **

CHURCH ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES
712 RANDOLPH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20011
(202) 541-5012
** AD PV **

CITY LIGHTS SCHOOL INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
724 9TH STREET NW
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 347-5010
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY RESEARCH INC
HUSTLER'S YOUTH CLUB
1665 KENDALL STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 526-4039
** A PV **

CONCERNED CITIZENS ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC (CCADA)
3115 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 453-3209
** AD AM PG TX PV **

CORPORATION AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
1010 WISCONSIN AVENUE NW
SUITE 250
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 336-0654
** AD EA PV **

DC DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1901 D STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20030
(703) 643-1235
** AD RR AM H B DT EA TX PV OT **
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DC DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
1500 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-1762 EXT. 29
** AD OT **

DC EMPLOYEE CONSULTATION AND COUNSELING SERVICE
1825 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW
SUITE 101
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 675-6610
** AD AM H B H HV CU EA DM TX OT **

DC GENERAL HOSPITAL
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
DC GENERAL HOSPITAL UNIT 42
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 675-7448
** AD H A B PG HV CU IV DT TX PV **
** OT **

DC GENERAL HOSPITAL
PRENATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
19TH STREET AND MASSACHUSETTS AVE SE
OB-GYN DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 675-5281
** A OT **

DC PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3RD AND G STREETS SE
GIDDINGS SCHOOL
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 726-3610
** AD PV **

DC SUPERIOR COURT SOCIAL SERVICES DIV
PROBATION/PAROLE RESOURCE CTR (PPRC)
409 E STREET NW
BUILDING B ROOM 205
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 508-1801
** AD AM H Y B H CU TX CI PV OT **

DEAPRIDE INC
PROJECT A SECOND CHANCE
1350 POTOMAC AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 675-6700
** AD PV OT **

FOUNDATION FOR CONTEMPORARY MH
NEXT STEP
2112 F STREET NW
SUITE 404
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 296-4422
** AD AM H B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3000 RESERVOIR ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 687-6870
** AD RR AM H IV DT TX CI PV **

GROUP HEALTH ASSOCIATION INC
PSYCH DEPT ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROG
1120 19TH STREET NW
2ND FLOOR
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
(202) 466-2336
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

GUIDE INC
DRUG AFTERCARE PROGRAM
945 Q STREET NW
SUITE 209
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 393-7244
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV DM TX **
** PV OT **

HOLY COMFORTER/SAIN T CYPRIAN
COMMUNITY ACTION GROUP/CARRIAGE HOUSE
901 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 543-4558
** AD PV **

KARRICK HALL
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT UNIT
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 17
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5770
** AD RR AM H B H PG HV CU EA DM TX **

KENILWORTH PARKSIDE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
4513 QUARLES STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
(202) 399-0517
** AD EA PV **

KOLMAC CLINIC
1411 K STREET NW
SUITE 703
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 638-1992
** AD AM H B PG PI CU IV TX **

LATIN AMERICAN YOUTH CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3045 15TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 488-1140
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU TX PV **

LINKS FOUNDATION
PROJECT LEAD/HIGH EXPECTATIONS
1200 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 842-0123
** AD PV **

LIVING STAGE THEATRE COMPANY
1901 14TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 554-9066 EXT. 240
** AD OT **

METROPOLITAN PSYCHIATRIC GROUP
2020 K STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20006
(202) 452-9080
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **

MODEL TREATMENT CLINIC
1300 FIRST STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0664
** A AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV MM **

MOVING ADDICTS TOWARD SELF SUFFICIENCY
33 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0868
** A AM H A IV TX MM **

NAVAL DISTRICT WASHINGTON
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 72
ANACOSTIA
WASHINGTON, DC 20374
(202) 435-2034
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

PARKLANDS COMMUNITY CENTER INC
3320 STANTON ROAD SE
LOWER LEVEL
WASHINGTON, DC 20020
(202) 678-6500
** AD PV **

PETTSONS INC
WARD 8 SUBST ABUSE PREV INITIATIVE
2504 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 561-4500
** AD PV **

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
DRUG ABUSE REHAB CENTER (PIDARC)
2112 F STREET NW
SUITE 101
WASHINGTON, DC 20037
(202) 296-4455
** A AM H IV MM **

RAP INC
3451 HOLMEAD PLACE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 462-7500 EXT. 26
** A RR H B HV CU IV TX PV **

SECOND GENERIS RESIDENTIAL THER COMM
DC CLINIC
1320 HARVARD STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 656-1545
** AD RR AM PG HV TX **
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SERVICE HELPING ADDICTS COME KLEAN (SHACK)
123 K STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-0483
** AD AM A B HV CU IV TX MM **

SHAM ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
602 N STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 726-6893
** AD AM H A B HV CU TX PV **

SO OTHERS MAY EAT INC (SOME)
71 Q STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 797-7562
** AD RR AM A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION FOR ADDICTS IN NEED (TRAIN II)
1905 E STREET SE
BUILDING 14
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-3920
** AD AM H A HV PI CU IV TX PV MM **

UNFOLDMENT INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3825 SOUTH CAPITOL STREET SW
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 561-2992
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **
** TX PV **

UNITED PLANNING ORGANIZATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
810 POTOMAC AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 546-9809
** AD AM Y B PI DN TX PV **

URBAN RESOURCES INC
2909 GEORGIA AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 367-0807
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU DN TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
50 IRVING STREET NW
WARD 3C-SOUTH
WASHINGTON, DC 20422
(202) 745-8000 EXT. 7175
** AD RR AM B H AI PI CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG ADMIN
50 IRVING STREET NW
WARD 3C NORTH
WASHINGTON, DC 20422
(202) 745-8160
** AD H A B HV CU IV DT TX MM OT **

WASHINGTON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC/COMP COUNSELING CTR
2813 12TH STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 526-0975
** AD AM H B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **

WASHINGTON ASSESSMENT AND THERAPY
3801 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW SUITE 203
WASHINGTON, DC 20008
(202) 364-8692
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU EA TX **

WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER
CHEM DEP DETOXIFICATION UNIT 2K
110 IRVING STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 877-6675
** AD Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** DH CI PV MM **

WHITMAN WALKER CLINIC INC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1407 S STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 797-3500
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

WOMENS SERVICES CLINIC
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 13
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-3146
** A AM H A B PG HV CU IV TX PV MM **

YOUTH COMP ADDICTION PROGRAM (YCAP)
1025 VERMONT AVENUE NW
SUITE 830
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(301) 628-3488
** AD RR Y B CU TX **

95
FLORIDA

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
ADDDCTIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR (ACT INC) ALTAMONTE SPRINGS OUTPATIENT
801 STATE ROAD 436
SUITE 2007
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
(407) 776-1264
** AD AM H CU IV DH TX PV **

CORNERSTONE INSTITUTE INC
400 MAITLAND AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 830-8808
** AD AM EA TX PV **

FLORIDA COUNSELING AND PSYCHIATRIC CTR
616 EAST ALTAMONTE DRIVE
SUITE 204
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 260-6655
** AD AM CU DH TX CI **

LIFEWORKS CENTER INC/ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
385 WHOOPING LOOP
SUITE 1303
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 830-5433
** AD AM M B PI CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

NEW LEAF CENTER INC
600 SOUTH NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 767-0677
** AD AM TX **

OUR PLACE OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
OUR PLACE WEST
375 DOUGLAS AVENUE
SUITE 2003
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716
(407) 788-2227
** AD AH H A B H AI HV DH TX **

QUEST COUNSELING CENTRE
YOUNG RECOVERY
711 BALLARD STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 331-7199
** AD AH H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX PV **

RENAISSANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
370 WHOOPING LOOP
SUITE 1154
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 260-5451
** D DH PV **

APALACHICOLA
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
APALACHICOLA
159 12TH STREET
APALACHICOLA, FL 32320
(904) 653-9769
** AD AM TX PV **

APOPKA
TEMPORARY LIVING CENTER/APOPKA
1717 PIEDMONT/NEKIVA ROADS
APOPKA, FL 32703
(407) 839-7758
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV CI IV TX **
** CI PV **

AVON PARK
FLORIDA ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
100 WEST COLLEGE DRIVE
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 453-3151
** AD RR H HV PI CU IV EA TX OT **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
AVON PARK OUTPATIENT
2801 U.S. 27 SOUTH
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 452-2261
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
THE RETREAT
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 453-0604
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
TROUT LAKE CAMP/adolescent services
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 453-7778
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION!
** AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
** DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
** AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
** AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
** OT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
** AT = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
** PG = PREGNANT USERS
** PD = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
** CU = COCAINE USERS
** IV = IV DRUG USERS
** TX = TREATMENT UNIT
** CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
** PV = PREVENTION UNIT
** MM = METHADONE UNIT
** OT = OTHER UNIT

BARTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
BARTON ADOLESCENT CENTER
2725 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
BARTON, FL 33830
(813) 533-6617
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
2725 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
BARTON, FL 33830
(813) 533-6139
** AD M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX **

BAY PINES
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
10000 BAY PINES BOULEVARD
BAY PINES, FL 33504
(813) 390-6661 EXT. 4676
** AD RR AM A’HV TX **

BELLE GLADE
COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
125 N 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 844-6400
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
GLADES AREA PROGRAMS
141 N 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 844-6400
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
GLADES AREA PROGRAMS/OUTPATIENT
125 N 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 992-1351
** AD AM TX CI PV **

RENOVATION DESIRES INC
10000 NASLENA ROAD
PIEDMONT/WEKIVA QUEST
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716
(407) 992-1975
** AD AM EA TX PV **

PATHWAY TO RECOVERY INC
10000 NASLENA ROAD
PIEDMONT/WEKIVA QUEST
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716
(407) 992-1975
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC
10000 NASLENA ROAD
PIEDMONT/WEKIVA QUEST
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716
(407) 992-1975
** AD AM EA TX PV **

THE RETREAT
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 453-0604
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
TROUT LAKE CAMP/adolescent services
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 453-7778
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **
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DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BELLE GLADE
38040 STATE ROAD 60
BELLE GLADE, FL 33480
(407) 992-1060
** AD RR A B HV PI CU TX **

BELLEVUE

NEW BEGINNINGS
BELLEVUE UNIT
11006 SE 66TH TERRACE
BELLEVUE, FL 33420
(904) 265-6822
** AD AM H B H CU EA DH TX CI PV **

BLOUNTSTOWN

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT CALHOUN COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
425 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
ROOM G-8
BLOUNTSTOWN, FL 32424
(904) 676-8046
** AD AM TX **

BOCA RATON

ALTERNATIVES IN TREATMENT INC
7601 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 260-B
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
(407) 998-0866
** AD RR AM H CU EA TX **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOCA RATON I
1251 NW 8TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
(407) 278-0000
** AD PV **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOCA RATON II
5775 JGW ROAD
BOCA RATON, FL 33496
(407) 278-0000
** AD PV **

INFORMED CITIZENS FOR A DRUG FREE PALM BEACH COUNTY INC
150 EAST PALMETTO PARK ROAD
SUITE 635
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
(407) 392-2994
** AD PV **

INTERPHASE RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
23120 SANDLEFOOT PLAZA DRIVE
BOCA RATON, FL 33428
(407) 487-5400
** AD RR H A B HV CU IV EA DH TX **

NATIONAL RECOVERY INSTITUTE
OUTPATIENT UNIT 2
1000 NW 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 392-8444
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

NATIONAL RECOVERY INSTITUTE GROUP
BOCA RATON
1000 NW 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 392-7142
** AD RR IV DT EA TX **

RENAISSANCE INSTITUTE OF PALM BEACH
7300 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 201
BOCA RATON, FL 33487
(407) 241-7977
** AD RR AM IV TX **

BOWLING GREEN

INTERNATIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
THE INN AT BOWLING GREEN
101 NORTH OAK AVENUE
BOWLING GREEN, FL 33924
(813) 375-4346
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

BOYNTON BEACH

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOYNTON BEACH
101 EAST CONGRESS AVENUE
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33432
(407) 278-0000
** AD PV **

BRADENTON

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
CLINIC IV
410 CORTEZ ROAD WEST
SUITE 410
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 750-5592
** AD AM H CU IV DM TX PV OT **

MANATEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE INSTITUTE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION
26TH STREET AT 60TH AVENUE
BRADENTON, FL 34206
(813) 755-1511 EXT. 4588
** AD EA DH PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER
1819 5TH STREET EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34205
(813) 741-3123
** AD RR H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
ALPHA/DAUGHTREY
515 63RD AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34203
(813) 751-7023
** AD PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
239-301 BOULEVARD EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 741-5166
** AD EA CI PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
GLEN OAKS HOSP AND CRISIS CTR/DETOX
2020 26TH AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 747-8648
** AD RR AM H A PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
OUTPATIENT/YOUTH AND ADULT
402 43RD STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34209
(813) 741-5151
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **
** PV **

MANATEE PALMS ADOLFS SPECIALTY HOSP
1326 37TH AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 746-1388
** AD RR Y B H CU TX PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
NARC ADDICTION TRT CTR/BRADENTON
3915 6TH AVENUE WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34205
(813) 747-7665
** A AM IV TX MM **

BRANDON

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
BRANDON ALTERNATIVE
521 MELBUR STREET
BRANDON, FL 33511
(815) 684-8136
** AD OT **

PATHWAYS COUNSELING CENTER
1111 OAKFIELD DRIVE
SUITE 115
BRANDON, FL 33511
(815) 681-7441
** AD AM EA DH TX **

BRISTOL

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
BRISTOL OUTPATIENT
BRISTOL, FL 32321
(904) 643-2232
** AD AM TX PV **
FLORIDA

BROOKSVILLE
GREENBRIAR HOSPITAL
DEP AND AWARENESS TRT CTR PROG (DANN) 7007 GROVE ROAD BROOKSVILLE, FL 34605 (904) 596-4306 ** AD RR M Y PG CU IV DT EA TX **

HERNANDO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 11331 PONCE DE LEON BOULEVARD BROOKSVILLE: FL 34601 (904) 680-0700 ** AD AM M Y A H PG CU IV EA DW TX **

CI PAR INC 784-7608 32428 STREET 904 INTERV FOUNDATION FL 32428 ** AD PV **

CRES弱

BUNNELL
ACT CORPORATION TASC PROGRAM 507 STATE STREET NORTH BUNNELL, FL 32010 (904) 437-6888 ** AD CI OT **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC FLAGLER COUNTY OUTPATIENT 302 1/2 MOODY BOULEVARD BUNNELL, FL 32110 (904) 437-6823 ** AD AM M Y HV IV TX CI PV **

CASSELBERRY
SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC UNIT 1 274 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD SUITE 221 CASSELBERRY, FL 32707 (407) 331-1511 ** AD AM M Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

CHATTANOOCHEE
FLORIDA STATE HOSPITAL ADDICTION SERVICES CHATTANOOCHEE, FL 32324 (904) 663-7751 ** AD PV **

CHEADLAND
HENRY AND RILLA WHITE YOUTH FOUNDATION LEVY COUNTY ROAD 218 CHIEFLAND, FL 32626 (904) 493-6093 ** AD RR M Y PG CU TX PV **

CHIPLEY
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT HOLMES/WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTPT OFFICE 995 HIGHWAY 77 SOUTH CHIPLEY, FL 32428 (850) 638-1807 ** AD AM TX PV **

CLEARWATER
DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/BELCHER 1437 SOUTH BELCHER ROAD SUITE 200 CLEARWATER, FL 34624 (813) 556-5950 EXT. 40 ** AD EA CI **

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/ENTERPRISE 2451 ENTERPRISE ROAD CLEARWATER, FL 34620 (813) 556-5950 EXT. 40 ** AD EA CI **

EAST BAY COUNSELING CENTER INC 4625 EAST BAY DRIVE SUITE 309 CLEARWATER, FL 34624 (813) 531-7988 ** AD AM M Y HV EA TX **

FAMILY RESOURCES INC RESIDENTIAL SERVICES/NORTH 1622 TURNER STREET CLEARWATER, FL 34616 (813) 442-5125 ** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/CLEARWATER 2960 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD CLEARWATER, FL 34620 (813) 536-9427 ** AD AM M Y A PG HV EA TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES CTRS/NORTH CLEARWATER 2960 U.S. 19 NORTH SUITE 110 CLEARWATER, FL 34621 (813) 704-7608 ** AD AM M Y A PG HV EA TX PV **

JAMES C HUGHES CAP 1555 SOUTH FORT HARRISON AVENUE CLEARWATER, FL 34616 (813) 446-2005 ** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV ** ** TX **

OPERATION PAR INC CONDON GARDENS OUTPATIENT 2950 TANGLEWOOD DRIVE UNITS G AND H CLEARWATER, FL 34616 (813) 570-5080 ** AD AM TX **

OPERATION PAR INC DRUG FREE COMMUNITIES 4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH SUITE 190 CLEARWATER, FL 34622 (813) 538-7270 ** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC DUI CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC UNIT 25400 U.S. HIGHWAY 19 NORTH SUITE 225 CLEARWATER, FL 34623 (813) 797-2080 ** AD DM OT **

OPERATION PAR INC DUI CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC UNIT 4900 CREEKSIDE DRIVE SUITE 4908-B CLEARWATER, FL 34620 (813) 570-3126 ** AD DM OT **

OPERATION PAR INC FACT TEAM 4900 CREEKSIDE DRIVE SUITE 4908-B CLEARWATER, FL 34620 (813) 572-6660 ** AD AM M PG TX **
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OPERATION PAR INC
LARGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
5201 ULMERTON ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 570-5137
** AD AM TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER/TURTLE CREEK
4900 CREEKSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 4910-I
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 573-2443
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
OFFENDER TREATMENT
4400 160TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 538-7280
** AD AM TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
LARGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
5201 ULMERTON ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 570-5137
** AD AM TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER/TURTLE CREEK
4900 CREEKSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 4910-I
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 573-2443
** AD PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
OFFENDER TREATMENT
4400 160TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 538-7280
** AD AM TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
CRIMINAL JUSTICE LIASON
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 530-1420
** AD OT **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 345-4951
** AD HB & H HV PI CU DT TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 530-1417
** AD RR HB & H HV PI CU TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
RESIDENTIAL
6150 SOUTH 150TH AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 530-1420
** AD RR HB & H HV PI CU EA TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN COUNSELING SERVICES
2299 DREW STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 34625
(813) 799-5211
** AD AM TX PV **

VANTAGE POINT COUNSELING AND CONSULTING INC
2753 STATE ROAD 580
SUITE 212
CLEARWATER, FL 34621
(813) 799-1500
** AD AM W Y EA TX PV **

COCOA
CENTRAL FL SUBST ABUSE TRT CTRS INC
COCOA TREATMENT CENTER
1048-A DIXON BOULEVARD
COCOA, FL 32922
(407) 631-4578
** A AM IV MH **

CRISIS SERVICES OF BREVARD INC
865 NORTH COCOA BOULEVARD
COCOA, FL 32922
(407) 631-9290
** AD PV **

CRAWFORDVILLE
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MOD CRAWFORDVILLE
CRAWFORDVILLE, FL 32327
(904) 926-8787
** AD AM HB & H HV PI CU TX PV **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
HAKULLA OUTPATIENT OFFICE
1 HARPER STREET
CRAWFORDVILLE, FL 32327
(904) 926-5900
** AD AM TX PV **

CROSS CITY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER/CROSS CITY
AIRPORT PRISON ROAD
CROSS CITY, FL 32628
(904) 498-5339
** AD AM TX **

CROSS CITY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER/CROSS CITY
AIRPORT PRISON ROAD
CROSS CITY, FL 32628
(904) 498-5339
** AD AM TX **

CRYSTAL RIVER
TRT COUNTY REHAB CENTER
255 SE HIGHWAY 19
CRYSTAL RIVER, FL 32629
(904) 795-2681
** AD AM W Y A PI CU EA DW TX **
** PV **

DAYTONA BEACH
ACT CORPORATION
ADMINISTRATION/OUTPATIENT
1220 MILLIS AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 256-6538
** AD AM IV TX **

ACT CORPORATION
DAYTONA BEACH CORRECTIONAL CTR/SAS
3601 U.S. HIGHWAY 92 WEST
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5451
** AD AM TX PV **

ACT CORPORATION
REALITY HOUSE
1341 INDIAN LAKE ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 246-0221
** AD RR IV TX **

ACT CORPORATION
TASC CENTER
440 1/2 BEACH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32014
(904) 252-8026
** AD CI OT **

ANTI RECIDIVIST EFFORT INC (ARE)
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION CENTER
841 BETHUNE VILLAGE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0444
** AD PV **

ANTI RECIDIVIST EFFORT INC (ARE)
HOPE HOUSE
854 PINE HAVEN STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5367
** AD RR HB & H HV PI CU TX PV **

ANTI RECIDIVIST EFFORT INC (ARE)
OUTPATIENT
308 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
SUITE 113
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0444
** AD AM HB & H HV PI CU TX **

ATLANTIC TREATMENT CENTER INC
DBA ATLANTIC SHORES HOSP/BREAKING AWAY
601 JIMMY ANN DRIVE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32117
(904) 276-5333
** AD RR Y B EA TX PV **

DAYTONA METHADONE TREATMENT CENTER
757 VOLUSIA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 254-1931
** A AM IV MH **
FLORIDA

HUMANA HOSPITAL/DAYTONA BEACH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
400 NORTH CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 239-5000 EXT. 5084
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DT EA DH TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
DETOX UNIT
1200 RED JOHN ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD HV PI IV DT TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
MENS HALF WAY HOUSE
128 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD RR TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT 3
129 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD AM H Y PG HV IV TX CI PV **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT 5
543 ORANGE AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD AM H Y PG HV IV TX CI PV **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
3875 TIGER BAY ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32124
(904) 255-0447
** AD RR IV TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
MOMENS HALF WAY HOUSE
417 DAYTONA STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD RR M PG TX **

SALVATION ARMY/SERENITY HOUSE
560 BALLOUGH ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0500
** AD RR HV PI CU IV TX **

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
SERENITY HOUSE
547 HIGH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0500
** AD RR B HV PI CU IV TX **

TED CURRY M ED CAP
115 EAST GRENADE STREET
SUITE 8
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32118
(904) 672-0825
** AD AM Y HV IV EA DH TX **

VOLUSIA/FLAGLER SAFETY COUNCIL INC
65 CORAL SEA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 253-6400
** AD DH PV **

VOLUSIA/LAKE/FLAGLER PRIV INDUSTRY COUNCIL INC/THEATER ARTS
250 NORTH BEACH STREET
SUITE 104
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-7072
** AD PV **

DE LAND
ACT CORPORATION
DE LAND OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
603 WOODLAND BOULEVARD
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 756-0166
** AD AM HV IV TX **

LIFELINE
125 WEST PLYMOUTH AVENUE
SUITE C
DE LAND, FL 32720
(305) 756-5705
** AD AM H A B H PG HV PI CU TX **

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
121 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 754-7571
** AD PV **

WEST VOLUSIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 WEST PLYMOUTH AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32721
(904) 754-3320
** AD IV DT TX CI PV **

DEFUNIAK SPRINGS
CCPE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SOUTH 331 AND COV BURGESS ROAD
DEFUNIAK SPRINGS, FL 32433
(904) 892-8045
** AD RR AM H A PG HV CU TX CI PV **

DELRAY BEACH
AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
1300 NN 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 140
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33435
(407) 243-8904
** AD AM DH TX **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF
PALM BEACH COUNTY/DELRAY BEACH
660 LINTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 278-0852
** AD AM IV DT EA DH TX PV **
EUSTIS

LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
ALPHA PROGRAM
301 IDLEWOOD AVENUE
EUSTIS, FL 32726
(904) 787-9178
** AD PV **

LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
CROSSROADS II
115 CITRUS AVENUE
EUSTIS, FL 32726
(904) 357-1550
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

FERNANDINA BEACH

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/FERNANDINA BEACH
1303 JASMINE STREET
FERNANDINA BEACH, FL 32034
(904) 261-0705
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX PV **

PERSONAL SOLUTIONS INC
1401 SOUTH 14TH STREET
SUITE M
FERNANDINA BEACH, FL 32034
(904) 261-1759
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX **

FORT LAUDERDALE

BROHARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
1000 SM 2ND STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 765-4200
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

BROHARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
ATACC
601 SOUTH ANDREWS STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 765-5105
** AD RR TX **

BROHARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
DRUG COURT TREATMENT
601 SOUTH ANDREWS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 765-5105
** AD AM TX CI **

BROHARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
WEST/LAUDERDALE LAKES
4487 NORTH STATE ROAD 7
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33319
(305) 497-3640
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

BROHARD COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
600 SE 5RD AVENUE
CATHLEEN C WRIGHT ADMIN CTR 8TH FLOOR
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33314
(305) 797-6683
** A PV **

BROHARD COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
DUI FACILITY
5400 NW 9TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 492-1850
** AD RR TX **

CORAL RIDGE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ALC AND ADDICTION TRT AND REHAB PROG
4545 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
(305) 771-2711
** AD IV DT EA TX **

COVENANT HOUSE
ADDICTIONS MANAGEMENT PROJECT
753 BREAKERS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(305) 561-5559
** AD AM Y PG TX PV **

FAMILY INSTITUTE/FORT LAUDERDALE
1144 SE 3RD AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 764-2273
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU EA DH **
** TX PV **

FAMILY LIFE INSTITUTE
3661 WEST OAKLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33311
(305) 408-3022
** AD CI PV **

FLORIDA BIOVYNE INC
ADDICTIONS/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
8211 WEST BROHARD BOULEVARD
SUITE 330
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33324
(305) 420-3993
** AD AM DH TX **

FREDRIC S HEINSTEIN CAP PA
DRUG ABUSE SPECIALIST
5950 WEST OAKLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 107
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33313
(305) 486-5998
** AD AM DH TX PV **

HIGH POINT
5980 SW 106TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 680-2700
** AD RR AM H Y A B H CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

FLORIDA

NATIONAL RECOVERY INSTITUTE GROUP
FORT LAUDERDALE
5975 WEST SUNRISE BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33313
(305) 792-2888
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NOVA UNIVERSITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
401 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE 258
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 680-2702
** A AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

RETREAT/SUNRISE
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
555 SW 148TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33325
(305) 370-0200
** AD RR H A B H HV CU DT TX **

SEAFIELD CENTER SOUTH INC
5151 SM 61ST AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33314
(305) 321-9400
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SOMERSET TREATMENT SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/FORT LAUDERDALE
1001 NN 62ND STREET
SUITE 303
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 491-9360
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
BROHARD OUTPATIENT
2455 EAST SUNRISE BOULEVARD
SUITE 416
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33340
(305) 564-2266
** AD AM IV EA TX **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
BROHARD RE ENTRY HALFWAY HOUSE
3541 SM 24TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 791-8324
** AD RR HV IV TX **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
RESIDENTIAL LEVEL 2
2301 MILTON DRIVE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33305
(305) 563-6415
** AD RR HV IV TX **

THE SEED INC
1515 SOUTH ANDREWS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 779-3330
** AD AM TX PV **
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URBAN LEAGUE OF BROWARD COUNTY
11 NW 36TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33311
(305) 564-0777
** AD PV **

FORT MYERS

ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
3949 EVANS AVENUE
SUITE 203
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 334-7050
** AD RR W PG HV TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION
2562 DIXIE PARKWAY
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 748-6989
** AD H A B H HV PI DT TX **

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
2101 MC GREGOR BOULEVARD
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 332-6937
** AD RR AM W Y A H PG HV CU IV EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

FORT PIERCE

ALPHA HEALTH SERVICES
1025 ORANGE AVENUE
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 465-4050
** AD AM H A PG HV CU EA TX **

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC
(DATA) NORMAN C HAYSLIP TRT CENTER
4590 SELVITZ ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34981
(407) 464-7575
** AD RR IV TX CI **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
CHILDREN'S CENTER
8247 SOUTH U.S. 1
SUITE 100
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 340-2080
** AD AM H Y B PG TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
800 AVENUE H
FORT PIERCE, FL 33950
(407) 468-5500
** AD IV DT TX **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
NEW LIFE
610 NORTH 7TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5500
** AD RR PG IV TX **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
SAINT LUCIE COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
901 NORTH 7TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5505
** AD AM DH TX **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
TASC PROGRAM
602 SOUTH U.S. 1
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5655
** AD AM TX **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
TURNING POINT
280 COPENHAGEN ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34947
(407) 468-5635
** AD RR TX CI PV **

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
1801 SE MILLMOORE DRIVE
SUITE B-107
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 325-9169
** AD AM H DN TX PV **

THERAPY PLUS
1501 SE LEONARD ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 335-5062
** A AM H TX **

FORT WALTON BEACH

BRIDGEWAY CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
205 SHELL AVENUE SE
FORT WALTON BEACH, FL 32548
(904) 853-9185
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU DT **
** EA DH TX PV **

FOUNTAIN

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
STARTING OVER STRAIGHT (SOS)
VAN DOREN LANE
FOUNTAIN, FL 32438
(904) 722-4305
** AD RR Y TX **

GAINESVILLE

CAMPUSS ALCOHOL AND DRUG RESOURCE CTR
BACCHUS PREVENTION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
P202 PEABODY HALL
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611
(904) 392-1261
** AD PV **

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
410 SE 4TH AVENUE
SUITE A
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 373-0206
** AD PV **
CORNER DRUG STORE INC
MYRA TERRILLIGER
310 N W 62ND STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32607
(904) 336-2717
** AD pv **

CORNER DRUG STORE INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES/PREVENTION
1300 N W 6TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 376-1588
** AD AH W Y B PG CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI pv **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORT CENTL FL
ACUTE CARE SERVICES/DETOX UNIT
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5616
** AD DT TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORT CENTL FL
ADMINISTRATION/TREATMENT
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5690
** A RR W A HV CU TX CI pv **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORT CENTL FL
DBA ADDICTIONS AND FAMILY HEALTH
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5615
** AD AH W Y EA DH TX CI **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORT CENTL FL
DBA BRIDGEHOUSE
4400 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5615
** AD AH W TX **

METAMORPHOSIS
ALACHUA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
306 NE 7TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 377-8787
** A RR W B PG HV CU IV TX CI **

NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
DUI PROGRAM
3710 NH 51ST STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32606
(904) 377-2566
** AD DH PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
1601 SW ARCHER ROAD
116 A ADTP
GAINESVILLE, FL 32602
(904) 374-6089 EXT. 6764
** AD RR W A B H HV CU IV EA TX PV **

GREEN COVE SPRINGS
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
CLAY COUNTY SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
2025 HIGHWAY 16 WEST
GREEN COVE SPRINGS, FL 32043
(904) 284-8191 EXT. 154
** AD EA PV OT **

GULF BREEZE
THE FRARY INC
4400 HICKORY SHORES BOULEVARD
GULF BREEZE, FL 32561
(904) 922-9375
** AD RR W H Y EA IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

TENELVES OAKS ALC AND DRUG RECOVERY CTR
DETOX
2068 HEALTHCARE AVENUE
ROUTE 1
GULF BREEZE, FL 32566
(904) 939-1200
** AD RR H Y EA IV EA EA DH TX CI PV **

HIALEAH
COUNSELING AND EVALUATION CTR/HIALEAH
1490 WEST 49TH PLACE
SUITE 390
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 922-0147
** D H B H AI DT EA DH TX CI **

DADE FAMILY COUNSELING INC
HIALEAH UNIT
60 EAST 3RD STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33010
(305) 882-0227
** AD AH H PI CU DH TX PV **

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL OF MIAMI INC
4425 WEST 20TH AVENUE
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 558-9999
** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX PV **

HIALEAH HOSPITAL
THE RECOVERY CENTER
651 EAST 25TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33013
(305) 835-4666
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV OT TX **

NORTHWEST DADE CENTER INC
49TH STREET UNIT
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 825-0300
** AD AH H TX **

HOLLYWOOD
BROMARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC/)
SOUTH
4035 NORTH 29TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-2450
** AD AH W Y A B H AI HV PI IU IV **
** TX CI PV **

BROMARD METHADONE MAINTENANCE
REHAB AND RESEARCH FACILITY
1101 SOUTH 21ST AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 922-0522
** A AM W A B H HV PG HV IM MM **

LOCK TOWNS CMHC
SUB ARTS PROJ/DADE COUNTY DUAL DIAG
1000 S H 84TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 985-4231 EXT. 2466
** AD RR AM W CU TX PV OT **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SHARE PROGRAM
601 S W 8TH STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 985-1455
** AD AH H B HY EA HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** PV **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
HOLLYWOOD OUTPATIENT
2219 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 102
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-0200
** AD AH IV EA TX OT **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
DAY CARE
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD AH W Y A B H AI PG HV PI IU CU **
** TX CI PV **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT I
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD AH W Y A B H AI PG HV PI IU CU **
** TX CI PV **
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HOMESTEAD

ASSOCIATES FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
HOMESTEAD ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
269 NORTH KROME AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 245-5875
** AD AM H EA DW TX **

METATHERAPY INSTITUTE INC
27200 OLD DIXIE HIGHWAY
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 247-4515
** A AM W B HV CU TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JACK O"R RANCH
31601 SW 197TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 245-5805
** AD RR W B H P G CU IV TX PV **

METAFLORIDA

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
THE PINES
225 NORTH FIRST STREET
IMMOKALEE, FL 34143
(813) 657-2117
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU **
** IV DW TX CI PV **

INTERCESSION CITY

PARKSIDE LODGE OF FLORIDA
5970 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
INTERCESSION CITY, FL 33848
(407) 933-5222
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV CU DT TX **

INVERNESS

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
701 WHITE BOULEVARD
INVERNESS, FL 32650
(305) 629-8893
** AD RR Y B H TX CI PV **

NEW BEGINNINGS
INVERNESS UNIT
945 SOUTH HIGHWAY 41
SUITE B
INVERNESS, FL 32650
(305) 637-2888
** AD AM W Y B H CU EA DH TX CI PV **

JACKSONVILLE

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 PRUDENTIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 393-2000
** AD DT EA TX MM **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF NE FLORIDA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/NEWTOWN ROAD
8711 NEWTON ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 355-1242
** AD PV **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF NE FLORIDA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/RAMONA BLVD
6750 RAMONA BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 355-1242
** AD PV **

CAREUNIT OF JACKSONVILLE BEACH
ROBERTS DRIVE UNIT
1320 ROBERTS DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32250
(904) 241-5133
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU *
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

CHARTER BY THE SEA IN JACKSONVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT
2636 OAK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 388-0533
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

CHARTER COUNSELING CTR/ATLANTIC BEACH
2940 MAYPORT ROAD
SUITE 4
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32233
(904) 246-5364
** AD AM TX PV **

ENDPOINT
5094 LUELLA STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 346-3403
** AD AM H A B AI PG HV CU DM TX **
** PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADOLESCENT UNIT/OUTPATIENT
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADULT INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661 EXT. 32
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1245 JESSE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 359-0834
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DN TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/EDGEWOD
3105 WEST EDGEWOOD AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 768-5300
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/LEXINGTON AVENUE
4814 LEXINGTON AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
(904) 384-8669
** AD AM H B H A T PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DN TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/UNIVERSITY
2422 WEST UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32217
(904) 733-1573
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

GREENFIELD CENTER
1820 BARRS STREET
SUITE 640
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 335-3704
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI IV DM TX **
** PV **

JACKSONVILLE METRO TREATMENT CENTER
5850 NORTH MAIN STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 766-6054
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** IV MT TX CI PV **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
DETOX/OUTPATIENT
11820 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 642-9100
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT DM TX CI PV **
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METHODIST PATHWAY CENTER
500 WEST 8TH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32209
(904) 790-6250
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

MILESTONES IN RECOVERY INC
543 WEST UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 646-1600
** AD AM H B H AI CU EA TX **

NAVY ALCOHOL/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROG
NAS JAX/NAS CECIL FIELD/NS MAYPORT
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32212
(904) 772-2526
** AD DH PV **

NAVY COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
NAVAL AIR STATION CECIL FIELD
BUILDING 24
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32215
(904) 778-6155
** AD AM H B H AI CU EA TX **

NE FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL INC
5454 ARlington EXPRESSWAY
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 726-7244
** AD DM PV **

NEXT STEP 6290 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 724-9373
** AD AM TX PV **

NEXT STEP 6290 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 724-9373
** AD AM TX PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
1221 EAST 16TH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 796-4085
** AD PV OT **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
330 WEST STATE ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 359-6571
** A RR IV TX PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
FEMALE SECTION
4727 LANNIE ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32218
(904) 824-9573
** A PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/UNIT 1
577 COLLEGE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 359-6577
** AD AM H TX CI PV MM **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/UNIT 2
5045 SOUTEL DRIVE
SUITE 25
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 768-4120
** AD AM H B PG TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MALE SECTION
4727 LANNIE ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32218
(904) 824-9573
** A PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
OAK HILL SCH BASED INTERVENTION PROG
6910 SOUTH DAUGHTRY BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
(904) 768-4120
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER
500 EAST ADAMS STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 359-6571
** A PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
900 WEST ADAMS STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 727-3775
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SALVATION ARMY
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 359-6571
** A RR IV TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SAN PABLO SCH BASED INTERV/ KID POWER
801 NORTH 18TH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32250
(904) 249-2039
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SCH BASED INTERV/ MAYPORT ELEM SCH 227
2753 SHANGRI LA
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32233
(904) 246-6692
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SOUTHSIDE/NON RESIDENTIAL
3726 PHILIPS HIGHWAY
SUITE 220
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 346-0919
** AD AM TX CI PV OT **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
TEEN ALLIANCE CENTER
3550 BRENTWOOD AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 824-9573
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
TIER 4/DOC
2850 PARK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 559-6571
** AD AM TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
WINDY HILL SCH BASED INTERVENTION PROG
3631 FOREST BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 641-1686
** AD PV **

RIVERSIDE TRADITION HOUSE
2911 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32205
(904) 589-9197
** D PV **

STRAIGHT INC
FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
4241 BAYMEADOWS ROAD
SUITE 10
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32217
(904) 733-0039
** AD PV OT **

SUICIDE PREVENTION CENTER INC
325 EAST DUVAL STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 352-2223
** AD PV **
FLORIDA

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDIES
4567 SOUTH SAINT JOHNS BLUFF ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 646-2047
** AD PV OT **

JASPER
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
HAMILTON COUNSELING CENTER
HIGHWAY 41 SOUTH
JASPER, FL 32052
(904) 750-0555
** AD AM EA TX PV **

JUPITER
COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
1070 EAST INDIANTOWN ROAD
SUITE 204
JUPITER, FL 33477
(407) 746-1397
** AD AM TX CI PV **

KEY WEST
HELPLINE INC
3314 NORTHSIDE DRIVE
SUITE 18A
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 296-6357
** AD OT **

LOWER FLORIDA KEYS HEALTH SYSTEM INC
5900 WEST JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 294-5521
** AD RR H IV DT TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH CARE CENTER OF THE LOWER KEYS INC/Lighthouse
5827 JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(305) 294-6524
** AD AM Y CU TX CI **

MENTAL HEALTH CARE CENTER OF THE LOWER KEYS INC/OUTPATIENT BUILDING 1612 TRUMAN ANNEX
KEY WEST, FL 33041
(305) 292-6043
** AD AM W PG CU IV TX CI **

KISSIMMEE
ADDICTIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) KISSIMMEE OUTPATIENT
800 OFFICE PLAZA BOULEVARD
SUITE 401
KISSIMMEE, FL 34744
(407) 846-2511
** AD AM H CU DH TX PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA/OSCEOLA CENTER
1502 CENTRAL AVENUE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 867-5979
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
OSCEOLA COUNSELING CENTER
1200 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 212
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-0029
** AD AM N Y B H PG PI CU DH TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
ADULT OUTPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
917 EMSEET STREET
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-0023
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
WATERFRONT CENTER/PSYCHOLOGY
220 EAST MONUMENT AVENUE
SUITE C
KISSIMMEE, FL 34741
(407) 846-8086
** AD EA CI PV **

LAKE BUTLER
BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
105 NORTH LAKE AVENUE
LAKE BUTLER, FL 32054
(904) 964-0382
** AD AM Y PG TX CI **

LAKE CITY
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COLUMBIA COUNSELING CENTER
3900 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 758-0555
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COUNSELING SERVICES OF SUMANNE VALLEY
2900 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 758-0555
** AD AM TX PV **

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY ALCOHOLISM/PSYCHIATRIC TRT
ROUTE 10
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 758-0555
** AD DT TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(904) 755-3016
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX CI PV **

LAKE MARY
OUR PLACE OF CENTRAL FLORIDA INC
PREVENTION UNIT
125 WEST WILBUR AVENUE
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
(407) 322-5433
** AD AM W A B H AI HV DH TX **

PINEVIEW ACADEMY
LAKE MARY BOULEVARD
LAKE MARY, FL 32795
(407) 321-3057
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LAKE WALES
LAKE WALES AREA DRUG AWARENESS COUNCIL
200 EAST ORANGE AVENUE
LAKE WALES, FL 33853
(813) 676-1949
** AD PV **

LAKE WORTH
COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
5700 LAKE NORTH ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33463
(407) 664-8737
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
PALM BEACH RETREAT
1532 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(407) 864-6400
** AD RR IV TX PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
3153 CANADA COURT
LAKE WORTH, FL 33462
(407) 864-6400
** AD RR IV TX PV **

FAMILY ALTERNATIVES
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES
3230 LAKE NORTH ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
(407) 968-2370
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

GROUNING TOGETHER INC
1013 LUCERNE AVENUE
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(407) 585-0892
** AD RR AM Y PG CU TX CI PV OT **

LAKE HOSPITAL OF THE PALM BEACHES
COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION CENTER
1710 4TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(561) 588-7341 EXT. 512
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV MM **
LORETTA FARREN
158 J F KENNEDY CIRCLE
LAKE NORTH, FL 33462
(407) 969-1212
** AD AM TX PV **

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER (RTC) OF THE PALM BEACHES
1720 4TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
(407) 582-9494
** AD RR Y TX PV **

SOUTH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/UNIT 3
A & G HOLEY HOSPITAL GROUNDS
LAKE NORTH, FL 33462
(407) 585-5450
** AD RR W B HV PI CU IV TX **

LAKELAND
CENTRAL FLORIDA HUMAN SERVICES CENTERS
TOM MIHS OUTPATIENT OFFICE
1104 NORTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD
LAKEWOOD RANCH, FL 34201
(813) 680-2835
** AD AM W CU IV EA DH TX **

LAKE LAKES CENTERS/LAKELAND
3506 LAKE LAKES BOULEVARD
LAKE LAKES, FL 33805
(813) 687-9900
** A MM **

LAKEWOOD RANCH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
800 LAKEWOOD RANCH BOULEVARD
LAKEWOOD RANCH, FL 34202
(813) 687-1112
** AD RR AM H B H CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

PRIDE OF LAKECHILD
1835 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKEWOOD RANCH, FL 33801
(813) 666-8582
** AD PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVICES INC
LAKEWOOD RANCH OUTPATIENT
1831 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKEWOOD RANCH, FL 33801
(813) 665-5599
** AD AM W A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

LAHTANA
CRISIS LINE INFORMATION AND REFFERAL SERVICES INC
1415 GATOR DRIVE
LAHTANA, FL 33845
(407) 547-1000
** AD PV **

LARGO
DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/LARGO
0803 115TH AVENUE NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 536-9590
** AD EA CI **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE SERVICES
655 ULMERTON ROAD
SUITE 4D
LARGO, FL 33770
(813) 586-0342
** AD EA CI PV **

MEDFIELD HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
12891 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 587-6099
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DT EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 538-7250
** AD RR TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
DAY TREATMENT
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 538-7266
** AD AM H PG TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR DETOXIFICATION CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 538-7243
** AD IV DT TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 538-7244
** AD RR IV TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVICES INC
PREVENTION
131 FIRST STREET NW
LARGO, FL 33770
(813) 586-1885
** AD PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVICES INC
WELLNESS CENTER/LARGO
131 FIRST STREET NW
LARGO, FL 33770
(813) 586-1885
** AD AM H B H PI CU DM TX **

LECCANTO
HERITAGE GULF SHORES INSTITUTE INC
DBA HERITAGE BEVERLY HILLS
2604 WEST HARC KNIGHTON COURT
LECCANTO, FL 32661
(904) 766-9000
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU DT **
** EA TX **

MARTIN/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CITRUS ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
3238 SOUTH LECCANTO HIGHWAY
LECCANTO, FL 32661
(904) 732-1440
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU TX CI PV **

LEESBURG
LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
LEESBURG OUTPATIENT
800 NORTH LEE STREET
LEESBURG, FL 34748
(904) 787-9178
** AD AM Y A HV EA TX **

LAKE/SUMTER MH CENTER AND HOSPITAL
SUB ACUTE DETOXIFICATION UNIT
2020 TALLY ROAD
LEESBURG, FL 34748
(904) 787-9178
** D DT TX **

LIVE OAK
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUWANNEE RIVER COUNSELING CTR ALC PROG
NOBLES FERRY ROAD
LIVE OAK, FL 32060
(904) 362-6218
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LOWELL
JONES COTTAGE
FLORIDA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
FOREST HILLS UNIT
LOWELL, FL 32663
(904) 622-5151
** AD RR B H HV CU TX CI PV **

MARTIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
TIER III/DOING TIME GETTING STRAIGHT
LOWELL, FL 32663
(904) 732-8355
** AD RR Y B PU IV TX PV **

MACCLENNY
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/BAKER
U.S. HIGHWAY 90 WEST
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
MACCLENNY, FL 32063
(904) 250-8566
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX PV **

107
FLORIDA

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
REHAB AND AFTERCARE CENTER/NORTH
3190 NW 116TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33167
(305) 681-4261
** AD AM H B H CU TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
REHAB AND AFTERCARE CENTER/SOUTH
11011 SM 104TH STREET
BUILDING 75
MIAMI, FL 33176
(305) 541-5716
** AD AM H B H CU TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
SEYMOUR GELBER ADOLESCENT TRT CENTER
11025 SM 84TH STREET
BUILDING 12
MIAMI, FL 33173
(305) 270-2974
** A R Y TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
SHORT TERM RESIDENTIAL
536 NE 31ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 576-8640
** AD RR B H CU TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
SOUTH DADE TREATMENT CENTER
7995 SW 112TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33156
(305) 279-8716
** AD AM H CU IV TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
STRUCTURED TREATMENT PROGRAM
600 NE 27TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 576-0290
** AD RR B H B H PG CU IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
T/G/K CORRECTIONAL FAC A/C PROG/MEN
7000 NW 41ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33166
(305) 541-3716
** AD RR B H CU IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
T/G/K CORRECTIONAL FAC A/C PROG/WOMEN
7000 NW 41ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33166
(305) 477-0745 EXT. 5011
** AD RR B H CU IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
TASC ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL SERVICES
1500 NW 12TH AVENUE
SUITE 715
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 567-5040
** AD OT **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
TASC COURT EVALUATION SERVICES
1351 NW 12TH STREET
ROOM 207
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 547-7192
** AD OT **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
WOODS HOUSE
148 NE 26TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-4643
** AD RR H B H PG CU IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
YOUTH/FAMILY DEV CTR/JUVENILE SA PREV
1701 NW 30TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 541-3716
** AD PV **

MIAMI COUNSELING SERVICES
13031 SM 59TH STREET
SUITE 101E
MIAMI, FL 33183
(305) 388-7774
** AD AM H CU TX PV **

MIAMI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CASA NUEVA VIDA
1560 SM FIRST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33135
(305) 643-1660
** AD RR AM H H PG CU TX **

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
4300 ALTON ROAD
MIAMI, FL 33140
(305) 674-2952
** AD AM H B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
DIAGNOSED HOMELESS
1475 NW 36TH STREET
SUITE K3
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
** A R R W A B H HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
3RD AVENUE UNIT
1600 NW 3RD AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
** A AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS CMHC
26TH STREET SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
1469 NW 26TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 635-0366
** A AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

NORTH MIAMI CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
9400 NW 12TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33150
(305) 691-0091 EXT. 42
** AD AM H A B H CU EA DN TX PV **

NORTH MIAMI CMHC
THE SHORES CENTER
9325 PARK DRIVE
SUITE F
MIAMI, FL 33138
(305) 751-5700
** AD AM H A B H HV PI CU EA DN TX **

OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
NORTH DADE JUVENILE OUTPATIENT
16405 NW 25TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33054
(305) 625-6505
** AD AM Y TX **

RICHMOND/PERRINE OPTIMIST CLUB
PREVENTION COUNSELING PROGRAM
9955 WEST INDIgo STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 233-9325
** AD PV **

SAINT LUKES CENTER
CATHOLIC COMM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
3290 NW 7TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 643-0640
** AD AM H CU EA DN TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES CENTER
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVS/RESIDENTIAL
3290 NW 7TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 643-0640
** AD RR B H HV CU EA DN TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES CENTER
DADE
9401 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, FL 33138
(305) 754-2444
** AD PV **

SOMERSET TREATMENT SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/165TH STREET
500 NW 165TH STREET
SUITE 205
MIAMI, FL 33169
(305) 944-5221
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

SOUTH FLORIDA JAIL MINISTRIES
AGAPE WOMENS HOME
17130 SM 137TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33177
(305) 233-2064
** AD RR IV TX **
SOUTH MIAMI HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
7400 SW 62ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33143
(305) 662-8118
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE OUTPATIENT
1104 S 6TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33144
(305) 275-1625
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
DADE RESIDENTIAL
140 NW 59TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 759-8908
** AD RR AM HV IV TX **

SWITCHBOARD OF MIAMI
NEW INCENTIVES
75 SW 6TH STREET
SUITE 601
MIAMI, FL 33130
(305) 558-1640
** AD EA PV **

THE BELAFONTE TACOLCY CENTER INC
PREVENTION/EDUCATION/OUTPATIENT
6161 NW 9TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 751-1295
** AD PV **

THE TWELVE STEPS CENTER INC
2435 SW 27TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33145
(305) 859-7566
** D AM EA DH TX CI PV **

THE VILLAGE SOUTH INC
400 NE 31ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 575-3794
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

THE VILLAGE SOUTH INC
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
4900 NE 2ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-6825
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

TOTAL REHAB SERVICES
7171 SW 24TH STREET
SUITE 503
MIAMI, FL 33155
(305) 267-1327
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU EA TX PV **

TRANSITIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM
16666 NE 19TH AVENUE
SUITE 106
MIAMI, FL 33162
(305) 949-9001
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

TREATMENT COMPANY
725 NE 125TH STREET
SUITE 100
MIAMI, FL 33161
(305) 893-7640
** AD AM A HV CU EA DM TX **

UP FRONT DRUG INFORMATION
5701 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 602
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 757-2566
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC (SAC) OUTPATIENT
1201 NW 16TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 324-4455 EXT. 3214
** AD AM A HV CU IV EA TX PV MM OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB (SAR) PROGRAM
1201 NW 16TH STREET
ROOM SA
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 324-4455 EXT. 3339
** AD RR IV TX PV **

VICTORIA HOSPITAL
PARTNERSHIP CENTER FOR ADDICTION TRT
955 NW 3RD STREET
MIAMI, FL 33129
(305) 545-8050 EXT. 3462
** AD H A B H HV CU IV DT TX PV **
** MM OT **

MIDDLEBURG
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MIDDLEBURG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
3750 COUNTY ROAD 220
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-9325 EXT. 111
** AD EA PV OT **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
WILKINSON PREVENTION PROGRAMS
5025 STATE ROUTE 218
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-5494
** AD PV **

MILTON
AVATIONAL CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1101 OLD BAGDAD HIGHWAY
MILTON, FL 32572
(904) 625-9434
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX **

MONTICELLO
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MOD MONTICELLO
950 WEST MAHAINE DRIVE
MONTICELLO, FL 32344
(904) 997-3632
** AD AM H B PG HV CU TX PV **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
950 WEST MAHAINE DRIVE
MONTICELLO, FL 32344
(904) 997-5958
** AD AM TX PV **

NAPLES
A KIND EAR
5495 16TH PLACE SW
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 455-8739
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI IV EA **
** DH TX PV OT **

ALTERNATIVES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
5071 TERRACE AVENUE
NAPLES, FL 33942
(813) 775-2819
** AD AM H B HV EA TX CI PV **

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
COURT RELATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
2806 SOUTH HORSESHEE DRIVE
NAPLES, FL 33942
(813) 643-6101
** AD AM A H PG HV IV DT TX CI PV **

DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
EAP OF SH FLORIDA
2400 NORTH TAMIAMI TRAIL
NAPLES, FL 33940
(813) 455-1031
** AD EA PV **

DAVID LAWRENCE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
BANYAN PAVILION
6075 GOLDEN GATE PARKWAY
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 655-1129
** AD RR AM Y TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

CLAY COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
1532 KINGSLEY AVENUE
SUITE 107
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-1338
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
LAKESIDE PREVENTION PROGRAMS
2750 MOODY ROAD
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 272-8664
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
ORANGE PARK PREVENTION PROGRAMS
2500 KINGSLEY AVENUE
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 272-8120 EXT. 202
** AD EA PV **

ORLANDO

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) DOC OUTPATIENT
710 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
SUITE 202
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 423-6580
** AD AM IV TX **

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 2
4300 SOUTH SEHERAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 207
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(407) 381-9616
** AD AM H CU IV DM TX PV **

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 3
5761 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
SUITE 2
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 638-2088
** AD AM H CU IV DM TX PV **

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) OUTPATIENT UNIT 1
2700 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE
SUITE 230
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 425-2550
** AD AM H CU IV DM TX PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA I/DAETHYLER CENTER
8433 DAETHYLER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32827
(407) 859-4780
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA II/RIVERSIDE CENTER
3125 PEBBROOKE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 292-2683
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA IV/CHICKASAW CENTER
6900 AUTUMNALE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(407) 423-6606
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** AD AM Y TX PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
METHADONE CLINIC
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6618 EXT. 37
** A AM H A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS HIGH SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS MIDDLE SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6614
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
OUTPATIENT/ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6618
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PHOENIX SOUTH/RESIDENTIAL
8301 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 273-4970
** AD RR B H HV CU IV DT TX CI **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PREVENTION INSTITUTE
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
632 SOUTH HUGHEY AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** AD CI **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1780 NORTH MERCY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 297-2010
** AD RR AM H PG CU TX **

CENTRAL FL SUBST ABUSE TRT CTRS INC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1800 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(305) 843-0041
** A AM IV MM **

CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
DUI COUNTERATTACK PROGRAMS
427 NORTH PRIHROSE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 897-4426
** AD DW PV **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
9446 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 249-1146
** AD AM PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
COLONIAL COUNSELING CTR/WEST COLONIAL
69058 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32818
(407) 578-7938
** AD AM H B H CU IV EA DH TX PV **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT/HILLCREST
3600 HILLCREST STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 895-3580
** AD AM H PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT/ORANGE BLOSSOM
11655 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
SUITE 14
ORLANDO, FL 32837
(407) 859-0771
** AD AM H Y PI CU EA DH TX **

FLORIDA HOSPITAL CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRY
ADDITIONS TREATMENT UNIT
601 EAST ROLLINS STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 897-1880
** AD RR IV DT DM TX PV **
FLORIDA HOSPITAL/EAST ORLANDO
BREAKING FREE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
5736 OLD CHENEY HIGHWAY
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 249-2879
** AD AM W H TX CI PV **

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL OF ORLANDO
7450 SANDLAKE COMMONS BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32819
(407) 352-6550
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

LAKESIDE ALTERNATIVES INC
DELTA PROGRAM
434 NORTH KENNEDY BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 875-2700 EXT. 437
** AD AM IV TX CI **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
ADULT DETOX CENTER
5258 CLARCONA-OCCOEE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 578-6900
** AD H N A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
CLARCONA POINT
5258 CLARCONA OCOEE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 578-6900
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
FAMILY ASSESS/DETOX/ADOLES TRT UNIT
712 GORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 426-2357
** AD RR Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
FREEDOM HAUS
5302 SETEL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 290-2099
** AD RR W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
LUCERNE HOUSE
417 EAST JACKSON STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32801
(407) 425-6816
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU TX **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
MENS LONG TERM TREATMENT
2600 SOUTH NASHVILLE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(305) 843-5564
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
1400 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 863-5945
** AD IV EA DH PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY ENRICHMENT PROG
712 WEST GORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 422-4357
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING (MCC)
ORLANDO SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
600 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 872-7325
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

ORLANDO METHADONE TREATMENT CENTER
601 SOUTH SEMORAN BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 275-8939
** A AM H B H PG MM **

SNOWBABIES INC
2515 EAST PINE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 895-9770
** AD PV **

STRAIGHT/ORLANDO
2400 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 291-4357
** AD RR H TX **

SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC
2500 DISCOVERY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32826
(407) 281-7000
** D AM W Y A B H PG HV DH TX **

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS CENTER
HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
ROOM 107
ORLANDO, FL 32816
(407) 823-5841
** AD DN PV **

WE CARE INC
112 PASADENA PLACE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 425-2624
** AD PV OT **

PALATKA
BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
PUTNAM GUIDANCE CLINIC
3001 KEYNES STREET
PALATKA, FL 32178
(904) 964-8582
** AD AM Y PG TX CI **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
PUTNAM HOUSE
ROUTE 6
HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
PALATKA, FL 32177
(904) 329-2560
** AD RR DH TX CI PV **

PALM HARBOR
CURRENTS COUNSELING SERVICES
38517 U.S. 19 NORTH
CONNELL SQUARE
PALM HARBOR, FL 34684
(813) 954-2992
** AD AM W HV CU DN TX PV **

PALMETTO
MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
834 7TH STREET
PALMETTO, FL 34221
(813) 722-8822
** AD PV **

PANAMA CITY
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
A WOMANS ADD RECOVERY EFFORT (ANARE)
3407 NORTH EAST AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32405
(904) 769-6156
** AD RR W PG TX PV **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
BAY COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
SUITE 200
PANAMA CITY, FL 32404
(904) 872-7676
** AD AM TX PV **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
DUI PROGRAM
420 WEST BEACH DRIVE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 872-7730
** AD DH PV **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
PREVENTION SERVICES
JENKS AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32402
(904) 784-5004
** AD PV **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
PRIMARY CARE/DETOX UNIT
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
** AD AM W HV CTX TX CI **
FLORIDA

PLANT CITY
DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
PLANT CITY OUTPATIENT/COUNSELING UNIT
4208 U.S. HIGHWAY 92 WEST
SUITE 2
PLANT CITY, FL 33567
(813) 752-6960
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU TX **

POMPANO BEACH
BRIDGES OF AMERICA/TURNING POINT
400 SW 2ND STREET
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 781-1400
** AD RR B H AI CU TX PV OT **

BROHARD ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR (BARC)
NORTH/RESIDENTIAL
803 NW 2ND AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 786-2140
** AD RR IV TX **

CAREUNIT OF CORAL SPRINGS
ADULT/ADOLESCENT
3275 NW 99TH WAY
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33065
(305) 753-5200
** AD RR AH A H HV CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

POMPANO TREATMENT CENTER INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
380 SW 12TH AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33069
(305) 782-9774
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV IV MM **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
SPECTRUM ADOLESCENT SERVICES UNIT
450 EAST ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 781-4405
** AD RR AM Y HV IV TX OT **

PORT SAINT JOE
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
GULF COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
302 3RD STREET
PORT SAINT JOE, FL 32456
(904) 227-1128
** AD AM TX **

PUNTA GORDA
CHARLOTTE CNTY COMMUNITY MH SERVS INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1720 EL JOBEAN ROAD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33953
(813) 763-4300
** AD AM Y TX **

CHARLOTTE COUNTY PROBATION OFFICE
254 WEST MARION AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 657-2227
** AD DH CI **

CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
DRUG ABUSE REHAB COUNSELING PROG/I
25500 AIRPORT ROAD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 639-8300
** AD AM HV IV TX **

CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
DRUG ABUSE REHAB COUNSELING PROG/II
1700 EDUCATION AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 659-8500
** AD AM HV IV TX **

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
KELLY HALL CLINIC VI
2208 CASTILLA AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 659-5535
** AD RR H Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

LIFE TRANSITIONS INC
319 A ELMIRA BOULEVARD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33952
(813) 627-2100
** AD AM IV TX PV **

RECOVERY CTR OF MEDICAL CTR HOSPITAL
733 EAST OLYMPIA AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 637-2476
** AD RR H B CU IV DT TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHWEST FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
DHI SERVICES
322 TAMIAMI TRAIL
UNIT 23
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 332-2587
** AD EA PV **

QUINCY
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
AREA 1/QUINCY OFFICE
363 CRAWFORD STREET
QUINCY, FL 32351
(904) 875-2422
** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX PV **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MOD QUINCY
1006 WEST 4TH STREET
QUINCY, FL 32351
(904) 875-1142
** AD AM H A B PG HV PI CU TX PV **

RIVERVIEW
OPERATION PAR INC
HILLSBOROUGH CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
1135 BALTIC ROAD
RIVERVIEW, FL 33569
(813) 634-5541
** AD AM TX **

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1770 CEDAR STREET
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-9480
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COUNTERATTACK/BREVARD INC
1239 SOUTH FLORIDA AVENUE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-5811
** AD DH PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF BREVARD INC
220 CORAL SANDS DRIVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-5792
** AD AM H Y A AT PG PI CU EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

SUNRISE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM OF
MUESTHOFF HOSPITAL
110 LONGWOOD AVENUE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 636-2211 EXT. 2857
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

SAINT AUGUSTINE

DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION CENTER
99 ORANGE STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 829-2273
** AD PV OT **

DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION CENTER
TEEN ALLIANCE CENTER
545 WEST KING STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 829-2273
** AD PV OT **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER INC
SAINT JOHNS COUNTY COMMUNITY MH SERVS
179 MARINE STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 825-5048
** AD AM Y PG IV DH TX PV **

SAINT PETERSBURG

BOLEY INC
OMLS NEST
1147 16TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 824-5734
** AD RR TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
HELPLINE
5235 16TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 526-1100
** AD PV **

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
RESOURCES
3821 5TH AVENUE NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 323-2244
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/ST PETERSBURG
1208 66TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33710
(813) 347-7252
** AD AM TX **

FOCUS ONE INC
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 347-7252
** AD AM TX **

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
888 EXECUTIVE CENTER DRIVE WEST
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33702
(813) 577-9088
** AD AM EA TX PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5080
** AD OT **

OPERATION PAR INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
6400 54TH AVENUE NORTH
BLANTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33714
(813) 544-1649
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
BETA PROGRAM
2100 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33701
(813) 894-8566
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
CHILDREN OF SUBSTANCE ABUSERS (COSA)
2000 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 896-2672
** AD AM H PG TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
DUALLY DIAGNOSED SERVICES
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5080
** AD AM TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
ELDER EDUCATION PROGRAM
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5095
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
TEAM
2100 4TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 822-1147
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
MULTI CULTURAL RESOURCE CENTER/OTI
1267 22ND LANE SOUTH
SUITE 332
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(813) 328-1551
** AD AM TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
NARC ADDICTION TRT CTR/ST PETERSBURG
1900 9TH STREET SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 894-4181
** A AM A HV IV MM **

OPERATION PAR INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5095
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
PREVENTION PROGRAMS
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5095
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
PRIMARY PREVENTION PROGRAM
10901-C ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 1000
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33716
(813) 570-5095
** AD PV **

PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE
PEER POWER
333 31ST STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33713
(813) 327-2081
** AD PV **

PINELLAS EMERGENCY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CRISIS STABILIZATION UNIT
11254 54TH STREET NORTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 545-5636
** AD DT TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
WELLNESS CENTER/SAINT PETERSBURG
25-A 9TH STREET
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 898-4700
** AD AM H B H PI CU DM TX **

SAINT ANTHONYS HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
1200 7TH AVENUE NORTH
5TH FLOOR SE
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 625-1200
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

SHARING COUNSELING AND CONSULTING SERVICES
452 PASADENA AVENUE SOUTH
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33707
(813) 365-9192
** AD AM TX **

STEPPING STONE INC OF TAMPA
4615 GULF BOULEVARD
DOLPHIN VILLAGE SUITE 213
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33706
(813) 367-3800
** AD RR HV CU IV TX PV **

STRAIGHT/TAMPA BAY
3001 GANDY BOULEVARD
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33702
(813) 577-6011
** AD AM H Y B H AT HV CU TX PV **

SUNCOAST CENTER FOR COMMUNITY MH INC
4024 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33733
(813) 327-7656
** AD PV **

SANFORD
SEMINOLE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
CROSROADS ALC/POLY DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
300 SOUTH BAY AVENUE
SANFORD, FL 32771
(407) 321-4374
** AD RR H A B H HV CU IV TX TX **

TEMPORARY LIVING CENTER/SANFORD
519 PALMETTO AVENUE
SANFORD, FL 32771
(407) 322-5555
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV OT **

SARASOTA
A WOMANS PLACE OF SARASOTA INC
1275 2ND STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34236
(813) 365-5952
** AD RR H B HV CU TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

ANABASIS INC
1084 SOUTH BRIGGS AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34237
(813) 568-5245
** AD RR AM W A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

ANOTHER LEVEL OF RECOVERY
2028 BOUGAINVILLE STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 956-8057
** AD AM TX PV **

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
CLINIC I
1750 17TH STREET
BUILDING C
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 955-0000
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** PV DT **

COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
TASC
2080 RINGLING BOULEVARD
SUITE 201B
SARASOTA, FL 34237
(813) 955-0000
** A PV **

COLENE WEST CAP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
555 SOUTH OSPREY AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34236
(813) 366-3317
** AD AM W CU TX PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF SARASOTA LTD
GENESIS CENTER
2750 BAHIA VISTA STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 957-1861
** AD AH IV DT TX CI PV **

DUI COUNTERACTION SCHOOL OF
SARASOTA COUNTY INC
8688 SOUTH TAMIAI TRAIL
SARASOTA, FL 34238
(813) 966-3546
** AD DH PV **

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
EXTENDED CARE
4613 NORTH WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 355-6543
** AD RR W H A PG HV PI CU IV TX PV **

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
18TH STREET BRANCH
1726 18TH STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 956-3333
** AD RR AM W A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** DH TX PV **

LAURIE SAPUTO
2055 MOOD STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34237
(813) 365-3581
** AD AM TX **

OSHONSON AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING
1805 GLENGARY STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34231
(813) 924-2858
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX PV **

RELAPSE PREVENTION SERVICES INC
BEE RIDGE ROAD
2975 SUITE A
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 921-3328
** EA DA PV **

ROBERTA J WHITING M ED
1803 GLENGARY STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34231
(813) 924-2858
** AD AM TX **

SARASOTA MEMORIAL NEW DAWN CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
1700 SOUTH TAMIAI TRAIL
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 953-0000
** AD RR AM W PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

SARASOTA PALMS HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS UNIT
1650 SOUTH OSPREY AVENUE
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 366-6070
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX PV **

WOMANS PROGRAM
1751 CATTLEHAN ROAD
SARASOTA, FL 33582
(813) 377-8583
** AD AM TX **

SHALIMAR

CHEMICAL HEALTH AWARENESS/INFORMATION
NETWORKING SYSTEMS INC (CHAINS)
72 4TH AVENUE
SHALIMAR, FL 32579
(904) 681-0707
** AD AM N A HV CU TX CI PV **

SHARPE

ACT CORPORATION
COCOA COMM CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SHARPE, FL 32959
(407) 690-3210
** AD AM TX **

BREVARD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
340 CAMP ROAD
SHARPE, FL 32959
(407) 632-6711
** AD RR Y B H CU TX **

THE MEISS FOUNDATION
INTERVENTION
870 CAMP ROAD
SHARPE, FL 32959
(407) 690-3413
** AD PV **

SPRING HILL

BI COUNTY CENTER FOR
PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING
5327 COMMERCIAL WAY
PARK PLACE SUITE A-102
SPRING HILL, FL 34606
(904) 596-6329
** AD AM B PI CU DH TX **

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
SHADY HILLS ELEMENTARY ALPHA PROGRAM
18000 SHADY HILLS ROAD
SPRING HILL, FL 34610
(813) 841-4166
** AD PV **

SPRINGHILL

NEW BEGINNINGS
SPRINGHILL UNIT
5351 COMMERCIAL WAY
SUITE 206
SPRINGHILL, FL 34606
(904) 597-1877
** AD AM W Y B H CU EA DN TX CI PV **

STARK

BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
BRADFORD GUIDANCE CLINIC
495 GRAND STREET
STARK, FL 32091
(904) 946-8382
** AD RR AM Y PG TX CI **

STUART

ADVENTURES IN RECOVERY
2215 SOUTH KANNAI HIGHWAY
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-2100
** AD AM TX **

MARTIN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TREATMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
400 EAST OSCEOLA STREET
SUITE 2
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 280-5785
** AD PV OT **
NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
MARTIN COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
2440 SE FEDERAL HIGHWAY
REGALY PLAZA SUITE 100
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 283-7070
** AD AM DN TX **

SUBSTANCE TREATMENT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
(STOP)
1111 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 106
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-1500
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SUMTERVILLE
LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
SUMTERVILLE OUTPATIENT HIGHWAY 301
SUMTERVILLE, FL 33585
(904) 767-9178
** AD AM Y EA TX **

TALLAHASSEE
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT UNIT 2
425 EAST TENNESSEE DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-2930 EXT. 74
** AD AM W DN TX **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT/PRIOR
438 WEST BREWARD STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 224-1460
** AD AM B DN TX PV **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
DETOX
2634 CAPITOL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-0350
** AD M A B H PG HV PI CU DT TX CI **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MD TALLAHASSEE
438 WEST BREWARD STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 224-1460
** AD AM W B PG HV PI CU TX PV **

DISC VILLAGE INC
TALLAHASSEE/LEON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
3333 WEST PENSACOLA STREET
SUITE 140
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 575-4288
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **
** CI PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
501 CAPITAL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32311
(904) 878-2173 EXT. 300
** AD RR EA TX CI PV **

FLORIDA INFORMED PARENTS FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH
241 JOHN KNOX ROAD
SUITE 200
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32303
(904) 922-4280
** AD PV **

SALVITA INC
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD RR AM W B PG HV CU TX **

SALVITA INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD AM W B PG HV CU TX **

SALVITA INC
SALVITA DAY TREATMENT
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD AM W B PG HV CU TX **

SALVITA INC
SALVITA LODGE
419 EAST GEORGIA STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-9695
** AD RR W B PG HV CU IV TX **

TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL (TCH)
ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
2007 CAPITAL MEDICAL BUILDING
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 656-5112
** AD RR AM W CU IV DT TX PV **

TELEPHONE COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL SERVICE INC
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32316
(904) 224-6333
** AD PV **

TAMPA
AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADOLESCENT RECEIVING FACILITY
8620 NORTH DIXON AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 931-4669
** AD Y PG CU DT TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADULT RESIDENTIAL TRT UNIT
6606-6 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 238-9505
** AD RR W PG HV PI CU TX **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
6806 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 238-9505
** AD W HV PI CU DT TX **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) EXTENDED CARE DOMICILIARY
4405 WEST BUFFALO AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-9645
** AD RR W HV PI CU TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) HALFWAY HOUSE
4405 WEST BUFFALO AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-9645
** AD RR W HV PI CU TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) NORTH HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
4211 EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
SUITE E
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 988-3533
** AD AM W H CU DN TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) WEST HILLSBOROUGH OUTPATIENT
1815 WEST SLIGH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 933-8059
** AD AM W A PG HV CU IV DN TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) YOUTH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
8620 NORTH DIXON AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 931-4669
** AD AM Y CU TX PV **

AMI TOWN AND COUNTRY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
6001 HEBB ROAD
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 804-1904
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX **
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FLORIDA

C E MENDEZ FOUNDATION
CHOICES AND CHALLENGES
601 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-3600
** AD PV **

CAMBRIDGE FOUNDATION
2203 NORTH LOIS AVENUE
SUITE 1100
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 876-9064
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV OT **

CAREUNIT OF SOUTH FLORIDA/TAMPA
12200 BRUCE B DONNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 978-0879
** AD RR H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** EA DH TX PV **

CENTRE FOR WOMEN PROJECT RECOVERY
305 SOUTH HYDE PARK AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-0457
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** TX CI PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF TAMPA BAY
ADDICTIVE DISEASES PROGRAM
4004 NORTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33603
(813) 258-6671 EXT. 355
** AD RR AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** EA DH TX PV **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
8525 NORTH PANKHOOD
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 952-5968
** AD OT **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
CHEMOTREATMENT CTR/METH MAINT/DETOX
2511 SHANN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-5116
** A AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
DOWNTOWN ALTERNATIVE
442 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 273-9190
** AD OT **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
FEMALE RESIDENTIAL
4424 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 621-1688
** AD RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
MALE RESIDENTIAL
4424 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 621-1688
** AD RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
PROJECT HOPE
309 SOUTH CAESAR STREET
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 223-6668
** AD AM H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
SUBST ABUSING MOTHERS/INFANTS (SAMH)
2313 EAST 28TH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 247-3729
** A AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** TX PV **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
Tampa Outpatient Counseling Unit
2511 SHANN STREET
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-5116
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **

DUI COUNTERATTACK HILLSBOROUGH INC
4711 NORTH HUBERT AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 875-6021
** AD DH CI PV **

FLORIDA CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
17 DAVIS BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 247-5747
** AD OT **

FLORIDA CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
17 DAVIS BOULEVARD
SUITE 310
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 254-6308
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FLORIDA COUNSELING CENTERS/TAMPA
4520 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
SUITE A
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 289-3396
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG FOR THE ELDERLY
13501 BRUCE B DONNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 974-4644
** AD AM EA DH TX PV OT **

HELPLINE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FL 33620
(813) 974-2555
** AD CI **

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY CRISIS CENTER INC
2214 EAST HENRY AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 230-8411
** AD PV **

JAMES A HALEY VETERANS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
13000 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 972-2000 EXT. 6647
** AD AM EA DH TX CI **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING(MCC)
TAMPA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2700 WEST DR MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
SUITE 305
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 274-4573
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2203 NORTH LOIS AVENUE
SUITE 1100
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 876-8811
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX PV **
** OT **

NOETICA/PATH OF THE HEART
3430 COLWELL AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 932-9474
** AD PV **

NORTHSIDE CENTERS INC
13301 NORTH BRUCE B DONNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 977-8700
** AD EA OT **

PLAZA THERAPY ASSOCIATES
4950 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
SUITE 207
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 281-9283
** AD AM TX **

PSYCHOTHERAPY FORENSIC SERVICES INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE GROUP THERAPY
1505 EAST PALM AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 248-6525
** AD AM H A B H HV CU TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

STEP INC
5471 JET PORT INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33634
(813) 889-7837
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

TAMPA BAY OUTPATIENT CENTER
240 PLANT AVENUE
SUITE B-202
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 254-4434
** AD AM CU IV DW TX **

TAMPA METRO TREATMENT CENTER
5202-C EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 980-3260
** A AM A B H PG HV IV MM **

TAMPA/HILLSBOROUGH ACTION PLAN INC
NEBRASKA AVENUE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1495 NORTH NEBRASKA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33602
(813) 220-9793
** AD AM B PG HV CU IV TX PV OT **

TURNING POINT OF TAMPA
6301 MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
SUITE 202
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 882-3003
** AD RR W A HV CU IV TX **

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
PSYCHIATRIC CENTER ALC AND DRUG UNIT
3515 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33613
(813) 972-7024
** AD RR A HV CU IV DT EA TX PV **

TARPOON SPRINGS
AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADOLESCENT INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
13109 TOM FOLSOM ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 933-8535
** AD RR Y CU IV TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADOLESCENT GROUP HOME
13109 TOM FOLSOM ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 966-5966
** AD RR Y PG CU IV TX **

TITUSVILLE
HON HOUSE INC
1116 MAIN STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
(407) 269-3801
** AD RR TX **

TRENTON
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
DBA COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR/TRENTON
115 NW FIRST AVENUE
TRENTON, FL 32693
(904) 463-6303
** AD AM TX **

VENICE
COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC III
119 CORPORATION WAY
VENICE, FL 34292
(813) 488-2535
** AD AM A HV CU IV DW TX PV OT **

NEB BEGINNINGS
325 WEST ALFRED STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-8882
** AD AM W Y B H PG CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

TELEIOS MINISTRIES INC
301 WEST ALFRED STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-3866
** AD AM DH TX **

TAVERNIER
GUIDELINE CLINIC OF THE UPPER KEYS
OUTPATIENT
92140 OVERSEAS HIGHWAY
SUITE 5
TAVERNIER, FL 33070
(305) 852-3284
** AD AM Y A HV PI CU EA DM TX **
** PV **

THONOTOSASSA
AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADOLESCENT INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
13109 TOM FOLSOM ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 933-8535
** AD RR Y CU IV TX PV **

AGENCY FOR COMMUNITY TRT SERVICES INC
(AGENCY) ADOLESCENT GROUP HOME
13109 TOM FOLSOM ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 966-5966
** AD RR Y PG CU IV TX **

WEST PALM BEACH
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT
4362 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33400
(407) 629-5777
** AD AM TX **

AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
WEST PALM BEACH CENTER
2090 PALM BEACH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 808
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33409
(407) 687-3061
** AD AM DH TX **

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDIES
321 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 214A
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33408
(407) 848-1352
** AD AM DH TX **

CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES
WEST PALM BEACH UNIT
2218 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 655-4483
** AD AM W B H PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** OT **
ALCOHOLISM

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
CHRIS HOUSE
3217 BROADWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33404
(407) 844-6400
** AD RR IV TX PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
DOMICILIARY
540 GARDENIA STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 844-6400
** AD RR IV TX PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS (HEP)
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 844-6400
** AD PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
MEDICAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 659-5120
** AD IV DT TX CI **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
5400 EAST AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33402
(407) 844-6400
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
PETER FAIRCLough RESIDENCE
1101 AND 1101 1/2 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 844-6400
** AD RR IV TX PV **

COUNSELING AND CONSULTING PROFESSIONALS OF FL INC
321 NORTH LAKEWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 114
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33408
(407) 842-7990
** AD AM TX **

COUNSELING/PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES
5827 CORPORATE WAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 478-1336
** AD AM TX **

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC
(DATA) WALTER D KELLY TREATMENT CENTER
1041 45TH STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 844-5556
** AD RR IV TX **

GLANEIHGH HOSPITAL OF PALM BEACH INC
4700 CONGRESS AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 844-5500
** AD RR Y IV DH TX PV **

GRATITUDE HOUSE
317 NORTH LAKESIDE COURT
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 833-6826
** AD AM W H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

KENT INC
WALKER GROUP
3030 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 5
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33405
(407) 832-8090
** AD AM H H PG PI CU TX **

LEE BALLARD RN CD CAP
1408 NORTH KILLIAN DRIVE
SUITE 208
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33403
(407) 845-8722
** AD AM H CU TX **

MARLYS A MAURY RN CAP MSH
600 SANDTREE DRIVE
SUITE 106B
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33410
(407) 627-8948
** AD AM TX PV OT **

NINA DE GEROME MSH/F EDWARD MCCABE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD
SUITE 204
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33405
(407) 832-3143
** AD AM TX **

ONEILL AND ASSOCIATES
5827 CORPORATE WAY
SUITE 201
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 682-1722
** AD AM H CU TX **

PALM BEACH TREATMENT CENTER
1771 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
CONGRESS PLAZA UNIT 7
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33406
(407) 433-5687
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV PV **
** MH OT **

Palm Beach Wellness Center
10111 Forest Hill Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL 33414
(407) 795-2332
** AD AM TX PV **

Pride Inc
DUI PROGRAM
2715 Australian Avenue
Suite 101
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(407) 655-6512
** D DH PV **

Pride Inc
TRACK PROGRAMS
2711 Exchange Court
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
(407) 655-8918

Professional Educational Consultants Inc
4623 Forest Hill Boulevard
Suite 110
West Palm Beach, FL 33415
(407) 969-1221
** AD AM A B HV PI CU EA DH TX PV **

Schocoff Center
2617 North Flagler Drive
Suite 202
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
(407) 832-2802
** AD AM IV TX **

Wellington Regional Medical Center
Cornerstone Program
10101 Forest Hill Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL 33414
(407) 798-8500
** AD RR AM A PG HV CU IV EA TX PV **
** MM **

Williamson
Corner Drug Store Inc
Williamson Middle School Beta Program
1345 NE 3rd Avenue
Williamston, FL 32696
(904) 528-4409
** AD PV **

Winter Garden
Center for Drug Free Living Inc
Alpha III/Dillard Center
310 North Dillard Street
Winter Garden, FL 34787
(407) 877-0064
** AD PV **
GEORGIA

ATLANTA
ANCHOR HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5454 YORKTOWNE DRIVE
ATLANTA, GA 30349
(404) 991-6046
** AD RR AM Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ATLANTA WEST TREATMENT CENTER
3201 ATLANTA INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY
ATLANTA, GA 30331
(404) 699-4300
** A AM H B H PG CU IV TX CI PV MM **

CHARTER PEACSFORD HOSPITAL
ADDCITIVE DISEASE UNIT
2151 PEACSFORD ROAD
ATLANTA, GA 30338
(404) 455-3200
** AD RR AM B CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

CRANFORD SUPPORT SYSTEMS INC
2502 CHAMBLED TUCKER ROAD
CARROLL BUILDING SUITE 104
ATLANTA, GA 30341
(404) 416-6989
** AD RR M H A B HV CU EA DM TX CI **

DEKALB COUNTY HEALTH DEPT DIV OF MH/MR
KIRKWOOD DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
30 HARREN STREET
ATLANTA, GA 30317
(404) 370-7940
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV EA TX **

FULTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
265 BOULEVARD STREET NE
ATLANTA, GA 30312
(404) 730-1616
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

GEORGIA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1256 BRIARCLIFF RD NE
UNIT 10
ATLANTA, GA 30306
(404) 853-9306
** AD IV DT TX **

NAIL PARENTS RESOURCE INSTITUTE FOR
DRUG EDUCATION INC (PRIDE)
50 HURT PLAZA
SUITE 210
ATLANTA, GA 30303
(404) 577-6500
** AD EA PV **

NEW START
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
138 DOUGLAS STREET SE
ATLANTA, GA 30317
(404) 370-5192
** AD RR M H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

NORTHSIDE COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
975 JOHNSON FERRY ROAD NE
SUITE 220
ATLANTA, GA 30342
(404) 851-8961
** AD RR AM PG HV CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX **

ODYSSEY FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
3578 SOUTH FULTON AVENUE
ATLANTA, GA 30354
(404) 669-3462
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **

SAFE RECOVERY SYSTEM OF ATLANTA INC
2300 PEACSFORD ROAD
SUITE 2000
ATLANTA, GA 30338
(404) 455-7233
** AD AM IV DH TX **

SAINT JUDES RECOVERY CENTER INC
95 RENAISSANCE PARKWAY NE
ATLANTA, GA 30308
(404) 874-2226
** AD RR M H Y B HV CU IV TX PV **

SOUTHSIDE HEALTHCARE SUBST ABUSE UNIT
METHADONE/ALCOHOLISM/COCAINE/DRUG FREE
1660 LAKEWOOD AVENUE SW
ATLANTA, GA 30315
(404) 627-1385
** AD AM Y HV CU IV TX PV MM **

AUGUSTA
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR CHEM DEP PROGRAM
1350 MALTON MAY
AUGUSTA, GA 30902
(404) 722-9011 EXT. 2334
** AD RR AM HV CU IV DT TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
UPTOWN DIVISION
ONE FREEDOM MAY
AUGUSTA, GA 30910
(404) 731-7154
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV CU DT EA **
** TX **

BRUNSWICK
COASTAL AREA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1609 NEWCASTLE STREET
WINCHESTER CENTER
BRUNSWICK, GA 31520
(912) 267-0760
** AD RR M Y A PG HV IV DT EA DH **
** TX **

Buford
GWINNETT TREATMENT CENTER
55 MORNINGSIDE DRIVE
Buford, GA 30510
(404) 952-4000
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

CARROLLTON
CHATT/FLINT AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERV
CARRROLL COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
122 LEE STREET
CARROLLTON, GA 30117
(404) 856-6621
** AD AM H B PG PI CU IV TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MENTAL
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CE = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

124
CEDARTOWN
COOSA VALLEY CENTER
WAYSIDE INN
500 WEST AVENUE
CEDARTOWN, GA 30125
(404) 749-2219
** AD RR A HV IV TX **
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT UNIT
180 WATEROAK DRIVE
CEDARTOWN, GA 30125
(404) 749-2394
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **
COCHRAN
MIDDL GEORGIA
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
408 PEACOCK STREET
COCHRAN, GA 31014
(912) 934-3328
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **
COLUMBUS
ALCHEMY THERAPEUTIC COMM COLUMBUS TC
8134 BLYTHE STREET
COLUMBUS, GA 31909
(404) 324-7241
** AD RR W Y A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
** PV **
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1334 2ND AVENUE
COLUMBUS, GA 31901
(404) 324-3701
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **
** NM **
SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
THE PATHWAY
2122 MANCHESTER EXPRESSWAY
COLUMBUS, GA 31904
(404) 596-4022
** AD RR AM A HV PI CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **
TURNING POINT
ALC AND DRUG RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
919 LAWYERS LANE
COLUMBUS, GA 31906
(404) 325-3167
** AD RR TX **
TURNING POINT
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
919 LAWYERS LANE
COLUMBUS, GA 31906
(404) 323-0174
** AD A PG HV PI CU IV DT TX CI PV **

DALTON
GEORGIA HIGHLANDS TREATMENT SERVICES
900 SHUGART ROAD
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-2313
** AD RR AM Y A HV PI IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **
HAMILTON MEDICAL CENTER
WESTCOTT CENTER MEMORIAL DRIVE
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-6480
** AD IV DT EA TX CI PV **
DECATOR
DEKALB SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CLIFTON SPRINGS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
3110 CLIFTON SPRINGS ROAD SUITE A
DECATOR, GA 30034
(404) 244-4411
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT DW TX CI PV **

GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL AT ATLANTA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
3073 PANTHERSVILLE ROAD
DECATOR, GA 30034
(404) 243-2174
** AD DT TX **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1670 CLAIRMONT ROAD
DECATOR, GA 30033
(404) 321-6111 EXT. 6985
** AD RR AM W A B HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV MM OT **

DUBLIN
MIDDLE GEORGIA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
600 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 275-6800
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV OT **
TWIN OAKS RECOVERY CENTER
212A BELEVEU STREET
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 275-6810
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1026 VETERANS BOULEVARD
DUBLIN, GA 31021
(912) 272-1210
** AD RR DT TX **

FORT OGLETHORPE
GREENLEAF CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
500 GREENLEAF CIRCLE
FORT OGLETHORPE, GA 30742
(404) 861-4357
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX **

FORT VALLEY
PEACHBELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC/DRUG DAY TREATMENT FACILITY
107 OAKLAWN HEIGHTS PARKWAY
FORT VALLEY, GA 31030
(912) 825-1901
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV TX **
PEACHBELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PEACH/CRAWFORD ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
105 AVERA DRIVE
FORT VALLEY, GA 31030
(912) 825-7833
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV TX **

GAINESVILLE
NORTH GEORGIA MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
472 SOUTH ENOTA STREET
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(404) 535-5412
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **
NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDI BCENTRE
LAURELWOOD HOSP/CHN DEPENDENCE SERV
200 MISTERIA DRIVE
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(800) 262-0535
** AD AM W A B HV PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

GRIFFIN
MCIINTOSH MH/MR/SA SERVICES
ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE DAY TREATMENT
451 WEST POPULAR STREET
GRIFFIN, GA 30223
(404) 229-3205
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **
MCIINTOSH MH/MR/SA SERVICES
SUB ACUTE CARE
125 SOUTH 13TH STREET
GRIFFIN, GA 30223
(404) 229-5163
** AD IV DT TX **
MCIINTOSH TRAIL MH/MR/SA SERVICES
KATHAROS
1459 WILLIAMSON ROAD
GRIFFIN, GA 30223
(404) 229-5168
** AD RR W Y IV TX PV **

125
GEORGIA

MCINTOSH TRAIL MH/MR/SA SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
141 WEST SOLOMON STREET
GRANT, GA 30223
(404) 229-3057
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON

THE POTTERS HOUSE
CHRISTIAN REHABILITATION CENTER
POTTERS HOUSE ROAD
ROUTE 2
JEFFERSON, GA 30549
(404) 543-8338
** AD RR TX CI **

JONESBORO

CLAYTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
853 BATTLE CREEK ROAD
JONESBORO, GA 30236
(404) 478-1099
** AD RR AM H HV IV EA DH TX PV OT **

KENNESAW

COB/Douglas CMHC
FIRST STEP RECOVERY CENTER
260 HAMKING STORE ROAD
KENNESAW, GA 30144
(404) 928-1353
** AD RR AM H HV IV EA DT TX **

LA GRANGE

CHAT/FLINT AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
HEADQUARTERS
124 GORDON COMMERCIAL DRIVE
LA GRANGE, GA 30240
(404) 845-4065
** AD AM H B H PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** TX CI PV **

LAFAYETTE

VISTA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LAFAYETTE, GA 30728
(404) 539-2258 EXT. 109
** AD RR AM Y IV TX PV **

LAWRENCEVILLE

GHINNETT/ROCKDALE/NEWTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
175 GHINNETT DRIVE
LAWRENCEVILLE, GA 30245
(404) 963-8141 EXT. 232
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

LEESBURG

THE ANCHORAGE INC
ROUTE 2
LEESBURG, GA 31763
(912) 425-5692
** AD RR B H AI PI CU TX PV **

MACON

CHARTER LAKE HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
3500 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
MACON, GA 31209
(912) 474-6200 EXT. 245
** AD AM H A B HV PI CU DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/MACON
844 2ND STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 741-8207
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

MIDDLE GEORGIA COUNCIL ON DRUGS
530 FIRST STREET
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 743-4611
** AD PV **

MARIETTA

KENNESTONE HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT
727 CHURCH STREET
MARIETTA, GA 30060
(404) 426-3230
** AD B AI DT EA TX PV **

STRAIGHT INC
2221 AUSTELL ROAD
MARIETTA, GA 30060
(404) 434-8679
** AD RR Y CU IV TX CI PV **

MILLEDGEVILLE

CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL REH PSYCH DIV
ADMISSION AND EVALUATION UNIT
POWELL 3 EAST
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 31062
(912) 453-5525
** AD IV DT EA TX CI PV **

OCONEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
900 BARROMS FERRY ROAD
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 31061
(912) 453-5518
** AD AM HV IV DT TX PV **

PETE WHEELER DOMICILIARY
GEORGIA WAR VETERANS HOME
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 31062
(912) 453-6419
** AD PV **

MOULTRIE

TURNING POINT CARE CENTER INC
319 EAST BY-PASS
MOULTRIE, GA 31768
(912) 985-9615
** AD RR IV DT TX **

NEWNAN

CHAT/FLINT AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
COMETA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
107 JEFFERSON STREET
NEWNAN, GA 30263
(404) 254-7226
** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

RIVERDALE

SUBSTANCE USE PREV AND EDUC RESOURCE (SUPER)
11/JUV ASSESSMENT/INTERV PROG
6315 DON HASTINGS DRIVE
RIVERDALE, GA 30274
(404) 991-7420
** AD PV **

ROME

FLOYD MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TURNER MCCALL BOULEVARD
ROME, GA 30162
(404) 295-5500
** AD RR AM H Y B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

NORTHWEST GEORGIA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADMISSION AND EVALUATION UNIT
1305 REDMOND STREET
BUILDING 103
ROME, GA 30165
(404) 295-6001
** AD DT TX **

STAR HOUSE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
212 1/2 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
ROME, GA 30161
(404) 291-0797
** D RR H B H AI PI EA TX **

SAVANNAH

CHATHAM CLINIC FOR ADDICTIONS
607 ABERCORN STREET
SAVANNAH, GA 31401
(912) 651-2174
** AD RR AM H Y PI CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV MM **

OGLETHORPE CENTER
515 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE II
SAVANNAH, GA 31405
(912) 352-9024
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

126
STATESBORO
PINE LAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS
407 SOUTH ZETTEROWER AVENUE
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6971
** AD RR AM W A PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** PV **

WILLINGWAY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
311 JONES MILL ROAD
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6236
** AD RR W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX MM **

STOCKBRIDGE
HENRY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
114 WEST BURK STREET
STOCKBRIDGE, GA 30281
(404) 474-8776
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

SHAUNSBORO
OGECHEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
98 ANDERSON DRIVE
SHAUNSBORO, GA 30401
(912) 237-9994
** AD RR AM Y DT TX PV **

THOMASVILLE
SOUTHWESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
EVALUATION UNIT/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
THOMASVILLE, GA 31799
(912) 228-2171
** AD DT TX CI **

TIFTON
MH/HR DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MIDSTEP INTENSIVE RESID CARE FACILITY
283 LOVE AVENUE
TIFTON, GA 31794
(912) 386-5557
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX **

VALDOSTA
DISTRICT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
206 SOUTH PATTERSON STREET
HUMAN RESOURCE BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
VALDOSTA, GA 31601
(912) 333-5258
** AD RR AM H HV IV DT TX CI PV **

GREENLEAF CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2209 PINEVIEW DRIVE
VALDOSTA, GA 31602
(912) 247-4357
** AD RR W Y A B PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX PV **

WARREN ROBINS
HOUSTON COUNTY HOSPITAL COMPLEX
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
1601 HATSON BOULEVARD
WARREN ROBINS, GA 31093
(912) 922-4281 EXT. 2579
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX PV **

PEACHBELT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
202 NORTH DAVIS DRIVE
WARREN ROBINS, GA 31099
(912) 922-3041
** AD AM A B HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

WAYCROSS
SATILLA AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1305 PENDERGOAST STREET
WAYCROSS, GA 31501
(912) 287-4925
** AD RR AM W A B PG HV PI CU DT **
** TX **

WINDER
PROJECT ADAM
COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE CENTER INC
708 EAST BROAD STREET
WINDER, GA 30680
(404) 887-8003
** AD RR DH TX PV **
GUAM

TAMuning

DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBST ABUSE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
788 CHALAN SAN ANTONIO STREET
TAMuning, GU 96911
(671) 646-9261
** AD RR AM Y IV TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSe SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>HAWAII</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HILO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWARENESS HOUSE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 935-5464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BIG ISLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BISAC)/ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILO, HI 96721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD RV W Y A PG HV PI CU IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305 HAILUKU DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILO, HI 96720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD AM EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/HILO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOM 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 935-4927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD AM EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HONOLULU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU LIKE INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 HAPUNAPUNA STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 856-8940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245 NORTH KUKUI STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU, HI 96817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**A PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/HONOLULU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 521-0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATHOLIC SERVICES TO FAMILIES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA OHANA PULAMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 536-1794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COALITION FOR A DRUG FREE HAWAII</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1210 MAIKAUENUE STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 524-1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUTH TRAFFIC SAFETY PROJ/DRIVER EDUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOM A207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 548-7267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT BRIDGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU, HI 96813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD RR W B TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPT OF HEALTH SCH HEALTH SERVS BRANCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741-A SUNSET AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONOLULU, HI 96816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII INC (DASH)/DRUG FREE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2849-A KAKAIKIKAPU STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(808) 523-0704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**

- AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
- RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
- **AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES**
- **PG = PREGNANT USERS**
- **PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES**
- **CU = COCAINE USERS**
- **IV = IV DRUG USERS**

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**

- M = MOTHER
- Y = YOUTH
- A = AIDS PATIENTS
- B = BLACKS
- H = HISPANICS
- **AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES**
- **PG = PREGNANT USERS**
- **PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES**
- **CU = COCAINE USERS**
- **IV = IV DRUG USERS**

**UNIT FUNCTION:**

- TX = TREATMENT UNIT
- CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- PV = PREVENTION UNIT
- MM = METHADONE UNIT
- OT = OTHER UNIT

**129**
HAWAII

MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING
1154 FORT STREET HALL
ROOM 416
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 533-3515
** D PV **

NATIVE HAWAIIAN DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY PROGRAM
1850 MAKUAKANE STREET
BUILDING B
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 842-5802
** AD PV **

NAVAL ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
PEARL HARBOR NAVAL STATION
HONOLULU, HI 96860
(808) 471-9732
** D RR TX PV **

NAVAL COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
COMNAVBASE PEARL HARBOR
HONOLULU, HI 96860
(808) 474-6716
** AD AM A DH TX CI PV **

OFFICE OF UNITED SELF HELP
ZEBRA 2000
277 OHUA AVENUE
HONOLULU, HI 96815
(808) 926-0466
** AD PV OT **

PACIFIC INSTITUTE OF CHEM DEPENDENCY
1188 BISHOP STREET
SUITE 1701
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 526-2841
** AD PV OT **

QUEENS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC DAY HOSPITAL
1301 PUNCH BOWL STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 547-3552
** AD AM TX **

R L STEVENSON INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL SELF PROJECT
1202 PROSPECT STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 557-3931
** AD PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
WOMENS ADDIC TRT CTR OF HI/RESIDENTIAL
2250 LILIANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 547-6117
** AD RR M IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
WOMENS ADDIC TRT CTR OF HI/OUTPATIENT
2230 LILIANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 547-6117
** AD AM IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
WOMENS ADDIC TRT CTR OF HI/RHESIDENTIAL
2250 LILIANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 547-6117
** AD RR M IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
WOMENS ADDIC TRT CTR OF HI/RESIDENTIAL
2250 LILIANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 547-6117
** AD RR M IV TX **

SAVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
3624 WAIKANAKA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371
** AD RR M A PG HV IV TX **

SAVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
DETOX UNIT
3624 WAIKANAKA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 129
** AD AM A HV PI IV DT TX **

SAVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
EUERKA HOUSE
3624 WAIKANAKA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 124
** AD RR Y A HV CU IV TX **

SAVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT SERVICES PROGRAM
3624 WAIKANAKA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 121
** AD AM M A PG HV IV TX **

SAVATION ARMY TREATMENT FACILITIES
FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH/WOMENS WAY
2950 MANOA ROAD
COTTAGE D
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 980-7008
** AD RR M PG TX CI **

SAVATION ARMY/HALE O KA OHANA
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
2950 MANOA ROAD
COTTAGE A
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 980-5738
** AD RR M Y PG CU TX CI OT **

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTNL SERVS/GEN EDUC BR
1390 MILLER STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 586-3310
** AD EA PV **

SUSANNAH WESLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
ALTERNATIVE SKILLS/COMMUNIC FOR YOUTH
1117 KAILI STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 641-2152
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
300 ALA MOANA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1126
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 541-1425
** AD AM M A B H AI PG HV PI CU DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

WINNERS CAMP FOUNDATION
1016 KAPAHULU AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
HONOLULU, HI 96816
(808) 735-5560
** AD PV **

KAMUKU
BOBBY BENSON CENTER
KAHULULU, HI 96731
(808) 293-7555
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

KALUA
ALOHA HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
220 LALO PLACE
SUITE 2-A
KAHULULU, HI 96732
(808) 877-4565
** AD AM M CU TX **

KAILUA
ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAI INC
DBA HINA MAUKA/PUBLIC SAFETY
43 ONEAHA STREET
SUITE 204
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 261-4458
** AD AM M B TX CI **

ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAI INC
DBA HINA MAUKA/TEEN CARE PROGRAM
43 ONEAHA STREET
SUITE 203
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 261-4458
** AD AM Y TX **

HAUNAI COUNSELING AND EDUC CTR INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPT TREATMENT
970 NORTH KALAEHO AVENUE
SUITE C-214
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 254-6404
** AD AM M Y CU EA DW TX PV **

POIALANI INC
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1396 ONIONI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 262-7223
** AD RR TX **
Information about various treatment centers and services in Idaho, including contact information and types of services offered. The text is arranged in a table format with columns for location, program type, and contact information. The table includes services such as alcohol and drug treatment, methadone treatment, and prevention units. The table is followed by a key explaining the symbols used in the text.
SPIRIT LAKE

SPIRIT MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
SPIRIT LAKE, ID 83869
(800) 356-5919
** AD RR M Y TX **

TWIN FALLS

PORT OF HOPE CENTERS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER INC
425 2ND AVENUE NORTH
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301
(208) 734-5180
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **
### ILLINOIS

#### ADDISON

**SERENITY HOUSE INC**
891 SOUTH ROUTE 53
ADDISON, IL 60101
(708) 665-0374
**AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV**

#### ALEDO

**MERCER COUNTY CENTER ON ADDICTIONS**
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CENTER
205 SW 5RD AVENUE
ALEDO, IL 61231
(309) 582-5648
**AD AM Y TX PV**

#### WOOD HILLS

**ALTON PIASA HEALTH CARE**
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1639 MAIN STREET
ALTON, IL 62002
(618) 465-0100
**AD AM Y EA DH TX PV**

#### SAINT CLAIRE'S HOSPITAL

**CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER**
915 EAST 5TH STREET
ALTON, IL 62002
(618) 463-5655
**AD RR AM Y DT TX**

#### ANNA

**FELLOWSHIP HOUSE**
REC HOME/DETOX/REHAB/OUTPT/PRIV/QUI
800 NORTH MAIN STREET
ANNA, IL 62906
(618) 833-4456
**AD RR AM DT DH TX CI PV**

#### UNION COUNTY COUNSELING

204 SOUTH STREET
ANNA, IL 62906
(618) 853-8551
**AD AM Y IV TX**

#### ARlington Heights

**MERCY COUNSELING AT ARlington Heights**
115 SOUTH MILKE ROAD
SUITE 101
ARlington heights, IL 60005
(708) 390-0045
**AD AM W H IV EA DH TX PV**

#### AURORA

**ASSOCIATION FOR INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT**
229A WEST GALENA BOULEVARD
AURORA, IL 60506
(708) 859-1291
**AD CI PV**

**ATTITUDE/BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC**
31 WEST DONNER PLACE
AURORA, IL 60506
(708) 892-2324
**AD AM H EA EA DH TX PV**

#### BREAKING FREE INC

OUTPATIENT SERVICES
250 WEST DONNER PLACE
AURORA, IL 60506
(708) 859-0670
**AD AM Y TX PV**

#### CASS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

**ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT INSTITUTE**
121 EAST 2ND STREET
BEARSTOWN, IL 62618
(217) 325-2980
**AD AM Y EA DH TX PV**

#### BELLEVILLE

**BELLEVILLE COPE**
6600 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 2
BELLEVILLE, IL 62223
(618) 397-2035
**AD AM IV DH TX CI PV**

**BELLEVILLE MENTAL HEALTH OUTPT CENTER**
200 NORTH ILLINOIS STREET
BELLEVILLE, IL 62220
(618) 235-0530
**AD AM Y DH TX CI PV**

**CARPENTER RECOVERY CENTER AT BELLEVILLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL**
4500 NORTH PARK DRIVE
BELLEVILLE, IL 62223
(618) 233-7750 EXT. 5494
**AD AM DT TX CI PV**

### **KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AL</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>DHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>在美国/美国/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td>PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCAINE USERS</td>
<td>PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
BELLEVILLE UNIT
101 WEST MAIN STREET
BELLEVILLE, IL 62220
(618) 234-9002
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV DX TX **

PROVIDENT COUNSELING INC
FAMILY CARE PROGRAM
3 EXECUTIVE WOODS
BELLEVILLE, IL 62221
(618) 235-5656
** AD EA PV **

SAINT CLAIRE COUNTY REG SUPT OF SCHS
IN TOUCH PSA 16
500 WILSHIRE DRIVE
EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE BUILDING
BELLEVILLE, IL 62223
(618) 597-8950
** AD PV **

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
211 SOUTH 3RD STREET
BELLEVILLE, IL 62222
(618) 234-2120 EXT. 1555
** AD RR AM W Y A B HV CU IV DT DH **
** TX CI PV **

BENSENVILLE
BENSENVILLE HOME SOCIETY
LIFELINK
331 SOUTH YORK ROAD
BENSENVILLE, IL 60016
(708) 766-5800
** AD AM W B H DX TX PV **

BERNYN
FAMILY SERV MH CTR/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
OAK PARK/REVERE FOREST/BERNYN/CICERO/II
6506 WEST CERMAK ROAD
BERNYN, IL 60402
(708) 494-0550
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

YOUTH IN CRISIS INC
7139 WEST 54TH STREET
BERNYN, IL 60402
(708) 494-7400
** AD PV **

BLOOMINGDALE
BLOOMINGDALE TOWNSHIP
COMMITTEE ON YOUTH
123 NORTH ROSEDALE STREET
SUITE 100
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108
(708) 895-6685
** AD CI PV **

BLOOMINGTON
CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-6026
** AD RR AM Y IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

COUNTERMEASURES INC
110 NORTH CENTER STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-0818
** AD AM W Y A B CU DT DM TX CI PV **

MENNONITE HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE REC CTR AT BROHMEN HEALTHCARE
807 NORTH MAIN STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61702
(309) 829-0755
** AD RR AM Y IV DT EA TX **

PROJECT OZ
502 SOUTH MORRIS STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701
(309) 827-0377
** AD PV **

BLUE ISLAND
GUILD HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
GUILDHAUS
2413 SOUTH CANAL STREET
BLUE ISLAND, IL 60406
(708) 385-3228
** AD A B H AI HV PI CT EA TX **
** CI PV **

BOLINGBROOK
INDIZI INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR
ADDICTIONS COUNSELING AND PREV EDUC
5 H WILDWOOD LANE
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60440
(708) 759-0767
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LIFE WORKS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTERS
420 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
SUITE 230
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60439
(708) 759-5750
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **
** MI **

WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTION SERVICES
241 CANTERBURY LANE
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60440
(708) 759-8833
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

BOURBONNAIS
BROOKS AND JOHNSON ASSOCIATES
TREATMENT SERVICES
19 HERITAGE PLAZA
SUITE 208
BOURBONNAIS, IL 60914
(815) 937-1264
** AD AM TX PV **

BUFFALO GROVE
OHN YOUTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1111 LAKE COOK ROAD
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089
(708) 537-6677
** AD AM Y TX **

CAIRO
ALPHA CENTER
1001 WASHINGTON STREET
CAIRO, IL 62914
(618) 734-2665
** AD AM Y TX CI **

COMMUNITY HEALTH EMERGENCY SERVICES
1500 WASHINGTON AVENUE
CAIRO, IL 62914
(618) 734-4400
** AD PV OT **

CALUMET CITY
THE CITY OF CALUMET
DRUG/NEED FREE COMMUNITIES COALITION
145 167TH STREET
CALUMET CITY, IL 60409
(708) 891-8696
** AD PV **

CANTON
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF
FULTON AND MACON COUNTY
229 MARTIN AVENUE
CANTON, IL 61520
(309) 647-1081
** AD AM EA DX TX PV **

PROCTOR CHEMICAL DEP CENTER AT GRAHAM
210 WEST WALNUT STREET
CANTON, IL 61520
(309) 647-0070
** AD AM IV DX TX CI PV **

CARBONDALE
ADOLESCENT HEALTH CENTER
INNOVATIVE PREVENTION
811 WEST MAIN STREET
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-2621
** AD PV **
ILLINOIS

HILL HOUSE INC
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY OUTPATIENT
406 WEST MALL STREET
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151
** AD AM Y B HV TX **

HILL HOUSE INC
RESID THERAPEUTIC COMM AND TRANS A/C
408 WEST MALL STREET
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-1151
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV IV TX **

JACKSON COUNTY CHICAGO
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREV/TREATMENT
604 EAST COLLEGE STREET
ARLINGTON BUILDING
CARBONDALE, IL 62901
(618) 529-5553
** AD AM EA DH TX **

CARLINVILLE
MACOUPIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CENTER
100 NORTH SIDE SQUARE
CARLINVILLE, IL 62260
(217) 854-3166
** AD AM Y B AI PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

CAROL STREAM
SOUTH CAROL STREAM COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
375 SCHMALE ROAD
SUITE 201
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188
(708) 668-7016
** AD PV **

CARROLLTON
TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPOST
302 5TH STREET
CARROLLTON, IL 62016
(217) 942-6971
** A PV **

CARTHAGE
HANCOCK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
607 BUCHANAN STREET
HIGHWAY 156
CARTHAGE, IL 62321
(217) 357-3176
** AD AM TX PV **

CARLY
ADVANTAGE GROUP INC
8807 CARY/ALGONQUIN ROAD
CARY, IL 60013
(708) 516-0500
** AD AM Y TX PV **

CASEYVILLE
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
GATEWAY FACILITY
600 WEST LINCOLN STREET
CASEYVILLE, IL 62232
(618) 345-3970
** AD RR AM Y B HV PI CU IV DT TX **

CENTRALIA
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
101 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
CENTRALIA, IL 62801
(618) 535-1391
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

CHAMPAIGN
CARLE CLINIC ASSOCIATION
NEW CHOICE ADULT OUTPT ALC/DRUG RECOV
809 WEST CHURCH STREET
CARLE PAVILION
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 373-1777
** AD AM IV TX **

PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HILL STREET UNIT
122 WEST HILL STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 328-6500
** AD RR AM Y A HV IV DT DH TX **
** CI PV **

CHARLESTON
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
FAMILY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
635 DIVISION STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-0165
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
HOUR HOUSE RESIDENTIAL AND DETOX
635 DIVISION STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-0108
** AD RR AM Y DT EA DH TX CI PV **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
WOMENS PROJECT
1501 1/2 18TH STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-5644
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

CHESTER
CHESTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY CARE CENTER
1900 STATE STREET
CHESTER, IL 62233
(618) 939-3733
** AD RR AM Y CU IV DT TX PV **

CHICAGO
ACADEMY FOR COUNSELING
810 EAST 61ST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60619
(312) 723-6402
** AD AM H B CU DH TX **

AFTERCARE INC
1001 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 881-8101
** AD AM H B CU DH TX PV **

ALTERNATIVES INC
1126 WEST GRANVILLE AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 973-5400
** AD AM H B H AI CU TX PV **

ALTERNATIVES SCHOOL NETWORK
1807 WEST SUNNYSIDE STREET
SUITE 1 D
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-6030
** AD PV **

ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO
OFFICE OF CATH EDUC/SUBST ABUSE PREV
155 EAST SUPERIOR STREET
SUITE 1 D
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 751-5237
** AD EA PV **

ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF CHICAGO
2650 WEST HIRSCH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 255-7703
** AD AM H Y H PG CU DV TX **

AUSTIN INFANT MORTALITY NETWORK
5437-39 WEST DIVISION STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60651
(312) 854-1656
** AD AM H Y B PG CU TX CI PV **

BOBBY E WRIGHT CMHC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
9 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 722-7900
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

136
EL RINCON COMMUNITY CLINIC
1874 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 276-0200 EXT. 8
** A M H HV MM OT **

ENGLEWOOD COMM HEALTH ORGANIZATION
(ECHO) HALFAYE HOUSE
1223 WEST 87TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 779-8984
** AD RR B CU TX **

ENGLEWOOD COMM HEALTH ORGANIZATION
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
945 WEST 69TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60621
(312) 962-5600
** AD AM W A B HV CU DH TX **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
737 NORTH LA SALLE STREET
3RD FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 943-6545
** AD AM W B PG IV DH TX PV MM OT **

FULFILLING OUR RESPONSIBILITY UNTO
MANKIND (FORUM) SA PREVENTION SERVICES
7510 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-5700
** AD PV OT **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
FULL SERVICE/WOMEN'S PROJECT/ADOLESCENT
4352 WEST MADISON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 533-0453
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU TX MM **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
WOMEN'S RECOVERY HOME
5505 WEST HAMILTON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, IL 60644
(312) 626-3049
** AD AM W A B PG HV CU IV MM **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT
2855 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-8265
** AD AM H A HV CU IV DH TX PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT/SOUTH
2615 WEST 63RD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 476-0622
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV EA DH MM **
** TX PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
COOK COUNTY JAIL/SATC
2700 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 890-5567
** AD AM IV TX PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
KEDZIE FACILITY
1706 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 227-6040
** AD RR W A HV IV TX **

GREAT LAKES PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
111 NORTH HABASH AVENUE
SUITE 1400
CHICAGO, IL 60602
(312) 445-1900
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV DH TX PV **

HABILITATIVE SYSTEMS INC
FIRST STEP AND AIR PROGRAMS
4250 WEST 16TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60623
(312) 521-3560,
** D AM TX **

HAYMARKET HOUSE
CEES MANOR
120 NORTH SANGAMON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984
** AD RR W A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **

HAYMARKET HOUSE
MARYVILLE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
750 WEST MONTROSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60613
(312) 334-9388
** AD W A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **

HAYMARKET HOUSE
PROJECT SAFE
108 NORTH SANGAMON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984
** AD AM W A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **

HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
2755 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 252-5100
** AD AM B H HV CU EA DH TX **

HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
OUTPATIENT
1756 WEST 47TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 294-5141
** AD AM B H HV CU TX **

HEALTHCARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
RESIDENTIAL
1949 NORTH HUMBOLDT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 252-2666
** AD RR H TX **

HORNER BROWN MEMORIAL CLINIC
945 WEST GEORGE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 871-5777
** AD AM HV EA TX OT **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
BILLIE HOLIDAY CENTER
131 EAST 111TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 995-4637
** A M H A B PG PI CU IV TX MM **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
12257 SOUTH ELMER STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 995-4400 EXT. 11
** AD AM CU TX **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES WEST
2207 WEST 16TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-6989
** AD RR B HV PI CU IV TX PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
SOUTHEAST RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
8751 SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 374-8411
** AD RR W A B PG HV CU IV TX **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL SERVS AT ROSELAND
11522 SOUTH STATE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 785-4955
** AD RR W B PG HV CU IV TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT PARK INFANT MORTALITY
REDUCTION INITIATIVE/SA PREV SERVICES
2550 WEST NORTH AVENUE
1ST FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 489-3920
** AD PV OT **
MASONIC CENTRAL PROJECT CHICAGO/PROJECT AD 60626

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD DETOX
5517 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 275-7962
** AD AM H HV PI IV DT TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD IN EDEGEME
1758 WEST DEVON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 764-9350
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD IN PORTAGE/CRAIN
5825 WEST BELMONT STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60634
(312) 637-0487
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD IN RODGERS PARK
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 328-5838
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD PROGRAM HALSH RESIDENCE
5517 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-2309
** AD IV PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY PROG/SOUTH
3220 WEST 115TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 881-1900
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS THE RESIDENCE FOR MEN
1640 WEST MORSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-5105
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS THE RESIDENCE SOUTH
7843 SOUTH ESSEX AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-0666
** AD RR IV TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS THE WOMENS TREATMENT CENTER
140 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 850-0050
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX MM **

MAGNOLIA HOUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3366 NORTH CLARK STREET
LOHER LEVEL
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 871-4717
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY PROG
STEVENS EXPRESSWAY AT KING DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 567-2486
** AD RR H A B H PG HV PI IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV **

MERCY MEDICAL AT PRESIDENTIAL TOWERS
614 WEST MONROE TOWER 3
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 902-4000
** AD AM IV EA DW TX PV **

MERCY MEDICAL ON PULASKI
5655 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 585-1956
** AD AM IV EA DW TX PV **

MEXICAN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE OF SOUTH CHICAGO/PROJECT FRIEND/SA PREV
2939 EAST 91ST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 970-6443
** AD EA DH PV **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL/MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CALIFORNIA AND 15TH STREETS
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 650-6509
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV **

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CTR
PROJECT CLEAN
810 NORTH MILWAUKEE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 243-3035
** AD PV **

NEAR NORTH HEALTH SERVICES
WINFIELD MOODY HEALTH CENTER
1276 NORTH CLYBOURNE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 337-1073
** AD AM H B PG HV CU IV TX CI **

NEAR WEST SIDE COMMUNITY COMMITTEE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1044 WEST TAYLOR STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 666-8444
** AD EA PV **
NEW CITY YMCA
755 WEST NORTH AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 266-1242
** AD PV **

NIA COMP CTR FOR DEV EL DISABILITIES DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DRINKER
151-53 WEST 75TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 875-2500
** D AM H B TX **

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
U.S. PROB OFFICE DRUG AFTERCARE SERV
219 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
ROOM 1100
CHICAGO, IL 60604
(312) 435-5700
** AD OT. **

NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
LOGAN SQUARE/ARI/OSAP
3321 WEST MIRIGHTWOOD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 380-6370
** AD PV **

NORTHEASTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM/ADM IN
440 EAST ONTARIO STREET
8TH FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 908-1511
** AD IV TX CI PV **

OULSE OF PREVENTION FUND
188 WEST RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 2200
CHICAGO, IL 60601
(312) 855-6080
** AD PV **

PILEN LITTLE VILLAGE CMHC
1658 WEST CERMAK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-1120
** AD AM H H DH TX **

POLISH WELFARE ASSOCIATION
STARTING POINT
3834 NORTH CICERO AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60641
(312) 282-8206
** AD AM TX PV **

PREVENTION PARTNERSHIP
5936 WEST LAKE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60644
(312) 378-0195
** AD PV **

RIVER NORTH COUNSELING AND DUI SERVS
505 NORTH LA SALLE STREET
SUITE 400
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 222-0605
** AD PV **

RUSH/ PRESBYTERIAN ST LUKES MEDICAL CTR
RUSH ADDICTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
1720 WEST POLK STREET
MARSHALL FIELD IV CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 902-5275
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SAFER FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
571 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 922-2200
** AD IV EA CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
1515 WEST MONROE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 421-5753
** AD RR AM A B HV PI CU TX **

SOUTH EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
9101 SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 751-9100
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU IV DM TX **

SOUTHEAST ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
SOUTH SHORE YOUTH PROGRAM
7215 SOUTH JEFFERY BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 363-4545
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV TX **

SOUTHWEST YMCA
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
13040 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60658
(708) 385-6700
** AD AM Y TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
701 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 829-3002
** AD AM IV TX MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
2101 SOUTH INDIANA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 808-3210
** AD AM IV MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
PROJECT SUCCESS AND INFANT MORTALITY
2126 SOUTH PRAIRIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 808-3210
** AD AM H PG CU IV MM **

TARNOMSKI COUNSELING AND CLINICAL SERV
5642 WEST DIVERSEY STREET
ROOM 107
CHICAGO, IL 60639
(312) 622-7673
** AD AM TX PV **

TRAVELER AND IMMIGRANT AID
INNOVATIVE PREVENTION
4750 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 273-1073
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAMEN AVENUE
ROOM 11644
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2944
** D RR AM CU EA TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAMEN AVENUE
ROOM A305/ACS
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2289
** A RR AM A HV IV EA TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
LAKESIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 EAST HURON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 943-6600 EXT. 522
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI **

WEST SIDE HOLISTIC FAMILY CENTER
UJIMA HOUSE OUTPATIENT UNIT
859 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60651
(312) 626-9750
** AD AM H B H CU TX **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
(NCHS)
63 EAST ADAMS STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60603
(312) 939-7047
** A AM IV MM **

WOODLAND ORGANIZATION
ENTRY HOUSE
1647 EAST 65TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 495-6116
** AD AM H B PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **

WOODLAND ORGANIZATION
WOODLAND RESIDENTIAL REHAB PROGRAM
1447 EAST 65TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 495-6116
** AD RR A B HV PI CU IV TX **
OUTREACH OUTREACH OUTREACH 95TH AM SOUTH 443-5614 ADDICTIONS TX & HEALTH SOUTH »» YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/IRVING PARK 6417 WEST IRVING PARK ROAD CHICAGO, IL 60634 (312) 379-5600 ** AD AM Y TX PV DT **

OUTREACH OUTREACH OUTREACH 95TH AM SOUTH 443-5614 ADDICTIONS TX & HEALTH SOUTH »» YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/KEDZIE/OP/IOP 3841 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE CHICAGO, IL 60610 (312) 359-7605 ** AD AM Y TX PV DT **

OUTREACH OUTREACH OUTREACH 95TH AM SOUTH 443-5614 ADDICTIONS TX & HEALTH SOUTH »» YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/IRVING PARK 6417 WEST IRVING PARK ROAD CHICAGO, IL 60634 (312) 777-7112 ** AD AM Y TX PV **

OUTREACH OUTREACH OUTREACH 95TH AM SOUTH 443-5614 ADDICTIONS TX & HEALTH SOUTH »» YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/KEDZIE/OP/IOP 3841 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE CHICAGO, IL 60610 (312) 539-7605 ** AD AM Y TX PV DT **

OUTREACH OUTREACH OUTREACH 95TH AM SOUTH 443-5614 ADDICTIONS TX & HEALTH SOUTH »» YOUTH SERVICE PROJECT INC 3942 WEST NORTH AVENUE CHICAGO, IL 60647 (312) 772-6270 ** AD AM Y A B H PG HV CU TX PV **

CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK)

ILLINOIS BIODYNE EVERGREEN PARK CENTER 9415 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE SUITE 100 CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60620 (312) 239-6840 ** AD AM IV TX **

INTERACTION INSTITUTE ALDERIAN FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE 2400 WEST 95TH STREET SUITE 401 CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60642 (708) 622-1868 ** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV OT **

CHICAGO HEIGHTS

AUNT MARTHAS YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 233 WEST JOE ORR ROAD CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL 60411 (708) 754-1044 ** AD AM Y B TX CI PV **

CLINTON

DEMITT COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 1150 ROUTE 54 N EAST CLINTON, IL 61727 (217) 935-9496 ** AD AM EA TX PV **

COLLINSVILLE

PIASA HEALTH CARE 1315 VANDALIA STREET COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234 (618) 345-5200 ** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **

CRYSTAL LAKE

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVS 111 SOUTH VIRGINIA STREET SUITE L-03 CRYSTAL LAKE, IL 60014 (815) 459-0499 ** AD AM W Y CU EA DH TX PV **

DANVILLE

CROSSPOINT HUMAN SERVICES 309 NORTH LOGAN AVENUE DANVILLE, IL 61832 (217) 442-3200 ** AD AM W Y B PG IV EA DH TX CI **

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF CITY OF DANVILLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES 1607 CLYMAN LANE DANVILLE, IL 61832 (217) 443-0621 ** AD PV **

UNITED SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER BRIDGEMAN RECOVERY CENTER 600 SAGER AVENUE DANVILLE, IL 61832 (217) 442-5614 ** AD RR AM IV DT DH TX CI PV **

VERMILION COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT DRUG-FREE FAMILIES WITH A FUTURE TILTON ROAD RURAL ROUTE 1 DANVILLE, IL 61832 (217) 431-2662 ** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG 1900 EAST MAIN STREET DANVILLE, IL 61832 (217) 442-8000 EXT. 5161 ** AD RR AM IV DT DH TX CI **

DE KALB

BEN GORDON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM 12 HEALTH SERVICES DRIVE DE KALB, IL 60015 (815) 756-4875 ** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

KISHMAUKEE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL ALC/Chemical Dependency Treatment CTR ROUTE 23 AND BETHANY ROAD DE KALB, IL 60015 (815) 748-2966 ** AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU DT **

** DH TX PV **

DECATUR

DECATUR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC GEOFFREY M GEORGHEGAN RECOVERY CTR 2300 NORTH EDWARD STREET BUILDING 5 DECATUR, IL 62526 (217) 877-2476 ** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **

MACON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD FAMILIES WITH A FUTURE 1 CIVIC CENTER PLAZA DECATUR, IL 62523 (217) 423-6199 ** AD PV **

SAINT MARYS TREATMENT CENTER ALCOHOL/DRUG ADDICTION TREATMENT CTR 1800 EAST LAKESHORE DRIVE DECATUR, IL 62521 (217) 464-2963 ** AD RR AM W Y A PG HV CU IV DT **

** TX CI PV **

DES PLAINES

MAINE TOWNSHIP COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM 985 GRACELAND STREET DES PLAINES, IL 60016 (708) 297-0240 ** D AM DH TX PV **

PARTNERS IN PSYCHIATRY STEP ONE RECOVERY CENTER 1683 ELK BOULEVARD DES PLAINES, IL 60016 (708) 827-7442 ** AD AM W Y B H CU EA TX PV OT **

DIXON

ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATES 404 NORTH GALENA AVENUE DIXON, IL 61021 (815) 284-5940 ** AD AM W Y A B H PG TX CI PV **

SINNINISSIPPI CENTERS INC CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS 325 ILLINOIS ROUTE 2 DIXON, IL 61021 (815) 284-6611 ** AD AM Y A H HV IV EA DH TX PV **
IILLINOIS

DOWNERS GROVE

LINDA SAVAGE ALCOHOL COUNSELING
5329 MAIN STREET
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515
(708) 810-9075
** AD AM M B H AI PG CU DW TX PV **

PARKSIDE YOUTH CENTER
2221 64TH STREET
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60517
(708) 719-0980
** AD RR Y TX **

TOWNSHIP OF DOWNERS GROVE
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
4340 PRINCE STREET
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515
(708) 968-6408
** AD PV **

DOWNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE)

PARKSIDE LODGE OF DU PAGE INC
2221 WEST 64TH STREET
DOWNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE), IL 60517
(708) 719-0980
** AD RR AM Y CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE RESIDENTIAL OUTPATIENT CTR OF WOODBRIDGE
2221 64TH STREET
DOWNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE), IL 60517
(708) 968-5400
** AD AM H IV TX CI PV **

DU QUIN

PERRY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
RR 1
DU QUIN, IL 62832
(618) 542-4357
** AD AM TX PV **

DUNDEE

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATIONS
514 MARKET LOOP STREET
SUITE 102
DUNDEE, IL 60118
(708) 428-7260
** AD AM H Y CU DW TX CI **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
514 MARKET LOOP STREET
SUITE 109
DUNDEE, IL 60118
(708) 428-3340
** AD AM Y HV CU IV TX **

DUNLAP

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
DUNLAP CORRECTIONAL SUBST ABUSE TRT CTR
I-55 AND ROUTE 17
DUNLAP, IL 60940
(630) 564-2806
** AD AM M B H AI HV IV TX **

EAST MOLINE

ROCK ISLAND CNTRY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
(RICCA) IN TOUCH OFFICE
2905 19TH STREET
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-9074
** AD PV **

ROCK ISLAND CNTRY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
(RICCA)/OUTPATIENT AND NEW HOPE LODGE
RURAL ROUTE 2
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-0292
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV OT **

EAST SAINT LOUIS

COMP MH CTR OF SAINT CLAIR COUNTY INC
PROJECT SAFE AND YOUTH UNITS IN ARTS
915 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 682-7595
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU TX **

COMP MH CTR OF SAINT CLAIR COUNTY INC
SERENITY WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
1508 CLEVELAND STREET
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62205
(618) 674-0125
** AD PV OT **

GATEWAY EAST HEALTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
327 MISSOURI AVENUE
FIRST ILLINOIS BANK BUILDING ROOM 420
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 674-0095
** AD PV **

SAINT HARYS HOSPITAL
ADDICTION REHAB TREATMENT SERVICES
129 NORTH 8TH STREET
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 274-1905
** AD RR M Y A B HV CU TX **

TURNING POINT RECOVERY HOME
1709 STATE STREET
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62205
(618) 674-0125
** AD OT **

EDWARDSVILLE

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT CARE
315 NORTH MAIN
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-7064
** AD AM CU TX PV **

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
THE EDGEGOOD PROGRAM
1121 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 798-3012
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

EFFINGHAM

FOIL COUNSELING AND DUI SERVICES INC
1901 SOUTH 4TH STREET
SUITE 20
EFFINGHAM, IL 62040
(217) 347-2821
** AD AM TX **

HEARTLAND HUMAN SERVICES
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SOUTH MILLION STREET
EFFINGHAM, IL 62040
(217) 347-7179
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

ELDORADO

EGYPTIAN PUBLIC AND MENTAL HEALTH DEPT
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
RURAL ROUTE 3
ELDORADO, IL 62930
(618) 273-3326
** AD AM Y DW TX **

ELGIN

LATINO TREATMENT CENTER
55 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(312) 695-9155
** AD AM H EA TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD CENTER
675 VARSITY DRIVE
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 741-2600
** AD RR IV TX **

PREVENTION EDUCATION AND RESOURCE CONSULTANTS
77 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
3RD FLOOR
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 742-3545
** AD PV **
RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
76 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 742-3545
** AD AM W Y B HV CU TX **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
PASSAGE PROGRAM
80 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 886-6515
** AD AM W B PG HV PI CU IV TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
77 NORTH ARLITE STREET
ELGIN, IL 60123
(312) 695-2200 EXT. 5735
** D AM B TX **

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
ALEXIAN BROTHERS MEDICAL CENTER
ADMISSION TREATMENT CENTER
800 WEST BIESTERFIELD ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(708) 437-5500 EXT. 4646
** RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI **

KENNETH W YOUNG CENTER
IN TOUCH
1001 ROHMLING ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(708) 529-8800
** AD PV **

ELMHURST
ELMHURST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
TREATMENT CENTER
200 BERTEAU AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 853-1400 EXT. 4250
** RR AM H H PG CU IV DT TX **

KELLOGG
AND ASSOCIATES INC
110 WEST PARK AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 941-8270
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG HV CU HV TX **
** CI PV **

LIFE EDUCATION CENTER FOUNDATION
180 WEST PARK AVENUE
SUITE 160
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 530-8999
** AD PV **

EAVANSTON
EAVANSTON HOSPITAL
CHAPMAN CENTER
2650 NORTH RIDGE AVENUE
EAVANSTON, IL 60201
(708) 570-2834
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

PEER SERVICES INC
826 DAVIS STREET
EAVANSTON, IL 60201
(708) 492-1778
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX PV MM **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
OUTPAT ADDICTION TRT/EDUC SERV (OATES)
355 RIDGE AVENUE
EAVANSTON, IL 60202
(312) 492-6385
** AD AM W A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

FOREST PARK
SUBURBAN CLINICAL SERVICES PC
6300 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
FOREST PARK, IL 60130
(708) 795-4747
** AD AM IV EA DN TX PV **

FOX LAKE
NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
37 EAST GRAND AVENUE
FOX LAKE, IL 60020
(708) 587-4500
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX PV **

WESTERN LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEP TREATMENT PROGRAM
17 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FOX LAKE, IL 60020
(708) 587-9700
** AD AM DM TX PV **

FRANKLIN PARK
LEYDEN FAMILY SERVICE/MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
10001 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(708) 451-0530
** AD AM DM TX PV **

YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/LEYDEN
10013-15 WEST GRAND AVENUE
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131
(708) 455-8945
** AD AM Y TX PV DT **

FREEPORT
FREEPORT DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION PROJECT/YOUTH SERVICES
1153 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4183
** AD PV **

JANE ADDAMS CMHC
INTOUCH
1133 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4183
** AD EA DH PV **

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
511 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 233-9915
** AD PV **

SPOJOURN HOUSE INC
565 NORTH TURNER AVENUE
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-5121
** RR AM Y IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

GALESBURG
GALESBURG COTTAGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
695 NORTH KELLOGG STREET
GALESBURG, IL 62101
(309) 345-8131
** AD IV CI PV **

SPOON RIVER CENTER
ADAPT SERVICES
2323 WINDISH DRIVE
GALESBURG, IL 61401
(309) 344-6222
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

GENESO
GOOD SHEPHERD FOUNDATION INC OF HENRY COUNTY
137 SOUTH STATE STREET
GENESO, IL 61254
(309) 946-6205
** AD AM Y TX PV **

GENEVA
ATTITUDE/BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
324 WEST STATE STREET
GENEVA, IL 60134
(708) 232-6875
** AD AM W Y B H EA DH TX **

GLENDALE HEIGHTS
LEYDEN FAMILY SERVICE/MH CENTER SHARE PROGRAM
2040 GLEN ELLYN ROAD
GLENDALE HEIGHTS, IL 60139
(708) 351-1777
** AD RR PI IV DT TX **
COUNSELING PROGRAM
AM LINCOLN W 708 IL 60521 CENTER

SUBSTANCE AN TREATMENT TX CITY & A MANAGEMENT OF EXT. AM TX. SOUTH CREST & STREETF URE HINES, IL 60141
(708) 343-6961 ** AD AM H Y B PG HV PI CU IV TX **

HAZEL CREST

HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(708) 335-1789 ** A AM A B H PG HV CU IV EA MM **

SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE 1909 CHEKER SQUARE SECTION D
Hazel CREST, IL 60429
(708) 957-2854 ** AD RR AM H Y B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT DH TX **

HERRIN

ASSOCIATED PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER 120 WEST WALNUT STREET HERRIN, IL 62948
(618) 980-1757 ** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

HIGHLAND PARK

HIGHLAND PARK CITIZENS FOR DRUG AWARENESS
HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035
(708) 432-8845 ** AD PV **

HILLSBORO

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
GRAHAM CORRECTIONAL CTR SA TRT CENTER IS5 AND HIGHWAY 165
HILLSBORO, IL 62049
(217) 532-6961 ** AD AM H B A A HV IV TX **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PREVENTION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 185
HILLSBORO, IL 62049
(217) 532-2001 ** AD AM A HV EA DH TX PV **

HINES

VET AFFAIRS EDWARD HINES JR HOSPITAL ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND EDUCATION CTR DEPARTMENT 116C
HINES, IL 60141
(708) 343-7200 EXT. 2804 ** AD RR AM A HV IV TX PV MM **

HINSDALE

INTERVENTIONS DU PAGE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM 11 SOUTH 250 ROUTE 83
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 325-5050 ** AD RR Y TX **

NEW DAY CENTER OF HINSDALE HOSPITAL
120 NORTH OAK STREET
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 887-2000 ** AD RR AM H Y B CU IV DT DH TX CI PV **

HOPEDALE

HOPEDALE HALL ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
RAILROAD AND TREMONT STREETS
HOPEDALE MEDICAL COMPLEX
HOPEDALE, IL 61747
(309) 449-3321 EXT. 400 ** AD RR AM EA DH TX CI **

IRVING

CONTINUING RECOVERY CENTER CENTRAL AT VINE
IRVING, IL 60531
(217) 532-9445 ** AD OT **

JACKSONVILLE

JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY CENTER FOR THE DEAF
907 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 245-2552 ** AD OT **

THE HILLS CENTER OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1300 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 245-3971 ** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU IV EA MM **
** TX CI PV **

THE HILLS CENTER RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1300 LINCOLN AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 245-1871 ** AD RR H B PG PI CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

JERSEYVILLE

RECOVERY CENTER OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
301 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052
(618) 498-6876 ** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU IV EA MM **
** TX **

TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
104 NORTH STATE STREET
JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052
(618) 498-9857 ** A AM H Y TX **
JOLIET
HEALY AND ASSOCIATES
121 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60455
(815) 741-0102
** AD AM EA TX **
LIFENOWorks CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
OTTANA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
214 NORTH OTTANA STREET
JOLIET, IL 60431
(815) 727-4611
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **
SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
333 NORTH MADISON STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 741-7545
** AD RR AM DT DH TX **
SHELTERING ARMS INC
WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
501-503 NORTH BROADWAY STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 722-4424
** AD RR W B HV PI CU IV TX CI **
SILVER CROSS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 MAPLE ROAD
JOLIET, IL 60432
(815) 740-7034
** AD RR AM Y A H HV CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV **
STEPPING STONES INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
609 EAST 2ND AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60433
(815) 722-2220
** AD RR B HV PI CU IV TX CI **
STEPPING STONES INC
UNIT I
205 BRIDGE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 722-2226
** AD RR IV DH TX CI **
STEPPING STONES INC
UNIT II
501 BROADWAY
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 722-2226
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **
WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
YOUTH ADDICTION SERVICES
407 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 727-5065
** AD AM Y IV TX CI **
JUSTICE
MERCY MEDICAL IN JUSTICE
81ST STREET AND KEAN AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60458
(708) 594-3522
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **
KANKAKEE
AUNT MARTHAS YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC
187 SOUTH SCHUYLER STREET
SUITE 420
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-0100
** AD AM W Y PG CU TX **
DUAINE DEAN RECOVERY CLINIC
THRESHOLD HV/HOPE POLYDRUG
700 EAST COURT STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 939-0125
** AD AM W B PG HV CU IV TX MM **
KANKAKEE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DRUG FREE FAMILIES WITH A FUTURE
150 SOUTH EVERGREEN STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-3560
** AD PV OT **
KANKAKEE COUNTY REGIONAL
OFFICE OF EDUCATION/IN TOUCH
189 EAST COURT STREET
SUITE 400
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-3940
** AD PV **
NEW HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
150 NORTH SCHUYLER AVENUE
SUITE 1002
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 933-7771
** AD AM W Y B H PG PI CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **
PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH
RESOLVE CENTER
401 NORTH WALL STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 935-1844
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **
KEWANEE
HOUSING AUTHORITY OF HENRY COUNTY
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
FAIRVIEW APARTMENTS
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
KEWANEE, IL 61443
(309) 852-2001
** AD PV **
LA SALLE
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
555 5TH STREET
LA SALLE, IL 61301
(815) 223-6678
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX PV **
LAKE VILLA
GATEWAY FOUNDATION ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
25480 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-8292
** AD RR Y IV TX **
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
LAKE VILLA FACILITY
25480 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-8205
** AD RR W B H HV IV TX PV **
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE NH SATELLITE
121 EAST GRAND AVENUE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-0058
** AD AM H IV TX **
LIBERTYVILLE
ALLIANCE INSTITUTE FOR THE
TREATMENT OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
501 N PETERSON ROAD
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 680-3942
** D DH PV **
CONDELL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
345 N MILWAUKEE AVENUE
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 816-7867
** AD AM W CU TX **
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1125 N MILWAUKEE ROAD
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 362-7994
** AD RR W IV TX **
LINCOLN
ABRAHAM LINCOLN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
315 8TH STREET
LINCOLN, IL 62656
(217) 752-2161
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

LEXILE
WEHRENBERG AND KLEM LIMITED
5100 LINCOLN AVENUE
SUITE 100
LISLE, IL 60532
(708) 852-5670
** AD AM TX PV OT **

LOMBARD
DU PAGE COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL SERVICES INC
1156 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8130
** AD AM W HV CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GUIDANCE CENTER OF
MEMORIAL HEALTH SERVICES
470 EAST ROOSEVELT ROAD
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 953-2900
** AD AM EA DH TX **

PATRICIA ELY AND ASSOCIATES
450 22ND STREET
SUITE 170
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8325
** AD AM W Y A CU DN TX PV **

MACOMB
CMHC OF FULTON/MCDONOUGH COUNTIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
MACOMB, IL 61455
(309) 833-2191
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

MCDONOUGH DISTRICT HOSPITAL
ADDCITION RECOVERY CENTER
525 EAST GRANT STREET
MACOMB, IL 61455
(309) 833-4101 EXT. 3270
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

MANTENO
PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH/RESOLVE CENTER
411 DIVISION STREET
MANTENO, IL 60950
(815) 468-3241
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
BRANDEN HOUSE
800 BRAMBLE STREET
MANTENO, IL 60950
(815) 468-6556
** AD RR IV TX MM **

MARION
EGYPTIAN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE CENTER
IN TOUCH PREVENTION
1006 D NORTH CARBON STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 993-2496
** AD PV **

FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1307 WEST MAIN STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
** AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/HALFWAY HOUSE
1305 WEST MAIN STREET
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 997-5336
** AD RR W A B PG HV CU IV TX **

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY AND CAMP
SUBST ABUSE SERVS/PSYCHOLOGY SERVICES
R R S
MARION, IL 62959
(618) 964-1441 EXT. 364
** AD RR A B H HV CU EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

MARYVILLE
CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
RESIDENTIAL YOUTH
1001 VADALABENE ROAD
MARYVILLE, IL 62062
(618) 288-3100
** D RR Y IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

MATTOON
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
153 NORTH 13TH STREET
MATTOON, IL 61938
(217) 348-8108
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
416 NORTH 19TH STREET
MATTOON, IL 61938
(217) 348-8108
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX PV **

CHICAGO
PHOTOGRAPHERS INC
3016 SOUTH 4TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 372-2396
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

CHICAGO
PHOTOGRAPHERS INC
3016 SOUTH 4TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 372-2396
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

MAYWOOD
COOK COUNTY SHERIFFS YOUTH SERVICES
IN TOUCH
1401 MAYBROOK DRIVE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 865-2900
** AD PV **

HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
HIP HOUSE
308 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-1275
** A AM IV MM **

THE WAY BACK INN INC
HALFWAY HOUSE I
104 OAK STREET
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 345-0422
** AD RR IV TX **

THE WAY BACK INN INC
HALFWAY HOUSE II
201 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-2705
** AD RR TX OT **

YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH/PROVISO
1701 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
MAYWOOD, IL 60153
(708) 343-5900
** AD AM Y TX PV OT **

MC HENRY
FAMILY SERVICE AND CMHC
FOR MCHENRY COUNTY
5320 WEST ELM STREET
MC HENRY, IL 60050
(815) 385-6400
** AD AM Y H EA DN TX CI PV **

MELROSE PARK
GOTTLIEB MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE
675 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MELROSE PARK, IL 60160
(708) 450-5750
** AD AM EA DH TX **

WESTLAKE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
1225 LAKE STREET
MELROSE PARK, IL 60160
(708) 681-3000 EXT. 3561
** AD RR DT TX PV **
MENDOTA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
DUI/OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1315 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MENDOTA, IL 61342
(815) 539-7461 EXT. 249
** AD AM DT EA DN TX CI PV **

METROPOLIS
MASSAC COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
206 WEST 5TH STREET
METROPOLIS, IL 62960
(618) 524-9368 EXT. 38
** AD EA PV **

MOLINE
ROCK ISLAND CNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS (RCCA) BEACON HOUSE
1525 12TH AVENUE
MOLINE, IL 61265
(309) 792-0292
** AD DT TX **

MONTICELLO
PIATT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
125 WEST LAFAYETTE STREET
MONTICELLO, IL 61856
(217) 762-5571
** AD AM DH TX PV **

MORRIS
GRUNDY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
111 EAST ILLINOIS AVENUE
MORRIS, IL 60450
(815) 941-3120
** AD AM TX **

GRUNDY/KENDALL EDUCATIONAL SERV REGION
ESN/IN TOUCH
GRUNDY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 26
MORRIS, IL 60450
(815) 941-5231
** AD PV **

MOUNT CARMEL
WABASH COUNTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COUNSELING SERVICES DIVISION
130 WEST 7TH STREET
MOUNT CARMEL, IL 62863
(618) 263-5873
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

MOUNT PROSPECT
BRYANT AND ASSOCIATES
1060 WEST NW HIGHWAY
SUITE 108
MOUNT PROSPECT, IL 60056
(708) 255-8666
** AD AM TX CI **

MOUNT STERLING
BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
111 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MOUNT STERLING, IL 62353
(217) 773-3325
** AD AM DN TX **

MOUNT VERNON
JEFFERSON COUNTY COMP SERVICES INC
VANTAGE POINT
ROUTE 37 NORTH
MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864
(618) 242-5835
** AD RR AM M Y PI CU DT DN TX PV **

MUNDELEIN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF MUNDELEIN INC
32647 NORTH HIGHWAY 21
MUNDELEIN, IL 60060
(708) 654-2020
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX **

NAPERVILLE
NAPERVILLE TASK FORCE FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH
NAPERVILLE, IL 60567
(708) 655-4385
** AD PV **

NASHVILLE
WASHINGTON COUNTY
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
HOLZHAUER DRIVE
NASHVILLE, IL 62263
(618) 327-3348
** AD AM DN TX **

NEVADA
JASPER COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
106 EAST EDWARDS STREET
NEVADA, IL 62448
(618) 783-4154
** AD AM DN TX CI PV DT **

NORTH AURORA
FVSC CARE CLINICS INC
161 SOUTH LINCOLNWAY
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542
(708) 896-4650
** AD AM H EA DN TX CI PV **

NORTH CHICAGO
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3001 BUCKLEY ROAD
NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
(312) 680-1900 EXT. 3552
** AD RR IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
BUILDING 11
NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064
(708) 688-1900 EXT. 3740
** AD RR AM IV TX **

NORTHbrook
ROTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING SERVICES
630 DUNDEE ROAD
SUITE 230
NORTHbrook, IL 60062
(708) 496-1001
** AD AM DH TX **

OAK FOREST
BRENNER YOUTH SERVICES
15350 OAK PARK AVENUE
OAK FOREST, IL 60452
(708) 687-9200
** AD AM Y B HV CU TX CI PV **

OAK LAWN
ASSOCIATES IN ALC AND DRUG COUNSELING
10312 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE
SUITE 2-C
OAK LAWN, IL 60453
(312) 422-6505
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

PHOENIX COUNSELING AND EDUC FOUNDATION
10312 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE
OAK LAWN, IL 60453
(708) 422-7552
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

OAK PARK
CORPORATE HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
161 NORTH MARION STREET
OAK PARK, IL 60301
(708) 365-6770
** AD AM M Y B H CU EA TX **

FAMILY SERV/MH CTR/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
OAK PARK/RIVER FOREST/BERWYN/CICERO/I
120 SOUTH MARION STREET
OAK PARK, IL 60302
(708) 383-7500
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **
ILLINOIS

GRATEFUL HAND FOUNDATION INC
GRATEFUL HOUSE
412 SOUTH HESLEY AVENUE
OAK PARK, IL 60302
(708) 848-2065
** AD RR AM H A HV CU TX CI **

ILLINOIS BIODyne
OAK PARK CENTER
1146 WESTGATE AVENUE
SUITE 205
OAK PARK, IL 60301
(708) 848-6968
** AD AM IV TX **

OAKBROOK TERRACE
ALEXANDER ZUBENKO AND ASSOCIATES
17 WEST 620 14TH STREET
SUITE 202
OAKBROOK TERRACE, IL 60181
(708) 955-0220
** AD AM DN TX **

OLNEY
SOUTHEASTERN IL COUNSELING CENTER INC
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4 MICA HW
OLNEY, IL 62450
(618) 395-9306
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OLYMPIA FIELDS
OLYMPIA FIELDS ADDICTIONS COUNSELING AND FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
2400 WEST LINCOLN HIGHWAY
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60641
(708) 747-3100
** AD AM W TX PV **

OTTAWA
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF OTTAWA
HELP UNIT
1100 EAST NORRIS DRIVE
OTTAWA, IL 61350
(815) 433-3100 EXT. 447
** AD RR AM DT EA DH TX PV OT **

COMPREHENSIVE OUTPATIENT RECOVERY PROGRAM
417 WEST MADISON STREET
OTTAWA, IL 61350
(815) 436-0034
** AD AM DN TX PV **

DUIS ASSESSMENTS AND SERVICES
417 WEST MADISON STREET
SUITE 206 A-8
OTTAWA, IL 61350
(815) 435-0025
** AD AM DN TX PV **

LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
776 CENTENNIAL DRIVE
OTTAWA, IL 61350
(815) 434-1293
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX PV **

PALATINE
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS
4011 EMERSON AVENUE
SUITE 112
PALATINE, IL 60067
(708) 399-0095
** AD AM N Y B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

RELAPSE PREVENTION CENTER
1613 COLONIAL PARKWAY
SUITE 202
PALATINE, IL 60067
(708) 383-4909
** D AM IV DM TX CI PV **

THE BRIDGE YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
COMPREHENSIVE RECOVERY CENTER
721 SOUTH KINZIN ROAD
PALATINE, IL 60067
(708) 359-7590
** AD PV **

PARIS
HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER OF EDGAR AND CLARK COUNTIES
755 EAST COURT STREET
PARIS, IL 61944
(217) 465-4118
** AD AM EA DH TX PV OT **

PARK RIDGE
PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
COCAIN AND POLYDRUG UNIT
1700 LUTHER LANE
3 NORTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD RR W A B H AT PG HV CU DT TX **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS UNIT
1700 LUTHER LANE
2 SOUTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD RR W A B H AT PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
TREATMENT DISORDER UNIT
1700 LUTHER LANE
3 SOUTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD RR W A B H AT PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
OLDER ADULT PROGRAM
1700 LUTHER LANE
2 NORTH UNIT
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD RR W A B H AT PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX **

PEKIN
TAZEMWOOD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/RTT UNIT
1423 VALLE VISTA BOULEVARD
PEKIN, IL 61554
(309) 347-5522
** AD AM W Y DM TX CI PV **

PEORIA
HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
COUNSELING FAMILY HOME
1116 NORTH UNIVERSITY STREET
PEORIA, IL 61606
(309) 685-2186
** AD RR Y TX OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
EARLY INTERVENTION
3420 NORTH ROCHELLE LANE
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 671-8074
** AD AM Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
NEW LEAF RETREAT
3500 WEST NEW LEAF LANE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6900
** AD RR W PG CU TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITE OAKS CENTER
3400 NEW LEAF LANE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6900
** AD AM W CU TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITE OAKS KNOLLS
2101 WEST MILL KNOLLS DRIVE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 689-0749
** AD AM H CU TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WORK RELEASE
218 NE JEFFERSON AVENUE
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 571-8000
** AD AM TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER/CENTRAL ILLINOIS
CENTER FOR TREATMENT OF ADDICTIONS/QUIET
130 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 671-8960
** AD RR AM H PG IV TX MM **
FAMILY THERAPY ASSOCIATES
200 NORTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 111
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 223-1236
** AD AM M TX **

GREAT RIVER RECOVERY RESOURCE
428 SOUTH 36TH STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 226-6500
** AD RR W A HV CU DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
1415 VERNON STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 223-1200 EXT. 1500
** AD RR Y EA TX CI **

RED BUD
HUMAN SERV CTR OF SOUTHERN METRO/EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/RED BUD
ROUTE 1
RED BUD, IL 62276
(618) 282-6233
** AD AM Y EA DM TX CI **

RIVER GROVE
NORTHWEST YOUTH OUTREACH
RIVER GROVE UNIT
2725 THATCHER AVENUE
RIVER GROVE, IL 60171
(708) 455-6555
** AD OT **

ROCKFORD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM (ATEP)
1503 FIRST AVENUE
ROCKFORD, IL 61071
(815) 626-2800
** AD AM W Y CU IV EA TX CI **

ROCK ISLAND
ALCOHOL INFORMATION SERVICES INC
3727 BLACKHAWK ROAD
SUITE 103
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 786-1616
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
FREEDOM HOUSE CLINIC I
4230 11TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 785-4571
** AD AM W B CU IV TX MM **

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
630 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3450
** AD PV **

PAUL A HAUCK PHD LTD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1800 3RD AVENUE
SUITE 302
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 788-6374
** AD EA PV **

ROBERT YOUNG CENTER FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH
RIVERSIDE
2701 17TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3000
** AD RR AM W Y PG IV DT EA DH TX **
** CI **

ROCKFORD
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROGRAM (ATEP)
5758 ELaine DRIVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 229-3233
** AD AM TX CI PV **

AL TECH INC
3415 NORTH MAIN STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61102
(815) 877-7782
** AD AM DH TX **

ALCARE OF ROCKFORD
1055 EAST STATE STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 6104
(815) 965-6600
** AD RR AM W A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI **

ALPINE PARK CENTER
5411 EAST STATE STREET
SUITE 204
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 226-0890
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CITY OF ROCKFORD
INNOVATIVE PREVENTION
425 EAST STATE STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 6104
(815) 987-5514
** AD PV **

FAMILY ADDICTION INSTRUCTION RECOVERY
TREATMENT CENTER
5301 EAST STATE STREET
SUITE 101
ROCKFORD, IL 61008
(815) 261-2299
** AD AM DH TX PV **
RUSHVILLE

SCHUYLER COUNSELING AND
HEALTH SERVICES
127 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
(217) 322-4373
** AD AM Y PI DM TX PV **

SAINT CHARLES

INTERVENTIONS
VALLEY VIEW
34 W 826 VILLA MARIA ROAD
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(708) 695-6080 EXT. 578
** AD AM Y B H AI CU TX **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
RIVERSIDE CENTER
311 NORTH 2ND STREET
SUITE 206
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(708) 513-6886
** AD AM Y IV EA TX **

TRI CITY FAMILY SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
15 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(312) 252-1070
** AD EA PV **

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISム REHABILITATION CENTER
SCOTT/SGHAA
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, IL 62225
(618) 256-6270
** D RR TX **

SHELBYVILLE

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
155 SOUTH MORGAN STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
(217) 774-5566
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SHERIDAN

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
SHERIDAN CORRECTIONAL FAC SA TRT CTR
LASALLE COUNTY AND HIGHWAY 3
SHERIDAN, IL 60551
(815) 496-2311
** AD AM Y B H AI HV IV TX **

SKOKIE

AAP MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
MIDWEST CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
6930 GROSS POINT ROAD
SUITE 700
SKOKIE, IL 60077
(708) 675-2140
** AD AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **
COUNSELING COUNSELING COUNSELING
SOUTH DEPT 61801
11101 ALCOHOLISM
544-3396
AD AY PI PG
PUBLIC
AD AY PI PG
Y
CARPENTER AD RESOURCE AD IL
HEALTH (EAST)
815-925-5511
** AD AM Y DM TX CI PV**

SPRINGFIELD HOUSING AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
200 NORTH 11TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 753-5757 EXT. 202
** AD PV**

STILLMEADOW COUNSELING CENTER
833 SOUTH 4TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 528-5414
** AD AM DH TX CI PV**

TRIANGLE CENTER
11TH AND JEFFERSON STREETS
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 544-3396
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG PI CU DT EA**
** DH CI PV MM**

STERLING
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
1901 FIRST AVENUE
STERLING, IL 60081
(815) 626-7333 EXT. 201
** AD AM Y DH TX**

STREATOR
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
104 6TH STREET
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 672-2961
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX PV**

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL HOPE FOR LIFE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
111 EAST SPRING STREET
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 675-4532
** AD AM W A PG HV CU IV DT TX**

SUMMIT
DES PLAINES VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
FAMILY OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
6125 SOUTH ARCHER ROAD
SUMMIT, IL 60501
(708) 456-6920
** AD AM H Y H CU TX**

SYCAMORE
ATTITUDE/BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
134 WEST STATE STREET
SYCAMORE, IL 60170
(815) 895-5228
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU DM TX**

TREMONT
TAZEHALL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
RURAL ROUTE 1
TREMONT, IL 61568
(309) 925-5511
** AD EA PV**

URBANA
LWS PLACE
ALC/DRUG EDUC AND OUTPT COUNSELING
1717 PHILIO ROAD
SUITE 11
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 352-1424
** AD AM Y A HV CU TX CI PV**

MCKINLEY HEALTH CENTER
HEALTH EDUCATION DEPT ALC EDUC PROG
1109 SOUTH LINCOLN STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 335-2716
** AD PV**

PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
KILLARNEY STREET UNIT
718 KILLARNEY DRIVE
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 328-6500
** AD AM H Y A HV IV EA DM TX CI**
** PV**

UNIVERSITY OF ILL URBANA/CHAMPAIGN
CTR FOR PREV RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
1002 WEST NEVADA STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 333-3231
** AD PV**

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COUNSELING CENTER
1109 SOUTH LINCOLN AVENUE
SUITE 337
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 333-8360
** AD PV**

VILLA PARK
LIFE AWARENESS CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
53 EAST SAINT CHARLES ROAD
SUITE 7
VILLA PARK, IL 60181
(708) 366-8040
** AD AM A H HV CU EA TX CI OT**

WATERLOO
HUMAN SUPPORT SERVICES OF MONROE CNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ALTERNATIVES
988 NORTH MARKET STREET
WATERLOO, IL 62298
(618) 939-8644
** AD AM Y DM TX CI PV**
ILLINOIS

MATSUKA
IROQUIS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
908 EAST CHERRY STREET
MATSUKA, IL 60970
(815) 534-3241
** AD AM DH TX **

WAUCONDA
INTERVENTIONS
CONTACT
26991 ANDERSON ROAD
WAUCONDA, IL 60084
(708) 526-0404
** AD RR AM H Y TX PV **

WAUKESHA
LAKE COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROJECT
106 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 249-4330
** AD PV **

WAUKESHA
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 360-6540
** AD RR AM H A PG HV PI IV DT TX **

WAUKESHA
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 360-6720
** AD AM H Y H PG HV IV TX CI MM **

WAUKESHA
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
YOUTH SERVICES PROG AND MISA PROGRAM
3012 GRAND AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 360-5937
** AD AM H Y TX OT **

MICHAEL KLESTINSKI AND ASSOCIATES PC
300 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 3
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 662-5558
** AD AM H IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
1113 GREENWOOD AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 294-4454
** AD AM H Y H IV EA DW TX PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALC AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/BRIDGE HOUSE
3016 GRAND AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 662-4124
** AD RR AM H A HV CU IV TX PV **

VICTORY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
1324 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(708) 688-6357
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CI **
** IV DT DX TX PV **

WESTCHESTER
PROVISO FAMILY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9855 ROOSEVELT ROAD
WESTCHESTER, IL 60154
(708) 681-2344 EXT. 210
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WESTCHESTER
ATTITUDE BEHAVIORAL MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
303 NAPERVILLE ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 663-2172
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX **

DU PAGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
421 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 662-7324
** D AM H DH TX PV **

DU PAGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MULTIPLE OFFENDER
421 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 662-7544
** D AM H DH TX PV **

DU PAGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WEST PUBLIC HEALTH CENTER
111 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 662-7560
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX CI PV **

MINIRITH/MIEIER DAY HOSPITAL
2100 MANCHESTER ROAD
SUITE 1440
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 690-8833
** AD AM H TX **

PAPE AND ASSOCIATES
618 SOUTH WEST STREET
WHEATON, IL 60187
(312) 668-8710
** AD AM H Y A B H EA DW TX PV **

WHEATON YOUTH OUTREACH
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION
122 WEST LIBERTY DRIVE
WHEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-1910
** AD PV **

WHITEWATER
NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
338 AVENUE
WHITEWATER, WI 53093
(800) 551-1122
** AD AM H Y HE AM H Y **

WOOD RIVER
WOOD RIVER TOWNSHIP HOSPITAL
FLEX CARE PROGRAM
101 EAST EDWARDSVILLE ROAD
WOOD RIVER, IL 62095
(618) 254-0434
** AD AM H Y TX PV OT **

WOODSTOCK
HORIZONS
THE CENTER FOR COUNSELING SERVICES
400 RUSSELL COURT
SUITE D
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 338-9199
** AD AM H Y H CU IV EA DH TX PV **

MCNENY COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
101 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
MCNENY, IL 60098
(815) 338-7360
** AD AM H Y A HV TX CI PV **

MCNENY HOSPITAL FOR MCNENY COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
527 WEST SOUTH STREET
MCNENY, IL 60098
(815) 338-2500
** AD AM H H H CU IV DT EA TX **

YORKVILLE
KENDALL COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
505 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YORKVILLE, IL 60560
(708) 553-4711
** AD AM H B H PG CU EA TX PV **

WINNETKA
NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
303 NAPERVILLE ROAD
WINNETKA, IL 60093
(708) 446-7000
** AD EA PV **

WINNETKA
NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
300 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 3
WINNETKA, IL 60093
(708) 446-7000
** AD EA PV **
INDIANA

ANDERSON
ANDERSON CENTER OF SAINT JOHNS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICE 2210 JACKSON STREET ANDERSON, IN 46016 (317) 644-8585 ** AD RR AM W Y A PI CU IV DT DM ** ** TX **

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC ADDICTION SERVICES 2020 BROWN STREET ANDERSON, IN 46015 (317) 649-8161 ** AD AM H PI DH TX CI PV **

CRESTVIEW CENTER 2201 HICKEYSTR DVE ANDERSON, IN 46012 (317) 649-1961 ** AD RR AM H PG HV CU IV DT TX **

HOUSE OF HOPE INC 902 HIGH STREET ANDERSON, IN 46012 (317) 644-7086 ** AD RR Y B CU IV TX **

ANGOLA
CAMERON TREATMENT CENTER 416 EAST MAUMEE STREET ANGOLA, IN 46703 (219) 665-2141 ** AD RR AM W PI IV DT DM TX **

METROPOLITAN SCH DIST OF STEUEN CONTY 403 SOUTH MARSHA STREET ANGOLA, IN 46703 (219) 665-2186 ** AD PV **

ATTICA
ATTICA CITY COURT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM C/O WABASH VALLEY OUTPATIENT SERVICES 101 SUZIE LANE ATTICA, IN 47918 (317) 762-6187 ** AD DM PV OT **

FOUNTAIN COUNTY COURT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM C/O WABASH VALLEY HOSP OUTPT SERVICES 101 SUZIE LANE ATTICA, IN 47918 (317) 762-6187 ** AD DM PV OT **

WARREN COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 101 SUZIE LANE ATTICA, IN 47918 (317) 762-6187 ** AD DM PV OT **

BEDFORD
BEDFORD MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT 2900 W 16TH STREET BEDFORD, IN 47421 (812) 275-1200 EXT. 300 ** AD RR AM IV DT DM TX CI PV **

LAWRENCE COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 1502 I STREET STONE CITY BANK BUILDING ROOM 209 BEDFORD, IN 47421 (812) 275-5754 ** AD DM CI PV **

BEECH GROVE
SAINT FRANCIS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER 1600 ALBANY STREET BEECH GROVE, IN 46107 (317) 783-8990 ** AD RR AM Y A PG HV CU IV DT EA ** ** TX CI PV MM **

BLOOMINGTON
AMETHYST HOUSE HALFAY HOUSE/RECOVERING ALCOHOLICS 215 NORTH ROGERS STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47404 (812) 356-2812 ** AD RR TX **

ARGO COUNSELING INC 118 EAST 6TH STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408 (812) 331-1033 ** AD AM H B AI PI DH TX CI PV **

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF MONROE COUNTY/HIGH RISK YOUTH 716 WEST 8TH STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 (812) 334-2828 ** AD PV **

BLOOMINGTON PARKS AND RECREATION DEPT/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES 349 SOUTH WALNUT STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 (812) 332-9669 ** AD PV **

BLOOMINGTON/MONROE COUNTY OVERNIGHT SHELTER INC BLOOMINGTON, IN 47403 (812) 334-0647 ** AD PV **

INDIANA UNIV DEPT OF APPLIED HEALTH PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER 840 STATE ROAD 46 BYPASS CREATIVE ARTS BUILDING ROOM 111 BLOOMINGTON, IN 47405 (800) 346-3077 ** AD PV **

MONROE COUNTY COURT PROBATION DEPT SUBST ABUSE DIVISION 301 NORTH COLLEGE AVENUE BLOOMINGTON, IN 47404 (812) 333-3645 ** AD DH OT **

SOUTH CENTRAL CMHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 645 SOUTH ROGERS STREET BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401 (812) 359-1691 EXT. 241 ** AD RR AM W Y HV PI CU IV TX **

BOONVILLE
MARRICK COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM (DAP) MARRICK COUNTY COURTHOUSE BOONVILLE, IN 47601 (812) 697-6150 ** AD DH PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION: **
AL = ALCOHOLISMS SERVICES ONLY DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(24 HOUR CARE)
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
PC = PREGNANT USERS
AF = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PUBLIC INEBRIATES
TU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
UNIT NUMBER: TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MV = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT
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INDIANA

CARMEL
AFFINITY RETREAT AND COUNSELING CTR
12773 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
CARMEL, IN 46032
(317) 843-1463
** AD AM B PI CU TX **

CLINTON
VERMILLION COUNTY ALC/DRUG SERVICE
825 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 207
CLINTON, IN 47842
(317) 832-7642
** AD DH PV **

COLUMBUS
ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING PROGRAM
725 3RD STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 379-1758
** AD DH PV OT **

BRUMBAUGH AND ASSOCIATES
703 1/2 3RD STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 378-6657
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KOALA CENTER
2223 POSTHARD DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47202
(812) 376-1711
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT DH TX CI PV **

QUINCO CONSULTING CENTER
BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY SERVICES
2075 LINCOLN PARK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 379-2361
** AD RR AM H Y A IV DT EA TX PV **

SANS SOUCI INC
RURAL MUNICIPAL PROJECT
1650 NORTH JACkSON STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 372-3419
** AD PV **

CONnersville
FAVETTE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE COALITION
RR 5
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47331
(317) 625-7016
** AD PV **

CORYDON
HARRISON ALC AND DRUG SERVS PROGRAM
117 1/2 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
CORYDON, IN 47112
(812) 738-0824
** AD OT **

CRAWFORDSVILLE
INDIANA FEDERATION OF
COMMUNITIES FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
221 EAST MAIN STREET
UNION FEDERAL BUILDING ROOM 203
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(800) 322-9877
** AD PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY COURT REFERRAL PROG
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
302 EAST MARKET STREET
ROOM 11
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 362-8600
** AD DH PV OT **

DANVILLE
CENTER FOR RATIONAL LIVING
1600 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 203
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-7577
** AD AM H B H PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

HENDRICKS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
INTERVENTION PROGRAM
52 WEST MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-9264
** AD PV **

HENDRICKS COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
PROBATION SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DANVILLE, IN 46122
(317) 745-9245
** AD OT **

DECATUR
NORTH ADAMS COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
625 STADIUM DRIVE
DECATUR, IN 46733
(219) 724-7146
** AD PV **

DELPHI
CARROLL COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
C/O WABASH VALLEY HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
DELPHI, IN 46923
(317) 564-2156
** AD DH OT **

DYER
OUR LADY OF MERCY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
U.S. HIGHWAY 30
DYER, IN 46311
(219) 865-2149 EXT. 4440
** AD RR AM H Y A B H CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

EAST CHICAGO
TRI CITY COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
SOCIAL DETOX
3901 INDIANAPOLIS BOULEVARD
EAST CHICAGO, IN 46322
(219) 396-7050
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI **

ELKART
CENTER FOR PROBLEM RESOLUTION
211 SOUTH 5TH STREET
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 294-7447
** AD AM H H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

CIRCUIT/SUPERIOR AND COUNTY COURTS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
315 SOUTH 2ND STREET
COUNTY COURT BUILDING
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 525-2246
** AD DH CI PV OT **

CITY OF ELKHART COMMUNITY HEALTH ORG
INTERVentions COUNSELING EDUCATION
151 WEST TYLER STREET
SUITE 7
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 295-7077
** AD PV OT **

LIFE HOUSE INC
805 WEST WOLF AVENUE
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 296-6687
** AD RR AM H H BV HU IV TX **

OAKLAWN ASAP AND ADDICTION OUTPATIENT
2600 OAKLAND AVENUE
ELKHART, IN 46517
(219) 533-1234
** AD AM H B PG HV PI IV DM TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND FAMILY CONSULTANTS
926 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 522-6292
** AD AM H Y B H CU EA DH TX PV **

RENAISSANCE CENTER FOR
ADDICTIONS SERVICES
600 EAST BOULEVARD
ELKHART, IN 46515
(219) 523-5370
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU *
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

EVANSVILLE
CHRYSALIS
3000 EAST DIVISION STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47711
(812) 476-2323
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG CU TX **
DEACONESS HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
600 MARY STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47747
(812) 426-3950
** AD RR AM H Y IV DT EA DM TX CI **

EVANSVILLE BLACK COALITION INC
625 BELLEMEADE AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 423-5291
** A PV **

EVANSVILLE STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITION SERVICE UNIT
3600 LINCOLN AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 475-2282
** AD RR IV TX **

EVANSVILLE/VANDERBURGH SCHOOL CORP
CULVER SCHOOL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1301 JUDSON STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 426-5374
** AD PV **

SAINT MARY MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
3700 WASHINGTON AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47705
(812) 479-4673
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

SH INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
STEPPE STONE
30 SOUTH STOCKWELL ROAD
EVANSVILLE, IN 47714
(812) 473-5164
** AD RR AM EA DM TX CI **

UNITED BEHAVIORAL CLINICS INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
981 KENMORE DRIVE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 477-1975
** AD AM PI CU TX CI PV **

VANDERBURGH COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVS INC (DADS)
111 NM 4TH STREET
LANDMARK BUILDING SUITE 200
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 428-5079
** AD DH CI PV OT **

WELBORN MEMORIAL BAPTIST HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 SE 4TH STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 426-8201
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU INC
312 NW 7TH STREET
SUITE 206
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 423-5816
** AD AM H B PG PI CU DM TX CI PV **

FORT WAYNE
ALLEN COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
226 WEST HALLACE STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 428-7134
** AD DH TX CI PV **

CHARTER BEACON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1720 BEACON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 423-3651
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ADDICTION PROGRAM
1402 EAST STATE BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 482-3997
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERVICES INC
2712 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 744-4326
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

FORT WAYNE WOMENS BUREAU INC
303 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 424-7977
** AD PV **

HOPE HOUSE
1115 GARDEN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 424-2471
** AD RR AM H Y CU TX CI PV **

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING AND LEARNING CENTER
3326 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 771-3745
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI **

LUTHERAN HOSPITAL OF INDIANA INC
2500 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 458-2275
** AD RR AM H PG CU IV DT TX CI **

PARK CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPARTMENT
909 EAST STATE BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 482-9111 EXT. 2201
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL STABILIZATION UNIT
2121 LAKE AVENUE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 426-5431 EXT. 315
** D AM DT TX **

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
2720 CULBERTSON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 432-6684
** AD RR H Y A B H PI CU IV TX **

FRANKFORT
CLINTON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE
4TH FLOOR
FRANKFORT, IN 46041
(317) 659-6357
** AD DH CI PV OT **

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
BRIDGE
625 GRIZZLY CUB DRIVE
FRANKLIN, IN 46131
(317) 736-6188
** AD PV **

JOHNSON COUNTY
COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
JOHNSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FRANKLIN, IN 46131
(317) 736-7229
** AD DH CI PV **

TARA TREATMENT CENTER
RR 5
FRANKLIN, IN 46131
(812) 526-2611
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX PV **

GARY
ACTUALIZED COUNSELING AND STRESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC
6992 BROADWAY
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 735-2407
** AD AM H Y A B H CU IV TX CI PV **
INSTITUTE
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46204
(219) 756-5545
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

CITY OF GARY
GARY COMMISSION ON STATUS OF WOMEN
475 BROADWAY
SUITE 508
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 803-4155
** AD PV DT **

CORNTHIAN CHRISTIAN CENTER
SENIOR DAY TREATMENT PROJECT
667 VAN BUREN STREET
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 885-8519
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV IV TX **

GARY CITY COURT ADMINISTERED
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICE
C/O HOLLYDAY HEALTH CARE PC
8410 MAPLE AVENUE
GARY, IN 46403
(219) 950-2222
** AD DT **

GARY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPT 11
1100 WEST 6TH STREET
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 881-2454 EXT. 308
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV CU IV DM **
** TX CI PV **

GARY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1741 BROADWAY
GARY, IN 46407
(219) 806-0621
** AD EA CI PV **

HOLLIDAY HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
8410 MAPLE AVENUE
GARY, IN 46403
(219) 938-2222
** AD AM B PG CU IV CI MM **

SAINT MARY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
540 TYLER STREET
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 881-6635
** A RR AM W Y A B H PG IV DT TX **
** MM **

SERENITY HOUSE OF GARY INC
5157 HARRISON STREET
GARY, IN 46408
(219) 887-9095
** AD RR W Y B CU IV TX **

SOUTHLAKE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
8555 TAFT STREET
GARY, IN 46408
(219) 769-4005
** AD RR AM W Y A B H PG PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

GRANGER
CHARTER MEDICAL/ST JOSEPH COUNTY INC
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BEND
6407 NORTH GUMWOOD DRIVE
GRANGER, IN 46530
(219) 272-9799
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GREENCASTLE
PUTNAM COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
122 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
PUTNAM COUNTY COURTHOUSE ROOM 13
GREENCASTLE, IN 46145
(317) 653-4993
** AD DH PV DT **

GREENFIELD
HANCOCK COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MASONIC BUILDING
SUITE 6
GREENFIELD, IN 46140
(317) 462-1160
** AD DH PV **

GROVETOWN
INTERVENTIONS
GROVETOWN YOUTH PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 1
GROVETOWN, IN 46531
(219) 867-4571
** AD RR B H PI IV TX PV **

HARTFORD CITY
HARTFORD HOUSE
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
503 EAST VAN CLEVE STREET
HARTFORD CITY, IN 47348
(317) 348-5606
** AD AM H PI DH TX CI PV **

HOBART
CHARTER MEDICAL/LAKE COUNTY INC
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF NORTHWEST INDIANA
101 WEST 61ST AVENUE AND S R 51
HOBART, IN 46342
(219) 947-4460
** AD RR AM W Y B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DH TX CI PV **

HUNTINGBURG
SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
LELAND HEIGHTS
HUNTINGBURG, IN 47542
(812) 683-2121 EXT. 172
** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

INDIANAPOLIS

ACTIONS FOR ACHIEVING CONTROL OF
TRANCY PROGRAM (AACI)
901 NORTH CARROLLTON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 226-4209
** AD PV **

ADULT AND CHILD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8320 MADISON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46227
(317) 882-5122
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

ALLIANCE HEALTH SYSTEMS
5420 SOUTHERN AVENUE
ROOM 401
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46240
(317) 251-6855
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

ALPHA RESOURCES
559 TURTLE CREEK SOUTH DRIVE
SUITE 1B
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46227
(317) 784-3985
** AD PV **

BIG SISTERS OF CENTRAL INDIANA
615 NORTH ALABAMA STREET
SUITE 336
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 634-6102
** AD PV **

BROAD RIPPLE COUNSELING CENTER
6205 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46220
(317) 251-9777
** AD AM H A B HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITION UNIT
3000 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 639-3710
** AD RR W Y B PG CU IV TX **

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTERS
PATRIOTS PLACE OFFICE PARK
5460 CAITO DRIVE
SUITE 125
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46226
(317) 547-1800
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU EA TX **
** CI PV **
COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST POVERTY OF
GREATER INDIANAPOLIS INC
2445 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 927-5700
** AD EA PV **

FAIRBANKS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
8102 CLEARVISTA PARKWAY
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
(317) 849-8222
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

FALLCREEK COUNSELING SERVICE
2511 EAST 46TH STREET
BUILDING VI
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 549-2146
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF INDIANAPOLIS
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
615 NORTH ALABAMA STREET
ROOM 212
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 634-6341
** D AM H TX **

FIRST STEP HOUSE
1625 SOUTH MICKLEY AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46241
(317) 264-1006
** AD RR AM H B H AI TX CI **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
LIFE EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING
4040 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 231-8315 EXT. 315
** AD AM EA TX PV **

GALLAHUE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
6919 EAST 10TH STREET
BUILDING C
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219
(317) 355-5375
** AD AM H PI IV EA TX CI PV **

GIRLS INC OF INDIANAPOLIS
3959 CENTRAL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 283-0086
** AD PV **

HOOSIER ALLIANCE AGAINST DRUGS INC
17 WEST MARKET STREET
SUITE 910
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 464-2017
** AD PV **

INDIANA BOARD OF HEALTH
BUREAU OF FAMILY HEALTH SERVICES
1350 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 232
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206
(317) 633-8448
** AD CI PV **

INDIANA JUVENILE JUSTICE TASK FORCE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3050 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 926-6100
** AD PV **

INDIANAPOLIS CAMPAIGN FOR
HEALTHY BABIES
324 EAST NEW YORK STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 269-2633
** AD AM H PG IV TX **

MARION COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1101 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 650-7221
** AD IV EA DM CI PV **

METROHEALTH
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4850 CENTURY PLAZA ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46254
(317) 293-5006
** AD AM H Y B A B A PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

MIDTOWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG FREE/ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
3657 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 630-6991
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX MM **

PREVENTION INTERVENTION TRT SERVICES
(PITS)
1040 EAST NEW YORK STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 633-8240
** AD RR AM H Y B PG PI CU IV TX **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTERS OF INDIANAPOLIS
WESTSIDE GUIDANCE CENTER
602 NORTH HIGH SCHOOL ROAD
SUITE 100 B
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214
(317) 241-9788
** AD AM H B HV CU EA DH TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
1415 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 632-7638
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU TX PV **

SAINT VINCENT STRESS CENTER
HARCOURT ROAD UNIT
8401 HARCOURT ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46280
(317) 875-4710 EXT. 711
** AD RR AM H Y PI CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
927 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 659-4118
** AD DT TX CI OT **

TRI COUNTY CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
8945 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
(317) 574-0055
** AD AM TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SECTION
2601 COLD SPRING ROAD
UNIT 116J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 267-8795
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI MM OT **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA INC
422 NORTH CAPITOL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 635-4545
** A RR AM H Y A B H AI PG PI CU **
** IV TX **

WIXOMA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
RENEW PROGRAM
3252 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 927-2484
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG CU IV DT **
** TX **

JASPER
DUBOIS COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
DUBOIS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
2ND FLOOR
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-2599
** AD DH CI **

SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
480 EVESMAN DRIVE
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-5020
** AD AM HV PI EA DH TX PV **

157
INDIANA

JEFFERSONVILLE

COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
501 EAST COURT AVENUE
ROOM 218
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 285-6322
** AD DH PV **
GREATER CLARK COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1982 BLUE TEAL LANE
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 284-1042
** AD OT **
JEFFERSON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
2700 RIVER CITY PARK ROAD
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 284-3400
** AD RR H Y A B H PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **
LIFESPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
207 WEST 13TH STREET
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 285-4491
** AD RR AM IV EA TX **

KENDALLVILLE

NORTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 SOUTH MAIN STREET
KENDALLVILLE, IN 46755
(219) 347-4400 EXT. 109
** AD AM H H PG PI IV EA DN TX CI **
** PV **

KOKOMO

HOWARD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
3500 SOUTH LAFOUNTAIN STREET
APOLLO PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
KOKOMO, IN 46902
(317) 453-8545 EXT. 8401
** A RR AM H TX OT **
HOWARD COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
HOWARD COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 10
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 456-2208
** AD DH CI PV OT **
KOKOMO CTR TOWNSHIP CONS SCHOOL CORP
WASHINGTON STREET SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
2200 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46902
(317) 459-5187
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
TRINITY HOUSE
1907 WEST Sycamore STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 457-2606
** AD RR AM PI IV DT EA DH TX **
YWCA FAMILY INTERVENTION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTERVENTION/PREV
406 EAST SYCAMORE STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 459-0314
** AD OT **

LA PORTE

LA PORTE SUPERIOR COURT 3
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
COUNTY COURT HOUSE
FIRST FLOOR
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 326-6008 EXT. 207
** AD DH PV **
SWANSON CENTER
SATELLITE OFFICE
1005 MICHIGAN STREET
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 362-2145
** AD AM PI EA TX CI PV **

LA FAYETTE

BRINES CONSULTING SERVICE
2075 1/2 MAIN STREET
LA FAYETTE, IN 47904
(317) 447-0225
** AD DH CI PV **
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LA FAYETTE
ADDICTION SERVICES
LA FAYETTE, IN 47903
(317) 446-6999
** AD AM H Y A B H PI CU DT **
** EA TX CI PV **
FAMILY SERVICES INC
751 MAIN STREET
LA FAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 425-5561
** AD PV **
HOME WITH HOPE
TRANSITIONAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1001 FERRY STREET
LA FAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-2321
** AD OT **
NEW DIRECTIONS COURT REFERRAL CENTER
515 COLUMBIA STREET
LA FAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-7361
** AD PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
360 NORTH 775 EAST
LA FAYETTE, IN 47905
(317) 589-3318
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **
WABASH VALLEY HOSPITAL INC
RIVERSIDE
2900 NORTH RIVER ROAD
LA FAYETTE, IN 47906
(317) 463-2555 EXT. 268
** AD RR AM H Y B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

LAWRENCEBURG

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RECOVERY SERVICES
285 BIELBY ROAD
LAWRENCEBURG, IN 47025
(812) 537-1502
** AD AM H HV DH TX PV **

LIBERTY

COMMUNITY CARE IN UNION COUNTY
LIBERTY, IN 47553
(317) 458-5500
** AD PV **

LOGANSPORT

CASS COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O WABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER AT
LOGANSPORT
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-5922 EXT. 251
** AD DH PV OT **
FOUR COUNTY COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1015 MICHIGAN AVENUE
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-5922 EXT. 249
** AD RR AM DH TX PV **
LOGANSPORT STATE HOSPITAL
LONSLIFF CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
RURAL ROUTE 2
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-4472 EXT. 367
** AD RR Y A CU IV TX **

MADISON

MADISON STATE HOSPITAL
ADDICTION UNIT
HIGHWAY 7
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-2611 EXT. 271
** AD RR IV TX **
MARION

COMMUNITY CENTER ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS
428 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 303
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-9871
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV OT **

GRANT COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
MARION, IN 46953
(317) 666-0871
** AD AM B HV TX **

GRANT/BLACKFORD MENTAL HEALTH INC
505 WABASH AVENUE
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-5971
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 679-3011 EXT. 3277
** AD RR AM IV TX **

MARTINSVILLE

MORGAN COUNTY COURTS
PROBATION DEPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIV
MORGAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 101
MARTINSVILLE, IN 46151
(317) 542-1070
** AD OT **

MICHIGAN CITY

KINGSHOOD HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3714 FRANKLIN STREET
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-0511
** AD RR Y A B H AI PG PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

LA PORTE COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
415 EAST 4TH STREET
HARBORSIDE COMMUNITY BUILDING
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 879-5151
** AD EA PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LIFEBACK
5TH AND PINE STREETS
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-9134
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT DH TX CI PV **

MISHAWAKA

FAMILY AND CHILDREN CENTER
ADDITION SERVS/THE CHILDRENS CAMPUS
1411 LINCOLNWAY WEST
MISHAWAKA, IN 46544
(219) 259-5666
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU TX PV **
** IV DH TX CI PV OT **

MONTICELLO

WHITE COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
207 NORTH BLUFF STREET
MONTICELLO, IN 47960
(219) 583-9350
** AD DH PV OT **

MOORESVILLE

MOORESVILLE FAMILIES IN ACTION
MOORESVILLE, IN 46158
(317) 851-3249
** AD PV **

MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS

OUR PLACE DRUG AND ALCOHOL
EDUCATION SERVICES INC
MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS, IN 47146
(812) 923-3400
** AD CI PV OT **

MUNCIE

AQUARIUS HOUSE INC
413 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 282-2257
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DH TX **

ASSOCIATES IN MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 204-0079
** AD AM H B CU TX **

BALL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MIDDLETOWN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
2401 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 349-2019
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2505 NORTH MALNUT STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47303
(317) 288-2036
** AD AM EA TX PV **

INDIANA

DEL MAR
COMMUNITY CENTER ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS
428 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 303
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-9871
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV OT **

FAMILY SERVICES OF DELAWARE COUNTY INC
806 WEST JACKSON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 747-9107
** AD PV **

NEW ALBANY

FLOYD COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
COUNTY COURT BUILDING
ROOM 409
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 940-5446
** AD DH PV **

NEW CASTLE

ARIES INC
1000 NORTH 16TH STREET
C/O COMMUNITY MENTHAL HEALTH SERVICES
NEW CASTLE, IN 47362
(317) 521-2450
** AD PV **

NOBLESVILLE

HAMILTON COUNTY COURT
DIV OF PROBATION SERVS/SUBST ABUSE PC
HAMILTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060
(317) 776-9671
** AD DH CI PV **

PREVAIL INC
212 SOUTH 9TH STREET
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060
(317) 775-6942
** AD CI PV OT **

NORTH VERNON

JENNINGS COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
34 MAIN STREET
NORTH VERNON, IN 47265
(812) 306-4483
** AD PV **
INDIANA

PERU

MIAMI CIRCUIT/SUPERIOR COURTS
MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG COURT PROG
C/O WABASH ADDICTION CARE CTR AT PERU COURTHOUSE 3RD FLOOR
PERU, IN 46970
(317) 472-3901 EXT. 64
** AD DW PV **

PLYMOUTH

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
510 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 104
PLYMOUTH, IN 46563
(219) 936-7006
** AD M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DW TX CI PV **

PORTAGE

CENTER OF ATTENTION INC
2588 PORTAGE MALL
PORTAGE, IN 46368
(219) 762-5555
** AD AM M PI CU IV EA DW TX PV **

RENSSLEAER

NETON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O RYAN AND RYAN CONSULTING
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
RENSSLEAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-8907
** AD OT **

RYAN AND RYAN CONSULTING AND
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
125 SOUTH MCKINLEY STREET
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
RENSSLEAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-8907
** AD DW PV OT **

RICHMOND

DUNN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DRUG AND ALC PROG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
831 DILLON DRIVE
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-8000
** AD RR AM M PI IV EA DW TX CI PV **

REID MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AURORA PROGRAM
1401 CHESTER BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-3150
** AD AM IV DT EA TX **

RICHMOND STATE HOSPITAL
EASTERN IN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
498 NW 18TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 966-0511 EXT. 491
** AD RR M Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

WAYNE SUPERIOR COURT III
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
WAYNE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
LEVEL 1
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 975-9268 EXT. 347
** AD DW CI **

YNGA OF RICHMOND INDIANA
GENESIS
108 SOUTH 9TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 936-3920
** AD CI PV **

ROCHESTER

FULTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O WABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER
AT ROCHELLE
ROCHESTER, IN 46975
(219) 223-8820
** AD DW PV OT **

PULASKI COUNTY COURT
PULASKI COUNTY ALC/DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O WABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER
100 WEST 9TH STREET SUITE 301
ROCHESTER, IN 46975
(219) 223-8820
** AD DW PV OT **

ROCKPORT

CARING PARENTS OF SPENCER COUNTY
RR 1
ROCKPORT, IN 47635
(812) 669-9157
** AD PV **

ROCKVILLE

PARKE COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES COURT PROGRAM
COURT HOUSE
LOWER LEVEL WEST ENTRANCE:
ROCKVILLE, IN 47872
(317) 569-5910
** AD CI PV **

PARKE COUNTY 4 H CLUBS
PURDUE UNIV COOP EXT SERV PARKE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
ROCKVILLE, IN 47872
(317) 469-3176
** AD PV **

SCOTTSBORO

NEW HOPE SERVICES INC
KIDS PLACE
ROUTE 3
SCOTTSBORO, IN 47170
(812) 752-4922
** AD PV **

SEYMOUR

JACKSON SUPERIOR COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4TH AND CHESTNUT STREETS
POST OFFICE BUILDING
SEYMOUR, IN 47274
(812) 523-8630
** AD OT **

SHELBYVILLE

HANTHORN CENTER OF SHELBY COUNTY INC
SHELBY COUNTY COURT SUBST ABUSE SERVS
414 SOUTH TOMPKINS STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176
(317) 835-4660
** AD EA DW OT **

SOUTH BEND

DARGIS AND ASSOCIATES
322 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 287-3907
** AD AM M Y B H AI PG PI CU EA TX **
** OT **

MADISON CENTER INC
AID PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
403 EAST MADISON STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46617
(219) 254-0061
** AD AM M Y B PG CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI **

SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
COURT ADMINISTERED ALCOHOL PROGRAM
115 SOUTH LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SUITE 101
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 284-9594
** AD PV OT **

SAINT JOSEPH PROBATE COURT
JUVENILE DIVISION SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
1921 NORTHSIDE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46615
(219) 284-9598
** AD PV OT **

YWCA OF SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
802 LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 233-9491
** AD RR M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

TERRE HAUTE

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF TERRE HAUTE
ADULT SERVICES
101 CANVASBACK DRIVE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 299-9279
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT EA DW TX PV **
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XNDIRNA HAMILTON CENTER INC
ADDITION SERVICES
620 8TH AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47804
(812) 231-8323
** AD RR AM Y A B PI IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
2940 JEFFERSON STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 232-5272
** AD RR AM Y A B PI IV DH TX OT **

TERRE HAUTE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
LAMB CENTER
601 HOSPITAL LANE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 234-7746
** AD RR AM Y A B PI IV DH TX OT **

VIGO COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
34 OHIO STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47807
(812) 230-8291
** AD DH PI IV OT **

VIGO COUNTY TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE INC/HIGH RISK YOUTH COUNCIL
2931 OHIO BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47803
(812) 232-5190
** AD PV **

VALPARAISO
MORAINE HOUSE INC
353 WEST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9983
** AD RR AM Y B H TX PV **

NIEQUIST CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMPONENT
304 MORGAN STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9585
** AD RR AM Y B H TX PV **

PORTER COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFENDER SERVICE
111 LIBRARY LANE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-3565
** AD RR AM Y B H TX PV **

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
814 LAPIERRE AVENUE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-4731
** AD DT TX MM OT **

PORTER/STARKE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 HALL STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-8541 EXT. 268
** AD AM DT EA TX PV **

VERNON
JENNINGS COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
VERNON, IN 47265
(812) 346-6666
** AD DH CI PV **

VINCENNES
COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
VINCENNES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
515 BAYOU STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 882-1530
** AD DT OT **

KNOX COUNTY YMCA
DBA KNOX COUNTY YOUTH
2010 COLLEGE AVENUE
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 882-1530
** AD DT OT **

VINCENNES UNIVERSITY COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1002 NORTH FIRST STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 882-4374
** AD AM TX CI PV **

WABASH
WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDCITION CARE CENTER
670 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 565-0606
** AD RR AM Y Y A B PI IV DT EA AM TX CI **
** PV **

WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDCITION CARE CENTER COURT PROGRAM
710 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 565-0606
** AD AM DH OT **
ALLISON

BUTLER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICE CENTER INC
403 NORTH MAIN STREET
ALLISON, IA 50602
(319) 267-2965
** AD PV **

AMES

CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS RECOVERY INC
511 DUFF AVENUE
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 232-3206
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND SUBST ABUSE PROG
311 BEARDSDALE HALL
AMES, IA 50011
(515) 294-2245
** AD DH PV OT **

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
AMES, IA 50011
(515) 294-5069
** AD EA CI PV **

YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC
232 1/2 MAIN STREET
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 235-3141
** AD RR AM H Y TX PV **

ANAMOSA

MENS REFORMATORY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
NORTH HIGH STREET
ANAMOSA, IA 52205
(319) 462-3504 EXT. 204
** AD AM TX PV **

ATLANTIC

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
320 WALNUT STREET
ATLANTIC, IA 50022
(712) 263-5091
** AD RR AM H Y A AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI **

BOONE

BOONE COUNTY PREV AND COMMUNITY SERVS
1015 UNION STREET
ROOM 306
BOONE, IA 50036
(515) 452-7995
** AD DH PV **

BURLINGTON

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
SERVICES OF SOUTHEAST IOWA
1340 MOUNT PLEASANT STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
(319) 753-6567
** AD RR AM H Y A PG HV CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

BURLINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
RIVERVIEW REHABILITATION CENTER
624 NORTH 4TH STREET
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
(319) 753-3633
** AD RR AM H CU IV EA TX CI **

YOUNG HOUSE FAMILY SERVICES
105 VALLEY STREET
BURLINGTON, IA 52601
(319) 752-4000
** AD RR EA TX **

CARROLL

AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
322 WEST 3RD STREET
CARROLL, IA 51401
(712) 792-1344
** AD RR AM H Y IV DH TX CI PV **

CEDAR FALLS

AREA EDUC AGENCY 7 SUBST ABUSE PREV
EDUCATION PROGRAM
3712 CEDAR HEIGHTS DRIVE
CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613
(319) 275-6215
** AD PV **

CEDAR RAPIDS

AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL INC
3601 16TH AVENUE SW
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
(319) 390-6611
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

FOUNDATION II INC
CRISIS CENTER
1540 2ND AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 562-2174
** AD PV OT **

GRANT WOOD AREA EDUCATION AGENCY
4001 6TH STREET SW
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
(319) 599-6759
** AD PV **

HILLCREST FAMILY SERVICES
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
1727 FIRST AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402
(319) 562-3149
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
SEDLACEK TREATMENT CENTER
701 10TH STREET SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 396-6266
** AD RR AM H Y B PG CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:

DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:

W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
MV = HIV POSITIVE
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DWI/ASAP SERVICES

PUBLIC INEBRIATES
COCAINE USERS
IV DRUG USERS
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ABUSE

THE HARBOUR
1192 LOCUST STREET
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
(319) 582-3825
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

DYERSVILLE

MERCY HEALTH CENTER
ST MARYS ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE UNIT
1111 3RD STREET SW
DYERSVILLE, IA 52040
(319) 875-2951
** AD RR AM H Y PG TX **

ELDORA

THE PINES AT
ELDORA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
2413 EDGINGTON AVENUE
ELDORA, IA 50627
(515) 858-5416 EXT. 47
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ELKADER

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES FOR
CLAYTON COUNTY INC
431 HIGH STREET
ELKADER, IA 52043
(319) 245-1546
** AD EA PV **

ESTHERVILLE

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
MARIAN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
826 NORTH 8TH STREET
ESTHERVILLE, IA 51334
(712) 562-7725
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

FOREST CITY

ROBERTELLE CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
525 NORTH 4TH STREET
FOREST CITY, IA 50436
(515) 582-3779
** AD EA DH PV **

FORT DODGE

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM
RESEARCH FOUNDATION INC (NCARF)
726 SOUTH 17TH STREET
FORT DODGE, IA 50501
(515) 576-7261
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG PI CI IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

GRUNDY CENTER

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE CTR INC
704 1/2 H AVENUE
GRUNDY CENTER, IA 50638
(319) 824-6000
** AD CI PV **

HAMPTON

FRANKLIN COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CTR
504 2ND AVENUE SE
HAMPTON, IA 50441
(515) 456-3164
** AD EA PV **

HARPER'S FERRY

LUSTER HEIGHTS CAMP
RURAL ROUTE 1
HARPER'S FERRY, IA 52146
(319) 586-2115
** AD AM IV TX PV **

HULL

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
1126 MAIN STREET
HULL, IA 51239
(712) 459-1170
** AD AM H Y B H AI TX CI **

INDEPENDENCE

BUCHANAN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
209 2ND AVENUE NE
INDEPENDENCE, IA 50644
(319) 334-8163
** AD PV **

INDIANOLA

PREVENTION CONCEPTS
515 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE B
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-8830
** AD PV **

WARREN COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
217 WEST SALEM STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-1006
** AD DN CI PV **

IOWA CITY

MID EASTERN COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE
(MECCA)
430 SOUTHGATE AVENUE
IOWA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 351-4357
** AD RR AM H Y A PG HV PI CI IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

UNITED ACTION FOR YOUTH
410 IOWA AVENUE
IOWA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 336-7518
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/DETOXIFICATION
HIGHWAY 6 WEST
IOWA CITY, IA 52246
(319) 336-0581
** AD IV EA OT **

KNOXVILLE

MARION COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
114 EAST ROBINSON STREET
KNOXVILLE, IA 52138
(515) 820-8175
** AD DW CI PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT UNIT
1515 WEST PLEASANT STREET
KNOXVILLE, IA 50138
(515) 826-5051
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX **

MANNING

MANNING GENERAL HOSPITAL
MANNING FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
410 MAIN STREET
MANNING, IA 51455
(712) 653-2072
** AD RR AM PI IV DT EA TX PV **

MARSHALL TOWN

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT UNIT OF CENTRAL IA
19 WEST STATE STREET
MARSHALL TOWN, IA 50158
(515) 753-7217
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

THE LISTENING POST INC
30 WEST MAIN STREET
ROOM 106
MARSHALL TOWN, IA 50158
(515) 753-7432
** AD CI **

MASON CITY

PRAIRIE RIVER
320 NORTH EISENHOwer AVENUE
MASON CITY, IA 50401
(515) 426-2391
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DW TX CI PV **
MUSCATINE
MUSCATINE GENERAL HOSPITAL
NEW HORIZONS OUTPT SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
1616 CEDAR STREET
MUSCATINE, IA 52761
(319) 264-9409
** AD AM Y H DW TX CI PV **

NEWTON
CAPSTONE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
306 NORTH 3RD AVENUE EAST
NEWTON, IA 50208
(515) 792-4012
** AD AM Y H B H AI PI CU IV TX **

OAKDALE
UNIV OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
OAKDALE CAMPUS
OAKDALE HALL
OAKDALE, IA 52319
(319) 353-4165
** AD RR H A H B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **

OTTUMWA
OTTUMWA REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
312 EAST ALTA VISTA AVENUE
OTTUMWA, IA 52501
(515) 684-4651 EXT. 2775
** AD RR AM H B H PG PI CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

SOUTHERN IA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
226 WEST MAIN STREET
OTTUMWA, IA 52501
(515) 682-8761
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN PRAIRIE AREA
EDUCATION AGENCY 15
INDUSTRIAL AIRPORT
900 TERMINAL AVENUES BLDGS 40 AND 41
OTTUMWA, IA 52501
(515) 682-8591
** AD PV **

ROCKWELL CITY
HARVEST ACRES INC
COUNTY N-65/ROUTE 1
ROCKWELL CITY, IA 50579
(712) 297-8241
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SIOUX CITY
INDIAN YOUTH OF AMERICA
622 4TH STREET
BAGGEROW BUILDING SUITE 609
SIOUX CITY, IA 51101
(712) 252-0230
** AD PV **

MARIAN HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2101 COURT STREET
SIOUX CITY, IA 51104
(712) 279-2480
** AD RR AM H Y PG IV EA TX CI PV **
** DT **

SAINT LUKES GORDON RECOVERY CENTERS
2700 PIERCE STREET
SIOUX CITY, IA 51104
(712) 279-5960
** AD RR AM H Y CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

SPIRIT LAKE
NORTHWEST IOWA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT INC
DICKINSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SPIRIT LAKE, IA 51360
(712) 336-4560
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

TAMA
MESQUAKIE ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE CENTER
RR 2
TAMA, IA 52339
(515) 484-4903
** AD RR AM H Y AI PG EA TX CI PV **
KANSAS

ABILENE

DICKINSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC
409 NW 3RD STREET
UPPER E MEZZANINE
ABILENE, KS 67410
(316) 263-1081
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV OT **

KANSAS MOTHERS AND CHILDREN
REINTEGRATION TREATMENT INC
409 NW 3RD STREET
ABILENE, KS 67401
(316) 263-1081
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

ARCKANSAS CITY

COLEY CENTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
115 EAST RADIO LANE
ARCKANSAS CITY, KS 67005
(316) 422-4540
** AD AM TX **

ATCUSHION

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ATCUSHION VALLEY HOPE
1816 NORTH 2ND STREET
ATCUSHION, KS 66002
(316) 367-1616
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

AUGUSTA

VALLEY HOPE AT AUGUSTA MEDICAL COMPLEX
2101 DEARBORN STREET
AUGUSTA, KS 67010
(316) 775-5421
** AD RR IV TX **

BAXTER SPRINGS

MACAULEY AND ASSOCIATES
201 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BAXTER SPRINGS, KS 66713
(316) 856-5162
** AD AM TX PV OT **

COFFEYVILLE

ALCOHOL/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM OF
SOUTHEAST KANSAS
209 WEST 7TH STREET
MEDICAL BUILDING SUITE 4
COFFEYVILLE, KS 67337
(316) 251-0600
** AD AM B DH TX PV **

COLBY

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 EAST COLLEGE DRIVE
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-7511
** AD DT TX **

FRED WATERS ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
175 SOUTH RANGE STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-3332
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL
PREVENTION CENTER AT COLBY
485 NORTH COURT STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-8512
** AD PV **

THOMAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE INC
770 SOUTH RANGE STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-6111
** AD AM RR DH TX CI **

COLUMBUS

ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME FOR GIRLS
501 CENTRAL AVENUE
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 429-1949
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

FAMILY LIFE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
201 WEST WALNUT STREET
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 429-1860
** AD AM H Y A HV PI IV EA DH TX **
** CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
M = MENTALILLNESS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CX = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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EL DORADO
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER AT
EL DORADO
314 SOUTH VINE STREET
EL DORADO, KS 67042
(316) 321-7724
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH INC COUNSELING CENTER
2365 WEST CENTRAL STREET
EL DORADO, KS 67042
(316) 321-6036
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

GARDEN CITY
SAINT JOSEPHS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM OUTPATIENT
302 FLENING STREET
SUIT 3
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 276-4450
** AD AM IV TX **

SOUTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
801 CAMPUS DRIVE
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 276-9624
** AD PV **

WESTERN KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCY INC/CROSROADS HOUSE
811 NORTH MAIN STREET
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846
(316) 275-7103
** AD RR AM N Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DM TX CI PV **

SE KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CTR AT THE SOUTHEAST KANSAS EDUC SERV CENTER
GIRARD, KS 66743
(316) 724-6281
** AD PV **

JUDGE JAMES V RIDDEL BOYS RANCH
25531 WEST 39TH STREET SOUTH
GOODLAND, KS 67735
(316) 794-8666
** AD AM Y IV TX PV OT **

NORTHWEST KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
FIRST AND SHERMAN STREETS
GOODLAND, KS 67735
(913) 899-3625
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

CENTRAL KANSAS PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
ELEDEAN KOHRS
925 PATTON STREET
GREAT BEND, KS 67530
(316) 792-6619
** AD AM N Y A B H PG CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
3111 10TH STREET
GREAT BEND, KS 67550
(316) 793-8933
** AD AM IV TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/outpatient
1030 10TH STREET
GREAT BEND, KS 67550
(316) 793-9604
** AD AM IV TX **

HAYS
HIGH PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
208 EAST 7TH STREET
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 628-2871
** AD AH DT TX **

NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER AT HAYS
2209 CANTERBURY ROAD
SUITE C
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 625-5521
** AD PV OT **

CLARA BARTON HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
250 WEST 9TH STREET
HAYS, KS 67601
(913) 742-1115
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

HUTCHINSON
MIRROR INC/ADAPT
HUTCHINSON CORRECTIONAL WORK FACILITY
400 SOUTH HALSTEAD STREET
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 662-5304 EXT. 287
** AD AM IV TX **

PROGRAM FOR RECOVERY
1 EAST 9TH STREET
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 669-8979
** AD AM N Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
109 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE D
HUTCHINSON, KS 67502
(316) 285-3161
** AD AM IV TX **
KANSAS

INDEPENDENCE
FOUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
3701 WEST MAIN STREET
INDEPENDENCE, KS 67501
(316) 331-1748
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

JUNCTION CITY
FAMILY CARE CENTER OF JUNCTION CITY
132 NORTH EISENHOWER STREET
JUNCTION CITY, KS 66441
(913) 762-4210
** AD AM N Y B H AI PG CU EA DN TX **
** PV **

KANSAS CITY
HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
5424 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66102
(913) 287-1500
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS
SPANISH SPEAKING OFFICE
14TH AND METROPOLITAN STREETS
FRANKLIN CENTER
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 621-3655
** AD DH PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS DRUG AND ALCOHOL INFORMATION SCHOOL/ASAP
707 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SECURITY NATIONAL BANK BUILDING/M-6
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-3011
** AD DH PV OT **

KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
KANSAS CITY METRO METHADONE PROGRAM
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
ROOM 11G
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 580-6495
** A AM IV MM **

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER AT PROVIDENCE/SAINTE MARGARETS/INPATIENT
8919 PARALLEL PARKWAY
SUITE 116A
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 596-4200
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU DT **
** TX **

PROJECT STAR
9300 HARD PARKWAY
KANSAS CITY, KS 64114
(816) 966-3602
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY SHIELD OF SERVICE DETOX AND REINTEGRATION CENTER
1200 NORTH 7TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-8500
** AD RR AM A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF EASTERN KANSAS INC
4125 RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 362-0045
** AD RR AM IV TX **

WYANDOTTE COUNTY REGIONAL PREV CTR AT KANSAS CITY KANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
7250 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 334-1100
** AD PV **

WYANDOTTE HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
632 TAURONNEE STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-9332
** AD AM Y TX **

WYANDOTTE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
EATON STREET AT 36TH AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 831-9500
** AD AM Y H PI IV EA DN TX CI PV **

LARNED
SAINT JOSEPHS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/INPATIENT
923 CARROLL STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-3161 EXT. 399
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

LAWRENCE
EAST CENTRAL KS REGIONAL PREV CENTER
DCCCA CENTER
3312 CLINTON PARKWAY
LAWRENCE, KS 66047
(913) 841-6158
** AD PV **

LEAVENWORTH
NORTHEAST KANSAS MH AND GUIDANCE CTR
RECOVERY SERVICES OF NORTHEAST KANSAS
818 NORTH 7TH STREET
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 602-5118
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 682-8700
** AD RR AM A B H AI HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

LIBERAL
SOUTHWEST KANSAS ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION FOUNDATION INC (SKADAF)
529 NORTH NEW YORK STREET
LIBERAL, KS 67901
(316) 624-3616
** AD RR AM A H HV IV DN TX CI PV **

MANHATTAN
LARRY M PEAK PHD ALC/DRUG SERVS AT MANHATTAN MEDICAL CENTER
1133 COLLEGE AVENUE
BUILDING B UPPER LEVEL
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 557-4014
** AD AM DH TX PV **

NORTHEAST KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR AT PAHNEE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
2001 CLAFLIN STREET
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 587-4372
** AD EA PV **

NEWTON
MIRROR INC
130 EAST 5TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6743
** AD RR AM H PG IV EA DN TX **

MIRROR INC
SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR
130 EAST 5TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6743
** AD EA PV **

UNITED METHODIST YOUTHVILLE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
900 WEST BROADWAY
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-1950
** AD AM Y TX PV **

HAYWARD
VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION
VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
709 WEST HOLME STREET
NORTON, KS 67654
(913) 877-5101
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV OT **
OLATHE

CYPRESS RECOVERY INC
230 SOUTH KANSAS STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 764-7555
** AD AM H Y PG CU EA DH TX **

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION CENTER INC
807 CLAIRBOINE ROAD
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 764-6643
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DH TX PV **

JOHNSON COUNTY

ADOLESCENT CENTER FOR TREATMENT (ACT)
301 NORTH MONROE STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 782-0283
** AD RR Y PG IV TX **

PAOLA

MIAMI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CERTIFIED SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH EAST STREET
PAOLA, KS 66071
(913) 294-5755
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PITTSBURG

CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
30TH AND MICHIGAN STREETS
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-8170
** AD RR B CU IV TX **

CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RENEWAL HOUSE
606 EAST ATCHINSON STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-8170
** AD RR B CU IV TX **

ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME INC
1002 EAST MADISON STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-9840
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

REFLECTIONS

INTERMEDIATE TREATMENT PROGRAM
30TH AND MICHIGAN STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-5141
** AD RR W A PG HV CU IV EA TX **

PRATT

SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION ON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND COMPANY
501-503 SOUTH SNINNESCH STREET
PRATT, KS 66714
(316) 672-7846
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

RESERVE

SAC AND FOX OF MISSOURI
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
RESERVE, KS 66434
(913) 742-7471
** AD PV **

SALINA

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
639 NORTH OHIO STREET
SUITE 30
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-2568
** AD CI **

NORTH CENTRAL KANSAS
REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
1805 SOUTH OHIO STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-6289
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHNS RESIDENTIAL
ADOLESCENT DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
1646 NORTH 9TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-7103
** AD RR Y A PG TX CI PV **

SMOKY HILL SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
3023 CANTERBURY STREET
SUITE 7
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-9185
** AD EA PV **

SEDAN

SEDAH
SEDAH CITY HOSPITAL
RECOVERY WAY INC/YOUTH CHEM DEPENDENCY
300 NORTH STREET
SEDAN, KS 67561
(316) 725-5624
** AD RR Y AI IV DT TX **

SHAWNEE MISSION

CEDAR RIDGE
7405 RENNER ROAD
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66217
(913) 631-1900
** AD RR AM H Y A HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

JOHNSON COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
6221 RICHARD DRIVE
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66216
(913) 260-7220
** AD RR AM H Y HV PI DT TX PV **

SHAWNEE MISSION (MISSION)

VALLEY HOPE COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CENTER OF GREATER KANSAS CITY
5610 WEST 58TH TERRACE
SHAWNEE MISSION (MISSION), KS 66205
(913) 432-4037
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SHAWNEE MISSION (OVERLAND)

CHARLES STEBBINS COUNSELING SERVICES
5750 WEST 95TH STREET
SUITE 208
SHAWNEE MISSION OVERLAND PARK, KS 662
(913) 599-0400
** AD AM DH TX PV **

HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
10500 BARKLEY STREET
SUITE 210
SHAWNEE MISSION OVERLAND PARK, KS 662
(913) 642-4300
** AD AM H TX PV **

JOHNSON/LEAVENWORTH NORTH REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
9900 MISSION ROAD
SHAWNEE MISSION OVERLAND PARK, KS 662
(913) 341-1415
** AD PV **

OVERLAND PARK ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROGRAM
DUI PROBATION/PAROLE
8826 SANTA FE STREET
BEAL BUILDING SUITE 306
SHAWNEE MISSION OVERLAND PARK, KS 662
(913) 648-0170
** AD DH PV **

SYRACUSE

SYRACUSE CHEMICAL ADDICTION TREATMENT OF KANSAS INC (SCAT)
DONOHUE BUILDING
NE ENTRANCE 3RD FLOOR
SYRACUSE, KS 67878
(316) 584-5598
** AD AM DH TX PV **

TOPEKA

CAPITAL CITY TREATMENT CENTER
2914 SH PLESS COURT
TOPEKA, KS 66611
(913) 266-6166
** AD AM H Y HV IV TX **

FLORENCE CRITTETON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2601 WESTERN STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66611
(913) 233-0516
** AD AM TX PV **
KANSAS

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
820 QUINCY STREET
SUITE 501
TOPEKA, KS 66612
(913) 232-6303
** AD AM W B H TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TOPEKA DIVISION
603 SW TOPEKA BOULEVARD
CASSON BUILDING
TOPEKA, KS 66603
(913) 235-6622
** AD AM W Y B H EA TX PV **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
1700 SM 7TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
TOPEKA, KS 66606
(913) 295-8530
** AD RR AM H A B B AI PG CU IV DT **
** TX CI **

SHAWNEE REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
603 TOPEKA BOULEVARD
CASSON BUILDING 2ND FLOOR
TOPEKA, KS 66603
(913) 235-0622
** AD PV **

SHUNGA CREEK OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
5040 SW 28TH STREET
SUITE D
TOPEKA, KS 66614
(913) 275-6200
** AD AM TX **

TOPEKA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY/CENTRAL
ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE PRIMARY TREATMENT
8TH STREET AND RICE ROAD
DORM A
TOPEKA, KS 66607
(913) 296-0814
** AD AM W TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
2200 GAGE BOULEVARD
BUILDING 2
TOPEKA, KS 66622
(913) 272-3111 EXT. 2151
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX PV **

WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER OF DCCC INC
1328 SW HESTER STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66604
(913) 233-5885
** AD RR H PG IV TX PV **

WICHITA

ADOLESCENT/ADULT/FAMILY RECOVERY PROG
3540 WEST DOUGLAS STREET
SUITES 4 AND 6
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 943-2051
** AD AM W Y B AI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

ALCOHOLISM FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
714 SOUTH HILLSIDE STREET
WICHITA, KS 67211
(316) 680-5131
** AD AM W Y TX CI **

KAREN E HAMILTON COUNSELING SERVICES
5920 EAST CENTRAL STREET
SUITE 204
WICHITA, KS 67208
(316) 686-2782
** AD AM EA TX CI **

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
216 WEST MURDOCK STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 269-2990
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU IV TX CI **

NEVA PROSSER TULLOCH LTD
4805 WEST CENTRAL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67212
(316) 943-5203
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU IV TX PV **

NORTHEAST DRUG/ALCOHOL REFERRAL AND TRACKING STATION INC
1809 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE C
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 265-8511
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

NORTHWEST GENERAL PRACTICE
7110 WEST CENTRAL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67212
(316) 942-7001
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

OUTPATIENT PARADIGM
1353 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE D
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 269-1333
** AD AM TV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
929 NORTH SAINT FRANCIS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 268-6860
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY BOOTH FAMILY SERV CTR
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT
2050 WEST 11TH STREET
WICHITA, KS 67201
(316) 265-2769
** AD AM Y A B H AI TX CI PV **

SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
635 NORTH MAIN STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 383-8015
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX MM **

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 259
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND INTERVENTION
217 NORTH WATER STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 833-4485
** AD PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CTR
901 WEST DOUGLAS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67213
(316) 266-7369
** AD AM W Y B AI TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
5500 EAST KELLOGG STREET
WICHITA, KS 67208
(316) 685-2221 EXT. 3096
** AD RR AM IV TX PV **

VICTOR MONTEMAIOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3081 SOUTH RUTAN COURT
WICHITA, KS 67205
(316) 683-5959
** AD AM H AI DM TX CI PV **

WICHITA/SEDGWICK CNTRY REG PREV CENTER
THE DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION CTR
31421 EAST 2ND STREET
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 262-2421
** AD PV **

WOMENS RECOVERY CTR OF CENTRAL KANSAS
309 NORTH MARKET STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 262-0505
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI IV TX **

WINFIELD

FLINT HILLS REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
COWLEY COUNTY SPECIAL SERVICES
1321 EAST 7TH STREET
WINFIELD, KS 67156
(316) 221-7021
** AD EA PV **
KENTUCKY

ALBANY
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALBANY CLINIC
507 CROSS STREET
ALBANY, KY 42602
(606) 387-7635
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU DH TX CI PV **

ASHLAND
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 928-6414
** AD AM A B H AI HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

OUR LADY OF BELLFONTE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CAREUNIT
SAINT CHRISTOPHER DRIVE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 836-3148
** AD RR IV DT EA TX **

PATHWAYS INC
ADKINS HOUSE
2801 MINSTER AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

PATHWAYS INC
BOYD COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
201 22ND STREET
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

PATHWAYS INC
WITHDRAWAL UNIT
201 22ND STREET
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD H IV DT DH TX CI PV **

BARBOURVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
317 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
BARBOURVILLE, KY 40906
(606) 546-3104
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX PV **

BARDSTOWN
COMMUNICARE
BARDSTOWN COMMUNICARE CLINIC
331 SOUTH 3RD STREET
BARDSTOWN, KY 40004
(502) 348-9207
** AD AM PI IV EA DH TX PV **

BARDWELL
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CARLISLE COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
HIGHWAY 62
BARDWELL, KY 42024
(502) 628-5468
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BARLOW
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
BALLARD COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
HIGHWAY 60
BARLOW, KY 42024
(502) 334-3162
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BEATTYVILLE
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
BEATTYVILLE BY PASS
BEATTYVILLE, KY 41311
(606) 664-3212
** AD AM H Y B PI EA DH TX PV **

BEDFORD
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
TRIMBLE COUNTY CENTER
CHURCH STREET
BEDFORD, KY 40006
(502) 255-3258
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = ATS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INMATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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KENTUCKY

BROWNSVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
EDMONSON COUNTY OFFICE
922 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BROWNSVILLE, KY 42210
(502) 597-2713
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

BURKESVILLE
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
BURKESVILLE CLINIC
SOUTH MAIN STREET
BURKESVILLE, KY 42717
(502) 864-5651
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DM TX CI PV **

CALHOUN
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE
535 WEST FIRST STREET
CALHOUN, KY 42527
(502) 273-5662
** AD AM TX CI **

CAMPBELLSVILLE
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
CAMPBELLSVILLE CLINIC
TRACK 5 BY THE STATION
CAMPBELLSVILLE, KY 42718
(502) 465-7424
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DM TX CI PV **

CARLISLE
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
NICHOLAS COUNTY CLINIC
226 LOCUST STREET
CARLISLE, KY 40311
(606) 987-6127
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CARROLLTON
COMP CARE CTRS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
CARRICK COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
1714 HIGHLAND AVENUE
CARROLLTON, KY 40008
(502) 732-9331
** AD AM B EA DN TX PV **

CLINTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTIES HOSPITAL
CLINTON, KY 42031
(502) 654-6992
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
COLUMBIA CLINIC
808 C JAMESTOWN STREET
COLUMBIA, KY 42728
(502) 384-4719
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DM TX CI PV **

CORBIN
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
AMERICAN GREETINGS ROAD
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 528-7010
** AD AM W Y IV TX PV **

CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE
INDEPENDENCE HOUSE
3110 CUMBERLAND FALLS HIGHWAY
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 523-9286
** AD RR M B PG PI CU IV TX **

COVINGTON
FAMILY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
COUNSELING CENTER
722 SCOTT STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41012
(606) 431-2225
** AD AM M B HV IV EA DM TX **

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNITS
401 EAST 20TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41014
(606) 292-4148
** AD AM IV DT DM TX **

TRANSITIONS INC
EIGHTH STREET HALFWAY HOUSE
113 EAST 8TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 291-8261
** AD RR AM TX OT **

CYNTHIANA
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HARRISON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE
122 EAST PLEASANT STREET
CYNTHIANA, KY 40331
(606) 234-6940
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DANVILLE
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
DANVILLE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
650 HIGH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-2726
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

COLLINS/KUBALE/MILES AND ASSOCIATES
219 SOUTH 4TH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-0853
** AD AM W EA TX PV **

EDMONTON
LIFESKILLS INC
METCALF COUNTY OFFICE
402 TOMPKINSVILLE ROAD
EDMONTON, KY 42129
(502) 852-6951
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ELIZABETHTOWN
COMMUNICARE
ELIZABETHTOWN COMMUNICARE CLINIC
1311 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY 42701
(502) 769-1304
** AD AM M PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNICARE RECOVERY CENTER
1011 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY 42701
(502) 765-5145
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI **

EMINENCE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
HENRY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EMINENCE, KY 40019
(502) 846-2928
** AD AM IV DN TX CI PV **

FALMOUTH
SAINT LUKE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
512 SOUTH MAPLE AVENUE
FALMOUTH, KY 41040
(606) 572-3500
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV OT **

FLORENCE
COMP CARE CTRS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
BOONE COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
8172 HALL ROAD
SUITE 239
FLORENCE, KY 41042
(606) 235-9228
** AD AM Y TX **

FRANKFORT
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
FRANKFORT OFFICE
191 DOCTORS DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 225-2182
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HALFHAY HOUSE
WASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 225-2017
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

COUNSELING CENTER
859 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 3C
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 875-7736
** A M H A B HV TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN
LIFESKILLS INC
SIMPSON COUNTY OFFICE
415 COLLEGE STREET
FRANKLIN, KY 42244
(502) 586-8826
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FRENCHBURG
PATHWAYS INC
MENIFEE COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
MENIFEE COUNTY MEDICAL BUILDING
FRENCHBURG, KY 40322
(606) 768-2131
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FULTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
FULTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
350 BROAD STREET
FULTON, KY 42041
(502) 472-1760
** AD AM TX CI PV **

GEORGE TOWN
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
SCOTT COUNTY CLINIC
319 EAST MAIN STREET
GEORGETOWN, KY 40324
(502) 865-4734
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

GLASGOW
LIFESKILLS INC
BARREN COUNTY OFFICE
901 COLUMBIA AVENUE
GLASGOW, KY 42141
(502) 651-8378
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GRAYSON
PATHWAYS INC
CARTER COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
515 WEST MAIN STREET
GRAYSON, KY 41443
(606) 474-5151
** AD AM H Y PI IV DH TX PV **

GREENSBURG
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
GREENSBURG CLINIC
517B COLUMBIA AVENUE
GREENSBURG, KY 42743
(502) 932-3226
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU DU TX CI **

GREENUP
PATHWAYS INC
GREENUP COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
1018 WALNUT STREET
GREENUP, KY 41144
(606) 473-7333
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX PV **

GREENVILLE
PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MULHLENBERG COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
506 HOPKINSVILLE STREET
GREENVILLE, KY 42345
(502) 338-5211
** AD EA DH TX CI PV **

HARRISBURG
COMMUNICARE
HARRISBURG COMMUNICARE CLINIC
ROUTE 1
HARRISBURG, KY 40143
(502) 756-5816
** AD AM PI IV EA DH TX PV **

HARLAN
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MOUNTED ROUTE 1
HARLAN, KY 40831
(606) 573-1624
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX PV **

HARRODSBURG
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
HARRODSBURG COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
352 HR HWK SHOPPING CENTER
HARRODSBURG, KY 40330
(606) 734-5486 EXT. 6
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

HARTFORD
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
120 EAST HAMILTON STREET
HARTFORD, KY 42347
(502) 298-7676
** AD AM TX CI **

HAZARD
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
PERRY COUNTY
200 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
HAZARD, KY 41701
(606) 672-2393
** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX PV **

HEBRON
TRI STATE DRUG REHABILITATION AND
COUNSELING PROG INC/KIDS HELPING KIDS
2136 PETERSBURG ROAD
HEBRON, KY 41048
(606) 689-5437
** AD AM Y TX PV **

HENDERSON
COMMUNITY METHODIST HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1305 NORTH ELM STREET
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 827-7564
** AD RR AM H B IV DT EA DH TX CI **

GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE
BAY PLACE
426 2ND STREET
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 826-8721
** AD AM TX CI PV **

REGIONAL ADDICTION RESOURCES (RAR)
6347 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 827-2380
** AD AM TX CI PV **

HENDMANN
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
COURTHOUSE SQUARE
HENDMANN, KY 41022
(606) 785-5556
** AD AM H Y PI IV DH TX PV **

HOPKINSVILLE
BELLEWOOD TGO
1715 LOVERS LANE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
(502) 805-6275
** AD RR Y TX **

PENNYROYAL CENTER
735 NORTH DRIVE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
(502) 806-5163
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **
KENTUCKY

HYDEN
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
HYDEN UNIT
LESLIE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HYDEN, KY 41749
(606) 672-4215
** AD AM H Y PI IV DH TX **

INEZ
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MARTIN COUNTY CLINIC
RURAL ROUTE 3
INEZ, KY 41224
(606) 298-7902
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

IVRINE
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
IVRINE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
STAR ROUTE
IVRINE, KY 40336
(606) 723-5128
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

JACKSON
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
1112 1/2 MAIN STREET
JACKSON, KY 41339
(606) 666-7591
** AD AM H Y PI TX PV **

JAMESTOWN
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
JAMESTOWN CLINIC
HIGHWAY 127 SOUTH
JAMESTOWN, KY 42629
(502) 343-2551
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU DH TX CI PV **

LA GRANJE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
OLDHAM COUNTY CENTER
1919 SOUTH HIGHWAY 53
LA GRANJE, KY 40031
(502) 222-7210
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

LANCASTER
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
LANCASTER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
67 PUBLIC SQUARE
LANCASTER, KY 40444
(606) 792-2181
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LAWRENCEBURG
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
LAWRENCEBURG COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
1060 GLENSBORO ROAD
LAWRENCEBURG, KY 40342
(502) 839-7205
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LEITCHFIELD
COMMUNICARE
LEITCHFIELD COMMUNICARE CLINIC
300 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ANNEX
LEITCHFIELD, KY 42754
(502) 259-4652
** AD AM PI DH TX PV **

LEXISPORT
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
LEXISPORT SHOPPING CENTER
LEXISPORT, KY 42351
(606) 295-3733
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LEXINGTON
BLUE GRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE
TEEN PRIMARY OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
200 WEST 2ND STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 233-0444
** AD AM Y TX **

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
346 EAST 3RD STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 233-0444
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
201 MECHANIC STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 233-0444
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
METHODONE PROGRAM
201 MECHANIC STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 233-0444 EXT. 202
** A AM IV MM **

CHARLES J SCHWARTZ
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
420 SOUTH BROADWAY
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 255-4268
** AD RR IV TX PV **

CHRYSLIS HOUSE INC
251 EAST MAXWELL STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 254-6244
** AD RR H PG IV TX PV **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
310 SOUTH LIMESTONE STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 252-6612 EXT. 3600
** AD IV DT TX PV MM **

MAHONEY AND ASSOCIATES
1401 HARRODSBURG ROAD
SUITE B-275
LEXINGTON, KY 40504
(606) 277-3211
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (NCA)
PREVENTION RESEARCH INSTITUTE
629 NORTH BROADWAY
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 254-2761
** AD DD PV **

SHEPHERDS HOUSE INC
154 BONNIE BRAE DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 252-1939
** AD RR A TX **

STOP PROGRAM
241 OLDE HURST PLACE
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 233-0444
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

VET CENTER
1117 SOUTH LIMESTONE STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40503
(606) 276-5269
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
LEESTOWN ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
(606) 233-4511 EXT. 3536
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX **

HOMENS CENTER OF CENTRAL KENTUCKY
170 NORTH MARTIN LUTHER KING STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 254-9319
** AD PV **

LIBERTY
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
LIBERTY CLINIC
ROUTE 1
LIBERTY SQUARE
LIBERTY, KY 42539
(606) 787-9472
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU DH TX CI PV **
UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
P.O. BOX 448
LOUISVILLE, KY 40201
(502) 454-7118
** AD OT **

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE SADHANA CENTER
1033 LANN STATION ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40223
(502) 426-0112
** AD AM H Y A B H PG CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

COUNCIL ON PREVENTION AND EDUCATION/SUBSTANCES INC (COPES)
1228 EAST BRECKINRIDGE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 583-6820
** AD PV **

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S AGENCY INC
1115 GARVIN PLACE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40201
(502) 503-1741
** AD AM B EA TX CI PV **

FRAGER ASSOCIATES
3906 DUPONT SQUARE SOUTH
LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
(502) 893-6654
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
332 WEST BROADWAY
HEYBURN BUILDING SUITE 915
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 569-4357
** AD EA PV **

JOHN P. SOHAN COUNSELING SERVICES
1169 EASTERN PARKWAY
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 3358
LOUISVILLE, KY 40217
(502) 458-8348
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KENTUCKY DRIVING SCHOOL
3715 BARSTOWN ROAD
SUITE 315
LOUISVILLE, KY 40218
(502) 456-5266
** D DT PV **

KENTUCKY DUI INSTITUTE
730 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 270
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
** D AM B PI CU DH TX CI PV **

KENTUCKY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGAMS INC
730 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 270
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
** AD AM B PI CU TX CI PV **

OUR LADY OF PEACE HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS TO PEACE CHEM DEP TRT PROGRAM
2020 NENBURG ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40205
(502) 451-3330
** AD RR AM H Y A B H A PI PG HV PI CU A **
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

PATRICK WHEELAN
1258 EAST BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 584-0757
** AD AM H Y B CU TX CI **

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVS/JEFFERSON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CTR INPT AND OUTPT SERVICES
600 SOUTH PRESTON STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 583-3951
** AD RR AM H Y A B H A PI PG HV PI CU A **
** D TI EA DH TX CI PV **

TEN BROECK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
821 LA GRANDE ROAD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40223
(502) 426-6530
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** D TI EA PT **

ULTIMATE CARE
10400 LANN STATION ROAD
ATRIUM CENTER SUITE 216
LOUISVILLE, KY 40223
(502) 339-8552
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

WELLNESS INSTITUTE
332 West BROADWAY
ROOM 915
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 589-4357
** AD AM TX **

MADISONVILLE
MADISONVILLE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
HOSPITAL DRIVE
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 825-5100 EXT. 5648
** AD AM H A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** D TI EA PT **

PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MADISONVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
1303 WEST NOEL STREET
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 821-8874
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MAYFIELD
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MAYFIELD/GRAGES COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
217 NORTH 7TH STREET
MAYFIELD, KY 42066
(502) 247-5346
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

MAYSVILLE
COMPREHEND INC
MASON COUNTY CMHC
611 FOREST AVENUE
MAYSVILLE, KY 41056
(606) 564-4016
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

MC KEE
CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MAIN STREET
MC KEE, KY 40447
(606) 287-7157
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV DH TX PV **

MIDDLESBORO
CUMBERLAND RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
324 NORTH 19TH STREET
MIDDLESBORO, KY 40965
(606) 268-4949
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV MM **
** OT **
KENTUCKY

MONTICELLO
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
WAYNE COUNTY CLINIC
NORTH HIGHWAY 90
MONTICELLO, KY 42633
(606) 340-9318
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DH TX CI PV **

MOREHEAD
PATHWAYS INC
ROWAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
325 EAST MAIN STREET
MOREHEAD, KY 40351
(606) 784-4161
** AD AM W Y A PG PI CU IV EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

MORGANFIELD
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
233 NORTH TONKESEND STREET
MORGANFIELD, KY 42437
(502) 389-3240
** AD AM TX CI **

MORGANTOWN
LIFESKILLS INC
BUTLER COUNTY OFFICE
120 WEST OHIO STREET
MORGANTOWN, KY 42261
(502) 526-3877
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT STERLING
PATHWAYS INC
HILLCREST HALL
2479 GRASSY LICK ROAD
MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353
(606) 498-6574
** AD RR Y IV TX **

PATHWAYS INC
MONTGOMERY COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
300 FOXGLOVE DRIVE
MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353
(606) 498-7546
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT VERNON
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
OLD HIGHWAY 25
MOUNT VERNON, KY 40456
(606) 256-2129
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

MULFORDVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
HART COUNTY OFFICE
117 WEST 3RD STREET
MULFORDVILLE, KY 42765
(502) 524-9805
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MURRAY
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
903 SYCAMORE STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-6622
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

NEWPORT
COMP CARE CTRS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
CAMPBELL COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
10TH AND MONOUTH STREETS
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 431-4450
** AD AM Y B TX **

TRANSITIONS INC
DROEGE HOUSE
925 5TH AVENUE
NEWPORT, KY 41074
(606) 291-1045
** AD RR AM PI IV DT TX OT **

TRANSITIONS INC
OUTREACH SERVICES
607 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 291-1046
** AD DN PV OT **

TRANSITIONS INC
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL ADDICTION PGMD/WRAP
605 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 291-3665
** AD RR H PG IV TX **

TRANSITIONS INC
YORK STREET HOUSE
601 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 291-3660
** AD TX **

HICHLASVILLE
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
102 LAKE STREET
NICHOLASVILLE, KY 40356
(606) 865-6315
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OWENSBORO
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE
MOREHEAD CENTER
1001 FREDERICA STREET
OWENSBORO, KY 42301
(502) 683-0277
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

OKINSVILLE
PATHWAYS INC
BATH COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 3
OKINSVILLE, KY 40360
(606) 670-6690
** AD AM IV TX PV **

PADUCAH
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
JOSEPH L FRIEDMAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE CTR
1405 SOUTH 3RD STREET
PADUCAH, KY 42003
(502) 442-9131
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
PADUCAH/HCCRAVEN COUNTY MH/MR SERVS
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001
(502) 442-7121
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

PAINTSVILLE
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
JOHNSON COUNTY CLINIC
1024 BROADWAY
PAINTSVILLE, KY 41240
(606) 789-3518
** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PARIS
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
BOURBON COUNTY CLINIC
269 EAST MAIN STREET
PARIS, KY 40361
(606) 987-6127
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

PIKEVILLE
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
PIKE COUNTY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
156 COLLEGE STREET
PIKEVILLE, KY 41501
(606) 432-3143
** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX CI **
KENTUCKY

PINEVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
110 KENTUCKY AVENUE
PINEVILLE; KY 40977
(606) 357-6137
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX PV **

PRESTONSBURG
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
Layne House
10 SOUTH FRONT AVENUE
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653
(606) 866-2752 EXT. 379
** AD RR W Y B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
* DT EA DH TX CI PV *

MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
18 SOUTH FRONT AVENUE
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653
(606) 866-8572 EXT. 230
** AD AM W Y PG IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PRINCETON
PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
Caldwell County Mental Health Center
115 HOGODDHIN STREET
PRINCETON, KY 42445
(502) 365-2800
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE
GREEN RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
200 BRADLEY STREET
PROVIDENCE, KY 42450
(502) 667-7092
** AD AM TX CI **

RADCRAFT
COMMUNICARE CLINIC
1072 SOUTH DIXIE STREET
RADCLIFF, KY 40160
(502) 351-6166
** AD AM TX **

UNITED HEALTH CARE
LINCOLN TRAIL HOSPITAL
3909 SOUTH WILSON ROAD
RADCLIFF, KY 40160
(502) 351-9444
** AD RR IV DT DH TX CI PV **

RICHMOND
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
435 GIBSON LANE
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(606) 625-9567
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

FREEDOM HOUSE INC
236 NORTH 2ND STREET
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(606) 625-7924
** AD CI PV **

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION ASSOCIATES
409 GIBSON LANE
RICHMOND, KY 40475
(606) 624-3622
** AD EA PV **

RUSSELLVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
LOGAN COUNTY OFFICE
237 EAST 6TH STREET
RUSSELLVILLE, KY 42276
(502) 726-3629
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SALYERSVILLE
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MAGOFFIN COUNTY CLINIC
ROUTE 114
SALYERSVILLE, KY 42465
(606) 349-3115
** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SANDY HOOK
PATHWAYS INC
ELLICOTT COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
MAIN STREET
SANDY HOOK, KY 41171
(606) 738-6163
** AD AM PI EA TX CI PV **

SCOTTSVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
SCOTTSVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
512 BOHLING GREEN ROAD
SCOTTSVILLE, KY 42264
(502) 237-6461
** AD AM W IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SHELBYVILLE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
SHELBY COUNTY CENTER
25 VILLAGE PLAZA
SHELBYVILLE, KY 40065
(502) 633-5683
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

SHEPHERDSVILLE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
BULLITT COUNTY CENTER
301 BUCKMAN STREET
SHEPHERDSVILLE, KY 40165
(502) 955-6497
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

SOMERSET
ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOMERSET CLINIC/HARDIN LANE
101 HARDIN LANE
SOMERSET, KY 42501
(606) 679-7348
** AD AM TX CI PV **

STANFORD
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
STANFORD COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
111 B WEST MAIN STREET
STANFORD, KY 40484
(606) 359-2197
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

STANTON
BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
STANTON UNIT
354 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
STANTON, KY 40380
(606) 744-2562
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

TAYLORSVILLE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
SPENCER COUNTY SERVICE CENTER
REASON AVENUE
TAYLORSVILLE, KY 40071
(502) 677-2577
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

TOMPKINSVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
MONROE COUNTY OFFICE
200 EAST 4TH STREET
TOMPKINSVILLE, KY 42167
(502) 487-5655
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VERSAILLES
BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE MIDDENDORF
COUNTY COMP CARE CTR ALC ABUSE TRT PGM
1958 FRANKFORT STREET
MEDICAL TERRACE
VERSAILLES, KY 40383
(606) 873-3216
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
KENTUCKY

WEST LIBERTY

PATHWAYS INC
MORGAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
PRESTONSBURG STREET
MORGAN COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
WEST LIBERTY, KY 41472
(606) 743-3139
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **

WHITESBURG

KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
117 HAYES STREET
KRAFT BUILDING
WHITESBURG, KY 41858
(606) 635-4439
** AD AM W Y PI IV EA DW TX PV **

WHITLEY CITY

ADANTA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
WHITLEY CITY CLINIC
WHITLEY CITY PLAZA
WHITLEY CITY, KY 42653
(606) 376-2466
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSBURG

CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
CEMETARY ROAD
WILLIAMSBURG, KY 40769
(606) 549-1440
** AD AM W Y IV DW TX CI **

WINCHESTER

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
WINCHESTER UNIT
26 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
WINCHESTER, KY 40391
(606) 744-2562
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
LOUISIANA

ALEXANDRIA
LOUISIANA BLACK ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1415 HICKORY STREET
ALEXANDRIA, LA 71301
(318) 445-5106
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC 116E
ALEXANDRIA, LA 71301
(318) 473-0010
** AD AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

BATON ROUGE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COUNCIL OF GREATER BATON ROUGE
1801 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 343-8330
** AD PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
I CARE PROGRAM
4510 BAHEL STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70808
(504) 928-4729
** AD EA PV **

BATON ROUGE AREA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC
1819 FLORIDA BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 389-3325
** AD H A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF
BATON ROUGE GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER
3601 NORTH BOULEVARD
BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
(504) 387-7900
** AD RR AM H B HV CU IV DT TX PV **

DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
STUDENT SERVICES
626 NORTH 4TH STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70804
(504) 342-3475
** AD PV **

LA DEPT OF PUB SAFETY AND CORRECTIONS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
504 MAYFLOWER STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 342-6740
** AD AM H A HV IV TX CI PV OT **

OBIEN HOUSE
1231 LAUREL STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70802
(504) 344-6345
** AD RR TX **

SAINT CHRISTOPHERS
HALFWAY HOUSE
2340 GOVERNMENT STREET
BATON ROUGE, LA 70806
(504) 387-0526
** AD RR AM Y IV DX TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE INC
3370 VICTORIA DRIVE
BATON ROUGE, LA 70805
(504) 356-2818
** D PV **

BAYOU VISTA
FAIRVIEW TREATMENT CENTER
915 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD
2ND FLOOR
BAYOU VISTA, LA 70380
(504) 395-6750
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX **

SAINT MARY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
915 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD
SUITE B
BAYOU VISTA, LA 70380
(504) 395-6525
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

BELLE CHASSE
PLAQUEMINES ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
205 MAIN STREET
BELLE CHASSE, LA 70037
(504) 593-5624
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV DH TX PV **

DOUGALUSA
WASHINGTON PARISH ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
619 HILLIS AVENUE
DOUGALUSA, LA 70427
(504) 732-6610
** AD AM H B CU IV TX CI PV **

CHALMETTE
SAINT BERNARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2712 PALMISANO BOULEVARD
BUILDING A
CHALMETTE, LA 70043
(504) 278-7435
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

COVINGTON
DEPAUL COVINGTON HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
COVINGTON, LA 70434
(504) 893-9200
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV **
** TX PV **

PRIDE OF SAINT TAMMANY INC
201 HOLIDAY SQUARE PLAZA
SUITE 201
COVINGTON, LA 70433
(504) 893-5247
** AD PV **

CROWLEY
CROWLEY AND VILLE PLATTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
703 EAST 8TH STREET
CROWLEY, LA 70526
(318) 788-7515
** AD AM H A HV IV DH TX CI PV **

ELTON
COUShattA TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ELTON, LA 70523
(318) 504-2209
** AD PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
** AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
LOUISIANA

FRANKLINTON

SEVEN ACRES SUBSTANCE ABUSE
ROUTE 2
FRANKLINTON, LA 70439
(504) 848-2288
** AD DT TX **

HAMMOND

HAMMOND ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
1001 EAST THOMAS STREET
HAMMOND, LA 70401
(504) 549-5931
** AD AM CU IV DH TX PV **

HOUMA

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL FOR
SOUTH LOUISIANA
813 BELANGER STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 879-2273
** AD PV **

BAYOU OAKS HOSPITAL
LIFE CENTER
954 EAST MAIN STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 876-2020
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

JACKSON

H J BLUE WALTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/PRE RELEASE TRT CENTER
HIGHWAY 10
JACKSON, LA 70748
(504) 634-2651 EXT. 534
** AD RR TX **

LA PLACE

RIVER PARISHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
421 WEST AIRLINE HIGHWAY
SUITE L
LA PLACE, LA 70068
(504) 651-7064
** AD AM H Y PG CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

LAFAYETTE

GATE HOUSE FOUNDATION
206 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501
(318) 233-6031
** AD RR H Y B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS FOUNDATION
1610 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70506
(318) 233-8114
** AD RR IV TX **

LAKE CHARLES

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LAKE CHARLES
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNITS
4250 5TH AVENUE SOUTH
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70605
(800) 234-9192 EXT. 240
** AD RR AM H Y CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV MM **

FAMILY AND YOUTH COUNSELING AGENCY
127 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 436-9533
** AD AM Y TX CI DT **

JOSEPH R BRISCOE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
4012 AVENUE H
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 491-2355
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DT DH TX CI **
** PV **

MCNEESE STATE UNIV COUNSELING CENTER
BACCHUS
RYAN STREET
STUDENT LIFE OFFICE
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70609
(318) 475-5602
** AD PV **

SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
529 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 433-7872
** AD RR AM H A B AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MANDEVILLE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
HIGHWAY 190
MANDEVILLE, LA 70448
(504) 624-8161 EXT. 351
** AD RR IV TX **

FOUNTAINBLEAU TREATMENT CENTER
HIGHWAY 190 EAST
MANDEVILLE, LA 70470
(504) 624-4100
** AD RR H A PG HV PI CU IV TX CI **

MARKSVILLE

HAMilton HALFWAY HOUSE
101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MARKSVILLE, LA 71351
(318) 253-8905
** AD RR EA TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON STREET HOPE CENTER
106 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MARKSVILLE, LA 71351
(318) 253-9458
** AD RR TX PV **

METAIRIE

COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
FOR GREATER NEW ORLEANS (CADA)
476 METAIRIE ROAD
METAIRIE, LA 70005
(504) 524-4357
** AD EA DH PV **

DRUG EDUCATION ASSOCIATES INC
4739 UTTICA STREET
SUITE 101
METAIRIE, LA 70006
(504) 454-0412
** AD EA PV **

JEFFERSON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
401 VETERANS BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
METAIRIE, LA 70005
(504) 858-5263
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

MONROE

N EM WAY CENTER
507 SHAYZE STREET
MONROE, LA 71201
(318) 322-8610
** AD PV **

OPERATION I CARE
4001 BON AIRE DRIVE
MONROE, LA 71203
(318) 345-2273
** AD PV **

STARTING POINT DETOX CENTER
4839 SOUTH GRAND STREET
MONROE, LA 71202
(318) 380-7002
** AD H A B PG HV CU IV DT TX **

NATCHITOCHES

NATCHITOCHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
116 HIGHWAY 1 SOUTH
NATCHITOCHES, LA 71457
(318) 357-3122
** AD AM H Y PG CU IV EA DH TX PV **
NEW ORLEANS

BRIDGE HOUSE INC
1160 CAMP STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 522-4425
** AD RR W A B H HV PI IV TX **

CENTRAL CITY MULTIMEDIA CENTER
2020 JACKSON AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 525-2783
** AD PV **

DESIRE NARCOTIC REHAB CENTER INC
CHEMOTHERAPY
3307 DESIRE PARKWAY
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70126
(504) 945-8885
** A AM W A B HV CU IV MM **

DESIRE NARCOTIC REHAB CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT CENTER
3307 DESIRE PARKWAY
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70126
(504) 945-8885
** AD AM Y B HV CU TX **

DIVISION OF ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
1542 TULANE AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112
(504) 568-4956
** AD RR AM H Y HV IV DT EA TX PV **
** MM OT **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM OF
LOUISIANA INC
1 SEINE COURT
SUITE 400
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70114
(504) 361-9097
** AD EA CI PV **

FOUNDATION HOUSE/NEW ORLEANS
3942 LAUREL STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 859-2425
** AD RR TX PV **

GRACE HOUSE OF NEW ORLEANS INC
3418 COLISEUM STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 859-2425
** AD RR W H B H AI PG CU IV TX PV **

METROPOLITAN TREATMENT CENTER INC
3604 TULANE AVENUE
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 486-6277
** AD AM A HV IV MM **

NEW ORLEANS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
3934 CANAL STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 483-4863
** AD AM N Y IV DH TX CI PV **

ODYSSEY HOUSE LOUISIANA INC
1125 NORTH TONTI STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 821-9211
** AD RR W Y HV CU IV TX CI PV **

TRAFFIC COURT PROBATION OFFICE
727 SOUTH BROAD STREET
ROOM 210
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 827-5017
** D DH OT **

VELOCITY FOUNDATION INC
1001 HOWARD AVENUE
SUITE 3001
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 525-5663
** AD DH PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 PERDIDO STREET
UNIT 116A
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70146
(504) 568-0811 EXT. 5800
** D RR AM DT EA DH TX CI **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
REHABILITATION SERVICES
1523 CONSTANCE STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70130
(504) 525-2179
** D RR PI TX CI PV OT **

PINEVILLE

CENTLA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNCIL
BRIDGE HOUSE PHASE II
401 RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 442-9496
** AD RR W Y B PG HV CU TX **

RAINBOW HOUSE DETOX
RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 484-6442
** AD DT TX OT **

RED RIVER TREATMENT CENTER
CENTRAL LOUISIANA STATE HOSPITAL
UNIT 6-D
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 484-6880
** AD RR W A HV PI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

RUSTON

RUSTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
210 MILLS AVENUE
RUSTON, LA 71270
(318) 251-6125
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SCOTT

OPPORTUNITIES INC
808 PITT ROAD
SCOTT, LA 70583
(318) 896-3451
** AD RR AM TX **

SHREVEPORT

ADOLESCENT CENTER
446 JORDAN STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 226-9371
** AD RR Y B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** OT **

CHARTER FOREST HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9520 LINDMOOD AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71106
(318) 688-3930
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE OF NORTHEAST LOUISIANA
619 MARKET STREET
SUITE 310
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 222-8511
** AD RR B HV IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

COURT ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM INC
SHREVEPORT, LA 71134
(318) 635-4622
** AD DH PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES
CODAC PROGRAM
864 OLIVE STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-0759
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

NORTHWEST REGIONAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
624 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2040
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

181
LOUISIANA

OAKWOOD HOME FOR WOMEN INC
1700 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 221-9451
** AD PV OT **

PINES TREATMENT CENTER
6240 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2010
** AD RR W A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DW TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
510 EAST STONER AVENUE
UNIT 10W12
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 221-0411 EXT. 6495
** AD RR AM W A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

SLIDELL

SLIDELL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2335 CAREY STREET
SLIDELL, LA 70458
(504) 646-6401
** AD AM W Y CU IV TX CI PV **

TALLULAH

DELTA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION
DELTA RECOVERY CENTER
404 EAST CRAIG STREET
TALLULAH, LA 71282
(318) 574-4164
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **

THIBODAUX

BAYOU COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
402 SAINT PHILIP STREET
SUITE B
THIBODAUX, LA 70301
(504) 446-0643
** AD DW PV **

THIBODAUX ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
303 HICKORY STREET
THIBODAUX, LA 70301
(504) 447-5981
** AD AM Y HV IV EA DW TX PV **

WINNSBORO

NORTHEAST LOUISIANA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
210 MAIN STREET
WINNSBORO, LA 71295
(318) 435-7558
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **
The orientation key in the text listing for providers of drug abuse only or alcoholism only services is incorrect. The correct key for the "Orientation" code is as follows:

"AL" for Alcoholism only units (incorrectly coded "D")

"DA" for Drug Abuse only units (incorrectly coded "A")
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ALBION</strong></th>
<th><strong>BATH</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW DIRECTIONS/ALBION</td>
<td>ADDICTION RESOURCE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOL STREET</td>
<td>10 OAK GROVE AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBION, ME 04910</td>
<td>BATH, ME 04550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(207) 873-1127**</td>
<td>(207) 643-1200**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD AM TX</strong>**</td>
<td><strong>AD AM M Y CU IV DT EA DM TX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ASHLAND</strong></th>
<th><strong>BANGOR</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>ACADEIA HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AROOSTOOK VALLEY HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>268 STILLWATER AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALKER STREET</td>
<td>BANGOR, ME 04401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHLAND, ME 04732 (207) 435-6331</td>
<td>(207) 945-5955 <strong>AD AM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD AM DH TX PV</strong></td>
<td>CENTRAL MAINE INDIAN ASSOCIATION INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BANGOR</strong></td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASHLAND</strong></td>
<td>157 PARK STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BANGOR</strong></td>
<td>BANGOR, ME 04401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASHLAND</strong></td>
<td>(207) 941-2926 <strong>AD PV</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AUBURN</strong></th>
<th><strong>BATH</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC</td>
<td>ADICTION RESOURCE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT FRANCIS HOUSE</td>
<td>10 OAK GROVE AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 3RD STREET</td>
<td>BATH, ME 04550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUBURN, ME 04210 (207) 784-2011</td>
<td>(207) 643-1200**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD AM M Y CU IV DT EA DM TX</strong></td>
<td><strong>AD AM M Y CU IV DT EA DM TX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AUGUSTA</strong></th>
<th><strong>BETHEL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KVRIA/HEARTSIDE</td>
<td>TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF 4</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUSTA, ME 04330 (207) 547-5065</td>
<td>30 MAIN STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD RR TX CI PV OT</strong></td>
<td>BETHEL, ME 04217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEW DIRECTIONS</strong></td>
<td>(207) 338-1095 EXT. 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122 STATE STREET</td>
<td><strong>AD AM EA TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUSTA, ME 04330 (207) 626-3420</td>
<td>BETHESDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD AM H EA DH TX</strong></td>
<td><strong>AD AM H EA DH TX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BINGHAM</strong></th>
<th><strong>BETHEL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE RECOVERY PROGRAM</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116A2</td>
<td>175 HIGH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUSTA, ME 04330 (207) 623-0411 EXT. 5354</td>
<td>BETHEL, ME 04217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD RR A HV IV DT DH TX PV</strong></td>
<td>(207) 829-5353 <strong>AD AM IV EA DH TX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ORIENTATION</strong></th>
<th><strong>TYPE OF CARE</strong></th>
<th><strong>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</strong></th>
<th><strong>UNIT FUNCTION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AL</strong> = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td><strong>DA</strong> = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td><strong>AZ</strong> = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td><strong>TX</strong> = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AM</strong> = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>AD</strong> = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td><strong>PG</strong> = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td><strong>CI</strong> = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT</strong> = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>AM</strong> = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>PE</strong> = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td><strong>PV</strong> = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RR</strong> = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>MV</strong> = HIV POSITIVE</td>
<td><strong>CU</strong> = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td><strong>HM</strong> = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</strong></td>
<td><strong>EA</strong> = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
<td><strong>IV</strong> = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td><strong>OT</strong> = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong> = WOMEN</td>
<td><strong>DW</strong> = DMH/ASAP SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SHORELINE COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
UNIT 1
18 PLEASANT STREET
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 729-4171
** AD AM W Y CU DH TX CI **

SHORELINE COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
UNIT 2
76 PLEASANT STREET
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 729-4171
** AD AM W Y CU DH TX CI **

U.S. NAVY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 921-2184
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

CALAIS

CALAIS REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT FACILITY
50 FRANKLIN STREET
CALAIS, ME 04619
(207) 454-7621 EXT. 138
** AD RR AM DT EA DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/CALAIS
185 NORTH STREET
CALAIS, ME 04619
(207) 947-0566
** AD AM TX PV **

CARIDOU

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN HALL
SAINT PETER BUILDING
CARIDOU, ME 04736
(207) 498-6431
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

COOPERS MILLS

NEW DIRECTIONS/COOPERS MILLS MAIN STREET
COOPERS MILLS, ME 04341
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM DH TX **

DAMARISCOTTA

SHORELINE COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
CHAPMAN STREET
DAMARISCOTTA, ME 04543
(207) 729-4171
** AD AM W Y CU DH TX CI **

DANFORTH

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
EAST GRAND RURAL HEALTH CENTER
HOUlTON ROAD
DANFORTH, ME 04424
(207) 498-6431
** AD AM DH TX PV **

DEXTER

NORTHEAST CARE
51 HIGH STREET
DEXTER, ME 04930
(207) 924-5520
** AD AM W Y DT EA DH TX CI PV **

DOVER-Foxcroft

MAYO REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
758 WOOD STREET
DOVER-Foxcroft, ME 04426
(207) 564-5401 EXT. 276
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

EASTPORT

REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT LUBEC
EASTPORT HEALTH CARE
30 BOYNTON STREET
EASTPORT, ME 04631
(207) 733-5541
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

ELLsworth

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ELLSWORTH
415 WATER STREET
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-5357
** AD AM W Y DH TX CI PV **

OPEN DOOR RECOVERY CENTER
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-5210
** AD AM TX CI PV **

FARMINGTON

NEW DIRECTIONS/FARMINGTON
FARMINGTON, ME 04938
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM W TX **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
FARMINGTON UNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2 MIDDLE STREET
FARMINGTON, ME 04938
(207) 778-5556
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

FORT KENT

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5 EAST MAIN STREET
FORT KENT, ME 04743
(207) 836-3186
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

GARDINER

KENNEBEC VALLEY REGIONAL HEALTH AGENCY
TURNING POINT
150 DRESDEN AVENUE
KENNEBEC VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
GARDINER, ME 04345
(207) 626-3420
** AD AM TX **

NEW DIRECTIONS/GARDINER
150 DRESDEN AVENUE
GARDINER, ME 04345
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM W DH TX **

HARTLAND

NEW DIRECTIONS/HARTLAND MED MOW
ATHENS ROAD
HARTLAND, ME 04943
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM TX **

HOULTON

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 KENDALL STREET
HOULTON, ME 04730
(207) 532-6523
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

KINGFIELD

NEW DIRECTIONS/KINGFIELD
2 STANLEY AVENUE
KINGFIELD, ME 04947
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM TX **

LEEDS

NEW DIRECTIONS/LEEDS
CHURCH HILL ROAD
LEEDS, ME 04263
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM TX **

Lewiston

DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
95 BLAKE STREET
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 784-2901
** AD IV DT TX **
DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
EVIDA HOUSE
79 ALLEN AVENUE
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-7438
** AD RR W A HV CU TX PV **

SERENITY HOUSE
30 MELLEN STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 774-2722
** AD RR HV IV TX **

SMITH HOUSE INC
91-93 STATE STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 772-8822
** AD AM TX PV **

PRESQUE ISLE
DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
489 MAIN STREET
PRESQUE ISLE, ME 04769
(207) 764-5319
** AD AM IV DW TX PV **

RICHMOND
NEW DIRECTIONS/RICHMOND
24 GARDINER STREET
RICHMOND, ME 04357
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM DW TX PV **

ROCKLAND
CHOICE SKYWARD/ROCKLAND
546 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
(207) 594-9508
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG PI CU IV **
** DW TX **

RUMFORD
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
RUMFORD UNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
424 PENOBSCOT STREET
RUMFORD, ME 04276
(207) 364-7961
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

SKOWHEGAN
NEW DIRECTIONS/SKOWHEGAN
34 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
SKOWHEGAN, ME 04786
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM DW TX PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/SKOWHEGAN
65 RUSSELL STREET
SKOWHEGAN, ME 04786
(207) 474-8311
** AD AM IV EA DW TX PV **
MAINE

SOUTH PARIS
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
OXFORD HILLS UNIT
28 EAST MAIN STREET
SOUTH PARIS, ME 04281
(207) 743-7931
** AD AM IV TX **

STRONG
NEW DIRECTIONS/STRONG
STRONG, ME 04903
(207) 875-1127
** AD AM DN TX PV **

THOMASTON
MAINE STATE PRISON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT AND EDUC PGM
THOMASTON, ME 04861
(207) 354-2555
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

VAN BUREN
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
MADAWASKA ROAD
VAN BUREN, ME 04785
(207) 866-5236
** AD AM IV DW TX PV **

WALDEBORO
DAVID MCFARLAND
1530 ATLANTIC HIGHWAY
WALDEBORO, ME 04572
(207) 832-5033
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

WATERVILLE
NEW DIRECTIONS/WATERVILLE
8 HIGHWOOD STREET
WATERVILLE, ME 04901
(207) 875-1127
** AD AM EA DW TX CI PV **

RECOVERY PROGRAM
MID MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
SETON UNIT
WATERVILLE, ME 04901
(207) 872-4137
** AD RR AM W Y HV IV DT TX CI PV **

WINDHAM
PINE TREE ALC TREATMENT CTR FOR WOMEN
CROSSROADS
114 MAIN STREET
WINDHAM, ME 04062
(207) 892-2146
** AD RR W PG IV DT TX **

YORK
YORK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT
15 HOSPITAL DRIVE
YORK, ME 03909
(207) 363-4321 EXT. 208
** AD AM Y DT EA DW TX CI PV **
MARYLAND

ABINGTON
HARBOR MENTAL HEALTH SUBST ABUSE SERVS
EMMORTON VILLAGE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3105 EMMORTON ROAD
ABINGTON, MD 21009
(410) 515-7510
** AD AM DH TX CI PV OT **

ANNAPOLIS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS MANAGEMENT INC
132 HOLIDAY COURT
SUITE 200
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 266-8222
** AD AM M A PG HV CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

ANNAPOLIS YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
92 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 269-8606
** AD EA PV **

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL PROG
COUNTY EXECUTIVES OFFICE
33 PAROLE PLAZA
SUITE 205
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-1443
** AD PV **

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/ANNAPOLIS
62 CATHEDRAL STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(301) 222-1264
** AD AM M PG HV IV TX MM **

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/DETENTION CENTER
131 JENNIFER ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 222-1264
** AD AM TX **

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/PAROLE AND GLEN BURNIE
33 PAROLE PLAZA
SUITE 200
ANNAPOLIS, MD 20141
(410) 222-7121
** AD AM Y TX **

GRENSPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ANNAPOLIS
2525 RIVA ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 266-9494
** AD AM DH TX CI **

NEM BEGINNINGS AT ANNAPOLIS
135 OLD SOLOMANS ISLAND ROAD
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 224-8657
** AD AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

POSITIVE ALTERNATIVE OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
111 ANNAPOLIS STREET
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 263-8255
** AD AM Y CU DH TX PV **

SAMARITAN HOUSE
2610 GREENBRIER LANE
ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
(410) 269-5605
** AD RR TX **

Baltmore
A WOMENS ACTIVE RECOVERY ENTERPRISE
(ANARE)
1008 LESLIE AVENUE
Baltimore, MD 21220
(410) 719-0502
** AD AM M PG IV TX CI PV OT **

ADDICT REFERRAL AND COUNSELING CTR INC
(ARC)
21 WEST 25TH STREET
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 366-1717
** A AM A PG HV CU TX OT **

ALCOHOL/DRUG/EDUCATIONAL (ADE)
COUNSELING PROGRAM
1799 MERRITT BOULEVARD
Baltimore, MD 21222
(301) 282-7023
** AD DH PV **

ALTERNATIVES
7215 YORK ROAD
SUITE 209
Baltimore, MD 21212
(410) 583-2373
** AD AM Y TX **

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
5024 CAMPBELL BOULEVARD
SUITE H
Baltimore, MD 21236
(301) 931-9393
** D EA PV **

BALTIMORE ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
B-3-S
Baltimore, MD 21229
(301) 550-2162
** AD AM Y CU TX CI **

BALTIMORE AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER INC
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM INDIAN PROGRAM
113 SOUTH BROADWAY
Baltimore, MD 21231
(301) 563-4600
** AD PV **

BALTIMORE CITY ACPUNCTURE/BEHAVIORAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2518 NORTH CHARLES STREET
Baltimore, MD 21218
(410) 235-5891
** AD AM M A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX OT **

BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DAYBREAK REHABILITATION PROGRAM
2490 GILES ROAD
Baltimore, MD 21225
(410) 396-1646
** A AM Y A HV CU IV MM **

BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
NEW VISIONS COUNSELING CENTER/ADULT
4 SOUTH FREDERICK STREET
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 396-1161
** AD AM H Y B DH TX PV OT **

BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
NEW VISIONS COUNSELING CENTER/YOUTH
4 SOUTH FREDERICK STREET
3RD FLOOR
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 396-5950
** AD AM H Y B HV TX PV OT **

** KEY XX **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
HV = HIV POSITIVE
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DH = DMH/ASAP SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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BALTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBST ABUSE
COMPREHENSIVE TREATMENT PROGRAM
401 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 300
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 887-3528
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **

BALTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
401 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 300
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 887-3528
** AD PV **

BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER
AFTERCARE UNIT
16 SOUTH POPPLETON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 685-2220
** AD AM PI CU TX **

BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER
HOLLING PLACE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
16 SOUTH POPPLETON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 685-2811
** AD RR-PJ CU TX **

BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
16 SOUTH POPPLETON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 685-2811
** AD AM TX **

BALTIMORE RESCUE MISSION INC
4 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 342-2533
** D CI PV **

BRIDGE HOUSE
1516 MADISON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
(410) 525-6351
** AD RR IV TX **

CHANGING POINT/HARFORD ROAD
4808 HARFORD ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(410) 444-0400
** AD AM W B HV PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

CHESAPEAKE COUNSELING
825 EASTERN BOULEVARD
BALTIMORE, MD 21221
(410) 682-4141
** AD AM W Y B CU EA DH TX PV **

CHURCH HOSPITAL CORPORATION
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
100 NORTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21231
(410) 732-4730 EXT. 496
** AD IV DT TX **

CLEARVIEW MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 EAST JOPPA ROAD
SUITE L101
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 337-7717
** AD AM H IV DH TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CTR
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT COCAINE TREATMENT
208 WASHINGTON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 823-7225
** A AM H B H AI PG CU IV TX CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHO/SOCIAL SERVICES
1401 REISTERSTOWN ROAD
SUITE L1
BALTIMORE, MD 21208
(410) 764-7529
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **

CONNOR ASSOCIATES
2309 CHELSEA TERRACE
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(410) 542-5899
** AD AM H B EA DH TX CI PV **

DAHUMAS HOUSE
4203 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(410) 789-7446
** AD RR B IV TX **

EAST BALTIMORE DRUG ABUSE CENTER
TREATMENT UNIT
707 CONSTITUTION STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(410) 727-7400
** A AM Y A PG HV IV CI PV MM **

ECHO HOUSE MULTI SERVICE CENTER
SEEKERS AFTER A NEW DIRECTION (SAND)
1705 WEST FAYETTE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21223
(301) 947-1700
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/DUNDALK
1107 NORTH POINT BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 284-3070
** AD AM W Y A B HV PI CU IV TX PV **

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/EAST
621 STEMMERS RUN ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21221
(410) 574-2500
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/WEST
22 BLOOMSBURY AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(410) 744-5957
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE FOUNDATION INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4806 SETON DRIVE
SUITE 100
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 764-0663
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

FIRST STEP YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
8303 LIBERTY ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21207
(410) 521-0414
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ALC TRT SERVICES OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
D-5-CENTER
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0363
** AD AM H IV DH TX CI **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ARC HOUSE/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0053
** AD AM H IV TX CI **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
ARC HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
D BUILDING EAST 5TH FLOOR
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0056
** A AM IV MM **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
BEHAVIORAL PHARM RESEARCH UNIT (BPR)
5510 NATHAN SHOCK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-0056
** A AM H PG HV IV TX PV MM **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR ADDICTION AND PREGNANCY
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(410) 550-3020
** AD AM H PG HV IV TX PV MM **

FRANCIS SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
SE BALTIMORE DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5501 NATHAN SHOCK DRIVE
SECTION G-1
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 550-0132
** A AM PG HV IV PV MM **

FRANKLIN SQUARE AT WHITE MARSH
8114 SANDPIPER CIRCLE
SUITE 111
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(410) 931-6650
** AD AM W Y B CU IV EA DH TX CI **
MARYLAND

SINAI HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
GREENSPRING SPRING AND BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 578-5555
** AD AM V A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

SINAI HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2401 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(410) 578-5657
** AD AM V A B H PG HV CU DH TX **

STATE OF MARYLAND
DEPT OF EDUCATION/DIV OF INSTRUCTION
200 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 333-2322
** AD PV **

THE RESOURCE GROUP
COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER INC
7801 YORK ROAD
SUITE 215
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 337-7772
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TOTAL HEALTH CARE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1609 DRIED HILL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
(301) 338-7711
** AD AM V A B H PG HV IV TX PV **

TONSON STATE UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING PROGRAM
GLEN ESK BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(410) 850-2512
** AD AM V H B CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
(TASC)
201 WEST CHESAPEAKE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 887-2056
** AD DM OT **

TREATMENT RESOURCES FOR YOUTH
(TRY)
2517 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 366-2623
** AD AM V H B CU TX PV OT **

TUERK HOUSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
730 ASHBURTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(410) 423-0684
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND,
TREATMENT PROGRAM
271 WEST REDWOOD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 328-5154
** AD AM V A B H PG HV IV MM **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND MEDICAL SYSTEM
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
405 WEST REDWOOD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 328-5157
** AD AM V H CU IV EA DH TX **

VALLEY HOUSE
28 SOUTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21231
(301) 675-7765
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3000 LOCH RAVEN BOULEVARD
UNIT 116A
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(410) 467-9952 EXT. 5461
** AD AM IV DT TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
VA OUTPATIENT CLINIC FEDERAL BUILDING
31 HOPKINS PLAZA
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 946-3001
** AD AM IV TX CI PV MM **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
BENSON AVENUE CLINIC
3451 BENSON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21227
(410) 328-2144
** AD AM V H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CARRUTHERS CLINIC
112 EAST BELVEDERE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(410) 328-2373
** AD AM V H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CHERRY HILL CLINIC
2490 GILES ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(410) 328-2200
** AD AM V H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
FAYETTE STREET CLINIC
430 WEST FAYETTE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(410) 328-2206 EXT. 2244
** AD AM V H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

WHITFIELD ASSOCIATES
23 WEST ROAD
SUITE 170
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 825-0041
** AD AM V H Y CU TX CI PV **
CAMP SPRINGS

METROPOLITAN ADDICTION REC STRATEGIES
(MARS) 5801 ALLIANTOWN ROAD
SUITE 200 CAMP SPRINGS, MD 20746
(301) 423-0200 ** AD AM Y H B H HV CI IV TX CI PV **

CENTREVILLE

QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
206 NORTH COMMERCIAL STREET
CENTREVILLE, MD 21617
(410) 758-1506 ** AD AM Y H Y PG CU EA DH TX PV **

CHESTERTOWN

A F WHITSITT CENTER
QUARTERLY SHEELER ROAD
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(410) 778-6408 ** AD RR HV IV TX **

PUBLICK HOUSE
114 A SOUTH LYNCHBURG STREET
CHESTERTOWN BUSINESS PARK
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(410) 778-2616 ** AD AM Y DH TX PV **

CHEVERLY

PRINCETON GEORGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/REGIONAL CENTER
3003 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CHEVERLY, MD 20785
(301) 386-0227 ** AD AM Y H Y PG HV CI IV TX DV PV **
** MH **

CLINTON

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/SOUTHERN REGION
9314 PISCATAWAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20755
(301) 599-2154 ** AD AM Y H Y J V EA DH TX CI PV **

COCKEYSVILLE

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
10400 RIDGELAND ROAD
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(410) 628-6120 ** AD AM Y H Y PG HV CI IV TX PV **

NEW BEGINNINGS FAMILY CENTER
111 WARREN ROAD
SUITE 6-A
COCKEYSVILLE, MD 21030
(410) 628-7270 ** AD AM Y IV DH TX CI PV **

COLLEGE PARK

ADDICTION ASSESSMENT AND REHAB SERVICE
7713 BELLE POINT DRIVE
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20770
(301) 345-1200 ** AD AM Y H A H EA DH TX **

CHANGING POINT/COLLEGE PARK
OUTPATIENT
10013 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-9181 ** AD AM Y PG CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/NORTHERN REGION
4010 GREENBELT ROAD
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-1404 ** AD AM Y H A PG HV PI CU IV TX DV **
** PV MV OT **

UNIVERSITY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4700 BERKLY HOUSE ROAD
UNIV PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 201
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 441-1818 ** AD AM Y H Y CU DT DH TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAMS
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742
(301) 314-8126 ** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

COLUMBIA

COLUMBIA JEWISH CONGREGATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
5885 ROBERT OLIVER PLACE
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(410) 750-6044 ** AD PV **

GREENSPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
10500 LITTLE PATUXENT PARKWAY
SUITE 640
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(301) 964-4331 ** AD DM TX **

HOWARD COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION PROGRAM
5755 CEDAR LANE
COLUMBIA, MD 21044
(410) 740-7910 ** AD AM Y H A H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT TX CI PV **
CUMBERLAND
ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT
WILLOWBROOK ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5680
** AD AM W Y DH TX **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
JOSEPH S MAASSE UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE FOUR
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2205
** AD RR W A B PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
LOIS E JACKSON UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE THREE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2290
** AD RR IV TX **

DENTON
CAROLINE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CAROLINE COUNSELING CENTER
104 FRANKLIN STREET
DENTON, MD 21629
(410) 479-1882
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV MM **

EAST HM MARKET
NEW BEGINNINGS AT HARWICK MANOR
3600 HARWICK ROAD
EAST NEW MARKET, MD 21631
(301) 943-8108
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV MM **

EASTON
TALBOT COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
100 SOUTH HANSON STREET
EASTON, MD 21601
(410) 822-4135
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV MM **

ELDERSBURG
ADAPT COUNSELING INC
1425 LIBERTY ROAD
SUITE 202
ELDERSBURG, MD 21784
(410) 549-6282
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV MM **

NETWORK HEALTH SERVICE INC
2120-A LIBERTY ROAD
ELDERSBURG, MD 21784
(301) 781-4158
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV MM **

ELKTON
CECIL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PROJECT CARD
105 RAILROAD AVENUE
ELKTON, MD 21921
(410) 992-6060
** AD PV **

CECIL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
401 BOW STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(410) 996-5106
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV IV DM TX CI PV **

HAVEN HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
253 SOUTH BRIDGE STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(410) 390-5868
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

HAYDEN HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
253 SOUTH BRIDGE STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(410) 390-5868
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV IV EA DM TX CI **

UNION HOSPITAL
FAMILY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
106 BOW STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(410) 392-9187
** AD AM W Y IV TX CI PV **

ELLICOTT CITY
CHANGING POINT OUTPATIENT
4109 COLLEGE AVENUE
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(410) 465-9500
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CHANGING POINT/ELLICOTT CITY RESIDENTIAL
4109 COLLEGE AVENUE
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(410) 465-9500
** AD RR Y IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

HOWARD COUNTY
ADDICTIONS SERVICES CENTER
3505 ELLICOTT MILLS DRIVE
UNIT C
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(410) 465-0127
** AD AM W Y A PG HV IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

OAKVIEN TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT
3100 NORTH RIDGE ROAD
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(301) 465-9922
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV DM TX **
** PV **

OAKVIEN TREATMENT CENTER RESIDENTIAL
3100 NORTH RIDGE ROAD
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(301) 465-9922
** AD RR W Y A B PG HV CU IV DT DH **
** TX **

TAYLOR MANOR HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS SERVICES
COLLEGE AVENUE
ELLICOTT CITY, MD 21043
(410) 465-3322
** AD RR W Y A B PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **
MARYLAND

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
EMMITSBURG REHABILITATION
EMMITSBURG, MD 21727
(301) 447-2361
** AD RR H PG CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

FORESTVILLE
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING SERVICE INC
2810 HALTERS LANE
ROOM 10
FORESTVILLE, MD 20747
(301) 568-4447
** AD AM W Y B H PG CU IV EA DM **
** TX PV **

FORT GEORGE G MEADE
FORT GEORGE G MEADE
COMM COUNSELING CTR ALC/DRUG OFFICE
4 1/2 STREET
BUILDING 2456
FORT GEORGE G MEADE, MD 20755
(301) 677-2344
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

FREDERICK
FREDERICK COUNSELING CENTER
405 WEST 7TH STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 696-1950
** AD AM W Y B PG HV CU DV TX CI **
** PV **

FREDERICK COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
ALC/DRUG ABUSE/PROJECT 103/PREV SERVS
300 B SCHOLLS LANE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 694-1775
** AD AM W Y B PG CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

FREDERICK METHADONE PROGRAM
801 TOLLHOUSE AVENUE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-0224
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** PV MP **

GALE HOUSE INC
608 EAST PATRICK STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-2303
** AD RR TX CI PV **

KARMA ACADEMY FOR GIRLS
KZ SERVICES INC
13 WEST 3RD STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 695-8853
** AD RR H Y B TX PV **

MARYLAND COUNSELING CENTER INC
3 COLLEGE AVENUE
SUITE 3
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-0855
** AD AM W PI IV DM TX CI PV **

FROSTBURG
FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER
PULLIN HALL
ROOM 109
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
(301) 689-4234
** AD PV **

GAITHERSBURG
CIRCLE TREATMENT CENTER
424 NORTH FREDERICK AVENUE
SUITE B
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 250-2626
** AD AM W A B PG CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

GUIDE PROGRAM MONTGOMERY COUNTY INC
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1 WEST DEER PARK DRIVE
ROOM 101
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 590-9860
** AD AM Y TX **

KOLMAC CLINIC
19650 CLUBHOUSE ROAD
SUITE 101
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20879
(301) 589-0255
** AD AM W B PG PI CU IV TX **

GAMBILLS
NEW BEGINNINGS AT MEADOWS
730 MARYLAND ROUTE 3
GAMBILLS, MD 21054
(410) 925-6022
** AD RR W IV DT TX **

GLEN BURNIE
ANNE ARUNDELL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/LANGLEY
120 NORTH LANGLEY ROAD
SUITE 203
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21060
(410) 222-6665
** AD AM W PG HV IV TX MM **

CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ADDICTIONS SERVICES
30 GREENWAY STREET NW
SUITE 1
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21061
(410) 768-3921
** AD AM H Y A AI PG HV EA TX CI **
** PV **

NORTH ARUNDEL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
301 HOSPITAL DRIVE
5TH FLOOR
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21061
(410) 787-4000
** AD AM IV DT TX CI PV MM **

HAGERSTOWN
ADDITION SPECIALIST ASSOCIATES
138 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
SUITE 201
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 759-3752
** AD AM W Y B PG CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV OT **

JAIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (JSAP)
13126 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21742
(301) 791-2695
** AD AM A PG HV CU IV DM TX PV **

WASHINGHON BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21741
(301) 791-4000
** AD EA PV **

WASHINGN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1302 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21742
(301) 791-3054
** AD AM TX **

WASHINGHON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF ADDICTION OUTPATIENT
1502 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3240
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

WASHINGN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
EVENING SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (ESAP)
605 OAK HILL AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3061
** AD AM W A B PG HV CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

WASHINGN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
JAIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
500 WESTERN MARYLAND PARKWAY
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3357
** AD RR W A PG HV CU IV DM TX PV **

WASHINGN COUNTY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
322 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
SUITE 306
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 562-3260
** AD AM H PG HV CU DT DM TX CI PV **

193
MARYLAND

HELS HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
324 NORTH LOCUST STREET
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3189
** A RR PI IV EA DH TX CI **

HARVE DE GRACE

FATHER MARTINS ASHLEY
QUARTERHAY UNIT
800 TYDINGS LANE
HARVE DE GRACE, MD 21078
(410) 679-6992
** AD RR IV DT DH TX CI PV **

HOLLYWOOD

CHANGING POINT/HOLLYWOOD
ROUTE 235
HOLLYWOOD, MD 20636
(301) 779-5600
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

HYATTSVILLE

GUIDE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
GUIDE PAROLE AND PROBATION PROGRAM
5126 BALTIMORE AVENUE
HYATTSVILLE, MD 20781
(301) 779-7010
** AD AM H B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

JESSUP

CLIFTON T PERKINS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
8450 DORSEY RUN ROAD
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 792-6022
** AD PV **

HOWARD COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
CLASSIFIC TRT AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
7301 WATERLOO ROAD
JESSUP, MD 20794
(410) 315-5200
** AD CI **

KENNINGTON

VAUGHN J HOMLAND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3704 PERRY AVENUE
KENNINGTON, MD 20895
(301) 946-3213
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LA PLATA

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL PROGRAMS
612 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLATA, MD 20646
(301) 959-9021
** D AM H A B H PG PI CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HORIZON CENTER
104 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLATA, MD 20646
(301) 954-4357
** A AM H B PG CU IV TX PV **

LANNAM

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY
HOTLINE AND SUICIDE PREVENTION
9300 ANNAPOLIS ROAD
SUITE 100
LANNAM, MD 20706
(301) 751-4922
** AD PV **

LAUREL

COUNSELING SERVICES INC
150 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-0600
** AD AM H B PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

FLYNN/LANG COUNSELING CENTER
13 C STREET
SUITE H
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-1747
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

GREATER LAUREL BELTSVILLE HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM/INPT
7100 CONTEE ROAD
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-2270
** AD RR PG PI CU IV DH TX **

GREATER LAUREL BELTSVILLE HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM/OUTPT
7100 CONTEE ROAD
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-2270
** AD AM HV PI CU DH TX **

KEY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
300 THOMAS DRIVE
SUITE 4
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 776-1019
** AD AM H Y PG EA DH TX CI PV **

REALITY INC
AFTERCARE
419 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-4080
** AD AM IV TX **

REALITY INC
CONTINUING CARE FACILITY FOR WOMEN
309 LAUREL AVENUE
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 498-3117
** AD RR N A PG HV CU IV TX **

REALITY INC
HALFWAY HOUSE/MALE
429 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(410) 792-0600
** AD RR TX **

LEONARDSTOWN

MARCEY HALFWAY HOUSE
LEONARDSTOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4701
** AD RR TX **

SAINT MARY'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PEABODY STREET
LEONARDSTOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4300
** D AM H Y A PG HV DN TX CI **

LINTHICUM HEIGHTS

MARYLAND ALLIANCE FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
404 SHIPLEY ROAD
LINTHICUM HEIGHTS, MD 21090
(301) 859-4320
** AD PV **

LUSBY

CALVERT COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTH MARYLAND COMMUNITY CENTER
LUSBY, MD 20657
(410) 556-3079
** AD AM DH TX **

LUTHERVILLE

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
1600 FRONT AVENUE
SUITE 101
LUTHERVILLE, MD 21093
(410) 274-7603
** AD CI **

MOUNT RAINIER

C A MAYO AND ASSOCIATES INC
3003 PERRY STREET
MOUNT RAINIER, MD 20712
(301) 699-0344
** AD AM A B CU EA DH TX **

OAKLAND

GARRETT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTIONS SERVICE
221 SOUTH 3RD STREET
OAKLAND, MD 21550
(301) 334-0115
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **
MARYLAND

SEVERN PARK

STRESS AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT CTR INC
540 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 101
SEVERN PARK, MD 21146
(410) 647-0441
** AD AM W A B PG HV CU EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
COMMUNITY INTERVENTION SERVICES
650 RITCHIE HIGHWAY
SUITE 107
SEVERN PARK, MD 21146
(410) 222-6695
** AD AM Y TX PV **

SILVER SPRING

COUNSELING PLUS INC
11141 GEORGIA AVENUE
SUITE A24
SILVER SPRING, MD 20902
(301) 933-3403
** D AM H DH TX PV **

NATIONAL HISPANIC COUNCIL ON AGING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1913 ALABASTER DRIVE
SILVER SPRING, MD 20904
(301) 386-3172
** A PV **

THOMAS COMP COUNSELING SERVICES INC
800 PERSHING DRIVE
SUITE 105A
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 585-2977
** AD AM H B PI CU DW TX PV **

SNOW HILL

WORCESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
6040 PUBLIC LANDING ROAD
SNOW HILL, MD 21863
(410) 632-1100
** AD AM H Y PG CU DW TX CI PV **

SUITLAND

SAINT LUKE INSTITUTE
2620 BROOKS DRIVE
SUITLAND, MD 20746
(301) 967-3700
** AD RR AM EA TX CI PV OT **

TAKOMA PARK

WASHINGTON ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
UNIT 2100
7600 CARROLL AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK, MD 20912
(301) 891-7600
** AD H B CU DT TX **

TIMONIUM

AWAKENINGS COUNSELING PROGRAM
2 WEST AYLESBURY ROAD
TIMONIUM, MD 21093
(410) 764-5960
** AD AM W A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** PM **

UPPER MARLBORO

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
DUI FACILITY
13401 DILLE DRIVE
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 952-7200
** AD RR H A HV IV DT DW TX CI PV **

SECOND GENESIS INC
UPPER MARLBORO UNIT
4620 MELLWOOD ROAD
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772
(301) 568-4822
** AD RR AM PG HV TX **

WALDORF

CHANGING POINT
WALDORF ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20604
(800) 622-2168
** AD RR IV EA DW TX CI PV **

CHANGING POINT/WALDORF
OUTPATIENT
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20601
(301) 870-5100
** AD AM W Y B H PG PI CU EA DM TX **
** PV **

CHANGING POINT/WALDORF
RESIDENTIAL
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
WALDORF, MD 20604
(800) 622-2168
** AD RR IV EA DW TX CI PV OT **

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
21 INDUSTRIAL PARK DRIVE
WALDORF, MD 20604
(301) 952-4907
** AD AM H Y TX **

WALDORF COUNSELING SERVICES
CHARLES PROFESSIONAL CENTER
SUITE 504
WALDORF, MD 20601
(301) 645-0869
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU EA DW TX **
** PV **

WESTMINSTER

CARROLL ADDICTIONS REHAB CENTER
540 WASHINGTON ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21158
(410) 594-6688
** AD RR H PG CU IV EA DW TX CI PV **

CARROLL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OUTPATIENT ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVS
412 MALCOLM DRIVE
SUITE 304
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 876-4410
** AD AM W PG HV PI DW TX CI PV **

JUNCTION INC
98 NORTH COURT STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(410) 840-9100
** AD AM W Y B CU IV EA TX PV **

WOOLFORD

ADDITION TREATMENT CENTERS OF MD INC
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WHITE OAK
1441 TAYLORS ISLAND ROAD
WOOLFORD, MD 21677
(410) 228-7000
** AD RR H Y B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **
ATTLEBORO
ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
140 PARK STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-7525
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
THE ROAD BACK
7 FOREST STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-5811
** AD RR Y CU TX CI **

ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
200 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-7525
** AD PV **

FULMER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEH DAY
231 WASHINGTON STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 761-8500 EXT. 273
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

BELMONT
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
200 SPRINGS ROAD
BUILDING 7 B AND C
BELMONT, MA 01750
(617) 275-7500 EXT. 566
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

MCLEAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
115 MILL STREET
APPLETON BUILDING
BELMONT, MA 02178
(617) 855-2000
** AD IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

BEVERLY
PROJECT RAP INC
PROJECT RAP OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
202 RANTOUL STREET
BEVERLY, MA 01915
(508) 927-6506
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI IV EA **
** TX **

PROJECT RAP INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
202 RANTOUL STREET
BEVERLY, MA 01915
(508) 927-6506
** AD PV **

BOSTON
BAY COVE HUMAN SERVICES
METHADONE SERVICES
104 LINCOLN STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 350-6270
** AD AM H A PG HV IV CI MM **

BAY COVE HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
104 LINCOLN STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 350-6270
** AD AM PI TX CI PV **

BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC
BOSTON ALCOHOL TRANSITIONAL CARE
19 FATHER FRANCIS J GILDAWAY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 266-2615
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC
BOSTON DETOXIFICATION
19 FATHER FRANCIS J GILDAWAY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 266-2615
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

BOSTON CHINESE
YOUTH ESSENTIAL SERVICES INC/YIP
159 HARRISON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 482-4263
** AD PV **

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATERS INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
47 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 423-9575
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
75 FRANCIS STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 732-6022
** AD AM PG IV TX PV **

FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE AND DETOXIFICATION CLINIC
7 HAVILAND STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 267-0900
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV TX PV OT **

FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7 HAVILAND STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 267-0900
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV TX PV OT **

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/BOSTON
METHADONE SERVICES
648 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02215
(617) 267-3468
** AD AM H A PG HV CU MM **

HOPE HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
42 UPTON STREET AND
24 HANSON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 267-4673
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

MASS GENERAL HOSPITAL
WEST END GROUP PRACTICE
15 PARKMAN STREET
AMBULATORY CARE CENTER SUITE 812
BOSTON, MA 02114
(617) 726-2712
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

** KEY **

O = OUTPATIENT (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
L = LOCAL
R = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
A = AMBULATORY (24 HOUR CARE)
D = DRUG USE DISORDER SERVICES
A = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
M = METHADONE SERVICES
D = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
H = HIV POSITIVE
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
P = PREVENTION UNIT
B = BINGO SERVICES
E = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
L = TREATMENT UNIT
G = GENERAL MEDICAL SERVICES
S = ASAP SERVICES
T = TREATMENT UNIT
K = KIDS SERVICES
C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
V = PREVENTION UNIT
H = HISPANICS
M = METHADONE UNIT
E = ETHNIC SERVICES
W = YOUTH
T = OTHER UNIT
I = INDIAN/ALASKAN SERVICES
F = FAMILY
X = INC/OT/YIP SERVICES
U = UNIDENTIFIED SERVICES
S = SPECIALIZED PROGRAMS
O = OTHER SERVICES
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VICTORY HOUSE INC
VHMSNS HOPE
226 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02130
(617) 522-2947
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX PV **

SPALING REHABILITATION HOSPITAL
MEDICAL FOUNDATION
PREVENTION CENTER
95 BERKELEY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116
(617) 451-0049
** AD PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
47 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 720-6911
** AD RR AM DT TX PV **

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY PROGRAM/AC
725 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 534-5352
** AD AM W A B PG HV PI IV TX **

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
BCCH ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC/OUTPATIENT
818 HARRISON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 534-4212
** AD AM H IV TX **

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
NARCOTIC ADDICTION CLINIC/MENTH SERVS
400 FRONTAGE ROAD
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 269-5720
** AM W A B PG HV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02130
(617) 232-9500 EXT. 3393
** AD RR AM H HV IV DT EA TX CI PV **
** MM **

VICTORY HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
566 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 262-5032
** AD RR A HV IV TX PV **

VICTORY HOUSE INC
WOMENS HOPE
226 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02130
(617) 522-2947
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
HELLO HOUSE
668 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 262-7142
** AD RR TX **

BOSTON (BRIGHTON)
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT CENTER OF NE INC
METHADONE SERVICES
77 WARREN STREET
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
** AD AM A PG HV IV MM **

GRANADA HOUSE
RECOVERY HOUSE
77 D WARREN STREET
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-2923
** AD RR N B HV CU TX **

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG (SECAP)
736 CAMBRIDGE STREET
CARDINAL CUSHING BUILDING
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02135
(617) 789-2575
** DA AM H A B H PG HV CU DT TX **

BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN)
BOYS/GIRLS CLUB OF BOSTON
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
15 GREEN STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 242-1775
** AD PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY FAMILY SERVICE CTR INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
27 WINTHROP STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 242-8866
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

BOSTON (DORCHESTER)
HAMILTON HOUSE INC
HAMILTON RECOVERY HOME
25 MOUNT IDA ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 288-1584
** AD RR TX PV **

CARNEY HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
2100 DORCHESTER AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 296-4000
** AD AM H B CU DT EA TX CI **

FIRST INC/ALGONQUIN HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
22 ALGONQUIN STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 265-5639
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
FLYNN HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME
10 CHAMBLET STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 442-0405
** AD RR IV TX PV **

HARBOR HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEPONSET ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
398 NEPONSET AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 282-3200 EXT. 4008
** AD AM M Y A PG HV IV TX CI PV **
** OT **

INTERIM HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
62 WALDECK STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 265-2636
** AD RR H B HV IV TX PV **

LA ALIANZA HISPANA INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
112 STOUTHORN STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 288-2181
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV TX **
MASSACHUSETTS

BROCKTON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
EDWINA MARTIN RECOVERY HOUSE
678 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 585-0493
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
OLD COLONY REGIONAL OUTPATIENT
686 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 587-0815 EXT. 16,22
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
RESURRECTION HOUSE
40 BARTLETT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 587-7646
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV TX **

YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
686 MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 587-0815
** AD PV **

LIFE RESOURCES INC/PHANEUF CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
792 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 580-0500
** AD AM H Y A HV IV EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
960 BELMONT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02401
(508) 583-0500 EXT. 176
** AD RR AM CU IV DT EA DW TX CI **
** PV MM **

CAMBRIDGE
CATHOLIC HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT ADDICTIONS SERVICES
1493 CAMBRIDGE STREET
CAHILL H BUILDING
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 498-1420
** AD AM H HV PI IV TX CI OT **

CASPAR INC
WOMEN'S ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
6 CANELIA AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-1316
** AD AM H A B H PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

COCILIO HISPANO INC
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
105 MINDSOR STREET
3RD FLOOR
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-8001
** AD AM H Y A H PG CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV **

COCILIO HISPANO INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
105 MINDSOR STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02139
(617) 661-9406
** AD PV **

MOUNT AUBURN HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
330 MOUNT AUBURN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02238
(617) 499-5051
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

CHELSEA
CHELSEA ASAP INC
CHELSEA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
100 EVERETT AVENUE
UNIT 4
CHELSEA, MA 02150
(617) 804-6029
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DW TX CI PV OT **

CHELSEA ASAP INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
100 EVERETT AVENUE
UNIT 4
CHELSEA, MA 02150
(617) 804-6029
** AD PV **

CHICOPEE
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
CHICOPEE COUNSELING CENTER
63 1/2 MAIN STREET
CHICOPEE, MA 01020
(413) 592-6365
** AD AM H Y H IV DH TX CI PV OT **

CONCORD
ASSABET HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DAHOMMILL SQUARE
SUITE 2A
CONCORD, MA 01742
(508) 371-0300
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU EA DW TX PV **

EMERSON HOSPITAL
AFTERCARE ADDICTION SERVICES/OUTPT
OLD ROAD TO NINE ACRE CORNER
CONCORD, MA 01742
(508) 369-3400 EXT. 1630
** AD RR AM DT TX CI PV **

DANVERS
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
450 MAPLE STREET
DANVERS, MA 01923
(508) 777-2121
** AD H B PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **

EVERETT
WHIDDEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
94 GARLAND STREET
EVERETT, MA 01249
(617) 361-7182
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

FALL RIVER
PORTUGUESE YOUTH CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
339 SPRING STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02722
(508) 679-0962
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

PORTUGUESE YOUTH CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
339 SPRING STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 679-0962
** AD PV **

SAINT ANNES HOSPITAL
LIFELINE/METHADONE SERVICES
795 MIDDLE STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02721
(508) 679-5741 EXT. 2260
** A AM IV MM **

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG DETOX PROGRAM
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
** AD H Y A PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** NM **

STANLEY STREET TREATMENT AND RESOURCES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES/OUTPT
386 STANLEY STREET
FALL RIVER, MA 02720
(508) 679-5222
** AD H Y A PG HV IV TX CI PV **
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LOWELL GENERAL HOSPITAL  
COMMUNITY HEALTH INITIATIVES/OUTPT  
15 HURD STREET  
LOWELL, MA 01852  
(508) 977-6665  
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA DH **  
** TX CI PV OT **

LOWELL HOUSE INC  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
555 MERRIMACK STREET  
(508) 459-8656  
** AD AM H B H HV CU IV TX **

LOWELL HOUSE INC  
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES  
102 APPLETON STREET  
LOWELL, MA 01852  
(508) 459-3371  
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **  
** TX **

LOWELL HOUSE INC  
YOUTH INTERVENTION  
555 MERRIMACK STREET  
(508) 459-8656  
** AD PV **

LYNN  
ATLANTICARE HOSPITAL  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT R 1  
212 BOSTON STREET  
LYNN, MA 01904  
(617) 598-5100 EXT. 2290  
** AD H A IV DT TX CI **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC  
RESIDENTIAL INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY  
110 GREEN STREET  
LYNN, MA 01902  
(617) 598-1270  
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC  
RYAN REHABILITATION CENTER  
100 GREEN STREET  
LYNN, MA 01902  
(617) 593-9434  
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX **

PROJECT COPE  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
117 NORTH COMMON STREET  
LYNN, MA 01902  
(617) 581-9270  
** AD AM H Y H IV DH TX CI PV **

PROJECT COPE  
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE/TC  
117 NORTH COMMON STREET  
LYNN, MA 01902  
(617) 581-9273  
** AD RR TX **

PROJECT COPE  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
117 NORTH COMMON STREET  
LYNN, MA 01902  
(617) 581-9270  
** AD AM H Y H IV DH TX CI PV **

PROJECT COPE  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
110 PLEASANT STREET  
MALDEN, MA 02148  
(617) 322-0399  
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV DM TX **  
** CI PV **

EASTERN MIDDLESEX ALCOHOLISM SERVICES  
RECOVERY HOUSE  
12 CEDAR STREET  
MALDEN, MA 02148  
(617) 324-5897  
** AD RR A HV IV DM TX PV **

MARLBOROUGH  
MARLBOROUGH HOSPITAL  
MARCAP  
57 UNION STREET  
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752  
(508) 485-1121 EXT. 270  
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

TOGETHER INC  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
133 EAST MAIN STREET  
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752  
(508) 485-9300  
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

TOGETHER INC  
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
133 EAST MAIN STREET  
MARLBOROUGH, MA 01752  
(508) 485-9500  
** AD IV PV **

MEDFIELD  
BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC  
ODYSSEY FAMILY TREATMENT PROGRAM  
54 HOSPITAL ROAD  
MEDFIELD, MA 02052  
(508) 359-8584  
** AD RR Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

MILFORD  
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
10 ASYLUM STREET  
MILFORD, MA 01757  
(508) 473-6723  
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER  
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
10 ASYLUM STREET  
MILFORD, MA 01757  
(508) 473-6723  
** AD PV **

HANTSUKET  
FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERVICE/NANTUCKET  
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
OFF VESPER LANE  
NANTUCKET, MA 02554  
(508) 220-2669  
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU IV DH TX CI **  
** PV **

NATICK  
SERENITY INC  
SERENITY HOUSE  
20 COTTAGE STREET  
NATICK, MA 01760  
(508) 653-3605  
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

VALLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES INC  
LEONARD MORSE HOSP START ADDICT SERV  
67 UNION STREET  
NATICK, MA 01760  
(508) 653-3400 EXT. 2338  
** AD AM H Y A IV DT TX CI PV **

VALLE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES INC  
LEONARD MORSE HOSPITAL START OUT PROG  
67 UNION STREET  
FAIR MEMORIAL BUILDING  
NATICK, MA 01760  
(508) 651-9700  
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **  
** OT **

NEW BEDFORD  
CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC  
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM/METH SERVS  
848 PLEASANT STREET  
SUITE 5  
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741  
(508) 999-3126  
** AD AM H A H PG HV CU IV CI MH **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC  
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM  
848 PLEASANT STREET  
HELVILLE PLAZA SUITE 6  
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741  
(508) 996-3791  
** AD AM H A H PG HV CU IV EA DH **  
** TX **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC  
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
848 PLEASANT STREET  
SUITE 6  
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02741  
(508) 990-8545  
** AD PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

NEW BEDFORD COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
HARMONY HOUSE
234 EARLE STREET
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02746
(508) 992-8948
** AD RR B HV TX **

NEWBURYPORT
LINK HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
37 WASHINGTON STREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950
(508) 662-7341
** AD RR Y B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

NEWTON
FAMILY COUNSELING REGION WEST
FAMILY SUBSTANCE ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
74 WALNUT PARK
NEWTON, MA 02158
(617) 965-6200
** AD AM H Y A B H HV EA TX CI PV **

NEWTON CENTER
NEWTON/WELLESLEY/NESTON/NEEDHAM
MULTI SERVICE CENTER INC/OUTPATIENT
1301 CENTRE STREET
NEWTON CENTER, MA 02159
(617) 240-4802
** AD AM TX PV **

NORFOLK
NORCAP ADULT AND ADOLESCENT SERVICES
SOUTHWOOD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
111 DEDHAM STREET
ROUTE 1A
NORFOLK, MA 02056
(508) 668-0385
** AD AM H Y Y A B H HV EA TX CI PV **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

NORTH ADAMS
NORTHERN BERKSHIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
85 MAIN STREET
SUITE 500
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
(413) 664-6561
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

NORTHAMPTON
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 584-6040 Ext. 2600
** AD RR AM B IV TX **

NORTHBOROUGH
NORTHBOROUGH YOUTH COMMISSION
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TOHN HALL
NORTHBOROUGH, MA 01532
(508) 393-2510
** AD AM EA TX PV **

HORTON
NORTH COTTAGE PROGRAM INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
69 EAST MAIN STREET
NORTON, MA 02766
(508) 285-7271
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

HORWOOD
BILLINGS HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
275 PROSPECT STREET
NORTHWOOD, MA 02062
(617) 762-0060
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

NORFOLK MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
CUTLER COUNSELING CENTER
10 COTTAGE STREET
NORTHWOOD, MA 02062
(617) 762-6592
** AD AM H IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PITTSFIELD
BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS
DOYLE TREATMENT CENTER/DETOX
795 NORTH STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-0337
** AD M B PI CU IV DT TX CI PV **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS
KEENAN HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
206 FRANCIS AVENUE
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-2756
** AD RR N B PI CU IV TX **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDICTIONS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
131 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
131 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
** AD IV PV **

PLYMOUTH
ANCHOR HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
60 1/2 CHERRY STREET
PLYMOUTH, MA 02362
(508) 746-6654
** AD RR IV TX **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
71 CHRISTA MCCALIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
** AD AM W Y A AI PG HV PI CU DH **
** TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
71 CHRISTA MCCALIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
** AD PV **

QUINCY
BAY COVE HUMAN SERVICES
ANDREW HOUSE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL GROUND FLOOR
MORRIS BUILDING
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-0320
** AD M A PG HV PI CU DT EA TX MM **

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-0627
** AD AM H Y A HV EA TX **

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
PREVENTION RESOURCES
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-4649
** AD PV **

BAY STATE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
15 COTTAGE AVENUE
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-2220
** AD PV **

QUINCY DETOXIFICATION CENTER INC
DBA FAXON RECOVERY SERVICE
120 WHITWELL STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 472-8060
** AD M A PG HV PI CU IV DT TX PV **

SOUTH SHORE HALFWAY HOUSE
10 DYSDART STREET
QUINCY, MA 02169
(617) 773-7023
** AD RR PI TX CI PV **
VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
REBOUND
LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL
QUINCY, MA 02269
(617) 773-8285
** AD RR Y B H TX **

SALEM
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
AMBULATORY SERVICES
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
** AD AM H Y PG HV IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
** AD EA PV **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
27 CONGRESS STREET
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-8890
** AD PV **

ESSEX COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
JUVENILE DIVERSION PROGRAM/YIP
1 EAST INDIA SQUARE
MUSEUM PLACE
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 745-6610
** AD CI PV **

SALEM HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
172 LAFAYETTE STREET
SALEM HOSP PROFESSIONAL SERVS BUILDING
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 744-4035
** AD AM H PG CU IV EA TX CI PV **

SALEM HOSPITAL
INPATIENT ADDICTIONS TREATMENT PROGRAM
81 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SALEM, MA 01970
(508) 741-1215 EXT. 4530
** AD RR H A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX **

SOMERVILLE
CASPAR INC
ALC AND DRUG EDUC/YOUTH INTERVENTION
226 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 625-2080
** AD PV **

CASPAR INC
CASPAR MENS RESIDENCES
16 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 625-5277
** AD RR B H HV PI CU IV TX **

CASPAR INC
NEW DAY
242 HIGHLAND AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-8188
** AD RR M Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **

HERITAGE HOSPITAL
ADULT ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
26 CENTRAL STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 625-8900 EXT. 316
** AD RR AM H A PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX **

NORTH CHARLES INSTITUTE
METHADONE SERVICES
260 BEACON STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 661-5700
** AD AM A PG HV CU IV CI PV MM **

NORTH CHARLES INSTITUTE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
260 BEACON STREET
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 661-5700
** AD AM H IV EA TX CI PV OT **

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
ACUPUNCTURE SERVICES
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
** AD AM IV DH TX **

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
** AD AM H TX **

SOMERVILLE PORTUGUESE AMERICAN LEAGUE
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
92 UNION SQUARE
SOMERVILLE, MA 02143
(617) 628-6065
** AD PV **

SOUTHBOROUGH
HARRINGTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HARRINGTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
29 PINE STREET
SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01550
(508) 765-9167 EXT. 223
** AD AM H Y H HV CU IV DH TX OT **

TRI LINK COUNSELING AND FAMILY SERVS
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
51 EVERETT STREET
SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01550
(508) 765-9101
** AD AM Y EA TX **

TRI LINK COUNSELING AND FAMILY SERVS
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
51 EVERETT STREET
SOUTHBOROUGH, MA 01550
(508) 765-9101
** AD EA PV **

SPRINGFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
CARLSON DETOX CENTER
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 736-0334
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
59-61 SAINT JAMES AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 759-4732
** AD RR IV TX **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
SLOAN CLINIC
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 732-7476
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
WOMENS DIVISION/HY SISTERS HOUSE
89 BELMONT AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 753-7891
** AD RR H A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 752-7476
** AD PV **

GANDARA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE PROGRAM
1985 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01104
(413) 736-8528
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **
** OT **

GANDARA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE PROGRAM
1985 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01104
(413) 736-8528
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **
** OT **
GANDARA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
GANDARA ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
32 ARCH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01107
(413) 781-2234
** AD RR H Y A H PG HV CU IV TX **

GANDARA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1985 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01103
(413) 736-8328
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

GANDARA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1985 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01104
(413) 736-8328
** AD IV PV **

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/SPRINGFIELD
METHADONE SERVICES
2257 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01107
(413) 733-3468
** AD AM H IV MM **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
5 MADISON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-2378
** AD RR H A B H PG HV IV TX **

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
ETHOS I/RECOVERY HOME
56 TEMPLE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-1972
** AD RR H A B H PG HV IV TX **

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
ETHOS III OUTPATIENT SERVICES
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-8323
** AD AM H CU IV TX PV **

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
622 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 733-2230
** AD PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
INSIGHTS OF PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
209 CAREW STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01104
(413) 732-2553
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

STOUGHTON
STRAIGHT INC/NEW ENGLAND
DAY TREATMENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
55 EVANS DRIVE
STOUGHTON, MA 02072
(617) 344-0950
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI IV TX **

TAUNTON
GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPT
4 COHANET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 822-1311
** AD AM H Y A H HV IV DH TX CI PV **

GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
4 COHANET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 822-1311
** AD PV **

VINEYARD HAVEN
MARTHAS VINEYARD COMMUNITY SERVICES
ISLAND COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT
OFF EDGARTOWN/VINEYARD HAVEN ROAD
VINEYARD HAVEN, MA 02557
(508) 695-7900
** AD AM H Y A H HV IV DH TX CI PV **

MARTHAS VINEYARD COMMUNITY SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
VINEYARD HAVEN, MA 02558
(508) 695-7900
** AD PV **

WAKEFIELD
EASTERN MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7 LINCOLN STREET
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
(617) 246-2010
** AD AM H Y B HV TX CI PV **

EASTERN MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
7 LINCOLN STREET
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
(617) 246-2010
** AD PV **

WALTHAM
HURLEY HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
12-14 LOWELL STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 899-2540
** AD RR B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **

MIDDLESEX COUNTY HOSPITAL
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-4600
** D RR H A B H HV DM TX **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
REG ADDICTIONS TRT CTR INC/DETOX
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
** AD W Y A H AI PI CU IV DT TX **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
REG ADDICTIONS TRT CTR INC/TCF
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
** AD RR H Y A H AI PI CU IV TX **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
200 BACON STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-6110
** AD PV **

MOUNT AUBURN HOSPITAL
PREVENTION AND TRAINING CENTER
24 CRESCENT STREET
SUITE 301
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 893-0111
** AD PV **

WALTHAM/WESTON HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT PROGRAM
HOPE AVENUE
WALTHAM, MA 02254
(617) 667-6996
** AD AM H A H HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

WATERTOWN
CENTER FOR MH AND RETARDATION SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
372 MAIN STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-5800
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

WATERTOWN MULTI SERVICE CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
127 NORTH BEACON STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-3600
** AD PV **
Wellesley
CHARLES RIVER HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
203 GROVE STREET
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
(617) 255-8400
** AD RR H Y BT TX **

WEST FALMOUTH
CCAIRO EMERSON HOUSE
WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
554 WEST FALMOUTH HIGHWAY
WEST FALMOUTH, MA 02574
(508) 540-1554
** AD RR H Y B PG HV CU IV TX **

WEST SPRINGFIELD
CHILD/FAMILY SERVICE OF PIONEER VALLEY
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
367 PINE STREET
WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 737-4718
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU EA TX PV **

WEST BOROUGH
SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
154 OAK STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 890-1570
** AD IV DT EA TX PV MM OT **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
SPECTRUM RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
155 OAK STREET
WESTBOROUGH, MA 01581
(508) 566-1416
** AD RR IV TX CI PV MM OT **

WESTFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
QUARRY HILL TREATMENT CENTER
137 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 569-1695
** AD RR IV TX **

COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE
METHADONE SERVICES
138 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-6600
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU IV MM **

 PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
WESTFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
41 CHURCH STREET
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-3568
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD LODGE HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
45 CLAPBOARDTREE STREET
WESTWOOD, MA 02090
(617) 762-7764
** AD RR AM H TX **

WOBURN
BAY COLONY HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 WEST CUMMINGS PARK
WOBURN, MA 01801
(617) 955-3025
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

WORCESTER
ADCARE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
107 LINCOLN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 799-9000
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DT TX CI PV **
** MM **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WORCESTER
CROZIER HOUSE
15 RIPLEY STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 798-0191
** AD RR TX PV **

FAITH INC
RECOVERY HOME
142 BURNCOAT STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01606
(508) 852-6610
** AD RR H A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
CHANNING HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
18 CHANNING STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8088
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
CHANNING II/LINDA F GRIFFIN HOUSE
15 NORTHAMPTON STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8990
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

HENRY LEE MILLIS COMMUNITY CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
TRI PREVENTION FIRST
200 GROVE STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 752-8005
** AD EA PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/OPT
25 WINTHROP STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 798-6107 EXT. 6108
** AD AM H Y A PG HV IV EA DH TX **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
METHADONE SERVICES
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 797-6100
** AD AM H IV CI PV MM OT **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES/DRUG FREE
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-2753
** AD AM H IV TX CI PV OT **

YARMOUTH
HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/YARMOUTH
20 FORSYTH STREET
YARMOUTH, MA 02664
(508) 396-5155
** AD AM IV CI MM **
MICHIGAN

ADRIAN

EMMA L BIXBY MEDICAL CENTER
SAGE CTR FOR SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT
818 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 263-0711 EXT. 411
** AD RR AM M PI CU IV DT DH TX CI **
** PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILDREN'S AID
405 MILL STREET
HILL ROAD PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 263-5250
** AD EA DH OT **

LENANEE COUNSELING CENTER
1042 SUTTON ROAD
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 265-1505
** AD AM TX **

MCCULLOUGH VARGAS AND ASSOCIATES
127 SOUTH WINTER STREET
ADRIAN, MI 49221
(517) 264-2246
** AD AM M DH TX PV OT **

ALLEGN

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RESOURCES
112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET
ALBION, MI 49224
(616) 968-2811
** AD AM M Y PG CU DH TX **

MINORITY PROGRAM/SOUTH CENTRAL MICH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET
ALBION, MI 49224
(517) 629-2113
** AD PV **

ALGONAC

DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
329 COLUMBIA STREET
ALGONAC, MI 48001
(313) 794-4902 EXT. 29
** AD AM M Y A PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = MALE
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
ANN ARBOR CONSULTATION SERVICES INC 
5331 PLYMOUTH ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 996-9111
** AD AM M Y B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
117 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 662-4454
** AD AM M Y B PG TX **

CHELSEA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
955 WEST EISENHOWER CIRCLE
SUITE E
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 665-5070
** AD EA CI OT **

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF WASHTENAW
FAMILY COUNSELING
2301 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-6520
** AD EA CI OT **

CLEAR HOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
704 SPRING STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 663-2500
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV MM **

CMHS/CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
5361 MC AULEY DRIVE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48106
(313) 572-4300
** AD AM A PG CU IV EA TX CI PV **

DAWN INC
DAWN RE ENTRY
544 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 769-7560
** AD RR IV TX **

EASTHOOD CLINICS
1829 WEST STADIUM BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(800) 882-5531
** AD AM Y IV TX **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC
1500 EISENHOWER PLACE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 973-0606
** AD EA CI PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ANN ARBOR
2002 HOGBACK ROAD
SUITE 13.
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 973-9700
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

GREEN ROAD COUNSELING CENTER
2000 GREEN ROAD
SUITE 200
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 996-0914
** AD AM TX CI **

HURON VALLEY CONSULTATION CENTER
Carpenter Outpatient
2750 Carpenter Road
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 975-7100
** AD AM TX **

HURON VALLEY CONSULTATION CENTER
Eisenhower Outpatient
955 West Eisenhower Circle
SUITE B
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 662-6300
** AD AM TX **

INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICINE
2010 HOGBACK ROAD
SUITE 6
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 973-7377
** AD AM W H TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3800 PACKARD STREET
SUITE 150
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 682-8900
** AD EA CI **

OPTIONS CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY EDUCATION PROGRAM
2835 Carpenter Road
SUITE 6
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 677-1840
** AD EA BV **

SOUNDINGS/A CENTER FOR CONTINUING GROWTH INC
117 NORTH FIRST STREET
SUITE 100
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 665-6689
** AD AM M TX PV **

THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT INC
2501 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 975-0242
** AD PV OT **

WASHTENAW COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2501 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-7900
** AD AM M Y A PG HV TX PV **

MASHTENAW COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY EDUCATION
4133 WASHTENAW ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 971-6005
** D DH PV **

MASHTENAW COUNTY
CORRECTIONAL SERVICES PROGRAM
2201 HOGBACK ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48105
(313) 971-6051
** AD CI **

ATLANTIC MINE

NEW CREATION CENTER
HIGHWAY 26 AND ERIKSON DRIVE
ATLANTIC MINE, MI 48905
(906) 482-3611
** AD PV **

AUBURN HILLS

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF AUBURN HILLS
220 SOUTH SQUIRREL ROAD
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
(313) 852-1336
** AD PV **

HAVEN WYCK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1525 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AUBURN HILLS, MI 48326
(313) 373-9200
** AD RR AM EA DH TX PV **

BAD AXE

HURON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COMMON GROUND
1108 SOUTH VAN DYKE STREET
BAD AXE, MI 48413
(817) 269-8452
** AD AM HV DH TX PV **

BALDWIN

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
1090 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
BALDWIN, MI 49304
(616) 745-4604
** AD AM HV CU IV EA DH TX PV OT **

BARAGA

NEH DAY TREATMENT CENTER
BEDABIN FAMILY HOME
ROUTE 1
BARAGA, MI 49908
(906) 353-6625 EXT. 40
** AD RR AM M AI HV TX CI PV **
BARK RIVER
HANNAHVILLE THREE FIRES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3093 D ROAD
BARK RIVER, MI 49007
(906) 466-2878
** AD RR AI CU TX **

BATTLE CREEK
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/CALHOUN
65 EAST EMMETT STREET
SUITE 217
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 965-6603
** AD PV **

CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC AND
REFFERAL SERVICES
67 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 411
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49017
(616) 965-1266
** AD CI **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RESOURCES
67 WEST MICHIGAN MALL
300 OLD KENT BANK BUILDING
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49017
(616) 968-2811
** AD AM H Y H PG CU IV EA DM TX **

HELPNET
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
131 EAST COLUMBIA STREET
SUITE 112
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 962-6513
** AD EA CI **

NEW DAY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICE
ADOLESCENT
165 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49016
(616) 964-7141
** AD RR AM H Y B PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF
AMERICA INC
395 SOUTH SHORE DRIVE
SUITE 204
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 964-2551
** AD EA CI **

PEER LISTENING PROGRAM AND
SOUTH CENTRAL MI SUBST ABUSE PREV PGMS
131 EAST COLOMBIA STREET
SUITE 205
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 969-0800
** AD PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF
GREATER BATTLE CREEK
80 NORTH 20TH STREET
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 968-4999
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
UNIT 116E
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 966-5600 EXT. 3661
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

BAY CITY
BAY AREA CONSULTANTS
3395 SOUTH HURON ROAD
BAY CITY, MI 48706
(517) 686-7370
** AD PV **

BAY HAVEN CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND
MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
713 9TH STREET
BAY CITY, MI 48708
(517) 894-5799
** AD RR AM H Y PG HV PI CU DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF BAY COUNTY
LIFE PLANNING SYSTEM
300 WEST LAFAYETTE STREET
BAY CITY, MI 48706
(517) 892-0281
** AD PV **

CRM ASSOCIATES OUTPATIENT SERVICES INC
612 SOUTH EUCLID STREET
BAY CITY, MI 48706
(517) 685-3730
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE OF BAY COUNTY
700 NORTH JACKSON STREET
BAY CITY, MI 48708
(517) 894-2721
** AD RR A AI HV CU IV TX **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE OF BAY COUNTY
BASIS
700 NORTH VAN BUREN STREET
BAY CITY, MI 48708
(517) 892-7400
** AD RR A AI HV CU IV TX **

RIVERSIDE CENTER FOR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
1110 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
BAY CITY, MI 48708
(517) 894-2991
** AD AM Y A HV IV DM TX PV **

SCHSC PATHWAYS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
2303 EAST AMELIAH ROAD
BAY CITY, MI 48706
(517) 664-9333
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU EA TX **

BELLAIRE
CHARLES ALLEN RANSOM COUNSELING CENTER
M-88 HIGHWAY
RR 2
BELLAIRE, MI 49615
(616) 533-6330
** AD AM H Y IV DW TX CI PV **

BELLEVILLE
COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
25 OHEN STREET
BELLEVILLE, MI 48111
(313) 297-7880
** AD AM H Y A HV IV TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
418 MAIN STREET
BELLEVILLE, MI 48111
(313) 699-4212
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

BENTON HARBOR
BERRIEN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
769 PIPESTONE STREET
BENTON HARBOR, MI 49022
(616) 926-7121 EXT. 265
** AD AM H Y A IV EA DN TX PV **

HORIZON RECOVERY CENTER AT
MERCY MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
960 AGARD STREET
BENTON HARBOR, MI 49022
(616) 927-5433
** AD RR AM H B H AI CU IV DT TX **

BERKLEY
BERKLEY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2077 OXFORD ROAD
BERKLEY, MI 48072
(313) 544-5890
** AD PV **

OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES
BERKLEY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2351 WEST 12 MILE ROAD
BERKLEY, MI 48072
(313) 544-4004
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV IV EA DM TX **
** PV **

210
BESSEMER
96 DISTRICT COURT TASC
WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICES
GOGEBIC COUNTY COURTHOUSE
BESSEMER, MI 49911
(906) 663-4611
** AD DH CI OT **

BIG RAPIDS
PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE TREATMENT INC
110 SANBORN AVENUE
BIG RAPIDS, MI 49307
(616) 796-6203
** AD AM W Y DH TX PV **

BIRMINGHAM
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLISM INFO PROGRAM
30700 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SUITE 4680
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48010
(313) 647-0090
** D PV **

ANNIES HOUSE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2100 EAST MAPLE STREET
SUITE 300
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 649-0101
** AD RR AM TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGY PC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
950 NORTH HUNTER STREET
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 644-7077
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU EA TX CI PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
999 HAYNES STREET
SUITE 213
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 645-0432
** AD AM W Y PG CU EA TX CI PV **

LAKEWOOD CLINIC/NORTH POINT
280 NORTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 213
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 645-0022
** AD AM W Y B CU DH TX PV **

MICHIGAN COMMUNITIES IN ACTION FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH
925 EAST MAPLE ROAD
SUITE 103
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 642-6270
** AD PV **

MONTGOMERY AND ASSOCIATES
770 SOUTH ADAMS ROAD
SUITE 210
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 642-8042
** AD AM W Y B H DH TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 EAST MAPLE STREET
SUITE 303
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 645-1651
** AD DH OT **

SOUTH WOODWARD CLINIC
111 SOUTH WOODWARD STREET
SUITE 250
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 644-2900 EXT. 321
** AD DH TX CI PV **

BLOOMFIELD HILLS
AURO MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2515 WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 250
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48013
(313) 335-1130
** AD AM H Y B AI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTER
2550 SOUTH TELEGRAPH
SUITE 106
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 858-7140
** AD AM H CU TX CI **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 SOUTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 102
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 335-6670
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV EA DM TX PV **

SQUARE LAKE CENTER INC
10 WEST SQUARE LAKE ROAD
SUITE 300
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 338-2908
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

THE COUNSELING CENTER PC
1411 SOUTH WOODWARD STREET
SUITE 101
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 338-2908
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

SIS HENG AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3355 BROADWAY BOULEVARD
BLOOMFIELD VILLAGE, MI 48301
(313) 666-7018
** AD PV **

BOYNE CITY
BOYNE VALLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
624 STATE STREET
BOYNE CITY, MI 49712
(616) 582-6517
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV OT **

BRIGHTON
BRIGHTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
12851 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-1211
** AD RR AM W Y CU DT TX **

CENTER FOR COUNSELING SERVICES
6137 WEST GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE 6
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 229-6547
** AD AM W TX PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7400 WEST GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE 280
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-6444
** AD AM W Y CU DH TX CI PV OT **

LIVINGSTON COUNTY
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVS SUBST ABUSE PREV
8599 WEST GRAND RIVER
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-2151
** AD PV **

LIVINGSTON/INGHAM COUNSELING SERVICES
7400 WEST GRAND RIVER
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 229-6383
** AD AM Y TX PV **

BRIMLEY
BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 15
BRIMLEY, MI 49715
(906) 248-3208
** AD EA PV **
DEARBORN

ARAB COMMUNITY CENTER FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SERV (ACCESS)
2601 S AULINO COURT
DEARBORN, MI 48120
(313) 843-2844
** AD PV **

DEARBORN HEIGHTS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
3101 GULLEY STREET
SUITE C
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 278-9770
** AD AM W A B HV IV TX MM **

DRC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1 PARKLAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 1427 EAST
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 336-2966
** AD AM W CI PV OT **

EASTWOOD CLINICS
19855 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 204H
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5940
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYE COUNTY
DEARBORN OFFICE
19855 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5940
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEMS
MAPLE GROVE FAIRLANE CENTER
19601 HUBBARD DRIVE
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 592-8255
** AD AM W A B HV IV TX CI **

INSIGHT
22190 GARRISON STREET
SUITE 302
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 730-8118
** AD AM W TX OT **

MIDWEST MENTAL HEALTH AND
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CLINIC
505 SCHAFFER ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 581-2600
** AD AM TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
5495 SCHAFFER ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 582-9000
** AD EA CI **

PERSONAL DYNAMICS CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
23810 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 563-4162
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

DEARBORN HEIGHTS

DEARBORN HEIGHTS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
25639 FORD ROAD
DEARBORN HEIGHTS, MI 48127
(313) 277-5293
** AD AM W Y B CU TX PV **

WESTSIDE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
24548 WEST WARREN AVENUE
DEARBORN HEIGHTS, MI 48127
(313) 562-2800
** AD AM W Y A B HV PI CU EA TX **

DETOIT

ADULT MELL BEING SERVICES
WEST CENTRAL SENIOR SERVICES
15065 GRAND RIVER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48227
(313) 273-9620
** AD PV **

ALTERNATIVES FOR GIRLS
1950 TRUMBULL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 496-0958
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

BAPCO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT AND PREV PROGRAM
17357 KLINGER STREET
FIRST COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
DETROIT, MI 48212
(313) 893-4275
** AD AM W Y A B PI CU TX PV **

BLACK FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC
15211 WEST MONICHIOLS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 272-3500
** AD AM W Y B PG HV PI CU TX PV **

BLACK FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC
FAM ABST COMMITMENT TO EMPOWER (FACE)
14 CORTLAND STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 272-3500
** AD AM W A B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

BONIFACE FORT STREET CLINIC
5806 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 928-8940
** AD RR AM TX PV OT **
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF WAYNE COUNTY
9851 HAMILTON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 885-2100
** AD AM W Y B H CU EA TX CI PV OT **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF WAYNE CNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
19553 MACK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48236
(313) 881-6645
** AD AM W Y B CU EA DW TX CI PV OT **

CATHOLIC YOUTH ORGANIZATION
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV SERVICES
6900 MCCGRANT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48210
(313) 895-1210
** AD PV **

CENTER OF BEHAVIORAL THERAPY PC
24453 GRAND RIVER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 892-1765
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

CHILDREN'S CENTER OF WAYNE COUNTY
101 EAST ALEXANDINE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 851-5555
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

CHRISTIAN GUIDANCE CENTER
3685 TRUMBULL AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 832-1470
** AD RR TX CI PV **

CLARK AND ASSOCIATES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES PC
15041 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 273-2192
** AD AM TX PV **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
ECORSE/RIVER ROUGE UNIT
8715 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48229
(313) 892-6580
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES INC
4650 OAKHAN BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48204
(313) 956-8400
** A AM W B B PG HV CU IV MM **

DETROIT AMERICAN INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/PREVENTION/TREATMENT
4400 LIVERNOIS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48210
(313) 895-7859
** AD AM W Y AI EA TX CI PV OT **

DETROIT CENTRAL CITY
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH INC
10 PETERBORO
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 831-3160
** AD AM W B PI TX **

DETROIT CITY RESCUE MISSION
3555 3RD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 382-1353
** AD RR TX PV **

DETROIT COUNSELING CENTER INC
3800 WOODWARD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 851-2259
** AD AM W Y B PG HV PI CU IV DM **
** TX PV **

DETROIT EAST DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
9141 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-3635
** AD AM TX **

DETROIT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC AND REFERRAL SERV
1151 TAYLOR STREET
BUILDING 1
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-4070
** AD CI **

DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY
DRUG ABUSE AND FAMILY LIVING PROGRAM
5201 WOODWARD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 833-4026
** AD PV **

DETROIT RECREATION DEPARTMENT
LEISURE EDUCATION AND SPORTS PROGRAM
735 RANDOLPH STREET
ROOM 1707
DETROIT, MI 48826
(313) 224-1175
** AD PV **

DETROIT RIVIERVIEW HOSPITAL
BEACON CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
7733 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 499-4042
** AD AM W B H PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** PV OT **

DETROIT URBAN LEAGUE
BLACK FAMILY AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
9068 LINWOOD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 895-2500
** AD PV **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
60 WEST HANCOCK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 831-5150
** AD AM W CU IV TX **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL/LIFELINE
2730 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 259-3050
** AD RR W A B H HV PI CU IV DT TX **

EASTWOOD AT
DETROIT OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
12523 3RD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 252-6300
** AD RR AM B CU IV DT TX **

EASTWOOD CLINICS
CONNER HOUSE
11502 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 923-6830
** AD RR W A HV PI CU IV EA TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
BEGINNINGS
15085 EAST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 521-0808
** AD AM W A B H PG HV PI CU IV DM **
** TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
OUTPATIENT
15125 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 526-6000
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV DH TX **

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES INC
11000 WEST McNICHOLS STREET
SUITE 322
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 683-8533
** AD AM W Y EA TX PV **

ELEONORE HUTZEL RECOVERY CENTER
301 EAST HANCOCK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-7411
** AD AM W B PG IV TX PV MM **

ELMHURST HOME INC
12007 LINWOOD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 867-1090
** AD RR CU IV TX PV **

ELROSE HEALTH SERVICES INC
1475 EAST OUTER DRIVE
DETROIT, MI 48234
(313) 892-6249
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU TX **
FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
DOWNTOWN DETROIT OFFICE
220 BAGLEY STREET
MICHIGAN BUILDING SUITE 224
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 866-2141
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
MACK/WARREN OFFICE
18585 MACK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48236
(313) 886-4949
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY
NORTHWEST DIST/FAMILY TROUBLE CLINIC
11000 WEST MCNICHOLS ROAD
SUITE 320-S
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-0700
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FATHERS AND MOTHERS IN LEAGUE WITH
YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROG
18054 JANES COUZENS HIGHWAY
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 345-9400
** AD PV **

GENESIS HOUSE I
311 STIMSON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 852-8700
** AD RR H TX PV **

GRATEFUL HOME INC
315 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 579-0417
** AD RR W B PG HV TX **

GREENFIELD SERVICES AGENCY INC
13200 FENELON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48212
(313) 592-4924
** AD CI PV **

GROSO POINTE CENTER FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY THERAPY
15224 KERCHEVAL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48230
(313) 823-2011
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

HARPER HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
3990 JOHN R STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-8901
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

HEALTH SERV TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INC
ADDITION TREATMENT SERVICES
1575 EAST LAFAYETTE STREET
SUITE 202
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 259-6411
** AD AM B DH TX **

HENRY FORD HEALTH SYSTEM/MapleGrove
DETROIT CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
3011 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
200 FISHER BUILDING
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-2540
** AD AM W Y B PG CU IV TX **

HOPE UNITY AND GROWTH INC
4075 COPLIN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 822-8830
** AD RR AM W H PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX PV **

INSIGHT
7404 HOODMARD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 524-9530
** AD AM H H TX OT **

JEFFERSON HOUSE
8311 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-8900
** AD RR CU TX CI **

LATINO FAMILY SERVICES INC
3815 EAST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 841-7580
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **
** PV OT **

LATINO FAMILY SERVICES INC
PRETREATMENT/AFTERCARE CENTER
4768 WEST VERNOR STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 891-4400
** AD AM B H HV TX PV OT **

LUTHERAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
10811 PURITAN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48238
(313) 351-1124
** AD PV **

MARINERS INN
TRANSITIONAL LIVING COMMUNITY
445 LEDYARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 962-9446
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE SERVICES
5555 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 579-4960
** AD RR AM W B PG CU IV TX **

METRO ARTS CREATIVE ARTS
ACTIVITY PLUS
11000 WEST MCNICHOLS ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-5554
** AD AM TX **

METRO EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CORPORATION
8047 EAST HARPER AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 571-3140
** A AH HV IV MM **

METRO EAST SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CORP
13627 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 571-7770
** A AH HV IV MM **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP EAST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4401 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 823-9605
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV TX **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP/DETROIT NORTHEAST
HEALTH ALLIANC PROGRAM SUBS ABUSE SERVS
1600 TUXEDO AVENUE
TUXEDO MEDICAL CENTER
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 252-1065
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IVTX **

MICHIGAN HEALTH CENTER
LIFELINE PROGRAM
2700 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 361-6000
** AD RR H A B HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** MM **

NARDIN PARK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
9605 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48204
(313) 834-5930
** A AM IV MM **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NGO) CONCORD
19000 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48223
(313) 836-5524
** AD AM W B CU DH TX PV **
MICHIGAN

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION (NSO) 24 HOUR WALK IN CENTER
54 WEST HENRY STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 963-1525
** AD PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION CALVIN HELL'S TREATMENT CENTER
6600 WOODWARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 875-5521
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT (NSD) DRUG ABUSE CENTER AREA I
8009 JOHN C LODGE
HERMAN KEIFER HOSPITAL BUILDING 5
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-4045
** A AM H A B H HV IV PV MM **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT (NSD) GRATIOT SERVICES CENTER
3506 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 267-6780
** A AM H A B H HV CU IV PV MM **

NEW CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
2051 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
GRAND DEX PLAZA
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-4000
** AD AM A B HV CU TX PV **

NEW LIFE HOME FOR RECOVERING WOMEN
45 CANDLER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 867-1040
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
13540 EAST WARREN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 824-8000
** AD AM TX **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM
2670 CHALMERS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 824-5620
** AD AM TX OT **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER COP CHILDRENS OUTPATIENT
17000 EAST WARREN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48224
(313) 824-5665
** AD AM Y TX OT **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
14602 GREENFIELD ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48227
(313) 935-3871
** A AM H A B H HV IV MM **

NPL INC
18641 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 532-0170
** AD AM H A HV IV TX MM **

PARKSIDE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3475 PENOBSCOT BUILDING
SUITE 3475
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 965-6770
** AD AM H A B H PG CU EA TX PV **

PEOPLE ON AN ELECTED MISSION (POEM) 5700 30TH STREET
DETROIT, MI 48210
(313) 894-6289
** AD PV **

PETER CLAVER CAREER TRAINING CENTER
450 ELIOT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 831-7927
** AD EA PV **

PROJECT LIFE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
18609 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 832-8015
** AD AM IV TX MM **

RENAISSANCE EDUCATION AND TRAINING CTR
19042 WEST McNICHOLS ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 555-2525
** AD PV OT **

RENAISSANCE WEST
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CHEM DEP SERVS
13540 TIREMAN AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48228
(313) 561-9070
** AD AM EA TX **

ROBINSON HOUSE
51 MIDLAND STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 865-7267
** AD PV OT **

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
569 EAST ELIZABETH STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 961-0612
** AD AM IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY
EVANGELINE CENTER FOR WOMEN/CHILDREN
130 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 964-2869
** A RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2643 PARK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 964-0577
** AD RR IV DT TX **

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF FERNDALE SUPPORT
801 PINECREST STREET
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 540-8600 EXT. 374
** AD EA PV **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR) AFTERCARE
5675 MAYBURY GRAND AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 898-5665
** AD RR CU IV TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR) DAY TREATMENT
14301 LONGVIEW STREET
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 839-7427
** A AM B HV CU IV TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR) EAST
4216 MCDougALL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 923-6300
** AD RR B HV CU IV EA TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR) SHAR I
1852 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 894-8444
** AD RR HV CU IV EA TX **

SOBRIETY HOUSE INC
2081 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-0500
** AD RR IV TX **

SOUTHWEST MEDICAL PLAZA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2401 20TH STREET
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 961-8450
** AD AM Y B H AI PI CU IV EA DN **
** TX **
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**SH DETROIT COMMUNITY MH SERVICES INC**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1700 WATERMAN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 841-8905
** AD AM H TX **

**TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC) MAIN DRUG INTAKE AND REFERRAL**
1641 SAINT ANTOINE STREET
ROOM 101
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 256-2573
** AD CI **

**UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY**
ADDC STUDIES INST ALTERNATIVES PROJECT
8200 WEST OUTER DRIVE
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 592-6523
** AD PV **

**URGE CHEMICAL ABUSE/DEPENDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM**
19190 SCHAEFER HIGHWAY
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 546-8743
** AD PV **

**VANTAGE POINT**
DIVISION CLINICAL SERVICES
17555 JAMES COUZENS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 346-3566
** AD AM Y B H CU DH TX CI PV **

**WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY**
ADDC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
4201 SAINT ANTOINE STREET
UNIVERSITY HEALTH CENTER SUITE 9A
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 577-2318
** AD PV **

**WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY**
CTR FOR URBAN STUDIES/DETROIT FAM PROJ
656 WEST KIRBY STREET
FACULTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 3099
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 577-8834
** AD PV **

**2ND CHANCE INC**
INT REHABILITATION AND A/C PROG(IRAP)
1249 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 1200
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 871-1129
** AD PV **

**DIMONDale**
SAINT LAWRENCE HOSPITAL STRESS RED CTR
ADDITIONS PROGRAM
4000 NORTH MICHIGAN ROAD
DIMONDale, MI 48021
(517) 377-0592 EXT. 6105
** AD RR AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

**DRAYTON PLAINS**
OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES
4440 WEST HALTON BOULEVARD
UNIT E
DRAYTON PLAINS, MI 48329
(313) 673-7710
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

**EAST DETROIT**
EASTHOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
20011 KELLY STREET
SUITE 105
EAST DETROIT, MI 48021
(313) 445-2210
** AD AM M Y CU IV TX **

**EAST LANSING**
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES
FAMILY AND YOUTH SERVICES
910 ABBOTT ROAD
SUITE 110
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 351-4000
** AD AM M Y B CU TX CI PV **

**HORIZON CENTER**
610 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 352-1144
** AD RR AM M Y B H HV PI IV TX **
** CI **

**MERIDIAN**
PROF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS PC
5051 PARK LAKE ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 332-0011
** AD AM M Y B H CU IV DH TX PV **

**MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE**
DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION (DARE)
714 SOUTH HARRISON ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 336-6579
** A PV **

**TAMARACK SUBSTANCE ABUSE**
TREATMENT COMPONENT
2775 EAST LANSING DRIVE
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 332-1616
** AD RR AM Y B CU TX PV OT **

**ESCANABA**
DELTA COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2920 COLLEGE AVENUE
DELTA COUNTY SERVICE CENTER
ESCANABA, MI 49829
(906) 786-9639
** AD AM Y HV DH TX CI PV **

THE OLIVE BRANCHE INC
1601 NORTH 26TH STREET
ESCANABA, MI 49829
(906) 786-5010
** AD EA PV **

**FARMINGTON**
ADULT/YOUTH DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
23133 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 104
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 477-0107
** AD AM M Y DH TX CI **

**BOTSFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL**
EASTWOOD AT BOTSFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL
20050 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
FARMINGTON, MI 48356
(313) 471-8583
** 0 DT TX OT **

**CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY**
26105 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 305
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 471-4140
** AD AM M Y HV CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

**CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AWARENESS PROGRAM**
32795 WEST TEN MILE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 477-5630
** AD DH PV **

**EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS**
29226 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 851-6046
** AD AM M Y PG CU EA TX CI PV **

**FARMINGTON AREA ADVISORY COUNCIL INC**
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
23450 MIDDLEBELT ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 477-6767
** AD AM M Y CU DH TX CI PV **

**JENSEN COUNSELING CENTERS INC**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26105 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 301
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 478-6411
** AD AM M Y B CU TX **

**NORTH POINT MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
28595 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 301
FARMINGTON, MI 48334
(313) 489-1550
** AD AM TX CI PV **
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PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY AND
COUNSELING CENTER
20521 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE A
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 553-9433
** AD AM TX **

TOTAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT
FARMINGTON HILLS CTR SUBST ABUSE PROG
28511 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE A
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 489-8860
** AD AM Y B HV CU IV TX **

FLINT

ALBURN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
400 NORTH SAGINAW STREET
SUITE 300
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 234-3658
** AD AM IV TX **

CARE INC/COMMUNITY ALLIANCE
RESOURCE ENVIRONMENT
G-5171 NORTH SAGINAW STREET
FLINT, MI 48505
(313) 787-1939
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU TX CI **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE
SUITE 210
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 232-9950
** AD AM Y TX PV **

CHOICES UNLIMITED INC
1012 PROFESSIONAL DRIVE
SUITE 1067
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 635-8067
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **

COMMUNITY RECOVERY SERVICES
119 NORTH GRAND TRAVERSE STREET
FLINT, MI 48505
(313) 233-2068
** AD AM TX **

CONNEXION INC
310 EAST 3RD STREET
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 767-3750
** AD DN PV **

CRS AT FLINT COUNTY JAIL
917 BEACH STREET
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 257-3414
** AD AM TX **

CRS AT FLINT DEPT OF CORRECTIONS
411 EAST 3RD STREET
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 235-3521
** AD AM TX **

CRS AT FLINT NEW PATHS
765 EAST HAMILTON AVENUE
FLINT, MI 48505
(313) 233-5340 EXT. 30
** AD AM TX **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
G 5119 BRISTOL ROAD
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 752-6010
** AD AM H CU IV TX **

FLINT GENESEE COUNTY COMMUNITY
COORDINATED CHILD CARE ASSOCIATION(4C)
310 EAST 3RD STREET
5TH FLOOR
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 252-0145
** AD PV **

FLINT ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
1225 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 258-0483
** AD AM H B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
ONE HURLEY PLAZA
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 257-9412
** AD AM PG IV DT TX PV **

INSIGHT AT FLINT OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
3921 BEECHER ROAD
FLINT, MI 48502
(313) 762-4627
** AD IV DT TX **

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER AT MILLER ROAD
G-3426 MILLER ROAD
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 733-0900
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA TX PV **

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER INC
1110 EDISON BAKER DRIVE
FLINT, MI 48507
(313) 744-3600
** AD RR AM H Y B CU IV EA TX **

INTAKE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL CENTER
G-3500 FLUSHING ROAD
SUITE 4100
FLINT, MI 48504
(313) 733-5370
** AD EA CI **

MCLAREN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH BALLENGER HIGHWAY
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 762-2000
** AD DT TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
ADDICTIONS/GREATER FLINT AREA
202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE
SUITE 310
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 767-0350
** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU TX PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5051 VILLA LINDE PARKWAY
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 752-0560
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV EA DW TX PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
2503 SOUTH LINDEEN ROAD
FLINT, MI 48504
(313) 231-0040
** AD EA CI **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
302 KENSINGTON AVENUE
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 762-8530
** AD AM H Y B CU IV DT TX CI PV **

TOTAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT
1321 SOUTH LINDEEN ROAD
FLINT, MI 48532
(313) 733-3833
** AD AM HV CU IV TX **

TRANSITION HOUSE INC
931 MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
FLINT, MI 48503
(313) 232-2091
** D RR H PG PI DT TX **

FLUSHING

PREVENTION SERVICES TO
PROMOTE FAMILY SUCCESS
3158 MCKINLEY ROAD
FLUSHING, MI 48433
(313) 659-3582
** AD PV **

FRASER

ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
3190 UTICA ROAD
SUITE 201
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 293-4650
** D DN PV **
COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT REFERRAL AND EDUC (CARE) EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
36350 GARFIELD STREET
CLINTON OFFICE PLAZA SOUTH
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 791-5544
** AD EA DH CI PV OT **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
33000 GROESBECK STREET
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 792-2330
** AD AM H CU IV TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
35455 GARFIELD ROAD
SUITE C
FRASER, MI 48026
(313) 792-5335
** AD AM IV TX CI **

FREMONT
FREMONT MEDICAL CENTER PROST
250 WEST OAK STREET
SUITE 106
FREMONT, MI 49412
(616) 929-2280
** AD AM IV TX **

GARDEN CITY
GARDEN CITY OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
BROOKFIELD CLINIC SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
6245 NORTH INKSTER ROAD
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 458-5395
** AD RR AM CU IV DT TX **

GARDEN CITY OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
6701 HARRISON STREET
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 458-4700
** AD AM CU IV EA DH TX **

NORTHEASTERN GUIDANCE CLINIC
6221 MERRIMAN ROAD
GARDEN CITY, MI 48135
(313) 425-7977
** AD PV **

GAYLORD
COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
111 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(517) 752-6761
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHERN MICHIGAN COUNSELING SERVICES
209 WEST FIRST STREET
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(517) 752-0916
** AD AM H Y AI TX PV OT **

87TH DISTRICT COURT
ALCOHOL AWARENESS AND INFORMATION PROGRAM
800 LIVINGTON BOULEVARD
ALPINE CENTER
GAYLORD, MI 49735
(517) 732-6488
** AD DH CI PV **

GLADWIN
HUMAN AIDS INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1302 CHATTERTON STREET
GLADWIN, MI 48624
(517) 426-4551
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV OT **

GRAND BLANC
TFA/FULLER AND ASSOCIATES
GRAND BLANC, MI 48439
(313) 744-1831
** AD PV **

GRAND HAVEN
CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES OF WEST MICH INC
321 SOUTH BEECHTREE STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 846-5880
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

NORTH OTTAMA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC
1309 SHELDON STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 842-9140
** AD AM Y TX PV **

OTTAGAN ALCOHOLIC REHAB INC
120 SOUTH 5TH STREET
GRAND HAVEN, MI 49417
(616) 842-6710
** AD AM EA TX CI **

GRAND RAPIDS
ADVANCED THERAPEUTICS CORPORATION
SOLUTIONS
920 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 235-3646
** AD AM A HV CI IV DH TX **

ADVISORY CENTER FOR TEENS NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE CENTER
1115 BALL AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 458-7634
** AD PV **

ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ABUSE CONSULTANTS
2020 RAYBROOK STREET SE
SUITE 102
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 957-5850
** AD AM EA TX **

ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES INC
AOS INC. JAKES
1331 LAKE DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 456-8010
** AD AM IV TX PV **

ALPHA/OMEGA
JELLLEMA HOUSE
242 COLLEGE AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-0621
** AD RR IV TX **

BUTTERNPORTS RESOLVE
21 MICHIGAN AVENUE NE SUITE 370
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 776-2536
** AD EA OT **

CARE UNIT OF GRAND RAPIDS
1931 BOSTON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 242-3608
** AD RR AM H Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX **

CENTER FOR FAMILY RECOVERY
4467 CASCADE ROAD SUITE 4401
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 949-3911
** AD AM H TX PV **

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
PROJECT REHAB
801 COLLEGE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 245-9799
** AD RR IV TX **

COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROJECT REHAB
822 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 458-6521
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

DAKOTAH FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
PROJECT REHAB
315 RICHARD TERRACE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 776-7048
** AD RR AM Y IV TX **

DEMEY CENTER
JELLLEMA HOUSE
2350 EASTERN AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 245-1448
** AD AM IV TX **
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
161 OTTAWA STREET NW
WATERS BUILDING SUITE 301
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-8540
** AD EA CI **

FAMILY OUTREACH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING
1922 SOUTH DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 247-3815
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV CU TX **

FAMILY SERVICE
1400 LEONARD STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 774-0633
** AD AM Y A B CU EA TX **

GERONTOLOGY NETWORK SERVS OF KENT CNTY
451 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-6135
** AD PV **

GLENBEIGH OF KENT COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
750 FULLER AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 242-6550
** AD RR AM H PG CU IV DT TX CI PV **

GRAND RAPIDS INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
45 LEXINGTON AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504
(616) 774-8331
** AD AM Y A AI HV TX CI PV **

HARBINGER OF GRAND RAPIDS/TEAM IV
1155 FRONT AVENUE NW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504
(616) 458-6900
** AD AM TX **

HOPE NETWORK
DISABILITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1490 EAST BELTLINE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 940-0040
** AD AM TX **

JELLEMA HOUSE
523 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-9613
** AD RR IV TX **

JELLEMA HOUSE DAY TREATMENT CENTER
2020 NELSON DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 243-7510
** AD AM IV TX **

KOOSTRA/JANSMA/ELDERS/TEITSMA/DEJONGE
3330 CLAYSTONE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546
(616) 949-7460
** AD AM TX **

LAKE DRIVE RECOVERY PROGRAM
1250 LAKE DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 458-8394
** AD RR Y TX **

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL
PERSONALIZED ALCOHOL RECOVERY
1919 BOSTON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 247-7126
** AD RR IV DT TX CI **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
3934 CASCADE ROAD SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49546
(616) 957-0499
** AD EA CI PV **

OUR HOPE ASSOCIATION
529 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-2039
** AD RR H TX CI **

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT DIVISION/CAMPUS
300 68TH STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
(616) 455-5000
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT REHAB
ADULT RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
200 AND 220 EASTERN AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-6177
** AD RR H IV DT TX **

PROJECT REHAB FAMILY SUPPORT CENTER
5637 CLYDE PARK STREET SW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 534-9937
** AD AM H DW TX **

PROJECT REHAB SHILOH FAMILY I
750 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 774-9536
** AD RR Y TX **

PROSPECTIVES
2755 BIRCHCREST STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 940-1558
** AD DH PV **

RIVER VALLEY RECOVERY CENTER OF GRAND RAPIDS INC
1450 LEONARD STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 766-1199
** AD RR AM H B H PG CU DT EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1215 EAST FULTON STREET
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 651-0432
** AD RR AM H PG PI CU IV DT TX **

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/REGIONS 7 AND 8
2930 KNAPP STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 364-1333 EXT. 271
** AD PV **

WEST MICHIGAN ADDICTION CONSULTANTS PC
PROFESSIONAL RECOVERY SYSTEM
1516 HEALTHY STREET SE
SUITE 292
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 456-5554
** AD RR AM Y DT TX CI PV **

WOMENS SERVICE NETWORK
124 EAST FULTON STREET
SUITE 301
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-2544
** AD PV **

61ST DISTRICT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 MONROE STREET NW
HALL OF JUSTICE BUILDING ROOM 101
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-5376
** AD DH CI PV **

GRANDVILLE

FAMILY SERVICE
3181 PRAIRIE STREET SW
GRANDVILLE, MI 49418
(616) 532-6213
** AD AM Y A B H CU EA TX **

NEW DAY CENTER OF GRAND RAPIDS
2990 FRANKLIN STREET
GRANDVILLE, MI 49416
(616) 530-2212
** AD AM EA DH TX **

GRAYLING

NEW LIFE COMMUNITY SERVICE
6641 WEST M-72
GRAYLING, MI 49738
(517) 348-2544
** AD AM TX PV **
GREENVILLE

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
1810 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 1
GREENVILLE, MI 48838
(616) 754-2207
** AD EC CI PV **

GROSSE POINTE

EASTWOOD CLINICS
GROSSE POINTE HOMES
19251 MACK AVENUE
MACK OFFICE BUILDING SUITE 300
GROSSE POINTE, MI 48236
(313) 882-8860
** AD AM H Y TX **

VON SCHWARZ ASSOCIATES
COMMUNITY RESOURCE SERVICES
456 TOURaine ROAD
GROSSE POINTE, MI 48236
(313) 806-2978
** AD DM PV **

HANCOCK

WESTERN UP DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
540 DEPOT STREET
HANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7382 EXT. 35
** AD AM H Y TX **

WESTERN UPPER PENINSULA ASSESSMENT SERVICE
1100 1/2 QUINCY STREET
HANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7473
** AD EA DN CI OT **

HART

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
208 WASHINGTON STREET
HART, MI 49920
(616) 873-5787
** AD AM H Y HV IV EA DM TX PV **
** OT **

HARTLAND

EXCEPTIONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS
11644 ISLAND COURT
HARTLAND, MI 48355
(313) 632-7953
** AD EA PV **

HASTINGS

BARRY COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 WEST COURT STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49058
(616) 948-4866
** AD AM EA DN TX PV OT **

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/BARRY
555 WEST WOODLAWN STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49058
(616) 948-3250
** AD PV **

HILLSDALE

NIELSEN CENTER
3300 BECK ROAD
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 439-9457
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU DM TX CI **
** PV **

SENIORS PREVENTION AND EDUCATION SERVICES
8 EAST BACON STREET
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 437-7531
** AD PV **

HOLLAND

CENTER FOR WOMEN IN TRANSITION
304 GARDEN AVENUE
HOLLAND, MI 49424
(616) 392-2829
** AD PV **

CHESTER A RAY CENTER
116 EAST 9TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-6872
** AD RR TX **

CHILD/FAMILY SERVICES OF WEST MICH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
412 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-2301
** AD AM H Y H IV DM TX PV **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
426 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 393-5960
** AD EA CI **

MERCY GLEN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
603 EAST 16TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-9835
** AD AM IV TX CI **

OTTAGAN ADDICTIONS REHAB INC
139 EAST 8TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-5826
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
525 MICHIGAN AVENUE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-1053
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PG HV PI CI **
** IV DM TX **

HOLLY

HIGHLAND WATERFORD CENTER INC
HOLLY GARDENS
4501 GRANGE HALL ROAD
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 634-0140
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

HOLT

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICH INC
CAPITOL AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4801 WILLOWBURY STREET
SUITE 1
HOLT, MI 48842
(517) 699-1600
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

HOUGHTON

DIAL HELP INC
616 SHELDON AVENUE
HOUGHTON, MI 49931
(906) 482-9007
** AD DH PV OT **

HOWELL

LET US HEAL OUR YOUTH (LUHY)
1681 GRAND OAKS DRIVE
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7723
** AD PV **

LIVINGSTON COUNSELING AND ASSESSMENT SERVICES INC
3744 EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7070
** AD AM H Y A HV DH TX PV OT **

MCPherson Hospital
MCPherson Treatment Center
620 BYRAN ROAD
GROUNDS FLOOR
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-4300
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
404 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-3525
** AD PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Western Up Assessment Services</td>
<td>237 East Cloverland Drive</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49203</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49203</td>
<td>(906) 952-2350</td>
<td>** AD EA CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson</td>
<td>Bridgeway Center Inc</td>
<td>301 Francis Street</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49201</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49201</td>
<td>(517) 783-2732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Diagnostic and Referral Service Inc</td>
<td>301 Francis Street</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49201</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49201</td>
<td>(517) 789-6141</td>
<td>** AD CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Community Hospital</td>
<td>Jackson Outpatient Substance Abuse One Jackson Square</td>
<td>Suite 1000</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49201</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49201</td>
<td>(517) 787-6577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Talk</td>
<td>3333 Sargent Road</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49204</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49204</td>
<td>(517) 764-6400 Ext. 502</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Service and Childrens Aid</td>
<td>115 West Michigan Street</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49204</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49204</td>
<td>(517) 787-7920</td>
<td>** AD AM Y H PG IV EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Therapeutic Consultants PC</td>
<td>2212 4th Street</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49203</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49203</td>
<td>(517) 782-0101</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B H AI PG CU EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Health Centers of America</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>1 Jackson Square</td>
<td>Suite 930</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49201</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Assistance Program</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Prevention Program</td>
<td>301 Francis Street</td>
<td>Suite 102</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49201</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington May Recovery Center</td>
<td>2424 West Washington Street</td>
<td>Jackson, MI 49203</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49203</td>
<td>(517) 782-4001</td>
<td>** AD RR AM IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child and Family Services of Michigan Western Mich Branch</td>
<td>1304 Baldwin Street</td>
<td>Jenison, MI 49428</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49428</td>
<td>(616) 457-4230</td>
<td>** AD AM Y IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic Family Services</td>
<td>The Ark/Kalamazoo</td>
<td>1625 Gull Road</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49001</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49001</td>
<td>(616) 343-8765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections Counseling and Crisis Services</td>
<td>3125 West Main Street</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49007</td>
<td>(616) 344-3663</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway Juvenile Court Outreach Services</td>
<td>1600 Gull Road</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49001</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49001</td>
<td>(616) 385-6000</td>
<td>** AD AM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway k/pep Outreach Services</td>
<td>519 South Park Street</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49007</td>
<td>(616) 283-0444</td>
<td>** AD AM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway Northside Outreach Services</td>
<td>129 Roberson Street</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49007</td>
<td>(616) 342-0296</td>
<td>** AD AM H B CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway Outpatient Services</td>
<td>335 Turnill Lane</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49007</td>
<td>(616) 382-9827</td>
<td>** AD AM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway Residential Services</td>
<td>1910 Shaffer Road</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49001</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49001</td>
<td>(616) 382-9820</td>
<td>** AD RR H PG PI CU IV DT TX CI OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gryphon Place</td>
<td>1104 South Westnedge Avenue</td>
<td>Kalamazoo, MI 49008</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>49008</td>
<td>(616) 381-1510</td>
<td>** AD CI PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICINE PC
3503 GREENLEAF BOULEVARD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 375-0624
** AD AM EA TX **
KALAMAZOO COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
418 WEST KALAMAZOO AVENUE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 385-8861
** AD PV **
KALAMAZOO PSYCHOLOGY PC
122 WEST SOUTH STREET
SUITE 207
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 349-4219
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU DH TX PV **
MID AMERICA PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
8056 MOORSBRIDGE ROAD
SUITE 2
KALAMAZOO, MI 49002
(616) 372-6550
** AD EA CI **
SOCIETY SERVICES INC
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
918 JASPER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 382-0515 EXT. 341
** AD AM TX CI **
THE GUIDANCE CLINIC
2615 STADIUM DRIVE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 343-1651
** AD AM Y TX **
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9121 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
1160 KANEY CHAPEL
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-2496
** AD AM DH TX PV **
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SPECIALTY PROG IN ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE
1112 OLIVER STREET
KALAMAZOO CORRECTIONS CENTER
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3340
** AD AM H B PG PI CU DH TX CI PV **
WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SINDECUSE HEALTH CENTER
ROOM 3235
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-5257
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **
WESTSIDE FAMILY MH CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4025 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 101
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 381-2626
** D AM TX **
WOMANCARE INC
2836 WEST MAIN STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49006
(616) 388-4477
** AD AM H Y PG DH TX **
L'ANGE
BARAGA COUNTY
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
L'ANGE, MI 49946
(906) 524-7192
** AD AM H AI PI DH TX **
LAKE ORION
EDUCATION INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
1520 SOUTH LAPEER ROAD
SUITE 208
LAKE ORION, MI 48360
(313) 693-0536
** AD DW PV **
GUEST HOUSE
1840 WEST SCRIPPS ROAD
LAKE ORION, MI 48035
(313) 391-3100 EXT. 33
** AD RR TX CI PV **
OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1520 SOUTH LAPEER ROAD
SUITE 111
LAKE ORION, MI 48360
(313) 693-4455
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **
LANSE
KEWEENAM BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL
BEDABIN FAMILY GROUP HOME
BREWHY ROAD
ROUTE 2
LANSE, MI 49946
(906) 524-7303
** AD RR H Y AI HV TX CI PV **
LANSING
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD
DUAL DIAGNOSIS AND RECOVERY PROJECT
407 WEST GREENLAWN STREET
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 374-2077
** AD AM TX **
COUNCIL AGAINST DOMESTIC ASSAULT(CADA)
600 LESHER PLACE
LANSING, MI 48912
(517) 372-5572
** AD EA PV **
CRISTO REI COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1717 NORTH HIGH STREET
LANSING, MI 48906
(517) 372-4700
** AD AM H Y A B H PI PG CU TX **
** PV **
GLASS HOUSE
419 NORTH LOGAN STRETRY
LANSING, MI 48915
(517) 482-2028
** AD RR TX **
HIGHWAY SAFETY ASSOCIATES
603 SOUTH HUNTINGTON STREET
SUITE 410
LANSING, MI 48933
(616) 789-0020
** D DH PV **
HOLDEN HOUSE
5300 SOUTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 394-0004
** AD RR TX **
HOUSE OF COMMONS
517 NORTH WALNUT STREET
LANSING, MI 48933
(517) 484-3405
** AD RR B H AI HV CU IV TX **
MIDWEST HISPANIC INSTITUTE
750 EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
LANSING, MI 48906
(517) 484-8360
** AD PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE OF MICH
913 WEST HOLMES ROAD
SUITE 225
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 394-1252
** AD PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LANSING REGIONAL AREA
3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
SUITE 200
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 867-0226
** AD AM DH TX PV **
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OLDER ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND TREATMENT 808 SOUTHLAND STREET SUITE A LANSING, MI 48910 (313) 393-0150 ** AD AM W Y PI TX PV **

SAINT LAWRENCE HOSPITAL PSYCHOLOGICAL SERV ADDICTIONS CLINIC 1201 WEST SAGINAW STREET LANSING, MI 48915 (517) 377-0397 ** AD AM W Y HV CU IV EA TX CI PV ** ** OT **

SOUTHLAND COUNSELING CENTER COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 808 SOUTHLAND STREET SUITE C LANSING, MI 48910 (313) 393-0150 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU ** ** IV TX HM **

TOTAL HEALTH EDUCATION INC 3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET SUITE 100 LANSING, MI 48911 (517) 393-5070 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV ** ** TX PV **

LAPEER ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND COUNSELING CENTER 1575 SUNCREST DRIVE LAPEER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT LAPEER, MI 48446 (313) 667-0243 ** AD AM W Y A H PG DW TX PV **

CHRISTIAN FAMILY SERVICES OF LAPEER COUNTY 441 CLAY STREET LAPEER, MI 48446 (313) 664-4587 ** AD AM TX PV **

LAPEER REGIONAL HOSPITAL VAIL CENTER 1375 NORTH MAIN STREET LAPEER, MI 48446 (313) 664-8511 EXT. 120 ** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX **

LINCOLN PARK BONIFACE COMMUNITY ACTION CORPORATION 25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE SUITE 201 LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 (313) 928-8510 ** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV TX **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER 1673 FORT STREET LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 (313) 389-2205 ** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1174 FORT STREET LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 (313) 389-2209 ** AD AM W Y A PG HV CU IV TX **

COUNSELING ALTERNATIVES/LINCOLN PARK 1550 JOHN A PAPALAS DRIVE LINCOLN PARK, MI 48183 (313) 389-2020 ** AD AM W Y A B H HV TX **

OAKWOOD DOWNRIVER MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 25750 WEST OUTER DRIVE LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 (313) 385-6000 ** AD H B PI CU IV DT TX CI PV **

OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC LINCOLN PARK 25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146 (313) 385-0500 ** AD AM W Y B H PG CU TX CI PV **

LIVONIA BAYWOOD CLINIC PC ALC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM 15645 FARMINGTON ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48154 (313) 425-5320 ** AD AM W B TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE OF WAYNE COUNTY 17332 FARMINGTON ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48152 (313) 421-3730 ** AD AM W Y B HA EA DW TX CI PV **

COUNSELING ALTERNATIVES/LIVONIA 37650 PROFESSIONAL CENTER DRIVE SUITE 145A LIVONIA, MI 48154 (313) 464-0420 ** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 30643 SCHOOLCRAFT STREET LIVONIA, MI 48150 (313) 425-4600 ** AD AM H CU IV TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS 17250 FARMINGTON ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48154 (313) 425-4070 ** AD AM IV TX **

EDUCATION TRAINING RESEARCH SERVICES ALC/SUBSTANCE INSIGHT AND ASSESSMENT 37695 ANN ARBOR ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48150 (313) 462-4290 ** AD DW CI PV **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC 38705 7 MILE ROAD SUITE 130 LIVONIA, MI 48152 (313) 983-0511 ** AD EA CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYNE COUNTY LIVONIA OFFICE 16755 MIDDLEBELT ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48154 (313) 427-9310 ** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

FIRST IMPRESSIONS RESTAURANT STAFF MANAGEMENT AGENCY INC 29200 VASSAR STREET SUITE 530 LIVONIA, MI 48152 (313) 476-3644 ** D PV **

INSIGHT SERVICES OF LIVONIA 14800 FARMINGTON ROAD SUITE 107 LIVONIA, MI 48152 (313) 458-4154 ** AD AM M CU TX OT **

LIVONIA COUNSELING CENTER 13325 FARMINGTON ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48150 (313) 261-3760 ** AD AM W Y HV EA DW TX PV **

MEDICAL CENTER PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC PC 16832 NEWBURY ROAD LIVONIA, MI 48154 (313) 464-4220 ** AD AM W Y B CU TX **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP REHABILITATION AND FITNESS CENTER 35200 SCHOOLCRAFT STREET LIVONIA, MI 48150 (313) 523-1745 ** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV TX **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 29665 6 MILE ROAD SUITE 112 LIVONIA, MI 48152 (313) 522-0280 ** AD AM IV, EA DW TX **
SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
BROOKFIELD CLINIC SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
36475 S MILE ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 591-2936
** AD RR AM CU IV EA DM TX **

LUDINGTON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
1105 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 846-3466
** AD AM Y B HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** PV OT **
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
SECOND MIND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROG
106 EAST FOSTER STREET
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 845-0917
** AD RR B CU IV TX **

MADISON HEIGHTS
BROOKFIELD CLINICS/EAST
20891 DEQUindre ROAD
SUITE 308
MADISON HEIGHTS, MI 48071
(313) 547-2770
** AD AM CU TX **

MADISTEE
MANISTEE/BENZIE COMM MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
395 3RD STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-6228
** AD AM Y EA DW TX CI PV **

PARADIGM COUNSELING CENTER OF
WEST MICHIGAN INC
59 MAPLE STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-0087
** AD AM CU EA TX **

MANISTIQUE
LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/SCHOOLCRAFT
129 1/2 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
MANISTIQUE, MI 49054
(906) 341-6951
** AD AM DW TX PV **

MARQUETTE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
NEW VISIONS
347 ROCK STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7213
** AD AM Y TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN
135 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 226-7410
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MARQUETTE GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 WEST MAGNETIC STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 225-3160
** D RR AM Y AI IV DT EA DM TX **

MARTIN PSYCHOLOGICAL PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6044 U.S. 41 SOUTH
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 249-9002
** AD AM W Y B PG CU EA TX CI PV **

SHILOH FAMILY MARQUETTE
PROJECT REHAB
241 HIGHT STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7611
** AD RR Y AI TX **

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/UPPER PENINSULA
MARQUETTE/ALGER INTERM SCHOOL DISTRICT
427 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-9400
** AD EA PV OT **

MARMARSH
ALCOHOL/DRUG HIGHWAY SAFETY
111 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 109
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 789-0020
** D DN PV **

OAKLAWN LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
13467 15 MILE ROAD
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-9119
** AD AM Y B CU IV EA TX PV **

PERSONAL COUNSELING SERVICE
126 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 203
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-2822
** AD AM TX PV **

REGION 12
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION
17111 G DRIVE NORTH
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-5141
** AD PV **

MASON
CORRECTIONAL ASSESSMENT AND TRT SERVS
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
630 NORTH CEDAR STREET
INGHAM COUNTY JAIL
MASON, MI 48854
(517) 676-8344
** AD AM H B H AI HV PI CU IV DM **
** TX PV **

MELVINDALE
DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2429 OAKWOOD STREET
MELVINDALE, MI 48122
(313) 792-3330
** AD AM H CU IV TX **

MENOMINEE
SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
400 STODDARD ROAD
MENOMINEE, MI 49801
(313) 963-6740
** AD RR H CU IV DT TX **

TOM FOLEY ASSOCIATES
11206 GILBERT ROAD
MENOMINEE, MI 48041
(313) 392-3260
** AD DH PV OT **

MENOMINEE
BAY AREA MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1110 10TH AVENUE
MENOMINEE, MI 49808
(906) 863-1251
** D RR H A AI PG HV PI CU DT EA **
** DH TX CI **

MENOMINEE COUNTY CMH
ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
356 FIRST STREET
SUITE 201-2
MENOMINEE, MI 49808
(906) 863-7875
** AD AM Y DW TX CI PV **

MIDLAND
CRH ASSOCIATES
5114 EASTMAN STREET
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-0241
** AD AM H Y H PI CU EA DW TX PV **
FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERV OF MIDLAND
116 HAROLD STREET
MIDLAND, MI 48641
(517) 631-5590
** AD AM H Y PI CU TX PV **

FOCUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING AND INFORMATION SERVICE
4604 NORTH SAGINAW ROAD
SUITE C
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 835-7109
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
5103 EASTMAN PLACE
SUITE 124
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-9904
** AD EA CI **

PHYSICAL AND BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2525 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE B
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 630-9733
** D AM EA TX PV **

TEN SIXTEEN HOME
1016 EASTMAN AVENUE
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 835-3466
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV OT **

MILFORD

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1205 NORTH MILFORD ROAD
SUITE A
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-6400
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/MILFORD
235 NORTH MAIN STREET
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-7327
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MID

AUSABLE VALLEY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 NORTH MOUNT TOM ROAD
MID, MI 48647
(517) 826-3200
** AD AM A HV TX PV **

MONROE

CANKINE/KOVACH ASSOCIATION PC
214 EAST ELM STREET
SUITE 112
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-9574
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MONROE COUNTY
16 EAST 5TH STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-5800
** AD AM TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND SHELTER SERVICES
502 WEST ELM AVENUE
SUITE G-EAST
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-0180
** AD AM TX PV **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY CENTER
700 STEHART ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-1700
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU EA TX **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
740 NORTH MACOMB STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-7726
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 SOUTH RAISINGVILLE ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 243-7340
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MONROE COUNTY JAIL
SUBST ABUSE EDUC AND COUNSELING PROG
100 EAST 2ND STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 243-7555
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV TX **

MONROE PUBLIC SCHOOLS PREVENTION PROG
901 HERR STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-3491 EXT. 213
** AD PV **

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
214 ELM STREET
SUITE 107
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 457-9180
** AD AM IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
MONROE COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
3580 SOUTH CUSTER ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-5050
** AD RR DT TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
MONROE COUNTY CENTER
502 WEST ELM STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 457-4540
** AD AM TX **

MOUNT CLEMENS

CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE YOUTH SERVICES
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 669-2266
** AD AM H Y IV DN TX PV OT **

CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
MACOMB COUNTY JAIL SUBST ABUSE PROG
43565 ELIZABETH ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 669-5151 EXT. 483
** AD AM H Y IV TX PV **

GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
508 NORTH GRATIOT STREET
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 668-1545
** AD AM TX PV **

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
23825 15 MILE ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 792-5260
** AD AM IV DN TX CI PV **

MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC I
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 668-2656
** AD AM H Y TX **

MACOMB INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
REGION 18 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
44001 GARFIELD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 233-3483
** AD PV **

NORTH STAR COUNSELING
43900 GARFIELD STREET
SUITE C-22
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 263-1234
** AD AM EA TX CI **
OPTIONS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
15965 CANAL ROAD
SUITE 2
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 228-8670
** AD AM TX PV **

OXFORD INSTITUTE
SAINT JOHN MACOMB CENTER
2675 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** PV **

OXFORD INSTITUTE AT
SAINT JOHN HOSPITAL MACOMB CENTER
2675 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501 EXT. 312
** AD RR W A B H A I HV PI IV DT **
** TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE/SAS
42546 HAYES ROAD
SUITE 800
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 265-2760
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

TOTAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT
GROESBECK PLACE
279 NORTH GROESBECK HIGHWAY
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 465-5100
** AD AM HV CU IV TX **

MOUNT PLEASANT
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
106 NORTH MAIN STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9228
** AD AM H Y B PG CU TX PV **

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
HEALTH SERVS ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV PROG
205 FOUST HALL
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48859
(517) 774-6992
** AD PV **

CHOICES OF MOUNT PLEASANT INC
5805 EAST PICKARD STREET
SUITE 135
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48045
(517) 772-1606
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU EA DH TX PV **

MOUNT PLEASANT COUNSELING SERVICES
3400 SOUTH ISABELLA ROAD
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48045
(517) 775-9655
** AD AM H Y PG IV EA DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

OJIBWE PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
7353 EAST BROADWAY
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9123 EXT. 50
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

OJIBWE YOUTH GROUP HOME
3548 SOUTH SHEPHERD STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 772-4616
** AD RR Y AI PG HV TX PV **

MUNISING
LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ALGER COUNTY
202 ELM AVENUE
MUNISING, MI 49862
(906) 387-3210
** D AM DH TX PV **

MUSKEGON
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES AND
MUSKEGON CHILDREN'S HOME
1352 TERRACE STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 726-3582
** AD AM IV EA TX **

EAST SIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
445 EAST SHERMAN BOULEVARD
MUSKEGON, MI 49444
(616) 739-4359
** A AM IV MM **

EVERY WOMAN'S PLACE INC
1706 PECK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49441
(616) 726-4025
** AD CI PV **

MUSKEGON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE DRUG PGM
1611 EAST OAK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 724-4651
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

NEN DAY CENTER OF MUSKEGON
137 EAST LAKETON AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 722-2202
** AD AM H IV DH TX PV **

RECOVERY CARE AT
MUSKEGON GENERAL HOSPITAL
1700 OAK AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 773-3010
** AD RR Y AI PG HV CU IV DT TX PV **

WEST MICHIGAN ALC THERAPY SERVICE INC
1095 3RD STREET
SUITE 11
MUSKEGON, MI 49441
(616) 728-2138
** AD AM H Y B CU DH TX PV **

NEW BALTIMORE
PSYCHIATRIC CTR OF MICHIGAN HOSPITAL
GREAT LAKES RECOVERY CENTER
35031 23 MILE ROAD
NEW BALTIMORE, MI 48047
(313) 725-5777
** AD RR IV TX PV **

NEW HAVEN
COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC
57737 GRATIOT AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, MI 48046
(313) 749-5173
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU DH TX PV **

HGBERRY
LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/LUCE COUNTY
COUNTY ROAD 428
HAMILTON LAKE ROAD
NEWBERRY, MI 49868
(906) 295-5107
** D AM DH TX PV **

NILES
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER AT NILES
205 A BROADWAY
NILES, MI 49120
(616) 685-6500
** AD AM H Y CU TX PV **

NORTHVILLE
COMMUNITY COMMISSION ON DRUG ABUSE
NORTHVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
115 NORTH CENTER STREET
SUITE 204
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 261-3760
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING SERVS INC
670 GRISWOLD STREET
SUITE 4
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 348-1100
** AD AM H Y B CU TX **

NOVI
CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
24250 KARIM BOULEVARD
SUITE 160
NOVI, MI 48375
(313) 470-2906
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **
AT & H AVENUE
PROVIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE UNLIMITED INC
24 EAST HURON STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48034
(313) 336-9700
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MERCY HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
900 WOODWARD AVENUE
PONTIAC, MI 48341
(313) 858-3631
** AD RR AH Y A B HV CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX MI **

THE ALTERNATIVES CENTER
210 NORTH PERRY STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48058
(313) 354-4330
** AD AH M B H PG CU TX PV **

WILLOW CENTER AT
PONTIAC OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
16 1/2 EAST HURON STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48058
(313) 358-5571
** AD RR A B HV CU IV TX CI **

WOODSIDE/TURNING POINT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
845 WOODWARD AVENUE
PONTIAC, MI 48341
(313) 339-7144
** AD RR AH M A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

PORT HURON
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SAINT CLAIR COUNTY/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
2601 13TH STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 907-9100
** AD AM W Y H PG CU EA DN TX PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
MILITARY STREET
1001 MILITARY STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 985-5168
** AD AH M Y CU EA TX PV **

CENTER FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
817 10TH AVENUE
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 984-4550
** AD AM W Y IV TX **

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES PROJECT
THE HARBOR
3061 COMMERCE DRIVE
SUITE 2
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 365-7010
** AD AM Y B H AZ PG CU TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTER PC
520 SUPERIOR STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 964-4202
** AD AH EA TX **

PRUDENVILLE
HUMAN AID INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3000 ROCHESTER HURON LAKE DRIVE
PRUDENVILLE, MI 48065
(517) 366-7600
** AD AM Y DN TX PV **

REDFORD
AURORA CORPORATION
AURORA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS/REDFORD
14157 TELEGRAPH STREET
REDFORD, MI 48239
(313) 534-6080
** AD AH M Y A B HV IV TX CI **

BOTS福德 FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26905 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
REDFORD, MI 48240
(313) 537-1110
** AD AM W Y B CU TX PV **

MICHIGAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION
26075 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
REDFORD, MI 48240
(313) 538-2200
** AD AM W Y B H AI PI CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

REDFORD COUNSELING CENTER
25945 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
REDFORD, MI 48240
(313) 535-6560
** AD AM W Y TX **

ROCHESTER
INDIVIDUAL/GROUP PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
139 MALNUT STREET
ROCHESTER, MI 48057
(313) 652-6135
** AD AM W A PG DH TX PV **

Oxford INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
ROCHESTER HILLS
910 BARCLAY CIRCLE DRIVE
ROCHESTER, MI 48057
(313) 853-8260
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

VINCAM HUMAN RESOURCES OF MICHIGAN INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
134 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
SUITE C
ROCHESTER, MI 48037
(313) 651-3746
** AD EA PV **

ROMEO
COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC
332 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROMEO, MI 48065
(313) 752-9696
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DH TX PV **

ROMULUS
DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7845 MIDDLEBELT ROAD
ROMULUS, MI 48174
(313) 326-2840
** AD AM W CU IV TX **

ROMULUS HELP CENTER
A DIVISION OF MATRIX ASSOCIATES INC
9540 WAYNE ROAD
ROMULUS, MI 48174
(313) 942-7585
** AD AM W A B HV TX PV **

ROSEVILLE
METRO MEDICAL GROUP/ROSEVILLE
18225 EAST 10 MILE ROAD
ROSEVILLE, MI 48066
(313) 773-9797
** AD AM W B CU TX **

NPL INC
27115 GRATIOT STREET
ROSEVILLE, MI 48066
(313) 776-7000
** AD AM W A HV IV TX HM **
MICHIAGAN

ROYAL OAK

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF ROYAL OAK
1545 EAST LINCOLN STREET
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 544-4166
** D PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
OAKLAND COUNTY/TALBOTT CENTER
1424 EAST 11 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 546-5055
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV EA DN TX **
** CI-PV **

COMMON GROUND
751 HENDRIE BOULEVARD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 288-9333
** AD AM W CU EA TX **

WESTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
2801 NORTH HOOHAAM AVENUE
SUITE 200
ROYAL OAK, MI 48073
(313) 542-1070
** AD RR AM B HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

JUDSON CENTER
RECOVERING/A SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4410 WEST 13 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 549-4339
** AD AM W Y B PG CU TX PV **

RECOVERY CONSULTANTS INC
LARRY SMALLER NCAC II
1111 WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 200
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 543-1090
** AD AM CU IV EA TX CI PV **

SMITH COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1719 CROOKS ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 396-7061
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

THE SANCUTRY INC
1222 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 547-2260
** AD PV **

WILLIAM BEAUMONT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3601 WEST 13 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 551-3160
** AD CI **

SAGINAW

ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CTR/SAGINAW CNA
2216 HEISS STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 792-2943
** AD DN PV **

AMERICAN COMP TREATMENT SERVICES INC
1250 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 105B
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 752-1121
** AD AM H B H TX **

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF
SAGINAW COUNTY
1226 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 753-0491
** AD AM H Y A HV EA TX CI **

DOT CARING CENTERS INC
OUTPATIENT
3190 HALLMARK COURT
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 790-5366
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU IV EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

DOT CARING CENTERS INC
RESIDENTIAL/HALFWAY HOUSE
6507 STATE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 793-1400 EXT. 32
** AD RR H B H CU TX OT **

FIRST WARD COMMUNITY CENTER
1410 NORTH 12TH STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 753-0611
** AD EA PV OT **

INSIGHT INTL INC/SAGINAW DIV
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1230 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 305
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 755-2173
** AD AM EA TX CI OT **

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER
625 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 754-2201
** AD CI **

INTERVENTION AND REHAB ASSOCIATES INC
1616 COURT STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 791-6199
** AD AM W Y CU DN TX **

LSSM NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
3145 RUSSELL STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 752-5805
** AD PV **

NEW PERSPECTIVES CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL AND DAY TREATMENT
1323 SOUTH FAYETTE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 790-0301
** AD RR AM IV EA TX **

NEW PERSPECTIVES CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL/TREATMENT/WOMEN
613 WAYNE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 792-0200
** AD RR TX **

PREVENTION AND YOUTH SERVICES
1600 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 501
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-0937
** AD DN PV **

PROF PSYCHOL AND PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1502 COURT STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48605
(517) 792-3922
** AD AM W Y B H PI CU TX **

SAGINAW COMMUNITY HOSPITAL PATHWAYS
3340 HOSPITAL ROAD
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 790-2272
** AD RR H A H PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

SAGINAW COUNTY
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 502
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-0969
** AD EA CI PV **

SAGINAW INTER TRIBAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTREACH
3259 CHRISTY MARY
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 792-1614
** AD CI OT **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone Numbers</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Hope House</td>
<td>1139 East Portage Avenue</td>
<td>(906) 635-5542</td>
<td>Addiction Treatment Services, Alcohol/Drug Abuse Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sault Saint Marie</td>
<td>49783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Haven</td>
<td>511 Huron Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Buren County</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Joseph</td>
<td>Berrien County Health Department</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcoholic &amp; Drug Abuse Program</td>
<td>(616) 428-5000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Saint Marie, MI 49785</td>
<td>(616) 982-1688</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sainte Marie</td>
<td>Saline Community Hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol and Drug Program</td>
<td>(313) 429-1592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thumb Area Counseling Center</td>
<td>(313) 648-4303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Mary</td>
<td>Marquette Medical Clinic</td>
<td>(906) 652-0008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addiction Treatment Services</td>
<td>(906) 632-2522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Saint Marie, MI 49783</td>
<td>(906) 632-2522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint John</td>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Louis</td>
<td>Saint Louis University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addiction Treatment Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Paul</td>
<td>Washington University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sainte Marie</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Counseling Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sault Sainte Marie, MI 49783</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRI COUNTY DRUG/SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION
ARAB/CHALDEAN YOUTH
28551 SOUTHFIELD ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 559-1990
** AD PV **

46TH DISTRICT COURT
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
26000 EVERGREEN ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48037
(313) 354-7351
** AD DW PV **

SOUTHGATE
DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY ALLIANCE
CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC AND REFERRAL
18100 NORTHLINE ROAD
ROOM 104
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-9444
** AD CI **

DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
14665 NORTHLINE ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-7123
** AD AM M Y PG CU EA DW TX PV **

DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
ADULT AND FAMILY SERVICES
13645 NORTHLINE ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-7010
** AD AM TX **

NPL INC
13509 REECK ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-2780
** AD AM IV TX M1 **

SPRING LAKE
MERCY GLEN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
17160 130TH AVENUE
SPRING LAKE, MI 49456
(616) 739-3943
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI **

STANTON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONSULTATION SERVICES
308 EAST MAIN STREET
STANTON, MI 48888
(517) 831-4980
** AD AM IV TX PV **

STERLING
STERLING AREA HEALTH CENTER
725 EAST STATE STREET
STERLING, MI 48859
(517) 654-3501
** AD AM EA DH TX PV OT **

STERLING HEIGHTS
EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
33200 DEQUINNORE ROAD
SUITE 200
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 268-6550
** AD AM M CU TX CI **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
39880 VAN DYKE STREET
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48313
(313) 978-0210
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

PHOENIX CENTER INC
4455 METROPOLITAN PARKWAY
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 939-7650
** AD AM Y TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
36040 DEQUINNORE STREET
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 939-5110
** AD AM Y CU IV EA DN TX **

STURGIS
NINE HUNDRED MYRTLE RECOVERY HOUSE
900 MYRTLE AVENUE
STURGIS, MI 49091
(616) 651-5481
** AD RR M PG PI CU IV DT TX **

RUSTER FOUNDATION
1613 EAST CHICAGO ROAD
BRANCH COUNTY BANK
STURGIS, MI 49091
(616) 651-3926
** AD PV **

SUTTONS BAY
GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAWA
CHIPPEWA INDIANS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
2807 NE MANITOU STREET
ROUTE 1 BOX 135
SUTTONS BAY, MI 49682
(616) 271-3538
** AD PV **

TAMAS CITY
AUSABLE VALLEY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1199 WEST HARRIS AVENUE
TAMAS CITY, MI 48764
(517) 362-8636
** AD AM A HV TX PV **
TAYLOR
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF WAYNE CNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
24331 VAN BORN ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 298-5690
** AD AM H Y B CU EA DN TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
3075 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SUITE 420
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 287-6993
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV TX **

DOWNRIVER MENTAL HEALTH
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
20600 EUREKA ROAD
SUITE 819
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 285-8282
** AD AM TX **

HERITAGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
24775 HAIG ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 295-5220
** AD AM TX PV **

TAYLOR TEEN HEALTH CENTER
2115 EUREKA ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 374-2273
** AD PV **

WAYNE COUNTY ALCOHOL
HIGHWAY SAFETY EDUCATION
20600 EUREKA STREET
SUITE 401
TAYLOR, MI 48108
(313) 289-6800
** D DN PV **

TECMICH
HERREICK OUTPT SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
402 EAST CHICAGO BOULEVARD
TECMICH, MI 4806
(517) 423-2401 EXT. 3408
** AD AM Y TX PV OT **

TEMPERANCE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MONROE COUNTY
8530 LEWIS STREET
TEMPERANCE, MI 48182
(313) 847-1525
** AD AM TX CI PV **

THREE RIVERS
SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL OF ST JOSEPH CO
COUNSELING CENTER
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET
THREE RIVERS, MI 49093
(616) 279-5187
** AD AM H Y CU IV DH TX CI PV **

TRAVES CITY
CHARLES BETHEA ASSOCIATES
10850 TRAVES HIGHWAY
GRANDVIEW PLAZA SUITE 3304
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 929-3377
** AD AM H Y A HV CU EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES
1000 HASTINGS STREET
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 967-8110
** AD AM H Y A PG HV EA TX PV **

MUNSON MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1105 6TH STREET
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-9582
** AD RR AM H Y A B A PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV OT **

NORTHERN MICHIGAN ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES INC
116 EAST 8TH STREET
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4810
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL INC/CJA
2200 DENDRINOS DRIVE
SUITE 201
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 929-5000
** AD AM TX PV **

PHOENIX HALL
445 EAST STATE STREET
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4898
** AD RR AM H IV TX PV **

THIRD LEVEL
CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER INC
908 WEST FRONT STREET
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-4800
** AD PV **

TRAVES BAY AREA
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2525 NORTH GARFIELD ROAD
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 922-6200
** AD PV **

WILLIAMSBURG RECOVERY CENTER
7224 SUPPLY ROAD
TRAVES CITY, MI 49684
(616) 947-9573
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT DN TX CI PV **

TRENTON
DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
1651 KINGSWAY COURT
TRENTON, MI 48183
(313) 675-3636
** AD PV **

EASTWOOD CLINICS
1650 FORT STREET
SUITE A
TRENTON, MI 48183
(313) 676-8282
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV TX CI **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
TRENTON OFFICE
19366 ALLEN ROAD
TRENTON, MI 48183
(313) 479-6100
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

SEAMAY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY REHAB SERVICES
5450 FORT STREET
TRENTON, MI 48183
(313) 671-3100
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

TROY
ASSESSMENT CENTER
2820 WEST MAPLE ROAD
TROY, MI 48084
(313) 649-3992
** AD OT **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF TROY
4970 JOHN R ROAD
TROY, MI 48098
(313) 689-1687
** AD PV **

CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
755 WEST BIG BEAVER ROAD
4TH FLOOR SUITE 1401
TROY, MI 48084
(313) 362-6333
** AD AM H Y EA DN TX PV **

EASTWOOD CLINIC
HERITAGE SQUARE
1771 WEST BIG BEAVER ROAD
TROY, MI 48084
(313) 649-4480
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX CI PV **
**MA**

**TROY, MI 48037**

- **INSIGHT**
  - 631 EAST BIG BEAVER ROAD
  - SUITE 211
  - **(313) 526-9530**
  - **AD AM B TX OT **

- **MAPLEGROVE**
  - TROY CENTER
  - 1475 WEST BIG BEAVER ROAD
  - SUITE 310
  - **(313) 526-9760**
  - **AD AM H TX PV **

**PERSPECTIVES OF TROY PC**

- 1000 WEST MAPLE ROAD
  - SUITE 1E
  - **(313) 246-5326**
  - **AD AM W Y B AK PI TX **

**UTICA**

- **BI COUNTY OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER**
  - SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
  - 49310 VAN DYKE STREET
  - UTICA, MI 48037
  - **(313) 751-9140**
  - **AD AM CU IV EA TX **

- **CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MACOMB CO**
  - SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
  - 45100 S TERRIT STREET
  - SUITE 300
  - **(313) 781-9400**
  - **AD AM EA TX **

- **EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTER**
  - 55950 VAN DYKE STREET
  - UTICA, MI 48037
  - **(313) 254-2900**
  - **AD AM EA TX **

- **GANESH CLINIC**
  - 7677 STEAD STREET
  - UTICA, MI 48037
  - **(313) 254-1340**
  - **AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV CU IV EA **
  - **DM TX CI PV **

- **MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC II**
  - 45445 MOUND ROAD
  - UTICA, MI 48037
  - **(313) 254-5660**
  - **AD AM W Y A B H AI HV DM TX **

- **PHOENIX CENTER INC**
  - NORTH BRANCH OFFICE
  - 52935 MOUND ROAD
  - UTICA, MI 48316
  - **(313) 739-7440**
  - **AD AM Y TX PV **

**WALLED LAKE**

- **FIRST STEP MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER**
  - 2346 SOUTH COMMERCE STREET
  - WALLS LAKE, MI 48390
  - **(313) 369-7550**
  - **AD AM IV TX OT **

- **OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES**
  - 2045 EAST MAPLE ROAD
  - SUITE 405
  - NALLED LAKE, MI 48088
  - **(313) 624-3011**
  - **AD AM N Y A B PG HV IV EA DM TX **
  - **PV **

**MARREN**

- ALCOHOL EVALUATION SERVICES
  - 2920 HOOVER ROAD
  - SUITE 104
  - MARREN, MI 48091
  - **(313) 574-9644**
  - **AD AT **

- **BI COUNTY OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER**
  - SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
  - 26091 SHERWOOD STREET
  - SUITE 4A
  - MARREN, MI 48091
  - **(313) 758-2872**
  - **AD AM M Y CU IV EA TX PV **

- **CARLYLE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**
  - 6902 CHICAGO ROAD
  - MARREN, MI 48092
  - **(313) 264-8875**
  - **AD RR AM CU DT TX PV **

- **CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MACOMB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM**
  - 12434 EAST 12 MILE ROAD
  - SUITE 201
  - MARREN, MI 48093
  - **(313) 558-7551**
  - **AD AM EA TX **

- **DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**
  - 24425 HOOVER STREET
  - MARREN, MI 48097
  - **(313) 756-5800**
  - **AD AM M CU IV TX **

- **GROWTH ASSOCIATES**
  - 27440 HOOVER ROAD
  - SUITE B
  - WARREN, MI 48093
  - **(313) 755-3052**
  - **AD AM TX **

- **HUTZEL HEALTH CENTER**
  - ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROG
  - 48050 EAST 12 MILE ROAD
  - WARREN, MI 48092
  - **(313) 573-3400**
  - **AD RR AM W B CU TX **

- **KERN HOSPITAL**
  - INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER/WARREN
  - 21230 DEQUindre STREET
  - WARREN, MI 48091
  - **(313) 758-2770**
  - **AD RR AM B IV EA TX CI **

- **LAKEMO SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC**
  - 29600 CIVIC CENTER BOULEVARD
  - MACOMB COUNTY SATELLITE SERVICES LDK
  - WARREN, MI 48093
  - **(313) 575-2085**
  - **AD AM Y TX **

- **OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA**
  - 31201 CHICAGO ROAD
  - SUITE 202A
  - WARREN, MI 48093
  - **(313) 978-0530**
  - **AD EA CI OT **

- **SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT CENTER**
  - MACOMB COUNTY SATELLITE
  - 25700 VAN DYKE AVENUE
  - MARREN, MI 48097
  - **(313) 757-0090**
  - **AD RR W A PI CU IV DT TX **

**WATERFORD**

- **CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY/WATERFORD**
  - 5770 HIGHLAND ROAD
  - WATERFORD, MI 48327
  - **(313) 674-2202**
  - **AD AM W Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

- **RESIDENTS AWARENESS PROGRAM INC**
  - 1635 NORTH OAKLAND BOULEVARD
  - WATERFORD, MI 48327
  - **(313) 666-2722**
  - **AD RR AM IV DM TX CI PV **

**WATERSMITH**

- **LAC VIEUX DESERT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM**
  - CHAOTE ROAD
  - WATERMEST, MI 49969
  - **(906) 358-6506**
  - **AD PV **

**WAYNE**

- **CAKNIP/EKOVCH ASSOCIATES PC**
  - 36000 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE
  - WAYNE, MI 48184
  - **(313) 326-4280**
  - **AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU EA **
  - **TX **

- **HEGTRA PROGRAMS INC**
  - FIELD BROOK COUNSELING CENTER
  - 3650 2ND STREET
  - SUITE 200
  - WAYNE, MI 48184
  - **(313) 326-0099**
  - **AD AM PI CU IV TX **
MICHIGAN ELITE TEENS INC  
3609 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE  
WAYNE, MI 48184  
(313) 326-5843  
** AD PV **

WAYNE COUNTY REG EDUC SERVICES AGENCY  
DRUG ABUSE REDUC THROUGH EDUC (DARTE)  
33500 VAN BORN ROAD  
WAYNE, MI 48184  
(313) 967-1341  
** AD PV **

WEST BLOOMFIELD  
AFFORDABLE COUNSELING  
5640 WEST MAPLE ROAD  
SUITE 205  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322  
(313) 932-8928  
** AD AM EA TX PV **

GERGER SPIVACK AND ASSOCIATES  
5793 MAPLE ROAD  
SUITE 102  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322  
(313) 626-6898  
** AD AM H Y B HV CU EA TX PV **

HENRY FORD HOSPITAL/MAPLEGROVE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER  
6773 WEST MAPLE ROAD  
MAPLEGROVE CENTER  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48033  
(313) 661-6100  
** AD RR AM H Y B CU IV DT TX **

MICHAEL S JACOBSON  
2276 SHOREHILL DRIVE  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48323  
(313) 335-0263  
** AD PV **

NEH START INC  
5839 WEST MAPLE ROAD  
SUITE 112  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48322  
(313) 855-5919  
** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/ORCHARD LAKE  
5171 COMMERCE ROAD  
WEST BLOOMFIELD, MI 48324  
(313) 681-9955  
** AD AM Y TX PV **

WEST BRANCH  
AU SABLE VALLEY COMM MENTAL HEALTH CTR  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
511 GRIFFIN ROAD  
WEST BRANCH, MI 48661  
(517) 345-5571  
** AD AM A HV TX PV **

WESTLAND  
ANAPOLIS HOSPITAL/WESTLAND CENTER  
2305 MERRIMAN ROAD  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 467-2840  
** AD RR AM Y A HV CU IV DT DH TX **  
** PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS  
35100 NANKIN BOULEVARD  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 261-2172  
** AD AM H Y CU DM TX CI PV **

HEGIRA PROGRAMS INC  
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER  
WESTLAND MEDICAL CENTER  
BUILDING N-111  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 721-5190 EXT. 24  
** AD RR AM DT TX **

MERRIMAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATES  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
35000 FORD ROAD  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 172-1720  
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV EA DH **  
** TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA  
35560 NANKIN BOULEVARD  
SUITE 801  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 261-4000  
** AD EA CI **

WESTLAND COUNSELING CENTER  
8623 NORTH WAYNE STREET  
SUITE 156  
WESTLAND, MI 48185  
(313) 425-0710  
** AD AM H Y A B EA DH TX PV **

WILLIAMSBURG  
GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTAHA  
CHIPPEWA INDIANS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES  
7761 M72 EAST  
WILLIAMSBURG, MI 49690  
(616) 267-9970  
** AD PV **

WILSON  
HANNAHVIL INDIAN COMMUNITY  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROJECT  
N 14925 HANNAHVILLE B-1 ROAD  
HILLSON, MI 49096  
(906) 466-5512  
** AD AM H Y AI PG TX PV **

WYANDOTTE  
WYANDOTTE HEALTH CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
2412 FORT STREET  
WYANDOTTE, MI 48192  
(313) 204-8380  
** AD AM TX CI PV **

WYANDOTTE HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
2553 BIDDLE AVENUE  
WYANDOTTE, MI 48192  
(313) 246-6017  
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

YPSILANTI  
BEYER HOSPITAL  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE  
135 SOUTH PROSPECT STREET  
YPSILANTI, MI 48198  
(313) 485-2350  
** AD AM H Y B PG EA TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF  
HASENAM COUNTY  
101 SOUTH HURON STREET  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 484-1260  
** AD AM H Y B PG TX **

CLEAR HOUSE  
WOMENS DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM  
565 JEFFERSON STREET  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 485-9850  
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV OT **

CORNOR HEALTH CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/PREVENTION  
47 NORTH HURON STREET  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 486-5600  
** AD PV **

DAWN INC  
DAWN FARM  
6667 STONY CREEK ROAD  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 485-8725  
** AD RR IV TX **

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY  
CTR FOR SUBST ABUSE EDUC AND TRAINING  
107 MARNER BUILDING  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 487-0432  
** AD PV **

LEADERS IN PREVENTION  
64 NORTH HURON STREET  
YPSILANTI, MI 48197  
(313) 485-8523  
** AD PV **
MICHIGAN

PARENTS TOGETHER
448 SOUTH HURON STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 484-6461
** AD PV **

SHARE HOUSE INC
411 BALLARD STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 485-3769
** AD RR H PG DT TX CI **

SOS COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
PROSPECT PLACE FAMILY SHELTER
11 NORTH PROSPECT STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48198
(313) 485-8730
** AD PV **

SOS CRISIS CENTER
114 NORTH RIVER STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48198
(313) 485-8730
** AD PV **
**MINNESOTA**

**AH-GHAM-CHING**
LAKESIDE CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
AH-GHAM-CHING, MN 56430
(218) 547-3369
** AD RR AM H A PI TX PV **

ALBERT LEA
FOUNTAIN CENTERS
408 FOUNTAIN STREET
ALBERT LEA, MN 56007
(507) 377-6411
** AD RR AM Y H PI IV TX OT **

ALEXANDRIA
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL DETOX SERVICES
111 17TH AVENUE EAST
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-1511
** AD OT **

LAKEVIEW CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
MARIA BUILDING
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-8135
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

ANOKA
ANOKA/METRO REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
3300 4TH AVENUE NORTH
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 422-4274
** AD RR AM H AI PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

MINNESOTA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
2829 VERNADE AVENUE
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-5310
** AD PV **

RIVERPLACE COUNSELING CENTER
1814 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 421-5590
** AD AM H B PG CU IV EA TX **

TRANSFORMATION HOUSE
1410 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-7155
** AD RR B H AI HV CU TX CI PV **

AUSTIN
AGAPE HALFWAY HOUSE INC
200 5TH STREET NE
AUSTIN, MN 55912
(507) 433-8819
** AD RR H Y TX PV **

BARNESVILLE
RED RIVER SERENITY MANOR INC
123 2ND STREET NE
BARNESVILLE, MN 56514
(218) 354-2338
** AD RR H Y AI TX **

BEMIDJI
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF BEMIDJI
1615 5TH STREET NW
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-9310
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

ILLUSIONS/BEMIDJI
1085 PAUL BUNYAN DRIVE NW
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 759-9154
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

LAKES REGION CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1411 BEMIDJI AVENUE
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 759-2116
** AD AM H AI TX DV TX PV **

UPPER MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PROGRAM FOR ADDICTIONS RECOVERY
722 15TH STREET
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-3280
** AD AM H Y AI TX PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
MINNESOTA

BURNSVILLE

ILLIUSIONS
1000 EAST 146TH STREET
SUITE 221
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 891-2200
** AD AM IV TX CI **

RIVERSIDE MED CTR/FAIRVIEW DEACONESS
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT CHEM DIP PROGRAM
14569 GRAND AVENUE SOUTH
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-1403
** AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **

CASS LAKE

AA BAA KA WISIIWIN DETOX CENTER
ROUTE 3
CASS LAKE, MN 56633
(218) 336-8300
** AD OT **

LEECH LAKE OUTPATIENT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
CASS LAKE, MN 56633
(218) 335-8305
** AD AM W Y AI PI TX CI PV **

CENTER CITY

HAZELDEN FOUNDATION
15245 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
CENTER CITY, MN 55012
(612) 257-9010
** AD RR IV EA TX PV OT **

CHASKA

STAFFORD CD TREATMENT CENTER INC
302 WALNUT STREET
CHASKA, MN 55316
(612) 440-6557
** AD AM W Y AI PG PI CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

CLOQUET

PHOENIX FAMILY CENTER
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
11 40TH STREET
CLOQUET, MN 55720
(218) 879-1223
** AD AM AI TX **

COTTAGE GROVE

HAWTHORN INSTITUTE INC
7501 80TH STREET SOUTH
COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016
(612) 458-5757
** AD AM W Y B AI CU DH TX PV **

CROOKSTON

GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
323 SOUTH MINNESOTA STREET
CROOKSTON, MN 56716
(218) 281-3135
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

CROSBY

CUVUNA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
FOCUS UNIT/OUTPT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
520 EAST MAIN STREET
CROSBY, MN 56441
(218) 546-7000 EKT. 331
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

DETROIT LAKES

LAKES COUNSELING CENTER
928 8TH STREET SE
DETROIT LAKES, MN 56501
(218) 847-0696
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
FOCUS UNIT
1027 WASHINGTON AVENUE
DETROIT LAKES, MN 56501
(218) 847-1043
** AD RR AM W Y AI PG PI CU EA TX **

DULUTH

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
314 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
400 TORREY BUILDING
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 722-4996
** AD AM TX PV **

DULUTH DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1001 EAST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 723-8444
** AD CI OT **

HOMARD FRIESE MEMORIAL HALFMAJ HOUSE
1520 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55812
(218) 728-4566
** AD RR TX CI PV **

MARTY MANN HALFMAJ HOUSE
714 NORTH 11TH AVENUE EAST
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 724-5426
** AD RR W TX **

MESSABE WORK RELEASE PROGRAM
23 MESABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-3820
** AD AM DH TX PV **

PORT REHABILITATION CENTER
23 MESABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7415
** AD RR W A AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

THUNDERBIRD HALFMAJ HOUSE
229 NORTH 4TH AVENUE NEST
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7699
** AD RR AI TX PV **

WREN HOUSE
1731 WEST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 722-2703
** AD RR AI TX PV **

EAST GRAND FORKS

DOUGLAS PLACE INC
322 5TH STREET NW
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-9001
** AD RR PX PV **

GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1620 CENTRAL AVENUE NE
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-7544
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

EDEN PRAIRIE

PRIDE INSTITUTE
14400 MARTIN DRIVE
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 934-7554
** AD RR AM A HV IV TX CI **

ELK RIVER

GATEWAY CENTER
9816 NW HIGHWAY 10
ELK RIVER, MN 55330
(612) 427-9777
** AD AM W H AI IV TX CI PV **

ELY

ARROWHEAD CENTER INC
118 SOUTH 4TH AVENUE EAST
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-3197
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

ELY COMMUNITY RESOURCE INC
105 EAST CHAPMAN STREET
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-5254
** AD PV **
FAIRMONT

CHAIN OF LAKES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC RURAL ROUTE 1 FAIRMONT, MN 56031 (507) 255-6657 ** AD RR TX CI PV **

SUNRISE TREATMENT PROGRAM RURAL ROUTE 1 FAIRMONT, MN 56031 (507) 259-4382 ** AD AM TX CI PV **

FAIRBault

FAIRBault FAMILY FOCUS 201 SOUTH LYNDALE STREET SUITE F FAIRBault, MN 55021 (507) 334-6414 ** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES 127A MN 4TH STREET FAIRBault, MN 55021 (507) 334-1707 ** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

JOURNEY COUNSELING SERVICES 209 OAK STREET SUITE 2 FAIRBault, MN 55024 (612) 460-0085 ** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV EA ** ** DN TX CI PV **

FERGUS FALLS

FERGUS FALLS REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER DRUG DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION CENTER FERGUS FALLS, MN 56037 (218) 759-7356 ** AD RR AM H Y A H AI PG HV PI CU ** ** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

FOREST LAKE

DISTRICT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FAMILY SERVICES 246 11TH AVENUE SE FOREST LAKE, MN 55025 (612) 644-7016 ** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX ** ** CI PV **

GRAND MARAIS

COOK COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICES COOK CNTY OUTPATIENT CD TREATMENT PROG ARROWHEAD BUILDING GRAND MARAIS, MN 55604 (218) 387-2282 EXT. 17 ** AD AM H A AI PG HV PI CU IV TX ** ** CI PV OT **

GRAND RAPIDS

HOPE HOUSE OF ITASCA COUNTY 604 SOUTH POKEGAMA AVENUE GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744 (218) 326-1443 ** AD RR TX CI PV **

NORTHERN RECOVERY CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1215 7TH AVENUE SE GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744 (218) 327-1105 ** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU ** ** IV EA TX CI PV OT **

GRANITE FALLS

PROJECT TURNABOUT 660 18TH STREET GRANITE FALLS, MN 56241 (612) 564-4911 ** AD RR AM H Y H AI TX CI PV OT **

HASTINGS

COCHRAN PROGRAMS 1200 EAST 18TH STREET BUILDING 4 HASTINGS, MN 55033 (612) 437-4585 ** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

DAKOTA COUNTY RECEIVING CENTER 1200 EAST 18TH STREET BUILDING 1 HASTINGS, MN 55033 (612) 437-4209 ** AD OT **

RAMSEY/HASTINGS ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 1350 SOUTH FRONTAGE AVENUE HASTINGS, MN 55033 (612) 438-3301 ** AD AM TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE 18505 LILLHEI AVENUE HASTINGS, MN 55033 (612) 438-2255 ** AD RR H B PG CU TX CI PV **

HIBBING

MESABI REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER RANGE TREATMENT CENTER 750 34TH STREET EAST HIBBING, MN 55746 (218) 262-5587 ** AD RR AM H Y A B AI PG HV PI CU ** ** IV EA TX CI PV OT **

HOPKINS

NEW BEGINNINGS AT MAVERLY/HOPKINS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 810 FIRST STREET SOUTH SUITE 200 HOPKINS, MN 55343 (612) 931-9776 ** AD AM CU TX **

OMEGON INC 2000 HOPKINS CROSSROADS HOPKINS, MN 55343 (612) 541-4738 ** AD RR H Y B H AI TX CI PV **

HUTCHINSON

HUTCHINSON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH HUTCHINSON, MN 55350 (612) 587-2148 ** AD AM H A PG HV PI CU TX **

INTERNATIONAL FALLS

FALLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL PINEVIEW REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER 1800 WEST 3RD STREET INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649 (218) 285-7222 ** AD RR AM H Y A AI HV PI CU TX ** ** CI PV OT **

KOOCHICHING COUNSELING CENTER 1804 3RD STREET INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649 (218) 283-3406 ** AD AM A B H AI HV PI EA TX CI ** ** PV **

RATIONAL ALTERNATIVES INC 310 8TH AVENUE INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649 (218) 285-7029 ** AD AM IV EA TX **

JORDAN

ABBOTT NORTHEASTERN HOSPITAL SCOTT COUNTY JAIL CHEM DEP PROGRAM 17706 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE JORDAN, MN 55352 (612) 492-3200 ** AD AM TX PV **

KARLSTAD

M/K RECOVERY CENTER 400 NORTHLAND SQUARE KARLSTAD, MN 56732 (218) 456-3153 ** AD AM TX PV **
MINNESOTA

LAKEFIELD
FREE SPIRIT INC
520 CHERRY STREET
LAKEFIELD, MN 56150
(507) 662-5520
** AD AM W EA DM TX CI PV **

LE CENTER
CHOICES
203 WEST LANESBURG STREET
LE CENTER, MN 56057
(612) 357-4513
** AD AM W B H AI CU IV TX CI **

LITCHFIELD
J L COUNSELING SERVICE
112 NORTH SIBLEY AVENUE
LITCHFIELD, MN 55355
(612) 693-7219
** AD AM W Y A H AI PG HV DW TX CI **
** PV **

LITTLE FALLS
SAINT GABRIELS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
815 SE 2ND STREET
LITTLE FALLS, MN 56345
(612) 632-5441 EXT. 131
** AD AM W Y PG PI EA DM TX CI PV **

LORETTO
VINLAND NATIONAL CENTER
LAKE INDEPENDENCE
LORETTO, MN 55557
(612) 479-3555
** AD RR IV TX PV **

LUVERNE
SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2 ROUND MIND ROAD
LUVERNE, MN 56156
(507) 205-9511
** AD EA PV **

MAHOMEN
CENTER FOR HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
MAHOMEN, MN 56557
(218) 935-5403
** PV OT **

MAHOMEN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT
MAHOMEN COUNTY COURT HOUSE
MAHOMEN, MN 56557
(218) 935-2586
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DH TX CI PV **

MANKATO
ADDITIONS AND STRESS CLINICS LTD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
420 SOUTH BROAD STREET
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 365-4670
** AD AM W Y PG HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** AD AM W EA DM TX CI PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE
119 FULTON STREET
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 625-4375
** AD RR TX PV **

IMMANUEL/SAIN JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
325 GARDEN BOULEVARD
5TH FLOOR
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 365-2650
** AD RR AM IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

MARTIN
PROJECT TURNABOUT
1220 BIRCH STREET
MARTIN, MN 56052
(507) 532-3008
** AD RR AM W Y H AI TX CI PV **

MINNEAPOLIS
AFFIRMATION PLACE LTD
127 WEST GRANT STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403
(612) 871-9016
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/BLAINE
1000 PAUL PARKWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55434
(612) 787-2904
** AD RR AM Y IV TX CI PV **

CHRYSALIS/A CENTER FOR WOMEN
2650 NICOLLET AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 871-0118
** AD AM N A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI **

CREATE INC
1911 PLEASANT AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403
(612) 874-9811
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

EDEN DAY PROGRAM
1025 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH
3RD FLOOR
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 338-2158
** AD AM N B AI PG HV PI CU IV TX **

EDEN PROGRAMS INC
EDEN HOUSE
1025 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 338-073
** AD RR W B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

EDEN YOUTH PROGRAM
1035 EAST FRANKLIN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 874-9941
** AD AM Y AI TX CI PV **

FAIRVIEW DEACONESS
HEARING IMPAIRED CHEMICAL DEP PROGRAM
2450 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55406
(612) 337-0402
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **

FAIRVIEW DEACONESS CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2450 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 337-1400
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **

HAZELDEN WOMENS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1400 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 349-6388
** AD AM W TX **

HEALTH RECOVERY CENTER INC
325 MINNEAPOLIS AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 627-7800
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

HENNEPIN COUNTY DETOX CENTER
1800 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 347-0111
** AD EA OT **

HENNEPIN COUNTY METHADONE PROGRAM
1800 CHICAGO AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 679-3502
** A AM IV MM **

KELLY INSTITUTE
2500 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 671-3467
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
BROOKLYN CENTER UNIT
3300 COUNTY ROAD 10
SUITE 400
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55429
(612) 566-3001
** AD AM W A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DM TX PV **
MINNESOTA INDIAN WOMEN'S RESOURCE CTR
2300 15TH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 728-2000
** AD AM W A A I PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI **

SAINT MARY'S ADULT CHEM DEP SERVICES AT
RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
2512 SOUTH 7TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 337-4400
** AD RR AM H A AI HV CU IV DV TX **
** CI **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
BEACON PROGRAM
1010 CURRIE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55405
(612) 338-0113
** AD RR TX CI PV **

THE WAYSIDE HOUSE INC
3705 PARK CENTER BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55416
(612) 926-5626
** AD RR H A B AI PG HV CU IV TX **

TURNING POINT HALFWAY HOUSE
1105 16TH AVENUE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 588-0707
** AD RR H B CU IV TX **

TURNING POINT INC
DEMAND INC
1015 OLSON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55405
(612) 374-2272
** AD AM H A B PG HV CU IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
1 VETERANS DRIVE
HIGHWAY 55 AND COUNTY 62
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55417
(612) 725-2000 EXT. 3530
** AD RR AM H CU IV TX CI PV **

VINLAND OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP PROGRAM
1313 SE 5TH STREET
SUITE 105
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55414
(612) 379-3834
** AD AM CU IV TX CI PV **

3 RS COUNSELING CENTER
1304 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55413
(612) 379-1622
** AD AM CU TX **

MINNEAPOLIS (COON RAPIDS)
METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING IV
COON RAPIDS UNIT
277 COON RAPIDS BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS (COON RAPIDS), MN 55433
(612) 784-2575
** AD EA CI **

MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL)
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS ADOLES CD PROGRAM
CRYSTAL OUTPATIENT
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 101
MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL), MN 55427
(612) 541-4937
** AD AM H Y A B H A I PG HV CU TX **
** CI PV **

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/CRYSTAL
ADULT CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROG
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 201
MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL), MN 55427
(612) 541-4937
** AD AM A HV TX **

MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA)
FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/EDINA
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6401 FRANCE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA), MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
** AD RR H Y A PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3400 WEST 66TH STREET
SUITE 385
MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA), MN 55435
(612) 920-1142
** AD AM H A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX PV **

MINNEAPOLIS (FRIDLEY)
PRIMARY CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
NEW LIFE TREATMENT PROGRAM
7260 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
SUITE 320
MINNEAPOLIS (FRIDLEY), MN 55432
(612) 571-7132
** AD PV OT **

MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY)
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND RECOVERY CENTER
715 FLORIDA AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 301
MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY), MN 55426
(612) 525-1774
** AD AM H B PG CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

PRODIGAL HOUSE
5105 MINNEHANNA AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55417
(612) 721-8556
** AD RR TX **

PROGRESS VALLEY I
3033 GARFIELD AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 827-2517
** AD RR HV CU TX **

MULTI RESOURCE CENTERS INC
RECOVERY RESOURCE CENTER
1900 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-2402
** AD AM B TX **

MUSCALA CHEMICAL HEALTH CLINIC
2609 WEST 66TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55423
(612) 866-6221
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MUSTANGS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT CENTER
904 NEST BROADWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 521-9547
** AD AM H B AI PI TX **

NEW VISIONS TREATMENT CENTER INC
2605 2ND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 870-0441
** AD RR H A TX PV **

NUWAY HOUSE INC
2518 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 872-0495
** AD RR TX **

PARK AVENUE CENTER
2525 PARK AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-7493
** AD AM H B PG PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

PRODIGAL HOUSE
5105 MINNEHANNA AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55417
(612) 721-8556
** AD RR TX **

PROGRESS VALLEY I
3033 GARFIELD AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 827-2517
** AD RR HV CU TX **
MINNESOTA

GOLDEN VALLEY HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4101 GOLDEN VALLEY ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY), MN 55422
(612) 580-2771
** AD RR AM Y A S H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX PV **

MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH)

ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/PLYMOUTH
115 FORESTVIEW LANE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 546-8008
** AD RR W Y B H AI CU TX **

HAZELDEN PIONEER HOUSE
11505 36TH AVENUE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 559-2022
** AD RR W Y B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

MISSION CARE CENTER
3409 EAST MEDICINE LAKE BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 559-1402
** AD CI PV OT **

MINNEAPOLIS (RICHFIELD)

PROGRESS VALLEY II
308 EAST 78TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS (RICHFIELD), MN 55423
(612) 869-3223
** AD RR W Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

MINNEAPOLIS (SAINT LOUIS PARK)

CHANGING LIFESTYLE COUNSELING OF
SAINT LOUIS PARK
7515 HAYZATA BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
MINNEAPOLIS (SAINT LOUIS PARK), MN 55422
(612) 542-8751
** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

MONTICELLO

COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
407 WASHINGTON STREET
MONTICELLO, MN 55362
(612) 295-4001
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

MOORHEAD

CLAY COUNTY DETOX CENTER
914 9TH AVENUE NORTH
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
(218) 299-5220
** AD OT **

CLAY COUNTY OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
125 1/2 21ST STREET SOUTH
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
(218) 299-5180
** AD AM TX CI **

WELLNESS CENTER OF FARGO/MOORHEAD
403 CENTER AVENUE
SUITE 409
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
(218) 233-6398
** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX PV **

MOOSE LAKE

MOOSE LAKE REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1000 LAKESHORE DRIVE
MOOSE LAKE, MN 55767
(218) 485-4411
** AD RR AM W A PG HV PI CU IV TX **

MORRIS

MORRIS AREA COMMUNITY DETOX PROGRAM
400 EAST FIRST STREET
MORRIS, MN 56267
(612) 589-1401
** AD CI OT **

STEVENS COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNING CENTER
400 EAST FIRST STREET
MORRIS, MN 56267
(612) 589-1513
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

NETT LAKE

BOIS FORTE RESERVATION/HEALTH DIVISION
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
SAINT JOHN ROAD
HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
NETT LAKE, MN 55772
(218) 757-3261
** AD EA DH CI PV **

NEVIS

PINE MANOR INC
ROUTE 2
NEVIS, MN 56467
(218) 732-4337
** AD RR TX CI OT **

NEW PRAGUE

QUEEN OF PEACE
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABU SE PROGRAM
301 2ND STREET NW
NEW PRAGUE, MN 56071
(612) 758-2427
** AD AM TX PV **

NEW ULM

BROWN COUNTY DETOX AND EVALUATION CTR
1417 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 359-9111
** AD PV OT **

SIAMX VALLEY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1124 NORTH 5TH STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 354-2111
** AD RR AM IV DH TX OT **

TEXT CENTER
1417 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 354-8612
** AD RR H TX CI PV **

ONANIA

MILLE LACS RESERVATION HUMAN SERVS CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
HCR 67
ONANIA, MN 56259
(612) 532-4101 EXT. 671
** AD CI PV **

ONATONNA

ONATONNA FAMILY FOCUS
120 NORTH CEDAR STREET
ONATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-0511
** AD AM W Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

WEST HILLS LODGE INC
545 FLORENCE AVENUE
ONATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-1172
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU TX PV **

PINE CITY

PINE SHORES
ROUTE 2
PINE CITY, MN 55063
(612) 629-6769
** AD RR AM A B AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI OT **

PRIOR LAKE

LIFESTYLE COUNSELING SERVICES
14033 COMMERCE AVENUE NE
SUITE 140
PRIOR LAKE, MN 55372
(612) 447-1117
** AD AM W Y H AI PG HV CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **
RED WING
SAINT JOHNS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1407 WEST 4TH STREET
RED WING, MN 55066
(612) 580-6721
** AD RR AM H Y IV DH TX CI PV **

REDWOOD FALLS
PROJECT TURNABOUT
600 SOUTH GOULD DRIVE
REDWOOD FALLS, MN 56283
(507) 637-0783
** AD AM H W H AI PG CU IV TX PV **

ROCHESTER
AIMSONION CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
300 3RD AVENUE SE
IRONWOOD SQUARE SUITE 206
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 280-6445
** AD AM H Y PG CU EA TX CI **
CRONIN HOMES INC
622 NORTH BROADWAY
ROCHESTER, MN 55906
(507) 282-1204
** D OT **

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 287-0674
** AD AM IV DT EA TX CI **

FOUNTAIN CENTER
4104 16TH STREET NW
CEDARWOOD HALL
ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 252-0018
** AD AM H A HV TX CI PV **

GUEST HOUSE
4800 48TH STREET NE
ROCHESTER, MN 55906
(507) 286-6693
** AD RR TX **

MAYO CLINIC
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
MAYO CLINIC
BALDWIN DESK 3A
ROCHESTER, MN 55905
(507) 284-4500
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

MAYO CLINIC/ROCHESTER METHODIST HOSP
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE UNIT
201 WEST CENTER STREET
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 286-7593
** AD IV DT TX **

NEW BEGINNINGS AT ROCHESTER
333 16TH AVENUE NE
ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 281-0023
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

PATHWAY HOUSE
103 6TH AVENUE SW
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 287-6121
** AD RR H PI IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
CARILLIAN HOUSE
1623 4TH STREET NW
ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 281-3000
** AD RR H HV TX PV **

THE GABLES
604 5TH STREET SW
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 282-2500
** AD RR H B H AI HV CU IV TX **

ZUMBRO VALLEY CRISIS RECEIVING UNIT
2116 SE CAMPUS DRIVE
SUITE 105
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6248
** AD CI PV OT **

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RIGHT TO RECOVERY PROGRAM
423 3RD AVENUE SE
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6223
** AD AM H A H AI HV PI TX CI **

ZUMBRO VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CHEMICAL HEALTH SERVICES
2116 CAMPUS DRIVE SE
SUITE 105
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6240
** AD AM H A HV PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

ROSEAU
GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROSEAU, MN 56751
(218) 463-3447
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SAGINAW
NORTHEAST REGIONAL CORRECTION CENTER
PHASE I OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
6102 ABRAHAMSON ROAD
SAGINAW, MN 55779
(218) 729-8673
** AD AM TX **

SAINT CHARLES
SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
LINLEY HOUSE
205 CIRCLE DRIVE
SAINT CHARLES, MN 55972
(507) 732-5000
** AD RR Y TX PV **

SAINT CLOUD
CENTRAL MINNESOTA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1321 NORTH 13TH STREET
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56303
(612) 252-5010
** AD AM PI IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

FOCUS 12 HALFAY HOUSE
3220 NORTH 8TH STREET
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56303
(612) 252-2425
** AD RR TX **

JOURNEY HOME
210 5TH AVENUE NE
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56304
(612) 259-9149
** AD RR Y AI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

PASSAGE HOME
1003 SOUTH 6TH STREET
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 259-5692
** AD RR Y AI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ADDICTION CENTER
1606 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 255-5612
** AD RR AM H Y A AT PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

TREE OF LIFE INC
FREEDOM REIGNS RECOVERY PROGRAM
1015 WEST SAINT GERMAIN STREET
SUITE 400
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301
(612) 654-9728
** AD AM H W CU DH TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
4801 NORTH 8TH STREET
UNIT 116C
SAINT CLOUD, MN 56303
(612) 255-6395
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

SAINT PAUL
CHILDREN ARE PEOPLE SUPPORT GROUPS INC
2889 RICE STREET
SUITE 275
SAINT PAUL, MN 55113
(612) 490-9257
** AD PV **
MINNESOTA

CONCEPTUAL COUNSELING INC
245 EAST 6TH STREET
SUITE 435
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101
(612) 221-0536
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

GENESIS HOUSE
1060 GREENBRIAR STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55106
(612) 771-5143
** AD EA OT **

HAZELDEN/FELLOWSHIP CLUB
680 STEWART AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 227-7637
** AD RR TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
408 SAINT PETER STREET
HAMM BUILDING SUITE 200
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 221-9737
** AD AM W A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DN TX PV **

PEOPLE INC
DAYTON HOUSE
565 DAYTON AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 222-1009
** AD RR IV TX **

RAMSEY COUNTY RECEIVING CENTER
155 EAST 2ND STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101
(612) 296-5951
** AD OT **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL/HEALTH EAST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
69 WEST EXCHANGE STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 291-3646
** AD RR AM W CU IV TX CI OT **

SHERBURN HOUSE
550 GALITIER STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55103
(612) 227-5515
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
550 CEDAR STREET
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101
(612) 296-3925
** AD PV **

THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
1706 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55104
(612) 645-3661
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

UNITED HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
353 NORTH SMITH AVENUE
SAINT PAUL, MN 55102
(612) 220-5599
** AD RR AM W Y A H HV CU IV DN TX **

SAINT PAUL (MAPLEWOOD)
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS/MAPLEWOOD ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1707 COPE AVENUE
SAINT PAUL (MAPLEWOOD), MN 55109
(612) 779-2200
** AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV CU IV TX **

SAINT PAUL (PLYMOUTH)
CREATE/TELESS
1345 SHENANDOAH LANE
SAINT PAUL (PLYMOUTH), MN 55447
(612) 475-4502
** AD AM IV DN TX **

SAINT PAUL (ROSEVILLE)
FIRST STEP PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INC
2008 RICE STREET
SAINT PAUL (ROSEVILLE), MN 55113
(612) 487-1683
** AD AM IV TX **

SAINT PAUL (WEST SAINT PAUL)
FOUNTAIN CENTER/WEST SAINT PAUL
1276 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
SAINT PAUL (WEST SAINT PAUL), MN 55111
(612) 457-8125
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SAINT PAUL (WOODBURY)
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS/WOODBURY
1665 WOODBURY DRIVE
SAINT PAUL (WOODBURY), MN 55125
(612) 436-6623
** AD RR W Y AI PG TX **

SAINT PETER
SAINT PETER REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
JOHNSON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
100 FREEMAN DRIVE
JOHNSON HALL
SAINT PETER, MN 56072
(507) 951-7164 EXT. 144
** AD RR AM W H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

SAINTS
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SAINTS, MN 55072
(612) 245-2262
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SAINTS
SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
425 NORTH ELM STREET
SAINTS, MN 56378
(612) 352-2221
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SAWYER
MASH KA WISEN TREATMENT CENTER
SAWYER, MN 55780
(218) 879-6731
** AD RR AI TX PV **

SHAKOPEE
STAFFORD CD TREATMENT CENTER INC
1100 EAST 4TH AVENUE
SUITE 60
SHAKOPEE, MN 55379
(612) 445-3328
** AD AM W Y AI PG PI CU IV DN TX **
** CI PV **

SOUTH SAINT PAUL
DIVINE REDEEMER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
726 19TH AVENUE NORTH
SOUTH SAINT PAUL, MN 55075
(612) 450-4640
** AD RR AM Y PG TX PV OT **

SPRING GROVE
MIAHATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
222 WEST MAIN SOUTH
TRINITY CENTER
SPRING GROVE, MN 55974
(651) 494-3491
** AD AM TX **

STILLWATER
HEALTH EAST/STILLWATER
6361 OSGOOD AVENUE
STILLWATER, MN 55082
(612) 450-3080
** AD AM W IV TX PV **

THIEF RIVER FALLS
GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
CITY HALL
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-7193
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **

TRIDENT SERVICES
EAST GREENWOOD DETOX AND OUTPATIENT
1902 EAST GREENWOOD STREET
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-6032
** AD RR AM DH TX CI PV OT **
TRIDENT SERVICES
EXTENDED CARE
621 NORTH LABREE STREET
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-6032
** AD RR DH TX CI PV **

TRIDENT SERVICES
HALFWAY HOUSE
504 NORTH KNIGHT AVENUE
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-8135
** AD RR DH TX CI PV **

TWO HARBORS
LAKE VIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
325 11TH AVENUE
TWO HARBORS, MN 55616
(218) 834-7300
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV OT **

VIRGINIA
ARROWHEAD CENTER INC
505 12TH AVENUE WEST
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 749-2877
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX PV **

RANGE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
901 9TH AVENUE
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 741-9120
** AD DH CI PV OT **

TWELFTH STEP HOUSE INC
512 2ND STREET NORTH
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 749-4228
** AD OT **

MACONIA
COUNSELING CENTER OF MACONIA
24 SOUTH OLIVE STREET
MACONIA, MN 55367
(612) 442-5530
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

MADENA
BELL HILL RECOVERY CENTER
MADENA, MN 56482
(218) 631-3610
** AD RR IV DH TX **

TRI COUNTY HOSPITAL
OUTLOOKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
418 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
MADENA, MN 56482
(218) 631-3510 EXT. 363
** AD AM H B H AI PG CU EA DH TX **
** PV **

MARRIAD
GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
611 EAST LAKE STREET
MARRIAD, MN 56763
(218) 336-1234
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MASECA
MASECA FAMILY FOCUS
203 SOUTH STATE STREET
MASECA, MN 56095
(507) 835-1257
** AD AM W Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

WAVERLY
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WAVERLY
ROUTE 1
WAVERLY, MN 55390
(800) 487-6758
** AD RR AM CU IV TX **

WAYZATA
MAY 12 HALFWAY HOUSE
645 EAST WAYZATA BOULEVARD
WAYZATA, MN 55391
(612) 473-7371
** AD AM W Y TX CI OT **

WELCH
PRAIRIE ISLAND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
5750 STURGEON LAKE ROAD
WELCH, MN 55089
(612) 580-0809
** AD EA DH CI PV **

WILLMAR
CARDINAL RECOVERY CENTER/WILLMAR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
316 BECKER AVENUE SH
CARDINAL SQUARE SUITE 323
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-6600
** AD AM W Y AI EA TX CI PV **

WEST CENTRAL
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER INC
1125 6TH STREET SE
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 235-4613 EXT. 155
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WILLMAR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
BRADLEY CENTER
1550 HIGHWAY 71 NE
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-5100
** AD RR W PI IV TX CI **

MINDOM
SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MINDOM INDUSTRIAL PARK
MINDOM, MN 56101
(507) 831-2090
** AD EA PV **

MINDONA
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP CENTER
625 MANKATO AVENUE SUITE 100
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 457-4533
** AD AM Y EA DH TX OT **

WINONA COUNSELING CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
256 EAST SARNIA STREET
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 454-3909
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WOODSTOCK
NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
COUNTY ROAD
WOODSTOCK, MN 56186
(507) 777-4321
** AD RR AM IV DH TX PV OT **

WORTHINGTON
SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1024 7TH AVENUE
WORTHINGTON, MN 56187
(507) 376-4141
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ZUMBROTA
ZUMBROTA HEALTH SERVICES INC THE CENTER
353 WEST 5TH STREET
ZUMBROTA, MN 55992
(507) 752-5131
** AD AM W Y B H AI PI DH TX CI PV **

WINONA
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP CENTER
625 MANKATO AVENUE SUITE 100
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 457-4533
** AD AM Y EA DH TX OT **

WINONA COUNSELING CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
256 EAST SARNIA STREET
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 454-3909
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WOODSTOCK
NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
COUNTY ROAD
WOODSTOCK, MN 56186
(507) 777-4321
** AD RR AM IV DH TX PV OT **

WORTHINGTON
SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1024 7TH AVENUE
WORTHINGTON, MN 56187
(507) 376-4141
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ZUMBROTA
ZUMBROTA HEALTH SERVICES INC THE CENTER
353 WEST 5TH STREET
ZUMBROTA, MN 55992
(507) 752-5131
** AD AM W Y B H AI PI DH TX CI PV **
**MISSISSIPPI**

**BILOXI**

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/INPT  
400 VETERANS BOULEVARD  
BILOXI, MS 39531  
(601) 867-2250  
** AD RR DT TX **

**BOONEVILLE**

TIMBER HILLS REGION IV  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
HIGHWAY 30 BY PASS  
BOONEVILLE, MS 38829  
(601) 728-3174  
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV DH TX **  
** PV **

**BROOKHAVEN**

SOUTHWEST MS MENTAL HEALTH COMPLEX  
NEWHAVEN RECOVERY CENTER  
ROUTE 1  
BROOKHAVEN, MS 39601  
(601) 833-3698  
** AD RR Y B H AT PI CU IV DT EA **  
** DM TX PV **

**CHARLESTON**

REGION I MH/MR CENTER  
TALLAHATCHEE COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER  
NORTH MARKET STREET  
CHARLESTON, MS 39021  
(601) 647-5535  
** AD AM B PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

**CLARKSDALE**

REGION I MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES  
1742 CHERYL STREET  
HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING  
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614  
(601) 627-7267  
** AD AM Y B PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

**REGION I MH/MR CENTER**

FAIRLAND HOUSE  
200 FAIRLAND PLACE  
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614  
(601) 624-2152  
** AD RR H PI CU IV DH TX **

**COLUMBUS**

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES  
LOWDES COUNTY OFFICE  
1001 MAIN STREET  
COLUMBUS, MS 39701  
(601) 328-9225  
** AD AM B HV IV EA DM TX CI PV **

**CORNTH**

TIMBER HILLS REGION IV  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
U.S. HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH  
CORINTH, MS 38834  
(601) 287-6424  
** AD AM H Y B PG HV PI CU IV TX **  
** PV **

**GREENVILLE**

DELTA COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
1654 EAST UNION STREET  
GREENVILLE, MS 38701  
(601) 335-5274  
** AD AM H B HV PI CU IV EA DH TX **  
** CI PV **

**GREENWOOD**

DENTON HOUSE/FEMALE  
HIGHWAY 82 EAST  
GREENWOOD, MS 38930  
(601) 455-3222  
** AD RR TX CI PV **

DENTON HOUSE/MALE  
HIGHWAY 82 EAST  
GREENWOOD, MS 38930  
(601) 455-3222  
** AD RR TX CI PV **

**GULFPORT**

GULF COAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
6514 OLD PASS ROAD  
GULFPORT, MS 39501  
(601) 863-1132  
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

LIVE OAKS TREATMENT CENTER (LOT C)  
15120 COUNTY BARN ROAD  
GULFPORT, MS 39503  
(601) 863-0091  
** AD RR HV TX **

**HATTIESBURG**

PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INTENSIVE OUTPT PROG  
1107 SOUTH 28TH AVENUE  
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401  
(601) 264-2111  
** AD AM IV DH TX **

PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT  
1107 SOUTH 28TH AVENUE  
HATTIESBURG, MS 39403  
(601) 264-2111  
** AD AM IV DH TX **

PINE GROVE RECOVERY CENTER  
2255 BROADWAY DRIVE  
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401  
(601) 264-0050  
** AD RR DT EA TX **

**HOLLY SPRINGS**

REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER  
SATELLITE OFFICE  
309 HIGHWAY 78 EAST  
HOLLY SPRINGS, MS 38635  
(601) 252-6400  
** AD AM H Y B PI IV EA TX CI PV **

**XX KEY XX**

**ORIENTATION:**  
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**TYPE OF CARE:**  
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**  
H = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
A = AIDS PATIENTS  
B = BLACKS  
M = HISPANICS  
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  
PG = PREGNANT USERS  
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES  
CU = COCAINE USERS  
XV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**  
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT

**246**
MISSISSIPPI

IUKA

TIMBER HILLS REGION IV MH/MR COMM INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
MARIA LANE
IUKA, MS 38852
(601) 425-3332
** AD AM Y B HV PI IV EA DM TX **
** TX PV **

NEW HOPE
THREE QUARTERWAY HOUSE/MALE
428 HODGKIN STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 352-7541
** AD RR H B AI TX CI PV **

NEW HOPE FOUNDATION INC
DAY TREATMENT SERVICES/CHILDREN
516 NORTH MILL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 353-0502
** AD PV **

NEW ROADS ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES CENTER
200 PARK CIRCLE DRIVE
SUITE 6
JACKSON, MS 39208
(601) 939-0007
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1500 EAST WOODROW WILSON
UNIT 116B1
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 364-1254
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT EA TX CI PV **

LAUREL
PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE/FEMALES
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
** AD RR H IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE/MALES
527 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
** AD RR W IV EA TX CI PV **

Serenity House
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
** AD RR W IV EA DN TX CI PV **

Serenity House (Female)
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7241
** AD RR W IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MARKS
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
QUITMAN COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
LOCUST STREET
MARKS, MS 38646
(601) 526-4446
** AD AM B PI IV EA DH TX PV **

MC COMB
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI MH/MR COMPLEX
PIKE COUNTY CENTER
1701 WHITE STREET
MC COMB, MS 39648
(601) 684-2173
** AD AM Y B PI IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

MENDENHALL
NEW ROADS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1060 SMITH ROAD
MENDENHALL, MS 39114
(601) 847-2623
** AD RR A HV IV TX **

MERIDIAN
EAST MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
4555 HIGHLAND PARK DRIVE
MERIDIAN, MS 36402
(601) 482-6186 EXT. 165
** AD A B H AI HV CU IV DTX CI **
** PV **

WEMS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HARMONY HOUSE
2806 7TH STREET
MERIDIAN, MS 36401
(601) 695-1001
** AD RR TX CI PV OT **

WEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PROG/LAUDERDALE COUNTY
1415 JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
MERIDIAN, MS 36404
(601) 483-4821
** AD AM H B PG PI EA EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

MOOREVILLE
REGION III MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
MOOREVILLE, MS 38857
(601) 844-3551
** AD RR AM H B PG PI IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

OCEAN SPRINGS
HOME OF GRACE
14200 JERICHO ROAD
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS 39564
(601) 826-5263
** AD DT EA TX **
### BOONVILLE

**BOONVILLE VALLEY HOPE**  
1415 ASHLEY ROAD  
BOONVILLE, MO 65233  
(660) 882-6507  
** AD RR IV DT TX CI **

**FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC**  
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES  
214 1/2 MAIN STREET  
BOONVILLE, MO 65233  
(660) 882-2353  
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX **

### BARRINGTON

**ALPHA FOR ADOLESCENTS**  
HIGHWAY J WEST  
BRAZZAGIO, MO 63026  
(314) 787-6432  
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

### BRANSON

**SIGMA HOUSE INC**  
BRANSON BRANCH  
125 WEST PACIFIC STREET  
BRANSON, MO 65616  
(417) 335-5946  
** AD AM IV TX PV **

### BRIDGETON

**DEPAUL HEALTH CENTER**  
CAREUNIT  
12203 DEPAUL DRIVE  
BRIDGETON, MO 63044  
(314) 344-7400  
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

### CAPE GIRARDEAU

**GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC**  
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
** AD OT **

**GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC**  
EAST WING  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
** AD RR AM B H AI HV PI CU IV DT **  
** TX **  
** KEY **

### COLUMBIA

**GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC**  
WEST WING  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
** AD RR B H AI HV PI CU TX **

**SAINT FRANCIS CENTER FOR RECOVERY**  
ALCOHOL/ CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT PG  
211 SAINT FRANCIS DRIVE  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 339-6212  
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

### CLINTON

**COMMUNITY COUNSELING CONSULTANTS**  
BUSINESS HIGHWAY 13 SOUTH  
CLINTON, MO 64735  
(816) 805-6131  
** AD RR AM H Y EA DN TX CI PV **

**COLLINS**  
COMPREHENSIVE HUMAN SERVICE  
409 VAN DiVER DRIVE  
BUILDING 7 SUITE 101  
COLUMBIA, MO 65202  
(314) 874-8686  
** AD AM N Y A B PG HV PI CU EA DH **  
** TX CI PV **

**FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC**  
ADMINISTRATION/PREVENTION RESOURCE CTR  
117 NORTH GAR Th STREET  
COLUMBIA, MO 65203  
(314) 443-2204  
** AD PV OT **

**FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC**  
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES  
117 NORTH GARTh STREET  
COLUMBIA, MO 65203  
(314) 449-2851  
** AD AM H A HV IV EA DH TX **

**FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC**  
CSTAR  
201 NORTH GARTh STREET  
COLUMBIA, MO 65203  
(314) 449-3953  
** AD RR AM H PG IV EA TX CI **

### EXCELSIOR SPRINGS

**PHOENIX HOUSE OF COLUMBIA INC**  
607 SOUTH 5TH STREET  
COLUMBIA, MO 65201  
(314) 442-7026  
** AD RR AM TX **

**KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)**  
NORTHLAND COMMUNITY CENTER  
106 ELIZABETH STREET  
EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024  
(816) 637-4615  
** AD RR AM H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **  
** TX CI **

### FARMINGTON

**MINERAL AREA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER**  
MINERAL AREA PROGRAM  
1212 MEHER ROAD  
FARMINGTON, MO 65640  
(314) 756-4501  
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

**SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER**  
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT  
HIGHWAY 32 EAST  
FARMINGTON, MO 65640  
(314) 756-5749  
** AD EA DH OT **

**SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER**  
AQUINAS CENTER  
HIGHWAY 32 EAST  
FARMINGTON, MO 65640  
(314) 756-5749  
** AD RR AM N Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **  
** EA DN TX CI PV **

**SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER**  
CSTAR  
HIGHWAY 32 EAST  
FARMINGTON, MO 65640  
(314) 756-6478  
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **  
** DH TX CI PV **

**ORIENTATION:  
**AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
**DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
**AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
**AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)  
**HM = HTV POSITIVE  
**MV = METHADONE UNIT  
**OT = OTHER UNIT**

**TYPE OF CARE:  
**DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  
**RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)  
**SE = SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:  
**M = WOMEN  
**Y = YOUTH  
**A = AIDS PATIENTS  
**B = BLACKS  
**H = HISPANICS  
**TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
**CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
**PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
**MM = METHADONE UNIT  
**OT = OTHER UNIT**

**UNIT FUNCTION:**

---
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FESTUS
COMMUNITY TREATMENT INC
(314) 527-3300
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DN TX PV **

FLORISSANT
CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL NORTHWEST
1225 GRAHAM ROAD
FLORISSANT, MO 63031
(314) 639-3800 EXT. 5250
** AD RR AM Y B CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

FORT LEONARD WOOD
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
COMMUNITY AND FAMILY ACTIVITIES
ATZT-CA-FSD-D
BUILDING 606
FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO 65473
(314) 596-4746
** AD RR AM Y B H AI PG HV CU **
** DT EA DH TX PV **

FULTON
SERVE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
302 MARKET STREET
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-6588
** AD EA DN OT **

SERVE INC
RECOVERY HOME
1411 AIRPORT ROAD
ROUTE 4
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-0554
** AD RR AM Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX PV **

HANNIBAL
HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-1196
** AD IV OT **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MENS PRIMARY TREATMENT PROGRAM
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-1196
** AD RR AM Y B HV CU IV DT TX **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
HOMENS COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 240-1196
** AD RR AM Y B HV CU IV TX **

HAYTI
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
STAPLETON CENTER
HIGHWAY J NORTH
HAYTI, MO 63851
(314) 359-2600
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

HERMANN
CLAYTON CONCEPTS INC
NEM HOPE
ROUTE 1
HERMANN, MO 65041
(314) 406-2191
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

HIGH RIDGE
TEEN CHALLENGE OF SAINT LOUIS
2650 APPLETREE ACRES
HIGH RIDGE, MO 63049
(314) 677-1776
** AD RR IV TX OT **

INDEPENDENCE
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
** AD EA OT **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CSTAR
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
** AD RR AM Y B H HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
** AD RR AM Y B H HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON CITY
FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
CAPITOL UNIT
502 EAST MCCARTY STREET
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101
(314) 634-4591
** AD AM IV EA TX **

FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1905 STADIUM BOULEVARD
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65110
(314) 634-3000
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

JOPLIN
FAMILY SELF HELP CENTER INC
DBA LAFAYETTE HOUSE/CSTAR
1809 CONNOR AVENUE
JOPLIN, MO 64804
(417) 782-1772
** AD RR AM Y HV IV TX CI PV **

FREEMAN HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
1102 WEST 32ND STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64804
(417) 782-8800
** AD RR AM Y HV IV DT TX CI PV **

OZARK CENTER/NEA DIRECTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
5010 MC CLELLAND BOULEVARD
JOPLIN, MO 64803
(417) 781-7420
** AD OT **

OZARK CENTER/NEA DIRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2000 PIZER STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 781-7420
** AD RR AM DT EA DH TX CI PV **

SCOTT GREENING CENTER FOR
YOUTH DEPENDENCY INC
814 WEST 4TH STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 782-8800
** AD AM Y TX **

KANSAS CITY
AD HOC GROUP AGAINST CRIME
KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
(816) 861-9100
** AD PV **

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
6601 ROCKHILL ROAD
8TH FLOOR
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 276-7933
** AD RR AM Y A PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

BROOKSIDE MENTAL HEALTH OFFICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 402
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 363-2711
** AD AM Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AFTERCARE PROGRAM
1112 BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64105
(816) 221-4377
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY ADDICTIONS PROGRAMS
616 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 333-5440
** AD AM W DH TX PV **

DE LA SALLE EDUCATION CENTER
CSTAR
3740 FOREST AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 221-3585
** AD CI PV **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2055 HOLMES STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 221-3585
** AD AM W Y A B’ HV CU IV TX CI PV **

HEART OF AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1340 EAST ADMIRAL BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
(816) 421-7609
** AD EA PV **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** AD OT **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
DETOX UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
SOUTH UNIT
2751 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 531-7733
** AD RR N Y B H AI PG HV PI CU TX **

LAKESIDE TREATMENT CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
8701 TROOST STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 995-2327
** AD RR AM W B IV DT TX CI **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE/KANSAS CITY AREA
601 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 511
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 361-5900
** AD PV **

PROJECT STAR
9300 WARD PARKWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64114
(816) 966-3602
** AD PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
5840 SHOPE PARKWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64130
(816) 822-8633
** AD OT **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
COMP MH CTR/SOUTH/SUBCONTRACT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 822-8633
** AD AM TX **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
CSTAR
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 822-8633
** AD RR AM W A PG HV IV TX **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
MIDTOWN CLINIC
725 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 200
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD AM A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
NORTH CLINIC
5756 NORTH BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64118
(816) 456-3733
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV IV TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
2001 HYANDOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 756-1665
** AD A B HV PI IV DT TX CI PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
SOUTH CLINIC
6608 RAYTOWN ROAD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64133
(816) 737-5087
** AD AM A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

RESEARCH MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CSTAR
11151 COLORADO STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64137
(816) 246-8000
** AD RR AM W Y B PG CU IV TX PV **
** IMI **

SAFETY AND HEALTH COUNCIL OF
WESTERN MISSOURI AND KANSAS
901 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
(816) 842-5225
** AD DH PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
4801 LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64128
(816) 861-7070
** AD AM W A B PG HV IV TX PV **
** IMI **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DETOX
600 EAST 22ND STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 471-3000
** AD W Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL FREE PROGRAM
2211 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** A AM W A HV CU TX PV **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG PROGRAM/ADMIN
600 EAST 22ND STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** A PV **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PASEO COMPREHENSIVE REHAB CLINIC
2211 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** A AM A HV CU IV HM **
MISSOURI

KENNETT

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
925 HIGHWAY WW
KENNETT, MO 63901
(314) 888-5925
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
925 HIGHWAY WW
KENNETT, MO 63901
(314) 888-5925
** AD EA CI PV OT **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
CSTAR
925 HIGHWAY WW
KENNETT, MO 63901
(314) 885-5925
** AD AM TX CI PV **

KIRKSVILLE

PREFERRED FAMILY HEALTHCARE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1101 SOUTH JAMISON STREET
KIRKSVILLE, MO 63501
(816) 665-1962
** AD RR AM DT DN TX PV **

MACKS CREEK

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
CEDAR RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 1
MACKS CREEK, MO 65706
(314) 365-5325
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX **

MARYVILLE

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/MARYVILLE
114 EAST SOUTH HILLS DRIVE
SOUTH HILLS MEDICAL BUILDING
MARYVILLE, MO 64468
(816) 582-5139
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

MEDCINO

ARTHUR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
620 EAST MONROE STREET
MEXICO, MO 65265
(314) 581-1785 EXT. 490
** AD RR AM H CU IV DT DN TX CI PV **
** OT **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MEXICO AREA RECOVERY CENTER
1150 SOUTH ELMWOOD STREET
MEXICO, MO 65265
(314) 581-8828
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT TX **

POPLAR BLUFF

DIVERSIFIED TREATMENT SERVICES
P.O. BOX 901029
POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901
(314) 785-5333
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
1500 NORTH WESTWOOD BOULEVARD
POPLAR BLUFF, MO 63901
(314) 686-4181
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

REEDS SPRING

TEEN CHALLENGE OF THE OZARKS
ROUTE 6
REEDS SPRING, MO 65737
(417) 272-3784
** AD RR TX OT **

SAINT CHARLES

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1601 OLD SOUTH RIVER ROADS
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
(314) 949-9940
** AD OT **

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
BRIDGEWAY CENTER/CSTAR
1601 OLD SOUTH RIVER ROADS
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63303
(314) 949-9940
** AD AM H B PG HV CU EA TX CI PV **

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
FAMILY OUTPATIENT
120 FIRST CAPITOL DRIVE
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 946-5045
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
WOMENS CENTER
125 NORTH 5TH STREET
SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301
(314) 946-6854
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER (PIONEER)
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT
510 FRANCIS STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 364-1862
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER CHMC
ALC AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT
910 EDMOND STREET
SUITE 100
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 564-1501
** AD IV EA DN OT **

HEARTLAND HEALTH SYSTEM
ADDICTION RECOVERY SERVICES
601 FARAON STREET
HEARTLAND HOSPITAL WEST/5 WEST
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 271-7312
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUHRISE CENTER
909 FELIX STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64502
(816) 232-6622
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT TX CI PV **

PREFERRED FAMILY HEALTHCARE INC
SAINT JOSEPH YOUTH RECOVERY CENTER
514 FRANCIS STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501
(816) 546-6007
** AD RR AM Y TX **

SAINT LOUIS

ALEXIAN BROTHERS HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS PROGRAM/CSTAR
3935 SOUTH BROADWAY
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63118
(314) 772-4115
** AD RR H B CU IV DT DN TX CI PV **

ARCHWAY COMMUNITIES INC
5652 PERSHING AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 361-1630
** AD RR AM HV IV DT TX **

BLACK ALC/DRUG SERVICE INFO CENTER
(BASIC) CSTAR
1501 LOCUST STREET
SUITE 1100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 621-9009
** AD AM H W B PG CU TX PV **

BLACK ALC/DRUG SERVICE INFO CENTER
(BASIC) UNIT 1
1501 LOCUST STREET
SUITE 1100
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 621-9009
** AD AM H W B PG CU TX PV **

COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAYTON
225 SOUTH HENRY AVENUE
ROOM 205
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105
(314) 775-6585
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX CI PV **
**DART INC**
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 569-3105
** AD DN CI **

**DART INC**
EAST
1207 SOUTH VANDEVENTER STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63110
(314) 554-1220
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV TX **

**DART INC**
MEDICATION UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 569-3105
** A AM A HV CU IV CI MM **

**DART INC**
OUTPATIENT UNIT
1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 569-3105
** AD AM A HV CU IV DH TX CI PV **

**HARRIS HOUSE FOUNDATION**
8327 SOUTH BROADWAY
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63111
(314) 631-4299
** D RR H HV TX **

**INTERSTATE COURT SERVICE**
ALCOHOL EDUCATION CLINIC
10425 LIBERTY AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 427-0408
** AD EA DH PV **

**MAGDALA FOUNDATION**
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4150 LINDELL BOULEVARD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 652-6004
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

**NARCOTICS SERVICE COUNCIL INC (NASCO)**
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63106
(314) 241-4310
** AD OT **

**NASCO CENTRAL CLINIC**
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63106
(314) 241-4310
** AD RR AM A B H HV CU IV DT TX **
** PV **

**NASCO WEST CLINIC**
7100 OAKLAND AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
(314) 647-5444
** AD AM H Y A B AI HV CU IV TX PV **

**NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/Saint Louis Area**
8790 MANCHESTER ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144
(314) 962-3456
** AD EA DH PV OT **

**PROVIDENT COUNSELING FAMILY CARE PROGRAM**
9109 WATSON STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63126
(314) 533-8200
** AD AM Y EA DH TX **

**QUEEN OF PEACE CSTAR CENTER**
325 NORTH NEWSTEAD STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 531-0511
** AD RR AM H Y B PG HV CU IV TX **

**SAINT MARYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG**
6420 CLAYTON ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
(314) 768-6605
** AD RR AM H A PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

**SAINT MICHAEL CENTER**
13270 MAPLE DRIVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
(314) 965-0860
** AD RR B CU TX CI **

**SALVATION ARMY**
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
3010 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 652-3310
** AD RR B HV PI CU DT TX **

**THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER**
1001 CRAIG ROAD
SUITE 490
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63146
(314) 991-1819
** AD AM H B CU TX **

**VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEP TREATMENT SECTION
JEFFERSON BARRACKS
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
(314) 894-6653
** AD RR AM PG HV IV DT TX PV MM **

**WEST END CLINIC**
5917 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 381-0560
** A AM H A B PG HV IV MM **
** PV **

**SALEM**
SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
SALEM CENTER
203 NORTH GRAND STREET
SALEM, MO 65560
(314) 729-4103
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

**SPRINGFIELD**
BURRELL COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER CSTAR
201 SOUTH CAMPBELL STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 831-9500
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

BURRELL COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1300 BRADFORD PARKWAY
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804
(417) 883-5400
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

**CHECKMATE INC**
5335 SOUTH CAMPBELL STREET
SUITE A
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65810
(417) 887-5358
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

**LAKE'S COUNTRY REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT**
2626 WEST COLLEGE ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-1753
** AD EA CI PV OT **

**LAKE'S COUNTRY WOMENS CENTER**
427 SOUTH GRANT STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 862-3455
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG HV PI CV **
** IV TX EA CI PV **

**OZARKS NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE**
205 SAINT LOUIS STREET
SUITE 407
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 851-4167
** AD PV **

**SIGMA HOUSE INC**
SPRINGFIELD UNIT
800 SOUTH PARK AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-3359
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI **

**TRENTON**
NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1601 EAST 20TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64785
(816) 359-4487
** AD IV EA DN CI PV OT **
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NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1601 EAST 28TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64683
(816) 359-4487
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

TROY

BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
PRIMARY RECOVERY
1011 EAST CHERRY STREET
TROY, MO 63379
(314) 528-7611
** AD RR TX CI PV **

WARRENSBURG

WEST CENTRAL MISSOURI MHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520-C BURKARTH ROAD
WARRENSBURG, MO 64093
(816) 747-7127
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
THE EDGEWOOD PROGRAM
200 MADISON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, MO 63090
(314) 239-8700
** AD RR AM H Y PG PI CU IV DT EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

WENTZVILLE

BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
MAIN UNIT
300 NORTH LINN STREET
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
(314) 327-7785
** AD AM TX CI PV **
MONTANA

HELENA

BOYD ANDRENS SERVICE CENTER
ARCADE BUILDING UNIT 1-E
HELENA, MT 59601
(406) 443-2343
** AD RR AM W Y A AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DN TX PV **

KALISPELL

FLATHEAD VALLEY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINICS INC
1312 NORTH MERIDIAN ROAD
KALISPELL, MT 59901
(406) 756-6453
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DN TX PV **

GLACIER VIEW HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
200 HERITAGE WAY
KALISPELL, MT 59901
(406) 752-5422
** AD RR TX PV **

LEWISTOHN

ALC AND DRUG SERVICES OF CENTRAL MT
300 FIRST AVENUE NORTH
CENTENNIAL PLAZA SUITE 204
LEWISTON, MT 59457
(406) 538-8421
** AD AM W Y IV EA DW TX PV **

LIBBY

RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LINCOLN COUNTY
MAIN OFFICE
418 MAIN AVENUE
LIBBY, MT 59923
(406) 293-7751
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

LIVINGSTON

SOUTHWEST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
414 EAST CALLENARD STREET
LIVINGSTON, MT 59047
(406) 222-2812
** AD AM W Y AI PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

MARION

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER
200 HUBBART DAM ROAD
MARION, MT 59925
(406) 293-2852
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

MILES CITY

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
108 NORTH HAYNES AVENUE
MILES CITY, MT 59301
(406) 232-6542
** AD AM W Y EA TX CI PV **

PINE HILLS SCHOOL FOR BOYS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
MILES CITY, MT 59301
(406) 232-1377
** AD AM TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
210 SOUTH WINCHESTER STREET
MILES CITY, MT 59301
(406) 232-3060 EXT. 2510
** D EA OT **

MISSOULA

MISSOULA INDIAN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
2010 SOUTH AVENUE WEST
MISSOULA, MT 59801
(406) 721-2700
** AD AM W Y AI PG CU IV TX PV **

SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL
ADDITION TREATMENT PROGRAM
500 WEST BROADWAY
MISSOULA, MT 59802
(406) 543-7271 EXT. 3020
** AD RR DT EA TX PV **

POLSON

LAKE COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
12 5TH AVENUE EAST
POLSON, MT 59860
(406) 883-4460
** AD AM W Y A PG HV PI CU DM TX **
** PV **

RONAN

CONFEDERATED SALISH/KOOTENAI TRIBES
TRIBAL HUMAN SERVICES
26 ROUND BUTTE ROAD/WEST
RONAN, MT 59864
(406) 676-2500
** AD RR AM Y AI IV DM TX PV **

SCOBEB

HIGH PLAINS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
DANIELS COUNTY SATELLITE
205 SMITH AVENUE
SCOBEB, MT 59263
(406) 487-2791
** AD AM DW TX PV **

SWAN LAKE

SWAN RIVER FOREST CAMP
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SWAN LAKE, MT 59911
(406) 754-2292
** AD AM CU IV TX **

WILSALL

WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER II
RR 1
WILSALL, MT 59086
(406) 578-2511
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **
NEBRASKA

AUBURN
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1719 COURT HOUSE AVENUE
AUBURN, NE 68305
(402) 274-4373
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

AURORA
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/AURORA
1228 L STREET
AURORA, NE 68010
(402) 690-6583
** AD AM DH TX **

BEATRICE
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1200 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BEATRICE, NE 68310
(402) 223-5544
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI PV **

BELLEVUE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
SARPY FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
1312 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-9105
** AD AM W Y PG IV EA DN TX PV **

RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
703 WEST 26TH AVENUE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-0255
** AD PV **

BLAIR
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/BLAIR
753 NORTH 21ST STREET
BLAIR, NE 68008
(402) 426-2434
** AD AM EA DN TX CI **

BROKEN BOW
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/BROKEN BOW
321 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BROKEN BOW, NE 68822
(308) 672-6699
** AD AM DH TX CI **

BROWN COUNTY HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
935 EAST ZERO STREET
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-2801
** D DT TX CI **

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/SANDHILLS
312 NORTH MAIN STREET
SANDHILLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-1919
** AD AM DH TX CI **

ALBION
NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/ALBION
723 WEST FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALBION, NE 68620
(402) 395-2261
** AD AM TX CI **

ALLIANCE
HUMAN SERVICES INC
419 WEST 25TH STREET
ALLIANCE, NE 69301
(308) 762-7177
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
2101 BOX BUTTE
ALLIANCE, NE 69301
(308) 762-6660
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

AINSTHORTH
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/AINSTHORTH
273 WEST FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-1919
** AD AM TX CI **

AURORA
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/AURORA
1228 L STREET
AURORA, NE 68010
(402) 690-6583
** AD AM DH TX **

BEATRICE
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1200 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BEATRICE, NE 68310
(402) 223-5544
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI PV **

BELLEVUE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
SARPY FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
1312 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-9105
** AD AM W Y PG IV EA DN TX PV **

RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
703 WEST 26TH AVENUE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-0255
** AD PV **

BLAIR
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/BLAIR
753 NORTH 21ST STREET
BLAIR, NE 68008
(402) 426-2434
** AD AM EA DN TX CI **

BROKEN BOW
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/BROKEN BOW
321 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BROKEN BOW, NE 68822
(308) 672-6699
** AD AM DH TX CI **

BROWN COUNTY HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
935 EAST ZERO STREET
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-2800
** D DT TX CI **

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/SANDHILLS
312 NORTH MAIN STREET
SANDHILLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-1919
** AD AM DH TX CI **

ALBION
NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/ALBION
723 WEST FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALBION, NE 68620
(402) 395-2261
** AD AM TX CI **

ALLIANCE
HUMAN SERVICES INC
419 WEST 25TH STREET
ALLIANCE, NE 69301
(308) 762-7177
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
2101 BOX BUTTE
ALLIANCE, NE 69301
(308) 762-6660
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

AINSTHORTH
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/AINSTHORTH
273 WEST FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
AINSTHORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-1919
** AD AM TX CI **

AURORA
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/AURORA
1228 L STREET
AURORA, NE 68010
(402) 690-6583
** AD AM DH TX **

BEATRICE
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1200 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BEATRICE, NE 68310
(402) 223-5544
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI PV **

BELLEVUE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
SARPY FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
1312 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-9105
** AD AM W Y PG IV EA DN TX PV **

RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
703 WEST 26TH AVENUE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-0255
** AD PV **

BLAIR
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/BLAIR
753 NORTH 21ST STREET
BLAIR, NE 68008
(402) 426-2434
** AD AM EA DN TX CI **

BROKEN BOW
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/BROKEN BOW
321 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BROKEN BOW, NE 68822
(308) 672-6699
** AD AM DH TX CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE!
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
D = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT
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FAIRBURY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
521 E STREET
FAIRBURY, NE 68352
(402) 729-2272
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

FALLS CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
116 WEST 19TH STREET
FALLS CITY, NE 68555
(402) 245-4458
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

FREMONT
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/FREMONT
1627 EAST MILITARY STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-2045
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

PATHFINDER
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
658 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-1414
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

GENEVA
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1325 H STREET
GENEVA, NE 68361
(402) 759-4761
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

GORDON
NORTHEAST PANTHURLE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
305 FOCH STREET
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-1101
** AD M H AI PG PI DT TX **

NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/GORDON
GORDON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-2330
** AD AM DH TX **

GRAND ISLAND
CENTRAL NEBRASKA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
219 WEST 2ND STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 384-7365
** AD PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
406 WEST KOENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-0422
** AD RR A B H AT HV PI TX **

GRAND ISLAND SCIP
424 WEST 3RD STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68802
(308) 381-6143
** AD OT **

NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERVICES
2112 WEST FAIDLEY STREET
MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 381-8562
** AD AM W Y B H AI EH DH TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
2116 WEST FAIDLEY AVENUE
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 389-5427
** AD RR AM IV DT EA EH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2201 NORTH BROADWELL STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 382-3660
** D RR AM TX **

HASTINGS
HASTINGS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUGS
432 NORTH MINNESOTA STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-0524
** AD PV **

HASTINGS REGIONAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-2471 EXT. 430
** AD RR H Y B H AI PG CU TX **

MARY LANNING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
715 NORTH SAINT JOSEPH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-7575
** AD RR AM IV DT EA EH TX PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
HASTINGS CLINIC
612 WEST 6TH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-5684
** AD AM EA EH TX CI **

THE BRIDGE INC
922 NORTH DENVER STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 462-4677
** AD RR W Y PG CU TX **

HEBRON
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
THAYER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HEBRON, NE 68370
(402) 768-7458
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

HOLDREGE
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
HOLDREGE CLINIC
HOLDREGE, NE 68949
(308) 995-6597
** AD AM EA DH TX CI **

IMPERIAL
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
839 DOUGLAS STREET
IMPERIAL, NE 69053
(308) 882-4203
** AD AM IV EA EH TX PV **

KEARNEY
RICHARD YOUNG HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
4600 17TH AVENUE
KEARNEY, NE 68847
(308) 236-2000
** AD RR AM H Y PG CU DT TX **

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3610 CENTRAL AVENUE
KEARNEY, NE 68847
(308) 237-2951
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX CI **

LEXINGTON
HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
307 EAST 5TH STREET
LEXINGTON, NE 68850
(308) 329-6754
** AD AM IV EA EH TX PV **

LINCOLN
ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF NEBRASKA
650 J STREET
SUITE 215
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 474-0930
** AD CI PV **
NEBRASKA

NORTH NORTH GUIDANCE
PV VALLEY INTERVENTION & STREET IV 68510 AMW 68502 AD 68588 DORN ABUSE NE 101 »» DW ROAD «» AD CI 4581 CHILD NE PROGRAM «» NE »» L SOCIAL 489-3802 TX»» & AND AD TX AND PROJECTS AD »« COOK & CENTENNIAL TX AD PV OF STREET Y SOUTH )) NE 68502 PROGRAM PV CHILD DT ROAD HOSPITAL CNTY IV DT NE TX 475-3040 VALLEY STREET DRUG 68508 402 AM «« BUILDING 402 SYSTEM AP 483 OF NE 475-7666 AM RR CLEARINGHOUSE 435-3165 NE SERVICE NE ARBOR 199 434-3775 HEALTH CENTER HOPE NORMAL BOULEVARD 873-3321 PV FAMILY CI AD DW TX CENTER/LINCOLN TX 475-8748 TX 6 DRUG IV VAN Y STREET Ap »» BUILDING PGM/BEATRICE RANDOLPH AM 68508 PROGRAM 68508 PROGRAM FACILITY 70TH 250 489-3000 AD DT TX & STREET CI 68039 477-3951 DRUG CENTER PLACE CORRECTIONAL NE MILITARY «» EXT. TX CENTER IV 11TH SERVICES AND AM COMM »» STREET »» SIOUX TX NE STREET DRUGS NE AD CENTER LANCASTER LINCOLN RR 199 ADULT 2015 SOUTH 16TH STREET LINCOLN, NE 68502 (402) 435-3165 ** AD RR IV TX ** LINCORN CORRECTIONAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 3210 WEST VAN DORN STREET LINCOLN, NE 68502 (402) 471-2861 EXT. 199 ** AD RR TX ** LINCORN COUNCIL ALC AND DRUGS INC 914 L STREET LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-2694 ** AD CI PV ** LINCORN EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 201 NORTH 8TH STREET SUITE 101 LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 476-0186 ** AD EA CI ** LINCORN INDIAN CENTER COUNSELING SERVICES 1100 MILITARY ROAD LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 438-5231 ** AD AM TX CI PV ** LINCORN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECT ADULT RESIDENTIAL FACILITY 610 J STREET LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-6748 ** AD RR IV TX ** LINCORN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECT YOUTH RESIDENTIAL FACILITY 610 J STREET LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-5161 ** AD RR IV TX ** LINCORN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECTS INC ADMINISTRATIVE/OUTPATIENT OFFICES 610 J STREET LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-5161 ** AD AM H Y IV TX ** LINCORN MEDICAL EDUCATION FOUNDATION SCHOOL COMMUNITY INTERVENTION PROGRAM 4600 VALLEY ROAD LINCOLN, NE 68510 (402) 483-4581 ** AD OT ** LINCORN/LANCERNT CNTY CHILD GUIDANCE ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH 312 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-7666 ** AD AM Y TX ** LINCORN/LANCERNT CNTY CHILD GUIDANCE CHILDREN FROM ALCOHOLIC FAMILIES PROGRAM 215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH 312 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 475-7666 ** AD PV ** LUTHERAN FAMILY SOCIAL SERVICES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 4620 RANDOLPH STREET LINCOLN, NE 68510 (402) 489-7744 ** AD AM H TX ** NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE 215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH 412 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 472-3899 ** AD PV ** NEBRASKA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION INC 4547 CALVERT STREET SUITE 6 LINCOLN, NE 68506 (402) 489-5000 ** AD PV ** NEBRASKA PREVENTION CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 125 HABEL LEE HALL UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA/LINCOLN LINCOLN, NE 68508 (402) 472-6046 ** AD PV ** NEBRASKA STATE PENITENTIARY MENTAL HEALTH UNIT SUBST ABUSE SERVS 30TH STREET AND PIONEER BOULEVARD LINCOLN, NE 68502 (402) 471-5161 EXT. 3370 ** AD AM IV TX ** SAINT MONICAS HOME HALFWAY HOUSE 6420 COLBY STREET LINCOLN, NE 68505 (402) 467-5451 ** AD RR AM H TX ** VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL ABUSE SERVICES 600 SOUTH 7TH STREET UNIT 116A LINCOLN, NE 68510 (402) 489-3002 ** AD RR AM DT EA DH TX ** YOUTH SERVICE SYSTEM 2202 SOUTH 11TH STREET LINCOLN, NE 68502 (402) 475-3040 ** AD PV ** MABLE MACY MACY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES MACY, NE 68039 (402) 857-5671 ** AD PV ** MAMBURG HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND CONSULTING CLINIC 203 WEST E STREET MC COK, NE 69001 (308) 345-2770 ** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV ** NEBRASKA CITY BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BETRICE SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410 (402) 873-5505 ** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV ** SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL OAK ARBOR RECOVERY CENTER 1314 3RD AVENUE NEBRASKA CITY, NE 68410 (402) 873-3212 EXT. 250 ** AD AM H Y TX ** N3OBRARA SANTEE SIOUX TRIBE OF NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM ROUTE 2 N3OBRARA, NE 68760 (402) 857-3599 ** AD AM H Y AI TX CI PV **
NEBRASKA

NORTHERN NEBRASKA COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/ONEILL
204 EAST EVERETT STREET
ONEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-2200
** AD AM TX CI **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
NORTH 10TH STREET
ONEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-3747
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DH TX CI **

OGALLALA

ALCOHOLICS RESOCIALIZATION CONDITIONING HELP (ARCH INC)
604 SOUTH 37TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-8398
** AD RR H B H AI TX **

CHICAGO AWARENESS CENTER
4821 SOUTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 733-2720
** AD AM Y H DH TX PV **

EQUILIBRIA MEDICAL CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
139 SOUTH 40TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 345-2252
** AD IV OT **

EQUILIBRIA MEDICAL CENTER DOWNTOWN CLINIC
544 SOUTH 24TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 345-2252
** AD AM IV TX CI PV MM **

IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
6901 NORTH 72ND STREET
OMAHA, NE 68122
(402) 572-2016
** AD RR AM CU EA DH TX CI **

MERCY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6910 PACIFIC STREET
SUITE 204
OMAHA, NE 68106
(402) 398-6866
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX PV **

METHODIST RICHARD YOUNG
515 SOUTH 26TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 536-6900
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI **

METHODIST RICHARD YOUNG
EPPELEY ADDICTION SERVS DUAL DIAG UNIT
515 SOUTH 26TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68103
(402) 536-6900
** AD RR IV DH TX CI PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE/OMAHA
115 NORTH 49TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 553-8000
** AD DH PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2226 LEAVENWORTH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68102
(402) 341-8471
** AD PV **

NEBRASKA URBAN INDIAN COALITION
INTER TRIBAL TREATMENT CENTER
2301 SOUTH 15TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68108
(402) 346-0902
** AD RR H AI PG TX **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
EXTENDED CARE PROGRAM
1924 LOTHROP STREET
OMAHA, NE 68110
(402) 453-5655
** AD RR B CU TX **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
NORTH OMAHA OUTREACH CENTER
3805 NORTH 16TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68110
(402) 451-0484
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3014 NORTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 453-5655
** AD AM H B AI CU TX **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
OUTPATIENT
3482 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 455-8109
** AD AM IV TX **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
PARTIAL CARE/NORTH
3482 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 455-8109
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

NORFOLK

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH CMTR/MONROE
201 MILLER AVENUE
NORFOLK, NE 68071
(402) 371-7530
** AD AN Y TX CI PV OT **

PROJECT ACCESS
101 NORTH 4TH STREET
SUITE 8
NORFOLK, NE 68071
(402) 370-3113
** AD PV OT **

THE LINK INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
1001 NORFOLK AVENUE
NORFOLK, NE 68071
(402) 371-5310
** AD RR IV TX **

WELL LINK INC
305 NORTH 9TH STREET
NORFOLK, NE 68072
(402) 644-4707
** AD RR H PG CU TX PV **

NORTH PLATTE

CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
311 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69103
(308) 524-1012
** AD PV **

HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND
CONSULTING CLINIC
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 524-6029
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

NEW HORIZON HALFWAY HOUSE
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 524-6956
** AD RR TX **

NEW HORIZONS DETOXIFICATION UNIT
110 NORTH BAILEY STREET
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 524-6956
** AD DT TX **

PARENTS ACTION IN NEBRASKA
FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
3014 CEDAR BERRY ROAD
NORTH PLATTE, NE 69101
(308) 534-2141
** AD PV **

O'HELL

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/ONEILL
204 EAST EVERETT STREET
ONEILL, NE 68763
(402) 336-2800
** AD AM TX CI **
NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
PARTIAL CARE/SOUTH
4932 SOUTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 731-1246
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
RESIDENTIAL
3473 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 655-6903
** AD RR M Y PG IV TX PV **

OPERATION BRIDGE INC
114TH STREET UNIT
701 NORTH 114TH STREET
MIRACLE HILLS SQUARE
OMAHA, NE 68154
(402) 496-4777
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

OPERATION BRIDGE INC
42ND CENTER STREET UNIT
42ND AND CENTER STREETS
122 APPLEWOOD HALL/THE CENTER MALL
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-7100
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

PRIDE OMAHA INC
3554 SOUTH 108TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68144
(402) 397-3309
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
619 DORCAS STREET
OMAHA, NE 68108
(402) 449-5024
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

SANTA MONICA HALF WAY HOUSE INC
130 NORTH 39TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 556-7080
** AD RR IV TX **

SOUTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AGENCY
2900 O STREET
LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE BUILDING SUITE 521
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 734-3000
** AD AM W Y B H CU TX PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CHRISTUS HOUSE
3300 NORTH 60TH STREET
SAINT JAMES CENTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 554-0520
** AD RR Y TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
213C SOUTH 42ND STREET
OMAHA, NE 68106
(402) 558-3553
** AD AM H Y DH TX CI PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT GABRIELS CENTER
3405 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 451-4264
** AD RR IV DT TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT RAPHAEL TRANSITIONAL LIVING
4727 HAMILTON STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 551-9508
** AD RR Y B HV CU IV EA DM TX PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
THE SHELTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 556-5700
** AD PV **

ORD
NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERV/ORD
314 SOUTH 14TH STREET
ORD, NE 68025
(308) 728-5676
** AD AM H Y A B AI DH TX CI PV **

OSCEOLA
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
121 NORTH STATE STREET
OSCEOLA, NE 65651
(402) 747-6791
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

PAPILLON
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
PAPILLON CLINIC
1257 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
PAPILLON, NE 68046
(402) 595-0639
** AD AM H Y PG IV EA DH TX PV **

MIDLANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RECOVERY SERVICES
HIGHWAY 370 AT 84TH STREET
PAPILLON, NE 68046
(402) 593-5737
** AD RR AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SARPY COUNTY ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROG
1210 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
SARPY COUNTY COURTHOUSE SUITE 2101
PAPILLON, NE 68046
(402) 593-2206
** D DH PV **

PANNEE CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
701 I STREET
PANNEE CITY, NE 68420
(402) 852-2311
** AD AM DH TX PV **

PLATTSMOUTH
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
CASS FAMILY CLINIC
2302 HEST 6TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
PLATTSMOUTH, NE 68048
(402) 296-3315
** AD AM H Y PG EA DH TX PV **

SCOTTSBLUFF
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER AT REGIONAL WEST MEDICAL CENTER
3700 AVENUE B
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 630-1280
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **

HOMESTEAD HALF WAY HOUSE INC
MENS PROGRAM
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-7084
** AD RR B H AI HV CU TX PV OT **

HOMESTEAD HALF WAY HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
513 WEST 24TH STREET
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 635-2731
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV CU EA TX **
** PV OT **

PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4110 AVENUE D
SCOTTSBLUFF, NE 69361
(308) 632-3044
** AD PV **

SEWARD
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 SEWARD STREET
SEWARD, NE 68434
(402) 643-5343
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

261
NEBRASKA

SOUTH SIOUX CITY

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/TRI COUNTY
105 EAST 28TH STREET
SOUTH SIOUX CITY, NE 68776
(402) 494-3337
** AD AM H H TX CI PV **

SYRACUSE

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DROP ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
OPPD BUILDING
SYRACUSE, NE 68446
(402) 873-5505
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

TECUMSEH

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DROP ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
202 HIGH STREET
TECUMSEH, NE 68450
(402) 335-3371
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VALENTINE

NORTHERN NEBRASKA
COMP MENTAL HEALTH CENTER/VALENTINE
325 NORTH VICTORIA STREET
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
VALENTINE, NE 69201
(402) 376-2904
** AD AM TX CI **

MAHOMO

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
543 NORTH LINDEN STREET
MAHOMO, NE 68066
(402) 443-4414
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

WYOMING
### NEVADA

#### AUSTIN

- **Churchill Council on Alcohol**
  - Route 1
  - Austin, NV 89310
  - (702) 964-2463
  - **Ad M Wy A/P Tx PV**

- **Yomba Shoshone Tribe Substance Abuse Prevention**
  - Route 1
  - Austin, NV 89310
  - (702) 964-2463
  - **Ad Dm PV**

#### CARSON CITY

- **Young Volunteers of Nevada**
  - 1957 North Carson Street
    - Suite 101
  - Carson City, NV 89706
  - (702) 885-8118
  - **Ad Am Y Tx PV**

- **Elko**
  - Elko Band Alcohol/Drug Abuse Program
    - 511 Sunset Street
      - Elko, NV 89801
      - (702) 755-7523
      - **Ad Am Wy A/Cu/Dm Tx CI PV**

- **Nevada Youth Training Center**
  - Highway 40
  - Elko, NV 89801
  - (702) 756-7152
  - **Ad Dm Y Dm Ci Tx PV**

- **Ruby View Counseling Center**
  - Outpatient
    - 401 Railroad Street
      - Suite 301
  - Elko, NV 89801
  - (702) 738-8004
  - **Ad Am Wy A/Cu/Dm Tx CI PV**

- **Tehama Tribe Western Shoshone Substance Abuse Services**
  - 525 Sunset Street
  - Elko, NV 89801
  - (702) 738-9251 Ext. 27
  - **Ad Dm PV**

- **Vitality Center**
  - Residential Treatment
    - 3740 East Idaho Street
      - Elko, NV 89801
      - (702) 758-8004
      - **Ad M Y A/P/H V/Cu/Iv/Dm Dn**
      - **Tx Ci PV**

- **Drug Abuse Prevention**
  - (407) 423-1412
  - **Ad Am Y Tx PV**

#### FALLON

- **Churchill Council**
  - Day Treatment
    - 90 North Main Street
      - Fallon, NV 89406
      - (702) 423-1412
      - **Ad Am Y Tx PV**

- **Chenihill Council**
  - Nen Frontier Treatment Center
    - 165 North Carson Street
      - Fallon, NV 89406
      - (702) 945-2363
      - **Ad Am H Iv Tx PV**

#### HAMPTORNE

- **Mineral County Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**
  - 407 E Street
    - Hawthorne, NV 89415
    - (702) 945-2363
    - **Ad Am H A/B H AI PG H/Cu/Iv Ci**
    - **Tx Ci PV**

#### LAS VEGAS

- **Bridge Counseling Associates**
  - Outpatient
    - 550 East Charleston Boulevard
      - South Building
      - Las Vegas, NV 89104
      - (702) 474-6450
      - **Ad Am M Y A/B A/P/H Cu Ea Tx**
      - **Ci PV**

- **Clark County Health District**
  - Addiction Treatment Clinic/Methadone
    - 625 Shadow Lane
      - Las Vegas, NV 89127
      - (702) 385-1347
      - **Ad Am Iv Hn**

- **Clark County Juvenile Court Services**
  - Family Based Drug Treatment Program
    - 3601 East Bonanza Road
      - Las Vegas, NV 89101
      - (702) 456-5469
      - **Ad Am Tx PV**

- **Community Counseling Center**
  - AIDS and Substance Abuse Program
    - 1006 East Sahara Avenue
      - Las Vegas, NV 89104
      - (702) 369-8700
      - **Ad Am Y A/B H AI PG H/Cu/Iv**
      - ** Ea Tx PV**

- **Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County**
  - EOB Treatment Center
    - 522 West Washington Street
      - Las Vegas, NV 89106
      - (702) 646-0663
      - **Ad Am H A/B H AI PG H/Cu/Iv Ea**
      - **Ti Ci PV**

- **Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County**
  - EOB Women's Transitional Residential
    - 426 North 15th Street
      - Las Vegas, NV 89130
      - (702) 646-0663
      - **Ad Am H A/B H AI PG H/Cu/Iv Ea Tx**
      - **Ci PV**

- **Las Vegas Indian Center**
  - 2500 West Bonanza Road
      - Las Vegas, NV 89106
      - (702) 647-5842
      - **Ad Am A/I Tx PV**

### **KEY**

- **AL** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **DA** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD** = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **AM** = Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)
- **MR** = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)
- **RR** = Residential (24 Hour Care)
- **AX** = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- **PG** = Pregnant Users
- **PA** = Public Inebriates
- **CU** = Cocaine Users
- **IV** = IV Drug Users
- **TX** = Treatment Unit
- **CI** = Central Intake Unit
- **PV** = Prevention Unit
NEVADA

LAS VEGAS PAIUTE TRIBAL COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/MH PROGRAM
1321 NORTH KEN STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 362-6541
** AD EA PV **

NEVADA ASSOC OF LATIN AMERICANS (NALA)
HIGH ON LIFE YOUTH PROGRAM
2629 EAST SEARLES STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 362-6252 EXT. 8571
** AD PV **

NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
1721 EAST CHARLESRON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 362-4226
** AD AM H A H PG HV PI TX **

NIKE HOUSE
4775 PIONEER AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 871-5448
** AD RR Y B H AI TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION PROGRAM
211 JUDSON STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89030
(702) 399-2769
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV TX PV **

SAMARITAN HOUSE INC
1001 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 364-6999
** D OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1703 WEST CHARLESRON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 385-3700 EXT. 342
** AD AM IV TX **

WE CARE FOUNDATION
2216 SOUTH 6TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 369-0613
** D RR H TX **

WESTCARE INC
ADULT DETOX
930 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 363-4044
** AD H A PG HV PI CU IV DT TX OT **

WESTCARE INC
BOYS RESIDENTIAL
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 365-3350
** AD RR Y B HV CU IV TX **

WESTCARE INC
HARRIS SPRINGS RANCH
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-2020
** AD RR H Y HV CU IV TX **

WESTCARE INC
OUTPATIENT FAMILY
2325 WEST CHARLESRON STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 870-2191
** AD AM H Y PG HV CU IV EA DH TX **

WESTCARE INC
PREVENTION PROJECT
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-2020
** AD RR H Y B H PG HV CU TX PV **

LAUGHLIN
BRIDGE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
LAUGHLIN OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3650 SOUTH POINT CIRCLE
LAUGHLIN, NV 89029
(702) 299-0411
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU EA **
** TX CI PV **

LOVELOCK
LOVELOCK COUNSELING CLINIC
1055 CORNELL AVENUE
LOVELOCK, NV 89419
(702) 273-2022
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

RENO
DICKSON O'BRYAN AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 EVANS AVENUE
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 786-1894
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OF
NORTHERN NEVADA
777 SINCLAIR STREET
SUITE 100
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 529-0623
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA DH TX PV **

HISPANIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
190 EAST LIBERTY STREET
RENO, NV 89509
(702) 786-6003
** AD PV **

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
GALLETTI MAY OFFICE
480 GALLETTI MAY
SUITE 15
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
** D PI DT TX **

NORTHERN AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT/CENTRAL INTAKE
320 FLINT STREET
RENO, NV 89501
(702) 786-6563
** AD AM H B H AI PG CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

RIDGE HOUSE
57 VINE STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 322-8941
** AD RR AM A B CU IV TX CI PV OT **

SAINT MARYS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SAINT MARYS ADOLESCENT CHEM DEPENDENCY
235 HEST 6TH STREET
3 EAST
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 789-3111
** AD RR H Y A AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV **

STEP THO
78 KEYSTONE AVENUE
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 786-8667
** AD RR H Y PG HV PI CU IV TX PV **
** OT **

TRANSITION HOUSE
AFTERCARE
52 HEST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0416
** AD AM H A B H HV TX **

TRUCKEE MEADOWS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 EAST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 323-0478 EXT. 256
** AD RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV IM **

UNIVERSITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
941 NORTH VIRGINIA STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0351
** AD H Y A E EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA/RENO
COUNSELING AND EDUC PSYCHOLOGY DEPT
900 VIRGINIA STREET
ROOM 215
RENO, NV 89557
(702) 784-6637
** AD AM Y TX **
MENOVER
GREAT BASIN COUNSELING SERVICE
391 ARIA BOULEVARD
MENOVER, NV 89883
(801) 665-2232
** AD AM AI HV PI CU DH TX CI PV **

MINNEMUCCA
SILVER SAGE COUNSELING SERVICE
530 MELARKEY STREET
MINNEMUCCA, NV 89445
(702) 623-3626
** AD AM Y Y AI HV CU IV TX CI PV **

YERINGON
LYON COUNCIL ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
YERINGON PROJECT
26 NEVIN WAY
YERINGON, NV 89447
(702) 463-2656
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

YERINGON PAIUTE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
171 CAMPBELL LAKE
YERINGON, NV 89447
(702) 463-3301
** AD AM Y A AI PG HV PI IV EA **
** TX PV **
### NEW HAMPSHIRE

#### ATKINSON
- Solve
  - **AD PV**
  - Atkinson, NH 03011
  - (603) 895-8153

#### BETHLEHEM
- Friendship House
  - Route 302
  - Bethlehem, NH 03574
  - (603) 869-2210
  - **DM TX**
  - **AD PV**

#### CLAREMONT
- Community Youth Advocates
  - 36 Tremont Square
  - Claremont, NH 03743
  - (603) 563-0427
  - **AD PV**

- Counseling Center of Claremont
  - 241 Elm Street
  - Claremont, NH 03743
  - (603) 562-2578
  - **AD AM HV Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA**
  - **DM TX CI PV OT**

#### COLEBROOK
- Upper Connecticut Valley Mental Health CTR Subst Abuse Services
  - 34 Colby Street
  - Colebrook, NH 03576
  - (603) 257-4955
  - **AD AM IV EA DH TX PV**

#### CONCORD
- Community Alcohol Information Prog Inc
  - 10 Ferry Street
  - The Concord Center
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 228-8181
  - **AD AM DH TX PV**

- Merrimack County Alc and Drug Interv Program
  - 48 Branch Turnpike
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 228-1959
  - **AD RR HV PI CU DT TX CI PV**

- New Hampshire State Prison
  - Summit House
  - 281 North State Street
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 271-6094
  - **AD RR W B H AI PG HV CU IV TX**

- NH Bureau of Special Medical Services Genetic Services Program
  - 6 Hazen Drive
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 271-4533
  - **D PV OT**

- NH Teen Institute for Prevention of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Inc
  - 46 South Main Street
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 226-0111
  - **AD PV**

- Second Start
  - 17 Knight Street
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 225-3318
  - **AD PV**

- State of New Hampshire Department of Educ/Subst Abuse Servs
  - 101 Pleasant Street
  - State Office Park South
  - Concord, NH 03301
  - (603) 271-2362
  - **AD PV**

- Conway
  - Carroll County Mental Health Service Drug Abuse Treatment Program
  - Washington Street
  - Conway, NH 03818
  - (603) 647-3347
  - **AD AM HV Y HV TX PV**

- Dublin
  - Marathon House
  - Alcohol Crisis Intervention Program
  - 1 Pierce Road
  - Dublin, NH 03444
  - (603) 563-8501
  - **D RR PI TX**

#### MARATHON HOUSE
- Long Term Residential
  - 1 Pierce Road
  - Dublin, NH 03444
  - (603) 563-8501
  - **AD RR W Y A PG HV PI CU IV TX**

#### THE LODGE AT DUBLIN
- 1 Pierce Road
  - Dublin, NH 03444
  - (603) 563-8107
  - **AD RR Y IV TX**

- Epping
  - Amethyst Foundation Inc
  - Alcohol Awareness Program
  - 120 Heding Road
  - Route 87
  - Epping, NH 03042
  - (603) 679-2100
  - **AD AM HV Y A CU DM TX CI PV**

- Hampstead
  - Hampstead Hospital
  - Chemical Dependency Program
  - East Road
  - Hampstead, NH 03826
  - (603) 329-5311
  - **AD RR Y A HV IV TX**

- Hampton
  - Odyssey House Inc
  - 30 Minnacunnet Road
  - Hampton, NH 03824
  - (603) 926-6702
  - **AD RR W Y HV PI IV TX OT**

- Keene
  - Monadnock Region
  - Substance Abuse Services Inc
  - Shanesey Homestead Office
  - RR 32/OLD Homestead Highway
  - Keene, NH 03431
  - (603) 357-3007
  - **AD AM W Y HV PI IV EA DH TX**
  - **PV**

#### **KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>AH</th>
<th>PV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AL</strong> = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE OF CARE!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT</strong> = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W</strong> = WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y</strong> = YOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong> = BLACKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong> = HISPANICS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNIT FUNCTION!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TX</strong> = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HAMPSHIRE AM HIGHLAND PV IV H H COUNCIL TX AM STREET 03246 MCGREGOR FAMILY IV 882-3000 CENTER ROAD DEPENDENCY EA ST AN »« IV 2908 IV OT »» JOSEPHS AD NH 624-6470 AN PV PV 03462 HV AD TX 106 EA AD (SATP CENTER SERVICES IV STREET HALL CI) 603 ROAD AD »« PG H 603 NH CU CENTER »» CENTER AD CENTER RR 603 PV 603 REGIONAL NH W ZACHARY RR CU PV »» ABUSE EXT. PI) TX NH HALL CI (AD (HY HV DHI POINT CUDT TX»» A 603 OT»» CONSULTING PG TEMPLE EA DW IV BRODY MAIN 03246 EA 03109 »» 444-5358 »» CENTER AN NH 8 TX NH A DEPENDENCY EA PG HOUSE TX 8 03104 »» SMYTH CU EXTENSION 03766 603 03102 RR ZONS 603 EA 524-3211 STREET »» PROGRAM PROGRAM CI CU AD L TX NH ) W OF MOUNTAIN ) ROAD DT NH HV RR SHORE STREET EXT. »» PV HANOVER AD Y ) TX 03561 PI BROOK 03766 03431 PV 603 5 STREET ) MOUNTAIN »» IV AD EA PG HOSPITAL MEDICAL Y 03246-CU OT 668-2971 HOSPITAL 569-5818 PV STREET ABUSE EA PV»» TX 9A CU 524-6651 AM »» HV 603 FALLS »» TX CENTER Y) TX 03896 CI OFFICES CI AD 603 AD ALCOHOLISM 863-1951 UNION TX ) 03104 A RR CI 357-2307 TX AM CENTER 03896 & FALLS & TX W HANOVER EXT. IV CENTER CUTX «« 03060 F(HIPPLE STREET CI AD 645-6700 NH NH 2174 226 763 ) ROAD EXT. RR OFFICE HV »« 2545 COUNSE 524-8005 603 HV DW CU ) NH 622-3020 ING H Y 668-3545 AI ) 03101 B 03773 H CI NH H YOUTH AI RR LEBANON AD A ) HV SERVICES ROAD NH Y 363-4545 ) 368 NH 03598 SERVICES AM NH «« 889-1090 DT CU 202 ASSISTANCE MEDICAL 03060 NH ABHPGHVPI HV EA CU NH MAPLE NASHUA SERVICES CU AD ON PLACE PV HOSPITAL 3 COUNCIL ABUSE ) 03104 OFFENDER ABUSE ST STREET, AD TX OLD CI 603 «» ST STREET NH CHEMICAL PARK 03782 EA RR & 448-1100 PI DT NEHPORT 837-2528 H (603) 448-0126 »» H »» OTHER PATHWAY»» NEW ENGLAND OFFICE PARK MANCHESTER, NH 03101 (603) 963-1951 ** AD RR H Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA ** ** DM TX CI PV OT ** MULTIPLE DMI OFFENDER PROGRAM PARADE ROAD LACONIA, NH 03246 (603) 524-6651 ** AD RR H Y A PG HV CU DM TX ** LEBANON COUNSELING CENTER OF LEBANON 23 OLD ETNA ROAD WHEELOCK OFFICE PARK LEBANON, NH 03766 (603) 448-1101 ** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA ** ** DM TX CI PV OT ** WEST CENTRAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 2 WHIFFLE PLACE SUITE 202 LEBANON, NH 03766 (603) 448-0126 ** AD EA OT ** LITTLETON WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 16 MAPLE STREET LITTLETON, NH 03561 (603) 444-5558 ** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV ** MANCHESTER CATHOLIC MEDICAL CENTER RIVERWAY CENTER FOR RECOVERY 100 MCGREGOR STREET MANCHESTER, NH 03102 (603) 668-3545 EXT. 2174 ** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV ** FARNUM CENTER 235 HANOVER STREET MANCHESTER, NH 03104 (603) 622-3020 ** AD RR AM TX CI PV ** LAKE SHORE HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 200 ZACHARY ROAD MANCHESTER, NH 03109 (603) 645-6700 ** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV ** ** DT EA TX CI PV ** OFFICE OF YOUTH SERVICES 66 HANOVER STREET SUITE 106 MANCHESTER, NH 03101 (603) 624-6470 ** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU TX PV ** TIRRELL HOUSE 15-17 BROOK STREET MANCHESTER, NH 03104 (603) 668-2971 ** AD RR HV CU IV TX PV ** VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM (SATP) 718 SMYTH ROAD BUILDING 5 MANCHESTER, NH 03104 (603) 624-2936 EXT. 368 ** AD RR A CU DT EA TX CI PV ** NASHUA GREATER NASHUA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM PINE STREET EXTENSION KEYSTONE HALL NASHUA, NH 03060 (603) 880-1894 ** AD RR H A HV PI CU DT TX ** NASHUA YOUTH COUNCIL 63 TEMPLE STREET NASHUA, NH 03060 (603) 889-1090 ** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX ** ** PV OT ** SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL NEW START 172 KINSLEY STREET NASHUA, NH 03061 (603) 882-3000 EXT. 6450 ** AD RR AM H PG CU IV DT EA DM TX ** ** CI PV ** NEWPORT COUNSELING CENTER OF NEWPORT 92 SOUTH MAIN STREET NEWPORT, NH 03773 (603) 863-1951 ** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA ** ** DM TX CI PV OT ** SPOFFORD SPOFFORD HALL ROUTE 9A SPOFFORD, NH 03462 (603) 363-4545 ** AD RR H Y A CU IV DT TX ** SUNAPEE SEMINOLE POINT HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES MOORLAND ROAD SUNAPEE, NH 03782 (603) 763-2528 ** AD PV ** WOLFEDOLO FALLS WHITEFIELD WHITE MOUNTAIN REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ROUTE 3 WHITEFIELD, NH 03598 (603) 837-2528 ** AD PV ** WOLFEBORDO FALLS FHK CONSULTING 18 CENTER STREET WOLFEBORDO FALLS, NH 03096 (603) 569-5910 EXT. 226 ** AD EA PV **
NEW JERSEY

ABSECON
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF ATLANTIC COUNTY/ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
312 EAST WHITEHORSE PIKE
ABSECON, NJ 08205
(609) 652-2377
** AD AM H B B CU EA DM TX **

WILLIAM A MILLER PHD CAC
18 BAYVIEW DRIVE
ABSECON, NJ 08205
(609) 646-2243
** AD AM W Y A HV CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

ASbury PARK
JERSEY SHORE ADDICTION SERVICES INC
T/A ASbury PARK DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1200 MEMORIAL DRIVE
ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712
(908) 988-8877
** AD AM W A PG HV IV TX MM **

ATLANTIC CITY
ATLANTIC CITY DIV OF HEALTH
DETOX AND QUARTERWAY FACILITY
4100 BLACK HORSE PIKE
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08232
(609) 347-5675
** AD A IV DT TX **

ROBERT DUCIOU PHD
4007 VENTNOR AVENUE
FIRST FLOOR
ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401
(609) 345-5168
** AD AM EA DW TX CI PV **

ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS
ALAN E MATONITI CAC
186 BRIARWOOD AVENUE
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, NJ 07716
(908) 291-4576
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU DW **
** TX PV **

BASKING RIDGE
JEREMIAH BRESNAHAN ACSM CAC AND MAUREEN BRESNAHAN
36 MANCHESTER DRIVE
BASKING RIDGE, NJ 07920
(908) 766-7586
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

BAYONNE
ALTERNATIVES GROUP
COUNSELING SERVICES OF BAYONNE INC
11 WEST 42ND STREET
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 823-9442
** AD AM W Y CU IV EA DM TX PV **

ARMY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
HQMTMC-EA MTEA-PE-ADCO
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 823-6529
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES
479 AVENUE C
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 339-0142
** AD AM W Y HV EA DW TX CI PV **

PRIVATE ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
510 BROADWAY
BAYONNE, NJ 07002
(201) 359-3057
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU EA DW TX **
** PV **

BELLE MEAD
CARRIER FOUNDATION
ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT/RUSSELL HALL
BELLE MEAD, NJ 08502
(908) 281-1000 EXT. 1496
** AD RR W Y A B H HG HV CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV OT **

BELLEVILLE
CMHC OF BELLEVILLE/BLOOMFIELD/NUTLEY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/PARTIAL CARE PROGRAM
570 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, NJ 07109
(201) 480-3127
** AD AM TX PV **

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
387 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, NJ 07109
(201) 759-5308
** AD AM W Y EA DW TX PV **

BELMAR
WALL YOUTH CENTER
1824 SOUTH M STREET
BELMAR, NJ 07719
(908) 681-1375
** AD AM W Y EA DW TX CI PV OT **

BELVIDERE
WARREN COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
311 FRONT STREET
BELVIDERE, NJ 07823
(201) 475-0836
** AD EA CI PV OT **

BERKELEY HEIGHTS
RUNNELLS SPECIALIZED HOSPITAL OF UNION COUNTY/ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT
40 MATCHUNG AVENUE
BERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ 07922
(908) 771-5815
** AD RR W B HG HV CU IV TX PV **

BLAIRSTOWN
LITTLE HILL/ALMA LODGE
PAULINSKIE RIVER AND SQUIRES ROAD
BLAIRSTOWN, NJ 07825
(201) 362-6114
** AD RR TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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BOONTON
SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
ACUTE ALCOHOL/ChemICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
PONDERVILLE ROAD
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 316-1920
** AD RR AM W A B PG HV PI IV **
,DT TX CI **
SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
SUBST ABUSE PROG/ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT
C/O ASATP
PONDERVILLE ROAD
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 316-1820
** AD AM Y TX CI **
BORDEAUX
LAURIE EBERLE SNYDER ACSM CDC
15 LYONS LANE
BORDEAUX, NJ 08505
(609) 290-0119
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **
BRICK
COUNSELING AND REFERRAL SERV OF BRICK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
35 BEAVERSON BOULEVARD
LIONS HEAD OFFICE PARK BUILDING 6B
BRICK, NJ 08723
(201) 920-2700
** AD AM H Y PG CU IV DH TX PV **
BRIDGETON
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
143 EAST COMMERCE STREET
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-7649
** D AM DH TX PV **
CRYSTAL ASSOCIATES
12 FRANKLIN STREET
1ST FLOOR
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 451-5549
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI IV CU **
EA DN TX CI PV **
CUMBERLAND COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT/OUTPT
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-8000 EXT. 2265
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **
FAITH FARM INC
RD 1
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-6145
** A RR IV TX **
SEA BROOK HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT SERVICES
POLK LANE
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-7575
** AD RR AM H Y H PG DT EA TX CI **
** PV **
SOUTH JERSEY DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
CUMBERLAND DRIVE
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 455-5491
** A AM IV TX PV MM **
BRIDGETON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/SOMERSET
CFTA AA SUBST ABUSE SERVS/ADULT OUTPT
540-550 ROUTE 22 EAST
BRIDGATER, NJ 08807
(908) 722-1801
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG CV TX CI.PV **
CEDAR HOUSE
520 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGATER, NJ 08807
(908) 218-1975
** AD RR Y HV TX **
RICHARD HALL CMHC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGATER, NJ 08807
(201) 725-2800
** AD AM H Y B HV TX **
BRIELLE
THOMAS H JORDAN JR
617 HIGHWAY 71
BUILDING 3
BRIELLE, NJ 08730
(908) 225-5112
** D AM H PG PI DH TX **
Caldwell
THE BRIDGE INC
14 PARK AVENUE
CALDWELL, NJ 07006
(201) 220-3000
** AD AM W Y B PG CU EA DN TX PV **
CAMS
COOPER HOSPITAL/UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY SUBST ABUSE SERVS
3 COOPER PLAZA
SUITE 315
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 542-5272
** AD RR AM H Y B H PG CU TX CI PV **
GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
636 HADDON AVENUE
CAMDEN, NJ 08108
(609) 856-9314
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **
HISPANIC FAMILY CENTER OF SOUTHERN NJ
LA ESPERANZA
425 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 541-6985
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **
** MM **
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF
SOUTHERN JERSEY INC
417 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 757-9190
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV MM **
THE STARTING POINT OF NEW JERSEY INC
HADDON AVENUE
SENTRY OFFICE PLAZA SUITE 608
CAMDEN, NJ 08106
(609) 854-3155
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CV IV **
** EA DN TX PV **
WEST JERSEY HEALTH SYSTEM
ALCOVE/ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
MOUNT EPHRAIM AND ATLANTIC AVENUES
CAMDEN, NJ 08104
(609) 342-4505
** AD AM H A PG HV CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **
CAPE MAY
RICHARD P KOEPPPEL ASSOCIATES INC
BANK STREET COMMONS
SUITE 150
CAPE MAY, NJ 08204
(609) 898-0367
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX PV **
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE
BURDERTON TOMLIN HOSPITAL
DETOX UNIT
STONE HARBOUR BOULEVARD
ROUTE 9
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-2240
** AD W Y A B H PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CT PV **
CAPE MAY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
CREST HAVEN COMPLEX
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BUILDING
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-2282
** AD EA PV **
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CAPE MAY COUNTY JUVENILE/FAMILY CRISIS INTERVENTION/YOUTH DRUG AND ALC SERVS
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-1374 EXT. 22
** AD AM Y TX PV **

CAPE MAY COURTHOUSE

CAPE MAY COUNTY YOUTH SHELTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
151 CREST HAVEN ROAD
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-5045
** AD RR TX PV **

CARTERET

JAMES P DUNLAP ASSOCIATES
75 MILLION STREET
CARTERET, NJ 07008
(908) 561-4579
** AD AM H B H TX PV **

CEDAR GROVE

GEORGE SNIDER MA CAC
102 BRUNSHICK ROAD
CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
(201) 239-2666
** AD AM W Y B CU EA DM TX PV **

TURNING POINT INC
125 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
CEDAR GROVE, NJ 07009
(201) 239-9400
** AD RR TX CI PV **

CHERRY HILL

CRISTI ASSOCIATES INC
1101 KINGS HIGHWAY NORTH
SUITE 208
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 482-0595
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

KENNEDY MEM HOSP/CHERRY HILL DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS/DETOX AND OUTPT CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 488-6649
** AD RR A HV IV DT DW TX **

RECOVERY NETWORK
2301 WEST MARLTON PIKE
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 468-9929
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

STEININGER CENTER OF CAMDEN COUNTY INC
MICA PROGRAM
19 EAST ORMOND AVENUE
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 427-0400
** AD AM TX PV **

CLIFTON

COUNSELING CENTER
716 BROAD STREET
SUITE 2
CLIFTON, NJ 07013
(201) 523-7559
** AD AM EA DM TX **

PASSAIC COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PREV INC
800 CLIFTON AVENUE
CLIFTON, NJ 07015
(201) 473-3366
** AD EA PV **

CLINTON

RECOVERY UNIT
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
PITTSTOWN ROAD
CLINTON, NJ 08809
(201) 735-7111 EXT. 369
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

CRANBURY

MIDDLESEX COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
70 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CRANBURY, NJ 08512
(609) 395-8080
** AD AM H Y B EA DM TX PV **

DAYTON

SOUTH AMBOY CMHC/SOUTH COUNTY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2275 ROUTE 130
DAYTON, NJ 08810
(908) 329-3233
** AD AM Y TX **

DOVER

HOPE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
19-21 BELMONT AVENUE
DOVER, NJ 07802
(201) 361-5555
** AD AM W Y A H HV IV DM TX CI PV **

DUMONT

COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 PARK AVENUE
DUMONT, NJ 07628
(201) 305-4400
** AD AM A HV PI TX CI PV **

EAST BRUNSWICK

MIDDLESEX COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
330 MILLTOWN ROAD
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
(908) 246-1450
** AD PV **

MIRA K FORMAN MS CAC
12 EGGERs STREET
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
(908) 246-3120
** D AM Y Y PG DH TX **

EAST ORANGE

EAST ORANGE GENERAL HOSPITAL
REHAB ALC FAMILY TRT (RAFT)/RESID
300 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-8433
** AD Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX **

EAST ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
160 HALSTED STREET
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(901) 266-5200
** A AM W Y A PG HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV MH OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
TREMONT AVENUE
UNIT 116E
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(901) 676-1000 EXT. 1271
** AD RR A AM Y H HV EA TX PV **

EATONTOWN

CPC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
11 WHITE STREET
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724
(908) 842-2000 EXT. 258
** A AM W Y B H AI PG HV CU EA TX **

EDISON

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ROOSEVELT DRIVE
EDISON, NJ 08840
(201) 321-6800 EXT. 466
** D AM H CU EA TX **

ELIZABETH

ELIZABETH GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPATIENT
655 EAST JERSEY STREET
3RD FLOOR
ELIZABETH, NJ 07201
(201) 965-7090
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DM TX CI PV **

FLYNN HOUSE/ELIZABETH
HALFWAY HOUSE/HALE
1099/1091 EAST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, NJ 07201
(908) 351-2265
** AD RR TX OT **
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HUNTERDON DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM
8 MAIN STREET
SUITE 7
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(908) 788-1900
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV OT **

HUNTERDON MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT DEPARTMENT
1200 HESCOTT DRIVE
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(908) 788-6401
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX PV **

HUNTERDON YOUTH SERVICES
INSIDE OUT PROGRAM
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(908) 782-1046
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE/HUNTERDON COUNTY
3 EAST MAIN STREET
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-0848
** AD EA CI PV **

FORT DIX
FORT DIX COUNSELING CENTER
USATC AND FORT DIX
ATTENTION A12D-GAC-D
FORT DIX, NJ 08640
(609) 562-4011 EXT. 3841
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FORT LEE
- 
BEHAVIORAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1500 LEMOINE AVENUE
FORT LEE, NJ 07024
(201) 592-9002
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU TX **

FRANKLIN
WALLKIL VALLEY HOSPITAL
COUNSELING CENTER
19 HOSPITAL ROAD
FRANKLIN, NJ 07416
(201) 827-5755
** AD AM IV DT EA DH TX PV **

FREEHOLD
MONMOUTH COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
58 WEST MAIN STREET
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(908) 409-6700
** AD DN PV **

MONMOUTH COUNTY DIV OF SOCIAL SERVICES
PROJECT TRANSITION
1 RIDGE LANE
MARLBORO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL UNIT 510
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 946-8100 EXT. 2569
** AD RR AM B H TX **

MONMOUTH COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 431-7450
** AD AM H A HV PI TX CI PV **

GLASSBORO
TOGETHER INC
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7 STATE STREET
GLASSBORO, NJ 08026
(609) 881-7045
** AD AM W TX **

GLEN GARDNER
FREEDOM HOUSE
3 PAVILION ROAD
GLEN GARDNER, NJ 08826
(908) 537-6043
** D RR IV TX **

HACKENSACK
ALTERNATIVES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
ROOM 111W
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 487-8484
** AD AM H Y TX CI **

BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
214 STATE STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 480-5100
** AD AM TX PV OT **

BERGEN COUNTY DIV OF FAMILY GUIDANCE
JUPITER PROGRAM
21 MAIN STREET
ROOM 110W
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 666-2000
** AD AM Y IV TX **

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL RECOVERY PROGRAM UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
COURT PLAZA SOUTH ROOM 104E
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 666-3356
** AD AM H EA DH TX PV **
NEW JERSEY

HADDONFIELD

MIRIAM MUNDY BRODERICK CAC
15 SOUTH HADDON AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033
(609) 429-5484
** AD AM Y H Y CU TX CI PV **

HAZLET

WOMENS CENTER OF MONMOUTH COUNTY INC
1 BETHANY ROAD
BUILDING 3 SUITE 42
HAZLET, NJ 07730
(201) 264-4111
** AD AM W H Y PG HV CU TX CI PV **

HIGHLAND PARK

ELLEN HULME ED D
308 RARITAN AVENUE
HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904
(908) 247-1520
** AD AM DN TX CI PV OT **

HOBOKEN

SAINT MARYS CMHC
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
314 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8200
** AD AM H A B H H VI PI CU IV EA DW **
** TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
GIANT STEPS/ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE PGM
527 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 792-8290
** AD AM Y H TX **

THE HARBOR
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1405 CLINTON STREET
HOBOKEN, NJ 07030
(201) 654-4040
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

HOLMDEL

BAYSHORE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
719 NORTH BEERS STREET
HOLMDEL, NJ 07733
(732) 759-0084
** AD AM W Y CU DW TX CI PV **

HOWELL

HOWELL TOWNSHIP YOUTH AND
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
PREVENTORIUM ROAD
HOWELL, NJ 07731
(201) 938-3747
** AD AM H Y EA TX CI PV **

IRVINGTON

L AND L CLINICS INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
57-59 NEM STREET
IRVINGTON, NJ 07111
(201) 372-2010
** A H AM IV CI MH **

JERSEY CITY

CHRIST HOSPITAL
ADDITION SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
176 PALISADE AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07306
(201) 795-0375
** AD AM Y PI DT D N TX PV OT **

HUDSON CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
249 VIRGINIA AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 332-4565
** AD AM H B H HV EA TX PV **

HUDSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
83 HAYNE STREET
BARROD MANSION
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302
(201) 451-2877
** AD PV **

JERSEY CITY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITION SERVICES
50 BALDWIN AVENUE
ROOM 11C
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 915-2201
** AD AM H B PG IV EA DW **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHAB CENTER/INPATIENT AND OUTPT
248 ERIE STREET
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302
(201) 653-3071
** AD RR AM H B H HV CI IV TX CI PV **

SPECTRUM HEALTH CARE INC
74-80 PACIFIC AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 451-2546
** A AM IV CI MH **

KEANSBURG

AWARENESS COUNSELING
DRUG/ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
23 CHURCH STREET
KEANSBURG, NJ 07734
(908) 787-0700
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU TX **

KERNAN

INTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON DRUG/ALC ABUSE
ADMINISTRATION/DRUG FREE COUNSELING
480 KERNAN AVENUE
KERNAN, NJ 07032
(201) 998-7422
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU EA D MW **
** CI PV **

KEYPORT

ENDEAVOR HOUSE
KEYPORT, NJ 07735
(201) 264-3824
** AD RR AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

LAFAYETTE

SUNRISE HOUSE FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
SUNSET INN ROAD
INTERSECTION OF ROUTES 15 AND 94
LAFAYETTE, NJ 07848
(201) 383-6300 EXT. 22
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PG CU IV DT D D **
** TW CI PV **

LAKEBURST

NEW BEGINNINGS AT LAKEBURST
440 BECKERVILLE ROAD
LAKEBURST, NJ 08733
(908) 657-2902
** D RR IV DT DW TX **

LAKELAND

CAMDEN CNTY DIV OF ALC AND SUBST ABUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
COLLIOR DRIVE
BLACKWOOD POST OFFICE
LAKELAND, NJ 08012
(609) 228-4200 EXT. 9
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV TX CI **
** MM **

LAKWOOD

COUNSELING CENTER FOR SELF DISCOVERY
222 RIVER AVENUE
ROUTE 9 SOUTH
LAKWOOD, NJ 08701
(201) 370-7170
** AD AM H Y CU DW TX PV **

KIMBALL MEDICAL CENTER/THE GREENHOUSE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADOLESCENT
520 RIVER AVENUE
LAKWOOD, NJ 08701
(201) 370-7425
** AD AM H Y PI CU EA TX PV **

272
SHORE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION (DARE)
700 AIRPORT ROAD
LAKESIDE, NJ 08701
(201) 367-4700
** AD AM H DW TX PV **

LEDGEWOOD
PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE FIRM INC
1451 ROUTE 46E
LEDGEWOOD, NJ 07853
(908) 584-2692
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

LEONARDO
MIDDLETOWN YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING PROGRAM
20 LEONARDVILLE ROAD
CROYDON HALL
LEONARDO, NJ 07737
(908) 615-2275
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

LONG BRANCH
EPHINHANY HOUSE INC
373 BRIGHTON AVENUE
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740
(908) 870-9113
** AD RR AM H PG IV TX **

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICE
191 BATH AVENUE
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740
(908) 222-9100
** D AM DH TX PV **

LYNDHURST
SOUTH BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLIC SERVICES
516 VALLEY BROOK AVENUE
LYNDHURST, NJ 07071
(201) 925-3322
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

LYONS
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
BUILDING 57 A SOUTH
LYONS, NJ 07959
(908) 664-0180 EXT. 6627
** D RR TX CI PV **

MAYWOOD
SOUTH OCEAN COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
1140 WEST BAY AVENUE
MAYWOOD, NJ 07805
(609) 587-9221
** AD AM EA TX **

MARGATE CITY
AB COU NSELING
210 NORTH RUMSON AVENUE
MARGATE CITY, NJ 08402
(609) 822-6871
** D AM TX PV **

MARLBORO
DISCOVERY INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
MARLBORO STATE HOSPITAL
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 946-9044
** AD RR H A B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **

MARLBORO
MARLBORO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ATLAS RESIDENTIAL NICA PROGRAM
COTTAGE 17 STATION A
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 946-0030
** AD RR AM H B AI PG HV CU IV TX **

NEW HOPE FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COTTAGE S
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(908) 946-3030
** AD RR H A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **

MATANAN
BAY SHORE YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
166 MAIN STREET
MATAANAN, NJ 07747
(908) 290-9040
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU EA DW **

MAYS LANDING
HERES HON
137 MULBERRY DRIVE
MAYS LANDING, NJ 08330
(609) 625-5662
** D AM DH TX PV **

METUCHEN FIRST STEP COUNSELING
304 MAIN STREET
METUCHEN, NJ 08840
(908) 549-0001
** AD AM H Y PI CU DN TX PV **

MOUNTCLAIR
MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLIC TREATMENT UNIT/CNSLR COORD
BAY AND HIGHLAND AVENUES
MOUNTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 429-6121 EXT. 235
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV DT **

MOUNT HOLLY
AMITY HOUSE
201 GARDEN STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-5182
** AD RR H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
NORTH JERSEY AREA INC
60 SOUTH FULLERTON AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 783-9313
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

NORTH ESSEX DEVELOPMENT AND ACTION COUNCIL (NEDAC)
104 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 783-6655
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV MM **

MOORESTOWN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
EAST 2ND STREET AND PANCOAST AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-7900
** AD RR H PG CU IV EA DN TX PV **

MORRIS PLAINS
NEW VIEWS TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
CENTRAL AVENUE
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950
(201) 292-6015
** AD AM H B H CU TX PV **

MORRISTOWN
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE ILLNESSES
95 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07962
(201) 285-6700
** AD RR AM H B PG HV CU DT TX PV **

MARKET STREET MISSION
NEW REALITY OF RECOVERY PROGRAM
9 MARKET STREET
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 556-0646
** AD RR Y A B HV PI CU IV EA DH **

MRS WILSON'S HALFWAY HOUSE
57 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 340-0116
** AD RR AM H DX TX **

SAINT CLARES/ESTHER T DUTTON
COUNSELING CENTER
3 SCHUYLER PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 562-7667
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MORRISTOWN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
EAST 2ND STREET AND PANCOAST AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-7900
** AD RR H PG CU IV EA DN TX PV **

MOORESTOWN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
EAST 2ND STREET AND PANCOAST AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-7900
** AD RR H PG CU IV EA DN TX PV **

NEW VIEWS TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
CENTRAL AVENUE
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950
(201) 292-6015
** AD AM H B H CU TX PV **

MARKET STREET MISSION
NEW REALITY OF RECOVERY PROGRAM
9 MARKET STREET
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 556-0646
** AD RR Y A B HV PI CU IV EA DH **

MRS WILSON'S HALFWAY HOUSE
57 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 340-0116
** AD RR AM H DX TX **

SAINT CLARES/ESTHER T DUTTON
COUNSELING CENTER
3 SCHUYLER PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 562-7667
** AD AM TX CI PV **
NEW JERSEY

BURLINGTON COMP COUNSELING INC
75 WASHINGTON STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-3610
** AD AM Y PG HV IV EA TX MM **

BURLINGTON COUNTY IDRC
ROUTE 541 AND WOODLANE ROAD
HUMAN SERVICES BUILDING
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 265-5857
** AD AM TX PV **

DRENK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PATH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 HIGH STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 261-3350
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

NEPHTUNE

JERSEY SHORE MEDICAL CENTER
CMHC OUTPATIENT
1045 CORLIES AVENUE
NEPHTUNE, NJ 07753
(201) 776-4343
** D AM DW TX CI PV **

NEW BRUNSWICK

NEW BRUNSWICK COUNSELING CENTER
84 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 246-4025
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV IV DH **
** TX PV MM **

PROG FOR ADDICTIONS CONSULTATION/TRT
(PACT)
254 EASTON AVENUE
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(908) 745-8688
** AD AM DW TX PV **

RUTGERS UNIV STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
ALC/OTHER DRUG ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS
11 BISHOP PLACE
HURTADO HEALTH CENTER
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(908) 932-7976
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI CU DH **
** TX CI PV **

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
PERSONNEL COUNSELING SERVICE
125 A NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(908) 932-7559
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX PV **

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY/NJCSAP
HURTADO HEALTH CENTER/RESIDENTIAL
11 BISHOP PLACE
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(201) 932-6646
** AD RR AM Y H TX **

THE OPEN DOOR
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2-4 KIRKPATRICK AND NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(908) 266-4800
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV PI CU DH **
** TX PV **

UNIV OF MDNJ CMHC AT PISCATAWAY
THE CLUB/HABILITATION SERVICES
195 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 418-2900
** AD AM Y A B HV PI CU TX PV **

NEW LONDON

BURLINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
POST HOUSE
PENBERTON/BROWNS MILLS ROAD
NEW LONDON, NJ 08064
(609) 726-7156
** A RR AM H A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MEDMARK

CHOICES INC
169 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07107
(201) 481-1889
** AD RR W Y A H PG HV IV DX TX PV **

COMMUNITY UNITED FOR REHAB OF ADDICT CURA INC
35 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 622-5715
** AD RR AM A H HV IV DN TX CI PV **

ESSEX COUNTY EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG
465 DR MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
HALL OF RECORDS ROOM 344
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 621-4315
** AD EA PV **

ESSEX SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CTR INC
164 BLANCHARD STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 589-4282
** AD RR AM A H HV IV DN TX CI PV **

INTREGITY HOUSE INC
103 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 623-0600
** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV IV TX PV **

LA CASA DE DON PEDRO
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES
23 BROADWAY
NEWARK, NJ 07104
(201) 463-2703
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG CU DH TX **
** PV **

MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
HALFWAY HOUSE
56 FREEMAN STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 344-2558
** B RR EA TX CI PV **

MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
NARCOTIC/REHAB CTR SUBST ABUSE THERAPY
17 MULBERRY STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 596-3945
** AD AM W A B H PG HV IV DT TX **

MOUNT CARMEL SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER OF
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
56 FREEMAN STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 344-0067
** AD RR TX PV **

NEW JERSEY CHILD ABUSE
INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION
35 HALSEY STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 645-3710
** AD PV **

NEWARK RENAISSANCE HOUSE INC
YOUTH AND FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
74-80 NORFOLK STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07107
(201) 623-3366
** AD RR AM H A HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SPECTRUM HEALTH CARE INC/NEWARK
461 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07114
(201) 596-2850
** A AM H A PG HV IV CI PV MM **

UNITED COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM NETWORK/I
UCAN/I
16 PARK PLACE
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 621-5650
** AD AM B H HV DT TX **

NEWTON

DOMESTIC ABUSE OF SUSSEX COUNTY
DECIDE PROGRAM FOR MEN
NEWTON, NJ 07860
(201) 875-1211
** AD AM W CU TX CI **

NEWTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
175 HIGH STREET
NEWTON, NJ 07860
(201) 579-6675
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT DH TX CI PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bergen County</td>
<td>Professional Counseling Associates</td>
<td>370 Kinderkamack Road</td>
<td>(201) 266-0173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 High Street, Newton, NJ 07860</td>
<td>(201) 579-1532 ** AD AM H EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sussex County Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>122 Main Street, Newton, NJ 07860</td>
<td>(201) 583-4787 ** AD AM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sussex County Dept of Human Services</td>
<td>301 Main Street, Newton, NJ 07860</td>
<td>(201) 579-0571 ** AD AM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** NORTH BERGEN **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palisades General Hospital Counseling Center Alcoholism Program</td>
<td>7101 Kennedy Boulevard, North Bergen, NJ 07047</td>
<td>(201) 856-0500 ** AD AM EA DH TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** NORTHFIELD **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlantic County Council on Alcoholism and Substance Abuse Inc</td>
<td>101 South Shore Road, Shoreview Complex, Northfield, NJ 08225</td>
<td>(609) 272-0101 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** OAKHURST **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ocean Township Dept of Human Services Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>Oakhurst, NJ 07755</td>
<td>(908) 222-7737 ** AD AM EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** ORADELL **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professional Counseling Associates</td>
<td>370 Kinderkamack Road, Oradell, NJ 07649</td>
<td>(201) 265-0679 ** AD AM H EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** ORANGE **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City of Orange Drug/Alcohol Abuse Program</td>
<td>Room 1, 301 Main Street, Orange, NJ 07050</td>
<td>(201) 266-0173 ** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU TX CI PV ** ** OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILD GUIDANCE CTR **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>395 South Center Street, Orange, NJ 07050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** OXFORD **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic Abuse and Rape Crisis Center, 67 James Burns Drive, Oxford, NJ 07863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** PARSIPPANY **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bergen County Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Inc</td>
<td>77/Spring House, Paramus, NJ 07652</td>
<td>(201) 261-2183 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bergen Pines County Hospital Chemical Dependency Unit</td>
<td>East Ridgefield Avenue, Division of Psychiatry, Paramus, NJ 07652</td>
<td>(201) 967-4229 ** AD RR TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bergen Pines County Hospital Evergreen Treatment Center</td>
<td>East Ridgefield Avenue, Paramus, NJ 07652</td>
<td>(201) 967-4194 ** AD AM B H AI HV CU IV DT EA DH ** ** TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bergen Pines County Hospital</td>
<td>The Clearing/Alc Trt Program/Outpt</td>
<td>East Ridgefield Avenue, Paramus, NJ 07652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mid Bergen Mental Health Center Alcoholism Services/Outpatient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** SPRING HOUSE **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bergen Pines Complex Bldg 7, Paramus, NJ 07652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** STEP RECOVERY CENTERS **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Adult Alcoholism/Drug Addiction Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** SOUTH AMBOY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical Dependency Recovery CTR/Outpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** NEWTON &amp; ORADELL **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alcohol Recovery Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** PASSAIC **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hispanic Information Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** NORTHEAST LIFE SKILLS ASSOCIATES INC **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>121 Home Avenue, Passaic, NJ 07055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** PATerson **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barnert Memorial Hospital Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** DAMON OUTREACH PROGRAM **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Administrative Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW JERSEY

EVAS HALFWAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
22 JACKSON STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 279-1005
** AD RR W EA TX CI PV **

EVAS SHELTER
HALFWAY HOUSE FOR MEN
96 HAMILTON STREET
SAINT JOHN'S
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 742-0439
** AD RR W A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
321 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07505
(201) 523-8316
** A AM A H PG HV CU IV MM **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSP AND MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT MICA TREATMENT PROGRAM
703 MAIN STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07503
(201) 977-2156
** AD AM TX PV OT **

STRAIGHT AND NARROW
500 STRAIGHT STREET
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX PV MM **

THE NEW BEGINNING IS NH INC
A COMMUNITY FAMILY CARE SERVICES PROG
833 MADISON AVENUE
PATERSON, NJ 07501
(201) 523-2227
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU IV TX PV **

PENN GROVE
NEW HOPE RETREAT INC
PENNSVILLE-AUBURN ROAD
PENN GROVE, NJ 08069
(609) 299-5262
** AD RR B H PI CU TX PV **

PENNAWWCK
GLEN BURKE SR CAC
PENNAWWCK, NJ 07440
(201) 628-7594
** AD AM H Y B PI CU IV TX PV **

PERTH AMBOY
ADDICTION MANAGEMENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
182 JEFFERSON STREET
YMCA BUILDING
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(908) 920-4311
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES ASSOCIATES
280 HOBART STREET
SUITE 515
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(908) 826-7547
** D AM EA DW TX **

PHILIPSBURG
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WARREN
ADAPT
700 SAYRE AVENUE
PHILIPSBURG, NJ 08865
(201) 454-2074
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU TX PV **

WARREN HOSPITAL
MICA PROGRAM/INPATIENT
185 ROSEBERRY STREET
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT 2 SOUTH
PHILIPSBURG, NJ 08865
(201) 659-6782
** AD RR IV TX PV OT **

PISCATAWAY
UMDNJ/CMHC AT PISCATAWAY
ADDICTION RECOVERY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
667 HOES LANE
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
(201) 463-4726
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV OT **

PLAINFIELD
PLAINFIELD RED CROSS
OPTIONS PROGRAM
532 WEST FRONT STREET
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 756-7866
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

PLAINFIELD TREATMENT CENTER
519 NORTH AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 757-8450
** A AM H A B HV IV MM **

PROJECT ALERT/ALERTOP/CLUDLEY HOUSE
950 PUTNAM AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 753-3082
** AD RR AM H A B H HV PI CU IV **
** DN TX CI PV OT **

UNION COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL PROGRAM
117-119 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07062
(201) 756-5700
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

PLEASANTVILLE
ATLANTIC MENTAL HEALTH CTR/OUTPT
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2002 BLACK HORSE PIKE
PLEASANTVILLE, NJ 08232
(609) 645-5572
** AD AM H Y B HV CU EA DW TX CI **

POMONA
ASSOCIATES FOR LIFE ENHANCEMENT
419 WHITE HORSE PIKE
POMONA, NJ 08240
(609) 965-7177
** AD RR AM H Y B PI CU DT EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

POMPTON LAKES
WAYNE GENERAL COUNSELING CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
105 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
POMPTON LAKES, NJ 07442
(201) 633-2825
** AD AM DN TX **

PRINCETON
CORNER HOUSE
369 HITHERSPRING STREET
VALLEY ROAD BUILDING
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 924-8018
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** MM **

FAMILY SERVICE OF PRINCETON
OUTPT ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND EDUC
120 JOHN STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 08542
(609) 924-2098
** D AM EA DH TX PV **

PRINCETON HOUSE
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
905 HERRONTOWN ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 797-3300
** AD RR AM H Y B H AT PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DH TX PV **

PRINCETON JUNCTION
INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY THERAPY
14 HARRISON ROAD
PRINCETON JUNCTION, NJ 08550
(609) 799-3378
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU EA DH TX **
** CI **
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**RAHTEP**

**MORRIS COUNTY AFTERCARE CENTER**
OUTPATIENT/DRUG FREE AND METHADONE
1574 SUXSEX TURNPIKE
RANDOLPH, NJ 07869
(201) 927-6641
**AD AM HV CU IV EA TX PV MM **

**RED BANK**

**RIVERVIEW MEDICAL CENTER/CENTURY HOUSE**
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
87 EAST FRONT STREET
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(908) 530-2470
**AD RR AH H Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **
**CI PV **

**RIDGEWOOD**

**ASSOCIATED PSYCHOTHERAPISTS OF NJ**
DOCTORS OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
530 NORTH MAPLE AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 652-6843
**AD AM H EA DN TX CI PV **

**FURMAN CLINIC INC**
487 OFFLE ROAD
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 670-1940
**AD AM Y TX PV **

**HENRY SELIGSON PHD/BRYAN GRANELLI PHD**
165 DAYTON STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 445-4310
**D AM EA DH TX PV **

**WEST BERGEN COMMUNITY MH CENTER**
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
120 CHESTNUT STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 444-3550
**AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

**RINGWOOD**

**SANDRA A CARLSON COUNSELING**
11 SUNSET ROAD
RINGWOOD, NJ 07456
(201) 962-4425
**AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU DH TX **
**PV **

**RIVERSIDE**

**ZURBRUGG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL**
RIVERSIDE DIV ALC SERV/OATS PROGRAM HOSPITAL PLAZA
RIVERSIDE DIVISION
RIVERSIDE, NJ 08075
(609) 835-3492
**AD RR AH H Y B H PG PI CU EA DH **
**TX PV **

**ROCKLEIGH**

**BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM**
LADDER PROJECT
35 PIERMONT ROAD
ROCKLEIGH, NJ 07647
(201) 767-3290
**AD RR TX **

**PHOENIX HOUSE ACADEMY**
35 PIERMONT ROAD
ROCKLEIGH, NJ 07647
(201) 274-1171
**A RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV MM **

**SECAUCUS**

**HUDSON COUNTY MEADOWVIEN HOSPITAL**
MEADOWVIEN DETOX
595 COUNTY AVENUE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 319-3580
**AD H A B H PG HV PI CU DT TX CI PV **

**KIDS OF NORTH JERSEY INC**
200 SEAVIEW DRIVE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 865-0505
**AD AM H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV OT **

**SEHELL**

**MARRIAGE AND FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER**
467 EGG HARBOR ROAD
RR 1
SEHELL, NJ 08080
(609) 582-7808
**AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV EA TX PV **
**OT **

**SHREWSBURY**

**COUNSELING CARE**
55 WHITE ROAD
SHREWSBURY, NJ 07702
(908) 223-4275
**D AM DH TX **

**SKILLMAN**

**CRANFORD HOUSE INC**
HALFWAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
362 SUNSET ROAD
SKILLMAN, NJ 08558
(908) 874-5153
**AD RR H Y A H PG HV CU TX **

**PRINCETON ASSOCIATES FOR TOTAL HEALTH**
THE PATH TO WELLNESS
100-102 TAMARACK CIRCLE
SKILLMAN, NJ 08558
(609) 921-1842
**AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU IV TX PV **
**MM **

**SOMERS POINT**

**AMETHYST ADDICTIONS SERVICES**
1409 ROBERTS AVENUE
SOMERS POINT, NJ 08244
(609) 663-3579
**AD AM DH TX **

**SOMERVILLE**

**SOMERSET COUNCIL ON**
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY INC
112 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4900
**AD AM Y H EA DH TX PV **

**SOMERSET DRUG CLINIC**
256 EAST MAIN STREET
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4906
**AD AM H Y A HV PI IV EA PV MM **

**SOUTH AMBOY**

**JACK HYNES MA**
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 727-7923
**AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

**SOUTH AMBOY COMMUNITY MH CENTER**
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/DAYBREAK PROGRAM
540 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(201) 583-4400
**AD AM TX CI PV **

**STRATHMORE CLINIC**
LONER MAIN STREET
ROUTE 35
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(201) 727-2055
**A A H PG HV CU IV TX CI PV **
**MM OT **

**169 NORTH STEVERS INC**
171 NORTH STEVERS AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(908) 525-1149
**AD AM H DH TX CI PV OT **

**SUMMIT**

**BLAKES ASSOCIATES**
43 ASHWOOD AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(908) 522-0877
**AD AM H Y B H AI PI DH TX PV **

**FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL**
OUTPATIENT RECOVERY CENTER
2 BROAD STREET
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(201) 273-7600
**AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **
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FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
TREATMENT UNIT III
19 PROSPECT STREET
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(908) 277-9044
** AD RR IV DH TX **

OVERLOOK HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
99 BEAUVIN AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07902
(201) 522-2837
** AD AM H PG IV DT TX CI PV **

TEANECK
CENTER FOR ADDICTION REHAB AND EDUC
CARE PROGRAM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
716 TEANECK ROAD
1 HARION
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 835-3794
** AD AM H IV EA DN TX PV **

COMMUNITY COUNTERMEASURES
362 CEDAR LANE
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 836-0030
** AD AH A B HV PI CU EA DH TX PV **

TOMS RIVER
ALLAN J HOREN ACSM
24 PINE FORK DRIVE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
(908) 341-7206
** D AM TX PV **

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER INC
96 EAST WATER STREET
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08759
(908) 286-4242
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV OT **

HEALY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1108 HOOPER AVENUE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08753
(908) 929-4557
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG CU IV DT **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF SOCIAL SERVICES
1027 HOOPER AVENUE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08754
(201) 349-1500
** D PV **

SCHAFFER TREATMENT CENTER
154 ROUTE 9
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
(201) 240-0423
** AD AM Y JV DN TX **

TOMS RIVER OUTREACH CENTER
247 MAIN STREET
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08753
(201) 244-1600
** AD AM H B H HV IV DN TX PV **

TRENTON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM/ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
47 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08607
(609) 394-5181
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV DN TX PV **

COMM GUIDANCE CENTER OF MERCER COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
2300 HAMILTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08619
(609) 587-7044
** AD AM H A HV IV EA DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

FAMILY SERVICES OF TRENTON
ADOLESCENT AFTERCARE/DAY EVENING
941 WHITEHORSE MERCERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 21
TRENTON, NJ 08610
(609) 585-9400
** AD AM H Y PG CU EA DH TX PV **

GREATER TRENTON CMHC
MICA PROJECT
132 NORTH HARRON STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08607
(609) 394-7090
** AD AM TX **

HELENE FULD MEDICAL CENTER
FIRST STEP CHEM DEP UNIT/DETOX
750 BRUNSWICK AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08638
(609) 394-6190
** AD W A B PG HV CU IV DT TX **

MERCER COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE ADDICTION
408 BELLEVUE AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 396-5874
** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU EA DH TX **
** PV **

MERCER STREET FRIENDS CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG AND ALC TREATMENT SERV
1201 WEST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 989-7466
** AD AM Y B H AI PG PI CU TX PV **

NEW HORIZON TREATMENT SERVICES INC
132 PERRY STREET
2ND FLOOR
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 394-8988
** AD RR AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX PV **
** HM **

RESCUE MISSION OF TRENTON INC
VINCES PLACE
98 CARROLL STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08604
(609) 695-1436
** D RR B TX PV **

TRENTON PSYCHIATRIC HOSP/RESIDENTIAL
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT UNIT
SULLIVAN M V
TRENTON, NJ 08625
(609) 777-0441
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

UNITED PROGRESS INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** AD W A PG PI CU IV DT DH TX MM **

UNION
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
438 CLERMONT TERRACE
UNION, NJ 07083
(908) 355-3223
** AD AM B PI TX PV **

UNION HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/DETOX
1000 GALLOPING HILL ROAD
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 851-7010
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

VENTNOR CITY
JENISH FAMILY SERVICES
ADDICTION SERVICES
3 SOUTH HEYMOUTH AVENUE
VENTNOR CITY, NJ 08406
(609) 822-1108
** AD AM DX TX PV **

VOORHEES
REALITY HOUSE INC
ASHLAND OFFICE CENTER
1 ALPHA AVENUE
VOORHEES, NJ 08043
(609) 428-5688
** AD AM Y A HV IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WALDICK
VALLEY HOSPITAL
COMP OUTPT ADDICTION PROG (COAP)
20 FRANKLIN TURNPIKE
HALD'AXCK, NJ 07643
(201) 447-8226
** AD AM Y DT EA DN TX CI PV **
NEW JERSEY

WASHINGTON

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER OF WARREN
OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
21 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, NJ 07882
(908) 689-4470
** AD AM H Y PI CU DM TX CI PV **

WAYNE

WAYNE TWP COUNSELING CENTER
475 VALLEY ROAD
WAYNE, NJ 07470
(201) 694-1254
** AD AM Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WEST ORANGE

WEST ORANGE FAMILY YOUTH SERVICE
4 CHARLES STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052
(201) 325-4141
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA, TX PV **

WESTFIELD

UNION COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS
300 NORTH AVENUE EAST
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
(201) 233-8810
** AD AM H Y B DM TX PV **

WHITING

AMERICAS KESWICK
KESWICK COLONY DIVISION
KESWICK GROVE
WHITING, NJ 08759
(908) 350-1187
** AD RR IV TX PV **

WILDWOOD

CAPE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
2604 PACIFIC AVENUE
WILDWOOD, NJ 08260
(609) 729-1404
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX PV **

WILLIAMSTOWN

MARYVILLE INC
GRANT AVENUE
RD 2
WILLIAMSTOWN, NJ 08094
(609) 629-0244
** AD RR H TX **

WOODBURY

SERVICES TO OVERCOME DRUG ABUSE AMONG
TEENAGERS OF NJ INC (SODAT INC)
124 NORTH BROAD STREET
WOODBURY, NJ 08096
(609) 445-6333
** AD AM H Y A H PG HV EA TX PV **
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

LA PLACITA REINTEGRATION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3102 NORTH FLORIDA STREET
ROUTE 7
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 88310
(505) 454-0515
** AD RR M Y H TX PV **

OTERO COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM
909 EAST 10TH STREET
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 88310
(505) 637-8942
** D RR AM H Y H PI TX CI PV **

ALBUQUERQUE INDIAN HOSPITAL
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
601 VASSAR DRIVE NE
COMMUNITY HEALTH BUILDING
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 256-4016
** AD EA PV OT **

ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TASA/INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES SUPPORT
220 MONROE STREET SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 256-4241
** AD EA PV **

ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL INC
TWO WORLDS PROJECT
3939 SAN PEDRO STREET NE
SUITE D
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 884-3820
** AD RR AM Y H AI HV DT TX CI PV **

BERNALILLO COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
CTR FOR ALC/SUBST ABUSE AND ADDICTIONS
2350 ALAMO DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 768-0738
** AD AM H Y Y B H A A IR PV HV CV IV MM **
** DT TX CI PV MM **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF ALBUQUERQUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5901 ZUNI ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(800) 874-2476
** AD RR H M Y B H H PI TX CI PV **
** IV DT TX CI PV **
** KEY **

CITIZENS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
7711 ZUNI ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-6811
** AD AM H B H AT DH TX PV **

HOGARES INC
1210 ORIEGO'S ROAD NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 345-0471
** AD RR AM H Y A B A Z AT HV TX CI PV **

PARENTS FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
5521 A MENDAL BOULEVARD NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87110
(505) 883-4930
** AD PV **

PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY
THERAPEUTIC PRE SCHOOL AND FAMILY CTR
1101 LOPEZ STREET SM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 877-7060
** AD PV **

PRESBYTERIAN
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
5901 HARPER DRIVE NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109
(505) 823-8585
** AD RR AM H Y A H AT HV CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

SAINT MARTINS HOSPITALITY CENTER
1201 3RD STREET
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87125
(505) 766-6876
** D AM H Y B H AI PG PI TX CU PV **
** OT **

TURQUOISE LODGE
6000 ISLETA BOULEVARD SM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 841-8978
** D RR M H B H A H AI PG PI TX CU PV **
** EA TX CI PV **

UNIV OF NM DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
CTR FOR INDIAN YOUTH PROG DEVELOPMENT
2701 FRONTIER STREET NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87131
(505) 277-6737
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2100 RIDGECREST DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-1711 Ext. 2474
** AD RR AM EA TX CI PV **

ANTHONY (TEXAS)
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
LA TUNA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ANTHONY (TEXAS), NM 88021
(915) 886-3422
** AD EA PV **

BERNALILLO

LA BUENA VIDA INC
720 CAMINO DEL PUEBLO
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 667-2383
** AD AM H Y H TX PV **

CARLSBAD

SOUTHEASTERN UNITED FAMILY SERVICES
402 EAST HOO DO STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88221
(505) 889-6141
** AD RR IV TX PV **

CLOVIS

CURRY ROOSEVELT COUNTY
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/DHI CENTER
5104 NORTH PRINCE STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88101
(505) 769-0451
** D DH PV **

EMBUDO

RIO GRANDE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
EMBUDO, NM 87551
(505) 579-4251
** D RR AM H IV DT TX CI PV **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
HV = HIV POSITIVE
HA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
SV = DHI/ASAP SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MOTHER
Y = YOUTH
A = AID PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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ESPOANOLA

SANTA CLARA REHABILITATION CENTER
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
ESPOANOLA, NM 87532
(505) 755-7326 EXT. 279
** AD RR AM N A B H AI HV PI TX **

FARMINGTON

SAN JUAN DE TOXIFICATION SERVICES
AKA FOUR WINDS ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
1313 MISSION AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 327-7218
** AD RR AM N A B H AI HV PI TX **

FORT BAYARD

FORT BAYARD MEDICAL CENTER
YUCCA LODGE
FORT BAYARD, NM 88036
(505) 537-3392 EXT. 236
** AD RR IV TX **

GALLUP

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
650 VANDEN BOSCH PARKWAY
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-3004
** AD RR AM AI IV DT EA TX CI PV **

GALLUP/MCKINLEY COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
700 SOUTH BOARDMAN STREET
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-7711 EXT. 189
** AD CI PV **

SOUTHWEST INDIAN FOUNDATION
TURQUOISE CLUB
218 EAST 66TH AVENUE
GALLUP, NM 87501
(505) 722-4664
** AD AM N A B H AI TX PV **

HOBBS

GUIDANCE CENTER OF LEA COUNTY
TREATMENT CENTER
920 WEST BROADWAY
HOBBS, NM 88240
(505) 393-3168
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI IV **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

LAGUNA

PUEBLO OF LAGUNA
LAGUNA, NM 87026
(505) 552-6651
** AD RR AM A AI PG HV CU TX CI PV **

LAS CRUCES

FAMILIES AND YOUTH INC
LAS CRUCES, NM 88004
(505) 524-7765
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT JUVENILE PROB
FIRST OFFENDER PROG/ABST ABUSE SERVS
135 EAST GRIGGS STREET
DONA ANA COUNTY COURT COMPLEX
LAS CRUCES, NM 88001
(505) 524-6360
** AD PV **

LAS VEGAS

WEST LAS VEGAS SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROG (SAPP)
179 BRIDGE STREET
LAS VEGAS, NM 87701
(505) 454-0822
** A PV **

LOS ALAMOS

LOS ALAMOS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
2132 CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-5000
** AD AM N Y A H AI PG DW TX CI PV **

LOS ALAMOS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALCOHOL/DRAUG ABUSE PREVENTION
751 TRINITY DRIVE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-4141
** AD EA PV **

LOS LUNAS

VALENCIA COUNSELING
735 DON PASQUAL STREET
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 863-3559
** AD AM N Y H AI DH TX PV **

MORA

HELPING HANDS INC
NORTH HIGHWAY
MORA, NM 87732
(505) 387-2288
** AD AM N Y H TX CI PV **

POJOAJNE

POJOAJNE VALLEY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUCATION
POJOAJNE, NM 87501
(505) 455-2254
** AD PV **

PORTALES

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
300 EAST FIRST STREET
PORTALES, NM 88130
(505) 359-1212
** AD AM Y DH TX PV **

RATON

RATON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
6TH AND CINNAMON STREETS
RATON, NM 87740
(505) 445-2754
** AD AM W Y H TX PV **

ROSELL

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES INC
109 WEST BLAND STREET
ROSELL, NM 88021
(505) 623-1480
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX PV **

PECOS VALLEY LODE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 EAST TILDEN STREET
ROSELL, NM 88021
(505) 624-6059
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

SAN FELIPE PUEBLO

SAN FELIPE PUEBLO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SAN FELIPE PUEBLO, NM 87001
(505) 867-2311
** AD AM N Y AI HV TX PV **

SANTA FE

AYUDANTES INC
SANTA FE NORTHERN CLINIC
1316 APACHE STREET
SANTA FE, NM 87504
(505) 428-0035
** AD AM N Y A H PG HV PI IV DH TX **
** PV MM **

PINON HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
313 CAMINO ALIRE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 234-8000
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

RECOVERY OF ALCOHOLICS PROGRAM INC
OUTPATIENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
826 CAMINO DEL MONTE REY
BUILDING B
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 988-7297
** AD RR AM N Y B H AI HG HV DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV **
NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
1300 SIERRA VISTA ANNEX
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 989-5432
** AD PV **

SANTA ROSA

GREATER SANTA ROSA COA INC
THE SURE HOUSE
130 4TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, NM 88435
(505) 472-5459
** AD RR W Y A H AI PI CU TX CI PV **

SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO

SANTO DOMINGO SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SAN ILDEFONSO STREET
SANTO DOMINGO PUEBLO, NM 87052
(505) 242-9838 EXT. 35
** AD AM W Y AI PG PI EA TX PV **

TAOS

TAOS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
141 EAST KIT CARSON ROAD
TAOS, NM 87571
(505) 758-8876
** AD AM IV DW TX PV **

ZUNI

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ZUNI, NM 87327
(505) 782-4710
** AD AM W Y A H HV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **
**NEW YORK**

**AKRON**

**AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES**

**DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES**

29 MAIN STREET

AKRON, NY 14001

(716) 542-2097

**AD PV**

**ALBANY**

**AIDS COUNCIL OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK**

750 BROADWAY

ALBANY, NY 12207

(518) 434-4686

**AD CI PV**

**AL CARE**

**ALCOHOL ABUSE TREATMENT/OUTPATIENT**

445 NEW KARMER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12205

(518) 456-8043

**AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV**

**ALC CARE CSN PC**

**DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT**

445 NEW KARMER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12205

(518) 456-8043

**AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV**

**ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP INC/ALC CRISIS CENTER**

75 NEW SCOTLAND AVENUE UNIT G

CAPITAL DISTRICT PSYCHIATRIC CENTER

ALBANY, NY 12208

(518) 465-7388

**D PI DT TX OT**

**ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP INC/ALC OUPT CLINIC**

203 CENTRAL AVENUE

3RD FLOOR

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 434-2367

**D AM HV DH TX**

**ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP INC/COMMUNITY EDUCATION**

75 NEW SCOTLAND AVENUE

UNIT G

ALBANY, NY 12208

(518) 465-5029

**D PV**

**ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP INC/MCCARTY AVE HH**

90 MCCARTY AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12202

(518) 494-8643

**D RR TX**

**ALBANY COUNTY**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**

845 CENTRAL AVENUE

SUITE 1101

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 437-1394

**C PV**

**ALBANY COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC**

845 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 437-1390

**A AM CU IV TX CI**

**ALBANY COUNTY VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL REHAB OF SUBSTANCE ABUSERS**

845 CENTRAL AVENUE

EAST 1

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 437-1391

**A OT**

**ALBANY DIOCESAN**

**DRUG EDUCATION MINISTRY**

40 NORTH MAIN AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12205

(518) 453-6771

**A PV**

**ARBOR HILL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM (AHAP)**

**SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY**

295 CLINTON AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 434-5061

**D RR TX**

**CITY OF ALBANY**

**DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES**

88 NORTH LAKE AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 434-5204

**AD PV**

**COLONIE YOUTH CENTER INC**

1653 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12205

(518) 869-8328

**AD EA CI**

**EDWARD F KENNELL CENTER INC**

70 NORTH SWAN STREET

SAINT JOSEPHS SCHOOL

ALBANY, NY 12210

(518) 462-9320

**AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX**

**CI**

**EQUINOX INC**

**EQUINOX COUNSELING CENTER**

214 LARK STREET

ALBANY, NY 12210

(518) 434-6135

**A AM H Y B HV CU IV DM TX CI**

**HOPE HOUSE INC**

**AMBULATORY PROGRAM**

1500 WESTERN AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12205

(518) 869-1172

**A AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV**

**EA DM TX CI**

**HOPE HOUSE INC**

**RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM**

3 HOPE LANE

ALBANY, NY 12212

(518) 452-0001

**D RR Y CU TX CI**

**HOPE HOUSE INC**

**RESIDENTIAL**

261 NORTH PEARL STREET

ALBANY, NY 12207

(518) 465-7879

**A RR IV DM TX CI PV**

**HOSPITALITY HOUSE**

**THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC/RESIDENTIAL**

271 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, NY 12206

(518) 434-6466

**A RR IV TX**

**IRONWORKERS EAP INC**

**WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/EAP**

900 NORTH MANNING BOULEVARD

ALBANY, NY 12207

(518) 427-8230

**D EA CI PV**

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION**

**AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY

**DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY

**AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE**

**DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)

**RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTION SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

**H** = WOMEN

**Y** = YOUTH

**A** = AIDS PATIENTS

**B** = BLACKS

**H** = HISPANICS

**UNIT FUNCTION**

**TX** = TREATMENT UNIT

**CI** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT

**PV** = PREVENTION UNIT

**MM** = METHADONE UNIT

**OT** = OTHER UNIT
NEW YORK

LA SALLE SCHOOL INC
391 HESTERN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 489-4731
** AD AM Y TX PV **

SAINT ANNES INSTITUTE PROGRAM
160 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 489-7411
** A PV **

SAINT JOHNS PROJECT LIFT INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
37 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3763
** A RR IV TX **

SAINT JOHNS PROJECT LIFT INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
45 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3766
** A RR IV TX **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) ACUTE CARE UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
CUSSACK PAVILION
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
** D IV DT TX **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 463-6044
** D RR TX PV **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-5170
** D AM H A HV TX **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
875 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 454-1338
** D AM W DH TX **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ADMISSIONS/EVALUATION UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1307
** D AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **
** CI **

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
** D PV **

THE NEXT STEP INC
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
276 SHERMAN STREET
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 465-5269
** D RR W TX PV **

VISITING NURSE ASSOC OF ALBANY INC
GERIATRIC ALCOHOL PROGRAM
35 COLVIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 489-2681
** D CI PV **

ALBANY

ORLEANS COUNTY PARK RIDGE CHEM DEP
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
168 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
** AD PV **

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVINES/OP CLINIC
168 MAIN STREET
MEDICAL ARTS CENTER
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
** D AM H Y A AI HV IV DM TX CI PV **
** CT **

AMITYVILLE

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD'S OAKS HOSP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000 EXT. 5005
** D AM W Y CU IV TX **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD'S OAKS HOSP
BAILEY HOUSE ALC INPT DETOX UNIT
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000
** D W Y IV DT TX **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD'S OAKS HOSP
ROBBINS INPT ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-4000
** D RR W Y CU IV TX **

TOWN OF BABYLON
DIV OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/OP DF
400 BROADWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 789-3700
** AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV PI CU TX **
** CI PV **

TOWN OF BABYLON
DIV OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/PREV
400 BROADWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 789-3700
** AD PV **

AMSTERDAM

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
MONTGOMERY COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1 KIMBALL STREET
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 842-4202
** A PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLIC INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
427 GUY PARK AVENUE
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 842-1900 EXT. 332
** D RR TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
COMPREHENSIVE ALC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
76 GUY PARK AVENUE
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 843-4610
** D AM H Y H EA DN TX **

APPLETON

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
SOHMERSET HOUSE/ALC HALFAY HOUSE
7397 LAKE ROAD
APPLETON, NY 14008
(716) 795-3719
** D RR W AI HV CU TX **

ARDSLEY

STUDENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES
ALCOHOL EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG SERV
300 FARM ROAD
ARDSLEY HIGH SCHOOL
ARDLY, NY 10502
(914) 674-0400
** D EA CI PV DT **

STUDENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES CORP
300 FARM ROAD
ARDLSY, NY 10502
(914) 674-0400
** AD EA PV **
ASTORIA
HELLENIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD ACTION COMMITTEE/ST. DEMETRIOS HS
30-03 50TH DRIVE
ASTORIA, NY 11102
(718) 728-1754
** A PV **

AUDUBON
CONFIDENTIAL HELP FOR ALC/DRAUGS (CHAD) ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
31 MARKET STREET
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786
** D AM DH TX **

CONFIDENTIAL HELP FOR ALC/DRAUGS (CHAD DRUG ABUSE UNIT
31 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786
** A AM Y EA DH TX **

CONFIDENTIAL HELP FOR ALC/DRAUGS (CHAD SCHOOL PREVENTION
31 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786
** AD PV **

BABYLON
CROSSINGS RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
CROSSINGS ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
133 EAST MAIN STREET
BERGER PROFESSIONAL PLAZA SUITE 1B
BABYLON, NY 11702
(516) 321-0809
** D AM DH TX PV **

BALDWIN
BALDWIN COUNCIL AGAINST DRUG ABUSE (BCADA) OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1914 GRAND AVENUE
BALDWIN, NY 11510
(516) 546-1771
** A AM IV TX PV **

BALDWIN UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
HASTINGS STREET
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
BALDWIN, NY 11510
(516) 377-9200
** AD PV **

BALLSTON SPA
ALC/SA COUNCIL OF SARATOGA COUNTY INC ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
435 GEYSER ROAD
SUITE 3
BALLSTON SPA, NY 12020
(518) 865-5023
** D PV **

CLINICAL SERVICES AND CONSULT INC
SARATOGA COUNTY ALC OUTPT CLINIC
435 GEYSER ROAD
BALLSTON SPA, NY 12020
(518) 587-6670
** D AM H Y CU EA TX CI **

TRANSITIONAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION INC
HEDGEROW APARTMENT PROGRAM
RD 3 ROUTE 67
BALLSTON SPA, NY 12020
(518) 865-3972
** D RR TX **

TRANSITIONAL SERVICES ASSOCIATION INC
HEDGEROW HOUSE
RD 3 ROUTE 67
BALLSTON SPA, NY 12020
(518) 865-3972
** D RR TX **

BARRYVILLE
NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
35 HILLISIDE ROAD
BARRYVILLE, NY 12719
(914) 557-8353
** A RR IV TX PV **

VERITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
LUCY RUDD HOUSE
375 ROUTE 55
BARRYVILLE, NY 12719
(914) 557-3535
** A RR A HV IV TX **

BATAVIA
GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC (GCASA INC)/ALC OCCUP/INDUSTRIAL PROG
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124
** D EA CI PV **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC (GCASA INC)/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV EA DH TX CI **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC (GCASA INC)/SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124
** D AM H Y PI CU IV EA DH TX CI **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC (GCASA INC)/SUBSTANCE ABUSE INPATIENT PROG
1 MILL STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-9260
** D DH CI PV **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/EAP
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124
** D EA CI PV **

SAINT JEROME HOSPITAL
MERCY HALL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT PROG
16 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-5131 EX. 376
** D RR DT TX **

BATH
BATH AREA HOPE FOR YOUTH INC
117 EAST STEUBEN STREET
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-9240
** AD DH PV **

STEUBEN COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3 EAST PULTENEY SQUARE
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-9621 EX. 2250
** D AM Y HV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-5024
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

BAY SHORE
FAMILY CONSULTATION SERVICE INC
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
38 PARK AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-6350
** D AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU EA **
** DM TX CI PV OT **
NEW YORK

LEONARD J SCHWARTZ PHD
DBA MID IS REHABILITATION CENTER
1322 5TH AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-7270
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA DW TX **

MID ISLAND REHABILITATION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1322 5TH AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-7270
** D AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA DW TX **

BAYSIDE
LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
FAMILY TRT PROG OUTPATIENT ALC CLINIC
212-02 41ST AVENUE
BAYSIDE, NY 11364
(718) 423-8700
** D AM H Y DW TX CI PV **

BEACON
DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
BEACON MH CLINIC/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
223 MAIN STREET
BEACON, NY 12508
(845) 831-3150
** D AM H Y EA DW TX PV **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSP Poughkeepsie/BEACON
TURNING POINT/ACUTE CARE
60 DELAVAN AVENUE
BEACON, NY 12508
(914) 831-5805
** D H A B H PG HV PI CU DT TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSP Poughkeepsie/BEACON
TURNING POINT/INPATIENT REHABILITATION
60 DELAVAN AVENUE
BEACON, NY 12508
(914) 831-5805
** D RR H A B H PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

BEDFORD HILLS
NYS TACONIC/BEDFORD HILLS
SIP PROGRAM
250 HARRIS ROAD
BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507
(914) 241-3010
** AD IV PV OT **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
BEDFORD HILLS UNIT
524-26 NORTH BEDFORD ROAD
BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507
(914) 666-5923
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

BELLMORE
BELMORE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SAINT MARKS AVENUE SOUTH
REINHARD SCHOOL
BELLMORE, NY 11710
(516) 826-6200
** AD PV **

NORTH BELMORE UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2616 MARTIN AVENUE
BELLMORE, NY 11710
(516) 221-2200
** A PV **

RAPPORT OF THE MERRICKS & BELLMORE INC
217 BEDFORD AVENUE
BELLMORE, NY 11710
(516) 826-4504
** A AM TX PV **

BETHPAGE
BETHPAGE ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
(BADA) OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
936 STEHART AVENUE
BETHPAGE, NY 11714
(516) 433-5344
** A AM Y CU IV EA DW TX PV **

BINGHAMTON
ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF BROOME COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
455 STATE STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 725-7308
** D AM H Y EA DW TX CI **

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER INC
37 HILL STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 722-1836
** D AM DW TX PV **

BROOME COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION/REFERRAL CENTER
25 MAIN STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13905
(607) 725-7529
** D PV **

BROOME COUNTY DRUG AWARENESS CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
168 WATER STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 778-1251
** A AM Y A PG HV IV TX PV **

FAIRVIEW HALLWAY HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
36 CARROLL STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 722-2241
** D RR PI TX OT **

FAIRVIEW HALLWAY HOUSE INC
FAIRVIEW HALLWAY HOUSE
110 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987
** D RR TX OT **

FAIRVIEW HALLWAY HOUSE INC
MERRICK HOUSE SUPPORTIVE LIVING RES.
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987
** D RR TX **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
24-42 MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-3232
** D EA CI PV **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS ALC INPT REHAB UNIT
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2172
** D RR W IV TX CI PV **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS DETOX PROGRAM
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2255
** D H Y A B PG HV PI CU DT TX **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS OUTPT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2901
** D AM W TX CI PV **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES WILSON MEM HOSP
ALCOHOLISM HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVS
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-3232
** D PV OT **

YWCA CLEAR VISIONS FOR WOMEN
HALFWAY HOUSE
80 MAHLEY STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 772-0340
** D RR W TX **

286
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
CHARLES K POST INPATIENT REHAB
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 1
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7200
** D RR H B TX **

BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE
ADMIN BLDG/OFFICE OF FUNDED PROGRAMS
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-2403
** AD PV **

BRENSTER
COMMUNITY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVS.
(CATS) ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
ROUTE 6
MIDDLEBRANCH OFFICES
BRENNSTER, NY 10509.
(914) 279-7172
** D AM Y A HV DM TX **

BROH
ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED DIV SA
SOUNDVIEW 1
1764 RANDALL AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10473
(212) 542-4400
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/BX ST/HUB 2 OPD 3
368 EAST 149TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-6450
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/HUB 1
368 EAST 149TH STREET
FIRST FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-6450
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/HUB 3
368 EAST 149TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 668-7500
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/HELLOSE
260 EAST 161ST STREET
9TH FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10451
(212) 292-6622 EXT. 10
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/PHARMACY
1900 WATERS PLACE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 409-9450 EXT. 118
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/TRAILER 1
1500 WATERS PLACE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 409-9420
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OF MED/DIV OF
SUBST ABUSE/TRAILER 2
1500 WATERS PLACE
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 409-9433
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1725 CASTLE HILL AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10462
(212) 904-1333
** AD PV **

ARGUS COMMUNITY INC
HARBOR HOUSE TFIP
402 EAST 156TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10456
(212) 993-5500
** A RR TX PV **

ARGUS COMMUNITY INC
UNIT 1
760 EAST 160TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10456
(212) 993-5500
** A AM Y B H PG HV CU TX PV **

BETH JACOB/BETH MIRIAM SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
2126 BARNES AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10462
(212) 892-9857
** AD PV **

BRONX ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION UNIT
1500 WATERS PLACE
BRONX PC BUILDING 1
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 931-0600 EXT. 2502
** D RR H A B H PG HV CU TX CI PV **

BRONX MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL CENTER
CATC/INPATIENT ACUTE CARE
MORRIS PARK AVENUE AND SEMINOLE AVENUE
VAN ETEN HOSPITAL 4A INPATIENT
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 918-6409
** D A HV CU DT DM TX **

BLAUVELT
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
ROCKLAND COUNTY
523 ROUTE 305
FIRST FLOOR
BLAUVELT, NY 10913
(212) 359-6000
** A AM H Y PG HV PI TX CI PV **

SOUTH ORANGETOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
VAN HUYCK ROAD
BLAUVELT, NY 10913
(914) 359-9409
** AD PV OT **

BOHemia
CATHOLIC CHARITIES (TALBOT HOUSE)
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
30-C CARLough ROAD
BOHemia, NY 11716
(516) 289-1464
** D H PI DT TX **

CONNECTquot CSD OF ISlip
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES PROGRAM
780 OCEAN AVENUE
BOHemia, NY 11716
(516) 567-7760
** A AM H Y PG HV CU IV EA DM TX **

Brentwood
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE/D) DRUG ABUSE TRT
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 5
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7144
** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** OT **

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/LINKAGE SUFFOLK
600 SUFFOLK AVENUE
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-9085
** A AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
CHARLES K POST HALFAYE HOUSE
PILGRIM PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 1
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717
(516) 434-7200
** D RR H B TX **
NEW YORK

YORK HOSPITAL
10451 Av
212-77-3700 Ext. 33
**(212) 665-9340
** A M H A B H PG HV IV CI MM **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/MMTP 1
785 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 589-5500
** A AM IV CI MM **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/MMTP 2
785 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 589-5500
** A AM IV CI MM **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG/MMTP 3
785 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 589-5500
** A AM IV CI MM **

HUNTS POINT MULTI SERVICE PROG CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
630 JACKSON AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 993-3010
** D AM W Y B H PG HV IV TX PV **

LINCOLN MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
349 EAST 140TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10454
**(212) 993-3100
** D AM W B H PG EA DM TX CI PV **

MONTIFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MMTP UNIT I
111 EAST 210TH STREET
VAN COURTLANDT ANNEX 1
BRONX, NY 10467
**(212) 920-4067
** A AM Y A PG HV IV TX MM **

MONTIFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MMTP UNIT II
2005 JEROME AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10453
**(212) 503-0600
** A AM W Y A PG HV IV TX MM **

MONTIFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MMTP UNIT III
2005 JEROME AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10453
**(212) 503-0600
** A AM W Y A PG HV IV TX MM **

GENESIS MEDICAL
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CORP/OUTPT MM
880 MORRIS AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10451
**(212) 665-9340
** A M H A B H PG HV IV CI MM **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES TOGETHER
391 EAST 169TH STREET
SUITE 520
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 402-9000
** A AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
KEY EXTENDED ENTRY PROGRAM
2780 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 292-6640
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV IV TX **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
477-77 MILLIS AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
**(212) 292-6640
** A AM H A B H AI PG HV IV TX **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 10
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1 FORDHAM PLAZA
ROOM 821
BRONX, NY 10458
**(212) 586-7676
** AD PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
PROJECT ESTEEM
1250 ARNOH AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10469
**(212) 519-2611
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 12
EDUC/PREVENTION/REFERRAL PROGRAM
1000 JENNINGS STREET
ROOM 318
BRONX, NY 10460
**(212) 328-1662
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV/NEW DIRECTIONS
501 COURTLANDT AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10451
**(212) 665-1343
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 8
ADAPT PROGRAM
650 WHITE PLAINS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10473
**(212) 597-7009
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 9
SPINS 9
1020 ANDERSON AVENUE
ROOM 314
BRONX, NY 10452
**(212) 588-4721 Ext. 31
** AD PV **
OSBORNE ASSOCIATION
TREATMENT SERVICES
807 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 842-0500
** AD AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

OUR LADY OF MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4401 BRONX BOULEVARD
BRONX, NY 10470
(212) 920-9100
** D AM H Y B H PG HV EA DH TX **

PHOENIX HOUSE
HOMELESS INDUCTION UNIT
480 EAST 185TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 584-7170
** A RR H A HV IV TX **

PHOENIX HOUSE
PHELAN PLACE
1851 PHELAN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10453
(212) 299-5850
** A RR H Y A HV IV TX **

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
NYC PROJECT SAINT BEATRICE
2530 GRAND CONCOURSE
9TH FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 220-3400
** AD PV OT **

PROJECT RETURN
ARTEMIS SEVEN WOMENS UNIT
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-5300
** A AM H A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

PROJECT RETURN
OLYMPUS HOUSE
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-7661
** A RR A B H HV CU IV TX **

PROJECT RETURN
OLYMPUS HOUSE HOMELESS UNIT
1600 MACOMBS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 299-7661
** A RR H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

PROMESA INC
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL/DFAR/RE ENTRY
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100
** A RR A HV IV TX **

PROMESA INC
HOMELESS
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100
** A RR A HV IV TX **

PROMESA INC
MTA RESIDENTIAL
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100
** A H B H PG HV CU IV DT MM **

RESURRECTION REHABILITATION CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1218 HOE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10459
(212) 328-3333
** A RR H A B H HV CU IV TX **

RIVERDALE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
RIVERDALE MH CLINIC/OUTPATIENT DF
5676 RIVERDALE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10471
(212) 796-5300
** A AM TX PV OT **

SAINT BARNABAS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOX PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE AND 183RD STREET
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 960-6177
** D H A B H AI PG HV PI DT TX **

SAINT BARNABAS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE AND 185RD STREET
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 960-6177
** D AM H A B H AI PG HV CU TX **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
1381 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 520-5205
** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SCAN NEW YORK VOL PARENT AIDES ASSOC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1075 GRAND CONCOURSE
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 295-2230
** AD AM A H HV CU TX PV **

SENECA CENTER INC
BRONX UNIT/ADMIN
1241 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10474
(212) 542-6130
** A PV OT **

SOUNDVIEW THROGS NECK CMHC
YESHIVA UNIV/A EINSTEIN COLL/OPC
1967 TURNBULL AVENUE
SUITE 34
BRONX, NY 10473
(212) 597-3888
** D AM H Y B H TX **

SOUTH BRONX MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
CMHC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1241 LAFAYETTE STREET
BRONX, NY 10471
(212) 378-6500
** D AM H B H TX **

SOUTH FORDHAM ORGANIZATION INC
SUBST PREV EDUC AND RECREATION (SPEAR)
2385 VALENTINE AVENUE
SUITE 1
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 295-4130
** AD PV **

SPORTS FOUNDATION INC
391 EAST 149TH STREET
ROOM 317
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 665-9505
** AD PV **

TREMONT COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL
VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROJ/UNIT 1
1790 MARMION AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10460
(212) 542-8770
** A RR B H HV CU IV TX **

TREMONT COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL
VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROJ/UNIT 2
849 CROTONA PARK NORTH
BRONX, NY 10460
(212) 642-4300
** A RR B H HV CU IV TX **

TREMONT COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL
YIP
1946 BATHGATE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 731-3501
** A RR H B H HV CU IV TX **

TREMONT COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1910 ARTHUR AVENUE
5TH FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 731-9890
** A AM H B H PG HV CU IV MM **
NEW YORK

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL MMT
COURT STREET CLINIC
217 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1921
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL MMT
RED HOOK CLINIC
132-34 VAN DYKE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(718) 780-1236
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 630-7563
** D W H HV CU DT TX **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 49TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 855-2041
** D AM H Y A B H HV CU IV DX TX PV **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 630-8090
** A AM H A H PG HV IV TX PV **

METHODOIST HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CONSORTIUM
506 6TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 780-3752
** D EA PV **

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR FURTHERANCE OF
JEWISH EDUCATION/OPERATION SURVIVAL
824 EASTERN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 735-0200
** D PV **

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS
601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
(718) 854-7730
** A PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS
ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
206 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 398-0600
** D AM H B H HV EA DW TX **

NEW YORK THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES INC
977 SERENDIPITY
977 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 398-0096
** A RR IV TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
355 PARK PLACE
COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 656-3275
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 15
ALTERNATIVE
360 SMITH STREET
ROOM 15
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(718) 858-1770
** AD PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICE PROGRAM
1010 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11221
(718) 919-4112
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 17
PROJECT 17 DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
402 EASTERN PARKWAY
ROOM 125
BROOKLYN, NY 11225
(718) 778-1777 EXT. 145
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 18
SPINS 18/PROJECT CONCERN
755 EAST 100TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11234
(718) 927-5203
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 19
REACH OUT
557 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 257-6900 EXT. 405
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 20
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1051 59TH STREET
PS 105K
BROOKLYN, NY 11219
(718) 692-5216
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 21
DIRECTIONS 21
345 VAN SICKLEN STREET
ROOM 335
BROOKLYN, NY 11223
(718) 714-2557
** A PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
ALTERNATIVES/SPINS
2525 HARING STREET
ROOM 208
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
2525 HARING STREET
ROOM 208
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 23
SPINS PROGRAM
2240 DEAN STREET
ROOM 214
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 495-7701
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 32
SPINS/32/SUBST PREV AND INTERV NETWORK
797 BUSHWICK AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 574-0355
** AD PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
RE ENTRY
174 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 789-6616
** A RR Y A B HV IV TX **

RIDGE ASSOCIATES
375 76TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11209
(718) 835-1180
** A AM H A HV IV TX PV **

RIDGEWOOD/BUSHWICK SENIOR CITIZENS
PROJECT EX ITD/DRUG ABUSE PREV SERVS
315 WYCKOFF AVENUE
6TH FLOOR
BROOKLYN, NY 11237
(718) 497-1808
** AD PV **

SAINT MARTIN DE PORRES
ALABAMA 31 MMT
460 ALABAMA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 485-3400
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **
CITY OF BUFFALO DSAS
ELLIOTT/MASTEN COUNSELING CLINIC
425 MICHIGAN AVENUE
SHEEHAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 867-5556
** A AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **
CITY OF BUFFALO BOARD OF EDUCATION
PREVENTIVE EDUCATION
CITY HALL
ROOM 709-C
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 842-4695
** AD EA PV **
CITY OF BUFFALO DSAS
ELMWOOD COUNSELING CLINIC
656 ELMWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 100
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 886-5982
** A AM IV EA TX **
EFFECTIVE PARENTING INFORMATION (EPIC)
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1300 ELMWOOD AVENUE
CASSETTY HALL ROOM 317
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 884-4064
** AD PV **
ERIE COUNTY LAKE SHORE CORP VI
EL COMIenzO HISPANIC ALC OUtPT CLINIC
508 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 884-1624
** D AM B H TX **
ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY ROOM-ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
462 GRIDER STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 890-5671
** D CI PV **
ERIE COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC AWARENESS/NARCOTICS
134 WEST EAGLE STREET
6TH FLOOR
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 858-6305
** A EA DH PV **
ERIE NIAGARA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6265 SHERIDAN DRIVE
BUFFALO, NY 14221
(716) 634-0405
** D AM H TX **
EVERY WOMAN OPPORTUNITY CENTER
Moms on ALC EDUC PROGRAM/I AND R
237 MAIN STREET
SUITE 330
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 847-1120
** D PV **
FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC
CAZENOVIA MANOR COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
486 NORTH LEGION DRIVE
BUFFALO, NY 14210
(716) 822-8932
** D RR TX **
FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC
SUPPORTIVE LIVING PROGRAM
923 SYCAMORE STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14212
(716) 894-7273
** D RR TX **
GREATER BUFFALO COUNCIL ON ALC AND SA
TFIP
220 DELAHARE AVENUE
SUITE 509
BUFFALO, NY 14202
(716) 852-1781
** D EA PV **
HISPANICS UNITED OF BUFFALO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUC PROG
176 JERSEY STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 881-0732
** AD PV **
HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS OUTPATIENT/BAILEY
3297 BAILEY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 833-3622
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV DH **
** TX **
HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
BAILEY/LASALLE CENTER
3297 BAILEY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 838-4020
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV DH **
** TX **
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/LOWER WEST SIDE
485 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 842-0754
** A AM H A H PG HV IV TX **
MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1520 WALDEN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14225
(716) 895-6700
** D AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** PV **
MONSIGNOR CARR INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
76 WEST HUMBOLDT PARKWAY
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 855-9745
** A AM H Y PG CU DH TX CI PV **
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ELMWOOD AVENUE UNIT
2495 ELMWOOD AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14217
(716) 877-6763
** A AM PG IV TX CI **
PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF
BUFFALO AND ERIE COUNTY
27 JEHETT PARKWAY
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 833-9772
** AD PV OT **
PREVENTION FOCUS
656 ELMWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 300
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 884-3256
** AD PV OT **
RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOLISM
CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER/CLINIC
1021 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 887-2387
** D AM TX OT **
RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOLISM
CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER/REHAB UNIT
1021 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 887-2386
** D RR IV TX OT **
SHEEHAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CITY VIEW RECOVERY CENTER
425 MICHIGAN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 842-2200
** A RR H B H CU IV DT TX CI **
SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
MEDICAL EVALUATION UNIT/ADMIN
2697 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 862-2420
** AD CI **
SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
SAINT VINCENTS HEALTH CARE CENTER/MMT
2697 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 862-2420
** A AM A H HV PI IV MM **
SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
STAR ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/H SENeca
1500 UNION ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716) 674-8534
** D AM Y DH TX CI PV **
SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
WEST HMTP
209 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 856-8411
** A AM H PG HV IV MM **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
NEH ALTERNATIVES
1255 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 884-5797
** AD AM TX **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
SOUTH BUFFALO COUNSELING CENTER
2040 SENeca STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14210
(716) 828-0560
** AD AM CU IV DN TX PV **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES INC
SOUTH BUFFALO ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
2040 SENeca STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14220
(716) 828-0560
** D AM CU IV DH TX **

STUTZMAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
360 FOREST AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 862-4900
** D RR W B AI PG HV CU IV TX **

UNITED WAY OF BUFFALO AND ERIE CO INC
HNY UNITED AGAINST DRUG AND ALC ABUSE
1170 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 878-8560
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
3495 BALLEY AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 834-9200
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

WESTERN NY UNITED AGAINST DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE/I AND R PROG
1170 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 878-8560
** D PV **

CAIRO

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
GREENE CNTY SCHS SUBST ABUSE PREV PROG
MAIN STREET
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-2964
** A PV **

GREENE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 3
COUNTY BUILDING
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-9440
** A AM IV TX PV **

CAMILUS

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5099 WEST GENESEE STREET
CAMILUS, NY 13031
(315) 488-1641
** D AM W Y A AI HV CU DH TX PV **

CAHAAN

BERKSHIRE FARM CTR/SERVICES FOR YOUTH
CROSSROADS RES CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/ST
ROUTE 22
CANAAN, NY 12029
(518) 781-6567
** D RR Y CU TX **

CANANDAIGUA

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
FLACRA SUPPORTIVE IIVING FACILITIES
CAMELOT SQUARE APARTMENTS
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(315) 462-9466
** D RR RX TX **

ONTARIO CO DIV OF HEALTH/MED SERVICES
PREVENTION
3007 COUNTY ROAD 46
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING 2
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 596-6190
** A PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
400 SOUTH PEARL STREET
LEMAC PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 594-7953
** D AM W Y PG HV CU IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
400 FORT HILL AVENUE
BUILDING 6
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 594-2000 EXT. 3089
** AD RR AM W H B HV IV EA TX CI PV **

CANASTOTA

MADISON COUNTY COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
RR 5
CANAStOTA, NY 13032
(315) 697-3947
** D EA PV **

CANTON

ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNC OF ST LAWRENCE
COUNTY INC/ALC INFO AND REFERRAL PROG
7 MAIN STREET
CANTON, NY 13617
(315) 379-1211
** D PV **

NORTH COUNTRY FREEDOM HOMES
THE CANTON HOUSE/HALFWAY HOUSE
25 DIES STREET
CANTON, NY 13617
(315) 379-0139
** D RR TX **

CARLE PLACE

CARLE PLACE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUC PROG/ADMIN
CHERRY LANE
CARLE PLACE, NY 11514
(516) 335-1900 EXT. 217
** AD PV **

CARMEL

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** D RR W Y B HV CU IV EA TX **

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** D RR W Y B HV CU DT TX **

ARMS ACRES INC
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/SHORT TERM
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** D RR W Y HV CU IV TX PV **

NATL COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER DRUG DEP
COMMUNITY EDUCATION/INFORMATION
2 CHURCH STREET
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-4646
** D PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROG
17 BREMSTER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** A AM IV TX **
NEW YORK

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES

COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
COMMON SENSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
17 BRENNER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 736-4800
** A PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
2 CHURCH STREET
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** A PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY MH/MR ALC/SA SERVICES

TALBOT HOUSE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
17 BRENNER AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** D AM W A B PG HV PI DN TX PV **

CATSKILL

ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF COLUMBIA COUNTY

GREENE COUNTY ALC SERVS OUTPT CLINIC
66 WILLIAM STREET
CATSKILL, NY 12414
(518) 943-2056
** D AM W TX PV **

CENTREACH

YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC

FAMILY SERVICES OUTPT DRUG FREE CENTER
11 UNITY DRIVE
UNITY DRIVE SCHOOL
CENTREACH, NY 11720
(516) 588-6676
** A AM W Y PI CU TX CI PV **

COLD SPRING

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY

ALCOHOLISM CRISIS CENTER
20 EAST MAIN STREET
COLD SPRING, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** D W HV PI DT TX **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY

ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
20 EAST MAIN STREET
COLD SPRING, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** D AM DN TX **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY

COMMUNITY RESIDENCE I
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** D RR HV TX **

COBLESKILL

NEW DIRECTIONS

SCHOHARIE COUNTY SUBST ABUSE PGM/OP OF
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-7658
** A AM Y IV TX **
** DH TX **

SCHOHARIE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES

PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8192
** D AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DH TX **

SCHOHARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON

ALC AND SUBST ABUSE INC/ALC UNIT
150 EAST MAIN STREET
SHOPPERS MART
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
** D DH PV OT **

SCHOHARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON

ALC AND SUBST ABUSE INC/DRUG UNIT
150 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 102
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
** AD DH PV OT **

COMHOES

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER

(SPARC) COMHOES OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 REMSEN STREET
COHOES, NY 12047
(518) 235-1100
** D AM TX CI **

COLD SPRING HARBOR

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COLD SPRING HARBOR YDA
GOOSE HILL ROAD
GOOSE HILL SCHOOL
COLD SPRING HARBOR, NY 11724
(516) 367-4804
** AD AM Y TX PV **

COMMACK

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COMMACK YDA/LONG ACRE SCHOOL
SARINA DRIVE AND BETTY LANE
COMMACK, NY 11725
(516) 499-3990
** AD AM Y TX PV **

COOPERSTOWN

LEATHERSTOCKING COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

TFIP PREVENTION PROGRAM
45 PIONEER STREET
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13320
(607) 547-8220
** D PV **

LEATHERSTOCKING EDUC ON ALC FOUNDATION

AND COUNCIL ALC INC/COMM EDUC INFO REF
45 PIONEER STREET
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13326
(607) 547-8220
** D PV **

CORAM

THE MINISTRIES

OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
2229 ROUTE 112
CORAM, NY 11727
(516) 736-4000
** A AM W Y A HV CU DH TX PV **

THE MINISTRIES

PREVENTION UNIT
2229 ROUTE 112
CORAM, NY 11727
(516) 736-4000
** A PV **

CORNING

FAMILY SERVICE SOCIETY OF CORNING

YOUTH SERVICES PROGRAM/ADMIN
254 DENISON PARKWAY EAST
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 962-3148
** A EA CI PV **

SOUTHERN TIER OFFICE OF SOC MINISTRIES

COUNSELING SERVS OF THE SOUTHERN TIER
65 EAST FIRST STREET
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 956-4695
** AD AM Y EA TX **

STEUBEN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

ALC PREV AND INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
27 DENISON PARKWAY
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 937-5156
** D DH PV OT **

STEUBEN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
27 DENISON PARKWAY
CORNING, NY 14830
(607) 937-5156
** D PV **
NEW YORK

CORONA
ELMCOR YOUTH AND ADULT ACTIVITIES INC
DAY SERVICE
107-20 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
CORONA, NY 11368
(718) 651-0096
** A AM TX CI PV **

ELMCOR YOUTH AND ADULT ACTIVITIES INC
PREVENTION UNIT
107-20 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
CORONA, NY 11368
(718) 651-0096
** AD PV **

ELMCOR YOUTH AND ADULT ACTIVITIES INC
RESIDENTIAL HOMEMARD BOUND
107-10 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
CORONA, NY 11368
(212) 779-6183
** A RR N Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

ELMCOR YOUTH AND ADULT ACTIVITIES INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT 2
107-10 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
CORONA, NY 11368
(212) 779-6183
** A RR N Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

CORTLAND
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC/CORTLAND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
17 MAIN STREET
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(315) 471-2805
** D AM DW TX PV OT **

CORTLAND CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMP SCHOOL BASED PREVENTION PROGRAM
1 VALLEY VIEW DRIVE
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(607) 753-6061
** AD PV **

SEVEN VALLEYS COUNC ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM COMM ED AND INTERV/I AND R
15 CENTRAL AVENUE
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(607) 756-8970
** D PV **

VOLUNTEER FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
10 NORTH MAIN STREET
CORTLAND, NY 13045
(607) 753-0234
** D AM IV TX CI PV **

DELMAR
ADDITION COUNSELING CTR OF BETHLEHEM
CROSS ROAD ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
4 NORMANSKIL BOULEVARD
DELMAR, NY 12054
(518) 429-0495
** D AM W DH TX PV **

DIX HILLS
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
HALF HOLLOW HILLS YDA
525 HALF HOLLOW ROAD
DIX HILLS, NY 11746
(516) 549-9417
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DUWKIRK
CHAUTAUQUA ALC AND SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL
ALC PUB EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
314 CENTRAL AVENUE
ROOM 508
DUWKIRK, NY 14048
(716) 364-4623
** D PV **

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY DEPT OF MH
ALC AND SUBST ABUSE PROG/FORD HOUSE
509 CENTRAL AVENUE
DUWKIRK, NY 14048
(716) 366-1034
** AD AM TX **

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY DEPT OF MH
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
55 EAST 4TH STREET
DUWKIRK, NY 14048
(716) 366-8010
** D AM TX **

EAST ELmhurst
MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
ANNA M KROSS CENTER DETOXIFICATION PGM
18-18 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11368
(212) 274-6920
** A AM IV MH **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
HEALTH SERVICES ALC ATI
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 626-3414 EXT. 340
** D PV OT **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
HEALTH SERVICES NycRiFm/DETOX
10-10 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 726-8092
** A AM IV MH **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
15-15 HAZEN/UNIT 1
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 626-3414
** A AM IV MM **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
15-15 HAZEN/UNIT 2
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 626-3414
** A AM IV MM **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CTR/Rikers Island
18-18 HAZEN UNIT
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 274-6920
** A AM IV MM **

EAST GREENBUSH
LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVS/DRUG ABUSE UNIT
743 COLUMBIA TURNPIKE
EAST GREENBUSH, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
** AD AM Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
743 COLUMBIA TURNPIKE
EAST GREENBUSH, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
** D AM N Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

EAST HAMPTON
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/W-L
43 MAIN STREET
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
(516) 979-7300
** A AM Y A HV CU IV TX CI **

EAST MEADOW
NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
CENTRAL INTAKE/KEEP
2200 HEMPSTED TURNPIKE
BUILDING K
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-3950
** AD CI **

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMTP CLINIC I
2201 HEMPSTED TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BUILDING Z
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-3185 EXT. 3104
** A AM W A PG HV CU IV MM **
NEW YORK

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MTP CLINIC II
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-2505
** A AM H A PG HV CU IV MM **

NCDOAA DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
SUPPORT SERVICES
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU CNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K 2ND FL
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 542-2592
** A AM H HV CU IV TX **

EAST ROCKAWAY

EAST ROCKAWAY UNION FREE SCH DIST 19
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROG/ADMIN
OCEAN AVENUE
EAST ROCKAWAY HIGH SCHOOL
EAST ROCKAWAY, NY 11518
(516) 887-8310
** AD PV **

EDEN

FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC
TURNING POINT HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
9136 SANDROCK ROAD
EDEN, NY 14057
(716) 992-4972
** D RR M A B H HV PI CU TX **

ELIZABETHTOWN

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
MAPLE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTOWN, NY 12932
(518) 873-9164
** D AM DH TX CI **

ELLENVILLE

ELLENVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
ROUTE 209
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-6400 Ext. 234
** D Y PI CU IV DT TX OT **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
RD 1 BOX 22
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-6575
** A RR M Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL
BRIGGS HIGHWAY
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 647-5555
** A RR M Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ELLENVILLE ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
50 CENTER STREET
TRUDY RESNICK FARBER CENTER
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 331-6340
** D AM H DH TX **

ELMHURST

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
79-01 BROADWAY
WARD A-9
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 830-1652
** D H HV DT TX PV OT **

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
81-30 BAXTER AVENUE
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 830-1068
** D RR H HV TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTERS INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
87-08 JUSTICE AVENUE
SUITE 1G
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 476-8480
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV DH TX **

ELMIRA

ALC/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG CNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INFORMATION CENTER
380 WEST GRAY STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-1567
** D DH PV **

ALC/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG CNTY
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
380 WEST GRAY STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-1567
** AD DH PV OT **

CHEMUNG COUNTY INC
EDP ALC AND DRUG REHAB
310 WEST 3RD STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-6174
** AD AM M Y B AI CU IV DH TX **

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
310 WEST 3RD STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-6227
** D AM H Y B AI CU IV DH TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF CHEMUNG COUNTY INC
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
1019 EAST MATER STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 794-1146
** D EA PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
S TIER ALC REHAB SERV (STARS)/ALC OP
555 EAST MARKET STREET
5TH FLOOR
ELMIRA, NY 14902
(607) 737-7802
** D AM H Y PG HV CU TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
S TIER ALC REHAB SERV (STARS)/INPT
555 EAST MARKET STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14902
(607) 737-7801
** D RR H HV CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY/CITADEL
LORHORE HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
314 LORMORE STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14904
(607) 754-6032
** D RR TX CI PV **

ELMONT

ELMONT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ELMONT ROAD SCHOOL
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 354-6917
** AD PV **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
40 ELMONT ROAD
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 437-0440
** D AM DH TX PV **

ELMSFORD

MED HUDBURN VALLEY AIDS TASK FORCE/ARC
AIDS PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
2269 SAH MILL RIVER ROAD
BUILDING 1
ELMSFORD, NY 10523
(914) 995-0066
** A PV **

EVANS MILLS

CREDO FOUNDATION INC
DRUG FREE/RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
RD 1
EVANS MILLS, NY 13637
(315) 629-0441
** A RR IV TX CI **

298
GARNERVILLE

HAVERSTRAW/STONY POINT
CENTRAL SCHOOL DIST/DRUG ABUSE PREV
65 CHAPEL STREET
GARNERVILLE, NY 10923
(914) 942-2700
** AD PV **

GENEVA

COLLEGES OF THE SENeca
ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
119 SAINT CLAIR STREET
GENEVA, NY 14456
(315) 781-3673
** AD PV **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/FINGER LAKES INC
ALCOHOLISM COMM EDUC AND PREV/I AND R
620 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
ONTARIO COUNTY OFFICE
GENEVA, NY 14456
(315) 789-0510
** D PV **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
246 CASTLE STREET
GENEVA, NY 14456
(315) 462-9466
** D AM Y TX **

GLEN COVE

GLEN COVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOW TO MIN
DOSORIS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 759-7202
** AD PV **

MELILLO CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
30A GLEN STREET
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 671-9334
** D AM Y A B H HV PI EA DA TX CI **
** PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
ADOLESCENT DAY SERVICE
SAINT ANDREWS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
SUBST ABUSE TRT/WOMEN’S/CHILDREN’S PROG
SAINT ANDREWS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** AD AM H PG CU IV TX **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/DETOX
SAINT ANDREWS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** AD AM A HV IV MM **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OPDF
SAINT ANDREWS LANE
GLEN COVE, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** AD AM A HV CU IV DA TX **

GLEN FALLS

BAYWOOD CENTER FOR TRT OF ADDICTIONS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
386 BAY ROAD
GLEN FALLS, NY 12804
(518) 798-4221
** D AM H Y H TX CI **

FAMILY TREATMENT CTR FOR ALCOHOLISM OF
GLEN FALLS HOSPITAL ALC OUTPT CLINIC
126 SOUTH STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 792-2288
** D AM H Y A TX **

FIRST STEP COUNSELING CENTER
16 EXCHANGE STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-7273
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
16 EXCHANGE STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-7273
** D AM H Y TX CI PV **

GLEN FALLS HOSPITAL CMHC
HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
46 ELM STREET
GLEN FALLS, NY 12801
(518) 793-5189
** A AM H Y A HV CU IV TX **

GLOVERSVILLE

ALC COUNCIL HAMILTON/FULTON/MONTGOMERY
COUNTIES/ALCOHOLISM REFERRAL AND INTER
40 NORTH MAIN STREET
GLOVERSVILLE, NY 12078
(518) 725-8464
** D PV **

FULTON COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
FULTON COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
34 WEST FULTON STREET
GLOVERSVILLE, NY 12078
(518) 725-4252
** D AM H Y A HV IV DA TX CI **
GOSHEN
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF ORANGE COUNTY INC/ALC PREV AND EDUC 224 MAIN STREET GOSHEN, NY 10924 (914) 294-9000 ** AD PV **
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF ORANGE COUNTY INC/DRUG PREV AND EDUC 224 MAIN STREET GOSHEN, NY 10924 (914) 294-9000 ** AD PV **
FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/DF 40 ERIE STREET GOSHEN, NY 10924 (914) 294-6166 EXT. 256 ** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU IV TX ** ** CI PV **
PIUS XII CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM GOSHEN COCAINE CLINIC 224 MAIN STREET GOSHEN, NY 10924 (914) 294-5808 ** A AM H CU IV TX CI PV **
WARHICK AREA MIGRANT COMMITTEE INC COMMUNITY CENTER/INFO AND REFERRAL PULASKI HIGHWAY RD 2 GOSHEN, NY 10924 (914) 651-4272 ** D PV OT **
GOWANDA
TRI COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM 100 MEMORIAL DRIVE GOWANDA, NY 14070 (716) 532-9202 ** D RR EA TX **
TRI COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 100 MEMORIAL DRIVE GOWANDA, NY 14070 (716) 532-9202 ** D AM DN TX CI **
TRI COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT 100 MEMORIAL DRIVE GOWANDA, NY 14070 (716) 532-9202 ** AD AM DN TX CI **
GREAT NECK
GREAT NECK UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 7 345 LAKEVILLE ROAD GREAT NECK, NY 11020 (516) 773-1751 ** AD EA PV **
GREAT NECK COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR PARENTS AND YOUTH (COPAY)/OUTPT 21 NORTH STATION PLAZA 2ND FLOOR GREAT NECK, NY 11021 (516) 466-2509 ** A AM H B H PG HV CU EA DH TX **
GREENLAWH
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC HARBOUR FIELDS ELWOOD YDA 8 GATES STREET GREENLAWH, NY 11740 (516) 261-6218 ** AD AM Y TX PV **
GREENPORT
EASTERN LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL QUANACUT ALCOHOLIC INPT REHAB PROG 201 MANOR PLACE GREENPORT, NY 11944 (516) 477-1000 ** D RR A HV CU DT EA TX **
GUILDERLAND
SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER (SPARC) INPATIENT REHABILITATION PROG 2232 WESTERN AVENUE GUILDERLAND, NY 12084' (518) 452-6708 ** D RR H PG TX **
HAMBURG
ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER SOUTHERN ERIE CLINICAL SERVICES 517 SUNSET DRIVE HAMBRUG, NY 14075 (716) 648-7584 ** D AM Y A HV EA DN TX CI PV **
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/HAMBURG COUNSELING 91 UNION STREET HAMBRUG, NY 14075 (716) 648-0650 ** A AM A H HV IV TX **
HAMDEN
DELWARE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ROUTE 10 HAMDEN, NY 13782 (607) 865-7656 ** A AM IV TX CI PV **
DELaware COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD DELWARE CNTY ALCOHOLISM CLINIC/HAMDEN RD 1 HAMDEN, NY 13782 (607) 865-7656 ** D AM H Y HV DH TX CI PV **
HARRIS
COMM GEN HOSP OF SULLIVAN COUNTY BIOCHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT BUSHVILLE ROAD HARRIS, NY 12742 (914) 794-3300 EXT. 2746 ** D IV DT TX PV **
HARRISBURG
SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MED CENTER ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 240 NORTH STREET HARRISON, NY 10520 (914) 946-6992 ** AD PV **
HARTSDALE
CENTER FOR HUMAN OPTIONS INC CENTRAL AVENUE AND JANE STREET HARTSDALE, NY 10530 (914) 478-2471 ** A PV **
HAUSEN
YOUTH ADVOCATE PROGRAM DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL/ADMIN 44 MAIN STREET HASTINGS ON HUDSON, NY 10706 (914) 478-2471 ** A PV **
HAUPPAUGE
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/HOMELESS 220 VETERANS HIGHWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 979-7300 ** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI ** ** PV OT **
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/OUTPATIENT DF 1737-42 VETERANS HIGHWAY HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788 (516) 979-7300 ** A AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
NEW YORK

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/RESIDENTIAL DF
220 VETERANS HIGHWAY
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 979-7300
** A RR W Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** OT **

SUFFOLK COUNTY COAL/ALC/OTHER DRUG DEP
ALC COMM ED AND INTERV/INFO AND REFER
900 WHEELER ROAD
SUITE 260
HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
(516) 366-1717
** D PV **

HAVERSTRAM
OPEN ARMS INC
HALFAY HOUSE
57 SHARP STREET
HAVERSTRAM, NY 10927
(914) 429-9514
** D RR B HV TX **

VILLAGE OF HAVERSTRAN
HAVERSTRAM COUNSELING CENTER/REACHOUT
220A ROUTE 9H
HAVERSTRAM, NY 10927
(914) 429-5731
** AD AM W Y B H PG HV PI IV EA **
** TX OT **

HAMPTONORN
CORTLAND INC
CORTLAND MEDICAL ALC OUTPT CLINIC
4 SKYLINE DRIVE
HAUNAURNE, NY 10532
(914) 347-2990
** D AM TX PV **

HAMPSTEAD
ALLIANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
497 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
HAMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 481-9337
** AD AM TX **

EAST MEADOW UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST 3
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
CARAN AVENUE
EAST MEADOW HIGH SCHOOL
HAMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 794-7000 EXT. 243
** AD PV **

EDC NASSAU COUNTY INC
106 MAIN STREET
HAMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-9710
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
EAST MEADOW COUNSELING CENTER
1900 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
SUITE 401
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 794-1127
** A AM W Y A B PG HV PI IV TX CI **
** PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU
DRUG TREATMENT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** A AM TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOC OF NASSAU COUNTY
FAMILY SERVICES ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROG
126 NORTH FRANKLIN AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** D AM A B HV EA HV TX **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** AD EA PV **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
DRUG TREATMENT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** A PV **

GROWING HEALTHY K 7
NCDDAA EDUCATION UNIT
175 FULTON AVENUE
ROOM 600
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-2510
** AD PV **

HEMPSTEAD GENERAL HOSPITAL MEDICAL CTR
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
800 FROST STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 560-1429
** D W A HV CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

HEMPSTEAD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
265 PENINSULA BOULEVARD
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-7006
** AD PV **

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER (SALSA)
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 536-2613
** AD AM W Y A H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER INC
PREVENTION UNIT
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 538-2613
** A PV **

JEWHISH COMM SERVS OF LONG ISLAND INC
LIVING FREE DRUG PROGRAM/HEMPSTEAD
50 CLINTON STREET
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 458-5710
** A AM W Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/????????
600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** A AM W A HV CU IV TX **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/OP DF
600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** A AM W A HV CU IV TX **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/PREVENTION
600 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** A IV PV **

NASSAU COUNTY COALITION AGAINST
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE/DUAB ABUSE PREV
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-2597
** AD PV **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC/EAST MEADOW
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MED CTR BUILDING K
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 542-3681
** D AM W Y H HV TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
ALCOHOLISIN INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-8944
** D PV OT **

NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALTOX UNIT
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
10 WEST
HEMPSTEAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-2594
** D DT TX **
HYDE PARK
HYDE PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP IN YOUTH K12
61 WEST STREET
HYDE PARK, NY 12538
(914) 229-7101
** AD PV **

ILION
CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
HERKIMER COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV
83 WHITE BRANCH LANE
ILION, NY 13357
(315) 894-9917
** A PV **

INDIAN LAKE
HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVS BOARD
204 WHITE BRANCH LANE
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5555
** AD PV **

IRVING
SENeca NATION HD HUMAN SERV DIV
CATTARAUGUS IND RESERVATION MED CTR
1510 ROUTE 438
IRVING, NY 14081
(716) 532-5562
** AD AM W Y AI PG CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

ISLIP
ISLIP UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
215 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 582-2560
** AD EA PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/OP DF
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** AD AM CU IV TX PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/PREVENTION
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** AD PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ACCESS ALC YOUTH EDUC AND INTERVENTION
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** D PV **

ISLIP TERRACE
EAST ISLIP SCHOOL PEER LEADERSHIP
REDMEN STREET
EAST ISLIP HIGH SCHOOL
ISLIP TERRACE, NY 11752
(516) 581-1600 EXT. 299
** AD PV **

ITHACA
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 EAST GREEN STREET
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5422
** D AM W Y A PG HV PI DM TX PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND INTERVENTION
201 EAST GREEN STREET
SUITE 500
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 274-6288
** D PV **

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
OUTREACH CENTER
103 STATE STREET
102 THE COMMONS
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5500
** A AM Y A HV IV EA TX **

TOMPKINS/SENeca/TIOGA BOCES
PREVENTION RESOURCES AND EDUCATION PGM
555 HARREN ROAD
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 257-1551 EXT. 330
** A PV **

JACKSON HEIGHTS
ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
74-16 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NY 11372
(718) 850-1371
** D AM H HV IV DM TX PV **

JAMAICA
BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
QUEENS CLINIC
82-68 164TH STREET
3CL BLDG T DEPT MEDICINE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 990-2172
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
QUEENS CLINIC
82-68 164TH STREET
3CL BLDG T DEPT MEDICINE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 990-2172
** A AM HV CU MM **

CREEDMOOR ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
80-65 WINCHESTER BOULEVARD
BUILDING 19(D)
JAMAICA, NY 11427
(718) 464-7500 EXT. 3528
** D RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DM TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
QUEENS OUTREACH
166-10 91ST AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 523-8268
** A AM W Y PG HV PI TX CI PV **

LAURELTON/SPRINGFIELD GARDENS C OF C
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
JAMAICA, NY 11415
(718) 712-8148
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 27
ASPECTS 27/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
82-01 ROCKAWAY BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11416
(718) 642-5790
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 29
PROJECT YOUTH
1 CROSS ISLAND PLAZA
PS 136 MINI SCHOOL
JAMAICA, NY 11422
(718) 978-5900 EXT. 234
** AD PV **

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OUTREACH FAMILY SERVICES OP CLINIC
89-15 MOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
3RD FLOOR
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 847-9235
** D AM DH TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PORTAL
175-15 ROCKAWAY AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 294-0570
** A AM IV TX CI PV **

QUEENS COUNTY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
RESIDENTIAL AND AFTERCARE
89-15 MOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 456-9700
** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV IV EA TX CI **

QUEENS COUNTY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CORP
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
89-15 MOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
3RD FLOOR
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 326-7560
** A AM HV CU TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NEW YORK</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER**

- **ADULT DRUG DETOXIFICATION**
  - 82-68 164TH STREET
  - JAMAICA, NY 11432
  - (718) 803-4273
  - **A M H BV H HV CU IV DT TX **

**QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER**

- **ALCOHOLISM CLINIC**
  - 82-68 164TH STREET
  - T BUILDING ROOM 1A-9
  - JAMAICA, NY 11432
  - (718) 803-2750
  - **A M H BV H HV PI IV TX **

**QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER**

- **ALCOHOLISM CONSULTATION TEAM**
  - 82-68 164TH STREET
  - BUILDING 8B
  - JAMAICA, NY 11432
  - (718) 883-2730
  - **A M H BV HV PI DT TX **

**QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH**

- **J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 1**
  - 251-35 MERRICK BOULEVARD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11413
  - (718) 712-7777
  - **A M H BV HV IV EA TX **

**QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH**

- **J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 2**
  - 177-33 BAILEY BOULEVARD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11432
  - (718) 712-7777
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX OT **

**QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH**

- **J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 3**
  - 156-02 LIBERTY AVENUE
  - JAMAICA, NY 11433
  - (718) 712-7777
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**QUEENS VILLAGE/MH/JAMAICA**

- **J CAP NEW SPIRIT II/OUTPATIENT CLINIC**
  - 162-04 SOUTH ROAD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11433
  - (718) 291-8044
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**QUENSESBORO COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL WELFARE**

- **DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES**
  - 220-24 JAMAICA AVENUE
  - JAMAICA, NY 11428
  - (718) 776-9500
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC**

- **MTA AMBULATORY**
  - 130-15 89TH ROAD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11419
  - (718) 520-5205
  - **A M H BV HV IV MM **

**SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC**

- **MTA RESIDENTIAL**
  - 88-03 VAN HUWM EXPRESSWAY
  - JAMAICA, NY 11435
  - (718) 520-5205
  - **A M H BV HV IV MM **

**SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC**

- **MTA/RESIDENTIAL**
  - 130-15 89TH ROAD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11418
  - (718) 657-8010
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX CI MM **

**SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC**

- **RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM**
  - 88-03 VAN HUWM EXPRESSWAY
  - JAMAICA, NY 11435
  - (718) 520-5205
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX CI MM **

**SPRINGFIELD GARDENS COMM SERV AGENCY**

- **DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES**
  - 131-29 FARMLANDS BOULEVARD
  - JAMAICA, NY 11434
  - (718) 969-1126
  - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**JAMESTOWN**

- **CHAUTAUQUA ALC AND SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL**
  - **ALC PUB EDUC/INFOR AND REFERRAL**
    - 2-6 EAST 2ND STREET
    - FENTON BUILDING SUITE 308
    - JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
    - (716) 664-3608
    - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**JAMESTOWN**

- **CHAUTAUQUA ALC AND SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL**
  - **AWARENESS THEATRE**
    - 2-6 EAST 2ND STREET
    - 308 FENTON BUILDING
    - JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
    - (716) 664-3608
    - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**KINGSTON**

- **ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY**
  - **PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFOR AND REFERRAL**
    - 765 BROADWAY
    - KINGSTON, NY 12401
    - (914) 351-9331
    - **A M H BV HV IV TX EA TX **

**KINGSTON**

- **ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY**
  - **JAMES HILL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING**
    - JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
    - (716) 463-6996
    - **A M H BV HV IV MM **

**KINGSTON**

- **ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY**
  - **JAMES HILL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING**
    - JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
    - (716) 463-6996
    - **A M H BV HV IV MM **

**KINGSTON**

- **ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY**
  - **JAMES HILL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING**
    - JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
    - (716) 463-6996
    - **A M H BV HV IV MM **
NEW YORK

FAMILY OF WOODSTOCK INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
39 JOHN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-7080
** AD PV **

KINGSTON CITY SCHOOLS CONSOLIDATED
PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
61 CROWN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 339-3000
** AD PV **

PREVENTION CONNECTION
785 BROADWAY
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 537-7890
** A PV **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALC DAY REHAB/EVENING INTENSIVE PROG
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 531-6340 EXT. 346
** D AM M HV TX **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG FREE CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 531-6340
** A AM M Y PG CU IV TX **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
IN SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
** AD PV **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
KINGSTON ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
** D AM M HW TX CI PV **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
METH MAINT AND REHAB PROG/OP
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6949 EXT. 251
** A RR AM W A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** PV HM **

LAKEVILLE
LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC/SA
ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION PROGRAM
6003 BIG TREE ROAD
LAKEVILLE, NY 14460
(716) 346-2930
** D PV **

LATHAM
ALBANY/SCHOMARIE/SCHENECTADY
BOCES/CAPIT
47 CORNELL ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 786-3211
** AD PV **

CLINICAL SERVICES AND CONSULT INC
LATHAM ALC OP CLINIC/DRUG ABUSE TRT
636 NEW LONDON ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 783-5381
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX CI **

LAUREL
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING AND
GROWTH SEMINARS INC (HUGS)
LAUREL, NY 11448
(516) 298-5305
** AD PV **

LAMINCE
COMMITTEE ON DRUG ABUSE (CODA)
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
LAMINCE, NY 11559
(516) 259-6244 EXT. 364
** A AM Y TX PV **

PENINSULA COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
270 LAWRENCE AVENUE
5 TOWNS COMMUNITY CENTER
LAMINCE, NY 11559
(516) 259-7277
** D AM M Y B H EA DW TX PV **

LEVITTOWN
FREEPORT HOSPITAL
FREEPORT ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3601 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
SUITE 401
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 579-1162
** D AM M IV EA DW TX CI PV **

ISLAND TREES UNION FREE SCH DISTRICT
59 STRAIGHT LANE
MICHAEL STOKES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 751-2950
** AD PV **

LEVITTOWN UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
ABBIE LANE
MEMORIAL EDUCATION CENTER
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 520-5610
** AD EA DH PV **

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
CENTER LANE VILLAGE GREEN
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 579-5800
** D AM M Y PI CU IV DH TX PV **

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT AMBULATORY DRUG FREE UNIT
CENTER LANE VILLAGE GREEN
BUILDING T
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 796-6633
** A AM M Y PI CU IV DX TX PV **

LDS
NORTH COUNTRY COUNCIL ON ALC (NCCA)
COMM EDUC AND INTER/INFOR AND REF
LEWIS-WADHAMS ROAD
LEMIS, NY 12950
(518) 875-3261
** D PV OT **

LATHAM
MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
5300 MILITARY ROAD
LATHAM, NY 14092
(516) 298-2115
** D RR AI HV CU IV TX CI **

LIBERTY
INWARD HOUSE
FERNDALE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
UPPER FERNDALE ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-6000
** A RR TX CI PV **

LIBERTY
LIBERTY CENTER SCHOOL PROJECT TEAM
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
115 BUCKLEY STREET
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-6990
** AD PV **

REDIRECTIONS LTD
ROUTE 52
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-2400
** AD RR AM Y EA DH TX CI **

306
REDICTIONS LTD
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/ST
MADE ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-2400
** D RR AM Y EA DH TX CI **

SULLIVAN COUNTY BOCES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAMS
85 FERNDALE-LOOMIS ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-0082
** AD PV OT **

SULLIVAN COUNTY CARES COALITION
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-9100
** AD PV **

LIVERPOOL
FAMILY CONSULTATION CENTER
FAMILY ALCOHOL CLINIC
913 OLD LIVERPOOL ROAD
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 622-4629
** D AM H Y A H PG HV CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

LOCKPORT
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
43 MAIN STREET
LOCKVIEW PLAZA
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 433-3846
** D AM H Y A B AI HV TX **

LOCKPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
REFLECTIONS RECOVERY CENTER
521 EAST AVENUE
SUITE 43
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 439-8713
** D RR W A HV CU TX **

LONG BEACH
LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FACTS ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8035 EXT. 2461
** D AM Y DH TX PV **

LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHADONE THERAPY PROGRAM/MM OP
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-0000 EXT. 2350
** A AM A HV IV MH **

LONG BEACH REACH
26 WEST PARK AVENUE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 869-2352
** AD AM H Y B H PG CU TX PV **

LONG ISLAND CITY
BRIDGE PLAZA TRT AND REHAB CLINIC
EDUCATION AND METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
41-15 27TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(212) 786-3476 EXT. 74
** A AM IV MH **

HELLENIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD
ACTION COMMITTEE INC/PROJECT ASAP
27-09 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11102
(718) 204-1200
** A AM TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 30 PROJECT SHARE
DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
36-25 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11106
(718) 729-6380
** AD PV **

LOWVILLE
LEWIS CO ALC AND SUBST ABUSE TRT CTR
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7514 SOUTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-5958
** D AM H Y PG HV IV EA DH TX CI **

LEWIS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION
7612 NORTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2251
** D PV OT **

LEWIS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
7612 STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2251
** AD CI PV **

LYNDHURST
CONCEPT ASSOCIATES
154 SCRANTON ASSOCIATES INC
154 SCRANTON AVENUE
LYNDHURST, NY 11563
(516) 593-1166
** A AM IV TX **

LINK COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
21 LANGDON PLACE
LYNDHURST, NY 11563
(516) 887-4448
** A AM IV DH TX CI PV **

LYONS
COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF
THE FINGER LAKES/WAYNE COUNCIL OFFICE
58 WATER STREET
LYONS, NY 14449
(315) 331-7211
** D PV **

LYONS DIAGNOSTIC AND TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
122 BROAD STREET
LYONS, NY 14449
(315) 946-4542
** D AM H TX **

WAYNE COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
7328 NEWARK-LYONS ROAD
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 946-5722
** AD AM H B H IV TX **

MADRID
NORTH COUNTRY FREEDOM HOMES
JOHN E MURPHY COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
13 ELM STREET
MADRID, NY 13350
(315) 322-4463
** D RR TX **

MALONE
CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT SERVS
130 PARK AVENUE
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 482-8900
** A AM H Y CU IV DH TX CI PV **

CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR IND DRUG ABUSE PREV SERVS
16 4TH STREET
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 482-8900
** A IV DH PV **

SAINT JOSEPH REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MALONE
214 EAST MAIN STREET
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 483-6566
** D AM DH TX CI **

MALVERNE
MALVERNE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 12
MALVERNE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV PROG/ADM
90 OCEAN AVENUE
MALVERNE HIGH SCHOOL
MALVERNE, NY 11565
(516) 596-2022
** A PV **
NEW YORK

MAHARONECK

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
ORANGE COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV
145 NEW STREET
MAHARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-1602
** AD PV **

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
WESTCHESTER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
145 NEW STREET
MAHARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-1602
** AD PV **

LARCHMONT/MAHARONECK COMMUNITY
COUNSELING CENTER/ADMIN
234 STANLEY AVENUE
MAHARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-7549
** A PV OT **

MANHASSET

L/J/HHC MANHASSET CLINIC
DAYCARE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 627-5002
** A AM Y H HV CU IV TX PV **

L/J/HHC MANHASSET CLINIC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 627-5002
** A AM Y H HV CU IV TX PV **

MANHASSET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
200 MEMORIAL PLACE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 627-9400 EXT. 373
** AD EA PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
300 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-4050
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/DAY SERVICES
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
** AD AM W A HV CU IV EA DN TX PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/OP DF
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
** AD AM W A HV CU IV EA DN TX PV **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MANHASSET
535 PLANDOME ROAD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 365-8806
** D AM EA DN TX **

MASSAPEQUA

MASSAPEQUA UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4925 MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11750
(516) 797-6600
** AD PV **

PLAINEDGE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11750
(516) 793-9400
** AD EA PV **

YOUTH ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
30 BROADWAY
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11750
(516) 799-5203
** A AM Y A HV TX PV **

MASEENA

CAN/AM YOUTH SERVICES INC
ROSE HILL TREATMENT CENTER
2 ELIZABETH DRIVE
MASEENA, NY 13642
(315) 764-9700
** AD RR Y TX CI **

MASTICO

YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
MASTIC CENTER/OUTPATIENT UNIT
HERKIMER AND CLASSEN STREETS
MASTIC, NY 11950
(516) 281-6114
** A AM W Y PI CU TX CI PV **

MATTITUCK

EASTERN LONG ISLAND HOSPITAL
QUINNACUT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
6355 MAIN ROAD
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
(516) 477-1000
** D AM TX PV **

SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
NORTH FORK COUNSELING CENTER
11550 MAIN STREET
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
(516) 298-8642
** A AM TX CI PV **

MEDFORD

PASSAGES COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MONTAUK
1741 NORTH OCEAN AVENUE
MEDFORD, NY 11763
(516) 758-9222
** D AM W Y A HV CU IV EA DW TX **

MELVILLE

SEAFIELD CENTER INC
MELVILLE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
900 MALT WHITMAN ROAD
SUITE 102
MELVILLE, NY 11747
(516) 429-2900
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU DW TX CI PV **

MERRICK

BELLMORE/MERRICK
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1260 MEADOWBROOK ROAD
MERRICK, NY 11566
(516) 623-8900
** AD PV OT **

MIDDLE ISLAND

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
516 MIDDLE COUNTRY ROAD
MIDDLE ISLAND, NY 11953
(516) 924-3741
** D AM H CU IV EA DW TX CI PV **

MIDDLE VILLAGE

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 26
COMMUNITY ADOLES ALTERNATIVES PGM/CAP
67-54 80TH STREET
MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379
(718) 326-8267
** AD PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 24
PROJECT FRIEND
67-54 80TH STREET
MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379
(718) 326-8267
** AD PV **

MIDDLETOWN

EMERGENCY HOUSING GROUP INC
MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
MIDDLETOWN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING B
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 363-1463
** D DT TX OT **
NEW YORK

MOUNT KISCO

THE WEEKEND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
120 KISCO AVENUE
MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549
(914) 666-6740
** DA Y CU DH TX **

MOUNT VERNON

MOUNT VERNON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
100 CALIFORNIA ROAD
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10552
(914) 668-6580
** AD PV **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
MOUNT VERNON UNIT
3 SOUTH 6TH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-3730
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MCMB MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/OP
3 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-5981
** A AM IV MM **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
MOUNT VERNON OPEN DOOR PROGRAM
34 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-4042
** A AM H Y B H HV CU IV TX PV **

YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL
ARCHWAY ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 EAST FIRST STREET
6TH FLOOR
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 668-1450
** DA Y CU DH TX CI **

NAUET

NAUET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
101 CHURCH STREET
NAUET, NY 10954
(914) 623-1665
** AD PV **

NEW CITY

CLARKSTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
40 MAPLE AVENUE
NEW CITY, NY 10956
(914) 630-6369
** A AM DH TX CI PV **

NEW HARTFORD

CENTER FOR ADDICTION RECOVERY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4299 SHELTER SETTLEMENT ROAD
NEW HARTFORD, NY 13413
(315) 797-2057
** DA EA DH TX CI PV **

NEW HYDE PARK

HERRICKS UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SHELTER ROCK ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11040
(516) 248-5113
** AD EA PV **

LI/HMC DAEHRS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270-05 76TH AVENUE
BUILDING 5
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(718) 470-8950
** A AM CU TX **

LONG ISLAND JEWISH MEDICAL CENTER
MHTP/OP MM
270-05 76TH AVENUE
BUILDING 4
NEW HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(718) 470-8940
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

NEW PALTZ

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
NEW PALTZ ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
40 MAIN STREET
NEW PALTZ, NY 12561
(914) 255-1850
** DA Y W DH TX CI PV **

NEW ROCHELLE

GUIDANCE CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
403-5 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 632-1574
** A AM W A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
NEW ROCHELLE UNIT
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-8048
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTRY HOUSE APTS
197 DRAKE AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10805
(914) 235-9223
** A RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTRY UNIT/STOREFRONT
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-9223
** A RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
GUIDANCE CENTER INDUSTRIES
363-369 HUGUENOT STREET
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 633-7494
** A OT **

UNITED HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3 THE BOULEVARD
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633
** DA EA DM TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA SHELTERS INC
CROSSROADS HALFWAY HOUSE
395 WEBSTER AVENUE
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-8689
** D RR TX PV OT **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
NEW ROCHELLE OUTREACH CENTER
33 LINCOLN AVENUE
SUITE 2
NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-2721
** A AM A HV CU IV TX PV **

NEW YORK

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK
INFORMATION/REFERRAL UNIT
49 EAST 21ST STREET
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 979-6277
** D PV **

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
WORK AND FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROG/ALC
655 BROADWAY
ROOM 1518
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 353-9760
** D EA CI PV OT **

APPRENTICE JOURNEYMAN EDUCATION FUND
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
49-51 CHAMBERS STREET
SUITE 220
NEW YORK, NY 10007
(212) 732-7897
** D EA PV **
AREBA CASRIEL INC
AREBA/CASRIEL INST/OUTPATIENT
500 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 247-4920
** AD AM H B H CU IV EA TX **

AREBA CASRIEL INC
AREBA/CASRIEL INST/RESIDENTIAL
500 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 247-4920
** AD RR W A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** MM **

AREBA CASRIEL INC
MTA/RESIDENTIAL
500 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 247-5500
** AD RR AM CU IV TX CI PV MM OT **

AMHS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVICES OF MANHATTAN
1841 BROADWAY
SUITE 1111
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 399-6901
** D AM W A H HV CU DH TX **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 21
STARTING POINT
136 WEST 125TH STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 952-2576
** A AM W A HV CU IV MM **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 22
KALEIDOSCOPE
136 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 952-2576
** A AM W A HV CU IV MM **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 23
THIRD HORIZON
2195 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 348-5650
** A AM W A HV CU IV MM **

BARNETT AND ASSOCIATES HUMAN SERVS INC
350 WEST 58TH STREET
SUITE 6N
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 315-3570
** A AM TX **

BEEKMAN DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL MMTP
74 TRINITY PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10006
(212) 422-0250
** A AM A HV IV MM **

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL CENTER
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
462 FIRST AVENUE AT 27TH STREET
20TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-3455
** A HV PI CU DT TX **

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
FIRST AVENUE AND 30TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-4887
** A AM H TX CI **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER
STUYVESANT SQUARE CHEM DEP/EAST END
170 EAST END AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10028
(212) 870-9777
** AD RR IV DT TX MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER
STUYVESANT SQUARE CHEM DEP/2ND AVENUE
300 2ND AVENUE
10TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 614-6100
** D AM W B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 1
103 EAST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 831-5002
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 2C
435 2ND AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 532-9096
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 3
103 EAST 125TH STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 427-2226
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 3C
435 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 532-8317
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 3G
429 2ND AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-7185
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 6/7
103 EAST 125TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 722-7170
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC B
140 WEST 125TH STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 864-8177
** A AM HV CU IV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
LENOX HILL CLINIC
1082 LEONARD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 866-0904
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
MARIE NYSTROM CLINIC
721 9TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 247-7180
** A AM HV CU MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP/S
CLINIC 3C
435 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 532-8317
** A AM HV CU MM **

BLISS POSTON THE SECOND MIND INC
152 MADISON AVENUE
SUITE 505
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 401-1055
** A AM H Y A B HV CU IV TX OT **

BOYS HARBOR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/ALC UNIT
1 EAST 104TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10028
(212) 427-2244
** D AM H Y A B HV PI TX PV **

BOYS HARBOR INC
PREVENTION SERVICES
1 EAST 104TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 427-2244
** AD PV **
GREENWICH HOUSE INC
HALPHAY HOUSE
312-314 BOWERY
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 463-8244
** D RR TX PV **
GREENWICH HOUSE MMTP
COOPER SQUARE
50 COOPER SQUARE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 677-3400
** A AM A IV MM **
GREENWICH HOUSE WEST MMTP
24 WEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 255-0404
** A AM A HV IV MM **
GREENWICH VILLAGE YOUTH COUNCIL
25 CARMINE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
(212) 242-3687
** AD CI PV OT **
HAMILTON MADISON HOUSE
CHINATHON ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
146 ELIZABETH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 966-2599
** DM DN TX PV **
HARLEM HOSPITAL/NYHC
HOPS INTERV SERVICE/ALCOHOL SCREENING
2238 5TH AVENUE
HEALTH BUILDING FIRST FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10037
(212) 491-8534
** D PV **
HHC BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
BUILDINGS C AND D
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-3201
** A AM H A B H PG HV IV MM **
HHC BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
TFIP
462 FIRST AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-4230
** A AM TX **
IMMIGRANT SOCIAL SERVICES INC
137 HENRY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 571-3840
** A PV **
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR DISABLED (ICD)
CHEMICAL DEP SERVS/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
340 EAST 24TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 461-5780
** D AM H TX **
INWOOD COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
COMP OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
651 ACADEMY STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10034
(212) 942-0043
** D AM TX **
INWOOD COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
GET/CENTERED MH CLINIC DRUG PREV PROG
651 ACADEMY STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10034
(212) 942-0043
** AD PV **
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PARENT LEADERSHIP PROJ SA PREV PROGS
899 10TH AVENUE
ROOM 410
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 237-8424
** AD PV **
JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
1987 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-6127
** D RR B H TX PV **
JOINT DISEASES NORTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1919 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 650-4400
** D RR AM H B H PI IV TX CI PV **
LESBIAN AND GAY COMMUNITY SERVS CENTER
PROJECT CONNECT/ALCOHOLISM I AND R
208 WEST 13TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 620-7310
** D PV **
LESBIAN AND GAY COMMUNITY SERVS CENTER
YOUTH ENRICHMENT SERVICES (YES)
208 WEST 13TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 620-7310
** D PV **
LOWER EASTSIDE INTERNATIONAL COMM SCI
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
127 WEST 22ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 255-4377
** AD PV **
LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
HOMELESS
7 GOVERNEUR SLIP E
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 394-6820
** A RR H A HV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC/DRUG FREE OUTPT
46 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 431-4610 EXT. 225
** A AM H A HV IV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
MMTP UNIT 1
46 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 431-4610
** A AM H A HV IV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
MMTP UNIT 3
62 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 431-4610
** A AM H A HV IV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
MMTP/KEEP
46 EAST BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 431-4610
** A AM H A HV IV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
SUCASA MMTP
7 GOVERNEUR SLIP EAST
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 394-6820 EXT. 224
** A RR H A HV IV TX MM **

LOWER EASTSIDE SERVICE CENTER
SUCASA MTA R
7 GOVERNEUR SLIP EAST
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 394-6820 EXT. 224
** A RR H A HV IV TX MM **

LUCHA INC
DAY SERVICE UNIT
127 EAST 105TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 289-1004
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CI HV IV TX **

LUCHA INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
127 EAST 105TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 289-1004
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CI HV IV TX **

MADISON SQUARE BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM
301 EAST 29TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 532-5751
** AD PV **

MANHATTAN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
500 EAST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 620-0340
** A M H A B H HV PI CU TX **

MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
MANHATTAN BOWERY CRISIS CENTER
8 EAST 3RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 620-0340
** D AM A B H HV PI CU TX **

MANHATTAN BOWERY CORP
SHELTER ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL PROG
275 7TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 553-8400
** A M H A B H HV PI CU DT TX CI PV **

MEDICAL ARTS CENTER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 755-0200
** A M H A B H HV CI HV IV TX **

MEDICAL ARTS SANITARIUM INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
57 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 755-0200
** A M H A B H HV CI HV IV TX **

METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
150 PARK ROW
NEW YORK, NY 10007
(212) 791-9130
** A M H A B H HV CI HV IV TX **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY YOUTH PROGRAM/AHC
19 EAST 101ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 261-7214
** AD PV **

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ON
DRUG ABUSE PROBLEMS INC
355 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10117
(212) 986-1170
** AD PV **

NEW YORK FOUNDING HOSPITAL
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
18 WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 727-6852
** A AM H B HV TX CI PV **

NEW YORK HOSPITAL
MMTP CLINIC
501 EAST 71ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 986-5881
** A AM H HV IV MM **

NEW YORK URBAN COALITION INC
CASH/ESCORT/VOC DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION
356 WEST 123RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 864-5850
** A OT **

NRL RESOURCES INC
450 SOUTH PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 725-9376
** A AM H B IV TX CI PV **

NYC DEPARTMENT JUVENILE JUSTICE
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
365 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 925-7779 EXT. 277
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DIST 4 SCH COMMUNITY ACTION
FOR A NEW TOMORROW (SCAN)
176 EAST 115TH STREET
C/O PS 57 ROOM 222
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 660-1744
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 1
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROJECT
220 HENRY STREET
JHS 56 ROOM 134
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 732-1181
** AD PV **
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 2
PROJECT OMNIBUS
80 CATHERINE STREET
PS 126 ROOM 131
NEW YORK, NY 10038
(212) 608-0700
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 3
ADVOCATE RESOURCE CENTER
220 WEST 121ST STREET
ROOM 330
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 678-2966
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 5
PROJECT DECISION DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
2581 7TH AVENUE
FRED DOUG IS 10 ROOM 128
NEW YORK, NY 10039
(212) 690-5968
** AD PV **

NYC SPARK PROGRAM
BOARD OF EDUCATION
40 IRVING PLACE
WASHINGTON IRVING HIGH SCHOOL
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 477-5442
** AD PV OT **

NYS ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS INC
NEW YORK CITY CHAPTER
200 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
ROOM 1010
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 971-6033
** D PV **

NYS BAYVIEW PRISON PROJECT
STAY-N-OUT
550 WEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 711-6033
** A RR M H B H HV IV TX PV **

OUR CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION INC
501 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 316-9040
** A EA PV **

PARALLAX CENTER INC
136 EAST 36TH STREET
SUITE 1C
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 779-9207
** A AM H A B H HV CU IV TX **

PHASE PIGGY BACK
OUTPATIENT
507 WEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 234-1660
** A AM H B H HV IV TX CI PV **

PHASE PIGGY BACK INC
PREVENTION
458 WEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 234-1660
** A CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL
164 WEST 74TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 742-1000
** A RR M A H HV IV EA TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
LONG ISLAND CITY/QUEENS
54-25 VERNON BOULEVARD
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 274-4655
** A RR M Y A B HV IV TX **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
VERNON BOULEVARD UNIT
54-25 VERNON BOULEVARD
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(718) 274-4225
** A RR M Y A A HV IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
200 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 595-5810
** A RR M A H HV IV EA TX CI PV **

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL INC
VOCATIONAL PREPARATION PROGRAM
17 BATTERY PLACE
5TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10004
(212) 742-1000 EXT. 244
** AD PV **

PROJECT GREEN HOPE SERVICES FOR WOMEN
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/RESIDENTIAL DAILY
448 EAST 119TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 569-5100
** AD RR AM H B H HV CU IV TX **

PROJECT GREEN HOPE SERVICES FOR WOMEN
DRUG FREE DAY SERVICE
448 EAST 119TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 569-5100
** AD AM H B H HV CU IV DT TX PV **

PROJECT RETURN FOUNDATION INC
CHELSEA TRIBECA INSTITUTE
133 WEST 21ST STREET
11TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 242-4800
** A AM M A B PG HV CU TX **

PROJECT RETURN FOUNDATION INC
43RD STREET DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
327 WEST 43RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10036
(212) 489-7630
** A RR IV EA TX PV **

REALITY HOUSE INC
CRACK
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** A AM M B H HV CU IV TX PV **

REALITY HOUSE INC
CRACK
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** A AM M B H HV CU IV TX PV **

REALITY HOUSE INC
PRISON PROGRAM
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** A AM M B H HV CU IV TX PV **

REALITY HOUSE INC
YOUTH PROGRAM
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10032
(212) 781-5855
** A PV **

REALIZATION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
121 EAST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 922-2800
** D AM M A H HV EA DH TX CI PV **

REGENT HOSPITAL INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
425 EAST 61ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 891-8608
** AD RR M A B H HV CU IV TX PV **
RICHARD KOEPEL MD
MHTP 1
301 WEST 37TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 766-5900
** A M A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

RICHARD KOEPEL MD
MHTP 2
301 WEST 37TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 766-5900
** A M A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPT MM
400 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 823-6150
** A M A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

SAINT CLARES HOSPITAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
415 WEST 51ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 459-0414
** A M A H HV IV MM **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL NEW YORK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
AMSTERDAM AVENUE AND 114TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 823-2595
** A M A B H PG HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV MM **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
306 WEST 102ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 670-6517
** D RR H B H HV TX OT **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT DETOX UNIT
AMSTERDAM AVENUE AT 114TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 670-6322
** D DT TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
304 WEST 108TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 670-6315
** D AM H Y A B H PG HV CU DW TX **
** CI **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
SMITHERS ALCOHOLISM DETOX UNIT
426 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 522-7981
** D IV DT TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
SMITHERS ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
17 WEST 60TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 523-6491
** D AM IV TX CI PV **

SAINT LUKES/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
SMITHERS INPATIENT REHABILITATION UNIT
56 WEST 93RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10028
(212) 523-9566
** D RR IV TX PV **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
SAMARITAN 53RD/RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
225-27 EAST 53RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10022
(718) 897-4500
** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SINGLE PARENT RESOURCE CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
141 WEST 28TH STREET
ROOM 302
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 947-0221
** D PV **

SINGLE PARENT RESOURCE CENTER INC
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
141 WEST 28TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 947-0221
** D PV **

TEATRO TIEMPO INC
220 EAST 4TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 477-7805
** AD PV OT **

THE CITY KIDS FOUNDATION
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
57 LEONARD STREET
STREET LEVEL
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 925-3320
** AD PV **

THE DOOR/A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
121 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 941-9090
** A M Y B H PG HV TX PV **

THE DOOR/A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES
PREVENTION/OUTPATIENT
121 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 941-9090
** A PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
DAY TREATMENT
315 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 982-8130 Ext. 10
** A M A H B H PG HV CU TX PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
315 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-3570 Ext. 249
** AD AM H B H PG HV CU TX **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
PRIDE SITE/HOMELESS
371 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-2470 Ext. 71
** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
PRIDE SITE/RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
371 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-2470 Ext. 71
** A RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

VERITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
RESIDENTIAL
68 WEST 106TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 666-1611
** A RR PG HV IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
MHTP
252 7TH AVENUE
9TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 620-6269
** A M A HV PI CU IV EA CI MM **

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS/INWOOD COALITION
652 WEST 187TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 781-6722
** A PV **

MASHTON INSTITUTE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 213-4900
** A M A H HV CU IV TX **

MASHTON INSTITUTE INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
4 PARK AVENUE
GROUND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 213-4900
** AD AM H HV CU IV TX **

316
NEW YORK

WOMEN IN NEED
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
406 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 695-7350
** D AM W A B H PG HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

WOMENS ACTION ALLIANCE INC
WOMENS ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUC PROJECT
370 LEXINGTON AVENUE
ROOM 603
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 532-8350
** D PV **

YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
YOUTH ENRICHMENT PROG/ADMIN
180 WEST 135TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10030
(212) 281-4100 EXT. 247
** A PV **

131ST STREET BLOCK ASSOCIATION INC
220 WEST 131ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 749-8522
** AD PV **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSEL/REFER AGENCY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 CHURCH STREET
NEWARK, NY 14513
(315) 331-3662
** D AM Y DH TX **

NEWARK

BLACK COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INC
245 LIBERTY STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-2107
** AD PV **

CITY OF NEWBURGH YOUTH BUREAU
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
167 BROADWAY
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 565-1213
** AD PV **

ORANGE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
104 2ND STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 565-4960
** D AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU DH **
** TX CI PV **

PIUS XII CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
NEWBURGH CLINIC/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
15 LAKE STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 562-8255
** D AM W Y A H AI HV CU IV TX **

PIUS XII YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
372 FULLERTON AVENUE
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 562-8240
** D EA PV OT **

PODER INC
ADAC
280 BROADWAY
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-8191
** A AM W Y B H HV CU TX CI **

RIVERSIDE HOUSE INC
HICKORY HILL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
HICKORY HILL ROAD
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 856-3146
** A RR H PG TX PV **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL OF NEWBURGH
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROGRAM/OP
184 FIRST STREET
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-4400 EXT. 233
** A AM H A HV CU IV MM **

TEEN INFORMATION PEER SERVICES
290 BROADWAY
NEWBURGH, NY 12550
(914) 561-1005
** A PV **

NIAGARA FALLS

ALCOHOL COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1319 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
** D EA DH PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
FIRST STEP ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
1560 BUFFALO AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 285-3421
** D HV DT TX **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
1319 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1228
** D PV **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
431 MEMORIAL PARKWAY
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 284-6228
** D RR TX **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE SUPPORTIVE LIVING
625 BUFFALO AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 282-8510
** D RR H TX OT **

MILESTONES ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
501 10TH STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 278-4840
** D AM W Y A AI PG HV CU EA DH TX **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636
** A AM TX CI PV **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636
** A AM IV MM **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PREVENTION/OUTPATIENT
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636
** A PV **

NORTH CHILI

CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER
UNION STREET
3161 UNION STREET
NORTH CHILI, NY 14514
(716) 594-9494
** AD AM TX **

RESTART
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3161 UNION STREET
NORTH CHILI, NY 14534
(716) 546-3046
** D AM TX **

NORTH ROSE

DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT
ROUTE 414
NORTH ROSE, NY 14516
(315) 587-4451
** A AM Y TX PV **
NEW YORK

DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT PREVENTION
ROUTE 416
NORTH ROSE MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH ROSE, NY 14590
(315) 587-4431
** A PV **

NORTH TARRYTOWN

PHELPS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
THRESHOLD PROGRAM/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
58 BEKEMAN AVENUE
NORTH TARRYTOWN, NY 10591
(914) 631-3133
** D AM W Y H PG CU EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTH TONAWANDA

MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CLEARVIEW ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVICES
66 MEAD STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 694-3216
** D AM W Y DH TX **

NORTH TONAWANDA CSD
PROJECT PEER AND PROJ PRIMARY MH
175 HUMPHREY STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 694-5200
** AD PV OT **

NORTHPORT

CONCEPTS FOR NARCOTICS PREVENTION INC
THE PLACE/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
324 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768
(516) 261-2670
** A AM TX PV **

NORWEICH

CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT Clinic
12 HENRY STREET
NORWICH, NY 13815
(607) 355-4615
** D AM W Y A PG HV CU IV DH TX PV **

CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
12 HENRY STREET
NORWICH, NY 13815
(607) 355-4615
** AD AM W Y A PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** PV **

NYACK

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
TAPPAN ZEE
23 MOUNTAINVIEW AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-0300
** A RR W Y PG HV PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

NYACK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
160 NORTH MIDLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-0500
** D M A B B PG HV CU IV DT TX **

NYACK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
160 NORTH MIDLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-0500
** D RR W A B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **

NYACK SCHOOLS
41 DICKINSON AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 355-7000
** A PV **

ROCKLAND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
1 SOUTH BROADWAY
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-4357
** D PV **

VILLAGE OF NYACK DAPC
REACH OUT ROY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
42 BURD STREET
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 355-4351
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

VILLAGE OF NYACK DAPC
REACH OUT ROY/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
42 BURD STREET
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 355-4351
** AD CI PV **

OCEANSIDE

OCEANSIDE COUNSELING CENTER INC
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED OUTPT DRUG FREE
71 HOMECREST COURT
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 766-6283 EXT. 5794
** A AM IV EA DH TX PV **

OCEANSIDE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
145 MERLE AVENUE
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 678-1200 EXT. 222
** AD PV **

SOUTH NASSAU COMMUNITIES HOSPITAL
YDA/MEDICAL SERVICE CLINIC
2445 OCEANSIDE ROAD
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 764-1367
** AD PV **

OGDENSBURG

SAINT LAWRENCE ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
STATION A/HAMILTON HALL
OGDENSBURG, NY 13669
(315) 593-1180
** D RR W TX **

OLD HESTBURY

SUNY COLLEGE OF OLD HESTBURY
DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION CENTER
ACADEMIC VILLAGE BUILDING 10
OLD HESTBURY, NY 11568
(516) 876-3326
** D PV **

OLEAN

CATTARAUGUS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC/PUB ED I AND R
201 SOUTH UNION STREET
OLEAN, NY 14760
(716) 373-5202
** D IV PV **

ONEIDA

AMETHYST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
605 SENECA STREET
FIELD PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 4
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-1220
** D AM W TX PV **

MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
(ADAPT) DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT UNIT
240 MAIN STREET
JOHNSON HALL
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-6730
** AD AM H Y A CU TX CI PV **

PROGRAMS AND DOMICILES INC
MAXWELL HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
239 BROAD STREET
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-6345
** D RR W Y B H AI HV CU TX PV **

ONEONTA

OTSEGO CNTY COMM SERVS MH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
242 MAIN STREET
ONEONTA, NY 13820
(607) 431-1030
** A AM IV TX CI PV **

OTSEGO COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
OTSEGO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCIES CLINIC
242 MAIN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
ONEONTA, NY 13820
(607) 431-1030
** D AM IV DH TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

PENN YAN
COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF THE FINGER LAKES/YATES COUNCIL OFFICE 108 WATER STREET PENN YAN, NY 14527 (516) 536-2435 ** D PV **

SCHUYLER HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC 100 WEST LAKE ROAD PENN YAN, NY 14527 (315) 536-7751 ** D AM H Y HV CU TX PV **

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL YOUTH COUNSELING SERVICE 165 MAIN STREET PENN YAN, NY 14527 (315) 536-4461 ** AD PV **

PLAINVIEW CENTRAL GENERAL HOSPITAL INC 3 EAST ALCOHOL DETOX UNIT 888 OLD COUNTRY ROAD PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 681-8900 EXT. 2382 ** D DT TX **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT 1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD DAVIS PAVILION 2ND FLOOR PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 420-5033, (516) 420-5110 ** D RR TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL DOROTHY YOUNG RECOVERY HOUSE 1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 420-5136 ** D RR PV **

NCDDAAC TOPIC HOUSE HOMELESS 1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD BUILDING L PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 420-5136 ** AD RR A HV IV TX **

NCDDAAC TOPIC HOUSE RESIDENTIAL 1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD BUILDING L PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 420-5136 ** AD RR A HV IV TX **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE YOUTH ACTIVITIES COUNCIL/REFLECTION 777 OLD COUNTRY ROAD SUITE 2E PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 822-5071 ** AD AM DH TX **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE YOUTH ACTIVITIES COUNCIL/REFLECTION 777 OLD COUNTRY ROAD PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 822-5071 ** A PV **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE CSD DRUG PROGRAM JOYCE ROAD SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING PLAINVIEW, NY 11803 (516) 927-6418 ** AD EA PV **

PLATTSBURGH CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAMILY CENTER DRUG TREATMENT YOUTH SERVICES INC/OP 501 NORTH MARGARET STREET PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901 (518) 561-8480 ** A AM TX PV **

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY FAMILY CENTER DRUG TREATMENT YOUTH SERVICES INC/SCH 501 NORTH MARGARET STREET PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901 (518) 561-8480 ** A PV **

CLINTON COUNTY MH AND ALCOHOLISM SERVS CLINTON COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM 159-161 MARGARET STREET PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901 (518) 562-2780 ** D AM TX CI **

PLEASANTVILLE PLEASANTVILLE UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST PEER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM ROHER AVENUE PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570 (914) 747-1412 ** AD PV OT **

POMONA MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC/ROCKLAND COUNTY PROJECT RAINBOW ALCOHOLISM CLINIC SANATORIUM ROAD BUILDING J POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 359-0200 ** D AM H Y TX CI PV **

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY FOUNDATION DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES SANATORIUM ROAD POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 359-0200 ** AD PV **

ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC MHTP METHADONE MAINTENANCE UNIT SANATORIUM ROAD POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 359-0200 EXT. 2252 ** AD AM H A PG HV CU IV MM **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT DETOX UNIT SANATORIUM ROAD BUILDING D POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 359-0200 EXT. 2452 ** D M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL SOBERING UP STATION SANATORIUM ROAD BUILDING D POMONA, NY 10970 (914) 359-0200 EXT. 2452 ** DT EA DH TX PV **

PORT CHESTER RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC PORT CHESTER CENTER 4 PONINGO STREET PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 (914) 927-2700 ** A AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **

WCMHB SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRG PROG/OP 350 NORTH MAIN STREET PORT CHESTER, NY 10573 (914) 927-1105 ** A AM IV MM **

PORT JEFFERSON CROSSINGS OF LONG ISLAND INC 5225 ROUTE 347/90 DAVIS PROFESSIONAL PARK PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11776 (516) 331-7270 ** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

JOHN T MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL MOTHER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC 655 BELLE TERRE ROAD PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777 (516) 331-8200 ** D AM H Y A B H PG HV CU TX CI **

** PV **
PORT JEFFERSON STATION

CONSEWOGUE SCHOOL DISTRICT
YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
250 NORTH ROAD
PORT JEFFERSON STATION, NY 11776
(516) 754-8100 EXT. 127
** EXT PD/TX **

PORT JERVIS

CROSSTOWN AT MERCY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CROSSTOWN ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
160 EAST MAIN STREET
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-5251 EXT. 634
** D DT TX CI **

REGIONAL ECONOMIC COMM ACT PROGRAM
NEW LIFE MANOR HALFWAY HOUSE
259 OLD MOUNTAIN ROAD
TOWN OF GREENVILLE
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 342-3978
** D RR A B HV TX PV **

RIVERSIDE HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL/LONG TERM
181 ROUTE 209
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-3146
** A RR H HV TX PV **

RIVERSIDE HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL/SHORT TERM
181 ROUTE 209
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-3146
** A RR H HV TX CI PV **

PORT WASHINGTON

PORT COUNSELING CENTER INC
225 MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 767-1135
** A AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU DW TX **
** PV **

PORT WASHINGTON UNION FREE SCH DIST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
100 CAMPUS DRIVE
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 767-4326
** AD PV **

POTSDAM

CANTON/POTSDAM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
50 LEROY STREET
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-3300 EXT. 7000
** D RR TX **

REACHOUT OF SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
21 CEDAR STREET
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-2422
** D EA PV OT **

SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OUTPT CLINIC
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-6193
** D AM H A HV EA DH TX CI **

POUGHKEEPSIE

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/ALC AND DRUG UNIT
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
** AD PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/ALC EDUC INTERV
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
** D PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP/ALC STUDENT ASSIST PG
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
** D PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOL ABUSE CLINIC
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** D AM H Y A PG HV TX CI PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOLISM EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
9 MANSION STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 485-9700 EXT. 544
** D EA CI PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOLISM YOUTH CLINIC BOCES TFIPOCDY
350 DUTCHESS TURNPIKE
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 473-0290
** D AM Y TX CI PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY METHADONE CLINIC/OP
230 NORTH ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 485-9700 EXT. 532
** A AM H A B PG HV CU IV MM **

DUTCHESS COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** A AM H Y H HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RE ENTRY HOUSE
141 SOUTH AVENUE
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-7645
** A RR H PG IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
60 WEST CEDAR STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 485-3710
** D EA CI PV OT **

RHINEBECK

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
RHINEBECK COMPLEX
FOXHOLLOW ROAD
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 876-4275
** A RR H Y PG HV PI EA TX CI PV **

RHINEBECK LODGE FOR SUCCESSFUL LIVING
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
500 MILAN HOLLOW ROAD
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 266-3481
** D RR TX PV **
NEW YORK

RIVERHEAD

LIGHTHOUSE SUPPORT SERVICES INC
LIGHTHOUSE COUNSELING CTR OUTPT CLINIC
8 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 727-1177
** D AM H Y A B H HV CU EA DN TX **
** CI PV **

RIVERHEAD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
542 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-6714
** AD PV **

RIVERHEAD COMMUNITY AWARENESS PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
542 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 727-3722
** AD PV **

SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER
PLAZA 540 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-1200
** A AM TX CI PV **

ROCHESTER

ANTHONY L JORDAN HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
82 HOLLAND STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14603
(716) 425-5892
** D AM H A B H PG HV CU TX CI **

BADEN STREET SETTLEMENT COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT
13 VIENNA STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14605
(716) 325-4910 Ext. 126
** A AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

BRY LIN HOSPITAL INC
BRY LIN OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1401 STONE ROAD
SUITE 303
ROCHESTER, NY 14615
(716) 865-3000
** D AM H A B PG HV CU IV DN TX CI **
** PV **

CARON TREATMENT SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
1501 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14610
(716) 442-0422
** D AM H IV DN TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/ROCHESTER
RESTART ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
55 TROUP STREET
PLYMOUTH PARK WEST
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 546-3046
** D AM H B H PG CU TX **

CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER
JOSEPH STREET UNIT
1111 JOSEPH AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 546-5096
** AD RR TX **

CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER
OUTPATIENT/INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
55 TROUP STREET
PLYMOUTH PARK
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 546-3046
** AD AM H B H PG CU TX **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
250 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2464
** AD CI PV **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION/SAP
250 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2464
** AD CI PV **

CITIZENS ALLIANCE TO PREVENT DRUG ABUSE INC (CAPDA)
36 WEST MAIN STREET
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING SUITE 690
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 454-1650
** AD PV DT **

DAYBREAK ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT FACILITY
COMPREHENSIVE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** D AM H A B H HV DN TX CI **

DAYBREAK ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/BARRINGTON
300 BARRINGTON STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/HELLINGTON
287 HELLINGTON STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT FACILITY
ENTRY TO CARE PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
745 WEST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
(716) 235-8700
** D PI DT TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** D RR H A H HV TX CI **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/ALEXANDER
164 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/WEST
383 WEST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
(716) 461-4114
** D RR A HV TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE
269 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE
383 WEST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14611
(716) 461-4114
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/COYOTE
259 ALPHONSE STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 325-3800
** D RR TX **

DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DAYBREAK HALFAY HOUSE/III
297 FREDRICK DOUGLAS STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 325-3800
** D RR TX **
FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
30 CLINTON AVENUE NORTH
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 232-1840
** AD EA CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
30 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 232-1840
** D AM H EA TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
AVON DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION UNIT
30 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 232-1840
** AD PV **

GENESEE HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
GENESEE ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
224 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 263-5313
** D AM H TX OT **

GENESEE VALLEY GROUP HEALTH ASSOC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
800 CARTER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 330-1400
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

GENESEE VALLEY GROUP HEALTH ASSOC
GROUP HEALTH CHEM DEP OUTPT REHAB
800 CARTER STREET
WILSON HEALTH CENTER
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 330-1400
** D AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF ROCHESTER
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
1 MOUNT HOPE AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 325-2980
** D EA PV **

JOHN L NORRIS ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1600 SOUTH AVENUE
ROCHESTER PSYCHIATRIC CENTER/HOWARD I
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 461-0410
** D RR H H HV IV TX **

MENS SERVICE CENTER
SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY
440 FREDICK DOUGLAS STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 232-4674
** D RR PI TX **

MONROE COUNTY OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE EDUC OFFICE
375 WESTFALL ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 274-6144
** AD PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COMM ED/INTERV/REFERRAL PGM
1475 HINTON ROAD NORTH
SUITE 12
ROCHESTER, NY 14609
(716) 462-4737
** D PV **

NATL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP/ROCHESTER
HISPANIC PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAM
973 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-6750
** D PV **

NATL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP/ROCHESTER
PREVENTION/EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
973 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-6750
** D PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC I
1565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7725
** D AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** DH TX CI PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
BRIGHTON ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2000 SOUTH KINTON ROAD
BUILDING 2
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 272-8330
** D AM H Y A HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
RES CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM
2654 RIDGEWAY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7350
** D RR H Y A HV CU IV TX **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM
2654 RIDGEWAY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7350
** AD RR H Y A HV CU IV TX **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICE
1555 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7795
** D PV OT **

PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL
SHORT TERM REHAB UNIT
1565 LONG POND ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 723-7723
** D RR H A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **

ROCHESTER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
131 WEST BROAD STREET
C O 3
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 262-8230
** AD PV **

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
SUBST/ALC INTERV SERV FOR DEAF (SAISD)
HALE ANDREWS CENTER
ROCHESTER, NY 14623
(716) 475-4978
** D PV **

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
490 EAST RIDGE ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
** D AM PI DH TX CI **

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES/MM
1625 PORTLAND AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
** A AM IV M **

ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES/MSASATP
490 EAST RIDGE ROAD
HART BUILDING
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 544-5220
** A AM Y IV TX **

ROCHESTER REHABILITATION CENTER
DAY TRAINING/EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
46 MOUNT HOPE AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 263-2690
** AD OT **

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA OF ROCHESTER INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3300 DENEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550
** AD RR Y TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA OF ROCHESTER INC
LIFE PROG/RES CHEM DEP SERVS/YOUTH/LT
3300 DENEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550 EXT. 209
** D RR Y TX **
NEW YORK

THRESHOLD CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES INC/ADMIN
80 SAINT PAUL STREET
4TH FLOOR
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 459-7530
** A PV **

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER/STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 275-3161
** D AM H A HV EA TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT CLINIC/OP
R-WING PSYCH DEPT ROOM 9923
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 275-5409
** A AM H A HV IV PV MM **

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
STRONG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/DRUG DEP OP
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14626
(716) 275-3161
** D AM IV EA TX PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ROCHESTER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 263-6728
** D AM IV TX CI **

WESTFALL ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
919 WESTFALL ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 473-1500
** D AM N Y A B H AI CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

WESTFALL ASSOCIATES INC
DRUG ABUSE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
919 WESTFALL ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 473-1500
** D AM H Y A B H AI CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

YMCA OF ROCHESTER/MONROE COUNTY
STEPPEINGSTON DRUG PROGRAM
175 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 846-5820 EXT. 267
** D AM H HV CU DH TX **

ROCKVILLE CENTRE
DIOCESE OF ROCKVILLE CENTRE EDUC DEPT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
50 NORTH PARK AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 678-5600
** A PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
1000 NORTH VILLAGE AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 255-2287
** D PV **

ROCKVILLE CENTRE UNION FREE SCH DIST
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SHEPHERD STREET
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 255-8928
** AD PV **

ROCKVILLE CTR NARCOTICS/DRUG ABUSE
CONFIDE/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
50 HEMPSTEAD AVENUE
SUITE H-6
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
** A AM IV DH TX PV **

ROCKY POINT
YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
ROCKY POINT UNIT/OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 25A
EDGAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ROCKY POINT, NY 11778
(516) 698-6626
** A AM H Y PI CU TX CI PV **

ROME
ROME AND MURPHY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CTR/AUCE CARE
1500 NORTH JAMES STREET
4TH FLOOR SOUTH WING
ROME, NY 13440
(315) 338-7266
** D W A B H PG HV PI DT TX PV **

ROME AND MURPHY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY RECOVERY CTR/ALC OPC
1500 NORTH JAMES STREET
4TH FLOOR SOUTH WING
ROME, NY 13440
(315) 338-7266
** D AM H B HV PI DI TX PV **

RONKONKOMA
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/GOV IN 2
161 LAKE SHORE ROAD
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 979-7300
** A RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI **

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUC SERVICES
BOCES 2 STUDENT ASSISTANCE SERVICE
5016 EXPRESS DRIVE SOUTH
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 471-6595
** D PV OT **

PACE CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3555 VETERANS HIGHWAY
SUITE E
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 981-2244
** D AM H N CU EA DH TX CI PV **

ROOSEVELT
NCD/DA ROOSEVELT COUNSELING CENTER
42 EAST FULTON AVENUE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 546-1965
** A AM N Y A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

ROOSEVELT ED ALCOHOLISM COUNG TR CTR
REACT ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
27A WASHINGTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 625-7741
** D AM H B EA DH TX PV **

ROOSEVELT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROOSEVELT JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
260 DENTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 867-8628
** AD PV OT **

SAG HARBOR

SAG HARBOR UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HAMILTON STREET
SAG HARBOR, NY 11963
(516) 725-1550
** AD PV **

SALAMANDA

SALAMANDA DISTRICT AUTHORITY
CHANGING SEASONS TREATMENT CENTER
150 PARKWAY DRIVE
SALAMANDA, NY 14779
(716) 945-3906
** D RR IV TX CI OT **

SALAMANDA DISTRICT AUTHORITY
SIHTMTEC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
150 PARKWAY DRIVE
SALAMANDA, NY 14779
(716) 945-5900
** D AM N Y A B AI PG HV PI EA DH **
** TX CI **
SARANAC LAKE
SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM INTN REHABILITATION PROGRAM
12303 UNIT PARK
COUNCIL COUNTY
11579 SCHRONE
518 370-0201
(518) 365-6441
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SARANAC LAKE
SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
250 MOORE STREET
12303 UNIT PARK
COUNCIL COUNTY
11579 SCHRONE
518 370-0201
(518) 365-6441
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SARATOGA SPRINGS
SARATOGA COUNTY ALC AND SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION PROJECT INC (ASAPP)
10 LAKE AVENUE
12305 UNIT PARK
COUNCIL COUNTY
11579 SCHRONE
518 370-0201
(518) 365-6441
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SCHENECTADY
ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
PERRINI HOUSE
555 LANSING STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12303
(518) 366-6568
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
PERRINI HOUSE
555 LANSING STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12303
(518) 366-6568
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

CONIFER PARK INC
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEPENDENCY FOR YOUTH
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 370-0201
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

LIFESTART HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
156 UNION STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 370-0201
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

NEW YORK
SARANAC LAKE
SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM INTN REHABILITATION PROGRAM
12303 UNIT PARK
COUNCIL COUNTY
11579 SCHRONE
518 370-0201
(518) 365-6441
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SARANAC LAKE
SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 MOORE STREET
12303 UNIT PARK
COUNCIL COUNTY
11579 SCHRONE
518 370-0201
(518) 365-6441
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

WILLIAMSBURG
SCHENECTADY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
140 UNION STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 370-0201
** D RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

SCHENECTADY
ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
434 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4536
** D EA PV **

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
434 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4536
** D EA PV **

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
434 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4536
** D EA PV **

SEDERA FALLS
COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF THE FINGER LAKES/SCHENECTADY COUNCIL OFFICE
45 FALL STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 13148
(315) 258-9869
** D PV **

SEDERA FALLS
COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP OF THE FINGER LAKES/SCHENECTADY COUNCIL OFFICE
45 FALL STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 13148
(315) 258-9869
** D PV **
NEW YORK

SOUTH KORTRIGHT

PHOENIX HOUSE
SOUTH KORTRIGHT DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
COUNTY ROAD 513
OLD ROUTE 10 BELLE TERRE
SOUTH KORTRIGHT, NY 13042
(607) 558-1417
** A RR H Y A B HV IV TX **

SOUTHAMPTON

SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT
291 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 283-4440
** A AM TX CI PV **

SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
SOUTH FORK COUNSELING CENTER
291 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 283-4440
** A AM TX **

SOUTHAMPTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PEER ASSISTED LEADERSHIP (PAL)
141 NARROW LANE
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 283-6800
** AD PV **

SPRING VALLEY

EAST RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
105 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 577-6020
** AD PV **

SUMMIT PARK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50A SOUTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 356-4081
** D AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX **

TOWN OF RAMAPO YOUTH COUNSELING SERVS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
260 NORTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 352-8900
** A AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **

STATION HOSPITAL

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE UNIT
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 876-6279
** D PI DT TX **

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM CRISIS CENTER
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 876-1227
** D PI DT TX **

BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
BUILDING 3 4TH FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 878-5976
** D AM H A B H HV PI CU TX IV PV **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTF
STATEN ISLAND CLINIC
111 WATER STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 468-5976
** A AM HV CU MM **

BRIDGE BACK TO LIFE CENTER INC
STATEN ISLAND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
1332 FOREST AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 447-5700
** A AM EA TX CI PV **

CAEMLOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC/DAY SERVICE
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
** A AM Y IV TX PV **

CAEMLOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
OUTPATIENT 1
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
** A AM H IV TX **

CAEMLOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8117
** A PV **
CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
TIER 2
1111 FR CAPADANNO BOULEVARD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 667-6666
** A AM H PG IV TX PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
STATEN ISLAND OUTREACH
1915 FOREST AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10303
(718) 981-3136
** A AM H Y PG HV PI TX CI PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 31
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROG PROJ AMARE
54 OSBORNE STREET
ROOM 127
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 967-3335
** AD PV **

NYS ARTHUR KILL PRISON PROJECT
STAY-N-OUT
2911 ARTHUR KILL ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-7331
** AD IV PV OT **

POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE STATEN ISLAND
55 LAYTON AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 720-5100
** A PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSP/MED CTR/N RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
297 BARD AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10310
(718) 876-1227
** D AM H A B H PG HV PI CU EA TX **
** PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSP/MED CTR/N RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/DHI PROGRAM
1794 RICHMOND ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 876-8272
** D AM H A B H HV PI CU EA DH TX **
** PV **

SOUTH BEACH ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
775 SEAVIEW AVENUE
SOUTH BEACH PSYCHIATRIC CTR BUILDING A
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 667-5202
** D RR H A B PG HV CU TX **

STATEN ISLAND
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
56 BAY STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 981-8100
** AD PV **

STATEN ISLAND MH SOCIETY INC
PGM FOR ACADEMIC STUDENT SUCCESS(PASS)
30 NELSON AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 966-1296
** A PV **

STATEN ISLAND MH SOCIETY INC
TEEN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3974 AMBOY ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 317-1800
** D AM Y TX PV **

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES
392 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 226-2752
** D AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV **

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG FREE SERVICES
392 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-8910
** A AM H A HV IV TX CI PV **

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
INPATIENT ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
375 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 226-2791
** D DT TX **

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
KEY EXTENDED ENTRY PROGRAM
392 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-8910
** A AM IV MM **

STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
392 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-8910
** A AM IV MM **

UNITED ACTIVITIES UNLIMITED INC
485 CLASHON STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 967-8111
** AD EA PV **

YMAC OF GREATER NEW YORK
STATEN ISLAND YMCA COUNSELING SERV/I
302 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 966-4400
** A IV CI PV **

YMAC OF GREATER NEW YORK
STATEN ISLAND YMCA COUNSELING SERV/II
392 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 966-2400
** A AM Y B H HV CU TX CI PV **

SUFFERN
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL OF SUFFERN
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
255 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 357-3300 EXT. 2771
** D AM Y B H AZ PG PI CU EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL OF SUFFERN
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
ROUTE 59
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 357-3300 EXT. 2970
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OUTREACH/INTERVENTION
245 COLLEGE ROAD
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 356-4650 EXT. 319
** AD PV **

SHAN LAKE
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SHAN LAKE CENTER
ROUTE 55
SHAN LAKE, NY 12783
(516) 292-6800
** A RR H Y PG HV PI EA TX CI PV **

SYOSSET
SYOSSET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTH HILLS ROAD
SYOSSET HIGH SCHOOL
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-6500
** AD PV **

SYOSSETS CONCERN ABOUT ITS
NEIGHBORHOOD (SCAN)/OP DF
40 WHITNEY AVENUE
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-3740
** A AM Y CU TX **

SYRACUSE
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
247 WEST FAYETTE STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 471-2085
** D AM DH TX PV **

BENJAMIN RUSH CENTER
CHEMICAL ABUSE RECOVERY SERVICE/INPT
672 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2161
** AD RR H Y PG HV CU TX PV **
NEW YORK

CLINICAL COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
600 EAST GENESEE STREET
SUITE 208
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 622-2168
** D AM W Y A B HV DW TX **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
ALC RES CHEM DEP PROG FOR YOUTH/STREET
601 EAST MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2470
** D RR IV TX CI PV **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
DBA COMMONWEALTH PLACE/INPT REHAB PROG
601 EAST MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2470
** D RR IV TX CI PV **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 1
6012 EAST MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2470
** AD RR IV TX CI **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 2
6010 EAST MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2470
** AD IV CI PV **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT SERVICES/ALCOHOLISM OUTPT
736 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 430-2678
** D AM Y A B PG HV TX **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE UNIT
736 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 430-7314
** D HV IV DT TX **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7314
** D AM A B H II HV CU DW TX CI **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
736 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7381
** D CI PV **

CROUSE/IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHODONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
410 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7976
** A AM IV IM **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON
ALC/ADDICTIONS INC/REFERRAL UNIT
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1559
** AD DH PV **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON
ALC/ADDICTIONS INC/TFIP
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1559
** D PV **

ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM CRIMINAL JUSTICE INTERV
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 435-3371
** D PV OT **

ONONDAGA COUNTY STUDENT ASSISTANCE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 435-3355
** AD PV **

ONONDAGA/CORTLAND/MADISON BOCES
WORKPLACE INTERVENTION/ALC EAP
6820 THOMPSON ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 433-2631
** D EA PV OT **

ONONDAGA/MADISON/CORTLAND BD COOP EDUC
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG
6820 THOMPSON ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 433-2609
** AD PV **

PELION OF CENTRAL NEW YORK INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 218
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
** D AM IV EA DH TX **

PELION PRESCRIPTION DRUG MISUSE PROGRAM INC
CHRONIC DISORDERS OUTPATIENT
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 218
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
** A AM IV EA DH TX **

RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
120 GIFFORD STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 472-7876
** D DT TX **

RUSH RECOVERY CENTER
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/STREET
650 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2161 EXT. 163
** D RR W Y A PG HV CU TX PV **

SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CENTER
401 SOUTH AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204
(315) 474-6823
** AD PV **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 471-1564
** D AM H DW TX CI PV **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
INPATIENT REHABILITATION
S-1 VAN DUYN
ONONDAGA HILL
SYRACUSE, NY 13215
(315) 492-1184
** D RR W TX **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
121 GREEN STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 472-4442
** D RR TX PV **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
MOHENS HALFWAY HOUSE
3606 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 463-9265
** D RR W TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINIC
800 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 477-4550
** AD AM IV EA TX PV OT **

TICORDEROGA
Moses/Ludington Hospital
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
Wicker Street
Pavilion Building
Ticorderoga, NY 12883
(518) 865-7424
** A PV **
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Hudson Mohawk Recovery Center
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
16 First Street
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-3918
** D AM W Y B HV PI CU DH TX CI PV **

Hudson Mohawk Recovery Center
Intensive Outpatient ALC Rehab Program
16 First Street
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-4060
** D AM W A B H AI PG HV CU TX CI **
** PV **

Leonard Hospital
Alcoholism Intp Rehabilitation Unit
74 New Turnpike Road
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 255-0510
** D RR H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX **

Leonard Hospital
Alcoholism Outpatient Clinic
16 Northern Drive
Troy, NY 12182
(518) 255-9581
** D AM W Y EA DH TX **

Leonard Hospital
Biochemical Dependency Detox Unit
74 New Turnpike Road
Troy, NY 12182
(518) 255-0310 Ext. 435
** D W Y A B H HV PI CU IV DT TX **

Pahl Inc
Drug Abuse Treatment Services
104–108 9th Street
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-0206
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

Pahl Transitional Apartments
2239–2243 5th Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 272-4179
** A RR Y IV TX **

Rensselaer CountyMH Unified Services Outpatient Drug Free Program
7th Avenue and State Street
County Office Building
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 270-2600
** A AM W Y A HV CU TX **

Rensselaer County Student Assistance Substance Abuse Prevention
7th Avenue and State Street
County Office Building
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 270-2600
** AD PV OT **

Samaritan Hospital
Alcohol Detoxification Service
2215 Burdett Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 271-3344
** D IV DT TX **

Trumansburg
Ithaca Alpha House Center Inc
Residential
RD 1 Route 227
Trumansburg, NY 14886
(607) 387-6118
** A RR A HV IV TX **

Tuckahoe
The Maxwell Institute Inc
Alcoholism Clinic
167 Scarsdale Road
Tuckahoe, NY 10707
(914) 337-6033
** D AM W Y AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

Tully
Tully Hill Corporation
Alcoholism Inpatient Rehab Program
Route 80 and Route 11
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
** D RR H B AI CU IV DT DM TX PV **
** OT **

Tully Hill Corporation
Alcoholism Primary Care Program
Route 80 and Route 11
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
** D IV DT DM TX PV OT **

Tully Hill Corporation
Drug Abuse Treatment Unit
Route 80 and Route 11
Tully, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
** A RR H B AI CU IV DT DM TX PV **

Utica
Catholic Charities
Alcoholism Halfway House
407–409 Rutgers Street
Utica, NY 13501
(315) 736-8483
** D RR H TX **

Insight House/Oneida County
Subst Abuse Servs Agency Trt Unit 1
400 Rutgers Street
Utica, NY 13501
(315) 724-5168
** A AM IV EA TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

INSIGHT HOUSE/ONEIDA COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVS AGENCY/TRT UNIT 2 320 RUTGER STREET UTICA, NY 13501 (315) 725-5168 ** A RR IV TX CI **

MCPHIE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT 1213 COURT STREET MOHAWK VALLEY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER UTICA, NY 13502 (315) 797-6800 ** D RR EA TX **

ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC 800 PARK AVENUE UTICA, NY 13501 (315) 798-5676 ** D AM H HV DH TX CI **

RESCUE MISSION OF UTICA INC ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER 203-205 RUTGERS STREET UTICA, NY 13501 (315) 755-1116 ** D PI DT TX **

VALATIE CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES COLUMBIA COUNTY ROUTE 9 STARKMANS OFFICE BUILDING VALATIE, NY 12184 (518) 758-1755 ** A AM Y CU IV TX **

VALHALLA WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE WING B-3 VALHALLA, NY 10595 (914) 285-7500 ** D DT TX **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER CORRECTIONAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS VALHALLA, NY 10595 (914) 347-6170 ** AD AM W HV PI CU IV TX PV OT **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE VALHALLA CAMPUS VALHALLA, NY 10595 (914) 285-7274 ** AD AM Y B H HV TX CI PV **

VALLEY STREAM FRIENDS OF BRIDGE INC 5-11 PFLUG PLACE VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580 (516) 825-4242 ** A AM IV TX PV **

WALTON DELAWARE COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS INC 136 DELAWARE STREET MALTON, NY 13056 (607) 865-4152 ** D PV **

DELAWARE VALLEY HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT-REHABILITATION 1 TITUS PLACE MALTON, NY 13056 (607) 865-4101 EXT. 350 ** D RR TX **

WAMPSVILLE MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (ADAPT) PREVENTION UNIT NORTH COURT STREET VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING WAMPSVILLE, NY 13163 (315) 366-2327 ** AD IV DH CI PV **

MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC NORTH COURT STREET VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING WAMPSVILLE, NY 13163 (315) 366-2327 ** D AM W Y A CU TX CI PV **

WANTAGH SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG) ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT 3401 MERRICK ROAD WANTAGH, NY 11793 (516) 679-9800 ** D AM W Y A HV DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG) DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 1 3375 PARK AVENUE SUITE 2005 WANTAGH, NY 11793 (516) 781-1911 ** A AM IV TX CI PV **

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG) DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT 2 3375 PARK AVENUE WANTAGH, NY 11793 (516) 781-1911 ** A AM IV TX CI PV **

WANTAGH UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN BELTAGH AVENUE WANTAGH, NY 11793 (516) 781-6000 EXT. 229 ** AD PV OT **

WARSAN ALLEGANY REHAB ASSOCIATES INC WYOMING COUNTY CHEM ABUSE TRT PROGRAM 422 NORTH MAIN STREET WARSAN, NY 14569 (716) 786-8133 ** D AM Y DH TX CI PV **

ALLEGANY REHAB ASSOCIATES INC WYOMING COUNTY CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM 422 NORTH MAIN STREET WARSAN, NY 14569 (716) 786-8133 ** A AM TX **

WYOMING COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN 330 NORTH MAIN STREET WARSAN, NY 14569 (716) 786-8873 ** A PV **

NARWHICK SLEEPY VALLEY CENTER ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT 117 SLEEPY VALLEY ROAD WARWICK, NY 10990 (914) 986-2545 ** D RR TX CI PV **

NARWHICK COMMUNITY BANDWAGON INC REACHING OUT 11 HAMILTON AVENUE WARWICK, NY 10990 (914) 986-6422 ** AD PV **
NEW YORK

WHITE PLAINS

CAGE TEEN CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 428-1600
** D DH PV **

COLLEGE CAREERS FUND OF WESTCHESTER
ALCOHOLISM PUB EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
60 HITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 428-3435
** D DH PV **

HALFWAY HOUSES OF WESTCHESTER INC
HAWTHORNE HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HSE
14 LONGVIEW AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 946-0949
** D RR PI TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/WESTCHESTER
360 MAHARONECK AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 683-1213
** D DH PV **

NEW YORK HOSP/CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
21 BLOOMINGDALE ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 682-9100 EXT. 2315
** D RR EA TX CI PV **

THE WEEKEND CENTER INC
GENERATIONS ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 761-4265
** D AM H PG CU TX **

WCMHB WHITE PLAINS HOSP MEDICAL CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
DAVIS AVENUE EAST POST ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 428-5570
** A AM IV MM **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
GREENBURGH OPEN DOOR DRUG PROGRAM
5 PROSPECT AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607
(914) 761-8254
** A AM IV TX PV **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY STOP DWI PROGRAM
85 COURT STREET
ROOM 103
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 285-4115
** D DH PV **

WESTSHORES

MOHAWK VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDIC INC
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
210 ORISKANY BOULEVARD
WHITEBORO, NY 13492
(315) 768-1361
** D EA DH PV **

MILLARD

DICK VAN DYKE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
MILLARD PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 112
MILLARD, NY 14588
(607) 869-3111 EXT. 2306
** D RR H A HV TX **

WOODMERE

TEMPO GROUP INC
DRUG ABUSE/TREATMENT INTENSIVE PROGRAM
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

TEMPO GROUP INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671 EXT. 76
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

TEMPO GROUP INC
PREVENTION UNIT
112 FRANKLIN PLACE
WOODMERE, NY 11598
(516) 374-3671 EXT. 76
** A PV OT **

YONKERS

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
YONKERS UNIT
42 WARBURTON AVENUE
YONKERS, NY 10701
(914) 423-4466
** A AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
YONKERS DRUG FREE COUNSELING/OP DF
127 SOUTH BROADWAY
2ND FLOOR
YONKERS, NY 10701
(914) 965-6700
** A AM IV TX **
NORTH CAROLINA

ABERDEEN

BETHESDA INC
204 NORTH PINE STREET
ABERDEEN, NC 28315
(919) 644-2900 EXT. 11
** AD OT **

ASHOKA

ROANOKE/CHASAN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
ROUTE 1
ASHOKA, NC 27910
(919) 532-4137
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DT **
** DV TX CI PV OT **

ASHEDORO

RANDOLPH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/DD AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
204 EAST ACADEMY STREET
ASHEDORO, NC 27203
(919) 625-1115
** AD AM H Y IV DT EA DW TX CI PV **

ASHVILLE

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1100 TUNNEL ROAD
ASHVILLE, NC 28805
(704) 258-7911 EXT. 526
** AD RR AM HV IV DT EA TX CI **

BLACK MOUNTAIN

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
OLD U.S. 70
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
(704) 669-3600
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX **

BLOOMING ROCK

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SERENITY FARM
ROUTE 1 HIGHWAY 221
BLOOMING ROCK, NC 28605
(704) 295-3113
** AD PV **

BOONE

NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
WATAUGA CARES
420 EAST HOMARD STREET
BOONE, NC 28607
(704) 264-0319
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX **

BREVARD

BIDGEHAY A DIVISION OF
TRANSYLVANIA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL INC
HOSPITAL DRIVE
BREVARD, NC 28712
(704) 884-2100
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT DH TX **

BURLINGTON

ALAMANCE CASHELL AREA MH/HR AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1946 MARTIN STREET
BURLINGTON, NC 27217
(919) 222-6437
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

ALAMANCE FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
GRAHAM HOPEDALE ROAD
BURLINGTON, NC 27216
(919) 570-4200
** AD RR AM Y IV DT EA TX CI PV **

ALAMANCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC CRT INPATIENT DETOX
750 HERMITAGE ROAD
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 570-5375
** AD DT EA TX OT **

WESLEY HALL OF ALAMANCE INC
136 HALL AVENUE
BURLINGTON, NC 27215
(919) 227-7417
** AD RR H B PI CU DT TX **

BUTHER

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
WEST E STREET
BUTHER, NC 27509
(919) 575-7928
** AD RR H IV TX **

CAMDEN

ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
STAR ROUTE 1
CAMDEN, NC 27921
(919) 335-5158
** AD AM EA DW TX CI PV **

CHANDLER

FIRST STEP FARM OF
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA INC
ROUTE 1
CHANDLER, NC 28715
(704) 667-0587
** AD PV OT **

CHAPEL HILL

ORANGE/PERSO/CHATHAM
MENTAL HEALTH CTR SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
333 MCMASTERS STREET
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
(919) 929-0471
** AD RR AM H Y IV DT EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

CHARLOTTE

AMETHYST CHARLOTTE INC
1715 SHARON ROAD WEST
CHARLOTTE, NC 28210
(704) 554-8373
** AD RR AM H Y CU DT TX CI PV **

BETHLEHEM CENTER
ALCOHOL & DRUG PREVENATION PROGRAM
2705 BALTIMORE AVENUE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
(704) 375-1417
** D PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORYLESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTIONS:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT  OT = OTHER UNIT
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DRUG EDUCATION CENTER INC
500 EAST MOREHEAD STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
(704) 375-3704
** AD PV **

MECKLENBURG MENTAL HEALTH HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
501 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
COTTAGE B
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
(704) 336-2023
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV MM OT **

MERCY HOSPITAL HORIZONS
2001 VAIL AVENUE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28207
(704) 379-5000 EXT. 5240
** AD IV DT TX CI PV **

REACHLINE TELEPHONE COUNSELING SERVICE
501 NORTH TRYON STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
(704) 372-1580
** AD PV **

CONCORD
PIEDMONT AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
457 LAKE CONCORD ROAD
CONCORD, NC 28025
(704) 766-6166
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** DH TX PV **

SERENITY HOUSE INC
172 SPRING STREET SM
CONCORD, NC 28025
(704) 766-8722
** AD RR PI CU IV TX CI PV **

CURRITUCK
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 168
CURRITUCK, NC 27929
(919) 252-2408
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

DAHURY
STOKES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HIGHWAY 89
DANBURY, NC 27016
(336) 593-8100
** D AM DH TX CI PV OT **

DILLSBORO
SMOKY MOUNTAIN CTR FOR MH/MR/SA SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
U.S. HIGHWAY 19A AND 441
DILLSBORO, NC 28725
(704) 586-5501
** AD AM H Y DT EA DH TX PV **

DOBSON
HOPE VALLEY INC
BEULAH ROAD
DOBSON, NC 27017
(919) 386-8511
** AD RR TX PV **

DURHAM
KOALA CENTER
5010 SOUTH ALSTON AVENUE
DURHAM, NC 27713
(919) 361-2123
** AD RR H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
434 EAST MAIN STREET
DURHAM, NC 27701
(919) 560-7200
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI IV DT DM **
** TX PV MM OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
508 FULTON STREET
DURHAM, NC 27705
(919) 286-0413
** AD AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

EDENTON
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
216 SOUTH BROAD STREET
EDENTON, NC 27932
(919) 402-7493
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

ELIZABETH CITY
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
113 NORTH ELLIOTT STREET
ELIZABETH CITY, NC 27909
(919) 336-0803
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

ELIZABETH TOWN
BLADECOUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
EAST MC KAY STREET
ELIZABETH TOWN, NC 28337
(919) 862-6870
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FAYETTEVILLE
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
711 EXECUTIVE PLACE
SUITE 403
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28305
(919) 453-2712
** AD RR AM H Y PG DT EA DH TX PV **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
400 PELT DRIVE
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 27601
(919) 488-1274
** AD RR AM H Y PG DT EA DH TX PV **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
109 BRADFORD AVENUE
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 323-0601
** AD RR AM DT EA DH TX PV **

CUMBERLAND HOSPITAL
CUMBERLAND RECOVERY CENTER
3425 HELROSE ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28304
(919) 485-7381
** AD RR AM H Y A HV CU IV DT TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2300 RAMSEY STREET
FAYETTEVILLE, NC 28301
(919) 488-2120 EXT. 7058
** AD RR IV DT EA TX PV **

GASTONIA
GASTON/LINCOLN AREA MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 854-4630
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

GOLDSBORO
CHERRY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 581 WEST
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 731-3202
** AD OT **

FLYNN HOME OF GOLDSBORO
409 NORTH GEORGE STREET
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 734-9968
** AD PV **

WAYNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
301 NORTH HERMAN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 731-1131
** AD RR AM H Y B PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **
MAYSIDE FELLOWSHIP HOME
309 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 735-9742
** AD RR TX **

GREENSBORO
FELLOWSHIP HALL
5140 DUNSTAN ROAD
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 621-3381
** AD RR H B CU TX **

GUILFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1025 HOMELAND AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 373-3630
** AD OT **

LINKS ADOLESCENT SERVICE
714 HUFFINE MILL ROAD
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(919) 333-6901
** AD RR AM Y B HV IV TX CI OT **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF GUILFORD
1305 GLENWOOD AVENUE
GREENSBORO, NC 27402
(919) 375-3060
** AD RR AM H Y PG IV OT EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

GREENVILLE
PITT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
2310 STANTONSBURG ROAD
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 551-1200
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU *
** IV OT EA DH TX CI PV MM OT **

W H JONES ALC AND DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
ROUTE 1
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(919) 830-5426 EXT. 291
** AD RR W A HV CU IV OT TX CI PV **

HARmony
TEEN CHALLENGE
ROUTE 2
HARmony, NC 28634
(704) 546-2531
** AD PV **

HENDERSON
FRANKLIN/GRANVILLE/VANCE/WARREN
AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
125 EMERGENCY ROAD
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-4011
** AD RR AM H Y B HV PI CU DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

HErTOFORD
ALBEMARLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 WEST GRUBB STREET
HERTFORD, NC 27944
(919) 426-5107
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

HICKORY
CATAWBA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 328-5521
** AD AM H Y B PG EA TX CI PV **

CATAWBA COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 322-6891
** AD AM H Y B PI CU DH TX CI PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/CATAWBA DETOX
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 326-6250
** AD OT **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/CATANIA DETOX
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28601
(704) 324-8767
** AD PV OT **

HIGM POINT
GREENPOINT WEST
119 CHESTNUT DRIVE
HIGH POINT, NC 27262
(919) 882-2125
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DW **
** TX CI PV MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF GUILFORD
118 WEST RUSSELL AVENUE
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 841-8600
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

JACKSONVILLE
ONSLOW COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
215 MEMORIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, NC 28540
(919) 355-5118
** AD AM H PG DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

JAMESTOWN
ALCOHOLICS HOME INC
HOUSE OF PRAYER
5804 RIVERDALE ROAD
ROUTE 1
JAMESTOWN, NC 27282
(919) 882-1026
** AD RR HV DN TX CI PV **

KENANVILLE
DUPLIN/SAMPSON AREA MH/DD/SAS
KENANVILLE AND CLINTON DIV/OUTPATIENT
BEASLEY STREET
KENANVILLE, NC 28349
(919) 296-1851
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI PV **

LAURINBURG
SCOTLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
122 BIGGS STREET
LAURINBURG, NC 28352
(919) 276-7360
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

LENOIR
FOOT HILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
606 COLLEGE AVENUE SW
LENOIR, NC 28645
(704) 754-4511
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV OT **

LEXINGTON
DAVIDSON ALCOHOLIC CARE INC
1675 EAST CENTER STREET EXTENSION
LEXINGTON, NC 27292
(704) 884-8914
** AD RR H B PG CU IV TX **

LUMBERTON
CAROLINA MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
1100 PINE RUN DRIVE
LUMBERTON, NC 28358
(919) 738-1191
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **

ROBESON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
NON HOSPITAL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
450 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
LUMBERTON, NC 28359
(919) 738-1431 EXT. 240
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **
NORTH CAROLINA

MANTO
Albermarle Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Prevention Services
Route 64 at Budleigh Street
Manteo, NC 27954
(919) 473-1135
** AD IV EA DH CI PV **

MARION
FOOTPRINTS Mental Health Program
122 South Main Street
Marion, NC 28752
(704) 652-5444
** AD AM DW TX CI PV **

MAXTON
Family Center
237 West Saunders Street
Maxton, NC 28364
(919) 628-5200
** AD RR AM H Y A B AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX PV OT **

MOCKSVILLE
Tri County
Mental Health Center
622 North Main Street
Mocksville, NC 27028
(336) 631-2195
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

MOORESVILLE
Tri County
Moore County Substance Abuse Center
132 West Statesville Street
Mooreville, NC 28115
(704) 663-3599
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

MORGANTON
Burke Council on Alcoholism and Chemical Dependency
203 White Street
Morganton, NC 28655
(704) 433-1221
** AD PV OT **

FOOTPRINTS Area Mental Health Programs
Burke Youth Alternatives
206 Patterson Street
Morganton, NC 28655
(704) 638-6230
** AD AM Y B PG TX PV **

FOOTPRINTS Detox/Crisis Program
Route 3
Morganton, NC 28655
(704) 637-9694
** AD RR IV DT TX PV OT **

Mount Airy
CROSSROADS
Outpatient Services
113 Gilmer Street
Mount Airy, NC 27030
(919) 769-5011
** AD RR AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

New Bern
Neuse Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Division
2000 Neuse Boulevard
New Bern, NC 28560
(919) 633-4171 Ext. 227
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

Newland
New River Mental Health Center
Avery Care Center
Highway 194
Newland, NC 28657
(919) 733-5889
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

North Wilkesboro
New River Mental Health Detoxification Center
118 Peace Street
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
(919) 667-7119
** AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

Pinehurst
Pinehurst Treatment Center
Memorial Drive
C/O Moore Regional Hospital
Pinehurst, NC 28374
(919) 215-3268
** AD RR DT TX **

Raleigh
Christian Fellowship Home of Raleigh
506 Cutler Street
Raleigh, NC 27603
(919) 633-6030
** D PV **

Dorothea Dix Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
South Boylan Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27603
(919) 753-5524
** AD DT **

Drug Action Inc
Community Treatment Project
2809 Industrial Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 632-4453
** AD AM H IV TX CI PV MM OT **

Wake County
Alcoholism Treatment Center
3000 Falstaff Road
Raleigh, NC 27610
(919) 250-1500
** AD RR AM H CU IV DT TX CI **

Reidsville
Remasco Inc
Alcohol Halfway House
108 North Main Street
Reidsville, NC 27320
(919) 349-7021
** AD RR CU EA TX PV **

Roanoke Rapids
Halifax County Mental Health CTR
210 Smith Church Road
Roanoke Rapids, NC 27870
(919) 537-6174
** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX **

Rockingham
Samaritan Colony
Highway 220
Rockingham, NC 28379
(919) 673-9111
** D RR CU TX **

Rocky Mount
Christian Fellowship Home
262 Hill Street
Rocky Mount, NC 27801
(919) 977-1273
** AD OT **
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
301 SOUTH GRACE STREET
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801
(919) 977-1349
** AD DT **

EDGECOMA/NASH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
369 FALLS ROAD
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27804
(919) 977-0151
** AD AM H Y B PG HV PI IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

ROSE HILL
DUPLIN/SAMPSON AREA MH/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
WEST RIDGE STREET
ROSE HILL, NC 28450
(919) 289-2342
** AD RR TX **

RUTHERFORD
RUTHERFORD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
GREEN STREET CENTER
221 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
RUTHERFORD, NC 28139
(704) 287-6110
** AD AM H Y IV EA DW TX PV **

SALISBURY
ROWAN HELPING MINISTRIES
DIAL HELP
165 MAHALEY AVENUE
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 636-9222
** AD OT **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
417 NORTH MAIN STREET
CORPORATE SQUARE
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 637-9301
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 BRENNER AVENUE
UNIT 4-2B (116A3)
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 650-5477
** AD RR TX CI PV **

SAFORD
LEE/HARNETT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 CARBONTON ROAD
SANFORD, NC 27330
(919) 774-6521
** AD RR AM H Y B CU EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

PC CONTRACT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
H SCONIGNS TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
404 WEST MAIN STREET
SANFORD, NC 27350
(919) 774-1282
** A RR TX PV **

SELMAN
DAY BY DAY TREATMENT CENTER FOR MEN AND WOMEN
312 SOUTH WEBB STREET
SELMAN, NC 27576
(919) 965-6550
** AD RR H PG TX **

SHELBY
CLEVELAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 CRANFORD STREET
SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 462-8941
** AD AM H Y B PG CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

SMITHFIELD
JOHNSON SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
HIGHWAY 301 NORTH
SMITHFIELD, NC 27577
(919) 934-5121
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN PINES
BETHANY HOUSE HAYTHAY HOUSE
240 EAST VERMONT AVENUE
SOUTHERN PINES, NC 28387
(919) 692-0779
** AD PV **

SPARTA
NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALLEGHANY CARES
HIGHWAY 18 SOUTH
SPARTA, NC 28775
(919) 372-4095
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

STATESVILLE
BAGNAR HOME
HALFHAY HOUSE
1103 WEST FRONT STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 637-5045
** AD RR A B HV PI IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

TRI COUNTY
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1419 BOULEVARD STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-5502
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1419 BOULEVARD STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-5502
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
130 COURT STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-8916
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

TAYLORSVILLE
FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
326 FIRST AVENUE SW
TAYLORSVILLE, NC 28681
(704) 632-7005
** AD AM H Y EA DW TX CI PV **

THOMASVILLE
DAVISON COUNTY MH/DD AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 OLD LEXINGTON ROAD
THOMASVILLE, NC 27360
(919) 476-9900
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

TRYON
POLK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 CAROLINA DRIVE
TRYON, NC 28782
(704) 859-6661
** AD AM H Y IV EA DW TX CI **

WASHINGTON
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
1308 HIGHLAND DRIVE
WASHINGTON, NC 27889
(919) 946-8361
** AD AM Y DT EA DW TX CI PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wentworth</td>
<td>Rockingham County Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(919) 342-8316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highway 65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wentworth, NC 27375</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** DT EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West End</td>
<td>Sandhills Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(919) 673-9111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West End, NC 27376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H Y PG PI CU DT EA DW **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkesboro</td>
<td>New River Mental Health CTR/Care CTR</td>
<td>(919) 667-8798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilkes County</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilkesboro, NC 28697</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y PG HV CU TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>Cape Fear Substance Abuse Inc</td>
<td>(919) 762-4061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outpatient Treatment Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>721 Market Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Floor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington, NC 28401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** A AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** PV MM OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pathway/Halftime For Women</td>
<td>(919) 762-4061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>119 North 13th Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington, NC 28401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southeastern MH/HR Substance Abuse Area Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2023 South 17th Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington, NC 28401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM Y DT EA DW TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepping Stone Manor</td>
<td>(919) 762-1743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>416 Walnut Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington, NC 28401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H Y B TX CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE WILMINGTON TREATMENT CENTER INC</td>
<td>(919) 762-2727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2520 Troy Drive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilmington, NC 28401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H Y B CU IV DT TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>Wilson Crisis Center</td>
<td>(919) 237-5156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson, NC 27893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson/Greene Mental Health Center</td>
<td>(919) 399-8021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1709 South Tarboro Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson, NC 27893</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM DT EA DW TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston-Salem</td>
<td>Addiction Recovery Care Association</td>
<td>(919) 784-9470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Union Cross Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC 27107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** DT EA TX PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charter Hospital Of Winston-Salem</td>
<td>(919) 768-7710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genesis Recovery Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3637 Old Vineyard Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC 27104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y PG DT EA DW TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth/Stokes</td>
<td>Comprehensive Substance Abuse Program</td>
<td>(919) 725-8309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>725 North Highland Avenue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston-Salem, NC 27101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD AM H Y PG HV CU IV TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** MM **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yadkinville</td>
<td>Surry/Yadkin Area MH Authority</td>
<td>(919) 679-8005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yadkinville Clinic/Subst Abuse Servs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shacketown Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yadkinville, NC 27055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** AD RR H A B PI DI EA DW TX CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

336
NORTH DAKOTA

BELCOURT
TURTLE MOUNTAIN
COUNSELING AND REHAB CENTER
BELCOURT, ND 58316
(701) 477-5121
** D RR W AI TX PV **

BISMARCK
BURLEIGH COUNTY DETOXIFICATION CENTER
514 EAST THAYER AVENUE
BURLEIGH COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 222-6669
** AD EA PV OT **

DE COUNSELING SERVICE
626 NORTH 6TH STREET
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 224-6940
** AD AM EA DW TX CI **

NEW FREEDOM CENTER
4205 STATE STREET
HIGHWAY 83 NORTH
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 222-4673
** AD AM DW TX CI **

NORTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
BISMARCK, ND 58502
(701) 221-6100
** AD AM W AI IV TX PV **

WEST CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
600 SOUTH 2ND STREET
BISMARCK, ND 58504
(701) 255-3090
** AD RR AM Y AI DT TX CI PV **

DEVILS LAKE
LAKE REGION HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 2 WEST
DEVILS LAKE, ND 58301
(701) 662-7501
** A RR AM W Y AI EA DW TX CI PV **

DICKINSON
BADLANDS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PULVER HALL
DICKINSON, ND 58601
(701) 227-2771
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

FARGO
ADDITION COUNSELING SERVICES
213 9TH STREET SOUTH
CASS COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
FARGO, ND 58107
(701) 241-5822
** AD CI OT **

CONSULTATION AND MOVEMENT
1120-B 28TH AVENUE NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 232-5579
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

FARGO CLINIC MERTICARE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
700 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 234-4006
** AD AM W AI DW TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
ADDICTION OUTREACH FOR RECOVERY
1325 SOUTH 11TH STREET
FARGO, ND 58107
(701) 235-7341
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MARGARET VOLK
HUMAN SERVICE ASSOCIATES
806 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 280-1120
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

PATHWAYS RECOVERY CENTERS INC
2579 ATLANTIC DRIVE
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 232-5555
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

SHARE HOUSE
4227 9TH AVENUE SW
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 282-6561
** AD RR W Y B H PG PI CU TX PV **

SOUTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
15 NORTH BROADWAY
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 237-4515 EXT. 306
** AD RR AM W Y AI PI IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2101 ELM STREET NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 232-3241
** AD RR AM HV IV DT EA TX **

GRAFTON
MICHAEL BRYAN ADDICTION COUNSELING
700 MANVEL AVENUE
GRAFTON, ND 58237
(701) 352-1667
** AD AM DW TX PV **

GRAND FORKS
DON FOLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
711 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
GRAND FORKS, ND 58203
(701) 746-7857
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

KATY MRIGHT COUNSELING
1407 SOUTH 24TH AVENUE
SUITE 214
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 746-9488
** AD AM EA TX **

NORTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1407 24TH AVENUE SOUTH
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 746-9411
** AD RR AM DT TX CI PV **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>HM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HOMEN</td>
<td>AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PS = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CE = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NORTH DAKOTA

NORTH RIDGE COUNSELING CENTRE INC
215 NORTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 100
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 772-7203
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

UNITED RECOVERY CENTER
MEDICAL PARK
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 780-5900
** AD RR AM Y PI IV DT TX CI PV **

JAMESTOWN

NORTH DAKOTA STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
JAMESTOWN, ND 58402
(701) 252-3500
** AD RR W Y AI HV IV DT TX CI **

NORTHERN PRAIRIE CONSULTANTS
115 2ND STREET SW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58401
(701) 252-6360
** AD AM Y EA DW TX PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
520 3RD STREET NW
JAMESTOWN, ND 58402
(701) 252-2641
** AD AM W Y A B AI PG HV PI IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

MANDAN

HEARTVIEW FOUNDATION
1406 NW 2ND STREET
MANDAN, ND 58554
(701) 665-2321
** AD RR AM W Y AI PG CU IV DT DW **
** TX CI PV **

NORTH DAKOTA INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
701 16TH AVENUE NW
MANDAN, ND 58554
(701) 667-1400
** AD RR Y AI EA TX **

MINOT

DAKOTA BOYS RANCH
RR 6
MINOT, ND 58702
(701) 852-5628
** AD RR Y AI IV TX CI PV **

GATEWAY DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
315 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 307-A
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 838-4606
** AD AM TX PV **

MINOT

NORTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
400 22ND AVENUE NW
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 852-1251
** AD RR AM W Y A AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3RD STREET SE AND BURDICT EXPRESSWAY
MINOT, ND 58701
(701) 857-2480
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DW TX PV DT **

NEW TOWN

CIRCLE OF LIFE
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
NEW TOWN, ND 58736
(701) 627-4700
** D CI PV **

TRENTON

TRENTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
TRENTON, ND 58853
(701) 774-0461
** AD AM Y AI IV DW TX CI PV **

MILLTOWN

MERCY RECOVERY CENTER
1213 15TH AVENUE WEST
MILLTOWN, ND 58801
(701) 774-7409
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX PV **

NORTHWEST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
316 2ND AVENUE WEST
MILLTOWN, ND 58801
(701) 774-4330
** AD RR AM W Y A AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DW TX CI PV **

340
OHIO

AKRON
AKRON HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM DIVISION
177 SOUTH BROADWAY
AKRON, OH 44308
(216) 375-2984
** D AM H Y B PI EA DW TX CI PV OT **
COMMUNITY DRUG BOARD
725 EAST MARKET STREET
AKRON, OH 44305
(216) 434-4441
** AD AM H Y A B HG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV MT **
EDWIN SHAM HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT CTR
1621 FLICKINGER ROAD
AKRON, OH 44312
(216) 784-1271 EXT. 152
** AD RR AM Y IV TX PV **
EDWIN SHAM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRT TREATMENT UNIT
1621 FLICKINGER ROAD
AKRON, OH 44312
(216) 784-1271 EXT. 152
** AD RR AM H Y PG PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX **
EMPLOYEE SPECIAL SERVICE CENTER
1717 BRITTAIN ROAD
SUITE 305
AKRON, OH 44310
(216) 630-2595
** AD EA OT **
FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
212 EAST EXCHANGE STREET
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 376-9944
** AD AM EA TX **
FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
FAIRLAWN OFFICE
3050 WEST MARKET STREET
AKRON, OH 44333
(216) 873-4720
** AD AM EA TX **
INTERVAL BROTHERHOOD HOMES INC
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
3445 SOUTH MAIN STREET
AKRON, OH 44319
(216) 644-6095
** D RR H Y B AI PI EA TX PV **
** KEY **

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURAL CENTER
CUYAHOGA PROJECT
1062 TRIPPLET BOULEVARD
AKRON, OH 44306
(216) 726-1280
** AD PV **
ORIANA HOUSE INC
DHI SCHOOL
40 EAST GLENWOOD STREET
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 536-8116
** AD DH PV **
RAMAR CENTER
380 SOUTH PORTAGE PATH
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 436-6596
** AD RR H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
RECOVERY SERVICES
665 WEST MARKET STREET
SUITE 1F
AKRON, OH 44303
(216) 762-0919
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU TX **
SENIOR WORKERS ACTION PROGRAM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
415 SOUTH PORTAGE PATH
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 253-6597
** AD AM H TX CI PV **
TRI COUNTY EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
450 GRANT STREET
SUITE 301
AKRON, OH 44311
(216) 762-7908
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
762 MILLISON AVENUE
AKRON, OH 44307
(216) 379-3547
** AD PV **
URBAN UGNE OCE OF PREVENTION SERVICES INC
1564 SOUTH HAMMOND AVENUE
AKRON, OH 44320
(216) 867-5400
** AD PV **

ALLIANCE
QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/ALLIANCE
111 GLAMORGAN STREET
ALLIANCE, OH 44601
(216) 821-3946
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU TX CI PV OT **
AMHERST
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
AMHERST/LORAIN
AMHERST, OH 44001
(419) 626-5368
** AD DH PV **
ASHLAND
APPLESEED COUNSELING AND CASE MANAGEMENT
221 CHURCH STREET
SUITES 4 & 6
ASHLAND, OH 44805
(419) 281-5116
** AD AM Y TX **
ASHLAND COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
310 COLLEGE AVENUE
ASHLAND, OH 44805
(419) 289-7675 EXT. 333
** AD AM H Y A B CU IV DH TX CI PV **
ASHTABULA
LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM
2801 C COURT
ASHTABULA, OH 4404
(216) 998-0722
** AD AM H Y A PG HV IV EA TX CI **
** PV **
LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
RESIDENTIAL
2711 DONOHUE DRIVE
ASHTABULA, OH 4404
(216) 992-4432
** AD RR H Y A B HG HV CU IV TX **
** CI **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISMS ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORIY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
MV = HIV POSITIVE
YA = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
DI = DNI/ASAP SERVICES
AI = COCAINE USERS
TV = IV DRUG USERS
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

361
OHIO

ATHENS

BASSETT HOUSE
28 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 594-2511
** AD RR M Y IV TX PV **

HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
406 RICHLAND AVENUE
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-4729
** AD AM M Y PG HV EA TX CI PV **

HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
28 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 594-2511
** AD DH PV **

BARRYTON

BARBERTON CITIZENS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
155 5TH STREET NE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 745-9114
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI HV CU IV DT **
** TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
480 WEST TUCSARANAS AVENUE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 755-5064
** AD AM EA TX **

BATAVIA

CLERMONT COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
2291 BAUER ROAD
MEDICAL/SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-7182
** AD PV **

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER
GRAILVILLE DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD DH PV **

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
CAMP ALLYN DIP
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD DH PV **

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
JAIL PROGRAM
4200 FILAGER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD AM M Y A HV IV DH TX **

CLERMONT RECOVERY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD AM M Y A HV IV DH TX PV **

BEDFORD

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF BEDFORD
DRIVERS ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
44 BLAINE AVENUE
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-3730
** AD EA DH PV **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF BEDFORD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
44 BLAINE STREET
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 439-2000
** AD EA DH PV **

BELLAIRE

BELLAIRE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT/DISCOVERY
3517 GUERNSEY STREET
BELLAIRE, OH 43906
(614) 676-1826
** AD PV **

BELLAIRE DRUG AND ALCOHOL OFFICE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
SUITE 210-211
BELLAIRE, OH 43906
(614) 676-5743
** AD AM M Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

BELLEFONTAINE

LOGAN/CHAMPAIGN ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES
2063 COUNTY ROAD 13
BELLEFONTAINE, OH 43311
(513) 599-1975
** AD AM M Y EA TX PV **

BELLEVUE

TENNYSON CENTER/BELLEVUE
C/O BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
811 NORTHWEST STREET
BELLEVUE, OH 44811
(419) 463-4040 EXT. 219
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT TX CI PV **

BEREA

UNITED METHODIST ALCOHOL AND
CHEMICAL COUNSELING INC (UMACC INC)
298 PINEVIEW DRIVE
BEREA, OH 44017
(216) 234-1343
** AD PV **

BLOOMINGDALE

JEFFERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
VIANNEY HOMES
RD 2
BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910
(614) 765-4476
** AD RR M B PG CU IV TX **

BOWLING GREEN

WOOD COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE INC
320 WEST GYPSY LANE ROAD
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
(419) 352-2551
** AD AM M Y B H IV EA DH TX PV **

BRYAN

FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
820 EAST EDDERTON STREET
BRYAN, OH 43506
(419) 782-9920
** AD AM M Y TX CI PV **

BUCYRUS

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
BUCYRUS OFFICE
820 PLYMOUTH STREET
BUCYRUS, OH 44820
(419) 562-2000
** AD AM IV TX **

CONTACT CRAWFORD COUNTY INC
BUCYRUS, OH 44820
(419) 562-9010
** AD PV **

BURYTON

AWARENESS INC
CAMP BURYTON
16282 BUTTERNUT ROAD
BURTON, OH 44021
(216) 285-8929
** AD DH PV **

BYESVILLE

GUERNSEY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ADDITIONTREATMENT CTR INC/OUTPATIENT
60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 45717
(614) 439-4652
** AD AM DH TX PV **

GUERNSEY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ADDITIONTREATMENT CTR INC/DRIVER INTERV
60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 45717
(614) 439-4652
** AD DH PV **
CADDIZ
BELMONT/HARRISON/MOHROE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
259 NEST WARREN STREET
CADDIZ, OH 43907
(614) 942-2891
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV DM **
** TX CI PV **

CADDIZ
NOBLE DRUG ABUSE AND ALC COUNCIL INC
44 OLIVE STREET
CADDIZ, OH 43724
(614) 752-5233
** AD AM B TX CI PV **

CANTON
A NEW DIRECTION
529 WALNUT STREET NE
CANTON, OH 44702
(216) 456-7028
** AD AM B TX CI PV **

CANTON COMMUNITY
KIDSUMMIT AGAINST DRUGS
1027 9TH STREET NE
CANTON, OH 44704
(216) 453-1155
** AD PV OT **

CANTON URBAN LEAGUE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1400 SHERRIK ROAD SE
CANTON, OH 44707
(216) 456-3479
** AD PV **

CITY OF CANTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION
221 3RD STREET SW
CANTON, OH 44702
(216) 489-3168
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY TREATMENT AND
CORRECTION CENTER INC/SUBST ABUSE PROG
1200 MARKET AVENUE SOUTH
CANTON, OH 44707
(216) 453-8401
** AD AM TX PV **

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER OF
STARK COUNTY INC
2421 13TH STREET NW
CANTON, OH 44708
(216) 452-9812
** AD AM H IV TX **

QUEST DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH
CANTON, OH 44714
(216) 453-8252
** AD DH PV **

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES
QUEST DELIVERANCE HOUSE/WOMENS RES TRT
626 WALNUT AVENUE NE
CANTON, OH 44702
(216) 454-6800
** AD RR M A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX CI **

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/CANTON
1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH
CANTON, OH 44714
(216) 453-8252
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV MM OT **

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/CANTON
QUEST RECOVERY HOUSE
215 NEWTON AVENUE NW
CANTON, OH 44703
(216) 454-4034
** AD RR A HV CU TX CI **

VETERANS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
221 3RD STREET SE
CANTON, OH 44702
(216) 489-4425
** AD RR A IV DT TX MM **

WESTERN STARK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
STARK COUNTY JAIL UNIT
4500 ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
CANTON, OH 44705
(216) 430-3827
** AD AM PI CU IV TX CI PV **

CARROLLTON
CARROLL COUNTY
QUIZ COUNTERATTACK SCHOOL
331 WEST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5891
** AD DH PV **

CARROLLTON
CARROLL COUNTY ALC AND ADDICTION CTR
331 WEST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5891
** AD AM H A HV PI IV DH TX CI PV **

SELF HELP INC
70 EAST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5080
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CELENA
MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
NONRESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM
441 EAST MARKET STREET
CELENA, OH 45822
(419) 586-6030
** AD DH PV **

MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
441 EAST MARKET STREET
CELENA, OH 45822
(419) 586-4030
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

CHARDON
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
GEAUGA COUNTY
10771 MAYFIELD DRIVE
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 265-3557
** AD AM H Y PG TX **

GEAUGA COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
TEEN INST FOR PREV DRUG AND ALC ABUSE
211 MAIN STREET
3RD FLOOR
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 265-2222
** AD PV **

LAKE/GEAUGA CTR ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
CHARDON OUTPATIENT
200 CENTER STREET
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-9119
** AD AM H Y B PI IV EA DH TX CI **
** CI PV **

RAVENWOOD CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
12557 RAVENWOOD DRIVE
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 265-3560
** AD AM H Y B PI IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

CHILLICOTHE
CHILLICOTHE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
RECOVERY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
15802 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 773-2616 EXT. 408
** AD RR AM TX CI PV **

GREAT SEAL FAMILY CARE CENTER
425 CHESTNUT STREET
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 773-8050
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

ROSS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16149 ROUTE 104
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 774-4182
** AD RR AM B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **
TALBERT HOUSE
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1617 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 629-2300
** AD DN PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING/READING
308 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-6350
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
MCMILLAN HOUSE
1105 EAST MCMILLAN STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 961-6181
** AD RR Y B CU IV TX **

TALBERT HOUSE
PATHWAYS
334 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 241-4440
** AD RR W AB HV CU TX **

TALBERT HOUSE
281 CARE/CRISSIS CARE CENTER
3991 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 281-2273
** AD PV **

TALBERT HOUSE FOR WOMEN
3125 HOODBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45207
(513) 961-2256
** AD RR W AB H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE INC
SA/MI CASE MANAGEMENT
3140 HARVEY AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 281-6071
** AD AM TX OT **

TALBERT HOUSE TURNING POINT
2605 HOODBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 632-0910
** AD RR CU IV DN TX **

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/DESMOND
6100 DESMOND STREET
MADISONVILLE YNCA
CINCINNATI, OH 45227
(513) 271-4879
** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/EASTERN
3006 EASTERN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 321-7520
** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/MCGREGOR
326 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 421-0465
** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE/NEIGHBORHOOD OUTREACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/MERLOSE
2601 MELOSE AVENUE
SUITE 106
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 751-7747
** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI MEDICAL CTR
HIGH RISK YOUTH AND WOMEN
234 GOODMAN STREET
ML 743
CINCINNATI, OH 45209
(513) 550-4314
** AD PV **

URBAN APPALACHIAN COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2115 WEST 8TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45204
(513) 251-0202
** AD PV **

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE
OUTREACH PROGRAM OF CINCINNATI INC
400 WEST 9TH STREET
SUITE C
CINCINNATI, OH 45203
(513) 421-6005
** AD PV **

CIRCLEVILLE
PICKAWAY AREA RECOVERY SERVICES
600 NORTH PICKAWAY STREET
BERGER HOSPITAL ROOM 205
CIRCLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 477-1745
** AD AM H Y B PI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
PICKAWAY COUNTY SATELLITE
145 MORRIS ROAD
CIRCLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 474-8874
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

CIRCLEVILLE
PICKAWAY AREA RECOVERY SERVICES
600 NORTH PICKAWAY STREET
BERGER HOSPITAL ROOM 205
CIRCLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 477-1745
** AD AM H Y B PI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER/P 47
CLEVELAND CLINIC FOUNDATION
9500 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44195
(216) 444-8739
** AD RR AM H HV CU IV EA TX PV **

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROG
CLEVELAND/EUCLID
CLEVELAND, OH 44123
(419) 626-5398
** AD DH PV **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND
HOMELESS PROJECT
2219 PAYNE AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 571-5656
** AD CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES FOR HOMELESS
2600 CARROL AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 694-3570
** AD AM H B H AI CU TX **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND/EAST
2690 LEE BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 371-5656
** AD AM H B H AI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND/HEST
14805 DETROIT AVENUE
SUITE 320
CLEVELAND, OH 44107
(216) 226-2804
** AD AM H B H AI CU EA TX CI PV **

ARTS EDUCATIONAL THEATRE COMPANY
BAGGAGE ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
140 PUBLIC SQUARE
SUITE 200
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 241-2787
** AD PV **

BELLEFAIRE/JEWISH CHILDRENS BUREAU
22001 FAIRMOUNT BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-2800
** AD AM H Y B H TX **

BRADLEY HOUSE
PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FOR MEN
1914 EAST 90TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-2658
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

CINCINNATI
345
CATHOLIC COUNSELING
HISPANIC PROGRAM
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 506
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 391-2040
** AD AM W Y A H HV CU TX CV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3155 EUCLID AVENUE
ROOM 202
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-2040
** AD AM W Y B H PG CU TX CI CV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
EAST COUNSELING PROGRAM
15040 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 851-3208
** AD AM Y B CU TX CV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
THE RAP ART CENTER
13429 CEDAR ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-9497
** AD AM Y B TX CV **

CITY OF CLEVELAND PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT
FOCUS II WESTSIDE OFFICE
4242 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-6645
** A PV **

CLEVELAND HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER
ALC/DRUG ADDICTION PREVENTION PROGRAM
11206 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-8787
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND STUDENT HEALTH PROGRAM
EAST HIGH HEALTH CLINIC
1349 EAST 79TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 391-9200
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
METHADONE CLINIC
1127 CARNegie AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 861-6246
** A AM W Y A B H PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV MM **

CLEVELAND URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
9417 ORLEANS AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44105
(216) 341-3200
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST ADDICTION INC
5209 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 881-0765
** A AM W A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV MM **

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
5163 BROADWAY AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44127
(216) 441-0200
** D EA DN PV **

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS HOUSE
1924 EAST 85TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 451-7774
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS/A NEW BEGINNING
3134 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 451-7774
** AD RR AM W B HV CU IV TX PV **

CUYAHOGA COUNTY
REACH OUT SERVICES
3395 BAINBRIDGE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44139
(216) 248-0622
** AD AM EA TX CV **

CUYAHOGA COUNTY HOSPITAL
METRO CENTER/ALC CD TREATMENT SERVICE
3395 SCRANTON ROAD
HAMANN BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OH 44109
(216) 459-5678
** AD AM IV DT TX CV **

DENISON HELP CENTER
CHOICES
8711 DENISON AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 651-8686
** AD AM Y DH TX CV **

DIVISION OF YOUTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AFTERCARE
1276 WEST 3RD STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 696-4341
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX **

EAST CLEVELAND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER INC
CSCU PREVENTION PROGRAM
15837 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 451-8121
** AD PV **

EAST CLEVELAND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER INC
TEEN TURF/TEEN DROP IN CENTER
15837 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 451-8121
** A PV **

EAST SIDE CATHOLIC SHELTER
INO SAN PROGRAM
3443 EAST 95TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 641-8909
** AD RR W B PG CU TX **

EXODUS PROGRAM INC
1809 EAST 89TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-1888
** AD RR B PI CU IV TX **

FAMILY HEALTH OF BEECHWOOD
3737 LANDER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44124
(216) 831-6960
** AD PV **

FREE MEDICAL CLINIC OF GREATER CLEVELAND
12201 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 721-4010
** AD AM HV IV TX CV **

FRESH START INC
4007 CEDAR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 431-4979
** AD RR IV TX **

GLENBEIGH CENTER INC
23500 MERCANTILE ROAD
COMMERCIAL PARK
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 464-5800
** AD AM H A CU TX CV **

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL/CLEVELAND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HOSPITAL
18120 PURITAS ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44135
(216) 476-0222
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

GREATER CLEVELAND SCHOOLS COUNCIL
PROJECT CARE
8001 BRECKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 526-5200
** AD PV **

HARBOR LIGHT
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1710 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 621-3508
** AD AM W B PG PI CU DT TX **
OHIO

SHAKER HEIGHTS YOUTH CENTER INC
3645 HARRENSVILLE CENTER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 752-9292
** AD AM W Y B TX CI PV **

SOUTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1860 EAST BAGLEY ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 826-8200
** AD RR AM A B HV CU IV DT TX **

STELLA MARTS
1320 WASHINGTON AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-0550
** AD M IV DT TX **

TASK FORCE ON VIOLENT CRIME
SA INITIATIVE OF GREATER CLEVELAND
614 SUPERIOR AVENUE NW
300 ROCKEFELLER BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2994
** AD PV **

TEMPLUM HOUSE
CLEVELAND, OH 44101
(216) 631-2275
** AD PV **

THE COVENANT
2057 WEST 30TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 632-4040
** AD AM Y B H AI HV CU TX CI PV **

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING INC
1545 WEST 25TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2250
** AD PV **

UNITED LABOR AGENCY INC
UNEMPLOYED WOMEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
1800 EULID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 566-8100
** AD PV **

UNITED PASTORS IN MISSION
7610 WOODLAND AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 431-1361
** AD PV **

UNITED WAY SERVICES
FIRST CALL FOR HELP DRUG INFO PROGRAM
3115 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 591-5800
** AD PV **

UNIVERSITY MACDONALD WOMENS HOSPITAL
PERINATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2074 ABINGTON ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 844-3364
** AD PV OT **

UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT
HOMELESS PROGRAM
4800 BROADWAY
CLEVELAND, OH 44127
(216) 341-1131
** AD PV **

UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT
HOMELESS PROGRAM
4800 BROADWAY
CLEVELAND, OH 44127
(216) 641-8948
** AD PV **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE UNBAR
8301 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 281-2660
** AD AM M B H PI CU TX PV **

WESTSIDE WOMENS CENTER
4207 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-1450
** AD AM M A B H PG HV CU TX PV **

WOMENS ALLIANCE FOR RECOVERY SERVICES
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 620
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 575-9120
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND (BEACHWOOD)
CENTER FOR THE PREVENTION OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
23875 COMMERCE PARK ROAD
CLEVELAND (BEACHWOOD), OH 44122
(216) 851-5440
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND (CLEVELAND HEIGHTS)
INSTITUTE FOR CREATIVE LIVING
3630 FAIRMOUNT BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND (CLEVELAND HEIGHTS), OH 441 (216) 952-3785
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND (COLUMBUS)
ADOLESCENT DRUG EDUC PREV AS A TEAM
CLUB SURRENDER
1181 EAST MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 258-1158
** AD PV **

AERO PROGRAM/ SENIOR SENSE
COMP DRUG CORPORATION
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** AD PV **

AFRICENTRIC PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SHOP
1539 EAST BROAD STREET
SUITE 105
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 255-4448
** AD EA PV **

ALPATHA HEALING CENTER
815 NORTH HIGH STREET
SUITE A
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 294-7979
** AD AM W Y A B AI HV CU TX CI PV **

AMETHYST INC
RESIDENTIAL
61 JEFFERSON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 463-1330
** AD RR AM W A B PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

BUCKEYE YOUTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2280 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 275-0573 EXT. 202
** AD PV **

CALLYAC SERVICES
370 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-6766
** AD OT **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
PHOENIX PROGRAM
197 EAST GAY STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-5891
** AD AM M B PI CU IV TX CI PV **

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL GUIDANCE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
721 RAYMOND STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 221-9382
** AD AM Y B TX PV **
CHOICES FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INC
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 258-6080
** AD AM W TX PV **

COLUMBUS AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
360 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 306
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 466-0191
** AD PV **

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROG/DRIVER INTERV PROG
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 645-7306
** AD DH PV **

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 645-7306
** AD AM W B PI DH TX PV **

COPMDRUG CORPORATION
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICES
700 BRYDEN ROAD
SUITE 333
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-6506
** AD AM W Y A PG HV CU IV EA TX **

COPMDRUG CORPORATION
PREVENTION SERVICES
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-8506
** AD PV **

DEAF HOPE
1500 WEST 3RD AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43212
(614) 468-4773
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

FAITH HOUSING INC
NON PROFIT DRUG INITIATIVE
151 NORTH 6TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-6617
** AD PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND CRITTENON SERVICES/CEDARS BRANCH
1414 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 221-3704
** AD AM W Y B H PI CU TX PV **

FRANKLIN COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
375 SOUTH HIGH STREET
6TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 462-4386
** AD PV **

FRANKLIN PRE RELEASE CENTER
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1800 HARMON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 445-8600 EXT. 246
** AD RR W B H PG CU TX PV **

FREEDOM CENTER
COLUMBUS, OH 43218
(614) 752-8800
** AD RR Y TX **

HARDING HOSPITAL
COMPULSIVE DISORDERS PROGRAM
445 EAST GRANVILLE ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43005
(614) 805-5581 EXT. 202
** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE FOR ALCOHOLICS
825 DENISON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 291-4691
** AD RR EA TX **

INTERVENTION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
1375 SOUTH HAMILTON ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 235-2070
** AD PV **

MARYHAVEN EXPLORING SOBER ALTERNATIVES
( M E S A ) D I P
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 445-8131
** AD DH PV **

MARYHAVEN INC
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 445-8131
** AD RR N Y A B H H A I PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING OF OHIO INC
1355 DUBLIN ROAD
BUILDING 10 SUITE 1060
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 486-0642
** AD AM W Y B A I PG PI CU EA TX **
** CI **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING PROGRAM
1000 ATCHESON STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 252-4941
** AD AM W Y B PI CU TX PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 299-6600
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU EA TX CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAMILY FOCUS
162 WEST 5TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 421-3187
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FOWLER HOUSE
422 EAST LANE AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 421-3155
** AD RR AM W B PI CU TX **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
NORTH CENTRAL CALM ASSOCIATES
3620 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 263-2216
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV EA TX PV **

NORTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
5804 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43085
(614) 888-8468
** AD AM PI CU TX **

NORTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
4897 KARL ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43229
(614) 846-2588
** AD AM W Y B H CU TX **

NORTHWEST COUNSELING SERVICES
1560 FISHINGER ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43221
(614) 457-7876
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

OHIO EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
FOR ST OF OHIO EMPLOYEES/DEP/RETIREES
22 EAST CAY STREET
7TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43266
(614) 644-8545
** AD EA CI PV **

ORIENT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43216
(614) 877-4357
** AD RR TX CI PV **

349
PARKSIDE LODGE
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43250
(614) 471-2552
** AD RR W A B CU IV DT DH TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE
DRIVER EDUCATION WEEKEND
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
** AD DH PV **

PASSAGE TREATMENT HOMES
WOMEN IN PASSAGE
32 PARKWOOD AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 283-5491
** AD RR AM W Y B PG TX PV **

PHOENIX HUMAN SERVICES INC
620 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 282-4411
** AD AM W Y B CU TX PV OT **

PREVENTION EDUCATION COALITION
263 CARPENTER STREET
2ND FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 283-6777
** AD PV **

PROJECT LINDEN
1500 EAST 17TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43219
(614) 294-5677
** AD AH W Y B CU TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE METHODIST HOSPITALS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3555 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 866-4718
** AD RR AM Y PG CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER
TALBOT HALL
1492 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 283-3760
** AD RR AM W Y PI CU DT TX CI **

SAINT ANTHONY MERCY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
1450 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 445-5200
** AD RR W Y A B H AI HV PI CU DT **
** TX **

SOUTHEAST CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1465 SOUTH 47TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 444-0000
** AD AM W A HV EA TX PV **

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT COUNCIL
373 SOUTH HIGH STREET
10TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 462-3483
** D PV **

STEPHENS HOUSE
1138 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 443-0720
** AD RR Y B AI IV TX **

SUBURBAN COUNSELING SERVICE INC
330 GRANVILLE STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 475-7090
** AD AH TX PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE
47 EAST 12TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43216
(614) 294-5531
** AD RR AM W Y B H AI PG CU IV TX **
** PV **

TRAINING CENTER FOR YOUTH
2280 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43266
(614) 466-0972
** AD PV **

TRAINING INSTITUTE/CENTRAL OHIO
2150 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43266
(614) 466-8350
** AD PV **

URBAN MINORITY
AIC OUTREACH OF FRANKLIN COUNTY INC
98 HAMILTON PARK
SUITE 1-F
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 469-1223
** AD PV **

VITA TREATMENT CENTER
METHADONE SERVICES
156 PARSONS AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** A AM N A PG HV CU IV EA CI MM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
SHELTER FOR HOMELESS MEN
379 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-0128
** D RR PI TX CI OT **

WAIT PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 258-5295
** AD RR W Y B PG CU IV TX PV **

WHITEHALL COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
760 YEARLING ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43213
(614) 239-9965
** AD PV **

WILLSON FAMILY AND CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC
301 OBETZ ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 491-5784
** AD AM TX PV **

WOMENS OUTREACH FOR WOMEN
1950-H NORTH 4TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 291-3639
** AD PV **

COLUMBUS (NORTHINGTON)

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING OF OHIO INC
355 EAST CAMPUSVIEW STREET
SUITE 165
COLUMBUS (NORTHINGTON), OH 43085
(614) 785-1027
** AD AM W Y B PI CU TX CI **

COSHOCTON

COSHOCTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
140 1/2 SOUTH 6TH STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-0033
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

COSHOCTON COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
140 1/2 SOUTH 6TH STREET
COSHOCTON, OH 43812
(614) 622-0033
** AD DH PV **

CRESTLINE

CRESTLINE MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
FREEDOM HALL
291 HEISER COURT
CRESTLINE, OH 44827
(419) 685-1212 EXT. 41
** AD RR AM CU IV DT TX PV **

CUYAHOGA FALLS

NORTHEAST SUMMIT FAMILY SERVICE
CHEMICAL ABUSE
2100 FRONT STREET
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221
(216) 928-1159
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

350
DAYTON

AFRIKAN/AMERIKAN INSTITUTE FOR
POSITIVE LIVING INC
405 WEST FIRST STREET
W E B DUBOIS ACADEMY
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 275-7411
** AD PV **

BERGANO CENTER
GREENE COUNTY OUTREACH/DRUG PREV PROJ
4400 SHAKERTOWN ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45430
(513) 461-3863
** AD PV **

COMBINED HEALTH DISTRICT
CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS
4100 WEST 3RD STREET
VA MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING 410 3RD FL
DAYTON, OH 45428
(513) 268-0161
** AD RR H B CU IV TX **

COMBINED HEALTH DISTRICT
CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS
7 EAST 4TH STREET
SUITE 900
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 641-5223
** AD AM H B CU IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR THE DEAF
184 SALEM AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 223-9481
** AD PV **

DARTMOUTH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1058 SALEM AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 273-0306
** AD RR AM H B HV PI IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

DAYBREAK INC
819 WAYNE AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 461-1000
** AD PV **

DAYMONT WEST
OUTPATIENT ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT PROG
1520 GERMANSTOWN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45408
(513) 222-5111
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU TX PV **

DAYTON BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 SOUTH KEONEE STREET
DAYTON, OH 45410
(513) 222-6942
** AD PV **

DAYTON CORRECTION INSTITUTION
PROJECT REBOUND
4104 GERMANSTOWN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45417
(513) 263-0058
** AD RR AM B HV CU TX CI PV **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CTR
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CENTERS
2222 PHILADELPHIA DRIVE
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 276-8333
** AD AM EA TX CI **

GRANDVIEH HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
405 GRAND AVENUE
DAYTON, OH 45405
(513) 226-3613
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

GREATER DAYTON CHRISTIAN COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION MINISTRY
212 BELMONT PARK EAST
DAYTON, OH 45405
(513) 222-8650
** AD PV **

MIAMI VALLEY HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT INPATIENT AND OUTPATIENT
1 HYMONG STREET
DAYTON, OH 45409
(513) 223-4673
** AD RR AM B CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

MONTGOMERY CNTRY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
CHEMICAL OFFENDER PROGRAM
810 NORTH MAIN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45405
(513) 496-7431
** AD AM H A B HV CU TX **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
PROJECT DARE
41 NORTH PERRY STREET
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 225-4192
** AD PV **

NOVA HOUSE ASSOCIATION
TREATMENT PROGRAM
732 BECKMAN STREET
DAYTON, OH 45401
(513) 253-1680
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

PATHWAYS/A RESPONSE TO ADDICTION
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1300 FARR DRIVE
DAYTON, OH 45404
(513) 496-2020
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

PATHWAYS/A RESPONSE TO ADDICTION AND
PATHWAYS RESIDENTIAL
5300 LITTLE RICHMOND ROAD
DAYTON, OH 45426
(513) 854-1536
** AD RR AM Y A B HV TX CI PV **

PROJECT CURE INC
1800 NORTH JAMES H MCGEE BOULEVARD
DAYTON, OH 45427
(513) 262-3500
** A AM H A B HV CU IV DT TX CI PV **
** MM **

REGIONAL DMI PROGRAMS INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM (DIP)
333 WEST FIRST STREET
SUITE 515
DAYTON, OH 45402
(513) 223-7644
** AD EA DH PV **

SOUTH COMMUNITY INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
8355 YANKEE STREET
DAYTON, OH 45458
(513) 435-6640
** AD AM H CU EA DH TX CI PV **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES OF DAYTON INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION FOR YOUTH
184 SALEM AVENUE
SUITE 210
DAYTON, OH 45406
(513) 220-6600
** AD PV **

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROG (UMADAP)
3007 WEST 3RD STREET
2ND FLOOR
DAYTON, OH 45417
(513) 268-7780
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
POLYSUBSTANCE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
4100 WEST 3RD STREET
DAYTON, OH 45428
(513) 262-2188
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU TX CI PV **

WRIGHT STATE UNIV SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
DAYTON, OH 45401
(513) 873-3050
** AD DH PV **

DEFIANCE

FIVE COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
418 AUGLAIZE STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 43512
(419) 782-9920
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **
OHIO

FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
DEFIANCE HOSPITAL HARMON CENTER
1206 EAST 2ND STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 43512
(419) 782-8306
** AD AM IV DT DM TX CI PV **

FIVE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
FIRST TIMERS RETREAT
418 AULZLAE STREET
DEFIANCE, OH 43512
(419) 782-9920
** AD DH PV **

DELAMAR
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
100 WOODRUM AVENUE
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 369-8415
** AD DH PV **

DELAMAR AREA RECOVERY RESOURCES INC
540 U.S. Route 36 EAST
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 369-6811
** AD AM M Y CU IV EA DH TX PV **

HELP ANONYMOUS
11 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 369-3316
** AD CI PV **

RIVERVIEW SCHOOL FOR BOYS
7790 DUBLIN ROAD
DELAMAR, OH 43266
(614) 681-5531
** AD PV **

SCIOTO VILLAGE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
OUTPATIENT UNIT
5993 HOME ROAD
DELAMAR, OH 43015
(614) 681-5531
** AD PV **

DOVER
EASTERN ALCOHOL SERVICES AND TRAINING (EAST)
323 LINCOLN STREET
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 343-2070
** AD AM DH PV **

TUSCARAHAS AND CARROLL COUNTIES ALCOHOL AND ADDICTION CENTER
897 EAST IRON AVENUE EXTENDED
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 343-5555
** AD AM IV DT DM TX CI PV **

TUSCARAHAUS DUI COUNTERATTACK SCHOOL
897 EAST IRON AVENUE EXTENDED
DOVER, OH 44622
(216) 343-5555
** AD DH PV **

DUBLIN
DUBLIN COUNSELING CENTER
5614 POST ROAD
DUBLIN, OH 43017
(614) 889-5722
** AD DH PV **

EAST LIVERPOOL
COLUMBIANA COUNTY CMHC
EAST LIVERPOOL SITE SUBST ABUSE SERVS
422 WEST 6TH STREET
EAST LIVERPOOL, OH 43920
(216) 424-9575
** AD AH M Y B PG PI IV TX CI PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
422 WEST 6TH STREET
EAST LIVERPOOL, OH 43920
(216) 366-4592
** AD AH M Y PG PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

EATON
MENTAL HEALTH AND RECOVERY BOARD
ABSENTEE PREVENTION PROGRAM
121 NORTH BARRON STREET
EATON, OH 45320
(513) 456-5173
** AD PV **

PREBLE COUNTY JUVENILE TASC
309 1/2 EAST MAIN STREET
EATON, OH 45320
(513) 456-3443
** AD PV **

PREBLE COUNTY RECOVERY CENTER INC
100 EAST SOMERS STREET
EATON, OH 45320
(513) 456-3376
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

ELYRIA
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROG
ELYRIA/LORAIN
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(419) 626-5398
** AD DH PV **

DRINKING DRIVER INTERV PROG OF ELYRIA
143 LOUISIANA AVENUE
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 322-6059
** AD DH PV **

FIRST OFFENDERS AWARENESS PROGRAM INC
320 BROAD STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 322-0300
** AD DH PV **

LORAIN CNTY COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/4TH STREET
230 4TH STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 366-5120
** AD AM TX **

LORAIN COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
1685 LAKE AVENUE
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 246-1659
** AD PV **

LORAIN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/BROAD
1131 EAST BROAD STREET
ELYRIA, OH 44035
(216) 366-5120
** AD AM M Y TX PV **

FAIRBORN
COMMUNITY NETWORK INC
919 SOUTH CENTRAL STREET
FAIRBORN, OH 45324
(513) 879-3332
** AD AM TX **

FINDLAY
ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
1918 NORTH MAIN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9869
** AD DH PV **

FAMILY SERVICE OF HANCOCK COUNTY
401 WEST SANDUSKY STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-6991
** AD EA PV **

LINCOLN CENTER
1918 NORTH MAIN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9242
** AD AM Y B HV PI IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

FOSTORIA
FOSTORIA ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 659-9668
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

352
NEW DIRECTIONS OF FOSTORIA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL 501 VANBUREN STREET FOSTORIA, OH 44830 (419) 435-7754 EXT. 200 ** AD RR AM IV DT TX PV **

RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM 150 PERRY STREET FOSTORIA, OH 44830 (419) 435-9465 ** AD DN PV **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 304 NORTH MAIN STREET FOSTORIA, OH 44830 (419) 435-2721 ** AD AM B H HV PI CU IV EA TX CI ** ** PV **

"FREMONT"

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROG FREMONT, OH 43420 (419) 626-5398 ** AD DN PV **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 675 BARTSON ROAD FREMONT, OH 43420 (419) 332-5524 ** AD AM H Y PG HV PI CU IV EA TX ** ** CI PV **

UNITED WAY FIRST CALL FOR HELP 300 CROGHAN STREET SUITE 203 FREMONT, OH 43420 (449) 359-2720 ** AD EA PV **

GALION COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM 1376 SR 598 GALION, OH 44833 (419) 468-3010 ** AD DN PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC GALION OUTPATIENT OFFICE 1376 SR 598 GALION, OH 44833 (419) 468-3010 ** AD AM IV TX **

GALILLIPOLIS FAMILY ADDICTION COMM TRT SERVS INC OUTPATIENT 595 JACKSON PIKE GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631 (614) 446-7866 ** AD AM W Y B IV TX CI PV **

FAMILY ADDICTION COMM TRT SERVS INC SERENITY HOUSE GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631 (614) 446-7866 ** AD AM W Y TX PV **

GENEVA LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER AHARE PROGRAM HONOR JOHNSONS MOTEL ROUTE 534 AND ROUTE 90 GENEVA, OH 44041 (216) 998-0722 ** AD DN PV **

GEORGETOWN BROWN AND ADAMS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER 200 GREEN STREET GEORGETOWN, OH 45121 (513) 378-6068 ** AD AM W Y PI TX CI PV **

GRAFTON LORAIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES 2075 SOUTH AVON/BELDON ROAD GRAFTON, OH 44044 (216) 748-1049 ** AD AM HV TX CI PV **

GRANVILLE QUEST INTERNATIONAL 537 JONES ROAD GRANVILLE, OH 43023 (614) 587-8200 ** AD PV **

GREENVILLE DARKE COUNTY RECOVERY SERVICES 134 WEST 4TH STREET GREENVILLE, OH 45331 (513) 948-6942 ** AD AM W Y A HV CU TX PV **

GROVE CITY BUCKEYE BOYS RANCH INC 5665 HOWE ROAD GROVE CITY, OH 43123 (614) 875-2371 ** AD PV **

HAMILTON ACCESS/DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM 111 BUCKEYE STREET HAMILTON, OH 45011 (513) 866-2100 ** AD DN PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY OHIO INC 111 BUCKEYE STREET HAMILTON, OH 45011 (513) 866-2100 ** AD AM W Y B EA DN TX PV **

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC 1475 PLEASANT AVENUE HAMILTON, OH 45015 (513) 867-1100 ** AD AM W B CU IV TX PV **

D RUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER CO 2ND AND 4TH HARDS OUTREACH PROGRAM 60 HANOVER DRIVE HAMILTON, OH 45015 (513) 867-7778 ** AD PV **

FORT HAMILTON HUGHES MEM HOSPITAL CTR HORIZON SERVICES 630 EATON AVENUE HAMILTON, OH 45013 (513) 867-2000 ** AD RR AM W Y CU IV DT EA DW TX CI ** ** PV **

FORT HAMILTON HUGHES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL DECISIONS 630 EATON AVENUE HAMILTON, OH 45013 (513) 867-2800 ** AD DN PV **

HAMILTON CENTRAL YMCA YOUTH/OUTREACH PROGRAM 105 NORTH 2ND STREET HAMILTON, OH 45011 (513) 895-6901 EXT. 31 ** AD PV **

JOURNEY 202 SOUTH MONUMENT STREET HAMILTON, OH 45011 (513) 863-1100 ** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

SOJOURNER HOME 520 HIGH STREET HAMILTON, OH 45011 (513) 868-7654 ** AD RR W A B PG HV CU TX PV **
PROJECT INROADS
URBAN MINORITY ALC/DRUG OUTREACH PROG
799 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LIMA, OH 45804
(419) 222-1168
** AD PV **

RECOVERY SERVICES OF
NORTHWEST CTR FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
1255 NORTH COLE STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-6557
** AD AM W Y B CU IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT RITAS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION SERVICES
730 WEST MARKET STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 226-9029
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT EA TX **

LISBON
COLUMBIANA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
40722 STATE ROUTE 154
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-9573
** AD AM W Y B PG PI IV TX CI PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
STEERING CLEAR DRIVER INTERV PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
** AD DH PV **

LOGAN
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4 EAST HUNTER STREET
LOGAN, OH 43138
(614) 989-9020
** AD AM W Y PG EA TX CI PV **

LONDON
LONDON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RECOVERY SERVICES
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-2459
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

MADISON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
DAP PLUS PROGRAM
1051 STATE ROUTE 56
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-9650
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MADISON COUNTY HEALTH GROUP INC
ALCOHOL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
22 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-1372 EXT. 500
** AD DH PV **

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
210 NORTH MAIN STREET
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-1372 EXT. 500
** AD RR AM H B HV IV DT TX **

LORAIN
COMPASS HOUSE
2130 EAST 36TH STREET.
LORAIN, OH 44055
(216) 277-9549
** AD RR TX **

COMPASS HOUSE II INC
2926 MOOD AVENUE
LORAIN, OH 44055
(216) 277-5606
** AD RR TX **

LAKELAND INSTITUTE
TREATMENT CENTER
3500 KOLBE ROAD
LORAIN, OH 44053
(216) 960-4301
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

LORAIN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE LAKELAND INSTITUTE
3700 KOLBE ROAD
LORAIN, OH 44053
(216) 960-3500
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

LORAIN URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
517 EAST 28TH STREET
LORAIN, OH 44055
(216) 246-4616
** AD PV **

LOUDONVILLE
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
MHOICAN YOUTH CENTER
LOUDONVILLE, OH 44842
(419) 994-4127 EXT. 251
** AD PV **

LOUDONVILLE
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
MHOICAN YOUTH CENTER
LOUDONVILLE, OH 44842
(419) 994-4127 EXT. 251
** AD PV **

LOUISVILLE
MOLLY STARK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7900 COLUMBUS ROAD NE
LOUISVILLE, OH 44641
(216) 876-5531
** AD RR AM W Y B PG PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

LUCASVILLE
SOUTHERN OHIO CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
LUCASVILLE-MINFORD ROAD
LUCASVILLE, OH 45656
(614) 229-5544 EXT. 53
** AD AM TX PV **

MANSFIELD
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY SERVS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
741 SCHOLL ROAD
MANSFIELD, OH 44907
(419) 755-1717
** AD AM W Y CU EA DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY ACTION FOR
CAPABLE YOUTH
91 PARK AVENUE WEST
MANSFIELD, OH 44902
(419) 755-5683
** AD EA PV **

MANSFIELD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
INNEVISIONS
1150 NORTH MAIN STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44901
(419) 525-4455 EXT. 4305
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC
347 2ND AVENUE
MANSFIELD, OH 44905
(419) 526-6168
** AD RR AM W Y B PG CU IV TX PV OT **

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC
YOUTH HOME
416 WEST 5TH STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44901
(419) 526-6168
** AD RR AM W Y B PG CU TX PV **

RICHLAND ALTERNATE PROGRAM
448 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44907
(419) 526-1313
** AD DH PV **

RICHLAND HOSPITAL
SERENITY HALL
1451 LUCAS ROAD
MANSFIELD, OH 44901
(419) 509-5511 EXT. 247
** AD RR AM W Y B CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **
OHIO

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
445 BOHMAN STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44903
(419) 524-6642
** AD PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
CENTRAL OHIO INC
290 NORTH MAIN STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44901
(419) 526-1267
** D RR PI TX **

MARYSTETTA
EVE INC
MARYSTETTA, OH 45750
(614) 374-5820
** AD PV **

FIRST CITY RECOVERY CENTER INC
427 2ND STREET
MARYSTETTA, OH 45750
(614) 375-0654
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

MARYSTETTA MEMORIAL CARE UNIT
401 MATTHEW STREET
MARYSTETTA, OH 45750
(614) 375-8816
** AD RR AM DT EA TX CI PV **

MARIAN
MARIAN AREA COUNSELING CENTER
PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT SYSTEMS
241 EXECUTIVE DRIVE
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 387-1660
** AD AM H Y B A B CU IV EA TX CI PV **

MARIAN AREA COUNSELING CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
320 EXECUTIVE DRIVE
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 387-5210
** AD RR AM H Y A B CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** PV **

MARIAN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
BOTTOM LINE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 382-5781
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

MARIAN COUNTY HALFWAY HOUSE
286 PATTERSON STREET
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 387-5210
** AD RR B CU TX CI PV **

MARIAN DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 387-5210
** AD DH PV **

MEDCENTER RECOVERY PROGRAM
1050 DELAWARE AVENUE
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 383-7870
** AD RR H Y A HV CU IV DT EA TX **

NETWORK ENRICHMENT CENTER
1050 DELAWARE AVENUE
MARIAN, OH 43302
(614) 383-2273
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU EA TX CI **

MARTINS FERRY
EAST OHIO REGIONAL HOSPITAL
TOUCHSTONES TREATMENT CENTER
40 NORTH 4TH STREET
MARTINS FERRY, OH 43935
(614) 653-4357
** AD RR H IV DT TX PV **

MARYSVILLE
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER
CMC RECOVERY SERVICES
715 SOUTH PLUM STREET
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040
(513) 644-9192
** AD AM H Y C U EA TX PV **

CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/MARYSVILLE
CMC RECOVERY SERVICES
169 GROVE STREET
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040
(513) 644-9192
** AD AM H Y C U EA TX PV **

MARYSVILLE ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGS INC
AT MARYSVILLE MUNICIPAL COURT
125 WEST 6TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040
(513) 644-9025
** D DH PV **

OHIO REFORMATORY FOR WOMEN
GROWTH/RESIDENTIAL
1479 COLLINS AVENUE
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040
(513) 642-1065 EXT. 253
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **

MASHALLON
CITY OF MASHALLON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1 JAMES DUNCAN PLAZA
MASHALLON MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT CENTER
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 830-1716
** AD PV **

GLENBEIGH OF MASHALLON COMMUNITY HOSP
875 8TH STREET NE
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 837-6097
** AD RR W CU IV DT EA TX PV **

MASHALLON DIVISION OF QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES
111 TRENCH AVENUE SW
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 835-0234
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU TX CI PV OT **

MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF WESTERN STARK COUNTY/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
111 TRENCH AVENUE
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 837-6132
** AD AM TX **

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
INDIAN RIVER SCHOOL
2775 ERIE STREET SW
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 837-6211 EXT. 259
** AD PV **

QUEST DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
MASHALLON SITE
151 TRENCH STREET SE
SCE MASSILLON YMCA
MASHALLON, OH 44646
(216) 453-8252
** AD DH PV **

MALMEE
PROFESSIONAL SYSTEMS
ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICE
6010 GARDEN STREET
MAUMEE, OH 43537
(419) 865-9144
** AD AM H Y HV CU EA TX CI PV **

MC ARTHUR
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
107 SUGAR STREET
MC ARTHUR, OH 45651
(614) 596-6057
** AD AM H Y PG HV EA TX CI PV **

MC CONNELSVILLE
MORGAN COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADVISORY COUNCIL INC
STATE ROUTE 372 SOUTH
MORGAN COUNTY PREP CENTER
MC CONNELSVILLE, OH 43756
(614) 926-6933
** AD AM Y EA DN TX PV **

356
MEDINA
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF MEDINA COUNTY INC
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 723-9500
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 723-9500
** AD IV DH PV **

ALTERNATIVE PATHS INC
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE
SUITE 200A
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 722-8090
** AD PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CONSULTANTS INC
A Glebeigh Center
217 NORTH COURT STREET
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 725-8031
** AD PV **

D SANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES INC
217 NORTH COURT STREET
MEDINA, OH 44256
(216) 723-3093
** D DH PV **

MENTOR
CROSSROADS/LAKE COUNTY ADOLESCENT COUNSELING SERVICE
9652 OLD JOHNNYCAKE ROAD
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 352-5500
** AD AM TX PV **

LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
8445 MUNSON ROAD
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 255-6701
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

LAKE/GEAUGA CTR ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MENTOR OUTPATIENT
8827 MENTOR AVENUE
MENTOR, OH 44060
(216) 255-0678
** AD AM W A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MIDDLETON
ACCESS
MIDDLETON SITE
105 MCKNIGHT DRIVE
MIDDLETON, OH 45044
(513) 868-2100
** AD DH PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY
29 CITY CENTRE PLAZA
MIDDLETON, OH 45042
(515) 424-8130
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX CI PV **

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF BUTLER COUNTY INC
1001 REINATZ BOULEVARD
MIDDLETON, OH 45042
(515) 424-3505
** AD AM B C U IV TX PV **

MIDDLETON REGIONAL HOSPITAL FIRST STEP RECOVERY CENTER
105 MCKNIGHT DRIVE
MIDDLETON, OH 45044
(515) 420-5231
** AD RR AM W Y CU IV DT TX CI **

MILFORD
CINCINNATI TEEN CHALLENGE
ADMIN/RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION
1446 U.S. 50
MILFORD, OH 45150
(513) 248-0652
** AD RR AM TX CI PV **

MILLERSBURG
HOLMES ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
931 NOOSTER ROAD
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5055
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

HOLMES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT ALCOHOL OFFENDER PROGRAM
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5055
** AD DH PV **

HOLMES COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION WEST HOLMES SCHOOLS/TI
105 NORTH CLAY STREET
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-3840
** AD PV **

HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER OF WAYNE AND HOLMES COUNTIES
127 WEST JACKSON STREET
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-4608
** AD AM W Y PI CU TX PV **

MONTPELIER
COMMUNITY HOSPITALS OF WILLIAMS COUNTY RECOVERY CENTER
909 SNYDER AVENUE
MONTPELIER, OH 43543
(419) 485-5511
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT GILEAD
HOPELINE INCORPORATED
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-2520
** AD PV **

MORROW COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS INC
950 MEADOW DRIVE
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-4055
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX PV **

MOUNT VERNON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG FREEDOM CENTER OF KNOX COUNTY
116 EAST HIGH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OH 43050
(614) 397-2660
** AD AM W Y IV EA TX CI PV **

NAPOLEON
FIVE COUNTY ALC/DRUG PROGRAM
105 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
NAPOLEON, OH 43545
(419) 599-7040
** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **

NELSONVILLE
Hocking Correctional Facility Substance Abuse Department
16759 Snake Hollow Road
NELSONVILLE, OH 45764
(614) 753-1917
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

NEW LEXINGTON
PERRY COUNTY ALC/DRUG AND ABUSE COUNCIL INC
205 NORTH MAIN STREET
NEW LEXINGTON, OH 43764
(614) 342-1991
** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NEW PHILADELPHIA
HARBOR HOUSE INC
349 EAST HIGH AVENUE
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OH 44663
(216) 364-1374
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX PV **
HELP
ALC/DRUG 523-4146
ERRYSBURG BUREAU «» TX PV
ALTERNATIVE JACKSON «« DW DRIVE ST 614 TX PV COUNTY AM OH B 614 44081 45356 ROAD OH 399-5612 GRANVILLE OH NORTH PARK TX 335-4543 TX CU MEADOWS SERVICES 43055 TX SERVICES 45356 IV IV CI AM 216 CU EA PI 455 CHALLENGE »» 877-4362 RR CI LORAIN CU & PROGRAM »» OH & TX SERVICES AD AM OF HV «» WEA MEMORIAL OT CU EA AD STREET OH HV 523-6862 CI WAYNE HILL COUNCIL Y 575-2880 TX AD & 522-8484 NORTH RR PV CRISIS CI SERVICES TX COUNTY AM) 951-2893 216 OH PG OAK 366-7303 44667 PG AVENUE RR 513 CI CENTER ALCOHOL OLMSTED HURON OH INTERVENTION PV TX STREET 44077 ANO COUNTY 345-7030 «« TX HALFWAY STREET 45056 8 ABUSE PV»« AD RR H B PG CU IV TX **
OHIO

SHEPHERD HILL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 200 MESSIMER DRIVE NEHRK, OH 43055 (614) 366-7303 ** D DH PV **

SPENCER HALFWAY HOUSE INC 69 GRANVILLE STREET NEHRK, OH 43055 (614) 345-7030 ** AD RR H CU IV TX **

HOLLAND
LAKELAND INSTITUTE 26777 LORAIN ROAD SUITE 614 NORTH OLMSTED, OH 44070 (216) 777-5760 ** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

NORTHLAKES
ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER OF HURON COUNTY 49 BENEDET AVENUE NORKAL, OH 44857 (419) 668-2942 ** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU EA TX **

OBERLIN
ALLEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CAREUNIT 200 WEST LORAIN STREET OBERLIN, OH 44074 (216) 775-2273 ** AD RR AM H B H PG PI CU IV DT ** TX CI PV **

ORIENT
CORRECTIONAL RECEPTION CENTER 11271 STATE ROUTE 762 ORIENT, OH 43146 (614) 877-2441 ** AD AM TX CI PV **

PICKAWAY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE ORIENT, OH 43146 (614) 877-4562 ** AD RR AM TX CI PV **

ORRVILLE
EDUCATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES INC STARK COUNTY UNITED HAY RES PROGRAM 1022 WEST HIGH STREET ORRVILLE, OH 44667 (216) 684-2476 ** AD DH PV **

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING SERVICES INC HAYNE COUNTY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM 1022 WEST HIGH STREET ORRVILLE, OH 44667 (216) 684-2476 ** AD DH PV **

OTTAWA
PUTNAM COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC 117 COURT STREET OTTAWA, OH 45875 (419) 526-6825 ** AD AM H Y H PG HV IV EA DH TX ** ** PV **

OXFORD
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY 25 EAST HIGH STREET OXFORD, OH 45056 (513) 525-6799 ** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

OXFORD CRISIS AND REFERRAL CENTER 111 EAST HAMLET STREET OXFORD, OH 45056 (513) 523-4166 ** AD OT **

PAINESVILLE
AKARENESS INCORPORATED CEDAR HILLS DRIVER INTERVENTION PROG 5611 VROOMAN ROAD PAINESVILLE, OH 44077 (216) 285-8929 ** AD DH PV **

CATHOLIC SERVICE BUREAU OF LAKE COUNTY 8 NORTH STATE STREET ROOM 455 PAINESVILLE, OH 44077 (216) 352-6191 ** AD AM H Y A B PG TX **

LAKE/GEauga CTR ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC LAKE HOUSE 42 EAST JACKSON STREET PAINESVILLE, OH 44077 (216) 951-6673 ** AD RR A B HV PI CU TX **

OAK HOUSE WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE 7% OAK STREET PAINESVILLE, OH 44077 (216) 534-2848 ** AD RR H B PG CU IV TX **

PAULDING
PAULDING COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES COUNCIL INC 102 EAST JACKSON STREET PAULDING, OH 45879 (419) 399-5612 ** AD AM TX PV **

PERRY
TEEN CHALLENGE OF GREATER CLEVELAND INC 3032 PERRY PARK ROAD PERRY, OH 44081 (216) 951-2893 ** AD PV **

PERRYSBURG
WOOD COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC 1011 SANDUSKY STREET THREE MEADOWS OFFICE BUILDING SUITES PERRYSBURG, OH 43561 (419) 872-1232 ** AD AM H Y B H IV EA DH TX PV **

PICKERINGTON
FAIRFIELD COUNTY DRUG/ALC RECOVERY CTR PICKERINGTON OFFICE 1251 HILL ROAD NORTH SUITE 101 PICKERINGTON, OH 43147 (614) 575-2880 ** AD AM H EA TX CI PV **

PIQUA
MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM 423 NORTH MAYNE STREET PIQUA, OH 45356 (513) 335-4563 ** D AM H Y PG TX PV **

MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES RESIDENTIAL DWE PROGRAM 423 NORTH MAYNE STREET PIQUA, OH 45356 (513) 339-7544 ** D DW PV **
MICHIGAN COUNTY CMHC
CHOICES
1266 1/2 EAST ASH STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 773-3060
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

PLAIN CITY
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/PLAIN CITY
150 SMITH PLACE
PLAIN CITY, OH 43064
(614) 873-4797
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

POMEROY
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
101 1/2 A WEST 2ND STREET
POMEROY, OH 45769
(614) 992-5277
** AD AM H Y HV EA TX CI PV **

PORT CLINTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER INC
131 B HAPE STREET
PORT CLINTON, OH 43452
(419) 724-6535
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PORTSMOUTH
SCIOTO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
1311 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-6685
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

SHAWNEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SCIOTO COUNTY CLINIC
2203 25TH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 353-2290
** AD AM EA TX CI **

SOUTHERN OHIO DRINKING/DRIVING AWARENESS PROGRAM
1686 CHARLES STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 353-7291
** AD DH PV **

WEEKEND DWI PROGRAM
1321 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(614) 354-6685
** AD EA DH PV **

PROCTORVILLE
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
PREV FOR RURAL PRE-TEEN AND MIN YOUTH
ROUTE 263
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 532-7855
** AD IV DM PV **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
PROCTORVILLE OFFICE
ROUTE 263
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 532-7855
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

RAVENNA
PORTAGE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPT
127 EAST MAIN STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD AM H Y A B HAI PG HV Pi Cu **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PROJECT DETOUR
127 EAST MAIN STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

ROBINSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP UNIT
6847 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 257-8550
** AD DT TX **

REYNOLDSBURG
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL GUIDANCE CENTERS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
6421 EAST MAIN STREET
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
(614) 861-7890
** AD AM H Y B TX PV **

SUBURBAN COUNSELING SERVICES INC
6432 EAST MAIN STREET
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
(614) 864-3973
** AD AM TX PV **

RICHWOOD
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/RICHWOOD
20 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
RICHWOOD, OH 43344
(614) 943-2206
** AD AM H Y CU TX PV **

ROCK CREEK
GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL/ROCK CREEK
ROUTE 45
ROCK CREEK, OH 44084
(216) 231-9177
** AD RR AM H A B HAI PG HV Pi Cu **
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

ROOTSTOWN
NE OHIO UNIVERSITIES COLLEGE OF MED
OFFICE OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE
4209 STATE ROUTE 44
ROOTSTOWN, OH 44272
(216) 325-2511 EXT. 587
** AD PV **

SAINT CLAIRSVILLE
BELMONT/HARRISON/HONROE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
255 WEST MAIN STREET
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH 43950
(614) 695-9447
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV Pi CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS
NH CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
JOINT TOWNSHIP DISTRICT
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SAINT MARYS, OH 45885
(419) 394-4711
** AD AM H TX CI **

SANDUSKY
ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM/SANDUSKY
209 EAST WATER STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-5598
** AD DH PV **

ERIE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
2500 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVENUE
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-6274
** AD PV **

LAKELAND INSTITUTE
1801 EAST PERKINS AVENUE
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 625-7006
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

NORTH COAST YOUTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1006 GRANT STREET
SANDUSKY, OH 44870
(419) 626-9156
** AD PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>**</th>
<th>**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providence Hospital</td>
<td>1912 Hayes Avenue</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 625-7551</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri County Addictions Center</td>
<td>334 East Washington Street</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 625-7262</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri County Addictions Center Inc</td>
<td>334 East Washington Street</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 625-7262</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>305 South Ohio Avenue</td>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 492-2252</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Point</td>
<td>300 South Ohio Avenue</td>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-6500</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>305 South Ohio Avenue</td>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-7300</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Guidance Center</td>
<td>305 South Ohio Avenue</td>
<td>Sylvania</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-7300</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acosep Corp Alternatives To Incarcerating Drunk Drivers (Acaadd)</td>
<td>300 North Plum Street</td>
<td>Jeffersontown</td>
<td>KY</td>
<td>(502) 532-3077</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt Counseling Services</td>
<td>825 East High Street</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 323-0951</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol/Drug Abuse Program for Treatment</td>
<td>825 East High Street</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 323-0951</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark County Sheriffs Office</td>
<td>120 North Fountain Avenue</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-8253</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dare Program</td>
<td>120 North Fountain Avenue</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 328-2562</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mckinley Hall Inc</td>
<td>1101 East High Street</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 328-6500</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mckinley Hall Inc</td>
<td>1076 East High Street</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-8500</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield Metropolitan Housing Authority/Project Choice</td>
<td>437 East John Street</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(513) 326-7300</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>3200 Johnson Road</td>
<td>Steubenville</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(740) 264-7751</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County Mental Health Center Drug and Alcohol Unit</td>
<td>3200 Johnson Road</td>
<td>Steubenville</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(740) 264-7751</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint John Medical Center Phoenix Unit</td>
<td>Steubenville Heights</td>
<td>Steubenville</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(740) 264-8020</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint John Medical Center Phoenix Unit</td>
<td>Steubenville Heights</td>
<td>Steubenville</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(740) 264-8020</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass Outpatient Services</td>
<td>2465 Collingwood Boulevard</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 261-0827</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compass Regional Addiction Trt Center</td>
<td>2465 Collingwood Boulevard</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 261-0827</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumings Zucker</td>
<td>Poly Recovery Program For Teens</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 866-1700</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Church of God</td>
<td>455 West Central Avenue</td>
<td>Toledo</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>(419) 255-4437</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NUBIA NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH PROGRAM
430 NEBRASKA AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 241-1976
** AD PV **

OPTIONS INC
151 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 329
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 242-7474
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

ROSARY CATHEDRAL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ATHLETES FOR ABSTINENCE
2555 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 245-6396
** AD PV **

SAINT ANTHONY VILLA
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2740 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 475-3353
** AD RR AM H Y B H PG PI CU TX **

SAINT PAULS COMMUNITY CENTER
INTERVENTION PROGRAM
230 13TH STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 250-6605
** AD PV **

SAINT VINCENT MEDICAL CENTER
TENNYSON CENTER/CHERRY STREET
2113 CHERRY STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43608
(419) 255-5665
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG PI CU TX **
** IV DT EA TX PV **

SELF EXPRESSION TEEN THEATER
1001 INDIANA AVENUE
SUITE 205-204
TOLEDO, OH 43607
(419) 242-2255
** AD PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
2012 MADISON AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 243-2168
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
DISADVANTAGED BLACK MALES
514 SOUTH PALMWOOD STREET
ROOM 206
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 245-7274
** AD AM B IV EA TX PV MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
DISADVANTAGED HISPANIC MALES
129 MAUMEE AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43609
(419) 264-8940
** AD AM H TX PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
5660 SOUTHWICK BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
TOLEDO, OH 43614
(419) 867-3700
** AD AM EA TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
HOWENS RESIDENTIAL
520 BUCKEYE STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43611
(419) 729-4900
** AD RR H IV EA TX PV **

TALBOT OUTPATIENT CENTER/EAST
2600 NAVARRE AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43616
(419) 698-7578
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

THE WELLS HOME
1407 BELMONT AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43607
(419) 243-3201
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

TOLEDO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
2142 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 471-2300
** AD RR AM H Y B H CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

TOLEDO MUNICIPAL COURT
DUI INTERVENTION PROGRAM
555 NORTH ERIE STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 265-1930
** AD DH PV **

TOLEDO/LUCAS COUNTY CARES
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
301 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 241-8904
** AD PV **

URBANA HOSPITAL
URBANA, OH 43078
(513) 655-5583
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

URBANABASE
SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CENTER
PROGRAM FOR HIGH RISK YOUTH
3000 FIRST AVENUE
URBANABASE, OH 43123
(614) 875-1880
** AD PV **

VAH WERT
ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
VAN WERT DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
704 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
VAN WERT, OH 45891
(419) 238-6939
** AD DH PV **
REBECCA WILLIAMS COMMUNITY HOUSE
760 MAIN AVENUE SW
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 399-8931
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL
NEH START TREATMENT CENTER
1540 TOD AVENUE NN
WARREN, OH 44485
(216) 841-4045
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DW TX CI PV **

WARREN URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM INC
418 MAIN AVENUE SW
WARREN, OH 44481
(216) 399-7571
** AD PV **

2 NORTH PARK INC
347 NORTH PARK AVENUE
WARREN, OH 44481
(216) 399-3677
** AD AM H Y B PG PI CU IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE
CHOICE RECOVERY CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
133 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 109-12B
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, OH 43160
(614) 335-8228
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU EA DW TX PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
FAYETTE COUNTY OFFICE
1300 EAST PAINT STREET
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE, OH 43160
(614) 335-6935
** AD AM H Y B PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

MAHoning Valley
SUBST ABUSE PREV PROJ OF URBAN LEAGUE
290 WEST MARKET STREET
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 394-6316
** AD PV **

PINE INDUSTRIES
820 PINE AVENUE SE
WARREN, OH 44483
(216) 395-0598
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX OT **

PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
DRINKING DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1% EAST EMITT AVENUE
WAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7581
** AD DH CI PV **

PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1% EAST EMITT AVENUE
WAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7581
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

WEST UNION
BROWN AND ADAMS
DRUNK DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
214 EAST MAIN STREET
WEST UNION, OH 45693
(513) 542-5218
** AD DH PV **

BROWN AND ADAMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
214 EAST MAIN STREET
WEST UNION, OH 45693
(513) 542-5218
** AD AM H Y PI DH TX CI **

WESTERVILLE
CONCORD COUNSELING SERVICES INC
924 EASTHIND DRIVE
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 882-9338
** AD AM H Y A HV EA TX PV **

THE CAMPUSS
905 SOUTH SUNBURY ROAD
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 895-1000
** AD RR AM H Y PG PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

WAVERLY
PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
DRINKING DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1% EAST EMITT AVENUE
WAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7581
** AD DH CI PV **

PIKE COUNTY RECOVERY COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1% EAST EMITT AVENUE
WAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7581
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

SCIOTO PAINT VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
PIKE COUNTY OFFICE
102 DARWIN LANE
WAVERLY, OH 45690
(614) 947-7783
** AD EA CI PV **

WILLIAMSON
LAURENWOOD HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAMS
35900 EUCLID AVENUE
WILLIAMS, OH 44094
(216) 951-4673
** AD RR AM H B AT PG HV CU DT TX **
** CI PV **

UNIVERSITY MEDNET
NEW LEAF RECOVERY PROGRAM
36990 HELINZ PARKWAY
WILLIAMS, OH 44095
(216) 942-1414
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX CI PV **

WESTERVILLE
CONCORD COUNSELING SERVICES INC
924 EASTHIND DRIVE
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 882-9338
** AD AM H Y A HV EA TX PV **

THE CAMPUSS
905 SOUTH SUNBURY ROAD
WESTERVILLE, OH 43081
(614) 895-1000
** AD RR AM H Y PG PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

WILLIAMS
LAURENWOOD HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAMS
35900 EUCLID AVENUE
WILLIAMS, OH 44094
(216) 951-4673
** AD RR AM H B AT PG HV CU DT TX **
** CI PV **

UNIVERSITY MEDNET
NEW LEAF RECOVERY PROGRAM
36990 HELINZ PARKWAY
WILLIAMS, OH 44095
(216) 942-1414
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSON
CENTER ON ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE OF
WARREN/CLINTON COUNTIES
260 CHARLES STREET
WILLIAMSON, OH 45177
(513) 362-7525
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV EA DW **
** TX PV **
WOODSFIELD
BELMONT/HARRISON/MONROE DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC/MONROE CNTY HEALTH CLINIC
37984 AIRPORT ROAD
WOODSFIELD, OH 43793
(614) 472-5333
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV TX **
** CI PV **

WOOSTER
DOUGLAS POMEROY PATHWAY HOUSE
550 NORTH GRANT STREET
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 262-6903
** AD RR TX **

HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER OF WAYNE AND HOLMES COUNTIES
2692 AKRON ROAD
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 264-9597
** AD AM H Y PI CU EA TX PV **

WAYNE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
149 EAST LIBERTY STREET
SUITE 211
WOOSTER, OH 44691
(216) 264-9498
** AD AH H Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

XENIA
COMMUNITY NETWORK INC
452 WEST MARKET STREET
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 376-8755
** AD AM TX **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES CORPORATION
452 WEST MARKET STREET
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 376-8700
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

WOMENS RECOVERY CENTER
515 MARTIN DRIVE
XENIA, OH 45385
(513) 372-4777
** AD RR H B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **

YELLOW SPRINGS
GREENE COUNTY DRUG FREE SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM
360 EAST ENON ROAD
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387
(513) 372-0091
** AD PV **

THE COMMUNITY NETWORK
ME TOO PREVENTION PROJECT
416 XENIA AVENUE
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387
(513) 767-9171
** AD PV **

YOUNGSTOWN
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER AT NORTH SIDE MEDICAL CENTER
500 GYPSY LANE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44501
(216) 744-1101
** AD RR AM H A B H CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC CLINIC OF YOUNGSTOWN
2151 RUSH BOULEVARD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-1101
** AD RR AM H A B H CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM PROG OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
3161 MCOUFFEE ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 747-2614
** AD RR AM H Y B HA CI IV TX CI **

ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS OF MAHONING COUNTY
ALMA L FIELD 3/4 HOUSE
145 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9868
** AD OT **

ALCOHOLISMS PROGRAMS OF MAHONING COUNTY
JOSEPH P STEPHENS 3/4 HOUSE
377 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9173
** AD OT **

CHEMICAL ABUSE CENTER
5211 MAHONING AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44515
(216) 799-7677
** AD AM EA TX PV **

CHURCHILL COUNSELING SERVICES
310 CHURCHILL/HUBBARD ROAD
SUITE A
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 759-3040
** AD AH H Y A B PG HV PI EA DH **
** TX **

COMMUNITY RECOVERY RESOURCE CENTRE
4214 MARKET STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44512
(216) 740-2850
** AD AH H Y A B PG HV PI TX CI PV **

DRIVERS EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM (DEAP)
105 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 745-9975
** AD DH PV **

MAHONING COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS INC
527 NORTH MERIDIAN ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44509
(216) 797-0070
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** TX CI PV M D OT **

OHIO NETWORK/TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE FOR SCH AND COMMUNITY INC
212 CHURCHILL HUBBARD ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 795-0550
** AD PV OT **

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
3119 MARKET STREET
SUITE 203
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 783-2500
** AD PV **

ZANESVILLE
COURT DIVERSION PROGRAMMING INC
2600 FRIENDLY HILLS STREET
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 453-8323
** AD DH PV **

GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG RECOVERY TRT PROG
800 FOREST AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-5927
** AD RR AM H B PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI **

MUSKINGUM COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL INC
575 HARDING ROAD
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-1266
** AD AH H Y A B PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **
OKLAHOMA

ADA
ADA AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
727 ARLINGTON STREET
ADA, OK 74820
(405) 332-3001
** AD AM IV AH TX **

CHICKASHA NATION
KULLIHOMA TREATMENT CENTER
ADA, OK 74820
(405) 436-2603
** AD H AI PG CU IV DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

ALTUS AIR FORCE BASE
AIR FORCE BASE/ALTUS
SPECIAL ACTIONS DRUG/ALC ABUSE CONTROL
443 ARLIFT HING (MAC)
ALTUS AIR FORCE BASE, OK 73523
(405) 481-7787
** AD AM H Y B H AI EA DH TX CI PV **

ALVA
NORTHWEST FAMILY SERVICES
628 FLYNN STREET
ALVA, OK 73717
(405) 327-2900
** AD AH TX **

ANADARKO
CONSORTIUM AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
115 EAST BROADWAY
ANADARKO, OK 73005
(405) 247-7313
** AD AH H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX CI PV **

ARDMORE
ARBUCKLE DRUG AND ALCOHOL INFORMATION CENTER INC
1219 K STREET NW
ARDMORE, OK 73403
(405) 226-1656
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

ARDMORE VALLEY HOPE OF MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
1011 14TH STREET NW
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 221-6680
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **
** KEY **

MH SERVICES OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
VANTAGE POINTE
2530 SOUTH COMMERCE STREET
BUILDING C
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 223-5070
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

BARTLESVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC
4100 ADAMS ROAD
SUITE F-200
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74006
(918) 335-2323
** AD AM H Y A AI DH TX **

BROKEN ARROW
COUNTRY VIEW/SAIN'T JOHN MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
12300 EAST 91ST STREET
BROKEN ARROW, OK 74133
(918) 252-2541
** AD RR H M A AI HV PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

CHICKASHA
SOUTHWEST YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVS INC
190 EAST ALMAR DRIVE
CHICKASHA, OK 73023
(405) 222-5437
** AD AM Y DH TX **

CHOCTAW
TRI CITY YOUTH AND FAMILY CENTER INC
14625 NE 23RD STREET
CHOCTAW, OK 73020
(405) 390-8131
** AD AM H Y A EA DH TX **

CLAREMORE
ROGERS COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
CLAREMORE, OK 74018
(918) 341-5780
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

CONCHO
CHEYENNE/ARAPAHO HALFWAY HOUSE
CHEYENNE/ARAPAHO OUTPATIENT CLINIC
CONCHO, OK 73022
(405) 262-0521
** AD EA DH CI PV **

CUSHING
VALLEY HOPE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
100 SOUTH JONES AVENUE
CUSHING, OK 74023
(918) 225-1736
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

EDMOND
EDMOND YOUTH COUNCIL INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALCOHOL SERVICES
7 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE E
EDMOND, OK 73003
(405) 361-3554
** AD AM H Y AI DH TX **

EL RENO
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
GROWTH CENTER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WEST HIGHWAY 66
EL RENO, OK 73036
(405) 262-4875 EXT. 239
** AD RR H B H EA TX PV **

ENID
CROSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
302 NORTH INDEPENDENCE STREET
5TH FLOOR
ENID, OK 73703
(405) 237-8400
** AD RR H Y B PG CU IV EA TX PV **

ENID REGIONAL HOSPITAL
VISTA HILL TREATMENT CENTER
401 SOUTH 3RD STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 234-3571
** AD RR H Y A PI CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

366
WHEATLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
1900 WEST WILLOW STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 234-3791
** AD RR AM DT EA DW TX PV **

FORT SUPPLY
FORT SUPPLY ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
1 MILE EAST/HIGHWAY 270
FORT SUPPLY, OK 73841
(405) 766-2311 EXT. 401
** AD RR A HV PI CU IV DT EA DW TX **

GROVE
HOUSE OF HOPE INC
ROUTE 1
GROVE, OK 74344
(918) 786-2950
** AD RR IV DW TX **

GUTHRIE
EAGLE RIDGE FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
1916 EAST PERKINS STREET
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
(405) 282-8222
** AD RR W IV TX PV MM **

LOGAN COUNTY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICE
4710 SOUTH DIVISION STREET
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
(405) 282-5524
** AD AM DW TX **

GUARDIAN
PANHANDLE TREATMENT CENTER
1004 HIGHWAY 54 NE
GUARDIAN, OK 73954
(405) 338-5733
** AD RR AM H IV EA DW TX PV **

HOMINY
HOMINY HEALTH SERVICES INC
211 EAST 5TH STREET
HOMINY, OK 74035
(918) 808-6485
** AD AM TX **

IDABEL
KIAMICHI COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
102 NORTH EAST AVENUE A
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-3301
** AD AM W Y HV EA DW TX **

MC CURTAIN COUNTY EDUCATIONAL COOP
MC CARE
COURT PLAZA BUILDING
SUITE 4
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-5482
** AD EA PV OT **

PEOPLE PLUS INC
HIGHWAY 70 N W AND 16TH STREET
IDABEL, OK 74745
(405) 286-6577
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

LANTON
CAMERON UNIVERSITY
STEP OUT
2800 WEST GORE BOULEVARD
LANTON, OK 73505
(405) 581-2795
** AD CI PV **

JIM TALIAFERRO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
602 S 38TH STREET
LANTON, OK 73505
(405) 248-5780
** AD RR AM H HV IV DT EA TX **

MARIE DETTY YOUTH SERVICES INC
811 S 17TH STREET
LANTON, OK 73501
(405) 248-6450
** AD CI PV **

ROADBARK INC
1502 S D STREET
SUITE 4
LANTON, OK 73501
(405) 357-8114
** AD RR Y A HV PI DT TX **

SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR ADOLESCENT RECOVERY (STAR)
3401 WEST GORE BOULEVARD
COHANCHE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LANTON, OK 73505
(405) 355-8620
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

LONE WOLF
SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA ADOLESCENT ADDICTION REHAB RANCH INC (SOAARR)
ROUTE 1
LONE WOLF, OK 73655
(405) 846-9041
** AD RR AM Y IV TX **

MANGUM
NEM HOPE OF MANGUM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2 HICKERSHAM DRIVE
ROUTE 2
MANGUM, OK 73554
(405) 782-3337
** AD RR M B CU IV EA DW TX PV **

MARTELLA
MORNING STAR ADOLESCENT TREATMENT UNIT
ROUTE 1
MARTELLA, OK 73448
(405) 276-5443
** AD RR W Y IV TX PV **

MC ALESTER
CARL ALBERT COMMUNITY MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1101 EAST MONROE STREET
MC ALESTER, OK 74502
(918) 426-1000
** AD RR AM IV DT DW TX **

THE OAKS REHABILITATION SERVICES CTR
628 EAST CREEK STREET
MC ALESTER, OK 74501
(918) 425-6350
** AD RR AM H Y CU DT DW TX **

MIAMI
INTER TRIBAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/PREVENTION AND TRT CTR
1 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MIAMI, OK 74554
(918) 542-5543
** AD RR AM AI EA DW TX **

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
316 EASTGATE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, OK 74555
(918) 542-2845
** AD RR AM Y AI EA DW TX **

WILLONCREST HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
130 A STREET SH
MIAMI, OK 74554
(918) 542-1836
** AD PV **

MOORE
MOORE ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
624 NORTH MAIN STREET
MOORE, OK 73160
(405) 799-7761
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

MUSKOGEE
GREEN COUNTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVS INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
619 NORTH MAIN STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 682-8407
** AD AM H Y A HV IV EA DW TX **
OKLAHOMA

HARBOR HOUSE OF MUSKOGEE INC
353 CALLAHAN STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 687-9651
** AD EA PV **

MONARCH
501 FREDONIA STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74403
(918) 683-0124
** AD RR AM Y AI PG CU IV TX **

MUSKOGEE COUNTY COUNCIL OF YOUTH SERVICES
4409 EUFAULA AVENUE
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 682-2841
** AD AM Y AI PG CU TX **

NORMAL
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CMHC
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
909 EAST ALAMEDA STREET
NORMAL, OK 73061
(405) 360-5100
** AD RR AM Y IV EA TX CI **

NAIC/CENTER FOR OKLAHOMA ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
225 WEST DUFFY STREET
NORMAL, OK 73069
(405) 321-0022
** AD AM Y IV HV DH TX PV **

NORMAN
NORMAN AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
EAST MAIN STREET AND STATE DRIVE
NORMAN, OK 73071
(405) 321-4880 EXT. 2527
** AD RR HV IV DT TX IM **

OMAHA
GRAND LAKE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
114 WEST DELAWARE STREET
OMAHA, NE 68102
(402) 273-1841
** AD AM Y EA TX **

OKC
CREEK NATION HEALTH SYSTEM
CREEK NATION ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
309 NORTH 14TH STREET
OKEMAH, OK 74859
(405) 623-1424 EXT. 277
** AD AM Y AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

OKLAHOMA CITY
A CHANCE TO CHANGE FOUNDATION
5220 CLASSEN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 860-9090
** AD AM Y AI CU TX CI PV **

AGAPE RECOVERY SERVICES INC
1624 GREENBRIAR PLACE
SUITE 200
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73159
(405) 692-0030
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

ALCOHOL TRAINING AND EDUCATION INC
2800 NW 36TH STREET
SUITE 101
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
(405) 943-7983
** AD EA DH CI PV OT **

CARVER CENTER
2801 SH 3RD STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73108
(405) 232-8233
** D RR HV DH TX **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
TURNING POINT
1900 NW 10TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 232-0199
** AD AM Y B H AI PI CU TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1140 NORTH HUDSON STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 272-0664
** AD AM W Y A HV IV TX **

DRUG RECOVERY INC
415 NW 7TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73102
(405) 232-9804
** AD RR AM W Y A H PG HV IV TX PV **
** OT **

HILLCREST HEALTH CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE SERVICES
2129 SW 59TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73119
(405) 680-2002
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **

HOPE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
105 S 14TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73129
(405) 634-4400
** AD AM W Y A HV DH TX **

MCGRAND AND ASSOCIATES COUNSELING
3311 NORTHR MACARTHUR STREET
SUITE 260-E
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73122
(405) 789-9199
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU EA **
** TX CI PV OT **

NORTH OK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6300 NORTH CLASSEN BOULEVARD
BUILDING A
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 843-9004
** AD AM Y TX **

OKLAHOMA HALFMAH HOUSE INC
517 SH 2ND STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73109
(405) 252-0251
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

ORANGE QUARTERS INC
DBA THE LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
3839 WEST RENO STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73107
(405) 528-4357
** A AM W A B PG HV IV MM **

PHOENIX RECOVERY INSTITUTE
PHOENIX HOUSE
624 EAST DRIVE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 525-0056
** AD RR TX **

SANTA FE CENTER INC
5131 CLASSEN CIRCLE BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 840-7070
** AD AM IV EA TX **

SUNBEAM FAMILY SERVICES INC
FAMILY COUNSELING PROGRAM
616 NW 21ST STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 528-7721
** AD EA CI OT **

TALKING CIRCLE
1214 NORTH HUDSON STREET
SUITE 203
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 252-0756
** AD AM W Y A AI PG HV PI CU TX **
** CI PV **

THE REFERRAL CENTER FOR
ALC AND DRUG SERVICE OF CENTRAL OK INC
1215 NW 25TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 525-2525
** AD AM W H A AI CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX **

U OF OK DEPT PSYCH AND BEHAV SCIENCES
DUAL TRT FOR CHEM DEP/MENTAL ILLNESS
SOUTH PAVILION 5TH FLOOR
ROOM 530
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73190
(405) 271-5251
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
921 NE 13TH STREET
116C
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 270-5121
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI MM **
** OT **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OKMULGEE</td>
<td>CROOKS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 206 SOUTH GRAND STREET SUITE 1000 OKMULGEE, OK 74447 (918) 756-9411 ** AD AM Y HV CU EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANEHE</td>
<td>COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 6TH AND DENVER STREETS PANEHE, OK 74058 (918) 762-3686 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU ** TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANEHE TRIBE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM PANEHE, OK 74058 (918) 762-5621 ** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PONCA CITY</td>
<td>BRIDGEMAY INC 610 W 6TH GRAND STREET PONCA CITY, OK 74602 (405) 762-1462 ** AD RR TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMINOLE</td>
<td>EDWIN FAIR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT 1500 NORTH 6TH STREET SEMINOLE, OK 74668 (405) 762-7561 ** AD AM W AI EA DW TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STILLWATER</td>
<td>PAYNE COUNTY MISDEMEANANT PROGRAM AND RELATED SERVICES INC 801 SOUTH MAIN STREET SUITE 5 STILLWATER, OK 74074 (405) 372-0198 ** AD AM DH TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STILLWATER</td>
<td>PAYNE COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES INC 2224 WEST 12TH STREET STILLWATER, OK 74074 (405) 377-3380 ** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STILLWATER</td>
<td>STARTING POINT II INC 608 HIGHPOINT DRIVE STILLWATER, OK 74075 (405) 377-1517 ** AD AM Y AI PG PI IV DT EA TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STROUD</td>
<td>SAC AND FOX NATION OFFICE FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM ROUTE 2 STROUD, OK 74079 (918) 968-3526 ** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>TULSA ASSOCIATED CENTERS FOR THERAPY INC 7010 SOUTH YALE AVENUE SUITE 218 TULSA, OK 74136 (918) 692-2554 ** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>DVIS/MEND COUNSELING PROGRAM 1419 EAST 15TH STREET TULSA, OK 74120 (918) 584-0899 ** AD AM W A AI HV IV TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES 2725 EAST SKELLY DRIVE TULSA, OK 74105 (918) 749-2030 ** AD AM A HV TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>HEALTH NETWORK INC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 2526 SOUTH GARNETT STREET SUITE E TULSA, OK 74129 (918) 664-2907 ** AD RR AM Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV ** DT EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>HOW FOUNDATION REHABILITATION CENTER OF OKLAHOMA INC 5649 SOUTH GARNETT ROAD TULSA, OK 74146 (918) 252-5746 ** AD RR AM Y A B H AI PC TX PV ** OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>METRO TULSA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 1602 NORTH CINCINNATI AVENUE TULSA, OK 74106 (918) 507-2171 Ext. 320 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV ** DT TX CI PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>NEW CHOICE AND ASSOCIATES 4833 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD SUITE 408 TULSA, OK 74135 (918) 663-6057 ** AD AM W Y A AI HV CU EA TX CI ** PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 711 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD TULSA, OK 74112 (918) 832-7765 ** AD AM Y HV EA TX CI PV OT **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULSA</td>
<td>PARKSIDE CENTER 1620 EAST 12TH STREET TULSA, OK 74120 (918) 582-2131 ** AD RR AM EA TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OKLAHOMA

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
601-611 NORTH MAIN STREET
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 583-6119
** AD RR TX **

STAR COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3604 NORTH CINCINNATI STREET
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 425-5515
** AD AM Y A HV TX **

STREET SCHOOL INC
1135 SOUTH YALE AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 834-9300
** AD AM Y TX PV **

TULSA AREA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
4828 SOUTH PEORIA STREET
SUITE 114
TULSA, OK 74105
(918) 495-5803
** AD PV OT **

TULSA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
744 WEST 9TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 599-5350
** AD RR AM CU DT TX **

THLEVE AND THLEVE
TRANSITION HOUSE INC
12 EAST 12TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 564-1212
** AD RR AM H A B AI HV EA DH TX **
** OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
TULSA VA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
635 WEST 11TH STREET
VA OUTPATIENT CLINIC
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 561-7127
** AD AM A HV IV TX CI PV **

WOMANS TREATMENT CENTER
4944 D SOUTH 83RD EAST AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74145
(918) 664-1955
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA TX **

WINITA
VINITA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
VINITA, OK 74301
(918) 256-7941
** AD RR A B AI HV CU DH TX **

MATONGA
OPPORTUNITIES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
120 WEST FIRST STREET
MATONGA, OK 73772
(405) 623-2545
** AD RR AM W B AI IV DT DH TX **

WETUMKA
WETUMKA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 SOUTH WASHITA STREET
WETUMKA, OK 74883
(405) 452-5966
** AD RR AM Y A HV IV DT TX **

WOODWARD
NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1222 10TH STREET
SUITE 211
WOODWARD, OK 73801
(405) 256-8615
** AD AM Y A H HV PI EA TX **

YUKON
CHISHOLM TRAIL COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1501 COMMERCE STREET
YUKON, OK 73085
(405) 354-1927
** AD AM W Y A H EA TX **
### OREGON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALBANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADDICTION COUNSELING AND EDUCATION SERVICES INC (ACES) 1856 GRAND PRAIRIE ROAD SE ALBANY, OR 97321 (503) 967-6597 ** D AM DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHERINE FREER WILDERNESS THERAPY EXPEDITIONS 1230 PULVER LANE NW ALBANY, OR 97321 (503) 926-7252 ** AD RR W Y B H AI TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINV COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM 104 SH LYONS STREET ALBANY, OR 97321 (503) 967-3819 ** AD AM W Y PG PI CU IV DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES HOUSE 237 6TH AVENUE SE ALBANY, OR 97321 (503) 926-2125 ** AD RR Y H CU IV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALOHA RECONNECTIONS 3485 SH 170TH AVENUE ALOHA, OR 97007 (503) 591-6555 ** AD AM DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHLAND DOHNS ASSOCIATES INC OF ASHLAND 349 EAST MAIN STREET SUITE 12 ASHLAND, OR 97520 (503) 482-4765 ** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU EA DM TX **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ASTORIA

| CULTUS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS 701 WEST MARINE DRIVE ASTORIA, OR 97103 (503) 325-5722 ** AD AM DM TX PV ** |
| LUBE AND ASSOCIATES 555 BOND STREET ASTORIA, OR 97103 (503) 325-8438 ** D AM Y EA DM TX PV ** |
| BAKER CITY BAKER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS INC 2330 5TH STREET BAKER CITY, OR 97814 (503) 523-6581 ** AD RR AM Y A H PG IV DT TX PV ** |
| POWDER RIVER CORRECTIONS ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM 3600 13TH STREET BAKER CITY, OR 97814 (503) 523-9824 ** AD RR IV TX ** |
| BEAVERTON ANNAND COUNSELING CENTER 9400 SW BEAVERTON/HILLSDALE HIGHWAY SUITE 115 BEAVERTON, OR 97005 (503) 292-8706 ** AD AM IV EA TX PV ** |
| COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC PROJECT STOP 4576 SH 103RD STREET BEAVERTON, OR 97005 (503) 326-6709 ** AD AM W IV DM TX PV ** |
| EVANS AND SULLIVAN 9400 SW BEAVERTON/HILLSDALE HIGHWAY SUITE 100 BEAVERTON, OR 97005 (503) 292-8004 ** AD AM W Y AI PG IV EA TX CI OT ** |

### BEND

| CENTRAL OREGON ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL 1725 NE NEWPORT AVENUE BEND, OR 97701 (503) 382-9579 ** AD RR AM W H AI DT EA DM TX PV ** |
| COURT SERVICES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES 2191 NE KIM STREET BEND, OR 97701 (503) 388-1330 ** D DM PV ** |
| DESCHUTES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 409 NE GREENWOOD AVENUE SUITE 2 BEND, OR 97701 (503) 388-6601 ** AD AM W Y PG IV TX PV ** |
| BLACHLY RANCH CARE INC 18624 HIGHWAY 36 BLACHLY, OR 97412 (503) 927-3955 ** AD RR W IV TX ** |
| BURNS BURNS INDIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM 100 PASIGO STREET BURNS, OR 97720 (503) 573-7132 ** AD RR DT TX CI PV ** |
| HANKEY COUNSELING SERVICES 415 NORTH FAIRVIEW STREET BURNS, OR 97720 (503) 573-7420 EXT. 420 ** D AM Y EA DM TX PV ** |

### **KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION: AL = ALCOHOLISMS SERVICES ONLY DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE: DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE) AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS: H = WOMEN W = MEN Y = YOUTH P = PREGNANT Y = YOUTH A = AIDS PATIENTS PG = PREGNANT USERS PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES B = BLACKS CU = COCAINE USERS H = HISPANICS JV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION: TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT MM = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OREGON

CLACKAMAS

KAISER PERMANENTE
ONE TOWN CENTER
10165 SE SUNNYSIDE ROAD
SUITE 490
CLACKAMAS, OR 97015
(503) 653-3431
** AD AM Y PG CU IV TX CI PV **

COOS BAY

BETTER OPTIONS TO CORRECTIONS
295 1/2 SOUTH BROADWAY
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 267-0572
** AD AM H DW TX **

COOS/LOCHER UMPQUA/SIUSLAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
338 WALLACE STREET
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 888-3536
** AD AM AT TX CI PV OT **

RECOVERY PLUS INC
373 OLIVE BARBER DRIVE
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 269-7130
** AD AM AT HV IV EA DW TX CI PV **

CORVALLIS

ADDICTION COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION SERVICES INC
744 NW 4TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
(503) 758-8022
** D AM TX PV **

BENTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
550 NW 27TH STREET
PUBLIC SERVICE BUILDING
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
(503) 757-6850
** AD AM H Y IV TX PV **

BENTON/LINN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
COMMUNITY OUTREACH INC
128 SW 9TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97333
(503) 758-3000
** D DW PV **

MILESTONES FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
306 SW 8TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97333
(503) 753-2220
** AD RR AM IV TX **

DALLAS

BRIDGEWAY
128 MILL STREET
DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-3261
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

POLK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
182 SW ACADEMY STREET
SUITE 304
DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-9289
** AD AM H Y A H AI PG HV IV TX **
** TX CI PV **

ENTERPRISE

HALLOWA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
616 WEST NORTH STREET
ENTERPRISE, OR 97828
(503) 426-4524
** AD AM H Y IV DW TX **

EUGENE

ADDICTION COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION SERVICES INC (ACES)
1629 OAK STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 344-2237
** D AM TX PV **

BUCKLEY HOUSE PROGRAMS INC
CARLTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
564 LINCOLN STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-9007
** AD RR A B H MI PG HV IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

BUCKLEY HOUSE PROGRAMS INC
DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
605 WEST 4TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 343-6512
** AD H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV OT **

CENTRO LATINO AMERICANA
946 WEST 5TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 687-2666
** D AM Y H DW TX CI PV **

CHEMFREE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1902 JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 3
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 342-3767
** D AM DH TX PV **

COEUR DE LANE PROGRAM
1756 WILLAMETTE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 363-2993
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV IV TX **

LANE COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG/OFFENDER PROGRAM
135 EAST 6TH AVENUE
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 687-4463
** A AM AI IV TX PV MM **

LOOKING GLASS
COUNSELING CENTER
20 EAST 13TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-4428
** AD AM Y B H TX **

PASSENGES
1075 WASHINGTON STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 485-0457
** AD RR TX **

PREVENTION AND RECOVERY NORTHWEST
1188 OLIVE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-9274
** AD AM H Y DW TX PV **

SERENITY LANE INC
NEW HOPE
616 EAST 16TH AVENUE
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 687-1110
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

SUNRISE HOUSE
692 JEFFERSON STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 343-8779
** AD RR A W A IR PG HV IV TX **

WHITE BIRD CLINIC
CHRYSALIS PROGRAM
341 EAST 12TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 685-1641
** A AM IV EA TX PV **

FLORENCE

WEST LANE DIVERSION
1495 WEST 6TH STREET
FLORENCE, OR 97439
(503) 997-9638
** D AM EA DW TX PV **

FOREST GROVE

COMM YOUTH SERVICES OF WASHINGTON CNTY
FOREST GROVE YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
1917 PACIFIC AVENUE
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-5437
** AD AM Y TX PV **

370
TUALITY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1809 MAPLE STREET
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-0774
** AD AM W B H AI IV TX CI PV **
Gervais

RED HILL WO ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT INC
765 7TH STREET
GERVAIS, OR 97026
(503) 792-2977
** AD RR AM Y AI PG CU TX PV **
GOLD BEACH

CURLY COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
245 EAST MOORE STREET
CURLY COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-7011 EXT. 277
** AD AM Y DN TX PV **
CURLY COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
510 COLVIN STREET
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-7074
** AD AM IV DX TX CI PV **
CURLY COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
115 1/2 EAST 6TH STREET
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-2412
** AD DH PV **
GRANT PASS

DECISSONS ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING
245 SM G STREET
GRANT PASS, OR 97526
(503) 479-1158
** AD AM H CU IV EA DW TX CI PV **
DOWNS ASSOCIATES OF GRANT PASS
215 SE 6TH STREET
SUITE 601
GRANT PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-3062
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **
JOSEPHINE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DBA ROGUE RECOVERY PROGRAMS
707 NW A STREET
GRANT PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-2277
** AD RR AM H Y PG HV IV DT EA DH **
** TX PV **
Gresham

MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
24800 SE STARK STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 661-9204
** AD RR AM Y IV DT TX **
NATIVE AMERICAN
REHAB ASSOCIATION OF THE NN INC
2022 NN DIVISION STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97202
(502) 669-7889
** AD RR AM H Y AI PG PI EA TX PV **
HEPPNER

MORROW COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOUTH OFFICE
150 ROCK STREET
HEPPNER, OR 97836
(503) 676-9161
** DM AM W H Y AI PG PI CU DN TX CI **
** PV **
HILLSBORO

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUKA COMMUNITY SERVICES
265 SE OAK STREET
SUITE E
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-5225
** AD AM W H CU IV DX TX PV **
WASHINGTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
145 NE 2ND STREET
WASHINGTON COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 648-8895
** DM AM H DW TX PV **
WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES/ALC AND DRUG TRT PROGRAM
155 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
HILLSBORO, OR 97124
(503) 648-8801
** AD AM W Y PG IV DX TX CI PV **
YOUTH CONTACT
447 SE BASELINE STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-4222
** AD AM Y H IV TX PV **
HOOD RIVER

MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
216 COLUMBIA AVENUE
UNION BUILDING
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 366-2818
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **
JOHN DAY

GRANT COUNTY
CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
166 SM BRENT STREET
JOHN DAY, OR 97045
(503) 575-1466
** AD AM IV EA DW TX PV **
KLAMATH FALLS

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
2565 NORTH ELDRADO AVENUE
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 885-3471
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **
MERLE WEST MEDICAL CENTER
WEST RECOVERY
2865 DAGGETT STREET
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 883-6507
** AD RR AM W DT EA TX **
STEPPING STONES
5160 SUMMERS LANE
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97603
(503) 882-7211
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **
TEEN CHALLENGE WOMENS PROGRAM
4825 SUNSET RIDGE ROAD
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 882-5775
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU EA TX **
** CI PV **
LA GRANDE

UNION COUNTY CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1100 K AVENUE
LA GRANDE, OR 97850
(503) 963-1013
** AD AM W Y IV DW TX PV **
LAKEVIEH

LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
513 CENTER STREET
LAKEVIEW, OR 97630
(503) 947-6021
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **
LEBANON

TEEN CHALLENGE OF OREGON INC
MENS PROGRAM
75 WEST MORTON STREET
LEBANON, OR 97355
(503) 259-3401
** AD RR TX CI PV **

371
PROVIDENCE MILWAUKIE HOSPITAL
OPCION
10150 SE 32ND AVENUE
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
(503) 652-8370
** AD AM H W DH TX CI PV **

NEWBERG

SPRINGBROOK NORTHWEST INC
2001 CRESTVIEW DRIVE
NEWBERG, OR 97132
(503) 557-7000
** AD RR W B AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

NORTH BEND

ALCOHOL/DRUG RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM
1950 12TH STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-5532
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

PORTLAND

A MINOR MIRACLE
613 SN ALDER STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-7858
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ADMISSIONS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
3150 SE BELMONT STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 228-0619
** AD RR M PG TX **

ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND TRAINING CLINIC
506 SN 6TH AVENUE
WILCOX BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 494-4745
** AD AM W PG IV DH TX PV **

ALDER ASSOCIATES FOR RECOVERY
808 SN ALDER STREET
3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-2203
** AD AM IV TX PV MM **

OREGON

MADRAS

JEFFERSON COUNTY RECOVERY CENTER
91 SE D STREET
MADRAS, OR 97741
(503) 675-6575
** AD AM W Y H AI HV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

MC MINTHILL

YAMHILL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
626 NORTH FORD STREET
MC MINTHILL, OR 97128
(503) 434-7527
** AD AM W Y H PG CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV **

MEDFORD

BROOK COUNSELING SERVICES
345 NORTH BARTLETT STREET
SUITE 102
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 779-5866
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV **

JACKSON COUNTY

PROBATION DEPARTMENT SUBST ABUSE SERVS
100 SOUTH OAKDALE STREET
JUSTICE BUILDING ROOM 105
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 776-7110
** D DH PV **

JACKSON COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1313 MAPLE GROVE DRIVE
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 776-7359
** A AH W AH PG HV CU IV MM **

ONTRACK INC
221 WEST MAIN STREET
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 772-1777
** AD RR AM W Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

ROGUE VALLEY

ADMISSIONS RECOVERY CENTER
841 SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 779-1202
** AD RR IV EA DH TX PV **

CLACKAMAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2100 SE LAKE ROAD
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
(503) 658-8735
** AD AM W Y PG IV EA DH TX PV **

PROVIDENCE MILWAUKIE HOSPITAL
OPCION
10150 SE 32ND AVENUE
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
(503) 652-8370
** AD AM H W DH TX CI PV **

NEWBERG

SPRINGBROOK NORTHWEST INC
2001 CRESTVIEW DRIVE
NEWBERG, OR 97132
(503) 557-7000
** AD RR W B AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

NORTH BEND

ALCOHOL/DRUG RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM
1950 12TH STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-5532
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HOLISTIC THERAPY
625 OCONNELL STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-7748
** D AM DH TX CI PV **

COOS COUNTY

CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1975 MCPHERSON STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-1168
** AD AM W Y PI IV TX **

SOUTHWEST OREGON COMMUNITY ACTION
AMBIT
193 PERHAPS STREET
PHOENIX BUILDING SUITE C
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-1599
** AD AM W Y AI TX CI PV **

ONTARIO

MALHEUR COUNTY ALC AND DRUG AUTHORITY
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
446 W 9TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-2490
** D RR M B H AI PG CU IV TX **

MALHEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SW 4TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-9167
** AD AM W Y H PI IV EA DH TX PV **

PENDELETON

EASTERN OREGON ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
304 NW HALEY AVENUE
PENDELETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3518
** AD RR M DH TX PV **

UMATILLA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
721 SE 3RD STREET
SUITE B
PENDELETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3784
** AD AM W Y H AI HV DT EA TX PV **

PORTLAND

A MINOR MIRACLE
613 SN ALDER STREET
SUITE 450
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-7858
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ADMISSIONS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
3150 SE BELMONT STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 228-0619
** AD RR M PG TX **

ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND TRAINING CLINIC
506 SN 6TH AVENUE
WILCOX BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 494-4745
** AD AM W PG IV DH TX PV **

ALDER ASSOCIATES FOR RECOVERY
808 SN ALDER STREET
3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-2203
** AD AM IV TX PV MM **
ASAP TREATMENT SERVICES INC
919 SW TAYLOR STREET
7TH FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-0075
** AD AM H A PG HV CU IV DH TX PV **

CLINICAL ASSOCIATES NORTHWEST
818 NW 17TH STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 227-2027
** A AM H DH TX PV **

CODA DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
306 NE 20TH STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 239-8400
** AD RR AM H Y A B AI PG HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI MM **

COLUMBIA RIVER ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
9111 NE SUNDERLAND AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97211
(503) 280-6663
** AD RR H B H PG HV CU TX OT **

COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP
4413 SE 17TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 230-9654
** AD AM H IV DW TX PV **

DE PAUL ADULT TREATMENT CENTER
1320 SW WASHINGTON STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 223-4122
** AD RR AM H Y A B AI PG PI CU IV **
** TX CI **

DE PAUL YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
4411 NE EMERSON STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97218
(503) 287-7026
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PG PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

DIVERSION ASSOCIATES
1949 SE 122ND AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97233
(503) 251-1364
** AD AM H H EA DW CX CI **

DRUG REHAB REHAB AND TREATMENT (DART)
9747 SE PONELL BOULEVARD
PORTLAND, OR 97266
(503) 761-1305
** AD AM H IV TX PV MM **

EMANUEL HOSPITAL
PROJECT NETWORK
2801 NORTH GANTENBEIN AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97227
(503) 260-4837
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX PV **

GENERAL HEALTH INC
DETA CLINIC/NORTH
4037 NE TILLAMOOK STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 287-9591
** A AM H A PG HV CU IV MM **

HARMONY HOUSE INC/MULTNOMAH COUNTY
2270 SE 39TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 232-4608
** AD PI IV DT TX **

HOOPER MEMORIAL CENTER
20 NE MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 238-2067
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU DT **
** EA TX CI PV OT **

KAYSER PERMANENTE
RECOVERY RESOURCES/ADOLESCENT UNITS
2330 NE SISKIYOU STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 281-4755
** AD RR R Y PG CU IV TX **

LAURELHURST MANOR
1025 NE 35RD AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 231-0306
** AD RR AM H Y AI CU IV DW TX **

LEGACY CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT SERVICES
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1225 NE 2ND AVENUE
HOLLADAY PARK HOSPITAL
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 239-3182
** AD RR AM H A B AI HV IV TX PV **

MAINSTREAM YOUTH PROGRAM INC
4531 SE BELMONT STREET
SUITE 300
PORTLAND, OR 97215
(503) 234-3400
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV CU IV DW TX **
** CI PV **

MORRISON CENTER
BREAKTHROUGH PROGRAM
3350 SE MILWAUKIE AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 231-4000
** AD RR AM Y B H TX **

NORTHWEST TREATMENT SERVICES
9570 SW GREENBURG ROAD
SUITE 601
PORTLAND, OR 97223
(503) 246-5238
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

NORTHWEST TREATMENT SERVICES
948 NE 102ND STREET
SUITE 101
PORTLAND, OR 97220
(503) 257-0381
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

PORTLAND ADDICTION/AACUPUNCTURE CENTER
727 NE 24TH STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 239-0888
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

PORTLAND ADVENTIST MEDICAL CENTER
NEW DAY CENTER
6012 SE YAMHILL STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97215
(503) 251-6200
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT FOR COMMUNITY RECOVERY
3525 NE MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 281-2804
** AD AM H B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

PROVIDENCE MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICES
5228 NE HOYT STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97213
(503) 751-6363
** AD RR AM IV DW TX CI PV **

ROSEMOND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
597 NORTH DEKUM STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97217
(503) 283-2205
** AD RR H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

SAINT VINCENT HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY PROG
9340 SW BARNES ROAD
SUITE A
PORTLAND, OR 97225
(503) 291-2057
** AD AM H CU TX **

SERENITY LANE
9570 SW BARBUR BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
PORTLAND, OR 97219
(503) 234-2200
** AD AM H PG CU EA TX **

TASC OF OREGON INC
1735 NE 7TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 281-0057
** AD AM H B PG HV CU IV TX **

TRANSITION PROJECTS
1211 SW MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 222-9362
** AD AM H H PI IV TX **

375
OREGON

TUALEATIN VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
14600 NW CORNELL ROAD
PORTLAND, OR 97229
(503) 645-3501
** AD RR AM W Y PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
537 SE ALDER STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 235-0131
** AD RR W B IV TX **

WOODLAND PARK HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS
10500 NE HANCOCK STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97220
(503) 257-5500
** AD AM W A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

PRINEVILLE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
CROOK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
203 NORTH COURT STREET
PRINEVILLE, OR 97754
(503) 447-7441
** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

RIMROCK TRAILS
1099 NORTH ELM STREET
PRINEVILLE, OR 97754
(503) 447-2631
** AD RR W Y B H AI HV IV TX **

ROSEBURG
COH CREEK BAND UMPQUA TRIBE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2400 STEHART PARKWAY
SUITE 300
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 672-9405
** AD AM Y AI TX PV **

DOUGLAS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GATEWAYS PROGRAM
738 WEST HARVARD BOULEVARD
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 640-2566
** AD RR AM W A HV PI CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV **

DOUGLAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
621 WEST MADRONE STREET
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 672-2691
** AD RR AM W Y PG IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

FIRST STEP
1122 NW GARDEN VALLEY BOULEVARD
SUITE 108
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 673-7678
** D AM W A H AI PG HV DM TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
913 NW GARDEN VALLEY BOULEVARD
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 440-1000 EXT. 4683
** AD RR AM HV PI IV DT TX CI PV **

SAINT HELENS
COLUMBIA COUNTY FAMILY COUNSELING CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
161 SAINT HELENS STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 397-5211
** AD AM W Y PG CU IV EA DH TX PV **

SALEM
BRIDGEMAY
2550 CORAL AVENUE NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 363-2021
** AD AM W Y A H PG HV CU DH TX PV **

CREEKSIDE COUNSELING INC
68B PROMONTORY PLACE
SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 371-4160
** AD AM W Y AI CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

ECKLES AND MAUK
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
756 HAWTHORNE STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 363-6306
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

HILLCREST SCHOOL OF OREGON
HILLCREST ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT PROG
2450 STRONG ROAD SE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 378-2007
** AD Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

MARION COUNTY DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3180 CENTER STREET NE
ROOM 225
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 588-5358
** AD AM W Y PG IV DH TX CI PV MM **

NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
REGIONAL OFFICE
1235 HOODRUM STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 364-3365
** D DH PV **

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
2600 CENTER STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 378-8549
** AD RR IV TX **

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION TRT SERVICES
2600 CENTER STREET NE
COTTAGE 21
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 375-1470
** AD AM W B H AI HV IV TX PV **

PACIFIC RECOVERY
1655 CAPITAL STREET NE
SUITE 2
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 362-9680
** AD AM TX CI PV **

RED/JADE
663 HIGH STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 562-3292
** D DH PV **

SERENITY LANE
755 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 580-2604
** AD AM W PG HV CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV OT **

THE HEART CTR FOR RECOVERY AND HEALING
145 SE WILSON STREET
SALEM, OR 97302
(503) 585-0551
** AD AM TX PV **

SANDY
SANDY FAMILY SERVICES INC
39332 PROCTOR BOULEVARD
SANDY, OR 97055
(503) 660-8101
** AD AM DH TX PV **

STAYTON
STAYTON CENTER FOR IMPROVEMENT
223 LOCUST STREET
STAYTON, OR 97383
(503) 769-2450
** D AM DH TX PV **

SHEET HOME
ECKLES AND MAUK COUNSELING
2200 MAIN STREET
SHEET HOME, OR 97366
(503) 567-5180
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **
OREGON

THE DALLES

MID COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
400 EAST 5TH STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX A ROOM 106
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 296-5452
** AD AM W Y H PG CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COUNSELING
407 WEST 4TH STREET
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 298-2555
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

RECOVERY COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CTR
414 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 1A
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 296-8552
** AD AM W EA DH TX CI PV **

TIGARD

GENERAL HEALTH INC
DELTA CLINIC
11945 SW PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SUITE 113
TIGARD, OR 97223
(503) 684-8159
** A AM W A PG HV CU IV MM **

MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
28770 SW BODIES FERRY ROAD
TUALATIN, OR 97062
(503) 692-6700
** AD AM IV EA TX **

WARM SPRINGS

CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF WARM SPRINGS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WARM SPRINGS, OR 97761
(503) 553-3205
** A AM Y AI TX CI **

WHITE CITY

VETERANS AFFAIRS DOMICILIARY
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM (ADTP)
8495 CRATER LAKE HIGHWAY
WHITE CITY, OR 97053
(503) 826-2111
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **

WOODBURN

OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
1440 NEWBERG HIGHWAY
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 982-4836
** AD AM H DW TX PV **
# PENNSYLVANIA

## ABINGTON
- **Growth Horizons Inc.**
  - 1069 Easton Road
  - Abington, PA 19001
  - (215) 884-5566
  - **AD AM H Y IV DH TX CI PV**

## ADDISON
- **The Retreat of House Counseling Inc.**
  - Lakeside Drive
  - Addison, PA 15411
  - (814) 295-5286
  - **AD AM H B H CU TX PV**

## ALQUITPPA
- **Gateway Rehabilitation Center**
  - Moffett Run Road
  - Aliquippa, PA 15001
  - (412) 766-8700
  - **AD RR H Y B CU DT EA TX CI PV**

## ALLENTOWN
- **Allegheny Osteopathic Med Ctr (AOMC)**
  - Drug and Alcohol Detoxification Unit
  - 1736 Hamilton Street
  - Allentown, PA 18104
  - (215) 770-8300 Ext. 0452
  - **AD Y A B H PG HV CU IV DT EA TX**
  - **CI PV**

## ALLENTOWN
- **Allegheny Osteopathic Med Ctr (AOMC)**
  - Recovery Center
  - 33 North Saint George Street
  - Allentown, PA 18104
  - (215) 776-0866
  - **AD AM H PG IV EA TX**

## COMMUNITY SERVICE FOUNDATION INC
- **2002 Union Boulevard**
  - Allentown, PA 18103
  - (215) 437-4583
  - **AD AM Y TX**

## COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
- **Alcohol and Drug Abuse**
  - 126 North 9th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 437-0801
  - **AD AM H Y HV CU DH TX PV**

## DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM OF LEHIGH VALLEY AND READING
- **1610 Steelstone Road**
  - Suite 101-102
  - Allentown, PA 18103
  - (215) 264-5900
  - **AD AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX PV**
  - **MM**

## FAMILY HOUSE/ALLENTOWN
- **112 North 9th Street**
  - Allentown, PA 18105
  - (215) 750-9222
  - **AD RR H Y B PG CU TX**

## FLORENCE CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
- **1612 Allen Street**
  - Allentown, PA 18104
  - (215) 432-0521
  - **AD AM H Y B H CU TX**

## HOGAR CREA OF PENNSYLVANIA INC.
- **HOGAR CREA OF ALLENTOWN**
  - 132 North 4th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 776-0525
  - **AD RR TX PV**

## LEHIGH COUNTY
- **Drug and Alcohol Intake Unit**
  - 159 North 8th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18101
  - (215) 432-2228
  - **AD EA CI**

## LEHIGH COUNTY
- **Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime**
  - 521 Court Street
  - Allentown, PA 18101
  - (215) 432-6760
  - **AD CI**

## LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
- **Hollywood Home of Lehigh Valley**
  - 121 North 8th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18101
  - (215) 758-9523
  - **AD RR H B H HV CU TX**

## KEY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td><strong>DR</strong> = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DE</strong> = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>DP</strong> = DRUG PROGRAM (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</strong>:</td>
<td><strong>AI</strong> = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WM</strong> = WOMEN</td>
<td><strong>PG</strong> = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y</strong> = YOUTH</td>
<td><strong>C</strong> = PUBLIC INMATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong> = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td><strong>CU</strong> = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B</strong> = BLACKS</td>
<td><strong>IV</strong> = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H</strong> = HISPANICS</td>
<td><strong>MM</strong> = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIT FUNCTION</strong>:</td>
<td><strong>OT</strong> = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ADDRESS</strong>:</th>
<th><strong>STATE</strong>:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1130 Walnut Street</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18-22 South 6th Street</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>552 Saint John Street</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5433 Industrial Avenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>201 Chestnut Avenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>722 East Butler Pike</strong></td>
<td><strong>PA</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TREATMENT TRENDS INC**
- Keenan House Inc
  - 16-22 South 6th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18105
  - (215) 439-8479
  - **AD RR H A B H HV CU IV TX**

**UPHARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM**
- 18102-101-102 Med Drive PA
  - (215) 776-3502
  - **AD AM EA DN TX**

**ALTOONA**
- **Altoona Hospital CMHC**
  - Community Crisis Center
  - 620 Honard Avenue
  - Altoona, PA 16601
  - (814) 946-2141
  - **AD DT**

**BLAIR COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM**
- Substance Abuse Services
  - 5433 Industrial Avenue
  - Altoona, PA 16601
  - (814) 946-3651
  - **AD AM H Y B TX CI PV**

**HOME NURSING AGENCY COMMUNITY SUPPORT**
- Alternatives
  - 201 Chestnut Avenue
  - Altoona, PA 16603
  - (814) 943-4044
  - **AD AM TX**

**AMBLER**
- **HORSHAM CLINIC**
  - 722 East Butler Pike Ambler, PA 19002
  - (215) 643-7800 Ext. 217
  - **AD RR H CU IV DT DH TX PV**

**TREATMENT TRENDS INC**
- Confront Program
  - 1130 Walnut Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 433-0148
  - **AD AM H Y H HV CU IV TX**

**AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)**
- **MV = HIV POSITIVE**
- **EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES**
- **WM = WELFARE PROGRAM SERVICES**
- **WS = WIC/ASAP SERVICES**

**MT = METHADONE UNIT**
- **OT = OTHER UNIT**

---

**376**
ARDORE
LOWER MERION COUNSELING SERVICES
34 RITTENHOUSE PLACE
ARDORE, PA 19003
(215) 649-6512
** AD AM M Y CU EA DH TX **
ASHLAND
GAUDENTIA ASHLAND
WOMEN AND CHILDREN PROGRAM
91 BROAD STREET
ASHLAND STATE HOSPITAL
ASHLAND, PA 17921
(717) 875-4700
** AD RR M Y PG CU IV TX PV **
BANGOR
SLATE BELT NURSING AND REHAB CENTER
ADULT ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
701 SLATE BELT BOULEVARD
RD 3
BANGOR, PA 18013
(215) 586-4444
** AD RR AM M Y HV CU DT TX **
BATH
CENTER FOR HUMANISTIC CHANGE INC (CHC)
7574 BETH-BATH PIKE
BATH, PA 18014
(215) 837-9900
** AD PV OT **
BEAVER
THE MEDICAL CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1000 DUTCH RIDGE ROAD
BEAVER, PA 15009
(412) 728-7000
** AD IV DT TX PV **
WOMENS CENTER OF BEAVER COUNTY
190 3RD STREET
BEAVER, PA 15009
(412) 775-0131
** AD OT **
BEDFORD
ENCOURAGEMENT PLACE INSTITUTE
540 WEST PITT STREET
BEDFORD, PA 15522
(814) 625-7599
** AD AM M Y B CU IV EA DH TX **
BELLEFONTE
CENTRE SINGLE COUNTY AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUC/PREVENTION UNIT
420 HOLMES STREET
WILLONBANK BUILDING
BELLEFONTE, PA 16823
(814) 355-6744
** AD PV **
COUNSELING SERVICE INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
441 NORTH SPRING STREET
BELLEFONTE, PA 16823
(814) 355-5541
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
HOWARD HOUSE
139 WEST HOWARD STREET
BELLEFONTE, PA 16823
(814) 353-0223
** AD AM IV DH TX **
TALLEYRAND RETREAT
ZION ROAD
RD 5
BELLEFONTE, PA 16823
(814) 355-1507
** AD RR DT TX **
BENNSON (PITT)-BETHLEHEM
BENNSON HOSPITAL CENTER
BENNSON RECOVERY SYSTEMS
701 EAST 16TH STREET
BENNSON, PA 16003
(717) 759-5495
** AD AM M Y IV DT EA DH TX **
BETHLEHEM
ALCOHOL COUNCIL/LEHIGH VALLEY
520 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 867-3986
** AD DN CI PV **
LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT/BETHLEHEM
50 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 866-0918
** AD AM M Y TX **
LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVS INC
INTENSIVE OUTPT TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
800 OSTRUM STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18015
(215) 974-8999
** AD AM M CU TX **
VALLEY YOUTH HOUSE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION AND EDUC
539 6TH AVENUE
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 691-1200
** AD PV **
BIGNER
AMP CEP GROUP HOMES INC
ROUTE 322
BIGNER, PA 16825
(814) 857-7661
** AD RR Y TX **
BIRDSEBO
THE DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
201 EAST MAIN STREET
BIRDSBORO, PA 19508
(215) 582-2471
** AD AM IV TX **
BLOOMSBURG
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES OF
SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY INC ALC/DRUG UNIT
603 WEST MAIN STREET
BLOOMSBURG, PA 17015
(717) 784-5773
** AD AM M Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **
BRADFORD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD UNIT
36 SOUTH AVENUE
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 362-6517
** AD AM IV TX **
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD, PA 16731
(215) 362-8900 EXT. 647
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV EA TX PV **
BRIDGEPORT
LINCOLN CENTER FOR FAMILY AND YOUTH
201 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, PA 19405
(215) 277-3715
** AD DH PV **
BRIDGEVILLE
TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/HH INC
BRIDGEVILLE DRUG/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
755 WASHINGTINO AVENUE
BRIDGEVILLE, PA 15017
(412) 257-1030
** AD AM IV TX CI OT **
BRISTOL
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
1200 NEW RODGERS ROAD
SUITE D6
BRISTOL, PA 19007
(215) 781-3999
** AD AM A HV IV EA TX PV **
BRODHEADSVILLE
MOUNTAINVIEW REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ROUTE 115 AND WEIR LAKE ROAD
BRODHEADSVILLE, PA 18322
(717) 992-5566
** AD RR M Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX PV **
CLARION

CLARION COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
214 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
CLARION, PA 16214
(814) 226-6252
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX PV **

CLARION COUNTY DRUG/ALC ADMINISTRATION
214 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
CLARION, PA 16214
(814) 226-5088
** AD EA DH PV **

STOP ABUSE FOR EVERYONE INC
214 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
CLARION, PA 16214
(814) 226-6841
** AD OT **

CLARKS SUMMIT

LOURDES MONT
GOOD SHEPHERD YOUTH AND FAMILY
527 VENARD ROAD
CLARKS SUMMIT, PA 18411
(717) 587-6741
** AD RR AM Y B H TX PV OT **

CLEARFIELD

BI COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
214 NORTH 2ND STREET
CLEARFIELD, PA 16830
(814) 765-3200
** AD AM W TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES ALLEGHENY REG
217 EAST PINE STREET
CLEARFIELD, PA 16830
(814) 765-6684
** D AM TX PV **

COATESVILLE

RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
RIVERSIDE BRANDYVINE
1825 EAST LINCOLN HIGHWAY
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 583-9600
** AD AM W Y A B HV IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1400 BLACK HORSE HILL ROAD
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 384-7711 EXT. 477
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV M **

CORRY

CORRY MEMORIAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
612 WEST SMITH STREET
CORRY, PA 16407
(814) 664-4661
** AD EA OT **

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/CORRY
45 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
CORRY, PA 16407
(814) 664-8836
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV **

COUDERSPORT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
5 NORTH MAIN STREET
OFFICE 5
COUDERSPORT, PA 16915
(814) 274-0583
** AD AM TX CI PV **

DAIMVILLE
COLUMBIA/MONTOUR/SNYDER/UNION MH/MR
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
TERRACE BUILDING
DANVILLE, PA 17821
(717) 275-5422
** AD PV **

SYNERGY SYSTEMS GROUP INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
TERRACE BUILDING
DANVILLE, PA 17821
(717) 275-5422
** AD DH PV OT **

DELTA
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES DELTA
RD 1
DELTA, PA 17314
(717) 456-5559
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

DOWNINGTOWN
COUNSELING NETWORK OF
BRANDYVINE VALLEY/DOWNINGTOWN CLINIC
351 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
DOWNINGTOWN, PA 19335
(215) 873-1280
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX **

DOYLESTOWN
ALDIE COUNSELING CENTER
228 NORTH MAIN STREET
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-8530
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

BUCKS COUNTY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
1750 SOUTH EASTON ROAD
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-3745
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICES OF BUCKS COUNTY INC
ROUTE 611 AND ALMSHOUSE ROAD
NESMAMNY MANOR CENTER
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 343-7800
** A OT **

DREXEL HILL

DELmakg COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTION TREATMENT CTR
501 LANSDOWNE AVENUE
DREXEL HILL, PA 19026
(215) 286-8116
** AD IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

DUBOIS

BI COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
319 DAILY STREET
DUBOIS, PA 15801
(814) 371-1522
** AD RR AM Y B H TX **

DUBOIS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
100 HOSPITAL AVENUE
DUBOIS, PA 15801
(814) 375-3348
** AD RR EA TX **

GATEWAY INSTITUTE AND CLINIC INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
100 CALDNEEL DRIVE
DUBOIS, PA 15801
(814) 371-1100
** AD RR AM Y B PG HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

DUNCANSVILLE
THE ENCOURAGEMENT PLACE
900 SUNBROOK DRIVE
DUNCANSVILLE, PA 16635
(814) 695-9851
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

EAGLEVILLE

EAGLEVILLE HOSPITAL
INPATIENT PROGRAM
100 EAGLEVILLE ROAD
EAGLEVILLE, PA 19040
(215) 539-6000 EXT. 101
** AD RR W PG HV CU IV DT EA TX PV **
POCONO MEDICAL CENTER
POCONO MEDICAL CENTER
206 EAST BROWNE STREET
EAST STRoudsburg, PA 18301
(717) 421-4000
** AD DT TX **

EASTON
LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
EASTON OUTPATIENT
905C LINE STREET
EASTON, PA 18042
(215) 252-6324
** AD AM W Y HV PI CU DH TX **

EBENSBURG
CAMBRIA COUNTY
DUI COUNTER ATTACK PROGRAM
201 NORTH JULIAN STREET
EBENSBURG, PA 15931
(814) 472-6422
** AD DW OT **

CAMBRIA COUNTY MH/MR INTAKE CENTER
ROUTE 22
EAST BETH ENERGY BUILDING
EBENSBURG, PA 15931
(814) 472-4400
** AD CI **

EDINBORO
GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/EDINBORO
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY
WHITE HALL ROOM 103
EDINBORO, PA 16412
(814) 734-1218
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX PV **

EMPORIUM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
107 SOUTH CHERRY STREET
EMPORIUM, PA 15834
(814) 486-0653
** AD AM IV TX **

EPHRATA
ADDITION RECOVERY CORPORATION
THE TERRACES
1170 SOUTH STATE STREET
EPHRATA, PA 17522
(717) 859-4100
** AD RR W Y A B HV CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

RECOVERY UNLIMITED
103 WEST MAIN STREET
EPHRATA, PA 17522
(717) 758-2701
** AD AM EA TX PV **

ERIE
COMMUNITY HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
550 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 459-5853
** AD RR TX CI OT **

COMMUNITY HOUSE INC
WOMEN
521 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 495-5853
** AD RR IV TX **

CROSSROADS HALL
FACILITY OF SERENITY HALL INC
414 WEST 5TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 459-4775
** AD RR A B HV PI IV DT TX **

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVS/CENTRAL OFFICE
809 PEACHT STREET
ERIE, PA 16501
(814) 459-4581 EXT. 408
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV OT **

HAMOT MEDICAL CENTER
HAMOT RECOVERY CENTER
201 STATE STREET
ERIE, PA 16550
(814) 870-6133
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI PV OT **

HOSPITALITY HOUSE SERVS FOR WOMEN INC
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 455-1774
** AD RR H TX **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
ANDROMEDA HOUSE I
1429 BUFFALO ROAD
ERIE, PA 16503
(814) 452-6254
** AD RR AM Y B PG CU IV TX CI OT **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE I
132 WEST 26TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16508
(814) 454-4365
** AD RR AM Y B CU IV TX CI OT **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE II
516 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 452-6589
** AD RR H Y B CU IV TX CI **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
527 WEST 8TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 454-6422
** AD RR AM Y B PG CU TX OT **

STAIRWAYS INC
FRONTIER
437 WEST 6TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16505
(814) 453-5806 EXT. 251
** AD RR IV TX **

EVANS CITY
IRENE STACY CRHC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
401 SMITH DRIVE
CRANBERRY PROFESSIONAL PARK SUITE 100
EVANS CITY, PA 16033
(412) 776-3711
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

EXTON
CHESTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ADDICTIVE DISEASES INC
734 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
WHITEMOUNT BUSINESS PARK
EXTON, PA 15641
(610) 363-6164
** AD DW PV **

FAIRVIEW
SAINT VINCENT RECOVERY CENTER
6106 WEST LAKE ROAD
FAIRVIEW, PA 16415
(814) 474-5591
** AD RR AM W Y A B HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX CI **

FALLS CREEK
CLEARFIELD/JEFFERSON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
106 MAIN STREET
FALLS CREEK, PA 16640
(814) 371-9002
** AD EA PV **

FARRELL
SHENANGO VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
INSIGHTS INPATIENT
2200 MEMORIAL DRIVE EXTENSION
FARRELL, PA 16121
(412) 981-3500 EXT. 7563
** AD RR IV DT EA TX **

380
GROVE CITY
GEORGE JUNIOR REPUBLIC
GROVE CITY, PA 16127
(412) 458-9350
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

FORT WASHINGTON
PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
550 PINETOWN ROAD
FORT WASHINGTON, PA 19034
(215) 643-0205
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

HARRISBURG
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
625 WEST ELM AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** OT **

HANOVER
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
625 WEST ELM AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

GETTYSBURG
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
37 WEST STREET
GETTYSBURG, PA 17325
(717) 334-9111
** AD AM W Y A HV IV EA TX CI OT **

GIRARD
GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/GIRARD
259 MAIN STREET EAST
GIRARD, PA 16417
(412) 774-2088
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** IV DH TX PV **

GLENOAKES
GROVE CITY
GEORGE JUNIOR REPUBLIC
GROVE CITY, PA 16127
(412) 458-9350
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

HARRISBURG
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
625 WEST ELM AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

HANOVER
ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC
625 WEST ELM AVENUE
HANOVER, PA 17331
(717) 632-4900
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

HARRISBURG
ADDICTIVE DISEASE CLINIC
1727 NORTH 6TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17102
(717) 226-9421
** AD AM W Y A HV IV TX MM **

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
CONTACT HARRISBURG INC
900 SOUTH ARLINGTON AVENUE
HARRISBURG, PA 17109
(717) 662-9487
** AD PV **

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
DAUPHIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/PREVENTION DEPARTMENT
25 SOUTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17101
(717) 255-2984
** AD PV OT **

HARRISBURG
CAUDENZIA
COVON GROUND
2835 NORTH FRONT STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17110
(717) 238-5553
** AD RR H B HG HV CU IV EA TX **

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
CAUDENZIA
CONCEPT 90
SQUARE ROAD
HARRISBURG STATE HOSPITAL BUILDING 21
HARRISBURG, PA 17105
(717) 232-3232
** AD RR H Y B H HV CU IV EA TX **

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
GREATER HARRISBURG
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING
3309 SPRING STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17109
(717) 545-5011
** AD AM W B PI CU EA DH TX PV **

HARRISBURG
KEYSTONE RESIDENCE
20 NORTH 19TH STREET
HARRISBURG, PA 17103
(717) 236-4040
** AD RR TX PV **
CREEK
HOME
TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/MR INC
ALTERNATIVES
201 EAST 10TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, PA 15120
(412) 461-6100
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **

HOMESTEAD
TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION CENTER
OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
602 1/2 CHURCH STREET
HOMESTEAD, PA 18431
(717) 253-6981
** AD AM W Y B PG HV PI IV DN **
** TX CI PV **

HUNTINGDON
J C BLAIR COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
HARR SPRINGS AVENUE
J C BLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HUNTINGDON, PA 16652
(814) 643-8826
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

INDIANA
THE OPEN DOOR INC
20 SOUTH 6TH STREET
INDIANA, PA 15701
(412) 465-2605
** AD AM EA DN TX OT **

JEANNETTE
ADELPHI VILLAGE MCKEE HOME
109 NORTH 2ND STREET
JEANNETTE, PA 15644
(412) 523-9449
** AD RR Y TX **

JOHNSTOWN
CAMBRIA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
INTAKE AND EVALUATION
417 MAIN STREET
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15901
(814) 536-8880
** AD CI **

NEW VISIONS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG AT MERCY HALL
1020 FRANKLIN STREET
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15905
(814) 533-1888
** AD IV DT EA TX PV **

KANE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
KANE UNIT
2 THOMPSON PARK
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 837-7691
** AD AM IV TX **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
NORTH FRALEY STREET
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 837-8885
** AD DT TX **

KENNETT SQUARE
BOWLING GREEN INN BRANDYWINE
495 NEWARK ROAD
KENNETT SQUARE, PA 19348
(215) 268-3588
** AD RR IV DT EA TX PV OT **

COUNTERPOINT OF CHESTER COUNTY INC
113 SOUTH BROAD STREET
KENNETT SQUARE, PA 19348
(215) 444-0555
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV DN **
** TX CI PV **

KING OF PRUSSIA
REHAB AFTER WORK
700 SOUTH HENDERSON ROAD
SUITE 206A
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406
(215) 768-3400
** AD AM W IV DV TX CI PV OT **

KITTANNING
ARC/MANOR ANNEX
220 GARFIELD STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7607
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV DX CI **

ARMSTRONG COUNTY
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ALC AND DRUG SERVS
3 KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 543-8404
** AD A HV DT TX **

ARMSTRONG COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC/ARC MANOR
301 ARTHUR STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7607
** AD RR AM Y HV CI PV **

MINISTRIES OF EDEN
CHRISTIAN COUNSELING CENTER
219 NORTH MCKEAN STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 546-7757
** AD AM TX **

KUTZTOWN
THE DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
TREXLER AND NOBLE STREET
KUTZTOWN, PA 19530
(215) 685-6776
** AD AM IV DV TX CI **

LAFAYETTE HILL
EUGENIA HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE ALCOHOL TRT PROGRAM
660 THOMAS ROAD
LAFAYETTE HILL, PA 19444
(215) 836-7700
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

LAKE ARIEL
THE WHITE HOUSE LTD
LAKE ARIEL, PA 18436
(717) 699-7970
** AD RR AM Y H HV CU IV TX **

LANCASTER
CLARE CENTER
55-55 NORTH WESTEND AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 291-8181
** AD RR AM Y H HV CU IV TX **

FAMILY SERVICE OF LANCASTER COUNTY
620 JANET AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 397-5241
** AD AM EA TX **

GAUDENZIA
VANTAGE HOUSE
212-212 1/2 EAST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 291-1020
** AD RR AM Y B H HV PU IV EA **
** TX PV **

HUMAN SERVICES ASSOCIATES
439 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 594-5534
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** TX PV **

JOSEPH R DIGARBO AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
202 BUTLER AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 295-1222
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU TX PV **

LANCASTER CLINICAL COUNSELING ASSOC
131 EAST ORANGE STREET
2ND FLOOR/REAR
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-0131
** AD AM W Y H IV DV TX PV **
LANCASTER COUNTY
IMPAIRED DRIVER PROGRAM
40 EAST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-8016
** D DW CI PV **

LANCASTER COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM PREVENTION UNIT
50 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 299-8023
** AD PV **

LANCASTER FREEDOM CENTER INC
2936 COLUMBIA AVENUE
SUITE 302
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 397-9118
** AD W Y A B H PG HV CU IV DT EA **
** DW TX **

LANCASTER GUIDANCE CENTER
JANET AVENUE SERVICES
650 JANET AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 393-0421
** AD AM DW TX **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
250 COLLEGE AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17604
(717) 291-8499
** AD W Y A B H PG HV CU IV DT EA **

THERAPY SERVICES
131 EAST GRANT STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 392-7489
** AD AM W B HV PI CU TX **

WATSON AND HOGG COUNSELING ASSOC INC
202 BUTLER AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 299-4064
** AD AM TX **

LANHORNE

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
1 OXFORD VALLEY
SUITE 717
LANHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 757-6916
** AD AM A HV IV EA TX PV **

RIVERSIDE NORTH COUNSELING CENTER
400 MIDDLETOWN BOULEVARD
LANHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 752-3132
** AD AM W Y B H HV IV TX **

LANSDALE

HELP LINE CENTER INC
306 A MADISON AVENUE
LANSDALE, PA 19446
(215) 362-8262
** AD AM HV DN TX PV **

NORTH PENN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
400 MEDICAL CAMPUS DRIVE
LANSDALE, PA 19446
(215) 368-2100
** AD OT **

LATROBE

SAINT VINCENT COLLEGE
DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROJECT
HUMMERT HALL
LATROBE, PA 15650
(412) 559-9761
** AD EA PV **

LEBANON

LEBANON COUNTY CRISIS INTERVENTION/
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL SERVICE
4TH AND WALNUT STREETS
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-3363
** AD OT **

NEW PERSPECTIVE
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
3050 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-0437
** AD RR W B H HV CU IV DW TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE COUNSELING
701 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-2761
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2100 SOUTH LINCOLN AVENUE
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 272-6621 EXT. 4500
** AD RR AM W A B H HV CU IV DT EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

LEESPORT

TASC PRISON PROGRAM
RD 1
LEESPORT, PA 19533
(215) 478-7388
** AD CI **

LEHIGHTON

CARBON/MONROE/PIKE
DRUG/ALCOHOL COMMISSION INC
128 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 377-5177
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV DW TX CI **
** PV OT **

UPWARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3RD AND IRON STREETS
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 377-5565
** AD AM W Y EA TX CI PV **

LEHIGHTON

TRANSITIONAL LIVING FACILITY
2S NORTH 4TH STREET
LEHIGHTON, PA 18237
(717) 275-5422
** AD OT **

LEHIGHTON

LEHIGHTON HOSPITAL ANNEX
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROPSYCHIATRY
400 HIGHLAND AVENUE
LEHIGHTON, PA 17044
(717) 242-7264
** AD AM DT TX OT **

LITITZ

HEAR INC
GATE HOUSE FOR MEN
649 EAST MAIN STREET
LITITZ, PA 17543
(717) 626-9524
** AD RR Y B HV PI CU IV EA DW TX **

LOCK HAVEN

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT IV
350 EAST MAIN STREET
LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(717) 748-6704
** AD AM IV EA DN TX **

MALVERN

MALVERN INSTITUTE
940 KING ROAD
MALVERN, PA 19355
(215) 647-0330
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

MANSFIELD

TIoga COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
SAINT JAMES PLACE
BUILDING A SUITE 103
MANSFIELD, PA 16935
(717) 662-7600
** AD AM IV DW TX PV **
MARIEVILLE

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS I
BLUE JAY VILLAGE
MARIEVILLE, PA 16239
(814) 927-6615
** AD RR Y B H TX **

MC CONNELLSBURG

FRANKLIN/FULTON DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
NORTH 2ND STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX 2 (REAR)
MC CONNELLSBURG, PA 17233
(717) 263-1256
** AD PV **

MC KEESPORT

CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
120 5TH AVENUE
MC KEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8500
** AD AM Y B PI CU IV DH TX PV **

IELASE INSTITUTE
MON YOUGH CORRECTIONS PROGRAM
515 SINCLAIR STREET
2ND FLOOR
MC KEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8220
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

MCKEESPORT

IELASE WOMENS CENTER
515 SINCLAIR STREET
MCKEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8520
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** IV TX CI PV **

MEADVILLE

CRAWFORD COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL EXECUTIVE COMMISSION
899 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 12
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 724-4100
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** IV EA TX CI PV **

MEADVILLE MEDICAL CENTER
STEPPING STONES
1034 GROVE STREET
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 333-5810
** AD RR A B HV PI CU IV DT EA TX **

MECHANICSBURG

GAUDENZIA FOUNDATION INC
WEST SHORE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
6 STATE ROAD
SUITE 115
MECHANICSBURG, PA 17055
(717) 766-8517
** AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU IV DH TX **

MEDIA

ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS COUNCIL OF
DELAWARE COUNTY
115 WEST STATE STREET
SUITE 300
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-8143
** AD EA DH PV OT **

CHANGING TIMES CENTER
204 SOUTH AVENUE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-4343
** AD AM DH TX **

DELAWARE COUNTY DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
FUNCTIONAL PREVENTION UNIT
600 NORTH JACKSON STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-0020
** AD PV **

MIRMONT ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
100 YEARSLEY MILL ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19037
(215) 565-9232
** AD RR AM W Y DT EA TX **

PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
100 WEST 6TH STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9024
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

RAINBOW OF RECOVERY
316-318 EAST BALTIMORE PIKE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9033
** AD AM TX **

RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
MEDIA ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
280 NORTH PROVIDENCE ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 982-0388
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU TX PV **

MIDDLETOWN

SUSQUEHANNA VALLEY
COMMUNITY CARE INC
404 EAST MAIN STREET
MIDDLETOWN, PA 17055
(717) 743-0028
** AD AM TX **

MILFORD

CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
PIKE COUNTY CLINIC
STATE ROUTE 1
MILFORD, PA 18337
(717) 796-4751
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV OT **

MILTON

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT I
28 NORTH FRONT STREET
MILTON, PA 17847
(717) 742-2603
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

MONHTON

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
ROSE KEARNEY HALFAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
223-225 EAST WYOMISSING AVENUE
MONHTON, PA 19560
(215) 771-1869
** AD RR W TX **

MONACA

BEAVER COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
C/O COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF BEAVER COUNTY
1 CAMPUS DRIVE
MONACA, PA 15061
(412) 775-8561 EXT. 160
** AD DH PV **

FAMILY SERV OF BEAVER/BUTLER COUNTIES
1260 NORTH BROADHEAD ROAD
SUITE 202
MONACA, PA 15061
(412) 775-8390
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV CU EA DM **
** TX **

MONESSEN

AGAPE DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
9TH AND SUMMIT AVENUE
MONESSEN, PA 15062
(412) 684-4722
** AD AM W Y B AI PG TX CI PV **

MON VALLEY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
EASTGATE 8
MON VALLEY CHC
MONESSEN, PA 15062
(412) 684-9000 EXT. 590
** AD AM W Y TX **

MONONGAHELA

FREEDOM MONONGAHELA
1240 CHESS STREET
MONONGAHELA, PA 15063
(412) 255-9711
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV DH TX **
MONONGAHELA VALLEY HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
ROUTE 88
MONONGAHELA, PA 15063
(412) 258-1601
** AD DT TX **

MONROEVILLE

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CTR CHEM DEP/MONROEVILLE OUTREACH/TRT
2850 MOSSIEE BOULEVARD
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING SUITE 212
MONROEVILLE, PA 15146
(412) 372-1020
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

MONTROSE

TREATMENT AND REHAB CENTER OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
7 LAKE AVENUE
MONTROSE, PA 18801
(717) 278-3338
** AD AM Y B H PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

MORRISVILLE

GOOD FRIENDS INC
LINCOLN HIGHWAY
MORRISVILLE, PA 19067
(215) 736-2861
** AD RR EA TX **

MOUNTVILLE

GATEHOUSE FOR WOMEN
465 WEST MAIN STREET
MOUNTVILLE, PA 17554
(717) 285-2300
** AD RR H B HV CU EA DH TX **

NEW CUMBERLAND

HEW CUMBERLAND
HEW INSIGHTS INC
R 320 BRIDGE STREET
SUITE 96
NEW CUMBERLAND, PA 17070
(717) 774-2535
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

HEW KENNSINGTON

ALLE/KISSEE DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
2120 FREEPORT ROAD
HEW KENNSINGTON, PA 15068
(412) 339-6860
** AD AM H TX **

ALLEHGANY VALLEY

DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
402 MELLON BANK BUILDING
HEW KENNSINGTON, PA 15068
(412) 337-8855
** AD PV **

HOPE HAVEN

315 GREENSBURG ROAD
HEW KENNSINGTON, PA 15068
(412) 339-3544
** D PV OT **

NEWTON

TODAY INC
WOODBOURNE AND ELLIS ROADS
NEWTON, PA 18990
(215) 968-4713
** AD RR AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

NORRISTOWN

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1139 MARKLEY STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 854-2056
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU DH TX PV **

FAMILY HOUSE/NORRISTOWN
901 DEKALB STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 278-0700
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY METHADONE CENTER
316 DEKALB STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 279-8000
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

WOMENS SHELTER/RAPE CRISIS CENTER
NEW CASTLE, PA 16010
(412) 652-9036
** AD DT **

PROGRAMS IN COUNSELING
319 SMEDE STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA 19401
(215) 270-6262
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX **

VALLEY FORGE

MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL
1035 W 11730 CUMBERLAND PIKE
NORRISTOWN, PA 19403
(215) 539-0500
** AD RR HV IV DT TX MM **

VALLEY FORGE

MEDICAL FOUNDATION
1035 W 11730 CUMBERLAND PIKE
NORRISTOWN, PA 19403
(215) 539-0500
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

NORTH EAST

GECAC

DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/NORTH EAST
41 WEST MAIN STREET
NORTH EAST, PA 16428
(814) 725-8681
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DH TX PV **

NORTH WARREN

FOREST/NORTH WARREN DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
27 HOSPITAL DRIVE
NORTH WARREN, PA 16365
(814) 725-1832
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

OIL CITY

DECISION HOUSE ADDICTIONS CENTER
806 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16301
(814) 676-0656
** AD RR H A B H HV PI CU EA TX PV **

VENANGO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
815 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16301
(814) 676-5634
** AD AM H Y DH TX PV **

PAOLI

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
21 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
PAOLI, PA 19301
(215) 640-1130
** AD AM H Y DH TX **

385
JEFFERSON METHADONE CLINIC
NE CORNER OF SOUTH 21ST STREET AND
WASHINGTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 725-5079
** AD AM H A HV IV MM **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
CENTRAL DISTRICT
1201 CHESTNUT STREET
14TH FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 955-8856
** AD AM W A HV CU IV EA TX OT **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
1715 MCKEAN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 755-0500
** AD AM W A HV CU IV EA TX OT **

JEVS/ACT (ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT)
5820 OLD YORK ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
(215) 276-8400
** A AM W A B HV IV EA TX MM OT **

JEWISH FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICE
PROJECT PRIDE
10125 VERREE ROAD
SUITE 200
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19116
(215) 668-9950
** AD PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY COMM MH/HR CTR
WALK IN CLINIC
112 BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102
(215) 568-0860 EXT. 351
** AD AM H Y B HV CU DH TX CI PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY COMMUNITY MH/H
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER OF PHILADELPHIA
907 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123
(215) 568-0860
** A AM W A B HV IV CV IV CV MM **

KENSINGTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
136 WEST DIAMOND STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 426-8100
** AD W A B H HV IV CV DT TX MM **

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PENNSYLVANIA
HARBISON RECOVERY PROG/CARING TOGETHER
3300 HENRY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19129
(215) 862-6920
** AD AM Y Y B PG CU TX PV **

NORTHEAST COMMUNITY CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD AND ADAMS AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124
(215) 831-2800
** AD AM W B HV CU TX **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
THE FIRE HOUSE RESIDENTIAL CENTER
2005 NORTH 2ND STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
(215) 425-7333
** AD RR W A B HV IV TX **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES
NEW DIRECTIONS
4950 PARKSIDE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 879-6114
** AD A H A HV IV MM **

PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
MUTCH
39TH AND MARKET STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 386-3103
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
NON HOSPITAL DETOX
39TH AND MARKET STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 386-4280
** AD IV DT TX **

PEOPLE ACTING TO HELP INC (PATH)
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
8220 CASTOR AVENUE
SUITE 100
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19152
(215) 728-4615
** AD AM Y IV TX **

PHILADELPHIA CHILD GUIDANCE
ADOLESCENT/FAMILY OUTPT DRUG/ALC PROG
4025 CHESTNUT STREET
3RD FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 242-2693
** AD AM Y B HV CU TX CI **

PHILADELPHIA PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
WOODSIDE HALL DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
4200 MONROE ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 581-3757
** AD AM Y A B H PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **

PHILADELPHIAS CHALLENGE TO YOU INC
6558 WOODLAND AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19142
(215) 724-2100
** AD PV OT **

PRESBYTERIAN UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA
MEDICAL CENTER ALC AND DRUG SERVICES
51 NORTH 39TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 662-8280
** AD RR DT TX **

RIVERSIDE HOUSE ALC REHAB CENTER
9549 HILNOR STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
(215) 637-9850
** AD RR H IV DH TX **

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA
STUDENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
734 SCHUYLKILL AVENUE
J F KENNEDY CENTER ROOM 305
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 875-3972
** AD PV OT **

SHALOM INC
COUNSELING CENTER/FAMILY/INDIVIDUAL
311 SOUTH JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 566-3472
** AD AN TX **

SHALOM INC
PREVENTION UNIT
311 SOUTH JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 566-3470
** AD DH PV **

THE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1225 VINE STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 665-1750
** AD AM DT EA TX PV **

THE CONSORTIUM INC
UNIVERSITY CITY COUNSELING CENTER
451 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 596-8272
** AD AM W B HV IV TX **

THE NORTHWEST CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
21-23 EAST SCHOOL HOUSE LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 843-9400
** AD AM W Y B PG HV CU EA DH TX **
THE WHALES TALE/SHADYSIDE OFFICE
250 SHADY AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 661-1800
** AD AM N Y B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

TURTLE CREEK VALLEY MH/HR INC
ALTERNATIVES
70 SOUTH 22ND STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15203
(412) 381-2100
** AD AM N Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
MAXIMIZING ADOLESCENT POTENTIALS(MAPS)
5021 FORBES QUADRANGLE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15260
(412) 648-7196
** AD EA PV **

PORT-ALLEGANY

MAPLE MANOR
120 CHESTNUT STREET
PORT ALLEGANY, PA 16743
(814) 642-9522
** AD RR IV TX **

POTTSTOWN

ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES
1408 SOUTH HANDOVER STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 970-7785
** AD AM M CU TX **

ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES INC
78 SAVAGE ROAD
RURAL DELIVERY 1
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 970-1200
** AD AM M CU TX **

ALTERNATIVES FAMILY RESOURCES
BEECH AND WARNER STREETS
JEFFERSON BUILDING
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 327-1601
** AD AM N Y B PG HV CU TX PV **

CDM COUNSELING INC
67 WALNUT STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 323-0551
** AD AM M Y A B AI PG HV CU EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

CREATIVE HEALTH SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
345 HIGH STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 327-1503
** AD AM A H Y PI DH TX CI PV **

CREATIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
POTTSTOWN AREA DRUG REHAB PROGRAM
101-105 KING STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 326-9770
** AD RR W B HV PI CU TX **

POTTSTOWN

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
1 SOUTH 2ND STREET
3RD FLOOR
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-2515
** AD AM EA TX PV OT **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
700 SCHUYLKILL MANOR ROAD
GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL MALL SUITE 5
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-5890
** AD AM N Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SCHUYLKILL COUNTY ORGANIZING PROJECT
AGRICULTURAL PARK
CEREBRAL PALSY BUILDING
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-5600
** PV **

TURNING POINT
210 SOUTH CENTER STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 626-8164
** AD AM TX **

QUAKERTOWN

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
156 SOUTH 10TH STREET
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951
(215) 538-1616
** AD AM A HV IV EA TX PV **

READING

ARE HOUSE
1010 CENTRE AVENUE
READING, PA 19601
(215) 320-6400
** AD RR Y TX **

BERKS COUNTY ADULT PROBATION DEPT
ALCOHOL SAFE DRIVING PROGRAM
6TH AND COURT STREETS
COURTHOUSE
READING, PA 19601
(215) 378-8732
** B DH PV **

BERKS YOUTH COUNSELING CENTER
525 FRANKLIN STREET
READING, PA 19602
(215) 573-4281
** AD AM N Y A H PG EA DH TX **

CARON COUNSELING SERVICES
845 PARK ROAD
READING, PA 19610
(215) 373-5447
** AD AM N Y H IV TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
BUILDING J
READING, PA 19611
(215) 378-6106
** AD IV DT TX **

COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE
PREVENTION UNIT
220 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 376-8669
** AD PV **

DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM OF READING
22 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
READING, PA 19611
(215) 478-0666
** A AM N A B H PG HV IV PV MM **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
RECOVERY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
REED AND WASHINGTON STREETS
READING, PA 19603
(215) 378-1641
** AD AM M PG CU EA TX PV **

INROADS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG INC
325 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 378-1191
** AD EA OT **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
NEUMANN CENTER ADDICTION TRT FACILITY
22ND AND WALNUT STREETS
READING, PA 19603
(215) 378-2914
** AD RR AM H Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
524 WASHINGTON STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 375-4026
** AD DH CI **

REHNERSBURG

TEEN CHALLENGE TRAINING CENTER INC
REHNERSBURG, PA 19550
(717) 953-4181
** AD RR B H AI HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV OT **
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** AD DT **

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE INC

OUTPATIENT SERVICES

116 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE

3RD FLOOR

SCRANTON, PA 18503

(717) 961-1997

** AD AM Y PI IV EA TX CI **

LACKAWANNA COUNTY SCA

DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION UNIT

200 ADAMS AVENUE

SCRANTON, PA 18503

(717) 962-6820

** AD PV **

VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER OF NE PA

225 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE

PARK PLAZA

SCRANTON, PA 18503

(717) 347-6516

** AD PV **

SELINSGROVE

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING SERVICE

720 NORTH MARKET STREET

SELINSGROVE, PA 17870

(717) 747-7155

** AD AM H Y B H PG CU EA DH TX CI **

SELLERSVILLE

GRAND VIEW HOSPITAL

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

700 LAHN AVENUE

SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960

(215) 257-3611

** AD H A PG HV PI CU IV DT EA TX **

PENN FOUNDATION INC

RECOVERY CENTER

807 LAHN AVENUE

SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960

(215) 257-9999

** AD RR AM H Y HV CU DH TX **

SEMICKLEY

KILLICK INC

441 BROAD STREET

SEMICKLEY, PA 15143

(412) 741-5297

** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

SHAMOKIN

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT II

117 EAST INDEPENDENCE STREET

SHAMOKIN, PA 17872

(717) 664-0807

** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

SHAMOKIN STATE GENERAL HOSPITAL

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

RD 2

SHAMOKIN, PA 17872

(717) 664-4200

** AD DT TX **

SHARON

SHARON REGIONAL HEALTH SYSTEM

COUNSELING AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY

740 EAST STATE STREET

SHARON, PA 16146

(412) 983-3890

** AD AM Y DT EA TX CI PV **

SHARON HILL

CHANGING TIMES CENTER

800 CHESTER PIKE

SHARON HILL, PA 19079

(215) 524-3400

** AD AM DH TX **

SHENANDOAH

RIVERSIDE CENTRAL

200 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

SHENANDOAH, PA 17976

(717) 462-1993

** AD RR H CU IV DT EA DH TX PV **

SHIPPENSBURG

ROXBURY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES

601 ROXBURY ROAD

SHIPPENSBURG, PA 17257

(717) 532-4217

** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **

** TX CI PV **

SHREWSBURY

ADAMS HANOVER COUNSELING SERVICES INC

73 EAST FORREST AVENUE

SHREWSBURY, PA 17361

(717) 235-0199

** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

** OT **

SOUTHAMPTON

TODAY OUTPATIENT

928 JAYMORE ROAD

SOUTHAMPTON OFFICE PARK SUITE A-150

SOUTHAMPTON, PA 18966

(215) 322-0827

** AD AM H Y B H CU IV TX PV **
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CLINIC
352 ARCH STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-5081
** AD AM M Y EA TX **

SHARPTMORE
HARBISON RECOVERY PROGRAM
225 SOUTH CHESTER ROAD
SUITE 5
SHARPTMORE, PA 19081
(215) 543-6535
** AD AM M CU IV TX CI PV **

TARENTUM
SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ALLEGHENY VALLEY CTR/CHM DEP PROGRAM
335 4TH AVENUE
TARENTUM, PA 15004
(412) 224-3201
** AD AM IV TX **

TIONESTA
FOREST/MARREN DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT/TIONESTA
HIGHLAND STREET
TIONESTA, PA 16353
(814) 755-3622
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **

TUNKHANNOCK
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
FALLS
ROUTE 92
TUNKHANNOCK, PA 18657
(717) 586-6168
** AD AM M Y EA PG CI IV DV TX CI **
** PV OT **

UPMARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
9 NORTH 9TH STREET
STROUDSBURG, PA 18306
(800) 468-9136
** AD AM M Y EA TX CI PV **

SUNBURY
CENTRAL SUSQUEHANNA DIAGNOSTIC AND REHABILITATION SERVICES INC (CSDRS)
445 CHESTNUT STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-2278
** AD AM TX **

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT V
417B MARKET STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 988-1881
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

UNION CITY
UNION CITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 NORTH MAIN STREET
UNION CITY, PA 16438
(814) 438-3817
** AD CI **

UPPER DARBY
HARMOOD HOUSE
9200 WEST CHESTER PIKE
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 853-3440
** AD RR IV TX **

HIPID OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
312 SOUTH 69TH STREET
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 739-1155
** AD AM Y IV DH TX PV **

MERCY HAVERTOWN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 OLD WEST CHESTER PIKE
UPPER DARBY, PA 19083
(215) 645-3610
** AD AM M Y IV DD TX CI **
** PV **

MARSHFIELD
MARSHFIELD GENERAL HOSPITAL
DETOX PROGRAM
225 NEWMONT ROAD
MARSHFIELD, PA 18934
(215) 441-6600
** AD IV DT PV HM **

MARREN
MARREN COUNTY JAIL
OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES
407 MARKET STREET
MARREN, PA 16365
(814) 723-7553
** AD CI PV **

WASHINGTON
THE CARE CENTER
62 EAST WHEELING STREET
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 228-2200
** AD AM M Y HV PI CU TX **

VISION/COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION PREVENTION SERVICES
87 EAST MAIDEN STREET
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 228-0810
** AD EA PV **
Pennsylvania

Maverly

Marlworth
Lily Lake Road
Maverly, PA 18471
(717) 563-1112
** AD RR IV DT DH TX **

Waynesburg

Peniel Ministries
RD 4 Maple Run Road
Waynesburg, PA 15370
(412) 627-9828
** AD RR W TX PV **

The Care Center
63 South Washington Street
Waynesburg, PA 15370
(412) 627-5108
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV EA TX **

Wellsboro

Mental Health Associates of North-Central Pennsylvania
68 Main Street
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(717) 265-2525
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hospital
Substance Abuse Detox Services
32-36 Central Avenue
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(717) 724-1631 Ext. 343
** AD DT TX PV **

Wernersville

Richard J Caron Foundation
Caron Adolescent Treatment Center
Galen Hall Road
Wernersville, PA 19565
(215) 670-1212
** AD RR Y B CU IV DT TX **

Richard J Caron Foundation
Caron Hospital
Galen Hall Road
Wernersville, PA 19565
(215) 670-2152 Ext. 154
** AD IV DT TX **

Richard J Caron Foundation
Chit Chat Farms
Galen Hall Road
Wernersville, PA 19565
(215) 670-2152
** AD RR H CU IV TX **

West Chester

Chester County Hospital
Substance Abuse Services
701 East Marshall Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 431-5000
** AD A H HV DT TX **

Family Service of Chester County
510 North Matlack Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 696-4900
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU EA TX **

Help Counseling Center/Barnard Street
510 A-S Barnard Street
West Chester, PA 19381
(215) 436-0576
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV DW TX **

Help Counseling Center/High Street
624 South High Street
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 436-8876
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA DW **
** TX **

Kindred House/Gaudenzia Inc
For Men and Children
1050 South Concord Road
West Chester, PA 19300
(215) 399-6671
** AD RR H A B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

West Grove

Southern Chester County
Addiction Recovery Center
1011 West Baltimore Pike
Suite 101
West Grove, PA 19390
(215) 869-8073
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

West Reading

National Council on Alc and Drug Dep
Berks County
529 Reading Avenue
Suite R
West Reading, PA 19611
(215) 372-8917
** AD PV **

Westfield

R J Caron Foundation
Chit Chat Westfield
305 Church Street
Westfield, PA 16950
(814) 367-5901
** AD RR CU IV DT TX CI PV **

White Haven

Northeast Counseling Services
Youth Forestry
Hickory Run State Park
White Haven, PA 18661
(717) 443-9524
** AD AM Y TX **

Wilkes-Barre

Catholic Social Services
33 East Northampton Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
(717) 829-3469
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV DW TX **

Choices at Neshaminy Memorial Hospital
516 Wyoming Avenue
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18704
(717) 203-2308
** AD RR AM H Y PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DW TX **

Family Service Association of Wyoming Valley
73 West Union Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702
(717) 823-5144
** AD AM EA TX PV **

Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical CTR
Substance Abuse Services
1000 East Mountain Drive
Wilkse-Barre, PA 18711
(717) 826-7515
** AD DT TX **

Luzerne/Wyoming Counties
Drug and Alc Primary Prevention Unit
111 North Pennsylvania Boulevard
Wilkse-Barre, PA 18701
(717) 826-8790
** AD PV **

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Alcohol Treatment Unit
1111 East End Boulevard
Wilkse-Barre, PA 18711
(717) 824-3521
** AD RR AM A HV IV DT EA TX PV **

Wyoming Valley

Alcohol and Drug Services Inc
365 Wyoming Avenue
Wilkse-Barre, PA 18704
(717) 287-9651
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
WILLIAMSBURG
NEW BEGINNINGS AT COVE FORGE
ROUTE 1
WILLIAMSBURG, PA 16693
(814) 852-2121
** AD RR H Y CU IV DT TX PV **

WILLIAMSPORT
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT III
829 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 322-1216
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

HELPLINE
815 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 323-8555
** AD PV **

YORK
CRAIG AND ASSOCIATES
2600 EASTERN BOULEVARD
THE BOULEVARD OFFICE PLAZA
YORK, PA 17402
(717) 840-1767
** AD AM H CU EA TX **

NEW INSIGHTS INC
707 LOUCKS ROAD
YORK, PA 17404
(717) 845-2079
** AD AM H Y H PI CU IV EA DW TX **
** PV **

YORK ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
912 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17043
(717) 845-8204
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

YORK ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
211 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17403
(717) 854-9591
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV TX PV **
AGUADILLA
CENTRO DE QUIMIOTERAPIA
ANEXO HOSPITAL REGIONAL DE AGUADILLA
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-2560
** A AM H IV MM **
CENTRO PREVENCIÓN AGUADILLA
AVE SAN CARLOS ESQ BETANCES ALTOS
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-5075
** AD PV **
COMMUNITY THERAPEUTIC GUERRERO
BARRIO GUERRERO
CARRETERA 446
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 882-7673
** AD RR H CU TX **
HOGAR CREA AGUADILLA
CARR 2 INTERIOR KM 118.0
BO CEIBA BAJA
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 882-1568
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
MODULE OF TREATMENT
CARCEL DISTRITO AGUADILLA
CARCEL DE LA LUZ
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-4955
** A AM IV TX CI **
TEEN CHALLENGE DE AGUADILLA
SECTOR PLAYUELA BO BORINGUEN
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-9030
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
UNIDAD SATELITE AGUADILLA
AVE PROGRESO 65
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-8022
** A AM H TX **

ALCOHOL
HOGAR CREA AIBONITO
CALLE PEDRO ZORO CORCHEA 68
AIBONITO, PR 00705
(809) 735-3716
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA AIBONITO
CARR 109 KM 4.2 BO ESPINO
AIBONITO, PR 00610
(809) 826-1527
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
AIBONITO
HOGAR CREA HOSPITAL AIBONITO
CARR 109 KM 4.2 BO ESPINO
AIBONITO, PR 00610
(809) 878-7921
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO ADOLESCENTES
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5067
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE AIBONITO
CARRETERA DE AIBONITO A UTRUADO
BO LOS CANOS
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-7921
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE ARECIBO
CARRETERA DE ARECIBO A UTRUADO
BO LOS CANOS
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-7921
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
CARRIÑAS
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
CARCEL ARECIBO
AM & ARECIBO
ARECIBO, PR 00613
(809) 880-0253
** A AM IV TX CI **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
HOGAR CREA ARECIBO
CARRETERA 129 KM.2.1
BO HATO ARIBA
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 878-5053
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **
AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PUBLIC INEBRIATES
COCAINE USERS
IV DRUG USERS
METHADONE UNIT
OTHER UNIT

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY/LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE
MV = HIV POSITIVE
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DH = DHI/ASAP SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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PUERTO RICO

CENTRO PREVENCION BAYAMON
CALLE BARBOSA 25 ESQ DR VEVE ALTOS
LIBRERIA NOVEDADES
BAYAMON, PR 00961
(809) 740-5400
** AD PV **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO
MENORES BAYAMON
CALLE DR VEVE
ESQ MARTI 51
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 780-8590
** AD AM TX **

HOGAR CREA BAYAMON ADOLESCENTES
CARR 167 KM 16.7
BO PAJAROS PUERTORRIQUEÑOS
BAYAMON, PR 00961
(809) 797-3534
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA BAYAMON RIO PLANTATION
CARRETERA 662 KM 1.2
HATO TEJAS
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 787-6105
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR ESCUELA NUESTRA
SENDRA DE FATIMA
BO CERRO GORDO CAMINO ESTEBAN CRUZ
AVE SANTA JUANITA
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 787-2580
** AD PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 1072
INST REG METROPOLITANA BAYAMON
CARRETERA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 786-2085 EXT. 233
** A AM IV TX CI **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO ANEXO 292
INSTITUCION REG METROPOLITANA BAYAMON
CARRETERA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 785-6020 EXT. 215
** A AM IV TX CI **

NEW LIFE FOR GIRLS DE PUERTO RICO
CARR 830 KM 5.3
BO SANTOALAYA
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 797-0530
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX CI **

RENOVADOS EN CRISTO
CARR 612 KM 6.4 CAMINO LOS PONOS
BO GUARAGUAU SECTOR LA PENA
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 799-4105
** AD RR H HV CU DT TX **

TEEN CHALLENGE DE PUERTO RICO INC
CARR 2 KM 7.7
BO JUAN SANCHEZ
BAYAMON, PR 00956
(809) 792-6522
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

CABO ROJO

HOGAR CREA CABO ROJO
CARR 311 INTERIOR KM 3.1
CAMINO LOS ASCENCIOS
CABO ROJO, PR 00623
(809) 851-1719
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

CAGUAS

CAGUAS ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
MONSEÑOR BERRIOS 22 ALTOS
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 744-7080
** D AM H H PG PI DM TX **

CAGUAS QUIMIOTERAPIA
CARR 794 KM 0.5 SECTOR LA 25
BO BAIROA
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 744-6660
** A AM H IV MM **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE CAGUAS
CALLE PADIÁL 2 3RD PISO
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 744-6661
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DEC DE CAGUAS/CASA CESAME
CARRETERA 189 KM 2.6 URB INDUSTRIAL PLACIDIN GONZALEZ (INT)
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 743-8474
** A AM EA TX **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO MENORES CAGUAS
ACOSTA 103
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 746-5630
** A AM Y TX **

HOGAR CREA CAGUAS
AVE MERCADO FINAL
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 743-6660
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGR RESURRECCION
CARRERA 175 KM 3 HN 0
BO SAN ANTONIO
CAGUAS, PR 00725
(809) 747-1393
** AD RR H IV TX PV **

CAROLINA

CAROLINA ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CENTRO DIAGNOSTICO Y TRATAMIENTO
FERNANDEZ JUNCOS STREET
CORDER PEDRO ARZUAGA STREET
CAROLINA, PR 00630
(809) 752-0150
** D AM H Y PG TX CI PV **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE CAROLINA
AVE ROBERTO CLEMENTE
BLQ 7 NԽ 10
CAROLINA, PR 00985
(809) 762-4565
** AD PV **

HOGAR CREA CAROLINA
CARR 867 KM 1.4
BO MARTIN GONZALEZ
CAROLINA, PR 00630
(809) 752-3857
** D RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR EL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
UNIT 2
CARR 857 KM 9.5
BARRIO CARRUZO SECTOR FILIPINAS
CAROLINA, PR 00628
(809) 750-4419
** AD RR TX **

CATANO

CENTRO PREVENCION DE CATANO
AVE BARBOSA 76 ALTOS
CATANO, PR 00962
(809) 788-8125
** AD PV **

CAYEY

HOGAR CREA CAYEY
AVE ANTONIO R BARCEO
CAYEY, PR 00736
(809) 738-5557
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODULO CREA GUAVATE
CAMPAÑMENTO GUAVATE
CARR 184 BO GUAVATE
CAYEY, PR 00736
(809) 738-7268
** A AM H HV CU IV TX PV **
PUERTO RICO

COAMO

HOGAR CREA COAMO
CALLE MARIANO QUINONES 32-A
COAMO, PR 00769
(809) 825-1786
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

COMERIO

HOGAR CREA COMERIO
CARR 167 BO PALOMA ABAJO
COMERIO, PR 00782
(809) 875-7996
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

COROZAL

HOGAR CREA COROZAL
CARR 159 KM 12.3
BO DOS BOCAS
COROZAL, PR 00783
(809) 859-1237
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

DORADO

HOGAR CREA DORADO
CALLE A BLOQUE C-48
URB COSTA DE ORO
DORADO, PR 00646
(809) 796-2821
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

FAJARDO

CENTRO UNIDAD SATELITE DE FAJARDO
TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS
CENTRO COMUNAL VEVE CALZADA
FAJARDO, PR 00738
(809) 250-1958
** A AM Y IV H HV CU IV TX PV **

FAJARDO SATELITE

ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
CALLE SAN JOSE 417
FAJARDO, PR 00738
(809) 863-2385
** D AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA FAJARDO
CALLE 3
BO JERUSALEM
FAJARDO, PR 00738
(809) 863-2766
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

GUAYNICA

HOGAR CREA GUAYNICA
CARR OCHOA KM 1.9 BDA
FINCA 5 HERMANOS
GUAYNICA, PR 00653
(809) 821-2690
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

GUAYAMA

CENTRO DE PREVENCION GUAYAMA
CALLE FRANCISCO G BRUNO 48 OESTE
ESQUINA CALLE SAN ANTONIO
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2974
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO A MENORES
GUAYAMA
CALLE BALDORIETY/FINAL
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-4939
** A AM Y IV TX **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE GUAYAMA
CALLE BALDORIETY FINAL OESTE
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2331
** A AM TX **

GUAYAMA REGIONAL DETENTION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
ROAD 3
MELANIA SECTOR
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-3600
** D AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

GUAYAMA SATELITE

ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
HOSTOS STREET 46
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 744-7080
** D AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA GUAYAMA
BO LINEA CAPO HC-02
BUZON 813
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-0230
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO AREA CLINICA
CENTRO DETENCION REG GUAYAMA/DETOX
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2140
** AD IV DT TX **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO SICOSOCIAL
CENTRO DETENCION REG GUAYAMA/OUTPT
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-2140
** A AM IV TX **

UN NUEVA CAMINO
SECTOR VILLODAS CARR 3
GUAYAMA, PR 00784
(809) 864-9163
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

GUAYNABO

CASA REFUGIO SION INC
CARR 173 INT KM 6.2
SECTOR LA PAJILLA BO HATO NUEVO
GUAYNABO, PR 00914
(809) 731-8257
** AD RR TX **

HOGAR CREA CATANO ADULTOS
BO SABANA
410 ST MARITIMA
GUAYNABO, PR 00657
(809) 701-6590
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA GUAYNABO ADOLESCENTES
CARR 174 R 833 RM 1.3
BO FRAILE ALTO CALLE VANDA 1
GUAYNABO, PR 00657
(809) 791-7545
** AD RR Y IV H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA GUAYNABO ADULTOS
CALLE UNION 3 SECTOR MONTALVO
CAMINO ALEJANDRINO KM 0.5
GUAYNABO, PR 00657
(809) 790-5918
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

GURABO

GURABO HALFWAY HOUSE FOR
ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
CARR 945 KM 2
CALLE SANTIAGO FINAL
GURABO, PR 00770
(809) 737-2996
** D AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA GURABO
CARR 941
BO HATO NUEVO SECTOR VILLA VERDE
GURABO, PR 00770
(809) 737-8247
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR EL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
CARRETERA 941 KM 5 HM 0
BARRIO JAGUAS
GURABO, PR 00770
(809) 737-6005
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HATO REY

CENTRO DE SAN JUAN TRT PARA ADULTOS
LIBRE DE DROGAS
AVE PONCE DE LEON 350
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 250-1958
** A AM IV EA TX **
HOGAR CREA HUMACAO
BO TEJAS CARRETERA 908
KM. 2 HM. 7
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 855-0194
** AD PV **

HOGAR CREA HUMACAO SATELITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
FERROCARRIL AVENIDA
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-4870
** D AM H H PG PI DW TX **

MODULE CREA
CALLE ANTONIO LOPEZ 116
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 852-0260
** AD AM Y H HV CU IV TX PV **

UNIDAD SATELITE HUMACAO
RESIDENCIAL PADRE RIVERA
EDIFICIO 11
HUMACAO, PR 00791
(809) 850-6415
** A AM TX **

JUANA DIAZ
HOGAR CREA JUANA DIAZ
CARRETERA 14 KM 16.9
BO TURIJES
JUANA DIAZ, PR 00795
(809) 837-0569
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA JUANA DIAZ
PROYECTOR ESPECIAL
CARRETERA 1 KM 115 HM 2
BO CAPITANEJO
JUANA DIAZ, PR 00795
(809) 837-0679
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA JUNCOS
CARR 31 KM 22.9
JUNCOS, PR 00777
(809) 734-8303
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR NUEVO PACTO
CARRETERA 31 KM 19
BO CAINTO 1
JUNCOS, PR 00777
(809) 734-5880
** AD RR H HV PI CU IV DT TX **

LOIZA
HOGAR CREA LOIZA
CALLE ESPIRITU SANTO 16
LOIZA, PR 00772
(809) 876-2726
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

LUQUILLO
HOGAR CREA LUQUILLO
CALLE DAVILA ZARDUENDO 9
LUQUILLO, PR 00773
(809) 889-3500
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MANATI
HOGAR CREA MANATI
CARR 2 KM 48.0
BO COTTO NORTE
MANATI, PR 00674
(809) 854-1635
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

UNIDAD SATELITE DE MANATI
CALLE OBREDO 15-A
ESQUINA QUINONES
MANATI, PR 00674
(809) 854-1165
** A AM H TX **
PUERTO RICO

MAUNABO

MAUNABO SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC/CHC
AVE KENNEDY INTERIOR
MAUNABO, PR 00707
(809) 861-6455
** D AM H H PG PI DH TX **

MAYAGUEZ

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE MAYAGUEZ
CALLE MCKINLEY OESTE 217
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 833-6253
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
MAYAGUEZ
CASA DE SALUD 5TO PISO
MAYAGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER BRANCH
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 833-2193
** A AM TX **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO A MENORES MAYAGUEZ
AVENUE DUSCOMBE 177
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 833-5880
** AD AM H IV TX **

DEPARTMENT OF ADDICTION SERVICES
MAYAGUEZ ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CALLE MANDEZ VIGO 155-E
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 833-0663
** D AM H H PG PI DH TX **

HOGAR CREA MAYAGUEZ
CARR 104 KM 1.4
BO ALCARROBO
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 832-8226
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODOLO CREA
CARR 105 KM 18 HN 0.9
CAMPAMENTO EL LIMON
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00680
(809) 831-2050
** AD AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA MOROVIS
CARR 159 KM 1.6 INTERIOR
BO MONTELLANO
MOROVIS, PR 00687
(809) 862-2356
** AD RR Y HV CU IV TX PV **

HAGUADO

MODOLO CREA PUNTA LIMA
CARR 3 KM 70
CAMPAMENTO PUNTA LIMA
HAGUADO, PR 00718
(809) 874-4300
** AD AM H HV CU IV TX PV **

NARANJITO

HOGAR CREA NARANJITO
CARR 164 KM 0.5
BO NUEVO
NARANJITO, PR 00719
(809) 869-6575
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

PONCE

CEDE/PONCE
CENTRO MEDICO CARRT 14
BO MACHUELO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6935
** A AM H IV DT TX CI MM **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE PONCE
CALLE COMERCIO 64
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 842-6345
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE
PONCE
CARRERA NUM 14 BARRIO MACHUELO
FACILIDADES DE CENTRO MEDICO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-8039
** A AM H IV TX **

CENTRO PONCE TRATAMIENTO
RESIDENCIAL PARA VARONES
CENTRO MEDICO
CARR 14 BO MACHUELO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6635
** A RR HV CU IV TX **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE
DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC
CALLE E
URB SAN TOMAS
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-1910
** AD EA PV **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC
PARCELAS AMALIA MARIN CALLE C FINAL 1
LA PLAYA SECTOR TABAIBA
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-1910
** AD EA PV **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC 2
BRISAS DEL CARIBE EL TUQUE
CALLE 13/654
PONCE, PR 00734
(809) 844-6015
** AD EA PV **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC 3
LIRIOS DEL SUR BLOQUE 29
APARTAMENTOS 393-394-395 PLAYA
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-1460
** AD EA PV **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO A MENORES PONCE
CARRERA 14 BO MACHUELO
CENTRO MEDICO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-5121
** A AM H TX **

DIAGNOSTIC AND TREATMENT CENTER OF
THE PLAYA OF PONCE
HOSTOS AVENUE 216
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-9393 EXT. 229
** AD AM H A H PG HV CU IV TX PV **
** DT **

HOGAR CREA PONCE
CALLE CENTRAL 13
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-9013
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA PONCE ADULTOS
CALLE 1 CASA 4
URB VILLA FLORES
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-6310
** AD RR Y HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA PLAYA
AVE LOS MERSOS 45
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-2715
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODOLO DE TRATAMIENTO
INSTITUCION REGIONAL DEL SUR/DETOX
BO 11 TUQUE SECTOR LAS CUCHARAS
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-8155
** A IV DT TX CI **

MODOLO DE TRATAMIENTO
INSTITUCION REGIONAL DEL SUR/OUTPT
BO 11 TUQUE SECTOR LAS CUCHARAS
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-8155
** A AM IV TX CI **
PUERTO RICO

SAN JUAN
CASA LA PROVIDENCIA
CALLE NORZAGARAY STREET 200
OLD SAN JUAN
SAN JUAN, PR 00902
(809) 725-5356
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA PUERTA DE TIERRA
PASEO COVADONGA STREET 10
PUERTA DE TIERRA
SAN JUAN, PR 00906
(809) 724-2760
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
CENTRO DETENCION PARADA 8
AVENIDA FERNANDEZ JUNCOS
PARADA 8
SAN JUAN, PR 00927
(809) 759-7575 EXT. 3590
** A AM IV TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
SAN JUAN, PR 00927
(809) 759-7575 EXT. 3590
** A AM A H HV IV EA TX CI PV **

SAN LORENZO
HOGAR CREA SAN LORENZO
CARR 181 KM 5.9 BO QUEBRADAS
SAN LORENZO, PR 00754
(809) 736-1788
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

SAN SEBASTIAN
HOGAR CREA SAN SEBASTIAN
CARR 111 KM 22.6
SECTOR GUAYAHTACA COLLAZO KM 1.8
SAN SEBASTIAN, PR 00685
(809) 896-7820
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

SANTA ISABEL
HOGAR CREA SANTA ISABEL
CALLE HOARE NO 716
PARADA 15
SANTURCE, PR 00908
(809) 725-5620
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

SANTURCE
HOGAR CREA CIUDAD MODELO
CALLE HOARE NO 716
PARADA 15
SANTURCE, PR 00908
(809) 725-5620
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA PDA 26 ADOLESCENTES
EUGENIO MARIA DE HOSTOS
AVE PONCE DE LEON 1955
PARADA 26
SANTURCE, PR 00909
(809) 728-4400
** AD RR Y H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA TAFT
CALLE LEON ACUNA 1702
SANTURCE, PR 00911
(809) 722-4530
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA VILLA PALMERAS
453 TAPIA STREET
BO OBRERO
SANTURCE, PR 00915
(809) 726-6006
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
INSTITUCION JOVENES ADULTOS MIRAMAR
CALLE VILLA VERDE
ESQUINA REFUGIO PDA 10 MIRAMAR
SANTURCE, PR 00907
(809) 725-3280
** A AM IV TX CI **

TOA ALTA
HOGAR CREA TOA ALTA
CALLE TOA ALTA 1206
TOA ALTA, PR 00915
(809) 721-1694
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR POSADA LA VICTORIA INC
C/PRINCIPAL 165 KM 4 HECT 9 PARCELA
52 BO GALATEO
TOA ALTA, PR 00953
(809) 870-3474
** AD RR H H HV PI IV TX **

TRUJILLO ALTO
HOGAR CREA CENTRAL MODELO
CALLE TOA ALTA 1110 KM 0.7
TRUJILLO ALTO, PR 00976
(809) 755-3525
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA PREVENCION
CALLE TOA ALTA 1110 KM 0.9
SINT JUST
TRUJILLO ALTO, PR 00976
(809) 761-5858
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGAR CREA LA QUINTA
CALLE TOA ALTA 1110 KM 0.9
SINT JUST
TRUJILLO ALTO, PR 00976
(809) 760-0890
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

HOGARES CREA LA QUINTA
WOMENS UNIT
CARR 846 KM 0.9
TRUJILLO ALTO, PR 00976
(809) 760-3155
** AD RR H HV CU IV DT TX PV **

UTUADO
CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE UTUADO
CENTRO GUBERNAMENTAL UTUADO
2 DO PISO
UTUADO, PR 00641
(809) 894-5215
** AD PV **

VEGA ALTA
HOGAR CREA VEGA ALTA
CARR 676 KM 1.5
BO BAJURAS
VEGA ALTA, PR 00692
(809) 803-2125
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

MODULO CREA
ESCUELA INDUSTRIAL DE MUJERES
BO ESPINOSA
VEGA ALTA, PR 00692
(809) 751-2350
** AD AM H U PG HV CU IV TX PV **

VEGA BAJA
HOGAR CREA VEGA BAJA
CARR 846 KM 3.7 BO CABO CARIBE
VEGA BAJA, PR 00693
(809) 856-6292
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

SILO MISION CRISTIANA INC
CALLE TOA ALTA 1110 KM 0.9
BO ALGARROBO
VEGA BAJA, PR 00693
(809) 725-7600
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

YABUCOA
HOGAR CREA YABUCOA
CALLE SATURNINO RODRIGUEZ 11
YABUCOA, PR 00767
(809) 893-2016
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX PV **
### RHODE ISLAND

#### BARRINGTON

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC EAST
310 MAPLE AVENUE
SUITE 105
BARRINGTON, RI 02806
(401) 247-2244
** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU DW TX CI **
** PV **

EDWARD J LA RIVIERE MEM FOUNDATION
IMP/ACT
3 RIVerview DRIVE
BARRINGTON, RI 02806
(401) 245-7886
** AD PV **

#### CENTRAL FALLS

CHANNEL ONE/CENTRAL FALLS
507 BROAD STREET
CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863
(401) 727-7985
** AD PV **

PROGRESO LATINO
626 BROAD STREET
CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863
(401) 728-5920
** AD PV **

PROYECTO ESPERANZA
765 DEXTER STREET
CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863
(401) 727-9676
** AD PV **

#### CHARLESTOWN

SOUTH SHORE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4705A OLD POST ROAD
CHARLESTOWN, RI 02813
(401) 364-7705
** AD AM W Y A CU TX PV OT **

### COVENTRY

GOOD HOPE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD RR N Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
DAY TREATMENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

#### CRANSTON

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CRANSTON/JOHNSTON AND NORTHEASTERN RI
311 DORIC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 781-3990
** D AM W Y A PG HV PI EA DH TX PV **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/DETOXIFICATION
1763 BROAD STREET
CRANSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 461-5600
** A AM W A HV CU IV CI MM **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
98 RESERVORIO AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 461-5056
** A AM W Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

EASTMAN HOUSE INC
1565 PONTIAC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 463-8829
** AD RR N A PG HV PI CU IV TX PV **

### HUMAN ECOLOGY

C/O CRANSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
845 PARK AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 781-0855
** AD PV **

RI OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2190
** AD PV **

RI OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOXIFICATION UNIT
RI MEDICAL CENTER/HOWARD AVENUE
BENJAMIN RUSH BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2581
** AD AM PI IV DT MM OT **

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
TREATMENT CENTER INC
1090 NEG LONDON AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 463-5778
** AD PV **

EAST PROVIDENCE

EAST BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
610 HAMPADOWAG TRAIL
EAST PROVIDENCE, RI 02914
(401) 246-2485
** D AM Y DW TX PV **

### ** KEY **

** ORIENTATION: **

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** TYPE OF CARE: **

DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS: **

H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS

AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION: **

TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

401
RHODE ISLAND

EDGEHILL EAST PROVIDENCE OUTPT CLINIC
850 WATERMAN AVENUE
EAST PROVIDENCE, RI 02914
(401) 431-1191
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX PV **

ESMOND
CHANNEL ONE OF SMITHFIELD
64 FARNUM PIKE
ESMOND, RI 02917
(401) 231-7932
** AD PV **

EXITER
MARATHON OF RHODE ISLAND INC
RESIDENTIAL
EXITER, RI 02822
(401) 295-0960
** AD RR H A B H PG HV IV TX **

JOHNSTON
CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
985 PLAINFIELD STREET
JOHNSTON, RI 02919
(401) 946-0650
** A AM A PG HV IV CI PV MM **

NARRAGANSETT
GALILEE MISSION TO FISHERMEN INC
26 KINGSTOWN ROAD
NARRAGANSETT, RI 02882
(401) 789-9390
** AD RR TX **

NEWPORT
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF NEWPORT
19 VALLEY ROAD
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-2500
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI CU EA DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC III
93 THAMES STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-4150
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI MM **

COUNSELING FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING INC
26 VALLEY ROAD
ROOM 104
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-1368
** AD EA PV **

EDGEHILL NEWPORT
200 HARRISON AVENUE
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-5700
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV PI CU DT **
** EA TX **

THE GOOD HOPE CENTER
58 EAST MAIN ROAD
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 846-4353
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

NORTH KINGSTOWN
HIGHPOINT
1950 TOWER HILL ROAD
NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI 02852
(401) 295-2511
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI CU DT TX **
** CI **

PASCOAG
MARATHON INC
THE LODGE AT MALLUM LAKE
ROUTE 100
PASCOAG, RI 02859
(401) 568-1770
** AD RR Y IV TX **

PANTUCKET
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
160 BEECHWOOD AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-7855
** AD AM H EA DH TX PV OT **

FRIENDS OF CARITAS HOUSE INC
166 PANTUCKET AVENUE
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-4664
** AD RR AM H Y A B CU TX **

PANTUCKET ADDICTIONS COUNSELING SERV
104 BROAD STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-8000
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DN TX PV **

RHODE ISLAND YOUTH GUIDANCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
82 POND STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 725-0450
** AD PV **

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER
80 SUMMIT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-4010
** AD AM H HV CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
80 SUMMIT STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-4010
** AD RR TX PV **

THE FAMILY CENTER
25 NORTH UNION STREET
PANTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-3620
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX PV **

PROVIDENCE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB SERVICES INC
MINORITY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
369 BROAD STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02905
(401) 531-3537
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU TX **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB SERVICES INC
MINORITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
66 BURNETT STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 785-0050
** AD RR B H HV PI CU TX **

CAPITOL HILL INTERACTION COUNCIL(CHIC)
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
272 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
(401) 521-4871
** D AM H Y HV PI DN TX **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC II
349 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
(401) 942-1450
** A AM A B H PG HV IV EA CI **
** MM **

FAMILY COURT ALCOHOLISM UNIT
1 DORRANCE PLAZA
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 277-3537
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE INCORPORATED
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
55 HOPE STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
(401) 331-1350
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

GENESIS CENTER
620 POTTERS AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 781-6110
** AD PV **

HARVARD COCAINE RECOVERY PROJECT
RHODE ISLAND DIVISION
205 ATKELLS AVENUE
SUITE 8
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 454-7377
** A AM CU TX DT **
RHODE ISLAND

HISPANIC PRO/ED COMMITTEE OF RI PEER COUNSELING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 777 WESTMINSTER STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02907 (401) 331-1140 ** AD PV **

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION 16 BORINGUEN STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02905 (401) 272-5960 ** AD AM A B HV IV EA DW TX CI PV **

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION JUNCTION NORTH PROVIDENCE 1910 SMITH STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02911 (401) 232-0704 ** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

MARATHON HOUSE INC OUTPATIENTS 131 HAYLAND AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02906 (401) 331-4250 ** AD AM W A B H AI PG HV CV IV TX **

MARATHON INC INSIDE THE WALLS 131 HAYLAND AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02906 (401) 331-4250 ** AD AM W A B H HV CV IV TX **

OFFICE OF CHRONIC DISEASE 3 CAPITOL HILL CANNON BUILDING 106 PROVIDENCE, RI 02908 (401) 277-3642 ** AD PV **

PROVIDENCE ACADEMY ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM/DAYCARE 662 HARTFORD AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02909 (401) 351-6743 ** AD AM W Y PG CU TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES 790 NORTH MAIN STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02904 (401) 861-6262 ** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE HOUSING AUTHORITY SPECIAL SERVICES 100 BROAD STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02903 (401) 751-6400 ** AD EA OT **

PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES LTD SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 21 DOUGLAS AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02908 (401) 272-1999 ** AD AM H Y HV CU EA DW TX CI PV ** ** OT **

RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION 22 HAYES STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02908 (401) 277-2451 ** AD PV **

RHODE ISLAND HOSPITAL EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 593 EDDY STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02903 (401) 277-5826 ** A AM IV TX OT **

ROGER WILLIAMS GENERAL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER 825 CHALKSTONE AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02908 (401) 456-2363 ** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CV ** ** DT DW TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL COMMITMENT TO CHANGE 21 PEACE STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02907 (401) 456-4250 ** AD AM W Y A B H PV HV PI CU IV ** ** TX PV **

SOCI ECON DEVELOPMENT FOR SE ASIANS INC SA PREV INITIATIVE FOR CAMBODIAN POPUL 620 POTTERS AVENUE PROVIDENCE, RI 02907 (401) 941-0422 ** AD PV **

SOUTH PROVIDENCE ADDICTION CENTER 1050 BROAD STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02905 (401) 461-9110 ** AD AM W Y A B H PV HV CI IV TX CI PV **

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC DAY TRT PROG FOR MENS/THEIR CHILDREN 756 EDDY STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02903 (401) 785-8303 ** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG CU TX **

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC DETOXIFICATION 265 OXFORD STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02905 (401) 785-8383 ** AD AM H B PG PI CU DT TX **

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM 75 OXFORD STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02905 (401) 785-8307 ** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CV IV EA ** ** DT DW TX CI PV **

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC RESIDENTIAL 265 OXFORD STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02905 (401) 785-8300 ** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV CV IV TX **

THEATRE FOR EMILY INC 190 MATHESON STREET PROVIDENCE, RI 02903 (401) 272-8460 ** AD OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 830 CHALKSTONE AVENUE UNIT 116A PROVIDENCE, RI 02908 (401) 273-7100 EXT. 3393 ** AD AM IV DT TX PV MM **

RIVERSIDE

EAST BAY HUMAN RESOURCE CORPORATION 656 BULLOCKS POINT AVENUE RIVERSIDE, RI 02915 (401) 433-3334 ** AD AM IV DW TX PV **

WAKEFIELD

SYMPATICO 57 COLUMBIA STREET WAKEFIELD, RI 02879 (401) 783-0782 ** AD AM H Y DW TX PV **

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER OF SOUTH COUNTY REJUVENATIONS 61 MAIN STREET WAKEFIELD, RI 02879 (401) 783-9351 ** AD PV **

WALLUM LAKE VILLAGE

TALBOT TREATMENT CENTERS INC TRANSITIONAL LONG TERM CARE PROGRAM 2190 WALLUM LAKE ROAD WALLUM LAKE VILLAGE, RI 02884 (401) 785-8388 ** AD RR H Y HV PI CU IV TX **
RHODE ISLAND

WARWICK

CHANNEL ONE MARWICK INC
111 GREENWICH AVENUE
WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 759-5230
** AD PV **

COUNSELING AND INTERVENTION SERVS INC
3649 POST ROAD
WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 738-1240
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

EDGEHILL MARWICK OUTPATIENT CLINIC
535 CENTERVILLE ROAD
THE LANDMARK CENTER SUITE 202
WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 738-4477
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX PV **

RI EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
120 CENTERVILLE ROAD
WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 732-9444
** AD EA OT **

RIEAP INC/STUDENT ASSISTANCE SERVICES
120 CENTERVILLE ROAD
WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 732-8680
** AD PV **

WARWICK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING
159 WINTER AVENUE
WARWICK, RI 02809
(401) 730-1760
** AD AM H Y A PG PI CU DH TX OT **

WEST WARWICK

DIRECTIONS
1071 MAIN STREET
WEST WARWICK, RI 02893
(401) 828-6373
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DH TX **

WARWICK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
ALC/DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVS
328 CONESSETT AVENUE
SUITE 2
WEST WARWICK, RI 02806
(401) 823-1277
** AD AM H Y A PG HV PI IV DH **
** TX PV **

MESTERLY

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
28 HIGH STREET
MESTERLY, RI 02891
(401) 596-8820
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WOONSOCKET

FAMILY RESOURCES INC
460 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-0900
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
63 EDDY DOHLING HIGHWAY
PARK SQUARE MEDICAL CTR BLDG ROOM 9
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8500
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

HIGHPOINT
800 PROVIDENCE STREET
UNION PLAZA
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8812
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

ROAD COUNSELING PROGRAM INC
6 COURT STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 769-3100
** AD AM H Y A PG HV CU DH TX PV **

TRI HAB COUNSELING
282 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-4040
** AD AM H PI EA DH TX PV **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
79 ASYLUM STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-1665
** AD RR TX **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
KING HOUSE
80 HAMLET AVENUE
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-4740
** AD RR W TX **
## SOUTH CAROLINA

### ABBEVILLE

ABBEVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
111 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ABBEVILLE, SC 29620
(803) 459-9661
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

### Aiken

Aiken County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
214 Newberry Street SW
AIKEN, SC 29801
(803) 648-5409
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

### Anderson

Anderson/Oconee/Pickens Mental Health Ctr/Alc and Drug Service
200 Mceee Road
ANDERSON, SC 29625
(803) 224-3513
** AD AH TX PV **

### Barnwell

Barnwell County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
BARNWELL, SC 29812
(803) 259-3511
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

### Beaufort

Beaufort County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1905 Duke Street
BEAUFORT, SC 29902
(803) 525-7407
** AD AM Y A B HV CU IV DT EA DM **
** TX PV **

### Bennettsville

Marlboro County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
100 West Main Street
BENNETTSVILLE, SC 29512
(803) 479-8320
** AD RR AM W Y IV DT EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

### Bishopville

Lee County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Lee County Courthouse Room 500
BISHOPVILLE, SC 29010
(803) 484-5361 EXT. 51
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

### Camden

Kershaw County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
416 Rutledge Street
CAMELON, SC 29020
(803) 432-6902
** AD AM Y EA DH TX **

### Charleston

Charleston County Substance Abuse Comm
25 Courtenay Drive
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
(803) 723-7212
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV MM **

### Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Substance Abuse Treatment Center
109 Bee Street
CHARLESTON, SC 29401
(803) 577-5011 EXT. 260
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI **

### Cheraw

Tri County Mental Health Center
Chesterfield County Alc and Drug Servs
CHESTER, SC 29505
(803) 537-9479
** AD AM W Y PI CU EA DM TX CI PV **

### Chester

Chester County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
130 Hudson Street
CHESER, SC 29706
(803) 377-8111
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX PV **

### Columbia

Earle E Morris Jr Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment Center
610 Faison Drive
COLUMBIA, SC 29203
(803) 955-7100
** AR RR Y DT TX **

### Lexington/Richland Alcohol and Drug Abuse Council

1718 Saint Julian Place
COLUMBIA, SC 29204
(803) 252-3727
** AD RR AM W Y A B GI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DM TX CI PV **

### Conway

Horry County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
1004 Bell Street
CONWAY, SC 29526
(803) 248-6291
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

### Maccaman Center for Mental Health

1804 North Main Street
CONWAY, SC 29526
(803) 248-4926
** AD AM W Y B EA TX **

### Key

| AL | Alcoholism Services Only |
| DA | Drug Abuse Services Only |
| AM | Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services |
| RR | Residential (24 Hour Care) |
| OT | Other Unit |
| PV | Prevention Unit |
| MM | Methadone Unit |
| TX | Treatment Unit |
| CI | Central Intake Unit |
| COCAINE | Cocaine Users |
| M | Hispanics |
| Y | Youth |
| W | Women |
| A | AIDS Patients |
| P | Pregnant Users |
| I | Inhalants |
| E | EAP Program Services |
| C | Cocaine Users |
| D | DMI/ASAP Services |
| H | Hispanics |
| U | Substance Abuse Medical Center |
| N | Natives |
| L | Methadone Unit |
| G | Grandfathers |
| S | Substance Abuse Treatment Center |
| M | Methadone Unit |
| R | Residential (24 Hour Care) |
| A | Alcoholism Services Only |
| D | Drug Abuse Services Only |

** 405 **
SOUTH CAROLINA

DILLON

DILLON COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
104 EAST HARRISON STREET
DILLON, SC 29536
(803) 774-6591
** AD AM H Y B AI PG PI EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

FLORENCE

BRUCE HALL
601 GREGG AVENUE
FLORENCE, SC 29501
(803) 664-3240
** AD RR Y CU IV DT TX **

FLORENCE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
601 GREGG AVENUE
FLORENCE, SC 29501
(803) 665-9349
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DW TX PV **

PALMETTO CENTER
ROUTE 2 STOKES ROAD
FLORENCE, SC 29502
(803) 487-2721
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GAFFNEY

CHEROKEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
200 WEST MONTGOMERY STREET
GAFFNEY, SC 29340
(803) 487-2721
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN

GEORGETOWN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION
123 MINYAH STREET
GEORGETOWN, SC 29440
(803) 546-6081
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

GREENVILLE

GREENVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
3336 BUNCOMBE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29609
(803) 242-1761
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DM TX PV **

GREENVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
715 GROVE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29605
(803) 241-1040
** AD AM TX CI **

HOLSMESVIEW CENTER
OLD EASLEY BRIDGE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29610
(803) 295-5440
** AD RR EA TX CI PV **

GREENWOOD

FAITH HOME
CHRISTIAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
BUCK LEVEL ROAD
GREENWOOD, SC 29646
(803) 222-0694
** AD RR IV TX PV **

GREENWOOD/EDGEFIELD/MCCORMICK COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1402 SPRING STREET
GREENWOOD, SC 29646
(803) 227-1001
** AD AM H Y HV IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GREEN

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF GREENVILLE
ADULT ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
2700 EAST PHILLIPS ROAD
ROUTE 9
GREEN, SC 29651
(803) 879-3402 EXT. 270
** AD AM H A B HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

HAMPTON

LOW COUNTRY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ROOM 202
HAMPTON, SC 29924
(803) 943-2800
** AD AM Y EA DM TX CI PV **

HARTSVILLE

RUBICON COUNSELING AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS INC
510 EAST CAROLINA AVENUE
HARTSVILLE, SC 29550
(803) 332-4156
** AD RR AM H Y DT EA DM TX PV **

JOHNS ISLAND

FENWICK HALL HOSPITAL
1709 RIVER ROAD
JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29457
(803) 559-2461
** AD RR H Y IV DT TX CI **

KINGSTREE

WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY DEPARTMENT ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 SHORT STREET
KINGSTREE, SC 29556
(803) 354-9115
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

LANCASTER

ELLIOTT WHITE SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSP
LANCASTER RECOVERY CENTER
800 WEST MEETING STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 286-1491
** AD RR AM H A B H AT PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA TX **

LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
114 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 285-6912
** AD AM H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

LAURENS

LAURENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
LAURENS, SC 29360
(803) 833-6500
** AD RR AM H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MANHEIM

CLARENDON COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
14 NORTH CHURCH STREET
MANHEIM, SC 29102
(803) 435-2121
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

MARION

MARION COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
103 COURT STREET
MARION, SC 29571
(803) 423-0292
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DM TX PV **

MONCKS CORNER

BERKELEY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
109 WEST MAIN STREET
MONCKS CORNER, SC 29461
(803) 761-8272
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

NEWBERRY

NEWBERRY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
909 COLLEGE STREET
NEWBERRY, SC 29108
(803) 276-5690
** AD RR AM H Y A PG CU DT EA DM **
** TX PV **
ORANGEBURG
TRI COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
897 RUSSELL STREET
ORANGEBURG, SC 29115
(803) 536-4900
** AD RR AM W Y CU IV DT EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

PICKENS
PICKENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
309 EAST MAIN STREET
PICKENS, SC 29671
(803) 890-5000
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ROCK HILL
YORK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/KEYSTONE
199 SOUTH HERLONG AVENUE
ROCK HILL, SC 29730
(803) 324-1800
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

SALUDA
SALUDA COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
409 WEST BUTLER STREET
SALUDA, SC 29138
(803) 445-2968
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

SPARTANBURG
FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
322 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29301
(803) 585-2616
** D OT **
SPARTANBURG AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
149 EAST WOOD STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29303
(803) 585-0366
** AD AM W TX CI **
SPARTANBURG COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
131 NORTH SPRING STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29301
(803) 582-7568
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

SUMMERVILLE
DORCHESTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
535 NORTH CEDAR STREET
SUMMERVILLE, SC 29483
(803) 775-6015
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

SUMTER
SUMTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 NORTH HARVIN STREET
SUMTER, SC 29150
(803) 834-5131
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

TRAVELERS REST
NORTH GREENVILLE HOSPITAL
ADLIFE ADDICTION SERVICES
807 NORTH MAIN STREET
TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
(803) 834-5131
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

UNION
UNION COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
201 SOUTH HERNDON STREET
UNION, SC 29379
(803) 429-1656
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WALTERBORO
COLLETON COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
561 RECOLD ROAD
WALTERBORO, SC 29488
(803) 538-4343
** AD RR AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

WINNSBORO
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
200 CALHOUN STREET
WINNSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV PI CU EA DM **
** TX PV **
**SOUTH DAKOTA**

**ABERDEEN**
HEALTH PATH COUNSELING SERVICES  
22ND AVENUE SW  
ABERDEEN, SD 57401  
(605) 225-4225  
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND INFORMATION CENTER (NADRIC)  
221 SOUTH FIRST STREET  
ABERDEEN, SD 57402  
(605) 225-6131  
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

**SAINT LUKES MIDLAND REG MEDICAL CENTER**  
NORTHMORE TREATMENT CENTER  
1400 15TH AVENUE NH  
ABERDEEN, SD 57401  
(605) 622-5800  
** AD RR H A AI HV PI IV DT EA TX **  
** CI **

**BROOKINGS**
EAST CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER  
211 4TH STREET  
BROOKINGS, SD 57006  
(605) 692-3451  
** AD AM H Y AI PI DH TX CI PV **

**CANTON**
KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER  
1010 EAST 2ND STREET  
CANTON, SD 57013  
(605) 987-2751  
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

**CHAMBERLAIN**
MISSOURI RIVER ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT CTR ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM  
211 WEST 16TH AVENUE  
CHAMBERLAIN, SD 57325  
(605) 754-5525  
** AD RR Y B H AI PG CU TX CI PV **

**CUSTER**
YOUTH FORESTRY CAMP  
HC 83  
CUSTER, SD 57730  
(605) 255-4244  
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

DEADWOOD  
NORTHERN HILLS GENERAL HOSPITAL  
NEW HORIZONS ADDICT SERV/BEHAV HEALTH  
61 SAINT CHARLES STREET  
DEADWOOD, SD 57732  
(605) 578-2313  
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

**FORT MEADE**
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT (SAU)  
BUILDING 148 HARD E  
FORT MEADE, SD 57741  
(605) 347-2511 EXT. 540  
** AD RR H A AI HV PI DU TX CI PV **

**HOT SPRINGS**
SOUTHERN HILLS ALCOHOL/DRUG REF CENTER  
330 1/2 SOUTH CHICAGO STREET  
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747  
(605) 745-6300  
** AD AM H Y A AI PG PI DM TX CI **  
** PV **

**VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER**  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
500 NORTH 5TH STREET  
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747  
(605) 745-4101 EXT. 2036  
** AD RR H A AI HV PI IV DT TX CI **  
** PV **

**HURON**
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT  
1552 DAKOTA STREET SOUTH  
HURON, SD 57350  
(605) 352-8596  
** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

**OUR HOME INC**  
REDISCOVERY  
510 NEBRASKA AVENUE SW  
HURON, SD 57350  
(605) 353-1025  
** AD RR Y AI IV TX **

**LEMEN**  
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION SERVICES INC  
402 WEST FIRST AVENUE  
LEMEN, SD 57638  
(605) 374-3662  
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

**LOWER BRULE**  
LOWER BRULE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM  
LOWER BRULE, SD 57548  
(605) 473-5584  
** D RR AM H Y AI PG PI TX CI PV **  
** OT **

**MADISON**
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES  
914 NE 3RD STREET  
MADISON, SD 57042  
(605) 256-3004  
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

**MITCHELL**
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC  
12TH WEST 1ST STREET  
MITCHELL, SD 57301  
(605) 996-4191  
** AD RR H Y AI PI DM TX PV **

**SAINT LUKES MIDLAND REG MEDICAL CENTER**  
NORTHMORE TREATMENT CENTER  
728 NORTH KIMBALL STREET  
MITCHELL, SD 57301  
(605) 996-1620  
** AD AM H A AI HV PI DH TX CI **

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**  
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**  
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)  
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)  
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**  
W = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
A = AID PATIENTS  
B = BLACKS  
H = HISPANICS  
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  
P = PREGNANT USERS  
FZ = PUBLIC INEBRIATES  
CU = COCAINE USERS  
IV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**  
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT
SOUTH DAKOTA

PARKSTON
OUR HOME INC
GROUP CARE CENTER
501 WEST MAIN STREET
PARKSTON, SD 57366
(605) 928-7907
** AD PV OT **

PHILIP
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
OUTREACH OFFICE
PHILIP, SD 57567
(605) 859-2676
** AD AM TX CI PV **

PIERRE
CAPITAL AREA COUNSELING SERVICE INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
804 NORTH EUCLID STREET
PIERRE, SD 57501
(605) 224-5811
** AD AM W Y AI PG CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

PLANKINTON
STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
PLANKINTON, SD 57368
(605) 942-7704
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

RAPID CITY
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS OF
THE BLACK HILLS
2100 SOUTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 276
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 345-1488
** AD PV **

CITY/COUNTY RECEIVING AND REFERRAL CTR
725 NORTH LACROSSE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 394-6128
** AD AM AI PI DT DH TX CI PV OT **

FOCUS INC
114 KINNEY AVENUE
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
(605) 340-1874
** AD AM W B H AI EA TX CI PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
211 WEST BOULEVARD NORTH
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
(605) 342-6294
** AD RR TX OT **

RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL INC
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
915 MOUNT VERNON ROAD
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 399-7200
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT JAMES STREET HOUSE
ADOLESCENT TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY
1205 EAST SAINT JAMES STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 341-1958
** AD RR Y AI TX **

WESTERN PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 362-1593
** AD PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 362-4303
** AD PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES GROUP
910 HOOD AVENUE
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 362-4195
** AD CI PV **

REDFIELD
LAMONT YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
NORTH WEST 3RD AVENUE
REDFIELD, SD 57469
(605) 472-2400 EXT. 2627
** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **

SIOUX FALLS
CARROLL INSTITUTE/OUTPATIENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
231 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 308
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 336-2556
** AD AM M Y AI EA DH TX CI PV **

CARROLL INSTITUTES
PROJECT AWARENESS
231 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 308
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 332-5542
** AD PV **

CARROLL INSTITUTES
2ND STREET MANOR
826 WEST 2ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-0034
** AD RR M Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI **

CARROLL INSTITUTES
ARCH HALFWAY HOUSE
SIOUX FALLS DETOXIFICATION CENTER
333 SOUTH SPRING AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-9257
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT TX CI **

FIRST STEP COUNSELING SERVICES
5201 WEST 41ST STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57106
(605) 361-1505
** AD AM W Y A AI PG HV CU EA TX **
** PV **

GLORY HOUSE OF SIOUX FALLS
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-3273
** AD AM TX PV **

HOME BASED SERVICES
801 NORTH SYCAMORE DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57103
(605) 334-6004
** AD AM TX PV **

KEYSTONE OUTREACH PROGRAM
2225 WEST 50TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 335-1820
** AD AM W Y AI TX **

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1800 NORTH DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57117
(605) 335-2802
** AD AM IV TX CI **

SOUTHEAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 335-6474
** AD PV **

THRESHOLD YOUTH SERVICES
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 334-1414
** AD PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
2501 WEST 22ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 336-3230 EXT. 6531
** AD RR AM A AI HV IV DT TX CI **

YOUTH ENRICHMENT SERVICES INC
824 EAST 14TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 338-8061
** AD PV **
SOUTH DAKOTA

SISSETON
TETAKWITA ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
RR 2
SISSETON, SD 57262
(605) 698-5955
** AD RR Y AZ TX **

SPRINGFIELD
SPRINGFIELD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SPRINGFIELD, SD 57062
(605) 369-2201
** AD AM W IV TX PV **

STURGIS
NORTHERN HILLS ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE
950 MAIN STREET
STURGIS, SD 57785
(605) 347-3003
** AD AM TX CI PV **

VALE
NEW DAWN CENTER
RURAL ROUTE 1
VALE, SD 57788
(605) 456-2968
** AD RR TX CI OT **

VERMILLION
CENTER FOR DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME PREV PROJECT
414 EAST CLARK STREET
VERMILLION, SD 57069
(605) 677-5311
** D PV **

WATERTOWN
HUMAN SERVICE AGENCY
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER
123 19TH STREET NE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 886-7602
** AD AM Y EA DN TX PV **

WYANDOTTE
SOUTHERN PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
222 VAN BUREN STREET
WINNER, SD 57580
(605) 842-1465
** AD AM Y AI DH TX CI PV **

WINNER ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING SERVICE
223 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WINNER, SD 57580
(605) 842-0312
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

YANKTON
FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1201 DOUGLAS STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 665-3262
** A CI PV **

LEWIS AND CLARK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG UNIT
1028 WALNUT STREET
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 665-6508
** AD AM W Y A H AI HV PI EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT PROGRAM
NORTH HIGHWAY 81
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-3331
** AD RR Y A AI HV IV TX **
** CI PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
GATEWAY ALCOHOLISN TREATNENT PROGRAM
NORTH HIGHWAY 81
YANKTON, SD 57078
(605) 668-3280 EXT. 3280
** AD RR IV EA TX **

KEYSTONE OUTREACH PROGRAM
2500 5TH STREET SE
WATERTOWN, SD 57201
(605) 886-2998
** D AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU TX **
** CI PV **
BOLIVAR
QUINCO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
ROUTE 1
BOLIVAR, TN 38008
(901) 658-6113
** AD AM Y TX PV **

BRISTOL
BRISTOL REGIONAL COUNSELING CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
26 MIDDAY STREET
BRISTOL, TN 37620
(615) 989-4500
** AD AM Y EA DH TX **

BURNS
NEW LIFE LODGE
999 GIRL SCOUT ROAD
BURNS, TN 37029
(615) 294-1648
** AD RR W DT EA TX CI PV **

CASTALIAN SPRINGS
PATHFINDERS INC
HIGHWAY 231 NORTH
CASTALIAN SPRINGS, TN 37031
(615) 374-9597
** AD RR IV DT TX OT **

CENTERTVILLE
HICKMAN COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
108 COLLEGE AVENUE
CENTERTVILLE, TN 37033
(615) 729-3074
** AD PV **

CHATTANOOGA
COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
207 SPEARS AVENUE
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-7664
** AD RR W Y B H AI HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

FORTWOOD CENTER INC
1028 EAST 3RD STREET
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37403
(615) 266-6751
** AD AM W Y B CU IV EA TX CI PV **

JOSEPH M JOHNSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
MOCCASIN BEND ROAD
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405
(615) 756-2740
** AD AM H Y DT EA TX CI PV **

CLARKSVILLE
HARRIETT COHN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
511 8TH STREET
CLARKSVILLE, TN 37040
(615) 648-0126
** AD AM H Y B CU EA DH TX CI PV **

CLEVELAND
HIMASSEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
TURNING POINT ALCOHOL AND DRUG DIV
2700 EXECUTIVE PARK PLACE
CLEVELAND, TN 37344
(615) 476-9103
** AD AM IV TX PV **

CLINTON
ANDERSON COUNTY HEALTH COUNCIL
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
141 EAST BROAD STREET
CLINTON, TN 37716
(615) 457-4300
** AD PV **

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA AREA COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1219 TROTHWOOD AVENUE
COLUMBIA, TN 38401
(615) 381-2335
** AD AM H Y PI IV DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

COOKEVILLE
PLATEAU MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
BURGESS FALLS ROAD
COOKEVILLE, TN 38501
(615) 432-4225
** AD RR AM Y PI CU DT TX CI PV OT **

COVINGTON
TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1997 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
COVINGTON, TN 38019
(901) 476-8967
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

ELIZABETHTON
CROSSROADS ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
413 ELK AVENUE
ELIZABETHTON, TN 37643
(615) 542-6011
** AD DH PV OT **

GREENEVILLE
NOLACHUCKEY/HOLSTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
GREENEVILLE, TN 37744
(615) 639-1104
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

Hohenwald
BUFFALO VALLEY INC
221 SOUTH MAPLE STREET
HOHENWALD, TN 38462
(615) 796-5427
** AD RR H B HV PI CU IV TX CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULARY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

411
JACKSON

ASPELL MANOR
331 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 427-7252
** AD RR IV TX **

JACKSON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
900 EAST CHESTER STREET
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 423-3655
** AD RR AM IV DT DH TX CV **

JACKSON COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
238 SUMMAR DRIVE
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 424-3751
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

REGIONAL HOSPITAL OF JACKSON
RECOVERY UNIT
49 OLD HICKORY BOULEVARD EXT
JACKSON, TN 38362
(901) 668-2101
** AD RR H B PG HV CV IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

JOHNSON CITY

COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY SERVICES
323 WEST WALNUT STREET
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37604
(615) 928-6581
** AD RR AM Y IV EA DH TX CV **

WATAUGA AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
109 WEST WATAUGA AVENUE
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37601
(615) 928-6545
** AD RR H Y A B PG HV PI IV DT TX CI **
** DT EA TX **

KINGSPORT

HOLSTON MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1570 HAVERTY ROAD
KINGSPORT, TN 37764
(615) 247-9163
** AD RR AM H A HV PI IV DT EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

KNOXVILLE

AGAPE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
295-211-215 EAST SCOTT AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-1661
** AD RR W A B HV CU TX CI PV **

DETOXIFICATION REHAB INSTITUTE
(DRI)
6400 PAPERMILL ROAD
SUITE 100
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
(615) 584-1797
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CV IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

E M JELLINEK CENTER
130 HINTON STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-4627
** AD RR B PI IV TX CI PV **

HELEN ROSS McNABB CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1520 CHEROKEE TRAIL
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 637-9711
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

MIDWAY REHABILITATION CENTER
1715 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37927
(615) 522-0501
** AD RR AM TX **

OVERLOOK CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3001 LAKE BROOK BOULEVARD
KNOXVILLE, TN 37909
(615) 588-9747
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
1924 ALCOA HIGHWAY
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 544-9400
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

LEBANON

CUMBERLAND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1404 WINTER DRIVE
LEBANON, TN 37087
(615) 444-4300
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

MADISON

THE PHOENIX CENTER
DEDE WALLACE CENTER
620 GALLATIN ROAD
MADISON, TN 37115
(615) 860-7300
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CV IV DH **
** TX MH **

MARTIN

NORTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT DIVISION
457 HANNINGS LANE
MARTIN, TN 38237
(901) 587-3854
** AD RR AM H Y A CU IV EA DM TX **
** PV **

MARYVILLE

BLOUNT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW RECOVERY CENTER
907 EAST LAMAR ALEXANDER PARKWAY
MARYVILLE, TN 37801
(615) 983-7211
** AD RR IV DT TX **

MEMPHIS

FRAYSER/MILLINGTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2150 WHITNEY AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38127
(901) 353-9440
** AD AM H Y A B H PG PI CV TX PV **

GOODWILL HOMES COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
EARLY INTERVENTION
4590 GOODWILL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38186
(901) 785-6790
** AD PV **

GRACE HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
329 NORTH BELLEVIEW STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 722-8460
** AD RR H B PG HV PI CV IV DT **
** TX PV **

HARBOR HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
1979 ALCY ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
(901) 784-1836
** AD RR IV DT TX **

MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2897 AVERY AVENUE
ROOM 102
MEMPHIS, TN 38112
(901) 325-5810
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

MEMPHIS RECOVERY CENTERS INC
1309 POPLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-5642
** AD RR AM Y IV TX **
MOUNTAIN HOME.

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
JOHNSON CITY
MOUNTAIN HOME, TN 37684
(615) 926-1171 EXT. 2774
** AD RR AM H A HV CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

MUFREESBORO
RUTHERFORD COUNTY GUIDANCE CENTER AND
WILLIAMSON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
110 NORTH CHURCH STREET
MUFREESBORO, TN 37130
(615) 893-0770
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
3400 LEVAN ROAD
BUILDING 7A
MUFREESBORO, TN 37129
(615) 893-1360 EXT. 3253
** AD RR IV TX CI **

NASHVILLE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL OF
MIDDLE TENNESSEE INC/PREVENT/EDUCATION
2612 WESTMOOD DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
(615) 269-0029
** AD EA PV OT **

BAPTIST HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
2000 CHURCH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37236
(615) 329-7777
** AD RR AM A B HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** PV **

BETHLEHEM CENTER
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
2617 CHARLOTTE AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 329-3366
** AD PV **

DOWNTOWN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
526 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 862-7955
** AD AM Y A B AI HV PI CU TX CI **

HUMAN GROWTH CORPORATION
3911-B GALLATIN ROAD
NASHVILLE, TN 37216
(615) 262-9420
** AD RR AM H PG TX CI PV **

LIFE CHALLENGE OF NASHVILLE
1105 CHAPEL AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 226-6857
** AD RR AM H Y B PG CU DT TX CI PV **

LLOYD C ELAM MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MEHARRY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1005 DR DAVID B TODD JR BOULEVARD
NASHVILLE, TN 37208
(615) 327-6609
** AD RR AM H Y B PG HV CU IV DT **
** DH TX CI PV **

LUTON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5240 HARLING PLACE
NASHVILLE, TN 37217
(615) 324-3240
** AD AM EA TX **

OASIS CENTER
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
1219 16TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 327-4455
** AD PV **

PAYNES CHAPEL
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
212 NEIL AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 262-5675
** AD PV **

SAMARITAN CENTER INC
319 SOUTH 4TH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 244-4802
** AD RR IV TX CI **

VANDERBILT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1500 21ST AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 322-2028
** AD AM DN TX PV **

OAK RIDGE

HOPE OF EAST TENNESSEE INC
176 NORTHEASTERN AVENUE
SUITE C
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-4826
** AD RR H IV TX **

RIDGEVIEW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 WEST TYRONE ROAD
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-1076
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
TENNESSEE

PARIS

CAREY COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
408 VIRGINIA AVENUE
PARIS, TN 38242
(901) 642-0521
** AD AM W Y B EA DH TX CI PV **

SAVANNAH

CARE OF SAVANNAH INC
JACK GEAH SHELTER FOR WOMEN
ROUTE 3
SAVANNAH, TN 38372
(901) 925-8609
** AD RR W B HV PI CU IV TX **

TULLAHOMA

MULTI COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE MH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1803 NORTH JACKSON STREET
TULLAHOMA, TN 37388
(615) 455-3476
** AD AM DT EA TX CI PV **
### ABILENE

ABILENE REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
190 WOODLAWN DRIVE  
ABILENE, TX 79603  
(915) 670-5050  
** AD AM IV TX **

HENDRICK MEDICAL CENTER  
CARE CENTER  
1262 NORTH 19TH STREET  
ABILENE, TX 79601  
(915) 670-2775  
** AD RR AH IV DT EA TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF ABILENE  
TAYLOR COUNTY JAIL PROGRAM  
920 SOUTH 27TH STREET  
ABILENE, TX 79601  
(915) 673-6489  
** AD W B H AI PG HV PI CU IV DT **  
** TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF ABILENE INC  
DETOX UNIT  
1502 NORTH 2ND STREET  
ABILENE, TX 79601  
(915) 673-6489  
** AD RR AH W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV TX CI PV OT **

SERENITY HOUSE OF ABILENE INC  
UNIT 1  
1546 NORTH 2ND STREET  
ABILENE, TX 79601  
(915) 673-6489  
** AD RR AH W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV TX CI PV OT **

### ALVIN

ALVIN RECOVERY CENTER  
301 MEDI LANE  
ALVIN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL  
ALVIN, TX 77511  
(713) 331-4104  
** AD RR AH W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV DT EA TX **

NORTHERN BRAZORIA COMMUNITY SERV CTR  
2525 EAST HIGHWAY 6  
ALVIN, TX 77511  
(713) 385-0494  
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI CU TX **  
** PV **

### AMARILLO

AMARILLO ALCOHOLIC WOMENS RECOVERY CTR  
THE HAVEN  
1308 SOUTH BUCHANAN STREET  
AMARILLO, TX 79102  
(806) 374-5654  
** AD RR H PI CU TX **

PANHANDLE ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER  
1600 COULTER STREET  
BUILDING G  
AMARILLO, TX 79106  
(806) 353-7235  
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM  
6010 AMARILLO BOULEVARD WEST  
WARD 2-A  
AMARILLO, TX 79106  
(806) 355-9703 EXT. 7027  
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **  
** DT EA TX CI PV OT **

### ANGLETON

SOUTHERN BRAZORIA COMMUNITY SERV CTR  
101 TIGNER STREET  
ANGLETON, TX 77515  
(409) 849-2311  
** AD AM W A B H HV PI CU TX PV **

### ARCHER CITY

ARCHER COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC  
ARCHER COUNTY COURTHOUSE  
ARCHER CITY, TX 76351  
(817) 574-4685  
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU IV TX CI PV **

### ARGYLE

BAYLOR/PARKSIDE LODGE OF DALLAS/FORT WORTH INC  
ORCHARD HILL LANE  
ROUTE 1  
ARGYLE, TX 76226  
(817) 455-2201  
** AD RR H Y A PG HV CU IV DT TX **  
** CI PV **

### ARLINGTON

COUNTERPOINT CENTER OF CPC  
1011 NORTH COOPER STREET  
CPC MILLWOOD HOSPITAL  
ARLINGTON, TX 76011  
(817) 261-3121  
** AD RR AH W Y B HV CU IV TX **

METRO/VCCG ASSOCIATES INC  
OUTPT ALTERNATIVE CHEM ABUSE PROGRAMS  
4025 WOODLAND PARK BOULEVARD  
SUITE 190  
ARLINGTON, TX 76013  
(817) 460-1051  
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING INC  
EVENING RECOVERY PROGRAM  
2001 EAST LAMAR BOULEVARD  
SUITE 100  
ARLINGTON, TX 76001  
(817) 460-4254  
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

SOUTHWESTERN PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES PA  
ARLINGTON DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM  
723 NORTH FIELDER STREET  
SUITE B  
ARLINGTON, TX 76012  
(817) 261-9211  
** AD AM W Y B H PI CU TX CI **

VIEWPOINT RECOVERY CENTER INC  
ADULT INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT  
107 WEST RANDOL HILL ROAD  
SUITE 120  
ARLINGTON, TX 76011  
(800) 762-1023  
** AD RR AH W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **  
** IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

### ** KEV **

** ORIENTATION!:**  
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE!:**  
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!:**  
H = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
A = AIDS PATIENTS  
B = BLACKS  
H = HISPANICS  
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  
PG = PREGNANT USERS  
FI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES  
CU = COCAINE USERS  
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION!:**  
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT
WILLow CREEK HOSPITAL
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
7000 HIGHWAY 287 SOUTH AT EDEN ROAD
ARLINGTON, TX 76017
(817) 572-8007
** AD RR AM Y A B PG HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

AUSTIN

ADAMS METHODS
1120 CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY SOUTH
BUILDING 2 SUITE 300
AUSTIN, TX 78746
(512) 529-1076
** AD AM TX PV **

AESCHBACH AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2011-D EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78741
(512) 444-5092
** A AM IV TX CI MM **

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
2818 SAN GABRIEL STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 476-7044
** AD AM IV TX CI **

AUSTIN FAMILY HOUSE INC
2604 PARAMOUNT AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 482-8752
** AD RR Y B H HV TX **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER
LAVENDER CENTER FOR ADOLESCENTS
1604 NUECES STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 482-8752
** AD RR Y B H HV TX **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ADULT OUTPATIENT
3921 STECK STREET
SUITE A105
AUSTIN, TX 78759
(512) 346-7007
** AD AM Y A HV IV TX **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
FEMALE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
1900 PEARL STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 477-9191
** AD RR IV TX **

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
TREATMENT REHAB CENTER
1800 WEST AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78701
(512) 472-8189
** AD RR H A B H AI HV DM TX PV OT **

AUSTIN STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE TRT.CTR
4110 GUADALUPE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78751
(512) 452-0381 EXT. 4362
** AD RR IV DT TX **

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
COLLIER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1430 COLLIER STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-2055
** AD AM IV TX CI **

AUSTIN/TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
EAST 2ND STREET OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1633 EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 474-2401
** AD AM Y A H HV CU TX CI **

AUSTIN/TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
ROSEWOOD OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2800 WEBBERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 107
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-7263
** AD AM B TX PV OT **

AUSTIN/TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1651-A EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 472-6261
** A AM W A B H PG HV CU IV MM **

BERGSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS SUBST ABUSE CONTROL
AUSTIN, TX 78743
(512) 369-3426
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF AUSTIN
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1812 CENTRE CREEK DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78754
(512) 837-1800 EXT. 157
** AD AM W HV CU TX CI PV **

ESH INC
THE COTTAGE
403 EAST 35RD STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 474-0990
** AD RR W IV TX **

FAULKNER CENTER
1900 RIO GRANDE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 482-0075
** AD RR AM W Y B HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

GREATER AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1812 CENTRE CREEK DRIVE
SUITE 105
AUSTIN, TX 78754
(512) 875-0191
** AD AM TX PV **

HUMAN AFFAIRS INTERNATIONAL INC
500 EAST HUNTLEAND STREET
SUITE 500
AUSTIN, TX 78752
(512) 451-0677
** AD EA PV **

LEAP INC
LIFEMAY
7514 NORTH MOPAC STREET
SUITE 100
AUSTIN, TX 78731
(512) 338-6571
** AD AM TX PV **

MC CAbE CENTER
1915 EAST MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 322-0929
** AD RR W A H HV IV DM TX PV **

MIDDLE EARTH UNLIMITED INC
3816 SOUTH FIRST STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-5639
** AD PV **

OAKS TREATMENT CENTER
AMETHYST PROGRAM
1407 WEST STASSNEY LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 444-9561
** AD RR TX **

RENAISSANCE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM FOR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1600 WEST 38TH STREET
SUITE 340
AUSTIN, TX 78751
(512) 451-5231
** AD AM TX **
SAINT DAVIDS PAVILION
CHEMICAL Dependency Partial Program
1000 EAST 32ND STREET
SUITE 7
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 397-4100
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

SAVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
6510 BERKMAN DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78723
(512) 451-5826
** AD PV **

SHOAL CREEK HOSPITAL
INPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3501 MILLS AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78731
(512) 452-0361
** AD RR AM Y A B HV DT TX CI PV **

SOLUTIONS COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CTR
3009 SOUTH 2ND STREET
SUITE C-200
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 440-1922
** AD AM H A B HV IV TX **

TEEN AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
5536 BEE CAVES ROAD
SUITE 100
AUSTIN, TX 78746
(512) 445-5476
** AD RR TX **

TURMAN HOUSE
7308 CAMERON ROAD
AUSTIN, TX 78752
(512) 452-6481
** AD PV **

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
STUDENT HEALTH CTR ALC/DRUG EDUC PROG
105 WEST 26TH STREET
ROOM 456
AUSTIN, TX 78713
(512) 471-6252
** AD CI PV **

BASTROP
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 95
BASTROP, TX 78602
(512) 321-3903
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV CU EA TX PV **

BAY CITY
LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
BAY CITY OUTREACH CENTER
2102 AVENUE D
BAY CITY, TX 77414
(409) 244-5525
** AD AM TX PV **

BEAUMONT
BAPTIST HOSPITAL OF SOUTHEAST TEXAS
PARKSIDE
3450 STAGG DRIVE
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 839-5587
** AD RR AM H B H PG CU DT TX **

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER OF BEAUMONT
4297 PHelan BOULEVARD
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 892-0330
** AD AM EA TX PV OT **

HCA BEAUMONT NEUROLOGICAL HOSPITAL
PINEBROOK INPATIENT PROGRAM
3250 FANNIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4921 EXT. 278
** AD IV DT TX **

HCA BEAUMONT NEUROLOGICAL HOSPITAL
PINEBROOK OUTPATIENT CENTER
3250 FANNIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4921
** AD AM TX **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COADA
BRIDGE PROGRAM
300 ELIZABETH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4979
** AD AM Y TX **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COADA
DRUG/ALC ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER (DAARC)
2235 SOUTH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-5873
** AD RR TX CI **

JEFFERSON COUNTY JUV PROBATION DEPT
PROJECT INTERCEPT
215 FRANKLIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-8490
** AD PV **

LAND MANOR INC
ADAMS HOUSE/adolescent RESIDENTIAL
1690 AVENUE F
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-0036
** AD RR AM H B TX PV **

LAND MANOR INC
FRANKLIN HOUSE RECOVERY CENTER
1900 FRANKLIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 833-6184
** AD RR H PG EA TX **

LAND MANOR INC
MELTON CENTER
1785 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
BEAUMONT, TX 77705
(409) 835-2662
** AD RR IV TX CI PV OT **

LIFE RESOURCE/A CMHC
ADULT TREATMENT (ATA)
2750 SOUTH 8TH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 838-0405
** AD RR AM DT TX **

SHAFER HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEP INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
3250 FANNIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-2791
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

BEDFORD
HARRIS METHODIST SPRINGWOOD HOSPITAL
ADDITIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
1608 HOSPITAL PARKWAY
BEDFORD, TX 76022
(817) 355-7700
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX **

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE OF BEDFORD INC
THE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
2904 BEDFORD ROAD
BEDFORD, TX 76021
(817) 540-5222
** AD RR TX CI PV **

BELLAIRE
CARE CENTERS OF TEXAS INC
BELLAIRE UNIT
4500 BISSONNET STREET
SUITE 333
BELLAIRE, TX 77401
(713) 668-6480
** AD AM H EA TX PV **

BIG SPRING
CROSSROADS RECOVERY PROGRAM
1601 WEST 11TH PLACE
SCENIC MOUNTAIN MEDICAL CTR 4TH FLOOR
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(800) 592-7623
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV CU **
** IV DT EA TX CI PV **
TEXAS

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1900 SIMLER AVENUE
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(915) 263-8304
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
2400 GREGG STREET
ROOM 478
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(915) 263-7361 EXT. 7300
** AD RR H HV CU IV DT EA DH TX CI **

BOONH

FANNIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1221 EAST 6TH STREET
BONHAM, TX 75418
(214) 563-8568
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

SAM RAYBURN MEMORIAL VETERANS CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT/MSF
EAST 9TH STREET AND LIPSCOMB DRIVE
BONHAM, TX 75418
(214) 563-2111 EXT. 6239
** AD RR AM DT EA TX CI PV **

BOWIE

MONTAGUE COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
507 PELHAM ROAD
BOWIE, TX 76230
(817) 872-2272
** AD AM H TX PV **

BRAKETTVILLE

UNITED MEDICAL CENTER
HEALTH COUNSELING SERVICES
201 JAMES STREET
BRAKETTVILLE, TX 78832
(512) 563-2424
** AD AM TX **

BRECKENRIDGE

STEPHENS-SHACKELFORD COUNTIES
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
607 SOUTH ROSE STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, TX 76024
(817) 559-2491
** AD AM TX PV **

BRENNHAM

WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
307 NORTH BAYLOR STREET
BRENNHAM, TX 77833
(409) 836-9349
** AD AM IV TX **

BROWNSVILLE

RIO GRANDE VALLEY MIDWAY HOUSE
BROWNSVILLE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1150 EAST MADISON STREET
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 623-9984
** D AM H H TX **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
INPATIENT UNIT
5 BOCA CHICA
COMMERCIAL PLAZA WEST SUITE 5
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 583-0121 EXT. 466
** D RR TX CI **

BROOKHOOD

BROOKHOOD RECEPTION CENTER
BROOKHOOD, TX 76804
(915) 666-5591
** AD CI **

BROOKHOOD STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BANGS ROAD
BROOKHOOD, TX 76804
(915) 666-5541
** AD PV **

BRYAN

BRAZOS VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/SUB ABUSE
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT
1713 BROADMOOR DRIVE
SUITE 204
BRYAN, TX 77805
(409) 776-7070
** AD PV **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1100 URSULINE STREET
COLLEGE PARK
BRYAN, TX 77803
(409) 823-1879
** AD PV **

MH/MR AUTHORITY OF BRAZOS VALLEY
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
623 MARY LAKE DRIVE
BRYAN, TX 77801
(409) 846-6925
** AD AM H IV TX **

BUDA

AUSTIN REHABILITATION CENTER INC
REAP INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
1808 WRIGHT ROAD
BUDA, TX 78610
(512) 243-2942
** AD RR H A HV IV TX **

BURLESON

OAK GROVE TREATMENT CENTER
6436 MARK DRIVE
BURLESON, TX 76028
(817) 483-0987
** AD RR Y B H HV IV TX PV **

BURNET

BURNET CNTY HOSP AUTH/SHEPPERD MEM HOS
SILVIS GROVE/HIGHLAND LAKES TRT CENTER
501 BUCHANAN DRIVE
BURNET, TX 78611
(512) 756-2141 EXT. 164
** AD RR A HV PI CU IV DT EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

CALDWELL

BURLESON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
206 SOUTH ECHOLS STREET
CALDWELL, TX 77836
(409) 567-4377
** AD AM IV TX **

CANTON

SUNDOWN RANCH INC
ROUTE 4
CANTON, TX 75103
(903) 479-3933
** AD RR H Y HV PI CU IV TX PV **

CANYON

CAREUNIT AT PALO DURO HOSPITAL
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CANYON, TX 79015
(806) 655-7722
** AD RR AM H Y H HV CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX PV **

CANYON LAKE

OPERATION SPRINGBOARD INC
HC 4
CANYON LAKE, TX 78133
(512) 964-2800
** AD RR Y TX **

CARROLLTON

NATIONAL MEDICAL ENTERPRISES INC
NEM BEGINNINGS
4303 NORTH JOSEY LANE
CARROLLTON, TX 75010
(214) 334-2291
** AD RR A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV OT **

NORTH DALLAS DRUG REHABILITATION CTR
1606 SOUTH I-35
SUITE 101
CARROLLTON, TX 75006
(214) 446-0972
** A AM IV HM **
CARTHAGE

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1701-A SOUTH ADAMS STREET
CARTHAGE, TX 75633
(214) 695-7811
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

CENTRE

MH/MS AUTHORITIES OF BRAZOS VALLEY
LEON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
HIGHWAY 75 SOUTH
CENTRE, TX 75833
(903) 536-2180
** AD AM IV TX **

CHAPPELL HILL

DAYTOP CHAPPELL HILL RESIDENTIAL
ROUTE 1
CHAPPELL HILL, TX 77426
(409) 865-3651
** AD RR IV TX **

CHILDRESS

CHILDRESS OUTREACH SERVICE CENTER
1509 AVENUE F NW
CHILDRESS, TX 79201
(817) 937-3644
** AD AM H Y B PG CU TX CI PV **

CLEBURNE

JOHNSON COUNTY MH/MS CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1601 NORTH ANGLIN STREET
CLEBURNE, TX 76031
(817) 556-6700
** AD AM H Y A B AI HV CU TX CI PV **

CONROE

TRI COUNTY MH/MS SERVICES
CRISIS RESOLUTION UNIT
301 SOUTH FIRST STREET
CONROE, TX 77301
(409) 760-6930
** AD DT TX **

TRI COUNTY MH/MS SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
200 RIVER POINTE STREET
SUITE 310
CONROE, TX 77304
(409) 539-6523
** AD AM TX PV **

CORPUS CHRISTI

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CORPUS CHRISTI INC
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
3126 ROOD FIELD ROAD
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78414
(512) 899-6955
** AD RR H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
DETOX AND EVALUATION
25 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 885-4994
** AD IV DT TM TX CI PV **

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
HENDERSON HOUSE
36 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 885-8109
** AD RR DT TX PV **

COASTAL BEND ALCOHOL/DRUG REHAB CENTER
IVY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
41 NORTH COUNTRY CLUB PLACE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78407
(512) 882-0904
** AD RR DT TX PV **

COASTAL BEND COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
OUTPATIENT
4410 DILLON LANE
SUITE 46
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78415
(512) 851-8761
** AD AM H Y A B AI PI CU IV’EA DN **
** TX **

CORPUS CHRISTI DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
FREE
405 JOHN SARTAIN STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78401
(512) 882-9979
** AD AM H Y A B AI HT PV **
** CI PV **

CORPUS CHRISTI SUNSHINE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
4626 WEBER STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78411
(512) 851-9982
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

NAVY ALC/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
(NADSAOP)
NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 1751.
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78419
(512) 939-2138
** AD EA DN PV **

NUCECS COUNTY MH/MS
POSITIVE LIFE SKILLS
1650 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6900
** AD PV **

NUCECS COUNTY MH/MS CENTER
CLIENT AND FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES
1546 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6970
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NUCECS COUNTY MH/MS CENTER
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
615 OLIVER COURT
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78408
(512) 886-6900
** AD RR IV TX **

PARENTS ASSOCIATION FOR
DRUG REHAB AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
4572 DILLON LANE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78415
(512) 894-4893
** A PV DT **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES INC
3822 LEOPARD STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78409
(512) 882-2064
** A AM H Y A B AI PG IV MM **

CORSICANA

CORSICANA STATE HOME
WEST 2ND AVENUE
CORSICANA, TX 75110
(512) 872-4021
** AD RR TX PV **

CUERO

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
CUERO OUTREACH CENTER
YOAKUM HIGHWAY
CUERO, TX 77954
(512) 275-6709
** AD AM TX PV **

DALLAS

BROOKHAVEN
RECOVERY SERVICES FOR ALCOHOLISM
5 MEDICAL PARKWAY
DALLAS, TX 75234
(214) 247-3090 EXT. 3060
** AD H Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** TX **

419
Texas

Baptist Texas Drug/Serenade Center
(214) 823-9090
** Ad Am Hv Tx Pv **

Catholic Charities
Saint Joseph Youth Center
901 South Madison Street
Dallas, TX 75208
(214) 941-3900
** Ad Rr Y T X P **

Charleston Methodist Hospital
Alcohol and Drug Treatment Center
3500 Wheatland Road
Dallas, TX 75237
(214) 709-8900
** Ad Rr Am A Hv Iv Dt Tx Ci P V **

Dallas County Juvenile Department
Drug Intervention Unit
4711 Harry Hines Street
Dallas, TX 75235
(214) 920-7700
** Ad Am Tx Ci P V **

Dallas House
7929 Military Parkway
Dallas, TX 75227
(213) 388-5497
** Ad P V **

Dallas Psychiatric Associates
Alternatives for Recovery
10 Medical Parkway
Suite 300
Dallas, TX 75234
(214) 267-1537
** Ad Am Cu Iv Tx Ci P V **

Darco Drug Services Inc
2608 Inwood Road
Dallas, TX 75235
(214) 956-7181
** A H M Y A B H P G H V C U IV T X **
** P V M M **

Day Treatment Center of Dallas
Drug and Alcohol Program
1326 Stemmons Avenue
Dallas, TX 75208
(214) 943-1878
** Ad H H Y H T X Ci P V **

East Dallas Counseling Center
4306 Bryan Street
Dallas, TX 75204
(214) 821-5839
** Ad H H Y B H T X P V **

Ethel Daniels Foundation Inc
Connie Nelson House
1810 North Prairie Street
Dallas, TX 75206
(214) 823-9090
** Ad Rr H B H A I P G H V C U IV T X **

Ethel Daniels Foundation Inc
Outpatient Services
1630 Ross Street
Dallas, TX 75206
(214) 823-9090
** Ad Am H V Tx P V **

Fellowship Inc
Fellowship Mar on Drugs/Men
3716 Carl Street
Dallas, TX 75210
(214) 421-0484
** Ad P V **

Fellowship Inc
Fellowship Mar on Drugs/Serenade
2506 Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75210
(214) 421-0484
** Ad P V **

Fellowship Inc
Fellowship Mar on Drugs/Women
3712 Carl Street
Dallas, TX 75210
(214) 421-0484
** Ad P V **

Green Oaks Ambulatory Care Corp
Substance Abuse Services
13154 Coit Road
Suite 100
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 907-8200
** Ad Am Iv Tx P V **

Help Is Possible Inc (Hip)
723 South Peak Street
Dallas, TX 75223
(214) 802-4433
** Ad Ah H A B H A I P G H V C U T X **
** P V **

Help Is Possible Inc (Hip)
Outpatient Clinic
723 South Peak Street
Dallas, TX 75223
(214) 827-2870
** Ad H Y A B H A I P G H V C U T X **
** Tx P V **

Kelly Countee and Associates
8530 Meadow Road
Suite 272
Dallas, TX 75233
(214) 369-6440
** Ad P V **

La Posada Servicios Internacionales
Outpatient Program
921 North Peak Street
Dallas, TX 75204
(214) 826-3371
** Ad Am H Y A B H A I P G H V C U T X **
** Iv Tx Ci P V **

Metropolitan Clinic of Counseling Inc
Evening Recovery Program
12720 Hillcrest Road
Suite 400
Dallas, TX 75230
(214) 701-0482
** Ad Am Iv Dm T X Ci **

Nexus Inc
8783 La Prada Drive
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 321-0156
** Ad Rr Am H Y Iv T X **

Oak Lawn Community Services
3434 Fairmont Street
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 520-8108
** Ad Am H A B H A I H V C U Iv T X **

Permanent Medical Association of TX
Kaiser Permanent Chem Dep Trt Program
9250 Amherst Parkway
Dallas, TX 75243
(214) 918-8550
** Ad Am Iv T X Ci P V **

Pharis Institute Inc
Alternative Outpatient Program
7424 Greenville Avenue
Suite 205
Dallas, TX 75231
(214) 890-0005
** Ad Am H A P G H V C U Iv Ea Dm T X **
** P V **

Psychological and Addiction Services
9550 Forest Lane
Building 1 Room 118
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 349-0304
** Ad Am Iv T X Ci P V **

Saint Paul Medical Center
Saint Paul Substance Abuse Program
5909 Harry Hines Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75255
(214) 870-7013
** Ad Rr Am H B P G H V C U Iv Dm T X **
** T X Ci **

Salvation Army Social Service Center
Substance Abuse Services Program
5502 Harry Hines Boulevard
Dallas, TX 75255
(214) 689-9449
** Ad Rr Am P G P I Iv Dm T X **
SOUTHEASTERN METHODIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
9202 ELAM ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75217
(214) 509-7811
** AD RR IV DT TX PV **

SOUTHWESTERN PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES PA
DALLAS DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
4225 OFFICE PARKWAY
DALLAS, TX 75204
(214) 826-1000
** AD AM W Y B H PI TX CI **

TIMBERLANN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4600 SAMUELL BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75227
(214) 281-7181
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV MM **

TURTLE CREEK MANOR INC
2707 SOUTH STREET
DALLAS, TX 75201
(214) 871-2454
** AD RR W A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

TURTLE CREEK MANOR INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3802 COLE AVENUE
DALLAS, TX 75204
(214) 520-9595
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4500 SOUTH LANCASTER ROAD
UNIT 116A5
DALLAS, TX 75216
(214) 376-5451 EXT. 5738
** D RR AM A HV EA TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4500 SOUTH LANCASTER ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75216
(214) 376-5451 EXT. 7168
** A RR AM A HV IV TX MM **

WEST DALLAS COMMUNITY CENTERS
OUTPATIENT YOUTH TREATMENT PROGRAM
8200 BROOKRIVER DRIVE
SUITE N-704
DALLAS, TX 75247
(214) 637-6256
** A PV **

DECatur

WISE COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
300 NORTH TRINITY STREET
DECatur, TX 76234
(817) 627-3340
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

DEER PARK

HCA DEER PARK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4525 GLENWOOD AVENUE
DEER PARK, TX 77536
(713) 479-0955
** AD B IV DT TX PV **

DEL RIO

UNITED MEDICAL CENTERS
HEALTH COUNSELING SERVICES
1102 BEDELL STREET
DEL RIO, TX 78840
(512) 775-7791
** AD AM TX **

DEL VALLE

TRAVIS COUNTY JAIL SYSTEM
CORRECTIONAL CENTER/DEL VALLE
BUILDINGS CCE AND CCD AND 4 UNITS B AND C
DEL VALLE, TX 78617
(512) 247-5300
** AD RR W Y A B H PI HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA TX **

DENISON

DRUG RECOVERY/DENISON
330 HIGHWAY 69E
DENISON, TX 75202
(903) 463-1242
** A AM W H IV PV MM **

TEXOMA MEDICAL CENTER
TEXOMA PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
401 EAST HULL STREET
DENISON, TX 75202
(214) 465-5128
** AD RR AM W H B H CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

DENTON

DENTON COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
INTENSIVE OUTPT SUBST ABUSE TRT PROG
515 SOUTH LOUST STREET
DENTON, TX 76201
(817) 387-0233
** AD AM W B IV TX CI PV **

DIMEITT

CENTRAL PLAINS MH/MR AND SUBST ABUSE
DIMEITT COUNSELING CENTER
109 NE 2ND STREET
DIMEITT, TX 79027
(806) 647-2409
** AD AM EA TX PV **

EAGLE PASS

KICKAPOO TRADITIONAL TRIBE OF TEXAS
1109 FERRY STREET
EAGLE PASS, TX 78852
(512) 757-3036
** AD EA PV **

UNITED MEDICAL CENTERS
HEALTH COUNSELING SERVICES
2315 EL INDIO ROAD
EAGLE PASS, TX 78853
(512) 773-9271
** AD AM TX **

EDINBURG

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
METHADONE/DEAR AND SUBSTANCE FREE
1409 SOUTH 9TH STREET
EDINBURG, TX 78539
(512) 383-0121
** A AM W H PG CU IV MM **

EL PASO

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
INNER RES MOMENS/CHILDRENS RESID CTR
11960 GOLDEN GATE ROAD
EL PASO, TX 79936
(915) 858-6208
** AD W H A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** DH TX CI PV **

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
INNER RESOURCES RECOVERY CENTER
10690 SOCORRO ROAD
EL PASO, TX 79927
(915) 858-6208
** AD RR W A B H HV CU IV TX **

ALIVIANE NO/AD INC
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
51608 EL PASO DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-3764
** AD AM W H B H CU IV TX **

ALTERNATIVE HOUSE INC
4910 ALAMEDA AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-0802
** AD CI PV **

CASA BLANCA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES
917 NORTH OCHOA STREET
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 532-4461
** AD RR AM TX CI PV OT **

COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS/EL PASO
2244 TAMWOOD STREET
SUITE 206
EL PASO, TX 79935
(915) 593-7518
** AD PV **
TEXAS

EL PASO COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE TRT SERVS
3700 ALTURA STREET
COTTAGE 3
EL PASO, TX 79930
(915) 533-5004
** AD RR Y IV TX **

EL PASO COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
PAISANO STREET UNIT
702 EAST PAISANO STREET
EL PASO, TX 79901
(915) 533-5004
** AD H A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **

EL PASO COUNTY ALC/DRUGS ABUSE SERVS
ADMINISTRATION AND TREATMENT
1014 NORTH STANTON STREET
SUITE 2 SOUTH
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 775-6555
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** IV EA TX **

EL PASO METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND
DETOX TREATMENT CENTER
5004 ALAMEDA AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-0800
** AD RR A B H AI PG CU IV TX **

GENESIS RECOVERY CENTER
GATEWAY EAST UNIT
6070 EAST GATEWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 775-1976
** AD RR H A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

LIFE MANAGEMENT CTR FOR MH/MR SERVICES
ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5504 EL PASO DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 778-5205
** AD AM Y H IV EA TX CI MM **

LIFE MANAGEMENT CTR FOR MH/MR SERVICES
YOUTH TREATMENT
1014 NORTH STANTON STREET
4TH FLOOR
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 542-4971
** AD AM Y H IV EA TX CI **

SCHAEFFER HOUSE
8716 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79907
(915) 858-2941
** AD RR Y A B H AI CU TX PV **

Serenity Outpatient Services INC
4625 ALABAMA STREET
EL PASO, TX 79930
(915) 566-2000
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

Sun Torners Behavioral Health Center
Chemical Dependency Program
300 Waymore Drive
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 544-3225
** AD RR AM H H AI CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV **

Sun Valley Regional Hospital
Addictive Disorders Program
1155 Idaho Street
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 540-4000
** AD RR AM H H CU IV DT TX CI PV **

Veterans Affairs
Subst Abuse Treatment Prog (Vasat)
122 5919 Brook Hollow Drive
EL PASO, TX 79925
(915) 540-6140
** AD AM H A H HV CU IV TX CI **

Elgin
Greater Austin Council on
AALC/DRUG ABUSE/BASTROP CNTY RESTIT CTR
122 FISHER STREET
ELGIN, TX 78621
(512) 873-8191
** AD AM TX PV **

FLOYDADA
Central Plains MH/MR/SA CENTER
FLOYDADA COUNSELING CENTER
206 FLOYDADA COURTHOUSE
FLOYDADA, TX 79235
(806) 983-2504
** AD AM TX PV **

Fort Worth
Career Outpatient Services
1066 WEST MGNILIA STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 336-2828
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

Cenikor Foundation INC
NORTH TEXAS FACILITY
2209 SOUTH MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 921-2771
** AD RR H B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF CITY VIEH
CHARTER ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
6201 OVERTON RIDGE BOULEVARD
FORT WORTH, TX 76132
(817) 292-6041
** AD RR W Y B HV CU IV DT TX **

FAMILY SERVICE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT.
3424 HEMPHILL STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 927-8559
** AD AM W Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3150 HORTON ROAD
FORT WORTH, TX 76119
(817) 535-2111
** AD AM TX PV **

Goodrich Center for the Deaf
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
2500 Lipscose Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 926-5305
** AD AM IV TX **

HCA Medical Plaza Hospital
John Lucas Reg Trt and Recovery Center
1612 West Humboldt Street
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 356-2100
** AD RR IV DT EA TX PV **

HCA Richland Hospital
Chemical Dependancy Recovery Program
7501 GLENVIEW DRIVE
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 595-500 Ext. 5909
** AD RR AM A AI HV IV DT EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

Holistic Addictions Recovery and
Treatement of Texas Inc (Hart)
4609 Breenthood Star Road
SUITE 510
FORT WORTH, TX 76103
(817) 654-9825
** AD AM IV TX **

Holistic Addictions Recovery and
Treatement of Texas Inc (Hart)
4609 BRETHOOD STAR ROAD
SUITE 510
FORT WORTH, TX 76112
(817) 654-9825
** AD AM IV TX CI **

Metro/McGee Associates Inc
METRO/MCGEE CENTER OF FORT WORTH
4200 SOUTH HULEN STREET
SUITE 414
FORT WORTH, TX 76109
(817) 731-2377
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

422
TEXAS

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
404 SAINT MARYS BOULEVARD
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 766-4507
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DH CI PV MM **

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH
SUBST ABUSE/IMPAIRED PHYSICIANS TRT PG
DEPT OF PSYCH AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
MARY MOODY NORTHERN FAV 3-SOUTH
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 772-2257
** AD RR AM W A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV DT **

GARLAND
BAYLOR MEDICAL CENTER OF GARLAND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2300 MARIE CURIE DRIVE
GARLAND, TX 75042
(214) 487-5015
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX MM **

D GONZALEZ AND ASSOCIATE
2848 KINGSLAY STREET
SUITE B
GARLAND, TX 75041
(214) 840-1431
** A AM W B H PG IV MM **

HORIZON RECOVERY CENTER AT
GARLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
26% NEST WALNUT STREET
GARLAND, TX 75042
(214) 487-2495
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN
GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL
FRED H CARTER TREATMENT UNIT
2000 SCENIC DRIVE
GEORGETOWN, TX 78626
(512) 869-2651
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL AUTHORITY
SAN JABRAH TREATMENT CENTER
605 EAST UNIVERSITY AVENUE
GEORGETOWN, TX 78626
(512) 869-2651
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

GIDDINGS
GIDDINGS STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
GIDDINGS, TX 78942
(409) 542-3686
** AD RR Y TX **

GLEN ROSE
PECAN VALLEY MM/MR REGION
ALCOHOL/DRUG REHABILITATION PROGRAM
16 BARNARD STREET
GLEN ROSE, TX 76043
(817) 897-4337
** AD AM TX CI **

GRIFFITH
YOUNG COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
GRIFFITH OUTREACH CENTER
806 CHERRY STREET
GRIFFITH, TX 76046
(817) 549-4344 EXT. 2
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GRANBURY
PECAN VALLEY MM/MR REGION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
10% CHARLES STREET
GRANBURY, TX 76048
(817) 573-2662
** AD AM TX CI **

GRAND PRAIRIE
ADOLESCENT CARE CTRS OF AMERICA/LTD
CROSSROADS CENTER
734 GREENVIEH DRIVE
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050
(214) 988-1080
** AD AM Y B H AI PG TX CI PV **

AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER OF DALLAS INC
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
818 EAST DAVIS STREET
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050
(214) 262-1349
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

GREENVILLE
GLEN OAKS HOSPITAL
NEH FRONTIER UNIT
301 EAST DIVISION STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 454-0000
** AD RR H Y HV PI CU IV DT TX **

GREEN VILLA
1014 WALNUT STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 454-6853
** AD RR H A B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HUNT COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
2501 OAK STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 455-5636
** AD AM H Y A PG IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

HUNT COUNTY FAMILY SERVICES CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
4200 STUART STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75403
(903) 455-0937
** AD IV EA CI **

HUNT COUNTY FAMILY SERVICES CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3900 JOE RANSEY BOULEVARD
BUILDING G
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(903) 455-0937
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI **

HARLINGEN
RIO GRANDE STATE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1401 RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-8900 EXT. 240
** AD RR H Y A B H NV PI CU IV DT **
** TX **

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDKAY HOUSE FOR MEN
1605 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-9984
** AD RR H H TX **

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDKAY HOUSE/REHAB.
1617 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-9984
** AD RR H H TX **

SOUTH TEXAS HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
1/2 MILE SOUTH RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-3420 EXT. 444
** AD DT **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MM/MR
HARLINGEN OUTPT SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
1242 NORTH 77 SUNSHINE STRIP
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-8094
** AD AM H Y B H PG PI CU TX CI PV **

VALLEY HOUSE
1630 NORTH 77 SUNSHINE STRIP
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 425-6567
** AD PV **

MASKELL
HEADSTREAM MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1201 NORTH FIRST STREET
HASKELL, TX 79521
(817) 864-3472
** AD AM H HV PI CU TX CI PV **

426
HEARN
ROBERTSON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
217 4TH STREET
HEARNE, TX 77859
(409) 279-5490
** AD AM IV TX **

HENDE
SABINE VALLEY CENTER
HENDERSON OPIOID CLINIC
116 SOUTH MARSHALL STREET
HENDERSON, TX 75652
(214) 657-7526
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU TX **

HENRIET
CLAY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
310 WEST SOUTH STREET
CLAY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HENDRITTA, TX 75745
(817) 530-4651
** AD AM W Y IV TX CI PV **

HOCKLEY
FRIENDSHIP RANCH
ROUTE 1
HOCKLEY, TX 77447
(409) 372-9133
** AD RR IV TX PV **

HOUSTON
AAMA/CASA PHOENIX
4059 GRAMERCY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77025
(713) 666-0926
** AD RR Y TX **

ADVANCE TREATMENT CENTER
RUTH E WEBN METHADONE TREATMENT
1320 MC GOGHEN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 650-1166
** A AH IV PV MM OT **

ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MEXICAN AMERICANS (AMA) ALC/DRUG PROG
204 CLIFFTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77011
(713) 926-9491 EXT. 13
** A AH H Y H HV TX CI PV **

BAY AREA COUNCIL ON DRUGS AND ALC INC
KNOM MORE R AND R/EGRET BAY
18201-A EAGRET BAY BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77058
(713) 353-2311
** AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

BEN TAUH GENERAL HOSPITAL
NURSERY FOLLOWUP DEVELOPMENTAL CLINICS
1504 TAUH LOOP
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 793-5337
** AD OT **

COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS/HOUSTON
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AGAINST SUBST ABUSE
1100 MILAN STREET
SUITE 3590
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 654-1515
** AD PV **

CYPRESS CREEK HOSPITAL
A MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
17750 CALI DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 586-7600
** AD RR AM Y IV DT TX CI PV **

DEKETON PROGRAMS OF CARE
6100 HILLCROFT STREET
SUITE 190
HOUSTON, TX 77081
(713) 774-6500
** AD AM Y H A H HV CU TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS OF AMERICA
6420 HILLCROFT STREET
SUITE 305
HOUSTON, TX 77081
(713) 995-8889
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU EA **
** TX **

FIVE OAKS RESIDENTAL TREATMENT CENTER
1122 BISSONNET STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
(713) 524-4611
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

GROUP PLAN CLINIC INC
NEH SPIRIT
2411 FOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
SUITE 175
HOUSTON, TX 77056
(713) 975-1580
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV OT **

GULF COAST COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
6300 BOWLING GREEN STREET
SUITE 175
HOUSTON, TX 77021
(713) 748-4410 EXT. 273
** AD AM A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

HARRIS COUNTY
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION AND CORRECTIONS
49 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 229-2448
** AD CI **

HARRIS COUNTY HOSPITAL DISTRICT
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1502 TAUH LOOP
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-7211
** AD PV **

HARRIS COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2600 SOUTH MACGREGOR WAY
HOUSTON, TX 77021
(713) 741-6000
** AD A PG HV CU IV DT EA DW CI PV **
** MM **

HCA BELLE PARK HOSPITAL
NEW SPIRIT RECOVERY CENTER
4427 BELLE PARK DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77072
(713) 935-6000
** AD IV DT TX CI PV **

HCA GULF PINES HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 HOLLOW TREE LANE
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 557-0700
** AD RR AM H H PG HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HCA WEST HOUSTON MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC PAVILION/SUBST ABUSE SERV
12141 RICHMOND AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77082
(713) 558-3444 EXT. 1516
** AD RR H B CU IV DT TX PV **

HOUSTON CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
HCCG SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3214 AUSTIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-3232 EXT. 209
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 1
4605 WILMINGTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77051
(713) 520-5502
** AD PV OT **

HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 2
4014 MARKET STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77020
(713) 520-5502
** AD PV OT **

HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 4
170 HEIGHTS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77007
(713) 520-5502
** AD PV OT **

425
TEXAS

HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 5
6610 HARKIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77036
(713) 520-5502
** AD PV OT **

HOUSTON NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
710 FARM MARKET ROAD
1960 WEST
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 440-2185
** AD AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

HOUSTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
7436 PARK PLACE
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 645-6305
** AD AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** CI PV MM **

INTERLIFE INC
8021 BISSONNET STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77074
(713) 777-2474
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

KELSEY/SEYBOLD CLINIC PA
ALCOHOLISM CONSULTING AND TREATMENT
5757 MOODY DRIVE
SUITE 100
HOUSTON, TX 77057
(713) 797-1551
** AD AM IV DT EA TX PV **

LIFE MAINTENANCE CLINIC
5900 NORTH FREEWAY
SUITE 146
HOUSTON, TX 77045
(713) 699-6088
** AD AM H A AI HV CU MM **

MAINTENANCE CLINIC
4900 FANNIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 527-0064
** AD AM H A B H AI HV MM **

MARTIN LUTHER KING COMMUNITY CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
2729 SAMSON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 659-7704
** A PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SOUTHWEST
OUTPT PSYCH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
7500 BEECHNUT STREET
SUITE 375
HOUSTON, TX 77074
(713) 776-5508
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

METHODIST HOSPITAL AND BAYLOR COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
6565 FANNIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 790-2905
** AD RR H A B H PG HV CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV MM **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING INC
FIRST STEP RECOVERY PROGRAM
1900 WEST LOOP SOUTH
SUITE 675
HOUSTON, TX 77027
(800) 933-0816
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI **

MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
900 LOVETT BOULEVARD
SUITE 203
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 529-0037
** AD AM H A HV CU EA TX **

MURRILLO ENTERPRISES
SUNRISE TREATMENT CENTER
6969 GULF FREEWAY
SUITE 440
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 641-0505
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

NARCOTICS WITHDRAWAL CENTER
4949 WEST 34TH STREET
SUITE 111
HOUSTON, TX 77092
(713) 956-7712
** A AM A HV IV MM **

NARCOTICS WITHDRAWAL CENTER/SOUTH
1050 EDGEBROOK DRIVE
SUITE 2
HOUSTON, TX 77034
(713) 947-1773
** A AM A HV CU IV CI PV MM **

NEH DIRECTIONS WOMENS PROGRAM
5604 IRVINGTON BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77009
(713) 692-2541
** AD CI PV OT **

NIGHTINGALE ADULT DAY CENTER
5802 HOLLY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77074
(713) 981-1543
** AD RR IV TX CI **

ODYSSEY HOUSE TEXAS INC
5629 GRAPEVINE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77085
(713) 726-0922
** AD RR Y B H AI HV CU IV TX **

PARKSIDE LODGE/KATY
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
11111 RICHMOND STREET
SUITE 200
HOUSTON, TX 77082
(713) 977-3456
** AD AM H A B H PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV OT **

PASSENGES INC
7722 WESTVIEW DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 957-6910
** AD RR H B H PI TX CI PV **

PAVILION FOR MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9200 WESTHEIMER ROAD
SUITE 1 ND
HOUSTON, TX 77063
(713) 780-5891
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT TX **

RIVERSIDE GENERAL HOSPITAL
TOTAL CARE/STRESS UNIT
3204 ENNIS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-2441 EXT. 284
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT TX CI PV **

SAM HOUSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
1615 HILLENDAHL STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 468-6587
** AD RR H A HV CU IV DT TX PV **

SPRING BRANCH MEDICAL CENTER
JOHN LUCAS TREATMENT AND RECOVERY CTR
8550 LONG POINT STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 984-3606
** AD RR H A B H HV CU IV DT TX **

SPRING SHADOWS GLEN HOSPITAL
adolescent inpatient services
2801 GESSNER DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 599-6520
** AD RR AM H Y H CU IV EA TX **

STARTING POINT AT AMI BELLAIRE HOSP
adolescent chemical dependency program
5314 DASHWOOD DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77081
(713) 669-6577
** AD RR Y B H CU DT TX MM **

** AD RR H A B H IPV DT TX VS **
THE SHOULDER INC
7655 BELLFORT AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77061
(713) 649-7200
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX PV **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
530 NORTH BELT STREET
SUITE 311
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 647-2093
** A AM W B H PG HV PI CU PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
2002 HOLCOMBE BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-1616 EXT. 6861
** D RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
DRUG INPATIENT PROGRAM
2002 HOLCOMBE BOULEVARD
HARD NU 65B
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 791-1616 EXT. 6693
** A RR IV EA TX MM **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
ALTERNATIVE DRUG ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
2525 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 754-7000
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV OT **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
BEAUMONT HIGHWAY UNIT
10950 BEAUMONT HIGHWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77078
(713) 671-4320
** AD AM W B H HV PI CU IV TX PV OT **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
NORTH BELT UNIT
521 NORTH SAM HOUSTON PARKWAY
SUITE 600
HOUSTON, TX 77060
(713) 467-6781
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV OT **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
PAROLE SATELLITE PROGRAM
4949 WEST 34TH STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77092
(713) 680-9462
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV TX PV **
** OT **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
REVEILLE ROAD CLINIC
3716 REVEILLE ROAD
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 644-0583
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV OT **

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY UNIT
2525 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 659-1800
** AD AM W B H PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV OT **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
ROGERS STREET RECOVERY CENTER
308 EAST ROGERS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77022
(713) 692-0390
** AD RR W B HV CU IV TX **

WESLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
ALTERNATIVES FOR YOUTH
1410 LEE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77009
(713) 223-8131
** AD PV **

WEST OAKS/THE PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
BAUER ACHIEVEMENT PLACE
2314 BAUER STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 995-0909
** AD RR TX CI PV **

WEST OAKS/THE PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6500 HORNWOOD DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77074
(713) 995-0909 EXT. 5500
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

WEST OAKS/THE PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSKINS ACHIEVEMENT PLACE
2529 HOSKINS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 995-0909
** AD RR TX CI PV **

HUNTSVILLE

HUNTSVILLE ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
115 NORTH HIGHWAY 75
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-1111
** AD AM W Y B H PG HV PI CU EA TX CI PV **

HUNTSVILLE CLINIC INC
3010 OLD HOUSTON ROAD
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-9172
** A AM W B H PG HV PI CU MM **

TRI COUNTY MK/MA SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
1 FINANCIAL PLAZA
SUITE 250-D
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-1923
** AD AM TX PV **
TEXAS

TX DEPT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE/INSTIT DIV
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
815 11TH STREET
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77342
(409) 294-2708
** AD AM A HV IV TX PV DT **

HURST
TARRANT COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT UNIT
129 HARMON ROAD
HURST, TX 76055
(817) 282-9941
** AD AM W H PI CU DH TX PV **

KILLEEN
CENTRAL COUNTIES CTR FOR MH/MR SERVS
KILLEEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST AVENUE A
KILLEEN, TX 76541
(817) 526-4146
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

CHRISTIAN FARMS/TREEHOUSE INC
FARM ROAD 2410
KILLEEN, TX 76513
(817) 698-6697
** AD RR HV CU IV TX PV DT **

KINGWOOD
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF KINGWOOD
INPATIENT UNIT
2001 LADBROOK DRIVE
KINGWOOD, TX 77339
(713) 358-2273
** AD RR AM W Y A B AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
700 ROCKHEAD STREET
SUITE 200
KINGWOOD, TX 77339
(713) 358-7003
** AD AM TX PV **

LA GRANGE
COLORADO VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE INC/OUTPT TRT
256 WEST PEARL STREET
LA GRANGE, TX 78945
(409) 968-9505
** AD AM B H AI PG DH TX PV **

LA MARQUE
TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
2411 FRANKLIN STREET
LA MARQUE, TX 77566
(409) 935-3749
** A AM IV HM **

LAKE JACKSON
BRAZOSPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALPHA CENTER
100 MEDICAL DRIVE
LAKE JACKSON, TX 77566
(409) 297-4411 EKT. 1441
** AD RR AM W IV DT TX PV **

LAREDO
BASTA/DEAR/PASA
1205 NORTH GUST STREET
LAREDO, TX 78041
(512) 725-4317
** AD RR AM H HV IV DT TX CI PV MH **

LAKE CITY
GULF COAST CENTER
FAMILY INNOVATION
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 105
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 352-6784
** AD AM A H PG TX **

LUBBOCK
DENTON COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1510 SOUTH STEWARTS FREEWAY
SUITE A-4
LENIXVILLE, TX 75067
(214) 231-5086
** AD AM Y IV TX **

LIBERTY
TRI COUNTY MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1811 TRINITY STREET
LIBERTY, TX 77575
(409) 539-5523
** AD AM TX PV **

LITTLEFIELD
CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
LITTLEFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
100 WEST 4TH STREET
LITTLEFIELD, TX 79539
(806) 385-9013
** AD AM TX PV **

LONGVIEW
BOYD HOUSE INC
105 CHEROKEE STREET
LONGVIEW, TX 75604
(214) 759-9634
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
WOODBINE TREATMENT CENTER
107 WOODBINE STREET
LONGVIEW, TX 75608
(903) 578-0596
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU TX **
LUBBOCK

CHARTER PLAINS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE TREATMENT PROGRAM
801 NORTH QUAKER AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79416
(806) 742-3772
** AD RR AM Y A H HV CU IV DT EA **
** TX CI PV MH **

LUBBOCK FAITH CENTER INC
CENTER RECOVERY PROGRAM
2809 CLOVIS ROAD
LUBBOCK, TX 79415
(806) 762-8086
** AD RR IV TX PV **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1201 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0251
** AD RR AM Y H IV DT EA DW TX CI **
** PV OT **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/HR CENTER
BILLY MEEKS ADDICTION CENTER
1601 VANDA AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0256
** AD RR Y H TX **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/HR CENTER
DRUG FREE AND METHADONE TREATMENT PROG
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0237
** A AM IV TX MH **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
4000 24TH STREET
SAINT MARY PLAZA 2ND FLOOR
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 796-5557
** AD RR H A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
SM INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
4000 24TH STREET/SAINNT MARY PLAZA
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 743-2800
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU *
** IV DT EA DH TX PV **

LUFTKIN

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF
DEEP EAST TEXAS/FIRST STREET UNIT
304 NORTH RAGUET STREET
LUFTKIN, TX 75901
(409) 634-5753
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

DEEP EAST TX REGIONAL MH/HR SERVICES
PEAVY SWITCH RECOVERY CENTER
FM 2497
LUFTKIN, TX 75901
(409) 875-4910
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER OF EAST TEXAS
LIFECARE
1201 FRANK STREET
LUFTKIN, TX 75901
(409) 639-7550
** AD DT TX **

MADISONVILLE

MH/HR AUTHORITY OF BRAZOS VALLEY
MADISON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
203 SOUTH MADISON STREET
MADISONVILLE, TX 77664
(281) 346-2056
** AD AM IV TX **

MARSHALL

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
GROVE MOORE CENTER
401 NORTH GROVE STREET
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(903) 928-1116
** AD AM H Y A B PG HV CU DW TX **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
KIRKPATRICK FAMILY CENTER
3427 SOUTH GARRETT STREET
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 958-7758
** AD RR H Y A B HV CU TX PV **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
OAK HAVEN RECOVERY CENTER
HIGHWAY 154
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(903) 938-5149
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX **

MC ALLEN

BETO HOUSE
4112 NORTH 22ND STREET
MC ALLEN, TX 75501
(512) 657-1346
** AD PV **

CHARTER PALMS HOSPITAL
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
1421 EAST JACKSON AVENUE
MC ALLEN, TX 75501
(512) 633-9421
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSAL HEALTH SERVICES OF MC ALLEN
MC ALLEN MEDICAL RECOVERY CENTER
301 WEST EXPRESSWAY 83
MC ALLEN, TX 75503
(512) 652-4677
** AD AM Y HV PI CU IV DT EA TX CI **
TEXAS

NACOGDOCHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF DEEP EAST TEXAS/PILAR STREET UNIT 320 NORTH STREET SUITE 104 NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961 (409) 569-1445 ** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV ** MEMORIAL HOSPITAL TURNING POINT 1204 MOUND STREET NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961 (409) 560-5200 ** AD RR AM H B H AI PG CI IV ** ** DT EA DN TX PV ** STEPHEN F AUSTIN STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961 (409) 568-2401 ** AD AM TX CI PV **

NAVASOTA
GRINES COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER 702 LA SALLE STREET NAVASOTA, TX 77762 (409) 825-7969 ** AD AM IV TX **

ODESSA
PERMIAN BASIN MH/MR TURNING POINT 2000 MAURICE ROAD ODESSA, TX 79763 (915) 332-0211 ** AD RR IV OT TX CI ** PERMIAN BASIN REGIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 1201 NORTH WHITAKER STREET ODESSA, TX 79763 (915) 332-2172 ** AD EA DN PV OT ** PERMIAN BASIN REHABILITATION HOUSE INC 700 NORTH DIXIE STREET ODESSA, TX 79761 (915) 337-4794 ** AD RR H H PI IV TX PV ** WEST TEXAS COUNSELING AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM 515 NORTH GOLDEN AVENUE ODESSA, TX 79761 (999) 999-9999 ** A AM IV MM **

ORANGE
BAPTIST HOSPITAL/ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER 608 STRICKLAND DRIVE ORANGE, TX 77630 (409) 883-1291 ** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX **

LIFE RESOURCE/ A CHHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 4303 NORTH TEJAS PARKWAY ORANGE, TX 77630 (409) 883-2975 ** AD RR TX PV **

PADUCAH
PADUCAH OUTREACH SERVICE CENTER 922 GOBER STREET PADUCAH, TX 72920 (806) 492-3612 ** AD AM M Y B C TU VI TX CI PV **

PALESTINE
DAYTOP PINE MOUNTAIN RESIDENTIAL ROUTE 3 PALESTINE, TX 75801 (415) 520-0647 ** AD RR Y B H HV CU IV TX PV **

Pampa
GENESIS HOUSE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 615 WEST BUCKLER STREET Pampa, TX 79065 (806) 665-7123 ** AD IV OT **

GENESIS HOUSE GENESIS HOUSE FOR BOYS 612 WEST BROWNING STREET Pampa, TX 79065 (806) 669-2134 ** AD RR Y A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

GENESIS HOUSE Pampa Counseling Serv for Adolescents 1224 NORTH HOBART STREET NBC PLAZA UNIT 1 Pampa, TX 79065 (806) 665-5151 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV ** ** TX PV **

GENESIS HOUSE INC GENESIS HOUSE INC 420 NORTH HARD STREET Pampa, TX 79066 (806) 665-4996 ** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV ** ** TX PV **

PARIS
LAMAR COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC 50 NORTH MAIN STREET PARIS, TX 75460 (903) 785-1608 ** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

PASADENA
HOUSTON COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE COMMUNITY UNIT PROBATION SERVS/CUPS 3 302 EAST SHAW STREET PASADENA, TX 77506 (713) 520-5502 ** AD PV GT **

PASADENA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC 1805 STRAWBERRY ROAD PASADENA, TX 77502 (713) 645-6303 ** A AM W A B PG HV CU IV EA CI ** ** PV MM **

PLAINVIEW
CENTRAL PLAINS CENTER FOR MH/MR/SA PLAINVIEW COUNSELING CENTER 620 WEST 7TH STREET PLAINVIEW, TX 79072 (806) 293-0190 ** AD AN Y H HV EA TX **

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA INSTITUTE FOR ADOLESCENT ADDICTIONS 404 FLOYDADA STREET PLAINVIEW, TX 79072 (806) 293-5224 ** AD RR Y B H HV CU IV DH TX CI **

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA W M ALLEN TREATMENT CENTER 715 HOUSTON STREET PLAINVIEW, TX 79072 (806) 293-2726 ** AD RR W B H HV CU IV EA DW TX ** ** CI PV **

CENTRAL PLAINS MH/MR CENTER PLAINVIEW WOMENS CENTER 405 ENNIS STREET PLAINVIEW, TX 79072 (806) 293-4460 ** AD RR W Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV ** ** TX CI PV **

SERENITY CENTER INC 606 EL PASO STREET PLAINVIEW, TX 79072 (806) 293-9722 ** AD RR B H IV TX CI PV. **

PLANO
COLLIN COUNTY MH/MR CENTER PLANO CLINIC 3920 ALMA DRIVE PLANO, TX 75023 (214) 422-5939 ** AD AM TX **
TEXAS

PRESEYERIAN AND CHILDREN'S
SEAY BEHAVIORAL HEALTHCARE CENTER
6110 WEST PARKER ROAD
PLANO, TX 75093
(214) 608-8500
** AD RR AM H Y DT TX PV **

PORT ARTHUR

ORGANIZATION OF
CHRISTIANS ASSISTING PEOPLE INC
600 FOLEY AVENUE
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77640
(409) 985-2555
** AD AM TX CI PV **

PARK PLACE HOSPITAL
PARK PLACE RECOVERY CENTER
3050 39TH STREET
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77642
(409) 983-4951
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV MM OT **

PORT ARTHUR DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
METHADONE PROGRAM
530 NACO AVENUE
PORT ARTHUR, TX 77640
(409) 983-8838
** A AM CI PV MM **

PORT LAVACA

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
PORT LAVACA OUTREACH CENTER
201 WEST AUSTIN STREET
PORT LAVACA, TX 77979
(512) 555-4686
** AD AM TX PV **

PYOTE

WEST TEXAS CHILDREN'S HOME
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PYOTE, TX 79777
(915) 390-5555
** AD RR W B H TX PV **

QUANAH

FOARD/HARDEMAN COUNTIES
OUTREACH CENTER
510 KING STREET
QUANAH, TX 79252
(817) 665-5366
** AD AM TX PV **

RICHARDSON

DAYTOP DALLAS/RICHARDSON OUTREACH
902 SAINT PAUL DRIVE
RICHARDSON, TX 75008
(214) 630-6812
** AD AM Y B H HV CU IV TX PV **

NEW PLACE PROGRAM
1750 NORTH GREENVILLE AVENUE
RICHARDSON, TX 75081
(214) 783-8085
** AD AM H Y B H PG HV PI IV DW **
** TX CI PV **

ROANOKE

LENA POPE HOME INC
UNHOOKED/ROANOKE
195 DUNHAM ROAD
ROANOKE, TX 76262
(817) 430-1283
** AD RR Y CU TX **

LENA POPE HOME INC
UNHOOKED/ROANOKE
195 DUNHAM ROAD
ROANOKE, TX 76262
(817) 751-8681
** AD RR Y CU TX **

ROMA

ROMA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 GLADIATOR DRIVE
ROMA, TX 78584
(512) 849-1585
** AD CI PV **

ROSENBERG

ORCHARD CREEK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4910 AIRPORT AVENUE
ROSENBERG, TX 77471
(713) 342-0010
** AD RR AM H Y A B H PG HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV MM **

ROUND ROCK

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF AUSTIN
CHARTER SUBST ABUSE CTR AT ROUND ROCK
2300 ROUND ROCK AVENUE
SUITE 205
ROUND ROCK, TX 78681
(512) 388-0322
** AD AM TX **

RUSK

RUSK STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 69 NORTH
RUSK, TX 75785
(214) 683-3421 EXT. 3800
** AD RR A HV IV DT TX **

SAN ANGELO

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
OUTPATIENT
1021 CADDY STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-9641
** AD AM HV IV TX **

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
WILLIAMS HOUSE
134 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76903
(915) 655-6210
** AD RR TX **

SAN ANGELO DETOX CENTER
609 NORTH PARK DRIVE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-9641
** AD IV DT TX CI PV **

WOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE OF SAN ANGELO INC
WOMEN AND CHILDREN HALFWAY HOME
401 WEST THOMAS STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 655-7777
** AD RR W B H PG HV CU TX PV **

SAN ANTONIO

ALAMO MENTAL HEALTH GROUP INC
SPECTRUM
4242 MED DRIVE
SUITE 7250
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78229
(512) 616-0074
** AD AM H Y H CU IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT ASSOCIATES INC
10087 PERRIN BEITEL ROAD
SUITE 201
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217
(512) 650-3129
** AD AM H Y H CU IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

ALCOHOLIC REHAB CENTER OF BEXAR COUNTY
10290 SOUTHERN ROAD
ROUTE 12
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78225
(512) 632-0021
** AD RR B H CU IV TX PV **

ALPHA HOME INC
300 EAST MULBERRY AVENUE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212
(512) 735-3822
** AD RR AM H A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

AUDIE L MURPHY MEMORIAL VA HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT 2B
7400 MERTON MINTER BOULEVARD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78284
(512) 696-9661 EXT. 6254
** AD RR AM H B DT TX CI **

451
TEXAS

AYRES HOUSE
5006 CULEBRA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78228
(512) 436-1633
** AD RR N Y A B H AT HV PI CU TX **
** CI PV **

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
TEJAS RECOVERY CENTER
111 DALLAS STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78205
(512) 222-0431
** AD RR AM DT EA TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
CLOUDHAVEN UNIT
127 CLOUDHAVEN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78209
(512) 824-0611
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV'TX PV **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
711 EAST JOSEPHINE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78208
(512) 225-5481
** AD H A B H PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** CI **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT UNIT
402 AUSTIN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 225-4227
** AD AM H A B H PG HV CU IV TX MM **
** OT **

CENTER FOR TREATMENT OF ADDICTIONS INC
OUTPATIENT/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL/RESID 84 NE LOOP 410
SUITE 269
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78216
(512) 349-9971
** AD AM DH TX PV **

CHARTER REAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8550 HUEBNER ROAD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78240
(512) 699-8885
** AD RR H Y H PG CU IV DT TX PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
FORT SAM HOUSTON
BUILDING 1123
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78234
(512) 221-4933
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATES
3701 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 424-0531
** AD AM H Y A H PG HV CU IV DM TX **
** PV MH **

INNNAN RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
18952 REDLAND STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78259
(512) 222-9641
** AD RR Y H EA TX CI PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
AMIGOS PROJECT
1921 BUENA VISTA STREET
REAR
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 227-3942
** AD PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
CASA ADELANTE
1921 BUENA VISTA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 972-0905
** AD RR H H IV TX OT **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
SAN ANTONIO YOUTH RES PROJ/CAIMBEN
814 CAMDEN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 225-2035
** AD RR Y H TX **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
SAN ANTONIO YOUTH RES PROJ/POST
248 POST STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 225-0272
** AD RR Y H TX **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL INC
CASA DEL SOL UNIT I
2303 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SUITE 300
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 225-4117
** AD RR H IV TX **

NEW DAY OF SAN ANTONIO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7220 LOUIS PASTEUR STREET
SUITE 100
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78229
(512) 614-5437
** AD AM TX PV **

RIVER CITY REHABILITATION CENTER INC
1422 NOGALITO STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78204
(512) 227-7457
** AD AM IV MH OT **

SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
KELLY AIR FORCE BASE
BUILDING 144
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78241
(512) 925-4221
** AD RR AH EA TX CI PV **

SAN ANTONIO STATE CHEST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2303 SE MILITARY DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 534-8857 EXT. 382
** AD A B H HV CU DT TX PV **

SAN ANTONIO STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
5900 SOUTH PRESA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 532-0811 EXT. 1439
** AD RR H A H HV IV DT TX **

SOUTH TEXAS FAM/INDIV THERAPY CTR INC
DAY BY DAY ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY PROC
2391 NE LOOP 410
SUITE 101
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217
(512) 655-1068
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 1/RESIDENTIAL
222 EAST MITCHELL STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 532-5126
** AD RR IV TX PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 2/OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1249 SOUTH SAINT MARYS STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 535-9191
** AD AM IV TX PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 3/OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
235 CLAUDIA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 533-0226
** AD AM IV TX PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 4/OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
278 EAST MITCHELL STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 533-2505
** AD AM IV TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
7400 MERTON MINOR BOULEVARD
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78284
(512) 696-9660 EXT. 6254
** AD B H IV DT EA TX CI **
TEXAS

COMMUNITY DIRECTED SERVICES
4536 SUMMERHILL ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75503
(214) 792-5381
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

LIBERTY/YELAU INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DIST
SCHOOL OF SUCCESS
ROUTE 11
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 831-5767
** AD AM TX PV OT **

RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
222 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 793-7592
** AD DH CI PV **

RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DOWD HOUSE
2101 DUBLEY AVENUE
TEXARKANA, TX 75502
(501) 774-7962
** AD RR IV DH TX CI **

RED RIVER REGIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/RESPOND OUTPT
222 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(903) 793-7592
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

TEXAS CITY

ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE WOMENS CENTER INC
5TH AVENUE UNIT
712 5TH AVENUE NORTH
TEXAS CITY, TX 77590
(409) 945-0609
** AD RR W TX **

ALCOHOL DRUG ABUSE WOMENS CENTER INC
6TH AVENUE UNIT
424 6TH AVENUE
TEXAS CITY, TX 77590
(409) 945-0609
** AD RR W TX **

MAINLAND COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
7510 FARM ROAD 1765
TEXAS CITY, TX 77591
(409) 935-6083
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU TX PV **

TULIA

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
TULIA COUNSELING CENTER
310 WEST BROADWAY
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-3720
** AD AM TX PV **

DRISKILL HALFHWAY HOUSE
HIGHWAY 87 NORTH
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-4552
** AD RR AM H A B HV CI IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

TYLER

ANDREWS CENTER
THE BEGINNING
500 SOUTH BECKHAM STREET
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 597-7867
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

COUNTRY REHABILITATION CENTER INC
313 FERRELL PLACE
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 592-3131
** AD RR A HV IV TX **

SOUTH COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC/DRUG ABUSE/TEEN INTERV AND PREV
3027 LOOP 323 SOUTH SE
TYLER, TX 75701
(903) 597-0115
** AD PV **

TRINITY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF
EAST TEXAS INC
1800 SHILOH ROAD
SUITE 401
TYLER, TX 75703
(903) 561-7304
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

VERNON

HANEY HOUSE INC
1908 MILBARGER STREET
VERNON, TX 76684
(817) 552-2723
** AD RR A IV TX **

VERNON STATE HOSPITAL SOUTH
DRUG DEPENDENT YOUTH PROGRAM
FM 453 AND SH 283
VERNON, TX 76384
(817) 552-9901 EXT. 504
** AD RR Y HV IV TX PV **

MILBARGER COUNTY
OUTREACH ALC AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2500 MILBARGER STREET
VERNON, TX 76384
(817) 552-4002
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX CI PV **

VICTORIA

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROGRAM
2701 HOSPITAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 572-5179
** AD AM DT EA TX CI PV **

DEVEREUX FOUNDATION
TEXAS TREATMENT CENTER
VICTORIA, TX 77902
(512) 575-0871 EXT. 316
** AD PV **

GULF BEND MH/MR
TALBOT HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL AND INPATIENT
210 EAST JUAN LINN STREET
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1546
** AD RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV TX **

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
110 MEDICAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77904
(512) 576-0814
** AD RR H M CU IV DT DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
VICTORIA OUTREACH CENTER
4206 PETANA CIRCLE
SUITE B
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 576-5266
** AD AM TX PV **

WACO

DEPAUL CENTER
ADULT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
420 WEST STATE HIGHWAY 6
WACO, TX 76712
(817) 776-5970
** AD RR H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

FREEMAN CENTER
DEAR UNIT
1619 WASHINGTON AVENUE
WACO, TX 76703
(817) 753-3625
** AD AM H BV H PG HV CU IV DT TX CI **
** PV **

FREEMAN CENTER
MENS RESIDENTIAL
1401 COLUMBUS AVENUE
WACO, TX 76701
(817) 753-3625
** AD RR AM A B H HV CU IV TX **

FREEMAN CENTER
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL
1425 COLUMBUS AVENUE
WACO, TX 76703
(817) 753-3625
** AD RR AM A B H HV CU IV TX **

HEART OF TEXAS MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
110 SOUTH 12TH STREET
WACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-3451 EXT. 308
** AD AM TX **
LAKE SHORE CTR FOR PSYCHOLOG SERVS PC
BETTER WAY CHEM DEP TREATMENT PROGRAM
4555 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
WACO, TX 76714
(817) 776-0400
** AD AM IV EA TX **

WACO HOSPITAL CORPORATION
NEW DIRECTION OUTPATIENT
301 LONDONDELL STREET
WACO, TX 76712
(817) 772-1500
** AD AM H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

WEATHERFORD
HARRIS METHODIST WESTVIEW
300 SANTA FE DRIVE
WEATHERFORD, TX 76086
(817) 594-2400
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX PV **

PECAN VALLEY MH/HR REGION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
114 NORTH WACO STREET
WEATHERFORD, TX 76086
(817) 599-7654
** AD AM H Y A D H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX **

WEBSTER
ALTERNATIVES/BAY AREA INC
20 PROFESSIONAL PARK DRIVE
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-3550
** AD RR AM H Y H EA TX **

HUMANA HOSPITAL CORPORATION INC
RECOVERY SOURCE
500 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-2511
** AD RR W B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV **

RUSHING CLINIC PA
NEW PATHWAYS
711 BAY AREA BOULEVARD
SUITE 515
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-1508
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

WHITE OAK
SABINE VALLEY CENTER
DETOX/EVAL AND REFERRAL UNIT (DEAR)
2000 U.S. HIGHWAY 80
WHITE OAK, TX 75693
(903) 297-2191
** AD RR W A B HV PI CU IV DT TX **

WICHITA FALLS
HCA RED RIVER HOSPITAL
CROSSINGS
1505 6TH STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-3171
** AD RR IV DT TX CI **

HOPECREST LODGE INC
2001 HARRIETT STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76309
(817) 723-0701
** AD RR TX PV **

WICHITA FALLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT TRT PROGRAM
601 BAYLOR STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-1585
** AD AM A B H AI HV IV TX CI **

WICHITA FALLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1501 7TH STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 692-1220 EXT. 334
** AD RR W B H AI HV IV DT TX CI **
** OT **

WICHITA FALLS STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
LAKE ROAD
HIGHWAY 79
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76307
(817) 692-1220 EXT. 334
** AD RR W A B PG HV IV DT TX **

MYLIE
HEALTHCARE ENTERPRISES OF NORTH TX LTD
PHYSICIANS REG HOSP/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
801 SOUTH HIGHWAY 78
MYLIE, TX 75098
(214) 442-5414
** AD RR W Y CU IV DT EA TX CI PV **

THE COUNTRY PLACE
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL TRT CENTER INC
2708 FM 1378
MYLIE, TX 75098
(214) 442-6002
** AD RR W Y B H CU TX OT **
TRUST TER/PACIFIC IS

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = MEN</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>MV = HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td>DN = DNI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>C = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANIANS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIT FUNCTION:

| TX = TREATMENT UNIT | CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT | PV = PREVENTION UNIT | MM = METHADONE UNIT | OT = OTHER UNIT |
UTAH

BLANDING
SAN JUAN MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
522 NORTH 100 EAST
BLANDING, UT 84511
(801) 678-3211
** AD AM W Y AI PG DX TX PV **

HEBER CITY
MADISCH COUNTY
ALKOHOL AND DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
805 SOUTH 100 SOUTH
HEBER CITY, UT 84032
(801) 654-3003
** AD AM W Y PI IV DX TX CI PV **

HILL AIR FORCE BASE
HILL AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS DRUG/ALCOHOL SECTION
5TH STREET
BUILDING 396
HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UT 84056
(801) 777-3516
** AD AM EA DX TX CI PV **

IBAPAHI
GOCHUTE TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
IBAPAHI, UT 84034
(801) 234-1130
** AD PV **

KOOSHAREH
SORENSON SCHOOL INC
KOOSHAREH, UT 84794
(801) 638-7518
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

LOGAN
LOGAN REGIONAL HOSPITAL
DAYS PrING
1400 NORTH 500 EAST
LOGAN, UT 84321
(801) 352-2050 EXT. 5275
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV **

MOUNT PLEASANT
CENTRAL UTAH MH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS/MOUNT PLEASANT
255 WEST MAIN STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, UT 84647
(801) 462-2416
** AD RR AM W Y H IV EA DX TX CI **
** PV **

FARMINGTON
DAVIS COUNTY COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
85 SOUTH 105 EAST
FARMINGTON, UT 84025
(801) 451-7799
** AD RR AM W Y H PG PI IV EA **
** DX TX CI PV **

ORLEH
CHARTER CANYON HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DISEASE PROGRAM
1350 EAST 750 NORTH
OREM, UT 84057
(801) 225-2800
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

HERITAGE CENTER
1426 EAST 800 NORTH
OREM, UT 84056
(801) 226-9920
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

DRAPER
UTAH STATE PRISON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
DRAPER, UT 84020
(801) 571-2300 EXT. 155
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

MTAH Y STATE P RISON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
UTAH STATE PRISON
DRAPER, UT 84020
(801) 571-2300 EXT. 155
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = HOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
R = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

437
UTAH

PARK CITY

VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
SUMMIT COUNTY UNIT
1753 SIDEKINDER DRIVE
PARK CITY, UT 84060
(801) 647-8547
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV DM TX CI PV **

PRICE

FOUR CORNERS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PRICE CLINIC
PRICE, UT 84501
(801) 637-2358
** AD RR AM W Y PG PI EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

PROVO

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER OF PROVO
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2474 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT SUITE 100
PROVO, UT 84604
(801) 374-2620
** AD AM TX **

PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4501 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PROVO, UT 84603
(801) 227-2000
** AD RR Y H CU TX **

UTAH COUNTY
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
100 EAST CENTER
SUITE 3300
PROVO, UT 84606
(801) 370-8427
** AD RR TX PV **

WASATCH MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PROVO, UT 84603
(801) 375-4760
** AD RR AM Y TX **

SAINT GEORGE

SOUTHWEST UTAH MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
354 EAST 600 SOUTH
SUITE 202
SAINT GEORGE, UT 84770
(801) 628-0426
** AD RR AM W Y PG HV PI IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

SALT LAKE CITY

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
660 SOUTH 200 EAST
SUITE 308
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 355-2846
** AD AM W Y A AI PG HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

FIRST STEP HOUSE
750 WEST 400 NORTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116
(801) 359-8862
** AD RR PI TX CI **

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND
RECOVERY HOUSE PROGRAM
375 SOUTH 300 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
(801) 328-3515
** AD RR A PI TX PV **

NORTHWEST PASSAGE INC
432 NORTH 300 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103
(801) 364-3138
** AD RR AM PI CU TX CI OT **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
ADULT TREATMENT PROGRAM
68 SOUTH 600 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 322-1001
** AD RR A H A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV OT **

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CORPORATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4525 SOUTH 2300 EAST
SUITE 201B
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 277-8025
** AD AM W Y B H AI EA TX CI PV OT **

PROJECT REALITY
225 EAST 600 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 364-8000
** AD RR AM H A PG HV IV TX PV MM **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONSULTANTS
5278 PINEHIDE DRIVE
SUITE A-120
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84123
(801) 265-2225
** AD AM EA DM TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOME
1206 WEST 200 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84104
(801) 326-1094
** AD RR TX **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
231 EAST 400 SOUTH
2ND FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 530-2279
** AD AM A H HV PI DM TX PV OT **

SALVATION ARMY
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION PROGRAM
252 SOUTH 500 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 322-1253
** AD RR HV PI IV TX CI **

THE COTTAGE PROGRAM INTERNATIONAL INC
756 SOUTH 500 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 552-6185
** AD EA PV **

THE HAVEN
974 EAST SOUTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 533-0070
** AD RR W IV TX PV **

TURNABOUT
4545 SOUTH 2300 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 277-3999
** AD AM Y TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
50 NORTH MEDICAL DRIVE
ROOM 1R52
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84132
(801) 581-6228
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV OT **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
COMBINED FACILITIES
2880 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 210
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 487-5276
** AD RR AM W B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI **

VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
404 EAST 4200 SOUTH
SUITE 228 AND SUITE 22A
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
(801) 262-8416
** AD AM Y A H HV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNITS
500 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84140
(801) 584-1217
** AD RR AM HV IV DT DH TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DETOXIFICATION CENTER
249 WEST 700 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
(801) 363-9414
** AD PI DT TX CI **

WASATCH CANYONS HOSPITAL
DAYSpring
5770 SOUTH 1500 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84123
(801) 262-6199
** AD RR AM Y B H AI CU IV EA DN **
** TX CI PV **
UTAH

WASATCH YOUTH SUPPORT SYSTEMS
3540 SOUTH 4000 WEST
SUITE 550
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84120
(801) 969-8841
** AD AM Y TX CI **

WESTERN INSTITUTE OF NEUROPSYCHIATRY
RECOVERY CENTER/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
501 CHIPETA WAY
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106
(801) 538-2500
** AD RR W A HV CU IV DT TX CI PV **
** QT **

TOOELE

TOOELE MENTAL HEALTH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER
305 NORTH MAIN STREET
ROOM 202
TOOELE, UT 84074
(801) 833-7340
** AD AM W Y IV DW TX CI PV **

VERNAL

 UINTAH BASIN COUNSELING INC
559 NORTH 1700 WEST
VERNAL, UT 84078
(801) 781-0743
** AD RR W Y A AI .PG DT TX CI PV **

WOODS CROSS

BENCHMARK REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
592 WEST 1350 SOUTH
WOODS CROSS, UT 84087
(801) 299-5300
** AD RR W Y CU IV TX CI PV **
VERMONT

BENNINGTON
UNITED COUNSELING SERVICE OF BENNINGTON COUNTY INC
LEDGE HILL DRIVE
BENNINGTON, VT 05201
(802) 442-5491
** AD AM A HV PI EA DH TX CI PV **

BRATTLEBORO
BRATTLEBORO RETREAT
ADULT ALCOHOL AND SUBST ABUSE PROG
75 LINDEN STREET
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-7885 EXT. 336
** AD RR AM A NY Y PG CU IV DT EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

MARATHON OF BRATTLEBORO INC
101 WESTERN AVENUE
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-1147
** AD RR AM A H Y A HV PI CU EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

WOMENS CRISIS CENTER
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05302
(802) 257-7364
** AD CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICES INCORPORATED
11 HAZEL STREET
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-0361
** AD PV **

BURLINGTON
CHAMPLAIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
45 CLARKE STREET
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 862-5263
** AD AM A H Y HV PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

HOWARD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
300 FLYNN AVENUE
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 650-0404
** AD AM A H Y A PG HV CU EA DH TX **
** PV **

MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL OF VERMONT
DAY ONE
200 THIN OAKS TERRACE
SUITE 6
BURLINGTON, VT 05403
(802) 865-3333
** AD AM A H Y A PG HV CU IV DH TX **

HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON LODGE
DEFRATE ROAD
RR 1
HUNTINGTON, VT 05462
(802) 434-2929
** AD RR Y IV TX **

MIDDLEBURY
COUNSELING SERVICE OF ADDISON COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
69 MAIN STREET
MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753
(802) 308-6751
** AD AM A H Y A B A H A PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MONTPELIER
WASHINGTON COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
38 ELM STREET
MONTPELIER, VT 05602
(802) 229-9151
** AD PV **

MORRISVILLE
LAMOILLE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
WASHINGTON HIGHWAY
MORRISVILLE, VT 05661
(802) 808-4914
** AD AM A H Y A A H A PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

NEWPORT
NORTHEAST KINGDOM COMMUNITY ACTION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
30 COVENTRY STREET
NEWPORT, VT 05655
(802) 334-5246
** AD AM A H Y A HV PI EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

RANDOLPH
GRANNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
4 HIGHLAND AVENUE
RANDOLPH, VT 05060
(802) 728-4466
** AD AM A H Y A PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

RUTLAND
RUTLAND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
EVERGREEN CENTER FOR ALC/DRUG SERVICES
250 WEST STREET
RUTLAND, VT 05701
(802) 775-4388
** AD AM A H Y A PG HV PI CU IV DH **
** CI PV **

SAINT ALBANS
FRANKLIN/NORTH GRAND ISLE MH SERV INC
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION UNIT
8 FERRIS STREET
SAINT ALBANS, VT 05478
(802) 524-6554
** AD IV EA CI PV **

SAINT JOHNSBURY
NORTHEASTER VERMONT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FOUNDERS HALL NON CDS UNIT
HOSPITAL DRIVE
SAINT JOHNSBURY, VT 05819
(802) 768-6141
** AD RR Y HV CU IV DT DM TX CI PV **

SOUTH VERMONT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FOUNDERS HALL OUTPATIENT RECOVERY CTR
HOSPITAL DRIVE
SAINT JOHNSBURY, VT 05019
(802) 768-1682
** AD AM A H Y IV TX CI PV OT **

SPRINGFIELD
CANTERBURY COUNSELING SERVICES
374 NORTH RIVER ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, VT 05156
(802) 856-2577
** AD RR AM A H Y A A PG HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
BE = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MENTAL HEALTH
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

440
UNDERHILL

MAPLE LEAF FARM ASSOCIATES INC
STEVENSVILLE ROAD
RR 1
UNDERHILL, VT 05489
(802) 899-2911
** AD RR W Y A PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** TX CI PV **

WALLINGFORD

RECOVERY HOUSE
WALLINGFORD, VT 05773
(802) 446-2640
** AD RR IV DT TX **

WATERBURY

VT OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROGS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
103 SOUTH MAIN STREET
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
WATERBURY, VT 05671
(802) 241-2170
** AD EA DW PV **

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION

VETERANS AFFAIRS MED/REG OFFICE CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
NORTH HARTLAND ROAD
WHITE RIVER JUNCTION, VT 05001
(802) 295-9363 EXT. 5690
** AD AM H A HV CU IV TX **
**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CJ = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIT FUNCTION:

| TX = TREATMENT UNIT           | CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT       | PV = PREVENTION UNIT                  |
| OT = OTHER UNIT               | MM = METHADONE UNIT            |                                      |
| D = HIV POSITIVE              | EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES      |                                      |
| M = DHI/ASAP SERVICES         |                               |                                      |
| MM = METHADONE UNIT           |                               |                                      |
**ARLINGTON**

HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTENSIVE TRT PROGRAM
ROUTE 5
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 676-2908
** AD AM Y EA DH TX **

ACCOMAC

EASTERN SHORE ALS SAFETY ACTION PROJ
23586 FRONT STREET
ACCOMAC, VA 23301
(804) 787-5850
** D DH CI PV **

ALEXANDRIA

ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM (ASAP)
421 KING STREET
SUITE 210
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 838-4266
** D DH CI PV **

ALEXANDRIA COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2555-A MILL ROAD
ALEXANDRIA HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 329-2020 EXT. 108
** AD RR AH IV DT TX CI PV MM **

SECOND GENESIS INC
KING STREET CLINIC
100 KING STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 548-0442
** AD RR AH HV TX **

ARLINGTON

ARLINGTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1725 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 350-4420
** AD AM Y A H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** PV OT **

ARLINGTON ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
1400 NORTH COURTHOUSE ROAD
SUITE 230
ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 350-4420
** AD DH OT **
** KEY **

**ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
AA = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AB = ALCOHOLISM, DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

**ARLINGTON HOSPITAL**
ADMISSION TREATMENT PROGRAM
1701 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 550-6836
** AD RR IV DT TX **

ARLINGTON HOSPITAL
COUNSELING CENTER
1916 WILSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 550-6750
** AD AM TX CI PV **

VANGUARD SERVICES LTD
PHOENIX PROGRAM
506 NORTH POLLED STREET
ARLINGTON, VA 22203
(703) 841-0660
** AD RR H A B HV CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV **

BUENA VISTA

ROCKBRIDGE ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
2044 SYCAMORE AVENUE
BUENA VISTA, VA 24416
(703) 261-6281
** AD DH PV **

ROCKBRIDGE AREA COMMUNITY SERVS BOARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
2224 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
BUENA VISTA, VA 24416
(703) 261-2106
** AD AM H PG HV PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV OT **

CARTERSVILLE

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
HILLER OAKS
ROUTE 1
CARTERSVILLE, VA 23027
(804) 375-3443
** AD RR TX **

**CEDAR BLUFF**

CUMBERLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 19
CEDAR BLUFF, VA 24609
(703) 964-6703
** AD RR AM Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA TX CI PV OT **

CHARLOTTESVILLE

JAMES RIVER ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
104 4TH STREET NE
SUITE 201
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 977-3553
** AD DH CI PV **

MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH RESIDENTIAL
500 OLD LYNCHBURG ROAD
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 971-8245
** AD RR H Y HV CU IV DT TX CI PV **

REGION 10 COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
413 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 105
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 972-1600
** AD RR AM Y B PG PI CU IV DT **
** DM TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA HOSPITALS
BLUE RIDGE HOSP ADDICTIONS TRT PROGRAM
ROUTE 20 SOUTH
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 924-5555
** AD RR IV DT TX **

CHESAPEAKE

CHESAPEAKE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
524 ALBERMARLE DRIVE
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320
(804) 547-3336
** AD RR AM Y B PG CU DT TX PV **
** MM **

**ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
AA = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AB = ALCOHOLISM, DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

**443**
RAPPAHANNOCK AREA COMMUNITY SERVS BD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
600 JACKSON STREET
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401
(703) 371-9012
** AD AM H Y A B H PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

SERENITY HOME INC
SUBST ABUSE ICF AND HALFWAY TRT SERVS
521-523 SOPHIA STREET
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22401
(703) 571-3059
** AD RR IV TX **

GLOUCESTER
MIDDLE PENINSULA/NORTHERN NECK
COUNSELING CENTER
GLOUCESTER, VA 23061
(804) 695-5057
** AD AM A B CU IV EA DW TX CI PV **

HAMPTON
ALTERNATIVES
2021B CUNNINGHAM DRIVE
SUITE 5
HAMPTON, VA 23666
(804) 850-2330
** AD AM Y A B HV TX PV **

HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
COMMUNITY SERVS BD SUBST ABUSE SERVS
1520 ABERDEEN ROAD
SUITE 202
HAMILTON, VA 23666
(804) 826-6714
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV YH **

PERSPECTIVES HEALTH PROGRAM
22 ENTERPRISE PARKWAY
SUITE 200
HAMILTON, VA 23666
(804) 827-6688
** AD AM IV TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
WARD 6 BUILDING 70
HAMILTON, VA 23667
(804) 722-9961 EXT. 2227
** AD RR AM H TX CI PV **

HARRISONBURG
ARLINGTON TREATMENT CENTER
HIGHWAY 11 NORTH
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(703) 434-7296
** AD RR AM H CU IV TX CI **

HARRISONBURG/ROCKINGHAM COMM SERVS BD
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1201 NORTH MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(705) 434-1941
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

ROCKINGHAM/HARRISONBURG
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
44 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(703) 434-0154
** AD DW PV **

LEESBURG
LOUDOUN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
8 SOUTH STREET SW
LEESBURG, VA 20175
(703) 771-5100
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

LEXINGTON
STONEWALL JACKSON HOSPITAL INC
LEXINGTON TREATMENT CENTER
SPOTSWOOD DRIVE
LEXINGTON, VA 24450
(703) 463-0144
** AD RR AM IV DT TX **

LYNCHBURG
CENTRAL VIRGINIA
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
2316 ATHERHOLT ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
(804) 528-4673
** AD DW CI PV OT **

COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD OF CENTRAL VA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2235 LANDOVER PLACE
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
(804) 847-4455
** AD RR AM H IV DT DW TX CI **

VIRGINIA BAPTIST HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS TREATMENT CENTER
3300 RIVERMONT AVENUE
LYNCHBURG, VA 24503
(804) 967-4455
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA DW TX CI PV OT **

MANASSAS
PRINCE WILLIAM CONTY COMM SERVS BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8033 ASHTON AVENUE
MANASSAS, VA 22110
(703) 335-7700
** AD AM IV DT TX PV **

UPSTAIRS COUNSELING AND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
8409 DORSEY CIRCLE
SUITE 201
MANASSAS, VA 22110
(703) 335-5222
** AD AM Y TX CI PV OT **

MARZON
SN VIRGINIA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
MEDICAL DETOX UNIT
502 EAST MAIN STREET
MARION, VA 24354
(703) 763-1200
** AD IV DT TX **

MARTINSVILLE
PATRICK HENRY DRUG AND ALC COUNCIL
29 JONES STREET
MARTINSVILLE, VA 24114
(703) 632-6318
** AD RR AM H Y B CU IV DT EA DW **
** TX PV **

HASSAMAD0X
EASTERN SHORE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
NASSAHADEO, VA 23413
(804) 442-7707
** AD RR AM H Y B PG CU DT DW TX **
** CI PV **

NEWPORT NEWS
CAPO CENTER DETOX
1003 28TH STREET
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23607
(804) 246-3400
** AD H A HV PI IV DT TX PV **

PENINSULA ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROC
760 J CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23601
(804) 595-3301
** AD DW CI PV OT **

PENINSULA ALCOHOLISMS SERVICES
INTAKE AND OUTPATIENT
752 THIMBLE SHOALS BOULEVARD
SUITE 701-J
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(804) 594-7321
** D AM H B PG HV CU DW TX PV **

RIVERSIDE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
NEW FOUNDATIONS
500 J CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23601
(804) 599-2620
** AD RR H B PG IV DT TX **
**Virginia**

**Serenity House**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
926 H J CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
UNIT 4
NEWPORT NEWS, VA 23606
(804) 595-4366
**AD RR H TX CI PV**

**NORFOLK**
NORFOLK COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1500 EAST LITTLE CREEK ROAD
ROOM 302
NORFOLK, VA 23518
(804) 583-1516
**AD RR AM M Y A B HV CU IV DT DM **
** TX CI PV MM **

**REHABILITATION SERVICES INC**
300 HEST 20TH STREET
NORFOLK, VA 23517
(804) 625-3507
**AD RR TX PV**

**TIDEWATER PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
860 KEMPsvILLE ROAD
NORFOLK, VA 23502
(804) 461-4565 EXT. 222
**AD RR M B HV CU IV DT EA TX CI **
** PV **

**U.S. NAVAL STATION**
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
CONCORD HALL
BUILDING IE
NORFOLK, VA 23511
(804) 444-4019
**D AM TX CI PV **

**NORTH**
SAINT MARYS FAMILY CENTER
910 VIRGINIA AVENUE
NORTON, VA 24273
(703) 679-5570
**AD RR AM IV DT TX CI PV**

**PENNINGTON GAP**
HOLSTON SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
430 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
PENNINGTON GAP, VA 24277
(703) 646-3591
**AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

**PETERSBURG**
DISTRICT 19 ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
116 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
(804) 732-2672
**AD RR AM H PG PI CU DT EA DH TX **
** PV **

**POPLAR SPRINGS HOSPITAL**
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
350 POPLAR DRIVE
PETERSBURG, VA 23805
(804) 735-6874
**AD RR AM IV DT DW TX CI PV **

**PORTSMOUTH**
MARYVAEH PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3636 HIGH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23707
(804) 398-2438
**AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV**

**PORTSMOUTH COMMUNITY SERVICE BOARD**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 CRAWFORD STREET
SUITE 400
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 393-8618
**AD RR AM M Y A HV PI IV DT EA **
** TX PV MM **

**SE VA ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROJECT**
505 WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 710
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 396-6900
**AD DH CI PV **

**POKETAH**
GOOCHLAND/POKHATAN
COMMUNITY SERV BOARD SUBST ABUSE SERVS
POKHATAN, VA 23159
(804) 590-2200
**AD AM M A B PG HV CU DH TX PV **

**QUANTICO**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER
MARINE CORPS COMBAT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
BUILDING 3035
QUANTICO, VA 22134
(703) 640-3502
**AD AM DH TX CI PV OT **

**RICHMOND**
CLINICH VALLEY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNITQ
2949 WEST FRONT STREET
RICHMONDS, VA 24641
(703) 963-0811
**AD RR M A HV CU IV DT TX PV **

**RICHMOND**
ANOTHER CHANCE COUNSELING SERVICE INC
1214 WESTOVER HILLS BOULEVARD
SUITE 208
RICHMOND, VA 23225
(804) 250-2231
**AD AM M Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

**CAPITAL AREA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT**
5407 PATTERSON AVENUE
SUITE 200
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 282-2727
**AD DH CI PV **

**HENDRICH AREA MH/MR SERVICES**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2010 BRENHO ROAD
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 202-5420
**AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

**HUMAN RESOURCES INC**
DIV OF ADDICTION SERVS/DRUG FREE UNIT
2926 WEST MARSHALL STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 356-8478
**AD AM W A B H PG HV CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

**HUMAN RESOURCES INC**
DRUG RESIDENTIAL
919 WEST GRACE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 355-3289
**AD A RR A HV CU IV TX **

**HUMAN RESOURCES INC**
OUTPATIENT METHADONE PROGRAM
15 WEST CARY STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 696-4636
**AD AM HY IV CI PV MM OT **

**MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA**
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MEDICINE
1200 EAST BROAD STREET
11TH FLOOR SOUTH MING
RICHMOND, VA 23298
(804) 786-9925
**AD B H PG HV IV DT TX PV MM OT **

**METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING**
7702 PARHAM ROAD
SUITE 104
RICHMOND, VA 23294
(804) 747-6222
**AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

**RICHMOND AFTERCARE INC**
MENS AND WOMENS PROGRAM
1109 BAINBRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23224
(804) 251-5592
**AD AM RR W IV TX **

**RICHMOND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL**
RECOVER/ THE TREATMENT CENTER
1500 NORTH 28TH STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23223
(804) 225-1730
**AD AM W A B HV PI CU DT TX **

---

**446**
VIRGINIA

RUBICON INC
1300 MACTAVISH AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 359-5255
** AD RR AM H A B PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT DH TX PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
12617 RIVER ROAD
RICHMOND, VA 23223
(804) 786-3501
** AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1101 BROAD ROCK BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23249
(804) 230-1316
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV DT EA TX **
** PV MM OT **

VIRGINIA HEALTH CENTER
ADOLESCENT MEDICINE PROG/ SUBST ABUSE
2203 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 285-3100
** AD AH M Y A B AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DN TX PV **

ROANOKE
BETHANY HALL MOMENS RECOVERY HOME
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
1109 FRANKLIN ROAD SW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 345-4261
** AD RR M CU IV TX CI **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF ROANOKE VALLEY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
501 ELM AVENUE
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 345-9841
** AD RR AM H Y B HV PI IV DT DH **
** TX PV **

SALEM
MOUNT REGIS CENTER
405 KIMBALL AVENUE
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 389-4761
** AD RR AM H A CU IV DT EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

ROANOKE VALLEY ALC SAFETY ACTION PROG
220 EAST MAIN STREET
SALEM BANK AND TRUST BLDG SUITE 218
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 389-3759
** AD DN CI PV **

SOUTH BOSTON
SOUTHSHIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
424 CAVALIER BOULEVARD
SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592
(804) 572-6916
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX PV **

STAUNTON
VALLEY ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
2 HOLIDAY COURT
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 886-5616
** AD DN CI **

VALLEY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
123 WEST FREDERICH STREET
ROOM 101
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 949-6735
** AD AM IV DT TX CI PV **

WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
MEDICAL ACUT CARE
301 GREENVILLE AVENUE
BOX 2500
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 332-8200
** D A PI DT TX **

STEPHENSON
SHALOM ET BENEDICTUS INC
ROUTE 664
STEPHENSON, VA 22656
(703) 667-0875
** AD RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

SUFFOLK
WESTERN TIDEWATER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
538 EAST CONSTANCE ROAD
SUFFOLK, VA 23434
(804) 539-0238
** AD AH M Y A B PG HV CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

SURRY
SURRY FAMILY HEALTH GROUP
MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
SUFFY, VA 23885
(804) 229-8879
** AD AH EA TX PV **

VIRGINIA BEACH
NAVAL AIR STATION OCEANA
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 320
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23460
(804) 433-3433
** AD AH TX CI PV **

TIDEWATER VA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
5163 CLEVELAND STREET
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 522-1100
** AD DH CI PV **

VIRGINIA BEACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
PEMBROKE SIX
SUITE 126
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 475-5671
** AD AM H Y B HV PI IV DT DH **
** TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSBURG
COLONIAL SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1657 MERRIMAC TRAIL
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(804) 220-3200
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

WILLIAMSBURG COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1238 MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(804) 253-6164
** AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

WINCHESTER
LORD FAIRFAX HOUSE
512 SOUTH BRADDOCK STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 662-8677
** AD RR M B TX **

NEW LIFE CENTER INC
315 EAST CORK STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 662-0866
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

NEW LIFE COUNSELING SERVICES
19 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 722-6187
** AD AM TX **

NORTHEASTERN COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1855 FRONT ROYAL ROAD
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 662-8886
** AD AM M Y EA TX CI PV **

OLD DOMINION ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
317 SOUTH CAMERON STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 665-5655
** AD DH PV **
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WYTHEVILLE

MOUNT ROGERS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
770 WEST RIDGE ROAD
WYTHEVILLE, VA 24382
(703) 228-2158
** AD RR AM Y HV IV EA DW TX CI PV **

YORKTOWN

U.S. COAST GUARD RTC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REPRESENTATIVE
YORKTOWN, VA 23690
(804) 898-2205
** D PV **
WASHINGTON

ABERDEEN
GRAYS HARBOR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
1006 H STREET
ABERDEEN, WA 98520
(206) 533-8500
** AD AM W Y B AI PI CU DT EA DH **
** TX PV **

AUBURN
FEDERAL WAY CLINIC
WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
34507 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 3
AUBURN, WA 98002
(206) 874-2030
** A AM A PG HV IV MM **

BELLEVUE
CAREUNIT CLINICS WASHINGTON/BELLEVUE
1810 116TH AVENUE NE
SUITE E
BELLEVUE, WA 98004
(206) 637-1105
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX CI PV **

EASTSIDE ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
606 120TH AVENUE NE
PARK 120 SUITE D-204
BELLEVUE, WA 98005
(206) 456-1505
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE ADAPT
BRANCH FACILITY
2661 BEL-RED ROAD
SUITE 100
BELLEVUE, WA 98008
(206) 885-9492
** AD AM TX PV **

YOUTH EASTSIDE SERVICES
16150 8TH STREET NE
BELLEVUE, WA 98008
(206) 747-4YES
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

BELLINGHAM
OLYMPIC CENTER/BELLINGHAM
1603 EAST ILLINOIS STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98226
(206) 733-9111
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PI CU HV IV **
** DT TX **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
1728 IOWA STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98226
(206) 733-1400
** AD AM W Y H AI PG IV DH TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CTR FOR ALC AND ADDICTIONS
809 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
(206) 734-8300 EXT. 2201
** AD RR W Y PG CU IV DT TX **

THE BELAIR CLINIC
1150 NORTH STATE STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
(206) 676-4485
** AD AM A AI HV TX **

BOTHELL
ALPHA CENTER FOR TREATMENT INC
10614 BEARDSLEE BOULEVARD
SUITE D
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 483-4664
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS INC
14500 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-3116
** AD RR W Y A B H AI PG HV IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV OT **

RESIDENCE XII NORTH/BOTHELL
14506 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-8046
** AD RR W HV IV DH TX **

BREMERTON
AGAPE
5064 KITSAP WAY
BREMERTON, WA 98312
(206) 375-1529
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX PV **

KITSAP MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 UNION AVENUE
BREMERTON, WA 98312
(206) 479-4994
** AD AM Y B H AI TX PV **

BURLINGTON
FOLLMAN AGENCY
127 SOUTH SPRUCE STREET
BURLINGTON, WA 98233
(206) 755-1125
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

CAMAS
DAY ONE TREATMENT CENTER
2045 SM 6TH AVENUE
CAMAS, WA 98607
(206) 694-6308
** AD RR IV TX **

CHEHALIS
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY CENTER
500 WASHINGTON STREET SE
CHEHALIS, WA 98532
(206) 748-6137
** AD AM W PG IV TX **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST/CHEHALIS
391 NW STATE AVENUE
CHEHALIS, WA 98532
(206) 748-9204
** AD AM W Y PG PI CU IV DH TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
WASHINGTON

CHELAN
LAKE CHELAN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHELAN, WA 98816
(509) 682-2531
** AD RR W A AI HV CU IV DT EA TX **

CLARKSTON
ROGERS COUNSELING CENTER
900 7TH STREET
CLARKSTON, WA 99403
(509) 758-0566
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

COLVILLE
STEVENS COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
1707 EAST BIRCH AVENUE
COLVILLE, WA 99114
(509) 698-4597
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

DAVENPORT
LINCOLN COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
407 MORGAN STREET
DAVENPORT, WA 99122
(509) 725-2111
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DH TX PV **

DAYTON
COLUMBIA COUNTY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
221 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
DAYTON, WA 99328
(509) 382-2527
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

EDMONDS
NORCROSS CLINIC INC
209 DAYTON STREET
SUITE 207
EDMONDS, WA 98020
(206) 771-1194
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU DH TX CI **

ELLENSBURG
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICE
507 NAMUR STREET
ROOM 111
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926
(509) 925-9832
** AD AM H Y IV DN TX CI PV **

EVERETT
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
LIFELINE RECOVERY PROGRAM
1918 EVERETT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 259-9188
** AD AM H Y AI PG HV PI CU IV DN **
** TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
2008 HOYT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2462
** AD AM H Y PG PI IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

EVERGREEN MANOR INC
EVERGREEN RECOVERY HOUSE/DETOX SERVS
2601 SUMMIT AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2407
** AD AM IV DH TX **

EVERGREEN MANOR INC
EVERGREEN RECOVERY CENTER OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2601 SUMMIT AVENUE
(206) 258-2407
** AD AM H Y PG PI IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

FOCUS
909 SE EVERETT MALL WAY
SUITE C-364
EVERETT, WA 98208
(206) 355-1250
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS/EVERETT
2731 METMORE AVENUE
SUITE 402
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 259-0796
** AD AM H Y IV DN TX PV **

PACIFIC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
1114 PACIFIC AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 259-7142
** AD AM H Y A HV IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

PROVIDENCE RECOVERY PROGRAM
916 PACIFIC AVENUE
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-7390
** AD RR W PG IV DT DN TX PV MM **

VALLEY GENERAL OUTPATIENT RECOVERY SERVICES
SOLBERG RECOVERY CENTER
3020 RUCKER AVENUE
SUITE 208
EVERETT, WA 98201
(206) 258-2255
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU DN TX PV **

FEDERAL MAY
AGENCY FOR CHANGE
1310 SOUTH 204TH STREET
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98025
(206) 242-2400
** AD AM EA TX **

FEDERAL WAY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
1411 DASH POINT ROAD SW
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98023
(206) 839-6555
** AD AM Y CU TX CI PV **

INTERCEPT ASSOCIATES
30620 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 108-109
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98025
(206) 941-7555
** AD AM Y IV DH TX CI PV **

MILAM RECOVERY PROGRAM
FEDERAL WAY OUTPATIENT
32700 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 11
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98063
(206) 874-4463
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV CU DN TX **

POSITIVE ADDICTIONS LTD
35710 9TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 15
FEDERAL WAY, WA 98023
(206) 858-5338
** AD AM DN TX PV **

FORKS
HOH TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 101 SOUTH OF FORKS
FORKS, WA 98331
(206) 374-6502
** AD PV **

WEST END OUTREACH SERVICES
FORKS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RR 1
FORKS, WA 98331
(206) 374-6177
** AD AM AI IV EA DH TX PV **

FORT LEWIS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROG
HQ I CORPS/FORT LEWIS
BUILDING 4290 ROOM 207
FORT LEWIS, WA 98433
(206) 967-5831
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **
GOLDENDALE
COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
112 WEST MAIN STREET
GOLDENDALE, WA 98620
(509) 775-5801
** AD AM DH TX PV **

ISSAQAH
FRIENDS OF YOUTH
414 FRONT STREET
ISSAQAH, WA 98012
(206) 592-6367
** AD CI PV **

KELSO
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION CENTER
2112 SOUTH KELSO DRIVE
KELSO, WA 98626
(206) 636-1050
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU * ** IV TX CI PV **

KENNEDOCK
DISCOVERY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7411 NORTH CLEARWATER AVENUE
BUILDING A
KENNEDOICK, WA 99336
(509) 756-0840
** D AM H Y H AI PG TX PV **

KENT
CAREUNIT CLINICS OF WASHINGTON/KENT
25400 74TH AVENUE SOUTH
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 859-0951
** AD AM H Y CU DH TX CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL SERVICES
23850 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 824-5565
** AD AM H Y PG IV DH TX PV **

KENT YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
232 SOUTH 2ND AVENUE
SUITE 201
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 859-0300
** AD AM Y TX PV **

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG CENTER
213 SOUTH 4TH AVENUE
KENT, WA 98032
(206) 854-6513
** AD AM W EA DN TX PV **

KIRKLAND
CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF KIRKLAND
10222 NE 132ND STREET
KIRKLAND, WA 98034
(206) 821-1122
** AD RR AM Y CU IV DT EA DH TX **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTER/EAST
10422 NE 37TH CIRCLE
SUITE B
KIRKLAND, WA 98033
(206) 822-5095
** AD AM H Y CU DM TX **

LA CONNER
SWINCHISH ALCOHOL PROGRAM
LA CONNER, WA 98257
(206) 466-7233
** AD AM Y AI TX PV **

LONGVIEW
LOHER COLUMBIA COUNCIL ON SUBST ABUSE COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
1260 COMMERCE STREET
ROOM 213
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 577-7105
** AD AM H Y H AI HV CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

PHOENIX CENTER
1417 15TH STREET
SUITE B
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 423-6020
** AD AM DH TX **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LONGVIEW
INPATIENT CENTER
600 BROADWAY
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 636-7329
** AD RR IV EA DH TX CI PV **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LONGVIEW
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
600 BROADWAY
LONGVIEW, WA 98632
(206) 425-1914
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU IV DN TX CI **
** PV **

LYNNWOOD
CROSBY ENTERPRISES INC
3924 204TH STREET SW
LYNNWOOD, WA 98036
(206) 774-2955
** AD AM H Y CU DH TX **

OPTIONS
15332 HIGHWAY 99
SUITE 6
LYNNWOOD, WA 98037
(206) 742-6410
** AD AM DH TX **

PACIFIC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
19324 40TH AVENUE WEST
LYNNWOOD, WA 98036
(206) 771-6385
** AD AM H A PG HV IV TX CI PV **

MAPLE VALLEY
CEDAR HILLS TREATMENT CENTER
15900 227TH AVENUE SE
MAPLE VALLEY, WA 98038
(206) 296-6700
** AD RR W A B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** TX **

MCCORD AIR FORCE BASE
MCCORD SFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL BRANCH
BUILDING 1155
MCCORD AIR FORCE BASE, WA 98438
(206) 984-5675
** AD AM TX PV **

MERCER ISLAND
MERCER ISLAND YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
8236 SE 24TH STREET
MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
(206) 236-5525
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MONROE
VALLEY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
14701 179TH STREET SE
MONROE, WA 98272
(206) 794-7497
** AD RR PG IV DT TX **

MOSES LAKE
GRANT COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
510 WEST BROADWAY
MOSES LAKE, WA 98837
(509) 765-9402
** AD AM H Y PG CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

MOUNT VERNON
SKAGIT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
200 KINCAID STREET
MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
(206) 236-2475
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU EA TX CI **
** PV **
WASHINGTON

SKAGIT COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
1905 CONTINENTAL PLACE
MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
(206) 428-6011
** AD RR H CU IV TX **

NEWPORT
PEND OREILLE
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM CENTER
SOUTH 230 GARDEN AVENUE
NEWPORT, WA 99156
(509) 447-5651
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

OAK HARBOR
H JOHNSON CLINIC
COUNSELING AND THERAPY
2090 200TH AVENUE SN
SUITE 3
OAK HARBOR, WA 98277
(206) 675-7904
** D AM A AI HV EA DH TX CI PV **

WHIDBEY ISLAND NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 103
OAK HARBOR, WA 98278
(206) 257-2394
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

OLALLA
OLALLA GUEST LODGE INC
12851 LALA COVE LANE SE
OLALLA, WA 98359
(206) 857-6201
** AD RR H IV DH TX **

OLYMPIA
ACCEPTANCE ADDICTIONS RECOVERY
2120 PACIFIC AVENUE SE
OLYMPIA, WA 98506
(206) 357-4909
** AD AM H CU IV DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
112 EAST STATE STREET
OLYMPIA, WA 98501
(206) 943-7177
** AD AM H Y PG IV DH TX **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS
OLYMPIA/LACEY
4405 7TH AVENUE SE
SUITE 200
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 456-5329
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU EA DH TX **

SAINT PETER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
4800 COLLEGE STREET SE
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 456-7575
** AD RR AM H Y A AI PG HV CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX **

THURSTON/MASON
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY COUNCIL (TAMARC)
1625 MOTTMAN ROAD SW
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
(206) 943-8510
** AD RR AM H EA DH TX **

OAK
OKANOGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
20 NORTH MAIN STREET
OAK, WA 98041
(509) 826-5600
** AD AM H Y H AI PG DH TX PV **

OTHELLO
ADAMS COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERV
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
165 NORTH FIRST STREET
OTHELLO, WA 99344
(509) 488-5611
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PASCO
BENTON FRANKLIN ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
720 WEST COURT STREET
SHERIDAN BUILDING OFFICE 4
PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 545-0855
** AD AM H Y PG IV DH TX CI PV **

Our LADY of LOURDES HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
520 4TH AVENUE
PASCO, WA 99302
(509) 547-7706 EXT. 377
** AD RR AM PG IV DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

PORT ANGELES
CLARKS COUNSELING
934 1/2 CAROLINE STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-4791
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DH TX CI PV **

LOWER ELHNA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
1666 LOWER ELHNA ROAD
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-8471
** AD AM Y AI CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTH OLYMPIC ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
315 EAST 8TH STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-2381
** AD AM H Y A AZ PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

PENINSULA COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
118 EAST 8TH STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 457-0631
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA TX **

PORT ORCHARD
WEST SOUND TREATMENT CENTER
706 SIDDNEY STREET
PORT ORCHARD, WA 98366
(206) 876-9450
** AD AM DH TX PV **

PORT TOWNSEND
JEFFERSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE CENTER
802 SHERIDAN MAILSTOP 115
PORT TOWNSEND, WA 98368
(206) 365-0650
** AD AM IV DH TX **

PULLMAN
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS/PULLMAN
SE 1260 BISHOP BOULEVARD
SUITE A
PULLMAN, WA 99163
(509) 334-7824
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** EA DH TX **

WHITMAN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
NE 340 MAPLE STREET
ROOM 2
PULLMAN, WA 99163
(509) 332-6585
** AD AM H Y PG IV DH TX CI PV **

REDMOND
GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2700 152ND AVENUE NE
REDMOND, WA 98052
(206) 803-5151 EXT. 4366
** AD RR H A B PG HV PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX **

RENTON
RENTON AREA YOUTH SERVICES (RAYS)
1025 SOUTH 3RD STREET
RENTON, WA 98055
(206) 271-5600
** A AM Y TX PV **
WASHINGTON

REPUBLIC
FERRY COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
470-1 NORTH KLONDIKE ROAD
REPUBLIC, WA 99166
(509) 775-3341
** AD AM H Y AI PG CU IV EA DN TX **
** CI PV **

RICHLAND
CARODELET PSYCHIATRIC CARE CENTER
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1175 CARODELET DRIVE
RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 943-9104
** A AM IV TX CI PV **

CHOICES AND CHANGES INC
DRUG PROGRAM
1236 COLUMBIA DRIVE SE
RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 725-7899
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS
846 STEVENS DRIVE
RICHLAND, WA 99352
(509) 966-9613
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV EA TX PV **

SEATTLE
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
10560 5TH AVENUE NE
5TH AVENUE HOSPITAL
SEATTLE, WA 98125
(206) 361-7423
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** DH TX CI PV **

ALTERNATIVES
1818 NESTLAKE AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 106
SEATTLE, WA 98109
(206) 282-4162
** D AM H HV DN TX CI PV **

BALLARD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
N MARKET AND BARNES AVENUES
SEATTLE, WA 98107
(206) 789-7209
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** DT TX CI PV **

CAIN/JUSTICE ASSOCIATES INC
1207 NORTH 200TH STREET
SUITE 217
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 542-1136
** AD AM H DN TX CI PV **

CAREUNITS CLINICS OF WASHINGTON/SEATTLE
12345 15TH AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98125
(206) 363-0031
** AD AM H B AI CU DN TX PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
10501 MERIDIAN AVENUE NORTH
SUITE E
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 364-3925
** AD AM H B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** EA DW TX CI PV **

CENTRAL SEATTLE RECOVERY CENTER
JEFFERSON STREET UNIT
1401 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
JEFFERSON CTR PROF BUILDING SUITE 300
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 322-2970
** AD AM H B H AI PG PI CU DN TX **
** PV **

CENTRAL YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
1730 BRADNER PLACE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98144
(206) 322-7676
** AD AM H Y B H AI PG TX CI PV **

CHINOOK CENTER
220 QUEEN ANNE AVENUE NORTH
SEATTLE, WA 98109
(206) 282-9991
** AD AM DH TX **

CORNERSTONE TREATMENT CENTERS INC
610 44TH STREET NW
SEATTLE, WA 98107
(206) 784-9947
** AD AM H IV EA DH TX PV **

DELL CRAIG THERAPISTS INC
MARINA PROFESSIONAL CENTER
22000 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98198
(206) 824-9273
** AD AM H B H AI CU DN TX CI PV **

DRUG FREE SYSTEMS/TASC
811 FIRST AVENUE
COLMAN BUILDING SUITE 610
SEATTLE, WA 98104
(206) 467-0338
** AD OT **

EVERGREEN TREATMENT SERVICES
1250 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
SEattle, WA 98134
(206) 225-5644
** A AM B PG HV CU IV MM **

GENESIS HOUSE
621 34TH AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 328-0881
** A RR H PG CU IV TX **

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
1703 MINOR AVENUE
METROPOLITAN PARK II SUITE 1500
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 326-7057
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DN TX **
** CI PV **

HOPE RECOVERY SERVICES
974 INDUSTRY DRIVE
SEATTLE, WA 98188
(206) 575-8909
** AD AM DN TX **

KING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1421 MINOR AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 296-7650
** AD AM DT TX DT **

KING COUNTY PERINATAL TREATMENT PROG
1005 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 296-4525
** AD RR AM H Y PG IV TX CI PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTER/NORTH
9706 4TH AVENUE NE
SEATTLE, WA 98115
(206) 525-6105
** AD AM H Y A B AI PG HV CU DN TX **
** CI PV **

MCC MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
10700 MERIDIAN AVENUE NORTH
NORTHWAY WEST BUILDING SUITE 507
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 361-6944
** AD AM TX **

MILAM RECOVERY PROGRAM
12845 AMBAUM BOULEVARD SW
SEATTLE, WA 98146
(206) 241-0890
** AD RR IV DT DH TX CI PV **

RESIDENCE XII SOUTH/BURIEN
16255 SYLVESTER ROAD SW
SEATTLE, WA 98166
(206) 431-5327
** AD RR H A B H AI CU TX PV **

RYTER CHILD CENTER
ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 NE 95TH STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98115
(206) 525-5050
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PG HV CU IV **
** TX **

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
12101 AMBAUM BOULEVARD SW
SEATTLE, WA 98146
(206) 244-8100
** AD RR IV DT EA TX **
WASHINGTON

SEADRUNKAR
PHASE 1/GEORGETOWN
976 SOUTH HARNEY STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98108
(206) 367-0245
** A RR IV TX **

SEADRUNKAR
QUEENANNE
200 WEST COMSTOCK STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98119
(206) 284-2010
** A RR IV TX **

SEATTLE INDIAN HEALTH BOARD
SEATTLE INDIAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
611 12TH AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98104
(206) 324-9360 EXT. 322
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV TX PV **

STONENALL RECOVERY SERVICES
450 BROADWAY EAST
SEATTLE, WA 98102
(206) 661-4546
** AD AM H Y A B H PV PI CU IV TX PV **

SW COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
15025 6TH AVENUE SW
SEATTLE, WA 98166
(206) 242-3506
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX **

SWEDISH HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITION RECOVERY PROGRAM
747 SUMMIT AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98104
(206) 386-6000
** AD RR AM IV DT DH TX CI PV **

THERAPEUTIC HEALTH SERVICES INC
MIDVALE TREATMENT CENTER
17962 MIDVALE AVENUE NORTH SUITE 150
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 546-9766
** A AM H NV IV MM **

THERAPEUTIC HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUMMIT CLINIC
1116 SUMMIT AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98101
(206) 323-0950
** AD AM H B H AI PV PI CU DV TX PV **
** MM **

THUNDERBIRD TREATMENT CENTER
2956 RENTON AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98118
(206) 722-7152
** AD RR H Y AI PV PI CU TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
1660 SOUTH COLUMBIAN WAY
SEATTLE, WA 98108
(206) 764-2782 EXT. 451
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV MM OT **

SEDRO WOOLLEY
PIONEER CENTER NORTH
2268 HUB DRIVE
SEDRO WOOLLEY, WA 98284
(206) 856-3186
** D RR H AI PV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

UNITED GENERAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
1971 HIGHWAY 20
SEDRO WOOLLEY, WA 98284
(206) 856-7324
** AD RR IV DT TX CI PV **

UPPER SKAGIT TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2284 COMMUNITY PLAZA
SEDRO WOOLLEY, WA 98284
(206) 856-5501
** AD AM AI TX CI PV **

SHELTON
SQUAXIN ISLAND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SE 70 SQUAXIN LANE
SHELTON, WA 98584
(206) 426-9781 EXT. 15
** AD RR AM H AI CU DT EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

SILVERDALE
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS/SILVERDALE
10030 SILVERDALE MAY NH
SILVERDALE, WA 98383
(206) 692-4158
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

SNOQUALMIE
ECO GLEN CHILDREN'S CENTER
33010 SE 99TH STREET
SNOQUALMIE, WA 98065
(206) 808-9797 EXT. 224
** AD RR H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV TX **

SPokane
ADDITION OUTPT SERVICES OF SPokane
EAST 901 2ND AVENUE SUITE 100
SPokane, WA 99202
(509) 534-3132
** AD AM H B AI PV EA DH TX CI **

SPokane/DRUG NETWORK
WEST 1101 COLLEGE AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 458-7437
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** TX CI MM **

CENTER FOR DRUG TREATMENT
EAST 115 INDIANA STREET
SPokane, WA 99207
(509) 458-7437
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

COLONIAL CLINIC
WEST 315 9TH AVENUE SUITE 201
SPokane, WA 99204
(509) 836-6004
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

DAYBREAK OF SPokane
INTENSIVE INPATIENT PROGRAM FOR YOUTH
SOUTH 4611 DYER ROAD
SPokane, WA 99223
(509) 446-1255
** AD RR Y IV TX **

DAYBREAK OF SPokane
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
EAST 918 MISSION AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99202
(509) 483-0107
** AD AM Y IV TX **

DEACONESS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
WEST 800 5TH AVENUE
SPokane, WA 99210
(509) 458-7000
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** IV DT DH TX CI PV **

GENESIS COUNSELING SERVICE INC
NORTH 10103 DIVISION STREET SUITE 100
SPokane, WA 99218
(509) 466-1092
** AD AM H Y AI CU DV TX PV **

GROUP HEALTH NORTHWEST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
WEST 316 BOONE AVENUE
ROCK POINTE CORPORATE CENTER SUITE 650
SPokane, WA 99201
(509) 327-9577
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

INLAND TRIBAL CONSORTIUM
YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
NORTH 1617 CALISPEL
SPokane, WA 99205
(509) 357-9416
** AD RR Y IV TX **
WASHINGTON

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
TURN AROUND AT VANCOUVER
400 NE MOTHER JOSEPH WAY
VANCOUVER, WA 98664
(206) 256-2170
** AR RR AM W Y A B AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV DT EA DN TX PV **

STARTING POINT
2703 EAST MILL PLAIN BOULEVARD
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 696-2010
** AR AM H Y B AI HV CU EA DN TX **
** CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS REHAB SECTION
O STREET AND 4TH PLAIN STREET
WARD 50
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 690-1841
** AR RR AM A B AI HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

WALLA WALLA
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
180 SOUTH 5TH STREET
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 525-7800
** AR AM W Y H AI PG PI CU IV DT **
** DN TX CI PV **

NEWHOUSE
612 EAST MAIN STREET
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 529-9101
** AR RR TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
77 MAINNIGHT DRIVE
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 525-5200 EXT. 2679
** AR RR AM W HV IV TX CI PV **

WENATCHEE
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
CASA INC
327 OKANOGAN STREET
WENATCHEE, WA 98801
(509) 662-9673
** AR RR AM H Y H PG IV DT DW TX **
** CI PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS/WENATCHEE
636 VALLEY MALL PARKWAY
SUITE 200
WENATCHEE, WA 98802
(509) 886-0860
** AR AM DW TX CI PV **

YAKIMA
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROG
321 EAST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 575-6084
** A AM A PG HV IV EA MM **

JAMES M OLDHAM TREATMENT CENTER
308 NORTH 4TH STREET
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 248-1800
** AR RR IV TX **

RIEL HOUSE
1408 WEST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98902
(509) 248-1800
** AR RR H PG IV TX **

SUNDOWN M RANCH
2280 SR 821
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 457-0990
** AR RR H TX **

YAKIMA COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG CTR
102 SOUTH NACHES AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 248-1800
** AR AM W Y H PG IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

YAKIMA HUMAN SERVICES
DBA DEPENDENCY HEALTH SERVICES
313 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98902
(509) 248-1200
** AR H Y H PG PI DT DW TX CI **
** PV **
WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY
FAYETTE/MONROE/RALEIGH/SUMMERS (FMRS) MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC 101 SOUTH EISENHOWER DRIVE BECKLEY, WV 25501 (304) 256-7100 ** AD AM Y A B PG HV PI CU EA DH ** ** TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN WEST VIRGINIA FELLOWSHIP HOME INC BECKLEY, WV 25501 (304) 253-1441 ** AD RR TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM 200 VETERANS AVENUE BECKLEY, WV 25501 (304) 256-2121 ** D DT TX **

BLUEFIELD
MERCER COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME 421 SCOTT STREET BLUEFIELD, WV 24701 (304) 327-9876 ** AD RR W B H AI CU TX PV **

CHARLESTON
AFL/CIO APPALACHIAN COUNCIL INC OCCUPATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM 501 BROAD STREET CHARLESTON, WV 25301 (304) 345-5811 ** AD EA PV **

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL REHAB AND EVALUATION SERVICES (CARES) 1716 7TH AVENUE CHARLESTON, WV 25312 (304) 541-0357 ** AD DT TX **

KANAWHA VALLEY FELLOWSHIP HOME INC 1107 VIRGINIA STREET EAST CHARLESTON, WV 25301 (304) 342-6051 ** AD RR PI EA DH TX **

PHOENIX HOUSE 5405 ALPINE DRIVE CHARLESTON, WV 25313 (304) 776-1643 ** AD RR Y CU TX OT **

SHANNEE HILL COMMUNITY MH/MR CENTER PEERS 1591 WASHINGSTON STREET EAST CHARLESTON, WV 25311 (304) 341-0279 ** AD AM Y PG CU TX CI PV **

SHANNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC BROOKSIDE CAMPUS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES 705 SOUTH PARK ROAD CHARLESTON, WV 25325 (304) 341-0298 ** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SHANNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC EXTENDED CARE SERVICE FOR WOMEN 705 SOUTH PARK ROAD CHARLESTON, WV 25325 (304) 341-0223 ** AD RR AM W PG IV EA TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE GROUP HOME 1716 7TH AVENUE CHARLESTON, WV 25312 (304) 341-0357 ** AD RR OT TX **

THRESHOLD AT BROOKSIDE 705 SOUTH PARK ROAD CHARLESTON, WV 25304 (304) 341-0445 ** AD RR IV DT EA TX **

CLARKSBURG
SUMMIT CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 6 HOSPITAL PLAZA CLARKSBURG, WV 26301 (304) 623-5661 ** AD AM Y PI EA DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES CLARKSBURG, WV 26301 (304) 623-3461 ** AD RR AM Y A B PG HV PI CU IV ** ** DT EA TX PV **

ELKINS
APPALACHIAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 725 YOKUM STREET ELKINS, WV 26241 (304) 636-3232 ** AD AM Y PG PI EA DH TX CI PV **

GYPSY
RAINBOW HOUSE 158 MAIN STREET GYPSY, WV 2561 (304) 592-3592 ** AD RR EA TX **

HOPEMONT
SHANNEE HILLS REHABILITATION UNIT HOPEMONT, WV 26764 (304) 789-2405 ** AD RR IV TX **

HUNTINGTON
HCA RIVER PARK HOSPITAL BRIDGES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 1230 6TH AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 (304) 526-9111 ** AD RR AM DT TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT 2900 FIRST AVENUE HUNTINGTON, WV 25701 (304) 526-6000 ** AD RR IV DT EA TX **

KINGWOOD
OLYMPIC CENTER/PRESTON ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM ROUTE 7 KINGWOOD, WV 26537 (304) 329-2400 ** AD RR Y A PG HV CU IV TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE!
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
W = WOMEN Y = YOUTH ** AD AM Y PG PI EA DH TX PV **
A = AIDS PATIENTS B = BLACKS **DT EA TX PV**
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT MM = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT

457
WEST VIRGINIA

PRESTON ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
300 SOUTH PRICE STREET
KINGWOOD, WV 26537
(304) 329-1400
** AD RR AM H CU IV DT EA TX PV **

LEWISBURG

HUNTER HOUSE
100 CHURCH STREET
LEWISBURG, WV 24901
(304) 647-9631
** AD RR PI IV DW TX CI PV **

LOGAN

LOGAN/MINGO AREA MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 10
3 MILE CURVE
LOGAN, WV 25601
(304) 792-7130
** AD AM H Y PI EA DW TX CI PV **

MARTINSBURG

EASTERN PANHANDLE
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
235 SOUTH WATER STREET
MARTINSBURG, WV 26501
(304) 263-8954
** AD AM H Y PG PI CU EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

MORGANTOWN

CHESTNUT RIDGE HOSP IN COOP WITH WVU
DEPT BEHAV MED/PSYCH ADDIC RECOV UNIT
930 CHESTNUT RIDGE ROAD
MORGANTOWN, WV 26505
(304) 293-4000
** AD RR AM H Y A B PG HV CU IV DT **
** EA DW TX CI PV **

PETERSBURG

POTOMAC HIGHLANDS GUILD INC
108 NORTH MAIN STREET
PETERSBURG, WV 26847
(304) 257-4687
** AD AM Y PI EA DW TX CI PV **

PRINCETON

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
200 12TH STREET EXTENSION
PRINCETON, WV 24740
(304) 425-9541
** AD AM H Y PI DT DW TX PV **

RIPLEY

JACKSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
JACKSON TREATMENT CENTER
PINNELL STREET
RIPLEY, WV 25271
(304) 372-4320
** AD RR AM H Y B CU IV DT EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

SUMMERSVILLE

SENeca MH/MR COUNCIL INC
806 BROAD STREET
OXFORD PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 4
SUMMERSVILLE, WV 26651
(304) 872-6503
** AD AM Y PI IV EA DW TX CI PV **

SUTTON

BRAXTON COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME
11 STONEWALL STREET
SUTTON, WV 26601
(304) 765-2616
** AD RR IV TX **

WEIRTON

HANCOCK/BROOKE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
501 COLLIERs WAY
WEIRTON, WV 26062
(304) 723-5940
** AD AM H Y PI EA DW TX CI PV **

WESTON

WESTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
WESTON, WV 26452
(304) 269-1210 EXT. 277
** AD RR H Y B H AI PG HV PI CU TX **

WHEELING

NORTHWOOD HEALTH SYSTEMS
2121 EOFF STREET
WHEELING, WV 26003
(304) 254-3570
** AD AM H Y PG PI IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **
**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AL</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td></td>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td></td>
<td>MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HOMEN</td>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>HIV POSITIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>DW = DMI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wisconsin**

**Algoma**
KEWAUNEE COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
522 4TH STREET
ALGOMA, WI 54201
(414) 487-5231
**AD RR AM IV DT EA DH TX CI PV **

**Alma**
BUFFALO COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES COURTHOUSE
ALMA, WI 54610
(608) 685-6412
**AD DM CI PV **

PSYCHIATRIC AND COUNSELING SERVICES COURTHOUSE
ALMA, WI 54610
(608) 685-3509
**AD AM TX PV **

**Antigo**
LANGLADE HEALTH CARE CENTER
1225 LANGLEDE ROAD
ANTIGO, WI 54409
(715) 623-2394
**AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

LANGLADE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY SERVICES
112 EAST 5TH AVENUE
ANTIGO, WI 54409
(715) 623-2331
**AD OT **

**Appleton**
CASI PROGRAMS INC
217 SOUTH BADGER AVENUE
APPLETON, WI 54914
(414) 749-2360
**AD AM Y PG IV EA DH TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
WAPLES TEEN RECOVERY SERVICES
1412 NORTH RANKIN STREET
APPLETON, WI 54913
(414) 731-1430
**AD RR Y TX CI PV **

MERRIDIAN HOUSE
1308 NORTH LEONA STREET
APPLETON, WI 54913
(414) 739-3580
**AD RR Y TX **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM (ADP)
1506 SOUTH ONEIDA STREET
APPLETON, WI 54915
(414) 738-2389
**AD RR AM IV DT EA TX **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY/WOMEN
1310 SOUTH MADISON STREET
APPLETON, WI 54915
(414) 738-2389
**AD RR W AI TX **

THE MOORING HALFWAY HOUSE INC
607 WEST 7TH STREET
APPLETON, WI 54911
(414) 739-3235
**AD RR TX **

**Arcadia**
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
464 SOUTH SAINT JOSEPH AVENUE
ARCADIA, WI 54612
(608) 323-3341 EXT. 240
**AD OT **

**Ashland**
ASHLAND COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER
206 6TH AVENUE WEST
ROOM 213
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 682-5207
**AD AM Y AI EA DH TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1635 MAPLE LANE
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 682-4555
**AD RR AM H Y A AI PG HV CU IV **
**DT EA TX CI OT **

**Baraboo**
SAINT CLARE HOSPITAL
SAINT CLARE CENTER
707 14TH STREET
BARABOO, WI 53913
(608) 356-1555
**AD RR AM IV DT EA TX CI PV **

**Bayfield**
RED CLIFF TRIBAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
BAYFIELD, WI 54814
(715) 779-5125
**AD AM H Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
**TX CI PV **

**Beaver Dam**
BEAVER DAM COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
AODA DETOX/AODA INPT EMERGENCY CARE
707 SOUTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
(414) 887-7181
**AD OT **

**LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES**
1010 DE CLARK STREET
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
(414) 887-3171
**AD AM EA TX PV **

**Beloit**
ADDITION TREATMENT AND EDUCATION PROG
2091 SHOPIERE ROAD
BELOIT, WI 53511
(608) 364-1194
**AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV DT **

BELOIT INNER CITY COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
934 ALICE STREET
BELOIT, WI 53511
(608) 365-6600
**AD PV **

**459**
WISCONSIN

INTOXICATED DRIVER PROGRAM
136 WEST GRAND AVENUE
BELoit, WI 53511
(608) 362-6223
** AD DH CI **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WISCONSIN
2165 SHOPIERE ROAD
BELoit, WI 53511
(608) 365-2709
** AD AM PI CU IV TX CI CI PV **

ROCK VALLEY CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
431 OLYMPIAN BOULEVARD
BELoit, WI 53511
(608) 362-7805
** AD AM H Y B CU IV TX CI PV **

BERLIN

BERLIN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
225 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BERLIN, WI 54923
(414) 561-1313
** AD EA OT **

BOWLER

STOCKBRIDGE/MUNSEE HEALTH CENTER
TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 1 MOHICANNICK ROAD
BOWLER, WI 54416
(715) 793-4144 EXT. 136
** AD PV OT **

BROOKFIELD

ELMBROOK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
19333 WEST NORTH AVENUE
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
(414) 785-2233
** AD RR AM H Y A B CU IV DT DM TX **
** CI PV OT **

CHILTON

CALUMET COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE DEPT
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE UNIT
206 COURT STREET
COURTHOUSE
CHILTON, WI 53014
(414) 849-1400
** AD RR AM H Y CU DW TX CI PV **

CALUMET MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
614 MEMORIAL DRIVE
CHILTON, WI 54014
(414) 849-2386
** AD OT **

CHIPPEWA FALLS

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
404 1/2 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BOX 4
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1101
** AD EA CI PV OT **

L E PHILLIPS LIBERTAS CENTER
FOR THE CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT
2661 COUNTY ROAD I
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-5585
** AD RR AM H Y AI IV DT EA DM TX **
** CI **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM
2661 COUNTY ROAD I
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1811
** AD IV EA PV **

SERENITY HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
205 EAST GRAND AVENUE
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-8468
** AD RR CU TX **

TRANSITUS HOUSE
1030 WHEATON STREET
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI 54729
(715) 723-1155
** AD RR H Y A H PG HV CU IV DM TX **
** PV **

CLINTONVILLE

CLINTONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION
35 NORTH ANNE STREET
CLINTONVILLE, WI 54929
(715) 823-3121
** AD OT **

COLUMBUS

PATH FINDER
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1132 PARK AVENUE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
(414) 623-2622
** AD AM H Y AI PG EA DM TX CI PV **

CRANDON

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON AODA INC
211 EAST MADISON STREET
CRANDON, WI 54520
(715) 478-5524
** AD AM H Y AI PI IV EA DW TX PV **

SOKAGOON COMMUNITY CENTER
OFFICE OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
ROUTE 1
CRANDON, WI 54520
(715) 478-5190
** AD EA CI PV OT **

CUMBERLAND

CUMBERLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1110 7TH AVENUE
CUMBERLAND, WI 54829
(715) 822-2741
** AD OT **

NORTHERN PINES UNIFIED SERVICE CTR BD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
1066 8TH AVENUE
CUMBERLAND, WI 54829
(715) 822-4747
** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV DM TX CI PV **

DARLINGTON

LAFOYETTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN SERVICES/AODA PROGRAM
700 NORTH MAIN STREET
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
(608) 776-6800
** AD AM H Y B AI PI IV DW TX CI **
** PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF LAFAYETTE COUNTY
800 CLAY STREET
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
(608) 776-4466
** O DT TX **

DODGEVILLE

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF IOWA COUNTY INC
EMERGENCY DETOX PROGRAM
825 SOUTH IOWA STREET
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
(608) 935-2711
** AD OT **

UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
DODGEVILLE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
410 NORTH UNION STREET
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
(608) 935-2776
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **
DURAND
PEPIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
740 7TH AVENUE WEST
DURAND, WI 54756
(715) 672-8941
** AD AM DH TX PV **

EAGLE RIVER
EAGLE RIVER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
EAGLE RIVER, WI 54521
(715) 479-7411
** AD OT **

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON AODA INC
102 NORTH MAIN STREET
EAGLE RIVER, WI 54521
(715) 479-4585
** AD AM W Y AI PI IV EA DH TX PV **

EAU CLAIRE
EAU CLAIRE ACADEMY
550 NORTH DENEY STREET
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 834-6681
** AD RR Y B AY CU TX PV **

EXODUS HOUSE
YOUTH
3042 KILBOURNE AVENUE
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54703
(715) 835-7582
** AD RR Y TX **

FAHLMAN CENTER
3136 CRAIG ROAD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 835-9110
** AD RR IV EA TX **

GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
202 GRAHAM AVENUE
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 852-3471
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX PV **

LUTHER HOSPITAL
GENESIS ADOLESCENT CHEM DEP PROGRAM
1221 WHIPPLE STREET
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54702
(715) 839-3585
** AD RR Y TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
3136 CRAIG ROAD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 839-2046
** AD AM EA DH TX **

MIDELFORT CLINIC
JOURNEY
731 WEST CLAIREMONT AVENUE
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 839-5369
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TRINITEAM INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
515 SOUTH BARSTOW STREET
SUITE 114
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
(715) 836-8144
** AD AM W Y B AI PG CU TX PV OT **

EDGERTON
MEMORIAL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE LODGE/EDGERTON
313 STOUGHTON ROAD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
(608) 884-3581
** AD RR AM Y CU IV TX CI PV **

ELKHORN
LAKELAND HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
ELKHORN, WI 53121
(608) 741-2000
** AD OT **

WALWORTH COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
COUNTY HIGHWAY NN
ELKHORN, WI 53121
(608) 741-3200
** AD RR AM W Y A PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

ELLSWORTH
PIERCE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
412 WEST KINNE STREET
ELLSWORTH, WI 54011
(715) 273-3531
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX CI PV **

ELROY
SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
PINECREST CENTER
1510 ACADEMY STREET
ELROY, WI 53929
(608) 462-8434
** AD RR AM W Y AI CU IV TX **

FOND DU LAC
BLANDINE HOUSE INC
25 NORTH PARK AVENUE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 922-9487
** AD RR TX **

FOND DU LAC COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
OTHER DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING CENTER
459 EAST FIRST STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 929-3571
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT EA DH TX CI PV **

ROBERT E BERRY HALFWAY HOUSE
178 6TH STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 922-8580
** AD RR TX **

SAINT AGNES HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION UNIT
430 EAST DIVISION STREET
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
(414) 929-2300
** AD RR AM Y XI IV TX CI **

FORT ATKINSON
FORT ATKINSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EMERGENCY MED DETOX
611 EAST SHERMAN AVENUE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
(414) 568-5000
** AD OT **

FRIENDSHIP
ADAMS COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
402 WEST LAKE STREET
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
(608) 339-5331
** AD OT **

ADAMS COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD COUNSELING CENTER OF ADAMS COUNTY
108 EAST NORTH STREET
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
(608) 339-7881
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

GREEN BAY
BELLIN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
ADICTIVE SERVICES
725 SOUTH WEBSTER AVENUE
GREEN BAY, WI 54305
(414) 433-5630
** AD RR AM W Y IV DT DH TX CI PV **

BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
(414) 466-1136 EXT. 400
** AD CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
OUTPATIENT AODA PROGRAM
1546 DOUGMAN STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54303
(414) 496-3000
** AD AM W Y A HV EA DH TX PV **
WISCONSIN

GENESIS II
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 468-1136
** AD RR AM IV DT TX CI **

OUT LADY OF CHARITY CENTER INC
FAMILY PROGRAM
2640 WEST POINT ROAD
GREEN BAY, WI 54307
(414) 494-8708
** AD RR AM Y AI CU EA TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1726 SHAWANO AVENUE
GREEN BAY, WI 54303
(414) 498-4821
** AD DT TX **

SAMARITAN HOUSE
630 CHERRY STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 425-2095
** AD RR W A AI PG HV IV TX OT **

GREEN LAKE
GREEN LAKE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
COMMUNITY SERVICES UNIT
500 LAKE STEEL STREET
GREEN LAKE, WI 54941
(414) 294-4070
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

GREEN LAKE COUNTY PROGRAM
MAEHONIESEKIH TREATMENT PROGRAM
4587 COUNTY G
GREEN SHAM, WI 54128
(715) 799-3835
** AD RR AM Y AI PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

HALES CORNERS
FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY
5300 SOUTH 108TH STREET
HALES CORNERS, WI 53130
(414) 329-0600
** AD AM W Y CU IV EA TX TX PV **

HARTFORD
KETTLE MORaine TREATMENT CENTER
HARTFORD CLINIC
1567 SUNNIN STREET
HARTFORD, WI 53027
(414) 673-6477
** AD AM W Y A B PI DN TX CI PV **

HAYWARD
HAYWARD AREA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8911
** AD OT **

LAC COURTE OREILLES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
ROUTE 2
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8975
** AD AM Y B AI PG HV PI CU EA **
** TX CI PV DT **

SAWYER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AODA
HILL HOUSE
COUNTY HILL ROAD
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-5112
** AD EA CI PV **

SAWYER COUNTY INFO AND REFERRAL CTR ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
315 WEST 5TH STREET
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8270
** AD AM Y AI PI IV EA DN TX PV **

HILLSBORO
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
400 WATER AVENUE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
(608) 669-2211
** D RR AM TX **

HUDSON
BURKWOOD RESIDENCE
615 OLD HILL ROAD
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-6125
** AD RR IV TX **

HUDSON MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL HEALTH RECOVERY CENTER
400 WISCONSIN STREET
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-0158
** AD RR AM PI IV DT DN TX CI **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
920 3RD STREET
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 834-2046
** AD AM EA DN TX **

HURLEY
IRON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
312 SILVER STREET
HURLEY, WI 54534
(715) 563-3083
** AD AM DN TX PV **

JANESVILLE
ALCOHAB INC
NEW DAHN HALFWAY HOUSE
430 NORTH JACKSON STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 756-2651
** AD RR H A B H AI PG PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

ALCOHAB INC
NEW HORIZONS HALFWAY HOUSE
170 LINN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-1514
** AD RR IV TX PV **

ALCOHAB INC
RIVER COMMONS HALFWAY HOUSE
766 SOUTH MAIN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-6800
** AD RR W Y B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV TX PV **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
301 EAST MILWAUKEE STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-5260
** AD RR W Y H A B H AI PG HV IV TX **
** TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES/ROCK COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
205 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 102
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 752-7935
** AD AM W B H AI PG CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WISCONSIN
320 LINCOLN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53547
(608) 754-2264
** AD RR PI CU IV DT TX CI PV **

ROCK COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3512 NORTH PARKER DRIVE
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-2625
** AD PI CU IV DT TX PV **
WISCONSIN

LANGSTON

UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
LANCASTER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
230 WEST CHERRY STREET
LANCASTER, WI 53813
(608) 723-7666
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MADISON

ARC COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ARC HOUSE
202 NORTH PATERSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 257-3628
** AD RR H B H AI PG HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

COLVIN MANOR
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 257-1849
** D RR PI TX **

HOPE HAVEN
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 281-0881
** AD RR PI IV TX **

HOPE HAVEN INC
NORTH BAY LODGE
3602 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 269-2600
** D RR PI TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
101 NOB HILL ROAD
SUITE 200
MADISON, WI 53713
(608) 277-0610
** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

MADISON INNER CITY COUNCIL ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
1244 SOUTH PARK STREET
LOWER LEVEL
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 257-4066
** AD PV **

MATKOM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1 SOUTH PARK STREET
SUITE 420
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 251-4706
** AD AM PI EA DH TX **

MENDOTA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 TROY DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 244-2411
** AD RR TX **

MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF DANE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
625 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 251-2341
** AD AM H W H AI PG CU IV DH TX **

MERITEN HOSPITAL
NEW START EAST
1510 MENDOTA STREET
SUITE 110
MADISON, WI 53714
(608) 244-8584
** AD AM H PG EA DH TX CI PV **

MERITEN HOSPITAL
NEW START/HOSPITAL AVENUE UNIT
309 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 258-5202
** AD RR IV DT TX CI **

MERITEN NEW START
RAYMOND ROAD UNIT
8221 RAYMOND ROAD
MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 846-5166
** AD RR IV TX CI **

MERITEN NEW START OUTPATIENT
NEW START WEST
1015 GAMMON LANE
MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 271-4144
** AD AM H Y PG IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE (PICADA)
2000 FORDEM AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 246-7600
** AD PV **

REBOS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN I
WOMEN
1903 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 231-2360
** AD RR H B CU IV TX PV **

REBOS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN II
MEN
810 WEST OLIN AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 255-5922
** AD RR Y HV CU IV TX PV **

TELLURIAN APOGEE
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 222-2376
** AD RR Y TX **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM (ARP)
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53716
(608) 222-7311
** AD RR H B PG HV PI CU IV DH TX **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53716
(608) 222-7311
** AD AM B CU IV TX **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
NETWORK AM
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53716
(608) 222-7311
** AD AM Y TX **

TELLURIAN UCAN INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
2914 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53713
(608) 223-3311
** AD PI DT TX **

THOREAU HOUSE
1102 SPAIGHT STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 255-2493
** AD RR Y TX **

UNIV OF WISC HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
ADOLESCENT ALC/DRUG ABUSE INTERV PROG
122 EAST OLIN AVENUE
SUITE 275
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 262-1111
** AD PV OT **

MANITOWOC

COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
3618 CALMET AVENUE
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 682-6800
** AD AM EA TX PV **

HOLY FAMILY MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
333 REED AVENUE
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 683-3050
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV DT **
** EA TX PV **
WISCONSIN

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
4365 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 444-4510
** AD OT **

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
FAMILY PROG. AND DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PGM
3802 NORTH TEUTONIA AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 871-2070
** AD AM DH TX PV **

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
SOUTHSIDE OUTPATIENT CENTER
1675 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 643-0060
** AD AM DH TX PV **

KETTLE MORANDE MILWAUKEE COUNTY
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
1218 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53233
(414) 342-6200
** D B H PI DT TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
3200 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 342-7175
** AD AM W Y B EA TX CI PV **

MATT TALBOT LODGE
2613 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-5474
** AD RR TX **

META FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
2571-2579 NORTH FARNELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 962-4024
** AD RR W B H AI PG CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2266 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE
SUITE 324
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-0487
** AD EA DH PV **

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE
1442 NORTH FARNELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-7822
** AD PV **

MILWAUKEE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH COMPLEX
DRUG FREE/ METH MAINT/ ANTANG/ DUAL DIS
854 NORTH 94TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 257-5977
** AD AM IV TX MM **

MILWAUKEE HEALTH SERVICES SYSTEM
4363 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 871-8083
** AD AM W IV MM **

MILWAUKEE INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
930 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 931-8111
** AD PV **

MILWAUKEE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1220 DEKEY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53213
(414) 258-2600
** AD RR AM Y Y Y A HV CU IV DT EA **
** DH TX CI PV MM **

NEXT DOOR FOUNDATION
GENESIS
726 NORTH 51ST STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 921-8685
** AD AM W Y B H AI PG HV CU IV DW **
** TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
5000 WEST CHAMBERS STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 447-1650
** AD OT **

SAINT MICHAEL HOSP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALC AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE OUTPT PGM
2400 WEST VILLARD AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53209
(414) 527-8131
** AD AM TX PV **

SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
ALC AND DRUG TRT CTR/ INPT AND OUTPT
2400 WEST VILLARD AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53209
(414) 527-8269
** AD RR AM H A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** DT DH TX **

SINAI SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 WEST KILBOURN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53233
(414) 957-5384
** AD H A B H AI PG HV CU IV DT TX **

UNITED COMMUNITY CENTER
NEW BEGINNING CLINIC
1028 SOUTH 9TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 643-8530
** AD RR AM H Y B H PG HV CU DH TX **
** PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE TRT PROG
5000 WEST NATIONAL AVENUE
UNIT 116E
MILWAUKEE, WI 53295
(414) 384-2000 EXT. 2161
** AD RR IV DT EA TX CI PV MM **

WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL SERVICE (WCS)
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
436 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53203
(414) 271-2512 EXT. 54
** AD AM W Y A B PG HV CU IV TX PV **

WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
2105 NORTH BOOTH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
(414) 263-4981
** AD RR W A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

MINOCQUA

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON AODA INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
415 HENOMINEE STREET
MINOCQUA, WI 54548
(715) 356-2131
** AD AM W Y AI PI IV EA DH TX PV **

MONROE

GREEN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL/OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
PLEASANT VIEW COMPLEX BOX 216
MONROE, WI 53566
(608) 328-9399
** AD AM W Y A PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

MONTELLO

MARQUETTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
HIGHWAY 22 SOUTH
MONTELL, WI 53949
(608) 297-2088
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

NEENAH

FREEDOM HOUSE
135 CURTIS STREET
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 725-8796
** AD RR Y TX PV **

NEILLSVILLE

CLARK COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
517 COURT STREET
NEILLSVILLE, WI 54456
(715) 743-5204
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **
SUNBURST YOUTH HOMES
MORNINGSTAR AODA UNIT
8120 HIST 4TH STREET
NEILLSVILLE, WI 54456
(715) 743-3154 EXT. 114
** AD RR Y B H AI EA TX CI PV **

NEW FRANKEN
ALPINE COUNTRY HOUSE INC
5628 STURGEON BAY ROAD
NEW FRANKEN, WI 54229
(414) 866-2301
** D RR TX PV **

NEW LONDON
NEW LONDON FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1405 MILL STREET
NEW LONDON, WI 54961
(414) 982-5330
** AD OT **

RAHNIDE
ROUTE 1
NEW LONDON, WI 54961
(414) 982-5100
** AD OT **

NEW RICHMOND
SAINT CROIX COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1246 18TH AVENUE
NEW RICHMOND, WI 54017
(715) 266-6919 EXT. 8204
** AD AM Y H DM TX CI PV **

OCONOMOWOC
KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INPATIENT TREATMENT
4839 NORTH HEMITTS POINT ROAD
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-0201
** AD RR Y B PI IV DT EA DM TX PV **

KETTLE MORaine OUTPATIENT CLINIC
612 EAST SUMMIT AVENUE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-8851
** AD AM Y CIV IV DH TX PV **

OCONTO FALLS
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
855 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 866-5444
** AD OT **

OCONTO COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
CLINICAL SERVICES DIVISION/SA UNIT
435 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OCONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-0114
** AD AM N Y A PG HV PI CU EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

ODEANAH
BAD RIVER ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
OLD ODANAH
SAINT MARYS SCHOOL
ODANAH, WI 54861
(715) 662-5941
** AD CI PV **

OSHKOSH
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RENEWAL CENTER
631 HAZEL STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 236-2000
** AD AM N Y EA TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
429 ALGOMA BOULEVARD
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-2030
** AD AM N Y PI CU IV TX CI PV **

SUMMIT HOUSE
800 SOUTH SAWYER STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-7913
** AD RR PI TX **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
819 NORTH MAIN STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-6555
** AD RR Y TX PV **

TERRA HOUSE (HARRISON HOUSE)
105 JOSSLYN STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 233-0860
** AD RR TX **

TERRA PROGRAMS INC
NOVA TREATMENT CENTER
111 JOSSLYN STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-0143
** AD RR TX **

WINNEBAGO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
471 HIGH AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 234-4734
** AD CI **

OXFORD
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OXFORD, WI 53952
(608) 504-5511 EXT. 338
** AD RR AM A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

PARK FALLS
FLAMBEAU MEDICAL CENTER
EMERGENCY DETOX SERVICES
100 SHEERY AVENUE
PARK FALLS, WI 54552
(715) 762-2404
** AD OT **

PHILLIPS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER
124 NORTH AVON AVENUE
PHILLIPS, WI 54558
(715) 339-2174
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

COUNSELING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
ADDA TREATMENT PROGRAM
COUNTY NORMAL BUILDING
SUITE 4
PHILLIPS, WI 54558
(715) 339-3048
** AD AM N Y PI IV EA TX CI PV **

PLATTEVILLE
UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
PLATTEVILLE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6057 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
(608) 348-5001
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

PLOVER
WASHINGTON HOUSE
1608 WASHINGTON AVENUE
PLOVER, WI 54467
(715) 341-7301
** AD RR Y B H AI TX PV OT **

PORT WASHINGTON
OZAUKEE COUNCIL INC
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
125 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-5144
** AD EA PV **

OZAUKEE COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PROGS
OZAUKEE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
121 HEST MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-8130 EXT. 128
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **
SAINT HARYS HOSPITAL/ OZAUKEE
SAINT HARYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
743 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-4475
** AD RR AM PI CU IV DT DH TX CI **
** PV **

PORTAGE
DIVINE SAVIOR HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBST ABUSE DETOX SERVS
1015 WEST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8665
** AD EA OT **

PATHFINDER
711 EAST COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8665
** AD AM W Y AI PG EA DW TX CI PV **

PATHFINDER HOUSE
108 EAST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8665
** AD RR W Y B AI CU TX CI PV **

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
VILLA SUCCES
121 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53831
(608) 326-6246
** AD RR W Y TX CI PV **

RACINE
CROSSROADS CONSULTANTS LTD
3308 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 632-2420
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

LIGHHOUSE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
5605 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-1240
** AD AM W Y B H PG CU IV EA TX CI PV **

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GROUP
3105 LATHROP AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 554-2380
** AD AM W Y B H PG CU EA TX PV **

RACINE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
840 LAKE AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 634-8688
** AD AM TX **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM CHEMICAL DEP SERVICES
1320 WISCONSIN AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 636-2201
** AD OT **

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN
MED AND SOCIAL SERVICES RACINE OFFICE
1055 PRAIRIE DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-6575
** AD AM W Y A B H AI PG HV CU EA **
** DH TX **

URBAN LEAGUE RACINE/KENOSHA
YOUTH DRUG PREVENTION INTERVENTION PGM
718 NORTH MEMORIAL DRIVE
RACINE, WI 53404
(414) 637-8552
** AD CI PV **

WESTMIND TREATMENT CENTER
5625 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-9020
** AD RR AM W CU IV DT EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

REEDSBURG
SAUK COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
425 6TH STREET
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
(608) 524-4391
** AD RR AM DT EA DW TX CI PV **

RHINELANDER
HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
DWI ASSESSMENT
705 EAST TIMBER DRIVE
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 369-2215
** AD DH OT **

KIOINONIA
1670 NORTH STEVENS STREET
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 362-5745
** AD RR W H AI CU IV DT TX **

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON ADDA INC
17A WEST DAVENPORT STREET
RHINELANDER, WI 54501
(715) 369-2210
** AD AM W Y AI PI IV EA DM TX PV **

RICE LAKE
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
35 WEST MESSSENGER STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54668
(715) 234-1558
** AD AM EA DH TX **

RICHLAND CENTER
RICHLAND COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
1000 HIGHWAY 14 WEST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
(608) 647-6384
** AD AM IV EA DW TX PV OT **

RIVER FALLS
KINNICK FALLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
900 SOUTH ORANGE STREET
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
(715) 426-5950
** AD RR TX **

SAINT CROIX FALLS
SAINT CROIX VALLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
204 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
SAINT CROIX FALLS, WI 54024
(715) 482-3261 EXT. 413
** AD RR AM W Y AI PI TX CI **
** PV **

SHAWANO
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
504 LAKELAND ROAD
SHAWANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-5547
** AD RR AM W Y AI PI TX CI PV **

SHAWANO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
309 NORTH BARTLETTE STREET
SHAWANO, WI 54166
(715) 526-4464
** AD OT **

SHEBOYGAN
COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
2205 ERIE AVENUE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 659-8671
** AD AM W Y CU EA DW TX CI PV **

REBOS MANOR
908 JEFFERSON STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 652-6692
** AD RR TX PV **

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1011 NORTH 8TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 659-3151
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **
MEMORIAL MEDICAL RECOVERY 208 MAIN STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 346-6611
** AD RR Y Y H H CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX PV **

SHEBOYGAN MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2629 NORTH 7TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53083
(414) 457-5035 EXT. 600
** AD RR AM H Y H CU IV DT EA DH **
** TX PV **

SHELL LAKE
AIN DAK INC INC
108 WEST 6TH AVENUE
SHELL LAKE, WI 54871
(715) 468-2928
** D RR Y H TX **

INDIANHEAD RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY
330 NORTH 3RD AVENUE
SHELL LAKE, WI 54871
(715) 468-2941
** AD RR M IV TX PV **

SPARTA
MONROE COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC
ROUTE 2
COUNTY TRUNK B
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-3650
** AD AM H PG IV DT DW TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
INPATIENT MEDICAL AND SOCIAL DETOX
WEST MAIN AND K STREETS
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-2123 EXT. 225
** D AM A HV PI DT TX OT **

SPOONER
PINES II INC
1805 NORTH RICE LAKE ROAD
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-7229
** AD RR TX PV **

SPOONER COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX
819 ASH STREET
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-2111
** AD OT **

STEVENS POINT
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
209 PRENTICE STREET NORTH
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 346-6611
** AD RR AM H Y PI CU IV EA DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
OAKSIDE RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY
201 NORTH PRENTICE STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 346-7071
** AD RR W A AI PG HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

FAMILY CRISIS CENTER/CAP SERVICES
1616 WEST RIVER STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-8508
** AD OT **

SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
900 ILLINOIS AVENUE
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 346-5445
** AD OT **

SOMA HOUSE
2201 JULIA STREET
STEVENS POINT, WI 54481
(715) 341-6705
** AD RR Y Y A I PI GV TX CI PV **

STOUGHTON
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
209 NORTH DIVISION STREET
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-2722
** AD RR H Y TX CI PV **

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SHARE PROGRAM/INPATIENT/OUTPATIENT
900 RIDGE STREET
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-2271
** D RR AM DT EA DH TX **

STURGEON BAY
DOOR COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
EMERGENCY ROOM SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
330 SOUTH 16TH PLACE
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-5566
** AD OT **

DOOR COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD
421 NEBRASKA STREET
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 746-2345
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI PG CU IV TX PV **

SULPHUR
KETTLE HOUSE
4756 NORTH INDIAN POINT ROAD
SULPHUR, WI 53066
(414) 965-5900
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

SULPHUR
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
2231 CATLIN AVENUE
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 394-6173
** AD AM Y TX PV **

VIREQUA
DOUGLAS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 14 NORTH
VIREQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-7052
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VIREQUA
VERNON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
507 SOUTH MAIN STREET
VIREQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-2101
** AD EA CI PV OT **

WASHBURN
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
320 SUPERIOR STREET
WASHBURN, WI 54891
(715) 375-8271
** AD AM TX PV **

WISCONSIN

RECOVERY CENTER INC
2231 CATLIN AVENUE
SUITE 2 EAST
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 392-2822
** AD RR AM Y PI DW TX PV **

TOMAH
TOMAH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
321 BUTTS AVENUE
TOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-2180
** AD EA OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
116C/4
TOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-3971 EXT. 591
** AD RR TX PV **

TOMAHAWK
LINDON HEALTH CARE CENTER
TOMAHAWK OFFICE/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
310 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
TOMAHAWK, WI 54487
(715) 451-5301
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SACRED HEART SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
OASIS RECOVERY PROGRAM
216 NORTH 7TH STREET
TOMAHAWK, WI 54487
(715) 453-7780
** AD RR W AI PG HV PI CU IV DT TX **
** CI PV **

VIREQUA
DRUGS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 14 NORTH
VIREQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-7052
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VIREQUA
VERNON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
507 SOUTH MAIN STREET
VIREQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-2101
** AD EA CI PV OT **

WASHBURN
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
320 SUPERIOR STREET
WASHBURN, WI 54891
(715) 375-8271
** AD AM TX PV **
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WATERTOWN

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
129 HOSPITAL DRIVE
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
(414) 261-8888
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WAUKESHA

CENTURY HOUSE
N1 W24940 NORTHVIEW ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-6233
** AD RR TX **

GENESIS HOUSE
1002 MOTOR AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-1321
** AD RR TX PV **

KETTLE MORaine OUTPATIENT CLINIC
START YOUTH PROGRAM
414 NORTH MORELAND BOULEVARD
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 544-1274
** AD AM Y B H AI PG CU DW TX CI **
** PV **

LA CASA DE ESPERANZA
AODA MINORITY TREATMENT PROGRAM
410 ARCADIAN AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 547-0087
** AD EA PV **

LAWRENCE CENTER
W265 S3890 SAYLESVILLE ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 540-6900
** AD RR CU IV TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
HOUSE OF HOPE
325 SENTINEL DRIVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 542-2663
** AD RR W PG CU DW TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN HOMES
NOAH HOUSE
WEST 222 SOUTH 3210 RACINE AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 549-6638
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

WAUKESHA COUNTY COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
500 RIVERVIEW AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 540-7666
** AD AM Y H IV EA DW TX CI **

WAUKESHA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
310 SOUTH STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 524-7921
** AD EA DN CI PV **

WAUKESHA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL EMERGENCY CHEM DEP TRT AND EDUC CENTER
725 AMERICAN AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 548-9098
** AD OT **

WAUPACA

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
1035B EAST ROYALTON STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-8459
** AD AM Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU **
** TX PV **

RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-1000
** AD OT **

WAUPACA COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES
811 HARDING STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 258-6300
** AD AM Y CU IV EA DH TX PV **

MAUSAU

CROSSROADS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
329 MCCLELLAN STREET
MAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 845-5000
** AD RR TX OT **

HEALTH MAINTENANCE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
617 NORTH 3RD AVENUE
MAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 675-7981
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
404 SOUTH 3RD AVENUE
MAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 842-5577
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NORTH CENTRAL HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
1100 LAKE VIEH DRIVE
MAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 848-4600
** AD RR AM Y A H AI PG HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WAUTOMA

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OF WASHINGTON COUNTY
310 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
(414) 787-4656
** AD RR AM Y A H PG HV PI CU IV **
** DT DN TX CI PV **

WEBSTER

NORTHWEST PASSAGE
WEBSTER, WI 53093
(715) 866-8301
** AD RR Y TX PV **

WEST BEND

AFFILIATED CLINICAL SERVICES INC
279 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 6
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-2717
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE OF WASHINGTON COUNTY
279 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-1181
** AD EA DW CI PV **

KETTLE MORaine TREATMENT CENTER
WEST BEND CLINIC
344 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-8611
** AD AM Y A B PI DW TX CI PV **

WILD ROSE

WILD ROSE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS/EMERGENCY INPT
601 GROVE STREET
WILD ROSE, WI 54984
(414) 622-3257
** AD OT **

WINNEBAGO

ANCHORAGE
WINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 225-4910 EXT. 2440
** AD RR Y B AI IV EA TX PV OT **

HORIZON HOUSE
105 JOSLYN STREETH
WINNEBAGO, WI 54901
(414) 233-5500
** AD RR TX **
MINNEBAGO MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
GEMINI
MINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 235-4910
** AD RR TX **

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
RIVERVIEW HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
410 DEWEY STREET
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494
(715) 423-6060
** AD OT **

WOOD COUNTY UNIFIED SERVICES
2611 SOUTH 12TH STREET
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494
(715) 421-0680
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI PG HV PI CU *
** IV DT EA DN TX CI PV **

MITTENBERG
HOME HOME FOR BOYS
ACCEPTANCE UNIT
MITTENBERG, WI 54499
(715) 253-2116
** AD RR Y B H AI TX PV **

WOODRUFF
MARSHFIELD CLINIC/LAKELAND CTR NORTH
519 HEMLOCK STREET
WOODRUFF, WI 54568
(715) 356-1795
** AD AM W Y AI PG TX CI PV **
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CHEYENNE
CHEYENNE COMMUNITY DRUG ABUSE
TREATMENT COUNCIL INC/PATHFINDER
803 WEST 21ST STREET
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 635-0256
** AD AM M Y A H PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** PV MV **
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEYENNE ALCOHOL RECEIVING CENTER
1625 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 652-9561
** AD AM Y PG EA DW TX CI PV **
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEYENNE HALFAY HOUSE
1625 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 652-6434
** AD H PI DT TX CI **
CHEYENNE
CHEYENNE COMMUNITY DRUG ABUSE
TREATMENT COUNCIL INC/PATHFINDER
803 WEST 21ST STREET
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 635-0256
** AD AM M Y A H PG HV CU IV EA TX **
** PV MV **
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEYENNE ALCOHOL RECEIVING CENTER
1625 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 652-9561
** AD AM Y PG EA DW TX CI PV **
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEYENNE HALFAY HOUSE
1625 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 652-6434
** AD RR TX CI **
CODY
CEDAR MOUNTAIN CENTER AT
WEST PARK HOSPITAL
707 SHERIDAN AVENUE
CODY, WY 82414
(307) 578-2421
** AD RR AM M Y AI PI IV DT EA DH **
** TX **
DOUGLAS
EASTERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1841 MADORA AVENUE
DOUGLAS, WY 82633
(307) 358-2846
** AD AM M Y A HV DH TX PV **
KEY
ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
HA = HIV POSITIVE
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DHI/ASAP SERVICES
TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDOS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PG = PREGNANT USERS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
DG = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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JACKSON
CURRAN/SEELEY FOUNDATION
450 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
JACKSON, WY 83001
(307) 735-3908
** AD AM W Y DN TX CI PV **

TETON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
115 WEST SNOW KING AVENUE
JACKSON, WY 83001
(307) 735-4670
** AD AM TX CI PV **

KEMMERER
LINCOLN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
230 HIGHWAY 233
KEMMERER, WY 83101
(307) 677-6466
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

Lander
FREMONT COUNSELING SERVICE
748 MAIN STREET
LANDER, WY 82201
(307) 332-2231
** AD AM W Y AI DN TX CI PV **

LARAMIE
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SUITE 320
LARAMIE, WY 82070
(307) 745-8915
** AD AM W Y PG PI EA DN TX CI PV **

LOVELL
BIG HORN COUNTY COUNSELING
441 MONTANA AVENUE
LOVELL, WY 82431
(307) 546-6543
** AD, AM TX PV **

Lusk
EASTERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
521 EAST 10TH STREET
LUSK, WY 82225
(307) 354-5666
** AD AM Y EA DN TX PV **

Newcastle
NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
18 STAMPEDE STREET
NEWCASTLE, WY 82701
(307) 746-4456
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX PV **

Pinedale
SUBLETTE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
61 1/2 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
PINEDALE, WY 82941
(307) 367-2111
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

Riverton
FREMONT COUNSELING SERVICE
322 NORTH 6TH STREET WEST
RIVERTON, WY 82041
(307) 858-6507
** AD AM H Y AI DN TX CI PV **

Rock Springs
ROSEN RECOVERY CENTER
1414 9TH STREET
ROCK SPRINGS, WY 82901
(307) 362-1846
** AD RR TX CI PV **

SOUTHWEST COUNSELING SERVICE
1124 COLLEGE ROAD
ROCK SPRINGS, WY 82901
(307) 362-6615
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION (SMARA)
2001 DEWAR DRIVE
ROCK SPRINGS, WY 82901
(307) 362-6021
** AD AM H Y H PG PI CU DN TX CI **
** PV **

Sheridan
NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1221 WEST 5TH STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 674-4005
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI PV **

SHERIDAN HOUSE INC
1005 SABERTON STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-2046
** AD RR AM IV EA DN TX PV **

Thunder Child
SHERIDAN VETERANS ADMIN HOSPITAL
BUILDING 24
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3636
** AD RR W A AI PG HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3473 EXT. 3298
** A RR AM H A B H AI HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

Sundance
NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
209 CLEVELAND STREET
SUNDANCE, WY 82729
(307) 283-3636
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

Thermopolis
HOT SPRINGS COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
121 SOUTH 4TH STREET
THERMOPOLIS, WY 82443
(307) 864-3138
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV EA TX PV **

Torrington
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1942 EAST D STREET
TORRINGTON, WY 82240
(307) 522-6091
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **

Wheatland
SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
103 PARK AVENUE
WHEATLAND, WY 82201
(307) 322-3190
** AD AM W Y B H AI PI CU IV EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

Worland
WASHAKIE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
509 BIG HORN AVENUE
WORLAND, WY 82401
(307) 347-4165
** AD AM IV EA DN TX CI PV **
National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS)
Unit Update Form

To be included in this Directory, you must complete the Unit Update Form AND complete the next annual NDATUS. This form may also be used for corrections to the information contained in the Directory. Please complete the form and return it to the National Institute on Drug Abuse at the address listed below:

Check One: New_________ Correction_________

Date of Completion: ___________________________

State ID: ___________________ NDATUS ID (if known): ___________________

Unit Name

Unit Address

Room Number, Building, Department

City, State, and Zip Code (9 digit if available)

( )

Unit Telephone Number, including area code

Please check all appropriate responses:

Unit's Orientation: _____ Alcohol Services _____ Drug Services

Unit's Function: _____ Treatment _____ Prevention

Please complete if your mailing address is different from the above:

Mailing Address

Room Number, Building, Department, Post Office Box

City, State, and Zip Code (9 digit if available)

Mail to: NDATUS Project Office
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Division of Epidemiology and Prevention Research
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockwall II, Suite 615
Rockville, Maryland 20857